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Preface

This book is an interpretation of two unusual documents of Greek religion,

which though of obvious importance have baffled understanding until now.

Both are ‘‘sacred laws’’ calling for certain rites to be performed; they would

normally be of interest to specialists alone. But in both, the variety of items

and the strangeness of some are unparalleled. It is because old customs

have been selected, and new occasions have been devised, so as to satisfy

and reconcile the unequal members of a traditional society, the few and

the many who are so often set against each other. Both documents are

tantamount to a religious reform, otherwise hardly seen in Greek cities.

There have been three successive versions, differing considerably in the

material included. The original version was much improved by expert criti-

cism. Robert Parker at a busy time probed and queried much of it. An

authoritative reader for the APAMonograph Committee supplied a searching

philological critique. Kathryn Gutzwiller, chair of the committee, tactfully

and patiently guided both revisions. After this long process, the book is

dedicated to four family members in gratitude for their unfailing interest

and forbearance.
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Massimilla G. Massimilla, Callimacho, Aitia I II, Pisa

1996.



Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. E. Schwyzer and A. Debrunner, Griechische

Grammatik, 4 vols., Berlin 1953 1994.
Threatte, Gram. Attic Inscr. L. Threatte, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions,

2 vols., Berlin 1980 1996.
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Introduction

Sacred Laws

Greek inscriptions regulating sacred matters, sacred laws so called, are a large

and varied class; they help us to amore realistic understanding of Greek religion

than we obtain from literary works or monuments. They are seldom laws in the

sense of enactments by an official body but rather customs of self-evident

authority. They plunge us straightway into details of priests and processioners

and cult associates, of groves and altars and offerings, of treasuries and inven-

tories, and of ritual of every kind from personal ablutions to interstate festivals,

but especially of animal sacrifice, a way of life as much as a religious ceremony.

They have come to light all round the Greek world, in the homeland and in

colonial areas, and from an early period, as early as any kind of public inscrip-

tion. Similar details recur everywhere. In the light of sacred laws we could assert

the proposition, if Herodotus had not already done so, that next to consanguin-

ity and language Greeks are defined by their religion.

Asacred lawgivesnotice,whether toneighborsofa local sanctuaryor farand

wide. The most comprehensive are sacred ‘‘calendars’’ published by a city or a

village or other social entity. These are long lists of sacrifices, sometimes of other

things as well, month bymonth, even day by day, throughout the year. They are

valuable not only for their assortment of detail, but for showing what is most

essential toourunderstanding, theseasonalcontextofeachitem.Greekreligion is

a nature religion suited to the resources and the livelihoods of theMediterranean

shores that the Greeks inhabited. The yearly progress of the seasons calls for a

cycle of ritual addressed to deities who inhabit different parts of nature.



Sacred laws may be prompted by changing conditions or by large events.

The most elaborate example of a sacred calendar was assembled and published

at Athens at almost the worst time in the city’s history, the last years of the

Peloponnesian War and the ensuing years of internal conflict. Other calendars

were compiled to mark a synoecism, the enlargement of a community, as when

the island of Cos became prosperous andmuch visited. Festivals were extended

or even created to show off the importance of a growing city. Cult associations

were formed to satisfy needs newly felt, such as loyalty or good fellowship or a

deeper piety. The Eleusinian Mysteries, a universal cult of the grain goddess

transcending city-state and every other allegiance, issued schedules and regu-

lations repeatedly during more than seven centuries.

Such are sacred laws, their scope and character. But the two inscriptions

that are the subject of this book are different from all the rest: a sacred law of

Selinus of the mid-fifth century, and another of Cyrene of the late fourth

century. Both are extraordinary documents of Greek religion that have

resisted any satisfactory interpretation.

The Sacred Law of Selinus

The inscription of Selinus in southwest Sicily was first published in 1993. It is a
large lead tablet about two feet wide and eight inches high, dated by letter forms

to the mid-fifth century b.c. It sets out rules for sacrifice and other ritual in two

columns ofwriting that are upside down to eachother. This format is unique and

unexplained. A bronze bar is laid vertically between the columns so as to clamp

the tablet with just three nails to some wooden fixture; at any given time the

column that is right side up is on the right. The tablet had been exhibited for a

considerable time, to judge from signs of wear. But as soon as the display ended,

it disappeared from sight, to be rediscovered only at the present day. Otherwise

the lead would have been reused, as always.

The two columns are of quite unequal length and substance. Column A

fills up half the tablet, from top to bottom. After a preliminary offering and a

heading, sacrifices are prescribed to Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides, to Zeus

milichios at a place strangely named, to Tritopatreis both foul and pure, and

again to Zeus milichios at another place strangely named. For all but Zeus

eumenês and the Eumenides, the mode of sacrifice and other ritual actions are

set forth in great detail. The heading gives the deadline for performing the

whole series of sacrifices. The preliminary offering is but partly legible; there

are traces of an earlier and lengthier version that was erased. Column B is only

half as long as column A and was even shorter at first, being extended as an

afterthought. All the ritual of column B is addressed to a power called

elasteros; the person performing the ritual is described as autorektas; both

terms are enigmatic. The ritual, including sacrifice, is meant to purify the

person from the power.

When the tablet came to the Getty Museum in Malibu (to be returned in

due course to Italy), it was studied and published by three leading scholars in
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the fields of Greek religion and epigraphy, M. H. Jameson, D. R. Jordan and

R. H. Kotansky. Their monograph A lex sacra from Selinous is a model of

promptness and thoroughness. They do not disguise the difficulties, but offer

nonetheless a consistent general picture. It is based on the somber nature of

the deities in column A and on the motif of purification in column B and on

many details in both columns that might evoke homicide and kinship and the

fear of vengeance or retribution. In summary, it is as follows.

In column A, the Eumenides, Zeus milichios, and Tritopatreis are all

concerned with bloodshed. The Eumenides pursue offenders and threaten

each household and the community at large; Zeus milichios is concerned

with the purification of both individuals and the community; Tritopatreis as

primordial ancestors are alarmed and angry but turn from ‘‘foul’’ to ‘‘pure’’

when the guilt is removed. Both certain kinship groups and the whole com-

munity seem to be at risk. The heading announces a deadline by which the

community must be purified, but the sacrifices are all performed by kinship

groups. The preliminary offering is avowedly made by a household; the two

cults of Zeus milichios are in the hands of named kinship groups, prominent

persons as it seems; cults of Tritopatreis must belong to kinship groups

at Selinus as elsewhere. It may be either that the whole community is repre-

sented by a few leading families, or that these are chiefly implicated in the

bloodshed.

In column B, the purifying ritual is intended for a homicide, the supposed

meaning of autorektas, and for other guilty persons. The elasteros from whom

one is purified is cognate with alastôr; it is an avenging spirit or, less probably, a

vengeful ghost. The ritual consists of a display of hospitality, a concrete magical

display. A similar display is prescribed in a certain section of the sacred law of

Cyrene. Here it is sometimes thought to be addressed to a power called hikesios,

supposed to mean ‘‘visitant,’’ and thus comparable to the elasteros.

The tablet is assigned to the aftermath of what must have been a sanguin-

ary episode of civil strife: these are various remedies to restore the peace. They

may be for individuals or for families, and they may be single or repeated; a

continuing need is envisaged. But it is not explained how the tablet, with its

remarkable format, was consulted.

Jameson, Jordan, and Kotansky acknowledge the difficulty of the inscrip-

tion and the uncertainty of their interpretation at many points and overall;

indeed they insist upon the difficulty and the uncertainty. They undoubtedly

expected a searching discussion to ensue. Yet the interpretation has mostly

been accepted entire, or varied only by choosing between alternatives they left

open. A few alternatives suggested since have brought no improvement and

have gained no further acceptance. In fact the whole approach is dubious. The

sacrifices of column A and the other ritual of column B are thought of as a

means of purging blood guilt, but the only analogy is that section of the sacred

law of Cyrene, and it too is perplexing. The meaning of hikesios is as obscure

as the meaning of elasteros; it has been debated much longer for the past

eighty years. The sacred law of Cyrene in any case covers a wide variety of

things that are remote from the business of Selinus’ tablet.
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To put it briefly, the word elasteros cannot have the meaning or the

etymology assigned to it. The purifying ritual is conformable with a deity of

the usual kind, a power of nature. The meaning of autorektas, ‘‘slaying with

one’s own hand,’’ is as apt for a sacrificial procedure as for a homicide; the

equivalent term autophonos happens to be used in another section of the

sacred law of Cyrene in which a person newly purified, but not from homicide,

demonstrates his worthiness by a careful sacrifice. If column B has nothing to

do with homicide, columnA has nothing to do with either homicide or kinship

groups. The two cults of Zeus milichios belong to outlying parts of the city

known for rites of spring and of harvest time respectively. The stories associ-

ating Zeus milichios and the Eumenides with homicide are stories only, with

the heightened colors of fiction; they are not the daily outlook of cult, where

the purifying ritual is addressed to powers of nature. As for Tritopatreis, it

is mere scholastic dogma that makes them into general or typical ancestors;

it is belied by a century of archaeological discovery that shows only powers of

nature.

In contrast to the obscure elasteros, the deities of column A are all known

from a wide range of evidence, literary and archaeological and epigraphic.

The editio princeps indicates this evidence almost without omission, but shows

at the same time that it has not been properly scrutinized even as it has been

growing. The evidence of archaeology and inscriptions throws new light on

that of literature, exposing the real purpose behind the literary one. It also

supplies detail that was never taken up in literature.

The several deities of column A are worshipped at certain moments in the

spring and early summer, a critical period when a community renews its

resources and hangs on each natural process or event. But they are far from

being the only deities, or even the most prominent, who are worshipped at this

time of year; they are selected for a certain purpose. The one deity of column B

represents the other half of the year. Deliberately anonymous, he stands for a

recurring natural event that was much feared. In both columns, the deities are

chosen, and the ritual is prescribed, because they and it will appeal to every-

one, rich and poor alike. In both columns, a leading feature of the ritual is the

many alternatives, more and less costly, which have been devised with great

ingenuity.

We have then a sacrificial code associating rich and poor. Selinus was a

very rich city, renowned as such at the very time of this curious lead tablet.

The great temples and other evidence of its wealth are also evidence of

stability, to which the tablet perhaps contributed. It is ironic that when Selinus

was suddenly destroyed by the Carthaginians in 409 b.c., the tablet was at the
same time preserved.

The Sacred Law of Cyrene

The much longer inscription of Cyrene in north Africa came to light in 1922,
as Italian excavations began, and was soon published, indeed twice published,
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from the stone; it has recently been published once more from squeezes. It

occupies two faces of a tall marble block that also bears the proud record of

Cyrene’s grain exports at a time of famine in the Greek homeland, c. 330 325
b.c.; the two inscriptions are in similar lettering of this period. The block

originally stood in the great sanctuary of Apollo in the northwest sector of the

city. The content is divided by short horizontal lines, paragraphoi, into some

twenty sections (a few depend on restoration) that present an appearance of

greater uniformity than emerges from a careful reading. There are twelve

undoubted sections on the first face, preserved to its full extent, though

much broken at the last. There are seven sections on the second face up to

the point where it breaks off entirely.

This inscription too is very difficult. Even now, after many years, there is

no agreed opinion on the most important matters or on the general purpose.

Perhaps no other Greek inscription that is so extensive and so well preserved

has remained so enigmatic for so long.

The first face, column A, has a heading in larger letters: Apollo ordered

the people of Cyrene to abide by certain forms of ritual. The rule that

immediately follows is of a fitting dignity, a public sacrifice to Apollo outside

the city gates. Yet an element of superstitious magic is included, a red-haired

victim. The next few rules are both trivial and oddly assorted: how to obtain

wood for any purpose and what washing or other care is needed after impure

occasions like sexual intercourse and childbirth. Then comes a new dispensa-

tion that is somehow important, since it mostly concedes, but also restricts,

access to certain holy places. Now this rule has been found almost impene-

trable. ‘‘Everyone’’ is concerned, and is either ‘‘pure’’ or ‘‘profane.’’ Remark-

ably, the names that somehow identify the places include Tritopateres, an

equivalent form of Selinus’ Tritopatreis, and Battus, the founder of Cyrene.

Conformably with the misunderstanding of Tritopatreis already mentioned, it

is thought that the holy places may be tombs. The next rule seems trivial once

more: how to scrape and scrub an altar when a wrong victim has been

sacrificed. Thus far we have a strange variety of short staccato items.

There follows a single line marked off by itself, which is sometimes

ascribed to the previous rule, sometimes to the following set of five rules.

These are perfectly symmetrical at ten lines each (but one is also subdivided)

and fittingly describe a ‘‘tithing’’ obligation to Apollo that falls on certain

persons and properties making up the fivefold division. The obligation in each

case is to purify Apollo’s sanctuary and oneself and one’s property and also,

as a much greater burden, to sacrifice animals valued at a literal tithe. The five

sections insist very sharply on the proper times or circumstances for dischar-

ging the obligation. The tithing rules with their precise and repetitive language

are both the longest and the weightiest part of the inscription. They are

seldom noticed nowadays, much less studied.

The second face, column B, begins with three related sections expressed in

language that has some similarity to the tithing rules. But these are rules for

young women, requiring them to attend at stated times at the shrine of

Artemis. There follows a rule about the impurity caused by miscarriage, not
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unlike the rules about sexual intercourse and childbirth. Next come three

sections neatly associated by a common heading and by three individual

subheadings. The meaning of every word in these headings, especially the

word hikesios, is obscure and controverted. Furthermore, despite the head-

ings, there is no such similarity among the three sections as there is among the

tithing rules or the rules for young women. All three are sometimes thought to

be about propitiating uncanny powers, ‘‘visitants,’’ much like those of Selinus

as the lead tablet has been interpreted. But sometimes they are thought to

be about receiving and purifying ‘‘suppliants.’’ On a different view, only

the first rule is referred to a visitant, and the second and third are referred to

suppliants. Yet the language of each section, both vocabulary and syntax, is

peculiar to itself. So is the substance of each section, whatever view is taken of

visitants or suppliants. The substance ranges from trivial to weighty, from

making and manipulating figurines to a public ceremony before a body of

witnesses. The third section is nearly complete when the surface of the stone

gives way.

The inscription was of great importance at Cyrene, as shown by its size and

the manner of display in Apollo’s sanctuary. As soon as it was published, the

foremost scholars of the day vied in expounding themany strangely varied rules.

They did not succeed very well, as the foregoing summary will suffice to show. It

has subsequently entered the standard collections of sacred laws and of dialectal

and historical documents. But it is rarely discussed as a whole, and then only to

remark the problems. And rules so strangely brought together have not often

been mentioned separately. Indeed, the two longest parts, the tithing rules and

the devotions of young women, are almost wholly neglected. It is not that the

cults of Apollo and of Artemis are neglected; rather the opposite, but this

evidence is problematic and therefore recalcitrant to the global theorizing now

applied to Greek religion. The only part that is commonly and confidently cited

is the last, the three rules about ostensible ‘‘visitants’’ or ‘‘suppliants.’’ They are

bracketed with column B of the Selinus tablet.

At the time of publication sacred laws were not known so well as they

are today, and the language and monuments of Cyrene were just beginning

to be known. It is possible now to direct a brighter light on the inscription

and to reveal features unrecognized before. The sacred law of Selinus espe-

cially demands comparison, but without the fixed idea of visitants or sup-

pliants. Both of these documents are remarkably diverse, Cyrene’s even

more so. With the latter, the very language keeps changing because it refers

sometimes to old customs and sometimes to new arrangements. Old customs

can be briefly evoked, but new arrangements must be indicated carefully.

High ceremony goes with vulgar magic, as at Selinus but more often.

Though Cyrene was a conservative Dorian city devoted to ceremony,

magic was also in the air. Both rich and poor are solicited by different

means, and also those between. Another element can be discerned. At

Cyrene Libyans had a greater share in the benefits of city life than natives

living next to other Greek colonies; a certain part of the rules seems to be for

them. The whole series of rules is an artful combination. It does not follow
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any natural order, as in the calendar or on the ground, but suits a variety of

needs by an acceptable progression.

Returning to the several parts distinguished above, we see first a few items

that every citizen will welcome or at least accept. Public sacrifice at the city

gates is as always, but with a magic urgency. Wood from Apollo’s sacred land

is now provided to everyone, not only to the privileged. The universal require-

ments of physical purity are explained, but as a bare minimum that will not be

irksome. After such mild uncontroversial rules comes a striking innovation.

Shrines of Akamantes and Tritopateres are thrown open to general use, with a

remedy in case of error that happens to recall the ritual of Tritopatreis at

Selinus. These wind gods of Attic origin are especially esteemed in the genial

climate of Cyrene, and many will now enjoy their aid without the intervention

of priestly families.

The tithing rules as the centerpiece of the inscription impose a heavy

burden on a lesser class of citizen. This might well have formed the subject

of a separate law or decree. Sacrifices of the value of a tithe produce a quantity

of meat that will be widely distributed. It is a popular measure at the cost of a

few, like the opening of those shrines, but on a far larger scale. It is strict, but

also just; hence the careful repetitious language. At the last, in the third

generation, a member of the tithed class is released from his obligation. The

class are probably the offspring of Greek fathers and Libyan mothers. And

the other long rules that follow, the rites of Artemis in similar language, are

for the women of this class. Nowhere else is such curious old ritual straight-

forwardly described. It comes as a revelation that transforms our understand-

ing of the goddess Artemis.

The last part, like the first, is a mixture of things; both parts have been

devised as a framing device for the tithing rules and the rites of Artemis. The

common heading and the three subheadings echo the opening words of the

inscription, about forms of ritual ordained by Apollo. The three rules are

three forms of ‘‘suppliant purification.’’ In the first form a house is purified by

exorcising ghosts who have been conjured against it. They receive a formal

invitation to a full-course meal, at which they are represented by figurines. We

are reminded of the entertainment of an elasteros at Selinus, but this is a lesser

occasion and a cruder pretense. In the second form an anxious person,

anxious for any reason as it seems, consults the local oracle of Apollo and is

assessed for a small offering. In the third form a person of substance presents

himself to an intercessor as a declared suppliant and undergoes an official

purification before certain witnesses representing the whole community. The

procedure is familiar from literature and also agrees with a decree of Lindus

recently published.

The inscription breaks off just before the end of this third form. We

cannot tell whether there was more; it would not be much in any case. The

overall arrangement is clear. As at Selinus the authorities have endeavored to

satisfy both rich and poor and also those between. Some rules will satisfy all;

others are alternatives; yet others are leveling. The longest parts, the tithing

rules and the rites of Artemis, concern another element in the city, most likely
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those of mixed blood, Greek and Libyan. They have the double effect of

assimilating the newcomers, albeit at a certain price, and of pleasing everyone

else.

Religion and the City

Greek religion as we know it, the cults and myths of Olympian and lesser

deities, is coeval with the Greek city. Despite a general opinion, the emergence

of the city cannot be put as late as the end of the Geometric period. In the

early Dark Age, when people sailed from Attica and the northern Peloponne-

sus to find a safer home in the Aegean islands or on the coast of Anatolia, the

new settlements were already cities, inasmuch as they were closely organized

by means of monthly calendars, whether Ionian or Dorian, which the emi-

grants created for just this purpose. Each month is named for a festival. Every

city then and later had its own sequence of month names, but in any given area

the calendars were as much alike as the settlers were related. Now the Ionian

and to a less extent the Dorian domain where people gathered and dispersed in

the early Dark Age is also the part of the Greek world where we find, after

some centuries, most of the sacred calendars that are published on stone.

Though the long list of occasions in a sacred calendar, reunions both large and

small, could not be exhibited until the use of writing became common, they

were important from the moment a city was founded. Herodotus’ dictum is

doubly true. Greeks were defined by their religion as soon as they appeared on

the ground.

Greek religion must also be seen in a larger context. The gods were there

on the land, controlling the weather and producing the crops, long before the

cities emerged. Like the gods of any nature religion, and most like those of the

ancient Near East, they had taken human shape as objects of the timeless

magic operations of ritual. But they lent themselves to the organization of

cities when this new mode of life first grew up outside the Bronze-Age

heartland in the Near East. Greek poetry arose in the same period, its earliest

creations subsumed under Homer’s name. It circulated among the cities and

imposed a universal picture of the gods that was in part a Bronze-Age

heritage. The gods of each city were influenced by the gods of poetry but

never lost their particularity.

When a city was founded, shrines of the gods were marked out on the

acropolis, and in the agora, and at points on the periphery. The first civic

official of general occurrence, the basileus ‘‘king,’’ had the task of coordinat-

ing ritual, gathering supplies of staple goods, and arranging assemblies and

festivals. Every increase in territory and in population was signaled by new

shrines and processions. As a city prospered, great temples were put under

construction, far surpassing any secular buildings. Some were completed only

after centuries or never. But if a city failed under enemy attack, the gods as a

matter of vivid belief picked up and left, withdrawing from city shrines to

whatever place they came from. So it was that the ancient gods of nature
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joined Greek society when it began and developed with it, acquiring social

functions. The gods of Athens became the gods of tragedy and replaced those

of Homer.

Greek cities in raising life to a broad plateau of comfort and security also

created the great divide between rich and poor; government was contested

between aristocrats and tyrants, or between oligarchs and democrats. Strife

within cities became as common as war between them, and war and civil strife

often coincided, whether the hardship of war drove rich and poor apart, or

either one was in league with the enemy outside. Public worship posed special

danger. In spring 392 b.c., at the festival of Artemis eukleia described by

Xenophon from close acquaintance, the democrats of Corinth assailed their

opponents as they performed the traditional ring dances in the agora, and

then finished them as they sought refuge at the statues and altars nearby.

Aeneas Tacticus, discussing stratagems of war in the mid-fourth century, has

much to say of opportunities and precautions during festival celebrations in

characteristic settings.

So it was prudent to reinforce such ties of worship as associate rich and

poor in companionable activity. Theopompus records the judgment of the

Delphic oracle that the ordinary man who faithfully attends each festival

throughout the year is a better citizen than the magnate who brings a heca-

tomb to Apollo. Among the gods, some especially appealed to common folk

and received the humblest of offerings. Families came to honor Zeus milichios

at a huge picnic gathering in early spring, the legendary first sacrifice in

Hesiod. His cult was always a means of reconciliation; hence the many local

stories that it was somehow embroiled in tremendous conflict. Demeter,

goddess of agriculture, brought the whole community together while it was

still small; thereafter the Mysteries of Eleusis were the largest occasion any-

where, open to all at little cost, for parading and dancing and feasting, and

also for assembling in silence. The effect they usually had may be judged from

a moment of failure. In 403 b.c. the two factions contesting power at Athens

took up their dead from the field under a brief truce. It was the Herald of the

Mysteries, says Xenophon again, who seized this opportunity to remind them

both of the sacrifices and processions they had shared.

The tablet of Selinus recruits a number of such deities in calendar order and

fashions ritual for them that will be generally convenient and attractive. The

inscription ofCyrene recruits onlyAkamantes andTritopateres, but finds a great

many ritual occasions that will engage rich and poor, and also old and new

citizens. Both Selinus and Cyrene were governed by long-standing oligarchies at

the time the tablet and the inscription were displayed. It was at other hands, in

409 and in 321 b.c., that the end came for both as independent cities. Stable

government had endured at both even through years of war.
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1

The Lead Tablet

Text

The physical form of the tablet, with its two columns upside down to each other

and its curiousmeansofattachment, is considered inchapter2.Hereanattempt is

made to establish the text and the literal meaning as securely as possible.

Column A

1 ½ÆY �Ø� ŒÆ º�~Ø� I�½������; I: ½�Ææåb� K�Ø��æ��	 �~	Ø ˜Ø
:�
2 ½K��º~��� �b �~Æ½Ç�Æ½�� �� hºÆ �� fŒÆg ŒI�½æå��ŁÆØ ���	��
3 ½K�
Łı��: ½Æ� ŒÆ�Æº½h�Ø����Æ�: ŒÆ�: hÆØª
Ç�:� �b �e� h	�	����	�.
4 rasura

5 rasura

6 rasura

7 �~	� hØÆæ~	� hÆ Łı�
Æ �æe �̌ 	�ı�
	� ŒÆd �~Æ� Kå�å�æ
Æ� ����: ½�	Ø�
8 =���Ø h~	Ø��æ h�ŒÆ hÆ �ˇºı��Øa� �	��
�: �~	Ø ˜Ød : �~	Ø �P���~�Ø Ł�½���: ŒÆd�
9 �~ÆØ� : ¯P���
���Ø : ��º�	� ŒÆd �~	Ø ˜Ød �~	Ø �ØºØå
	Ø �~	Ø : K� ����		 : ��º�	� :

�	~Ø� �æ-
10 Ø�	�Æ�æ�~ı�Ø � �	~Ø� � �ØÆæ	~Ø� h����æ �	~Ø� h�æ���Ø =	~Ø�	� hı�	ºh�
-
11 łÆ� � �Ø� Oæ��	 � ŒÆd �~Æ� �	Øæ~Æ� � �~Æ� K��Æ� � ŒÆ�ÆŒÆ-
12 
�� � �
Æ�: Łı���	 Ł~ı�Æ : ŒÆd ŒÆ�ÆªØÇ���	 h	~Ø� h	�
Æ � ŒÆd ��æØæ-
13 �Æ���� ŒÆ�ÆºØ���	 : Œ���Ø�Æ : �	~Ø� : ŒÆŁÆæ	~Ø� : ��º�	� Łı���	 : ��º
ŒæÆ�Æ

hı�	-

14 º�
�	� � ŒÆd �æ��ÇÆ� ŒÆd Œº
�Æ� ŒK��Æº��	 ŒÆŁÆæe� h~��Æ ŒÆd ����-
15 �	� KºÆ
Æ� ŒÆd ��º
ŒæÆ�Æ K� ŒÆØ�Æ~Ø� �	��æ
��: ½��Ø ŒÆd : �º��Æ�Æ ŒÆd Œæ~Æ� ŒI�-



16 Ææ����	Ø ŒÆ�ÆŒÆ��	 ŒÆd ŒÆ�ÆºØ���	 �a� �	��æ
�Æ� K�Ł�����.

17 Łı���	 h����æ �	~Ø� Ł�	~Ø� �a �Æ�æ~	ØÆ : �~	Ø K� ¯PŁı��	 : �ØºØå
	Ø : ŒæØe� Ł: ½ı�-
18 ���	: ���	 �b ŒÆd Ł~ı�Æ ���a =��	� Ł���: �a �b hØÆæa �a �Æ���ØÆ K�<Æ>Øæ��	�

ŒÆd �æ½��ÇÆ�-
19 � :�æ	Ł�����ŒÆd �		º�Æ�ŒÆd �I�e�~Æ��æÆ��ÇÆ� :I�æª�Æ�ÆŒÆd�O���ÆŒÆ½�Æ�-
20 Œ~ÆÆØ� �a Œæ~Æ �Kå��æ��	: ŒÆº��	 ½h����Ø�Æ º~�Ø: ���	 �b ŒÆd ���a =��½	� =�-
21 	
�		Ø Ł��� : ��ÆÇ���	 �b : Œ¼���æ: ½Æ �æ�e IªÆº��	� ½KŒº�	:��½Æ���� ŒÆ��	:

����-
22 	 Ł~ı�Æh��Ø ŒÆ�æ	å	æ�~Ø �a�Æ�æ~	½ØÆ:� �: K�ÆØæ: ½��	 �ahØÆæa �a �Æ���ØÆ:ŒÆd ���-
23 �: ½	 ��æ: 
�	ØÆ ��	å~	Ø �æ
�	Ø =��½�Ø. vacat]
24 ���	 �b ��P:����: ½	ºÆ �a hØÆæ. vacat]

vacat

Column B

1 ½ÆY � Œ: � ¼: �: Łæ	�½	�� ½ÆP�	æ�Œ��: Æ:½� Kº����æ	� I�	ŒÆ½ŁÆ
æ��ŁÆØ�
2 ½º<~�> Ø; � �æ	�Ø�e� h��	 ŒÆ º~�Ø ŒÆd �~	 =�: ½���:	� h��	 ŒÆ º~�Ø ŒÆd ½�~	 ���e��
3 h	��
	 ŒÆ º~�Ø ŒÆd <�>I��æÆØ h	��
ÆØ ŒÆ º<~�>Ø; �f	gæ	�Ø�e� h��ıØ ŒÆ º~�Ø;

ŒÆŁÆØæ��Ł	: : ½ŒÆd hı�-
4 �	��Œ����	� I�	�
łÆ�ŁÆØ ���	 ŒIŒæÆ�
�Æ�ŁÆØ ŒÆd hºÆ �~	Ø ÆP½�~	Ø.
5 ½Œ�Æd Ł��Æ� �~	Ø ˜d å	~Øæ	� K� ÆP�~	 Y�	 ŒÆd ��æØ��fØgæÆ���Ł	 vacat
6 ŒÆd �	�Æª	æ��Ł	 ŒÆd �~Ø�	� hÆØæ��Ł	 ŒÆd ŒÆŁ�ı���	 h��� Œ-
7 Æ º~�Ø: ÆY �Ø� ŒÆ º~�Ø ���ØŒe� C �Æ�æ~	Ø	� C � �ÆŒ	ı��e� C � �	æÆ�e�
8 C ŒÆd åZ��Ø�Æ ŒÆŁÆ
æ��ŁÆØ; �e� ÆP�e� �æ��	�: Œ:ÆŁÆØæ��Ł	 vacat
9 h����æ h	P�	æ�Œ�Æ�: K��
 Œ� KºÆ���æ	 I�	ŒÆŁæ��ÆØ, vacat
10 hØÆæ�~Ø	� ��º�	� K�d �~	Ø �	�~	Ø �~	Ø �Æ�Æ�
	Ø Ł��Æ� ŒÆŁÆæe-
11 � ���	: �Ø	æ
�Æ� hÆºd ŒÆd åæı�~	Ø I�	æÆ����	� I�
�	.
12 h�ŒÆ �~	Ø KºÆ���æ	Ø åæ�Ç�Ø Ł���; Ł��� h����æ �	~Ø� vacat
13 IŁÆ��	Ø�Ø: ��ÆÇ��	 �� K� ª~Æ�. vacat

vacat

Translation

Here and there, especially in column A, the document forgets a verb and

alternates inconsequently between imperative and infinitive constructions and

between indefinite singular and plural subjects. The translation attempts to

reproduce these features, in the hope of showing that they do not obscure the

meaning. Restorations exempli gratia are indicated by square brackets, but

not those giving the necessary sense.

Column A

1 6. [?If someone wishes to read this over, he shall bring firstlings to Zeus.

? Take out] ‘sop ’n’ salt’ [and make firstlings of them,] having left [an offering
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upon the altar]. The persons of the household consecrate it. [The next three

lines are blank.]

7 8. The offering of the sacrifices before the Kotytia and before the truce every

fourth year in which the Olympiad comes round.

8 9. To Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides sacrifice a full-grown animal, and to

Zeus milichios in [the land] of Myskos a full-grown animal.

9 13. To the Tritopatreis who are foul just as to the heroes, after pouring

down wine through the roof, and of the portions that are ninths burn up one.

Those who have the right shall sacrifice the victim and shall consecrate. And

after sprinkling round they shall smear over.

13 17. And then to those who are pure they shall sacrifice a full-grown victim,

pouring down honey-mix. And (one shall set up) a table and a couch, and one

shall place thereon a clean cloth and crowns of olive and honey-mix in new

cups and cakes and meat. And they shall burn them up as firstlings, and shall

smear over after putting in the cups. They shall sacrifice just as to the gods the

ancestral victims.

17 20. To milichios in [the land] of Euthydamos they shall sacrifice a ram. It is

also allowed to sacrifice the victim every second year. One shall take out the

holy objects that are public. And place the table in front. And burn up a thigh

and the firstlings from the table and the bones. One shall not carry away the

meat. One shall invite whomever he wishes.

20 24. It is also allowed to sacrifice at home every second year. They shall slay

the animal. And they shall wash intestines and burn them up before statues.

The victim shall be whatever the ancestral customs allow. One shall not take

out [the holy objects that are public. And one shall give] threefold to a beggar

in this third year. The omens shall be easy to understand. [This clause is

inscribed as an afterthought.]

Column B

1 3. If a person wishes to be purified of an elasteros by slaying with his own

hand, he shall announce wherever he wishes and whenever in the year he wishes

and in whatever month he wishes and on whatever day he wishes, and shall

announce in whatever direction he wishes, and shall set about being purified.

3 4. And he shall entertain to a meal, and provide washing and supping and

salt for this same one.

5 7. And he shall sacrifice a piglet to Zeus, and shall go forth from there, and

shall turn his back, and shall converse, and shall take food, and shall sleep

wherever he wishes.

7 8. If someone wishes to be purified of an elasteros that is entertained, or

ancestral, or heard, or seen, or whomsoever, he shall be purified in the same

way.
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9 11. [The last five lines are inscribed in larger letters.] . . . as the one slaying

with his own hand. After one has been purified of an elasteros, he shall

sacrifice a full-grown victim upon the public altar, and shall be pure. He

shall mark a boundary with salt, and sprinkle round with a gold vessel, and

go away.

12 13. Whenever one needs to sacrifice for the elasteros, sacrifice just as to the

immortals. But one shall slay the animal with the blood running down to

earth.

Notes on the Text

I have not seen the tablet and rely on JJK’s full report and illustrations.

On pages 8 13 they provide a diplomatic transcript; the frontispiece and

plates 1 5 are excellent photographs; folding plates 1 2 are painstaking

drawings. As Graham (1995, 367) remarks, ‘‘there are a disturbingly large

number of differences’’ between transcript and drawings, and there

are differences too between transcript and the text finally presented (JJK

14, 16). But these differing interpretations of a difficult inscription can serve

to guide us.

Column A

1–3. I have restored these lines throughout, exempli gratia. This is the simplest

means of showing the undoubted construction of lines 2 3 and the likely scope

of them all. The actual words that stood in line 1 cannot of course be known.

It is useful nonetheless to contemplate such words as might conceivably have

stood there. JJK 8, 14, 18 20 print as text, and explicate, no more than line 3
after its lost beginning: in itself a counsel of wisdom. Yet they are free with

conjecture about what went before (ibid. and 50 52, 61, 66, 114). It was a

certain form of animal sacrifice; it involved another group besides the persons

of the household; it had to do with homicide pollution; there was a heading to

this effect. They also suggest that ‘‘funeral ceremonies’’ were mentioned as

another obligation of each household. Parker (2004, 64) makes it a question

whether the issuing authority was named. No such detail, not even one of

them, can possibly be fitted in.

1. The hand that inscribed lines 1 3 and line 24 is different from the rest of

column A and again from column B; these lines are by way of amendment.

The letters are mostly larger but sometimes crowded, sometimes widely

spaced, and cancelled at least once (in line 3 the h of ŒÆ�: hÆØª
Ç�:� is written
over Æ, to be followed by another Æ).

JJK 8, 14 read [. . . . . . . .] . Æ� [. . . . ] Æ: [- - - -]. Before Æ�, the illegible letter is
said to be a loop open to the left, either ˇ or ¨ it would be, and the drawing

agrees. But the photograph (pl. 2) shows that the loop is very faint and also

that another letter space intervenes. The loop seems inconsequential. At the

top of the following space, on the edge of the tablet, is not a letter but a deep
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tear. Both letters have been entirely lost. Between Æ� and Æ JJK count four

letters missing, but these termini are right above � and � in the next line,

between which five letters will have intervened.

The line was occupied by a sentence complete in itself, for in the next line

the connective �� can be securely read and articulated after the first word. Here

begins an infinitive clause, with two coordinate infinitives, reaching to the

middle of line 3. The second half of line 3, another infinitive clause, rounds off
the meaning. Prescriptive infinitives, then, for which the occasion was stated

in line 1 as a heading, like the longer heading of column B.

In line 3 something is consecrated, i.e. burnt up upon an altar, by

household members. Which altar it is would not be obvious unless the tablet

was placed beside it. In column B ‘‘the public altar’’ is mentioned in line 10
without ado it is an obvious choice, probably the same altar as here. The

deity that follows from the context in column B is Zeus. Zeus typically has an

altar in the agora that serves for general purposes, and altars also on the

acropolis; agora or acropolis would be a natural place to display the tablet.

More will be said in chapters 2 and 3 on behalf of these conjectures. Perhaps

then the occasion here is the purposeful reading of the tablet, or rather of

column A. The arrangement of the two columns upside down to each other

ensures that only one column can be read at a given time.

Hence the suggestion ½ÆY �Ø� ŒÆ º~�Ø� I�½������; I: ½�Ææåb� K�Ø��æ��	 �~	Ø ˜Ø
 or �~	Ø
�	�~	Ø] ‘‘if someonewishes to read this over’’, i.e. make use of the tablet, ‘‘he shall

bring firstlings toZeus or to the altar.’’ It fits the traces, since the first supplement

of ten letters, rather than nine, includes three instances of Ø, the narrowest letter,

and the second supplement is of five letters, as seems indicated. In chapter 3 (pp.
49 51) we shall consider more carefully how the text must have begun. These

words are the merest possibility. Quite different words may have stood here

but they will likewise have led directly to the next two lines.

2. JJK 8, 14 read [ . . . . . . ] . ���Æ ½:� Æ: ½:� ��hÆºÆ��:æÆ ½:� ŒÆØ:	: [- - - -]. Let us
start at the end and work back.

As well as ŒÆØ:	: JJK admit ŒÆ�: , an alternative that is borne out by drawing

and photograph. With —: the right-hand vertical will be, say JJK, ‘‘unusually

long’’ but it is still distinctly shorter than the left-hand vertical, as it should be

with �, and it must accordingly be allowed that the left-hand vertical, whatever

letter it may be, is unusually long. In this hand, such a— is nothing to complain

of. With Ø:	: the right-hand vertical is thought of as ‘‘curving slightly and con-

tinuing perhaps on the upper right, so that it could be interpreted as a relatively

large ˇ.’’ It would be a very large ˇ. Was the reading :̌ suggested solely by a

determination to make out the connective ŒÆ
?

Before this, the close-up photograph (pl. 3) seems to show ŒÆ as much as

æÆ, and there is very little space for a lost letter. I infer that the same two letters

ŒÆ were mistakenly inscribed twice. For the sequence of letters ending here,

JJK 8 also propose an alternative reading h	ºÆ��æ ¼ › Iº�Åæ, to be under-

stood as ‘‘a traveling religious expert.’’ Hesychius is wrongly cited for such a

word; he glosses Iº��øæ, as Graham (1995, 367) points out. Anyway, it would

be impossible to accommodate a nominative case. (It is curious that Iº��øæ
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was already introduced as an emendation in a passage of Aeschylus where the

elasteros of column B now casts his shadow; see chapter 15 note 7).
Despite the pessimism of JJK, we have reached firm ground in line 2.

Given the letters read, and they are plain enough, �b �~Æ½Ç�Æ½�� �� hºÆ �� is the
only possible restoration. It imposed itself at once on JJK, but they excluded it

from their text because the following letters made no sense and because the

connective �� is not used elsewhere in the document. The latter objection

would be decisive, were it not that �~ÆÇÆ� �� –ºÆ �� is likely to be a proverbial

phrase that could not be avoided ‘‘sop ’n’ salt’’ is meant to convey this. In

column B line 13 the tablet adopts the poetic form IŁÆ��	Ø�Ø, habitual

language of a different kind.

The construction in this line and the next is the infinitive with accusative

subject if expressed.Whereas the second half of line 3 consists of a short clause
of this kind, line 2 and the first half of 3 consist of a longer one. Here too the

first word, before the connective ��, was undoubtedly an infinitive, e.g. [K��º~��].
The last preserved letters toward the end of the line are ŒÆ�: . If we look down

to line 15, the very last letters, in a different hand, are also ŒÆ�, the beginning

of ŒI�-=Ææ����	Ø. In line 3 the last word must be an infinitive, coordinate with

the initial infinitive. It may be ŒI�: ½æå��ŁÆØ, to be completed with ���	�, i.e.

offer firstlings of the barley sop and of salt. If so, the initial two letters have

indeed been written twice: {ŒÆgŒI�: ½æå��ŁÆØ.
3. In the first half of the line JJK 8, 14 read . . . .] . �:=�: : ŒÆ�Æº½:�Ø:�	��Æ� etc.

The participle might be either ŒÆ�Æº½��
�	��Æ� or ŒÆ�Æº½h�Ø����Æ�. The first

spelling is authorized by hı�	-=º�
�	� in line 14, the second by ��	ºh�
-=łÆ�
in line 10. JJK call the aorist ‘‘more appropriate’’ but give the present in their

text and are followed by Lupu (2005, no. 27). The aorist is better, the more so

if the different tenses in lines 10 and 14 convey different meanings, as we might

expect.

For the letter that survives before this, the drawing and the photograph

(pl. 2) show three slanting strokes to be taken as either ‘‘a complete ´ or the

right-hand part of a�.’’ In the context, ½K�
Łı��: ½Æ� is a reasonable venture; the
original sense of K�ØŁ�ø is ‘‘offer upon [an altar]’’ (Casabona 1966, 98).

4–6. These lines were first inscribed and then imperfectly erased, as noted

by JJK 5 6, 9. The drawing shows the letter traces, and the close-up photo-

graph (pl. 3) is largely a view of the erasure. The letters that can be made out

are smaller than those of the lines before and after but perhaps only as an

effect of erasure, i.e. of smoothing down the surface, as JJK explain and as

they demonstrated by doing the same with clay. JJK suggest first that these

lines were inscribed by the same hand as lines 7 24; afterwards, and surpris-

ingly, that they belong to an earlier inscription.

The erasure can be better explained. JJK’s first alternative is prompted by

the view, which can hardly be right, that line 7 begins with a sentence

fragment. It is likely enough, however, that the original lines 4 6 were by

the same hand as the following lines. Now line 24, the very last, was in fact

inscribed by a different hand from 7 23, as we shall see: it is a later addition. It
may well be due to the same second thoughts as the erasure. And the hand of
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line 24 resembles the hand of lines 1 3, if resemblance can be gauged from the

few letters in question. Perhaps then the erasure was of lines 1 6 of an earlier

version, inscribed by the same hand as lines 7 23, so that the later version is

only half as long.

7–23. These lines are all by one hand. A notable feature is the single and

double points sometimes used between words. Single points occur in lines 10,
11, 12, 14, 20; double in lines 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21. So they are mostly

used in alternate lines by way of decoration. They give no help at all in

articulating phrases or clauses.

7. A deadline is announced, as a fresh start, for all the rites that follow.

But JJK 15, 20 23 find difficulty with the first four words as a noun phrase,

and prefer to think that they continue a sentence begun in the erasure. The

meaning, and the question whether something essential to it has been lost in

the erasure, are discussed in chapter 4 (pp. 53 56).
8. JJK 28 take �	��
� as the optative -�
Å of �N�
 sum, but it is rather theDoric

subjunctive -�
Å< Ø> of �~N�Ø ibo, like e.g. �Yø in Sophron fr. 47K-A, as pointed

out by Dubois (1995a, 558; 1995b, 132 33). The meaning is scarcely affected.

9. It is argued in chapter 8 (pp. 130 34) that å�æ	Ø ‘‘land’’ is to be

understood in the elliptic phrases K� ����		 and K� ¯PŁı��	 (line 17). There
too the meaning of these names as common nouns, ‘‘pollution’’ and ‘‘regular

citizen,’’ is adopted from ancient lexica (similarly Curti and van Bremen

[1999, 31]).
9–18. These lines prescribe sacrifice to two kinds of Tritopatreis. The text

is secure throughout, and both the literal meaning and the general purpose are

obvious and agreed, except for the ambiguities to be mentioned.

9–11. ‘‘To the Tritopatreis,’’ etc., the first clause of a new section, has no

verb or object, only a dangling participle. We must supply ‘‘[sacrifice a

victim],’’ unspecified, as indicated resumptively in line 12, together with

‘‘consecrate,’’ which was in fact mentioned as ‘‘burn up.’’ The ellipse is

explained and justified by Clinton (1996, 170 71), Scullion (2000, 163 64),
and Parker (2005a, 43), as against JJK 31, who prefer to say that the two

victims of the previous section serve also for the Tritopatreis. This does not

agree with the general format and does not even account for the ellipse.

11–12. The feminine endings up to �
Æ� will be genitive plural, as argued

by JJK 15, 31, though Parker (2005a, 43) registers some doubt. By the usual

convention JJK print K��Æ�, as do others since, and so do I. But the Doric

accent is more likely K�Æ�~Æ� (cf. Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.384).
12.Cf. 17, 18, 22. In line 12 JJK render Łı���	 Ł~ı�Æ as ‘‘perform sacrifice,’’

and in line 17 Łı���	 . . . �a �Æ�æ~	ØÆ as ‘‘perform the ancestral sacrifices,’’ and in

line 18 Ł~ı�Æ . . . Ł��� as ‘‘sacrifice’’ (intransitive), and in lines 21 22 Łı����	 Ł~ı�Æ
h��Ø Œ�º as ‘‘[sacrifice] whatever sacrifice’’ etc. But Ł~ı�Æ means ‘‘victim’’

throughout; cf. Clinton (1996, 170, 173) apropos of lines 12 and 18. In line

17 �a �Æ�æ~	ØÆ means ‘‘the ancestral (victims)’’; elsewhere, in line 22, it means

‘‘the ancestral (customs).’’ To ‘‘perform sacrifice’’ or to ‘‘sacrifice’’ (intransi-

tive) would be expressed by Ł�ø alone, as in line 21, =�	
�		Ø Ł��� ‘‘to sacrifice at

home.’’ As a general rule, whenever Ł��Æ follows Ł�ø, it refers to a particular
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‘‘victim,’’ often qualified; cf. LSJ s.v. Ł~ı�Æ I 1. Casabona (1966) gives no

instance of Ł~ı�Æ Ł�ø as cognate accusative. It is also to be objected that

JJK’s rendering of lines 21 22 is much too general in the context of these

detailed instructions: ‘‘[Let them sacrifice] whatever sacrifice the ancestral

customs permit.’’

13, 16. ŒÆ�ÆºØ���	 is rendered ‘‘anoint’’ by JJK 15, 33 35; so too Clinton

(1996, 170). Rather, ‘‘smear over’’ the wet ashes into a coating, as argued in

chapters 10 (pp. 162 64) and 19 (pp. 295, 297).
13–15. Some care is needed in the articulation of clauses. Two main

clauses are readily distinguished: Œ���Ø�Æ . . . Łı���	 ‘‘and then . . . they shall

sacrifice’’ and ŒK��Æº��	 . . . Œæ~Æ ‘‘and one shall place thereon . . .meat.’’ Plural

and singular verbs alternate inconsequently. After Œ���Ø�Æ . . . Łı���	 the sin-

gular participle hı�	º�
�	� ‘‘pouring down (honey-mix)’’ must accompany the

act of sacrifice, like hı�	ºh�
łÆ� in lines 10 11, where the act of sacrifice is not
expressed; it is a further alternation of plural and singular. And after this, ŒÆd

�æ��ÇÆ� ŒÆd Œº
�Æ� must constitute a new clause with a verb understood, e.g.

�ÆæÆŁ��	 = �ÆæÆŁ���	: ‘‘and one / they shall set up a table and couch.’’ JJK 15,
Clinton (1996, 170), and Lupu (2005, 363) all conjoin the libation and the

preparation of the table, quite improbably.

15–16. ŒI�Ææ����	Ø ŒÆ�ÆŒÆ��	 ‘‘and they shall burn them up as first-

lings.’’ As JJK 69 observe, the form of words in lines 19 20 conveys the same

meaning, ‘‘burn up . . . the firstlings from the table.’’ It is a new clause, and in

translating I place a full stop before it. JJK 15 use a semicolon but leave the

Greek text without any punctuation. JJK 15 and Jameson (1994, 43) and

Clinton (1996, 170) all translate ‘‘and having made offerings let them burn

(them),’’ which comes to the same thing.

17. As to the meaning ‘‘sacrifice . . . victims’’ see line 12 above. Sacrifice

‘‘just as to the gods’’ matches sacrifice ‘‘just as to the heroes’’ (line 10). But is it
the preceding sacrifice to the pure Tritopatreis that is so labeled or the

following one to milichios? The preceding one, say JJK 36 and Ekroth

(2002, 236). The following one, say Georgoudi (2001) and Henrichs (2005,
55). Henrichs asks accordingly how sacrifice to the pure Tritopatreis is to

be regarded. On the other view, we might ask how sacrifice tomilichios is to be

regarded. In fact, the question is decided by syntax: the label goes with what

precedes. Each of the entries in lines 8 24 begins with the deity or deities in the

dative, this one with �~	Ø K� ¯PŁı��	 �ØºØå
	Ø. Furthermore, if it began Łı���	

h����æ Œ�º, the next Ł: ½ı�=���	 would be redundant.

17 med.–24. These lines prescribe sacrifice to milichios, i.e. Zeus milichios,

in his public sanctuary and then at home. The text is secure down to line 20,
though in line 18 a verb is rendered enigmatic by misspelling.

18. ��hØæ��	 is clear but somehowmisspelt. It is similar to �: K�ÆØæ: [ in line 22.
Both words follow mention of sacrifice, Ł~ı�Æ . . . Ł��� and ����-=	 Ł~ı�Æ; they are
likely to be the same. For ��hØæ��	, JJK 21 23 (on line 7) entertain the KŒ-

compound of either ÆYæø ðI�
æøÞ or Æƒæ�ø or �Yæø (originally �¥æø, Lat. sero).

They even canvass K�hØ<Œ>��	 ‘‘let him go out’’ after Dubois and Masson,
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which leaves �a hØÆæa without construction. Only Æƒæ�ø can explain the two

forms. The verb in both places is K�ÆØæ��ø <K�ÆØæ�ø.
It remains to establish the literal meaning of this short sentence, �a �b

hØÆæa �a �Æ���ØÆ K�<Æ>Øæ��	; extended discussion is required. A seeming

analogy must be dismissed, as it was by JJK 21. K�ÆØæ�~Ø� �a ƒ�æ ‘‘extract the

organs’’ is a standard phrase when the organs of a sacrificial victim are used as

omens (Xen. Anab. 2.1.9; cf. Hdt. 2.40.1). In line 24 an inevitable restoration,

�:P����: ½	º- ‘‘easy to understand,’’ inevitably points to �a hØÆæ as organs and

omens. Yet to describe them here as �a �Æ���ØÆ ‘‘(those) that are public’’ gives

no satisfactory sense. The instructions are for a private sacrifice, whether it

takes place in a public sanctuary or at home.

The term �a hØÆæ is protean and takes itsmeaning from the context. In line

4 it is ‘‘the victims’’ as object of sacrifice; in line 24, where the term is implicit

and doubtless to be restored, it is ‘‘the omens’’; here it is certain ritual objects

that are to the fore. Images of Zeusmilichios, say JJK 21 23, cf. 38, 67, 70, 102.
They accordingly render ‘‘take out the public sacred objects’’; so too Clinton

(1996, 163, 173, 174). This interpretation suits the context, as we shall see in a

moment, though the objects are not quite what JJK suppose. (JJK also favor

‘‘sacred objects’’ in line 4, but here it goes against the context). Other ventures

can be set aside. Graham (1995, 367) says ‘‘remove the public sacrificial

victims,’’ presumably to clear the way for a private sacrifice. Parker (1996,
5n17) associates the phrase with Athenian texts both epigraphic and literary

and one fromHalicarnassus, in which sacrificial victims are said to be ‘‘public’’

in the sense of being publicly funded.

After taking out the hiara that are public, ‘‘place a table in front.’’ The

table is laid with food offerings that are afterward burnt up (lines 19 20). It is
a common practice to present food offerings to a statue of a god. The stones

inscribed for Zeusmilichios at many places are virtual statues; at Selinus, in his

sanctuary on Gaggera, a great many stones were found in situ, though only a

few are inscribed; recent excavation has shown that offerings were made

among the stones. The act of ‘‘taking out,’’ however, cannot refer to stones

fixed in the ground. JJK think of certain public statues that are kept apart, as

in a building, and are portable, perhaps fashioned of wood. And yet public

statues separate from the rest, or even one public statue, if the plural embraced

other equipment, would seem counter to the spirit of this worship, in which

every single stone, a virtual statue, belongs to an individual owner or owners,

as we see from the inscriptions.

Instead, we should understand the hiara to be the table, mentioned

straightway, and the table service, the vessels and plates. These are public

articles that will enhance the private occasion. Such a meaning is borne out by

the sequel. The sacrifice in the public sanctuary contrasts with a lesser sacrifice

at home (lines 20 21), where we find a contrasting prohibition: ‘‘one shall not

take out [the holy objects that are public]’’ (line 22). The sacrifice at home

entails a visit to the sanctuary, where ‘‘intestines’’ are either placed or burnt up

as a token offering ‘‘before agalmata,’’ the milichios stones (line 21). The table
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and utensils are not made available for the lesser occasion. (JJK, it should be

noted, do not thus interpret the sacrifice at home.)

19–21 init. The reading is secure and the meaning plain. For =�-/	
�		Ø
Clinton (1996, 174) suggests as a possible alternative ‘‘at (the) oikos,’’ some

building so called, ‘‘perhaps the building in which the hiara were kept, or even

a temple.’’ The locative form, however, elsewhere means ‘‘at home’’ and

would hardly be used in this unexpected way.

21. JJK render ��ÆÇ���	 �b : as ‘‘let them slaughter’’ and supply an

object, the sacrificial victim, among the problematic letters which follow.

But the very next word seems to be ŒÆ
 in crasis, introducing another clause.

Rather, ‘‘they shall slay (the animal),’’ i.e. with their own hands. This comes

right after the rule =	
�		Ø Ł��� ‘‘sacrifice at home’’ because animals, rather

than cereal or other vegetable dishes, are not commonly offered up at some-

one’s home, or at least at a very modest home such as we envisage here. It is

likely to be a small animal, maybe a sucking pig. The slaying also leads to

an important point about the disposition of the victim’s remains, ‘‘wash

intestines’’ etc.

��Çø means more specifically ‘‘pierce the throat’’ so as to make the

blood run out, and at B 13 ��ÆÇ��	 K� ª~Æ� follows Ł��� as an extra detail

because the destination of the blood is important.

After ��ÆÇ���	 �b : two letters are overwritten, and the next four are

squeezed together. The difficulties lead JJK 10, 14, 39 40 to print

ŒÆ	�:�: �	½. . .�	 as a noncommittal reading in their text and to suggest that ŒÆd

�~	½� �æ�e was intended. This conjecture, though accepted by Dubois (1995b,
137 38), does not explain the existing letters very well, and an ox, as JJK

admit, is surprising. Œ¼���æ: ½Æ �æ�e seems a natural reading and restoration of

the letters. The letters ŒÆ are written over �	, of which only faint traces

remain. JJK agree on this, so that 	 as a cancelled letter should not appear

in their text. To judge from the photograph (pl. 2) rather than the drawing,

the next letter is ˝, three strokes, rather than �, four strokes. The letter

before the breach is :̌ [ only if it was placed very high. It does better as the top

of �: [, the two legs being lost. Admittedly, it should not be slightly bowed or

rounded on the left but :̌ should be fully rounded. Perhaps the lead has

been distorted by the breach.

Thereafter, �æ�e IªÆº��	� ‘‘before statues’’ is inevitable. In this context

of worshipping Zeus milichios, ‘‘statues’’ can only be milichios stones. After

IªÆº��	� all that can be read is [ . . . ] . ��[. The uncertain letter is the curving

right side of either :̌ or :̈ or :̃ . Intestines are typically washed or rinsed:

�¼���æ� �å-=�	 Œº�Ç��½�� (IG 13 982.1 2, Vari cave), �½��-=½�æ�Æ: �:� KŒ�º��Æ����
�Ææa �: e: ½� �ø�e� ŒÆ�æ: �~ø��Ø (LSCG 151A 33 34, Cos, festival of Zeus polieus).
½KŒº�	:��½Æ���� fits well. (ºø����½	�� occurs in Cyrene’s rules of sacrifice, line

12, but º	��- will be the original form.) A participial form is indicated since

there must also be an action, the main verb, suited to the location ‘‘before

statues.’’

Perhaps they ‘‘burn up’’ the intestines as an offering, ŒÆ��	. So they do

on Cos (loc. cit.), and ‘‘beside the altar,’’ as here ‘‘before statues.’’ Or perhaps
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they merely ‘‘set down’’ the offering, Ł���	: �æ	Ł���	 seems too long; likewise,

any alternative actions ‘‘before statues.’’ In the next line, the first clause must

begin with another imperative verb ending in -	. After either ŒÆ��	 or Ł���	;
���-�=	 fills the space nicely.

22.Whereas a ram, a rather costly victim, is prescribed for the sacrifice at

the sanctuary (line 17), a wider choice is allowed at home, by way of economy

it seems. Ł~ı�Æ, we must remember, is the ‘‘victim,’’ not the ‘‘sacrifice’’ in a

general sense (cf. line 12 above). As JJK remark, �æ	å	æ~�Ø is used like Kªåøæ�ø

and K�Øåøæ�ø, both meaning ‘‘permit.’’ With those two verbs, the sense

follows from the prepositions K� and K�
. The same sense is not otherwise

attested, nor is it natural, for �æ	åøæ�ø. The meaning is rather ‘‘pass current’’

(LSJ s.v. I 2; LSJ I 3, with LSJ Rev. Suppl., ‘‘sell’’ for a certain price, comes to

the same thing). It is as if two ways of speaking have been run together, the

other being h��Ø ŒÆ �æ	å	æ�~Ø ŒÆ�a �a �Æ�æ~	ØÆ ‘‘whatever passes current accord-
ing to ancestral customs.’’

After �a �Æ�æ~	½ØÆ, another sentence begins. According to JJK 11, 14, there
is space for two letters, then ‘‘the upper right angle of � or the top of a curved

letter, 	 or Ł, rather angular,’’ followed by ��ÆØ and ‘‘the top left angle of �; �, or
æ.’’ Hence JJK’s ��b K�ÆØæ½��	, i.e. K�ÆØæ��ø (they wrongly accent K�ÆØæ½~��	)
which presupposes that there is space for just one letter before the first �. But

the analogy of �Kå��æ��	 in line 20 requires �: K�ÆØæ: ½��	. This fits the traces

perfectly since the letter JJK describe as a possible � may be just as well the

two right strokes of �, and the two left strokes will take up the seeming letter

space.

The restoration entails �a hØÆæ as object; the prohibition is the opposite

of K�<Æ>Øæ��	 in line 18. On this lesser occasion, ‘‘one shall not take out the

holy objects that are public.’’ The table service is not made available. If we

supply �a hØÆæa �a �Æ���ØÆ as the likely object of the verb, the clause thus

completed fills the space, together with the likely beginning of the next

clause.

23. The reading appears to be �: ½::�:Ø�	ØÆ��	å	Ø�æØ�	Ø=��[. JJK 11 describe

the traces of the fourth letter as the round top of either 	; Ł; �, or æ. The traces at
the end are inconsistently reported, as between =��½:�Ø and =��½::��: [. The tran-
script speaks of ‘‘the lower tip of a vertical,’’ arguably �:, but the drawing shows
three strokes forming an unrecognizable letter, arguably :̄ . The photograph
(pl. 2) suggests rather that after =��[ no definite trace remains. In any case, this

word was certainly =���Ø, and almost certainly it was the last in the clause.

JJK 11 suggest, without much conviction, two quite different ways of

partially restoring the clause. One is [- - - - ��-=�: ½	 ��æ: 
�	ØÆ ��	å~	Ø, said to be ‘‘a

sacrifice with three components’’ and ‘‘perhaps a laconic way of providing an

alternative to the expensive bos we have suggested for line 21.’’ The bos was a
very long shot, as we have seen. A sacrifice with three components is another

very long shot and also seems remarkably unsuited to ‘‘beggar’’ ‘‘to whom

or what ��	å~	Ø refers remains mysterious.’’ It cannot evoke a person or

household of modest means since a poor man and a beggar were always

distinguished. The other suggestion is �½~	Ø� :̃ d �~	Ø ����å	Ø, said to be ‘‘a new
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but not unreasonable epithet . . . for the guardian of household wealth.’’ JJK

speak of the cult of Zeus ktêsios. Dubois (1995b, 138) entertains the epithet

but deduces a different meaning from its etymology, ‘‘without fear.’’ All these

proposals have an air of desperation.

I restore and translate ŒÆd ����: ½	 ��æ
�	ØÆ ��	å~	Ø �æ
�	Ø =��½�Ø ‘‘[And one shall

give] threefold to a beggar in this third year.’’ The two �æØ�- words have a magic

assonance that disappears in English if the latter phrase is translated ‘‘in the

second year (aforementioned),’’ which is the actual meaning by inclusive reck-

oning. Fuller argument must be left to chapter 12 (pp. 194 97).
If another clause followed at once, it would continue into the next line.

But there the hand is different. Column A originally ended at this point until

the next line was inscribed by another hand.

24. JJK 11, 14 read . . . . . . . (.)] �:ı�ı��: [- - - - and suggest �P����½	º	�
or - [ºÅ�	� with the meaning ‘‘easy to divine or understand,’’ ‘‘auspicious’’ (¼
LSJ s. �P����	º	� I, III). The undotted letters are perfectly clear, and the dotted

ones are reasonable. Instead of �: , they say, Ø:Æ: is possible, and the photograph

as against the drawing shows that this Ø: does not slant unduly. Yet their first

preference and their partial restoration are justified not only by the traces and

by Greek vocabulary but also by the context of sacrifice. The words

�P����ºÅ�	�; �P����	º	� are used mostly of portents and omens (other mean-

ings are secondary or contrived). Here it will be the omens taken at sacrifice, �a

hØÆæ in another sense. Omens do in fact play a part in the worship of Zeus

milichios, as will be mentioned in chapter 12.
Though JJK 5, 11 do not remark it, the inscribing hand is different from

before but similar to lines 1 3. The letters are much larger than in lines 7 23.
They are also, in contrast to line 1, quite level but perhaps only because the

bottom edge offered a sure guide. Something was added later. More likely

than not, the added clause started afresh in this line.

The line is easily completed to give the meaning ‘‘the omens shall be easy

to understand.’’ At the beginning, JJK count 7 8 letters as lost. Measured by

the line before, the count seems right, but larger letters would be fewer.

Perhaps then ���	 �b], 6 letters, rather than �~N��� �b], 7 letters. Either ���	 =
�~N��� �b� �:P����: ½	ºÆ = �:P����: ½º��Æ �a hØÆæ or hØÆæa �b� �:P����: ½	ºÆ = �:P����: ½º��Æ
���	 = �~N��� can be mooted. The word order is indifferent to the emphasis,

and ‘‘omens’’ as subject might be left indefinite, like e.g. Ł~ı�Æ ‘‘victim’’ in

line 22.
Why is it so stipulated, and why does it occur as an afterthought?Whereas

a ram is sacrificed at the public sanctuary, at home the choice of victim is left

open for the sake of economy. A small animal like a piglet, a choice attested for

Zeus milichios, will have small organs that may be hard to scrutinize. The

problem only became apparent after the rules were put to use.

Column B

In column B, the inscriber has stretched out a shorter text so that it occupies as

much space as possible. His efforts are clearly seen in JJK’s reproductions in
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folding plate 2, the drawing, and in plates 4 5, two close-up photographs

taken in direct and in raking light. When he ruled the lines as the first step, he

made the space fairly even for each line, right through the whole column. But

as he proceeded to inscribe, he made the letters ever larger. In the last five

lines, 9 13, they are as high as the lines allow or even protrude beyond them.

And lines 5, 8, 9, and 12 are left short. See the comment on line 9, seemingly a

fresh start.

1. The text and meaning of the first line are crucial. JJK 12, 16 present

the reading of this line and the beginning of the next as [. . (.)] . . Æ�: Ł:æ: 	:�:	:�
[ . . . . . . (.)]. .�: . [ . . . (.)] ºÆ���æ	�Æ�	ŒÆ [ - - - /. .]. They describe further uncertain-
ties and hesitate between three possible restorations: ½ÆY ��Ø� ¼�Łæ	���

½ŒÆ º~�Ø I��e �~	½� Kº�Æ���æ	� I�	ŒÆ½ŁÆ
æ��Ł-=ÆØ�, or ½ÆY � Œ� ¼�Łæ	�	� ½�~	�
ÆP��~	 ½Kº�Æ���æ	� I�	ŒÆ½ŁÆ
æ��ŁÆØ� / º~�Ø�, or ½ÆY � Œ� ¼�Łæ	�	� ½ÆP�	æ�Œ��Æ½�
Kº�Æ���æ	� I�	ŒÆ½ŁÆ
æ��ŁÆØ = º~�Ø�. They do not explain, however, why their

estimate of the space and the traces before ¼�Łæ	�	� varies markedly between

the first alternative and the others. The drawing and the photograph (pl. 4)
support the shorter estimate and a reading and restoration ÆY � Œ: � ¼: �: Łæ	�½	��. At

the end of the line, space quite suffices for I�	ŒÆ½ŁÆ
æ��ŁÆØ entire. At the

beginning of the next line, there is barely space for two letters, and we must

posit either the mispelling º<~�> Ø as in line 3 or a word division º-=~�Ø] similar to

that in lines 6 7.
The main difficulty comes in the middle of the line, in the word or words

to be restored around �: . JJK’s readings and restorations fluctuate again. And

the drawing shows 	�: 	, which is certainly far too explicit; the photograph

warrants rather �: Æ:. So the traces do not favor either I��e �~	½� Kº�Æ���æ	� or ½�~	�
ÆP��~	 ½Kº�Æ���æ	�. As to sense, the plural form KºÆ���æ	�, appearing also in

JJK’s third alternative, though it need not, is inconsistent with the indefinite

singulars of lines 7 9 and the collective singular of line 12. Burkert (2000,
209, cf. 207) suggests ½I�Łæ���: ½	 Kº����æ	� with the meaning ‘‘the ghost

of a man’’ another man it will be. But he does not attempt to justify the

reading �.

½ÆP�	æ�Œ��: Æ:½� is to be preferred. As JJK 12, 40, 54 remark, the resumptive

phrase h����æ h	P�	æ�Œ�Æ� in line 9 implies a previous occurrence of the word.

(They also envisage ‘‘a synonymous term,’’ and Schwabl (1996, 284) looks for
‘‘a pronouncement corresponding to the concept autorektas,’’ but nothing else

can be fitted in.) This line of restoration has been subsequently favored, as by

Dubois (1995a, 560; 1995b, 138), and Clinton (1996, 175 76), and Giuliani

(1998, 81).
Kº����æ	� will be accusative singular, not genitive plural. In lines 7 8, the

same form is understood with ŒÆŁÆ
æ��ŁÆØ, another present infinitive. In line 9,
KºÆ���æ	 I�	ŒÆŁæ��ÆØ is a genitive of separation governed by the perfective

aorist, expressing the result of the procedure, as explained by Burkert (2000,
208).

JJK render ÆP�	æ�Œ�Æ� as ‘‘homicide,’’ and most agree. Giuliani (1998, 78)
and a few others before himmake it in effect ‘‘perpetrator’’ (of amajor offense);

to this Burkert (2000, 207, 212) rightly objects. The meaning ‘‘homicide’’ has
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dictated the interpretation of column B and has favored a corresponding

interpretation of column A. In line 1, however, the meaning can stand only if

the term is attributive, going with the subject ¼�Łæ	�	�. It should then be

attached by the article, producing the form h	P�	æ�Œ�Æ� as in line 9 but here

the space is not sufficient.

Instead, ÆP�	æ�Œ�Æ� goes with �º���æ	� I�	ŒÆŁÆ
æ��ŁÆØ as a predicate

referring to the ritual, ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand.’’ Now the ritual that is

so described in line 1 and again in line 9 involves the sacrifice of a small

animal and also (as we shall see) a special use of the meat. Other sacrifices

follow in lines 10 and 13 14, but they differ markedly. The person being

purified must slay the small animal with his own hand. A certain form of

purification at Cyrene is distinguished by the same requirement, with the

equivalent term ÆP���	�	� (chapter 22, pp. 364 65). (In column A, line 21,
the rule ‘‘they shall slay the animal’’ is merely incidental to a sacrifice at home,

where the animal is likely to be a small one.)

For the word Kº���æ	�, the meaning ‘‘striker,’’ i.e. lightning as harbinger

of pollution, is argued in chapter 15 (pp. 232 35).
2. JJK 13 report, and the drawing shows, that the bracketed letters of

�æ	�Ø�eð� h��	 ŒÆÞº~�Ø are written over h��� ŒÆ º~�Ø, which was cancelled. In the

first attempt the inscriber forgot the last letter of �æ	�Ø�e�, and this wordwas too

important to be left incomplete. h��� recurs as h���Ø in line 6; Selinus used this

form, i.e. ‹�Å or ‹�ÅØ, as well as h��	 (i.e. ‹�ø). According to JJK 41, cf. 59 60,
‘‘the coexistence of ‹�	ı and ‹��Ømay indicate that the sources of these instruc-

tions are not entirely local.’’ But as textual variants in line 2 they cannot come

from different sources and must be completely interchangeable.

h��	 is announced first, then �~	 =���	� h��	: h��	 alone, written over h���,

is naturally taken as ‘‘wherever’’ the rite is be conducted, though JJK 41 think
too of ‘‘‹�ø ¼ ›��Ł��’’ as referring to ‘‘the source of proclamation.’’ I do not

quite understand this; if the source of proclamation is either the person

making it or the reason he is acting, it cannot be as ‘‘he wishes.’’ The next

phrase is naturally taken as ‘‘whenever in the year’’ and is so translated by

JJK. At the end of the line JJK 16 restore ½�	~ı �Å�e�] with virtual certainty.

‘‘Whenever in the year’’ is merely the season; month and day give the time

more closely. The month is not ‘‘redundant,’’ as JJK 41 have it, nor need we

resort to ‘‘ŒÆd explicativum,’’ as does Schwabl (1996, 285). The supposed

difficulty leads JJK to suggest that h��	 is ‘‘a mistake for h	��
	,’’ meaning

‘‘in whatever year he wishes.’’ But as Schwabl says, we cannot suppose that

the rite would be deferred so long.

3. <�~ÆØ> I��æÆØ JJK 16, <�>I��æÆØ or <Ł>I��æÆØ Schwabl (1996, 285).
Certainly not <Ł>I��æÆØ, for this word is never aspirated but in Attic. Other-

wise, it is fortunate that the choice is hypothetical, for it cannot be decided. ŒÆ


represents the only diphthong elsewhere found in crasis, as in ŒIŒæÆ�
�Æ�ŁÆØ in

line 4 and åZ��Ø�Æ in line 8, and in the practice of two colleagues in the other

column, who give us ŒI�: [ (A 2), Œ���Ø�Æ (A 13), ŒK��Æº��	 (A 14), ŒI�-=
Ææ����	Ø (A 15 16), and Œ¼���æ: ½Æ (A 21). But there is no other instance of -ÆØ

before a vowel or of any diphthong before a like vowel.
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After I��æÆØ the inscriber erased a first attempt, ŒÆ º~�Ø ŒÆd h	��
ÆØ ŒÆ º~�Ø,
and wrote instead (h	��
ÆØ ŒÆ º<~�>Ø �f	gæ	�Ø�e� h��ÞıØ. One repetition was

removed, but another introduced, the same participle as before.

The lacuna at the end of the line is unfortunate. In the next line someone

provides a hospitable meal, but in such a context there are two possibilities.

Either the person being purified provides a meal for the elasteros, or a second

person provides a meal for the person being purified. JJK 16 17, 41 42, 54 56
adopt the first procedure in their text and commentary but do allow for the

second (56n2). They present the reading [ . . . (.) hı-], showing doubt as between
three or four letters lost, and say further ‘‘there may have been room for a ŒÆ
’’

(41), i.e. the first procedure. For the alternative h	 �b, the second procedure, still

more room is needed, though they do not say so (56n2). The hiatus is paralleled
in either case by ŒÆd hºÆ in line 4 or by �b hØÆæa in A 18. Clinton (1996, 176)
proposes [ŒÆd h	 hı-=�	��Œ����	�, the second procedure; Curti and van Bremen

(1999, 32 33) are attracted, but it is very doubtful that space suffices. Clinton

relies on the calculation he makes for the following line, on which see below.

Burkert (2000, 211) offers shorter supplements on behalf of the second proced-

ure either [h	 hı-] or [h	-], apparently by crasis, both with asyndeton, or again

[å	-], ‘‘in crasis with ŒÆ
.’’ Schwabl (1996, 285) prefers [�Y�� hı-=�	��Œ����	�, a
variant of the first procedure, meaning that it is optional.

[ŒÆd hı-=�	��Œ����	� is the best choice for space and language. It will be

argued in chapter 14 that it is a necessary choice, so as to give a purifying ritual

addressed to the elasteros, as distinct from the ensuing sacrifices to Zeus.

4. At the end of the line I follow JJK 13, 16, 42 in restoring �~	Ø ÆP½�~	Ø ‘‘for
this same one,’’ i.e. the elasteros who is behind the elaborate announcement of

lines 2 3. If the second procedure is in view, it is the person being purified, an

awkward expression. Instead of ÆP½�~	Ø, Clinton (1996, 175) restores

ÆP½�	æ�Œ�ÆØ entire, and Curti and van Bremen (1999, 33) again find this

attractive, though doubting that it fits. There is definitely not room for eight

letters. The final letters of line 6, h	��ØŒ: , extend farthest of all, farther even

than ŒÆŁÆæ	 in line 10, where the inscriber renounced the final �. In line 4 the

space after Æı] is barely as much as those six letters take in line 6. It would be

possible to divide the word between this line and the next as ÆP½�	æ�Œ-=��ÆØ, but
then Ł��Æ� Œ�º lacks a connective.

5–13. The text of the remaining lines is secure. The ritual unfolds step by

step and is minutely prescribed, more so than anything in column A.

5. I render K� ÆP�~	 Y�	 ‘‘go forth from there’’; similarly JJK, ‘‘go out from it.’’

The person leaves the place that he specified in the announcement, the place

where the promised ritual has been conducted, a hospitablemeal for the elasteros

together with a sacrifice to Zeus. Burkert (1999, 30 31; 2000, 207, 211) takes K�
ÆP�~	with Ł��Æ� and translates ‘‘from his own’’ and explains that ‘‘the purificand

himself’’ is to bear the cost of sacrifice, ‘‘a basic question.’’ But the reflexive form

would be needed, K� h�Æı�~	, or more likely the phrase KŒ �~	 N�
	 or KŒ �~	� N�
	�.
5 fin.–7 init. An emphatic sequence of imperative verbs joined by ŒÆ
,

a different style from all the rest. The meanings ‘‘turn one’s back’’ and

‘‘converse’’ will be argued in chapter 14 (pp. 218 20).
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7–8. Whereas the opening line refers to an elasteros quite off-handedly,

several kinds of elasteros are now specified ‘‘that is entertained, or ancestral,

or heard, or seen’’ and are summed up as any kind at all, ‘‘whomsoever’’. An

elasteros that is entertained is one invited to a rite of table hospitality, as in

lines 3 7. Other kinds are plausibly described by other terms appropriate to

this power of nature.

The meaning of this sentence is complete at the end of line 8; the first

words of line 9 are redundant. Note too that line 8 is left short at the end of a

clause (as was line 5, ending with the clause ‘‘turn right round’’).

9–13. These lines are inscribed in uniformly larger letters. After the

business that was complete in lines 1 8, new business is added as an after-

thought. So column B falls into two parts, earlier and later. The style differs in

the following respect. In the first part, successive steps are introduced by ŒÆ
:

‘‘and he shall entertain’’ etc. (line 3), ‘‘and he shall sacrifice’’ etc. (line 5). In
the second part, asyndeton is the rule, apart from contrasting �� at the last

(line 13).
9. The comparative phrase ‘‘as the one slaying with his own hand’’ serves

as a bridge. The K��
 clause is another bridge, but introduces what follows:

‘‘after he has been purified of an elasteros, / he shall sacrifice’’ etc. Whereas

lines 1, 3, and 8 give us the present tense ‘‘be purified’’ with the accusative of

respect, line 9 gives us the aorist with the genitive of separation it is a

completed action (on this point see Burkert [2000, 208, 215n4]).
The sentence of lines 7 8, which gave a complete sense, now continues

into line 9 with a redundant comparison, ‘‘as the one slaying with his own

hand.’’ The K��
 clause as the beginning of the next sentence is also redundant.

Furthermore, the line ends short, at the end of the K��
 clause. The ensuing

four lines offer a further procedure.

10–11. After the blank space at the end of line 9, the ritual makes a fresh

start. Another sacrifice is prescribed of a full-grown victim, not a piglet, and

‘‘on the public altar,’’ not at a place individually chosen and announced. The

leave-taking is marked by two expressive actions grander than the two before.

By acting thus the person ‘‘shall be pure.’’ The previous rite of purification is

reinforced.

12. ‘‘Whenever one needs to sacrifice for the elasteros’’ etc. Henrichs

(2005, 56) renders ‘‘whenever a sacrifice to the elasteros is required,’’ but

åæ�Ç�Ø is a personal verb. Now this indefinite temporal clause is plainly

resumptive; it can only refer to the two kinds of sacrifice already prescribed,

either at a place of a person’s own choosing or at the public altar. Both are

addressed to Zeus but provide meat for entertaining an elasteros. So both are

summed up as sacrifice ‘‘for the elasteros,’’ dative of interest, and these words

are placed first.

12–13. The mode of sacrifice is ‘‘just as to the immortals’’ the epic word

and form denote the divine society of Olympus and yet the blood is made to

run down to earth. The contrasting styles are suited to the double nature of an

elasteros, originating in the sky and descending to earth.
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2

Displaying the Tablet

The Method

The content of the tablet is strange, however we understand the details: in

columnA, instructions on how to sacrifice to a series of forbidding deities, and

in column B, instructions on how to purify oneself when threatened by

another forbidding power. The strange content is matched by the strangeness

of the physical form: a sheet of lead, not of bronze, with the two columns

upside down to each other, pinioned by a solid bronze bar between them.1 The

illicit diggers who found it somewhere on the extensive site of Selinus, no

doubt with a metal detector, have deprived us forever of any certain know-

ledge of just where it was displayed. It must have lain at the very place, or

amid a load of rubbish from the very place, superseded and forgotten, after

the fixture in question was dismantled or destroyed nothing is more easily

reused than a sheet of lead. If it did not suffer greatly as it lay there, its

condition will be revealing. We can still come to a reasonable surmise about

how it was displayed.

The dimensions are 60 cm. wide� 23 cm. high, making it much the largest

lead tablet known.2 It was affixed by three stout nails to a flat surface behind

or beneath.3 Yet the nails were not driven through the tablet at the corners

1. The strangeness has not always registered. Lazzarini (1998) speaks of ‘‘a sacred law inscribed on the

two sides of a tablet of bronze’’; Johnston (1999, 47 58) of ‘‘Side A’’ and ‘‘Side B.’’

2. Cordano’s term ‘‘a small leaf of lead’’ is hardly suitable (1996, 137).

3. JJK 3 5, 51, frontispiece, pls. 1 5. When acquired by the Getty Museum in 1981, the tablet was both

glued and nailed to a modern wooden board: JJK 4n3.



or along the edges, a usual means of affixing bronze tablets meant for public

view.4 The edges are ragged, but not as if they have been pulled away from nails

at given intervals.5 Instead, the bronze bar clamped the tablet in the middle,

between the two columns, with nails driven through three holes at the top,

middle, and bottom of the bar. This was done after the tablet was inscribed, for

ruled guidelines extend beneath the bar. Again, there is a contrast with bronze

tablets that were nailed in place before inscribing, so that the nail holes may be

fringed by the letters. The two columns extend for nearly 30 cm. on either side

of the bar, precariously free. Column A, the longer text, is also slightly wider.

The upside-down arrangement of the columns was created and exhibited for its

own sake.

The tablet is almost entirely preserved. JJK entertained for a moment the

possibility that the tablet was higher than now appears, and that the bronze

bar extended to another symmetrical nail hole, so that column A started some

twelve lines higher.6 K. Clinton has suggested that the bronze bar was once

very much longer, with several more nail holes, and that the tablet was very

much larger and gave a long list of offerings in calendar format before

reaching the last of them as preserved, and starting over again in column B

with rites outside the calendar format.7 These alternatives can be dismissed, as

the first was tacitly by JJK. The size and shape of the tablet, albeit with ragged

edges, and the placement of the nails in the bar show that both are nearly

whole.8 So does the distribution of the text. Column A is filled up in twenty-

four ruled lines, and the sense is complete; column B is little more than half

filled, in thirteen of the ruled lines, and the sense is complete.

A fragment of a lead tablet at Corinth is inscribed in Archaic lettering

with a sacrificial rule; it came to light in 1970 near the temple of Apollo.9

A sacrificial calendar on stone is known from two fragments found in the

same area.10 Here then is a document of a similar kind, perhaps the only other

4. I give a few examples out of many: Athens, Acropolis, IG 13 510, c. 550 b.c.?, left half of a tablet c.

50 cm. wide by 11 cm. high, affixed by three nails along the top edge. Argos, IG 4.554, c. 475 b.c.?, 24 cm. wide

by 8 cm. high, affixed by four nails round the edges: Brandt (1990, 507; 1992, 85, 89 90). Argos, Hypostyle Hall,

fragments of many tablets, originally more than a hundred, 10 25 cm. wide by 5 10 cm. high, affixed to the

poros architrave by four to six iron nails round the edges: des Courtils (1981) and Bommelaer and des Courtils

(1994, 67 68).

5. The corner at the top of column A is best preserved and has no hole or gap or tear.

6. JJK 4. Such a possibility is not mentioned again.

7. Clinton (1996, 160 63). Henrichs (2005, 53) follows Clinton in supposing that column A prescribes

fourth-yearly sacrifices; he does not speak of the format otherwise. Curti and van Bremen (1999, 22 24, 31 32)

agree that the tablet was originally larger but reject the calendar format; so we must on other grounds as well

(chapter 4, pp. 55 56). ‘‘Furthermore, we do not know whether the document was limited to a single lead

sheet,’’ says Clinton (1996, 163). How does one display two or more tablets with upside-down columns? In a

row from top to bottom or in a row from left to right?

8. ‘‘This seems to me irrefragable’’: Graham (1995, 366 67).

9. H. S. Robinson, ArchDelt 30 (1975) [1983] B 61 ¼ BCH 100 (1976) 600 ¼ SEG 32.359, ‘‘c. 600 b.c.’’

‘‘Nail holes are preserved for mounting it on a wood or stone backer’’, say Bookidis and Stroud (2004, 409).

I am obliged to G. Sanders, director of the Corinth excavations, for additional details.

10. 1) IG 4.1597¼ Corinth 8.1 no. 1¼ SEG 32.358, ‘‘c. 600 b.c.’’; cf. Robertson (1982, 140 42) and Lupu

(2005, 65 66). 2) Robinson,Hesperia 45 (1976), 230 31¼ SEG 26.393. ‘‘Fragments of at least 11 decrees’’ were

also recovered in the excavation of 1970, suggesting that Apollo’s sanctuary served for the general display of

public documents: so Bookidis and Stroud (2004, 409 10).
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instance of a public document on lead that is meant for display rather than as

a record for the archives. But so far as can be seen, the format is not unusual.

The only legible word, an ‘‘ox’’ as sacrificial victim, is inscribed retrograde as

part of a boustrophedon text. There are nail holes where it was affixed to

either wood or stone. So it was treated like any bronze tablet.

Inwhat fashionwas our tablet displayed and read? JJK think of the bronze

bar as holding the tablet flat against another surface, and most agree. But

G. Nenci and a few others maintain that the tablet was folded right back

between the two columns and affixed to the opposite faces of a wooden

plank, and that the plank revolved horizontally so as to present the right-

hand column only to a reader standing in front of it.11 It is held to be the first

surviving example of a kyrbis or an axôn, such as served for Solon’s laws.

Whether kyrbis or axôn could take this formmay be left aside.12 The lead shows

no trace of any sharp permanent folding.13 The suggestion is untenable.14

Without folding, the whole tablet could be read at one time only if it lay

flat upon a horizontal surface, a tabletop or the like, and a reader was able

either to walk round it or to swivel it around.15 For this no parallel has been

offered. The only horizontal surfaces normally inscribed are some types of

sundial, which require it.16 Otherwise the Greeks read inscriptions straight

ahead on a stele or a wall or a base or looked up to a crowning member. Some

texts are too low or too high or too far off, requiring a reader to stoop or crane

or peer uncomfortably. Probably they were seldom read. Our tablet, however,

is meant to be read and pondered; it must have been displayed near eye level.

Other suggestions are plainly inadequate. It is said that the inscriber

wanted the same straight left edge for both columns, because he was given a

tablet of irregular shape.17 But lead was cheap; enough of it, and the desired

shape, could be provided for any public inscription.18 Maybe, it is said, the

tablet was kept in some closed place and consulted by few.19 On the contrary,

it is meant for general use; the ritual of column B is avowedly for anyone, and

11. Nenci (1994, 460 66), Manganaro (1966, 562), Prosdocimi (1999, 470 74), Rausch (2000a, 40 41).

Others treat it as a possible alternative: Brugnone (1998, 590, 593), Cusumano (1998, 781 82), Curti and van

Bremen (1999, 23), and Tusa in Famà and Tusa (2000, 14).

12. Sickinger (1999, 26 31) surveys recent opinion on Athens’ kyrbeis and axones.

13. D. R. Jordan apud SEG 44.783.

14. Likewise Curti and van Bremen’s further suggestion of ‘‘archival storage’’ as the reason for folding.

Lead tablets assignable to archives are in any case very much smaller and simpler.

15. JJK 4, Dubois (1995b, 127), Clinton (1996, 162), Kingsley (1996, 281), Brugnone (1998, 590). Curti

and van Bremen (1999, 23) reject the notion of horizontal display.

16. Cf. Gibbs 1976.

17. JJK 3 4. Graham (1995, 366) approves, whereas Curti and van Bremen (1999, 22) do not. ‘‘It is likely

that the piece of lead available for the inscribing was irregular on the two short sides,’’ say JJK (cf. JJK

frontispiece, pl. 1a). These sides are irregular or more irregular than the long sides insofar as the bottom corner

of both columns (the bottom, when either is upright) is missing or reduced that of column B is sheared straight

across, and that of column A is rounded off. This is hardly the original shape; it is the effect of wear, like the

gaps or breaches that are greatest on the adjacent long sides (i.e. the bottom edges of both columns).

18. Gager (1992, 3 4) explains how cheap and easy was the use of lead as a writing material. Robinson

(2002, 67 69) surveys the different purposes served by lead tablets or strips.

19. The rites of column B, say JJK 5, will be performed only in case of ‘‘personal need’’; the same ‘‘may be

inferred for column A.’’ But why do such cases require the tablet to be ‘‘kept in a closed structure’’?
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both sides prescribe very fully, down to words and gestures, also adding

helpful alternatives. Or maybe it is only a ‘‘draft,’’ scil. a temporary publica-

tion to be replaced by a permanent one.20 But a ritual text hardly requires any

interim display, as if for some deliberative purpose.21 Moreover, the tablet

was displayed for a considerable time, if the ragged edges come from wear. It

has been said, but this is hardly an explanation, that the two columns might

be quite different documents published together for a reason we cannot see.22

A ‘‘symbolic’’ interpretation has also been proposed.23 Perhaps the opposing

columns symbolize the opposing states of a person before and after he is

purified by the rites of column B he is first excluded from the community and

then readmitted to it. But the purifying rites are left up to the individual, with

no hint that the community is concerned. And what about the rites of column

A, the greater part of the inscription?

Putting aside all these ventures, we may assume with perfect confidence

that the tablet was displayed straight ahead on a vertical surface at a conve-

nient height. But then only the right-hand column, whether this was A or B,

could be read. The tablet was evidently positioned in opposite ways at differ-

ent times, so that now A and now B appeared as the right-hand column. It was

equally important to display one column on the right, to be read and acted

upon, and to display the other column on the left and upside down. To be on

the right is opportune, and to be on the left is not, and to be upside down is

incapacitating. These are magical beliefs. Ancient religion is always magical in

its aim of rousing or controlling nature by appealing to the right god at the

right time. What is done in one column, at one season, conflicts with what is

done in the other at another season. It is therefore magically undone.

Lead as the material of this inscription also points to magic. Stone and

bronze, each with some advantages, are the usual materials of public inscrip-

tions. Bronze was no doubt as common at Selinus as elsewhere in Sicily. Lead

is far cheaper and goes with lesser purposes, with business transactions,

tokens for temporary use, private letters, anxious inquiries at the oracle of

Dodona. Above all, it goes with private magic, the ubiquitous curses and

20. JJK 5. They foresee ‘‘a more monumental inscription for public display’’ but then draw back:

‘‘against this, however, is the absence of any laws or decrees on stone at Selinous.’’ The reason why public

inscriptions have mostly vanished at Selinus, as at other cities in Sicily and at e.g. Megara and Corinth in the

homeland, is surely that the customary material was of bronze. According to Boffo (1996, 621), but without

further explanation, ‘‘the question of the diplomatic reference / legibility / institutional meaning of a Greek

inscription is far more complex than [JJK] let us think.’’

21. I have argued that Nicomachus’ compilation of ritual texts, the subject of dispute at Athens, was first

displayed in a preliminary form: Robertson (1990, 44 52), accepted by Hedrick (2000, 128 29). It was

nonetheless an entirely different undertaking and procedure.

22. Lupu (2005, 366). Yet the examples he gives do not illustrate the point: LSCG 5, Athens’ first-fruits

decree with Lampon’s rider; LSAM 12, three decrees concerning the cult of Athena nikêphoros at Pergamum;

LSAM 30, two surviving rules displayed on a wall at Ephesus, for augury and for oath taking (doubtless there

were many so displayed on the wall).

23. Moscati Castelnuovo (1996, 218), Curti and van Bremen (1999, 23 24). Moscati Castelnuovo speaks

of ‘‘the symbolic character which writing can assume’’ and refers to Rosalind Thomas. Curti and van Bremen

wonder what symbolic meaning there might be, and suggest the opposing states of one who is first polluted and

then purified.
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other binding spells and the occasional protective charms.24 Being so used so

often, it comes to be thought of as possessing its own magic power.25 That is

why it is for once substituted for bronze in a public inscription.

This practice of reversing the tablet explains why it was clamped by the

bronze bar instead of being solidly nailed all around. Each time it was

reversed, the three nails in the bar were first drawn, and then pounded in

again, without damage to the lead or the writing. Since the nails are few and

strong, the fixture behind must have been a stout wooden beam. As was said,

the tablet once discarded was never tampered with again, neither the lead nor

the bronze being reused. The ragged edges therefore indicate that it was on

display for some time. It was firmly handled by those who rearranged it

periodically (twice a year, as we shall see); perhaps it was also fingered by

those who stood and peered.26

The magic power of right and left appears in two literary sources close

in time to our tablet: Pherecydes of Athens, who probably wrote in the 460s,
and Sophocles in his satyr play Kophoi.27 Both are speaking of the mythical

Daktyloi ‘‘Fingers,’’ whose name evokes our hands right and left, as does

their nature, for they are handy persons as a rule. According to Pherecydes,

they comprise two groups, of twenty on the right and of thirty-two on the

left, practitioners respectively of magic good and bad, the former called

pharmakeis or I�Æº�	���� ‘‘releasers,’’ the latter described as goêtes (FGrH

3 F 47 ¼ schol. Apoll. Rhod. Argon. 1.1129).28 According to Sophocles, they

are two groups of five each (as if the very fingers), those on the right being

male and handy, those on the left female (fr. 366 Pearson / Radt ¼ Str.

10.22, 473, also schol. Apoll. Rhod. Argon. 1.1129).29 If such a notion was

bandied by writers at Athens, it could well be adopted by authorities at

Selinus.

24. Curbera (1999) catalogues curse tablets in Sicily.

25. Gager (1992, 4), Graf (1997, 132 34).

26. JJK frontispiece and plate 1a are views of the whole tablet showing the ragged outline. The top edge of

the right-hand column, whether A or B, has survived better than the top edge of the left-hand column, whether

A or B. Was the left-hand column grasped at the top by a reader as he puzzled over the right-hand column?

27. Pherecydes knows and propagates names associated with Cimon: Huxley (1973), Fowler (1999, 13;

2000, 272).

28. Fowler (2000) ad Pherecydes fr. 47 gives the full text of schol. Apoll. Rhod. (¼ 1126 31b Wendel),

which is relevant here because it amplifies the acknowledged fr. 366 of Sophocles. ‘‘They say’’ this is how the

scholium begins ‘‘that there are five of each [Idaean Dactyls], the males on the right, the females on the left.’’

Next we hear of Pherecydes and his groups of twenty and thirty-two. Then, without ascription, we hear that

they are goêtes and pharmakeis ‘‘and are said to have been the first workers of iron and miners.’’ And then

again, ‘‘those on the left, as Pherecydes says, are the goêtes, and the releasers (I�Æº�	����) are on the right.’’ It

has been supposed that Pherecydes thought of them as both metal workers and magicians (Wendel emended

I�Æº�	���� to ���Æºº��	����, but this should be rejected). The two groups of five, however, come from Sophocles,

and likewise their metal working, whereas Pherecydes spoke of them only as magicians good and bad, the

former either pharmakeis or ‘‘releasers,’’ the latter goêtes.

29. The acknowledged fragment from Strabo says that the five males were miners and workers of iron on

Phrygian Ida and that the five females were their sisters mountain nymphs, no doubt whence, being ten,

their collective name Daktyloi. Apollonius’ scholiast reveals that male and female were right and left. Both

Pherecydes and Sophocles are indebted in different ways to Phoronis fr. 2 Bernabé / 2 Davies (¼ schol. Apoll.

Rhod. sub fin.), where such creatures are spoken of as both goêtes and ironworkers.
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The Place

Selinus is among the oldest archaeological sites in Sicily, the source no doubt

of many looted objects besides the inscriptions and graffiti that can be recog-

nized. There is no denying that the finders of the tablet might have set to work

anywhere on the site, either in the settlement area and the acropolis between

the two streams, or in the sanctuary and cemetery areas to east and west.

JJK and others think it likely that the tablet came from the precinct of

Zeus milichios on the Gaggera hill, which has indeed yielded some lead curse

tablets, perhaps a great many of those reported in earlier excavations.30 The

curse tablets were rolled up (one was pierced with a nail) and presumably

buried in the hallowed ground that also received the ashes of sacrifice to Zeus

milichios. Tablets elsewhere are placed in graves or thrown down wells, but are

buried too in several sanctuaries of Demeter, perhaps including the adjacent

sanctuary of Demeter malophoros at Selinus.31 The purpose is to reach the

gods of under-earth. Our tablet was treated differently, being somehow dis-

played, as in the fashion argued above. Nor does it share the concern with

homicide that can be imputed to Zeus milichios. Nor is Zeus milichios on

Gaggera uniquely prominent in the tablet.

The tablet prescribes sacrifice to different gods at different times in

column A, to Zeus milichios in two separate districts on opposite sides of

the city (as we shall see), and to Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides at a festival

site, and to Tritopatreis at a shrine of their own. In column B the power called

elasteros can be entreated at any site of a person’s own choosing or ‘‘at the

public altar.’’ The altar thus singled out is noteworthy, but it will not belong to

any of those several sanctuaries of Zeus milichios, of Zeus eumenês and the

Eumenides, or of the Tritopatreis. No reason can be thought of why one of

them should be chosen for sole display of the tablet, so that the public altar is

right there.

M. Rausch, regarding the tablet as a kyrbis, locates it in ‘‘the political

center of the city,’’ and in ‘‘a public building’’ rather than a sanctuary.32 Apart

from the kyrbis form, ‘‘the political center’’ is a good guess: i.e. the agora or

30. JJK ix, 7, cf. 125 31 (curse tablets), North (1996, 293), Schwabl (1996, 284), Manganaro (1997, 562),

Curti and van Bremen (1999, 25). Curti and van Bremen (1999, 28 30) also associate the ritual of the

Tritopatreis with an underground installation in the naiskos of Zeus milichios, but it belongs to the Punic

period, and the association is rejected in chapter 10 (pp. 158 59).

31. D. R. Jordan (1998, 31) lists sanctuaries of Demeter with the respective dates of the curse tablets:

Selinus, fifth century, Rhodes, ?fourth century, Mytilene, late fourth or early third century, Cnidus, ?second

century, Morgantina, second century (it is probably Demeter’s), Corinth, ?second century a.d. As to Selinus,

the details given by JJK 126 leave it open as to how tablets were distributed between the sanctuaries of Zeus

milichios and Demeter. The only definite ascription to Demeter is of two tablets ‘‘found near the outer side of

the retaining wall of the sanctuary of malophoros.’’

32. Rausch (2000a, 40); he locates Solon’s kyrbeis in ‘‘the Prytaneion in the agora’’ (the old agora, he

should have said). And if kyrbeis and axones are to be lumped together, the Prytaneion disputes the honors with

both the Acropolis and the Stoa Basileios in the new agora. Nenci (1994, 464) and others cited in note 11 rightly

doubt that a kyrbis would be found on Gaggera.
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the acropolis. Our tablet is of general interest; it was meant to be consulted by

everyone. Selinus’ agora has been located with growing assurance at the south

foot of the hill Manuzza at the approximate center of the city.33 It will have

been a tempting spot for illicit diggers in the 1970s. The acropolis is less likely
to have kept this hidden treasure down to our own day, but it may have

survived elsewhere in a load of rubbish. Anyway, the tablet should not be

thought of as housed in a public building. It was surely displayed out of doors

in good lighting. The wooden fixture behind it might be an exterior door or

gateway or even a wall or fence.

Another clue has just been mentioned. In column B, after the full instruc-

tions for receiving the elasteros with table hospitality, a more costly sacrifice

of a full-grown animal is briefly prescribed for ‘‘the public altar.’’ It is

somehow obvious which altar this is. The elasteros is cognate with Zeus,

since meat for the table is furnished by a sacrifice to Zeus, the victim being

the cheapest possible, a piglet.34 So the ensuing sacrifice that is more costly is

no doubt to Zeus again. Which altar of Zeus it is does not follow from any

previous indication in column B. In column A several altars of Zeus are

presupposed, for sacrificing to Zeus eumenês and to Zeus milichios in two

city districts, so that none of them can be referred to without ado. What is it

then, ‘‘the public altar’’ that is immediately obvious, if not an altar near the

tablet? Either the agora or the acropolis will have an altar of Zeus. Note too

that the same altar can be feasibly restored at the beginning of column A

(chapter 3, pp. 49 51).
An altar of Zeus agoraios is standard for any agora.35 It does not go with

any standard public building, such as a Prytaneion. His altar is bound to be

accessible, since it serves as a place of refuge. At Selinus it happens to be

mentioned as the unavailing refuge of the tyrant Euryleon (Hdt. 5.46.2). At

Athens, where this altar is especially renowned, it was carried back in story to

the days of the Heracleidae and of the mothers of the Seven slain at Thebes,

and became known instead as the Altar of Pity.36 Statius, certainly with some

warrant from lost tragedies, describes a throng of suppliant paupers and exiles

and ‘‘a frugal cult’’ with modest offerings (Theb. 12.481 509).37 The only

33. Mertens (1999).

34. It will be argued that an elasteros is any power of lightning, a lesser power than Zeus elasteros, the

undoubted lightning god who is supreme.

35. For Zeus agoraios see Martin (1951, 174 86), Wycherley (1957, 122 23) (Athens), H. Schwabl, RE

10A (1972), 256 58 s. Zeus, Etienne and Knoepfler (1976, 151 55), Rosivach (1978), and Robertson (1992, 51

58). Martin is fullest but strains the evidence in arguing that the worship is very ancient. See further chapter 14

(pp. 222 24).

36. Robertson (1992, 51 54; 1998a, 286, 296).

37. Statius is quite familiar with two surviving plays of Euripides, Phoenissae and Supplices: see Vessey

(1973, 69 70). Euripides’Heracleidae, the only surviving play that is relevant here, varies the usual story so as to

bring the suppliants to Marathon instead of Athens. Yet it still alludes, just once, to Zeus agoraios (line 70), a

notable tribute to the usual story. ThoughHeracleidae inspires the altar scene on South Italian vases, the detail

is unreliable: the Carneia Painter gives us a column surmounted by Apollo, not Zeus. See M. Schmidt, LIMC

4.1 (1988), Herakleidai 2 3.
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recurring worship that is attested for Zeus agoraios is sacrifice by magistrates

to signal various occasions.38 There is no festival.39

Zeus is equally at home on the acropolis.40 His altars here would not

normally be so accessible and available as that of Zeus agoraios. The tablet

however lays down its own extraordinary rules.

In short, if we are to fix on any likely setting, we shall think of the tablet as

displayed beside an altar of Zeus in the agora or on the acropolis. According

to the argument to be mentioned next, we shall think of this altar as accom-

modating rites prescribed by the tablet for opposite times of year the sacri-

fice prescribed at the beginning of column A, and the sacrifice prescribed

towards the end of column B.

The Times

In order to suggest when and why the tablet was displayed each way, I shall

freely anticipate the results of chapters 3 15. The suggestion may therefore be

treated with reserve, but is appropriate at this point.

In column A, the heading of lines 7 8 sets a deadline for all the ensuing

sacrifices; it is expressed in two forms, a local festival and the Olympic truce,

both marking the summer solstice of late June. The sacrifices begin in lines 8 9
with two festivals, of Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides and again of Zeus

milichios, both assignable to the month of February. After the festivals come

much fuller instructions for private sacrifice, for Tritopatreis in lines 9 16 and
for Zeusmilichios in lines 17 24. Tritopatreis are deities of Attic origin and, on

the evidence of Attic calendars, are worshipped in April, as the grain ripens,

and again in June, about the time of the threshing. Zeus milichios too is

worshipped, apart from his February festival, at the time of the ingathering

in June: a combination of evidence from Athens, Megara, and Selinus links

him with Demeter’s harvest festival.

Before this series begins in February, another rite is prescribed in lines

1 3; it formerly occupied lines 1 6, being afterwards reduced to the simplest of

offerings. It is for some reason preliminary to the rest. The detailed instruc-

tions for the series must in any case be read and pondered ahead of time, so

that a choice can be made and the animal victims designated or procured.

Column A was posted ahead of the beginning of the series in February,

perhaps some time ahead. A time coordinate with the deadline, the summer

solstice, would be the winter solstice of late December.

38. Martin (1951, 178 80).

39. Oaxus on Crete prescribes an enormous fine for an offending kosmos a sacrifice of one hundred

oxen to Zeus agoraios (LSSuppl 145, improved by van Effenterre [1985, 5 7] ¼ SEG 37.743). This sacrifice

however will provide a banquet for the hetaireiai at Apollo’s festival Pythia. It is accordingly performed at the

requisite time, perhaps round the turn of the year, and Zeus agoraios is only the nominal recipient. Cf. chapter

20 (p. 316).

40. See Schwabl, RE 10A (1972) 354 55 s. Zeus (�	ºØ���, also �	ºØæåÅ� and �	ºØ	~ıå	�).
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In column B, the ritual is solely concerned with an elasteros ‘‘striker,’’ a

lightning god. Although the time for the ritual is left open, it will be suitable

for an elasteros. Attested rites of Zeus kataibatês and other lightning gods fall

in August, September, October, and November; lightning is conspicuous in

the sky from June to November.

Column B was posted no earlier than the summer solstice of late June, the

deadline for column A; it may have been posted just then. Thus the content of

the tablet requires it to be displayed each way for about half the year.
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3

A Household Offering

Synopsis

Column A, lines 1 3:

[?If someone wishes to read this over, he shall bring firstlings to Zeus.

?Take out] ’sop ’n’ salt’ [and make firstlings of them,] having left

[an offering upon the altar]. The persons of the household consecrate

it. [The next three lines are blank.]

The first six lines of column A are preliminary to the rest, lines 7 24, which are

marked off by a separate heading. But the original six lines have been erased in

favor of a shorter version of three lines, so that lines 4 6 are now blank.

Admittedly, lines 1 2 are illegible except for the phrase ‘‘sop ’n’ salt.’’ Yet

the syntax is apparent throughout. There are three sentences in all, the first

taking up line 1, the second line 2 and the first half of line 3, the third the

second half of line 3. We see that a household makes an offering of barley

meal and salt; the rest of it somehow denoted the occasion; my supplements

exempli gratia only serve to show as much. Thus the tablet begins with a

humble offering by an ordinary household. Everything else follows from this.

A General Misunderstanding

The inscribing of column A started close to the top edge of the tablet; the

view that the tablet was once considerably higher is to be rejected (chapter 2,
p. 32). Almost nothing is left of the first line, and only half of the second



remains. Line 3 is nearly complete, and we can see that lines 4 6 were wholly

erased. Thereafter, in line 7, comes a new heading: �~	� hØÆæ~	� hÆ Łı�
Æ Œ�º
‘‘the offering of the sacrifices’’ etc. JJK admit to their text only line 3 after a

missing word or two. This first part has exercised nonetheless a powerful

influence on the interpretation of the tablet.

The homosepyoi of line 3 are the members of a single oikia ‘‘household’’

(Arist. Pol. 1.2, 1252 b 12). They are told to ‘‘consecrate’’ something.

For ŒÆ�hÆØª
Ç�� JJK have established from the analogy of ŒÆ�ÆŒÆ
�� in

lines 11 12, ŒÆ�ÆªØÇ���	 in line 12, ŒÆ�ÆŒÆ��	 in line 16, ŒÆ�ÆŒ~ÆÆØ in lines

19 20 both the sense ‘‘consecrate’’ and the means of doing so, by burning up

entirely.1 Before this, persons ‘‘leave’’ or ‘‘have left’’ something. Such is the

text accepted by JJK and others and accepted here, and such its undoubted

meaning.

The following inferences have been drawn.2 Household members take

part in an animal sacrifice, as persons do throughout the rest of column

A (lines 7 24). Other persons engaged in this sacrifice have left a portion of

the victim on the altar to be burnt up by the household members. Perhaps then

a kinship group larger than the household is in view. Throughout the rest of

column A, it must be larger kinship groups that are directed to sacrifice. And

Zeus milichios seems to belong to larger kinship groups, perhaps the Tritopa-

treis do so as well, and the elasteros evokes kinship groups. The whole

document therefore addresses a threat to both the family and to larger kinship

groups, namely homicide pollution, and this was somehow introduced in

lines 1 3.
But animal sacrifice cannot be assumed. The sacrifices of line 7 are those

that follow and appear to be a new topic. What is burnt up and consecrated is

not necessarily meat. In the three animal sacrifices that are fully described,

meat alone, a ‘‘ninth part,’’ is burnt up in lines 11 12, but the table offerings
burnt up in lines 15 16 consist of both ‘‘cakes and meat,’’ and we may assume

as much for those of lines 19 20. Now in line 2 ‘‘sop ’n’ salt’’ is a certain

reading additional to line 3 and can only be an offering.

A different group from household members cannot be assumed. There is

not room in lines 1 2 to introduce such a group together with the business that

will associate them with household members. ‘‘The homosepyoi’’ as subject

are more likely given at the last so as to resume or clarify. It is exactly so in lines

11 12. The instruction is to ‘‘burn up’’; then it is repeated as ‘‘consecrate,’’ with
the subject added at the last as ‘‘those who have the right.’’

The corresponding assumptions for the rest of the column must also be

discarded. Persons are directed to sacrifice etc. in the infinitive construction,

with both singular and plural subjects implied, and also by imperatives both

1. JJK 18 20; cf. 63 64, 66.

2. JJK 50 52, 61, 66, 114. Thereafter, on the first three lines, Dubois (1995a, 557; 1995b, 130 31), Clinton

(1996, 163), North (1996, 295, 298), Arena (1997, 432; 1998, 17), Brugnone (1998, 593 95), and Rausch (2000a,

44 48).
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singular and plural. No one is identified except h	~Ø� h	�
Æ ‘‘those who have the

right’’ in line 12. The instructions seem to be as general as those of column B,

addressed to any man. Persons are to sacrifice at shrines that are certainly not

their own, otherwise ‘‘at home’’ (lines 20 21). Nothing points to kinship

groups, unless they were formerly mentioned in lines 4 6. But if so, they

were abolished by the erasure.

‘‘Sop ’n’ Salt’’

We turn away from these assumptions to likely or possible readings. In line 3
the persons of the household burn up (‘‘consecrate’’) something that can only

be the object of the participle ŒÆ�Æº½h�Ø����Æ� ‘‘having left’’ in the previous

sentence. What has been left is an offering on an altar, ready to be burnt up.

The missing word before the participle may well be ½K�
Łı��: ½Æ� in the sense ‘‘an

offering on the altar,’’ for it fits the space and the traces. The verb K�ØŁ�ø

originally means ‘‘offer upon’’ an altar; here we have the corresponding

noun.3

In line 2 the phrase �~Æ½Ç�Æ½�� �� hºÆ �� is another accusative as object of
another verb, the infinitive that we must in any case supply, since this clause is

coordinate with the next one. The next clause begins ŒÆ�:hÆØª
Ç�:� ��, with the

object understood. This one began [infinitive] ��, with the object following

straightway. �~ÆÇÆ ‘‘barley meal’’ in usual parlance is only a lump of it

moistened, kneaded, shaped, and dried, to be moistened again and eaten

without cooking.4 Taken with salt it is the simplest fare. My rendering ‘‘sop

’n’ salt’’ is meant not only to convey this but also to indicate a stock phrase

which justifies the reading.

Though JJK made out the surviving letters and suggested the inevitable

reading, they did not admit it to the text because (they said) the tablet does not

otherwise employ the connective ��.5 Double �� . . . ��, the only common use, is

in question. It would indeed serve as well as ŒÆ
 within the series of nouns in

lines 14 15 and in line 19. If ‘‘sop ’n’ salt’’ make a ready pair, so do ‘‘table and

couch’’ in line 14, and so do ‘‘cakes and meat’’ in line 15. On this showing

�� . . . �� was not simply a colloquial idiom interchangeable with ŒÆ
. Some-

thing more has dictated the expression.

Now in column B line 13 the word and form IŁÆ��	Ø�Ø is another peculiar

choice, doubly so because in column A line 17 Ł�	~Ø� is employed in the same

phrase ‘‘just as to the gods.’’ The ending -	Ø�Ø obtrudes as much as the word

3. Apollo directs his priests ‘‘construct an altar . . . kindling fire upon it and offering white barley meal

upon it,’’ K�
 �� ¼º�Ø�Æ º�ıŒa Ł�	���� (H. Apoll. 490 91), almost the same offering as here. Casabona (1966, 98)

remarks and explains this original meaning, together with a secondary meaning ‘‘offer in addition.’’ For our

purpose, LSJ and LSJ Rev. Suppl. s. K�ØŁ�ø; K�
Łı�Æ and LfgrE s. Ł�ø are not so helpful.

4. The preparation and use of �~ÆÇÆ are described by Pearson on Soph. fr. 563. The usual rendering is

‘‘barley cake,’’ but I avoid it because it might suggest cooking.

5. JJK 8, 18.
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itself. Just this word and just this dative ending evoke scenes of sacrifice in

Homer, sacrifice to gods far above us. It was borrowed to express such a

meaning, for the next sentence gives a contrasting destination, ‘‘down to

earth.’’ The phrase �~ÆÇÆ� �� hºÆ �� is borrowed too not from poetry but

from customary speech in which �� . . . �� has a special function.

Of the pair ‘‘sop ’n’ salt’’ the one is the plainest of foods, and the other is the

universal seasoning. It is seasoning alone that makes food palatable. The first

member is transformed by the second; the pair thus joined constitutes an

aphorism. Homer has examples that must have been current outside of poetry.

The pair Oº
ª	� �� �
º	� �� ‘‘little but loved’’ lends itself to strikingly different

cases (Il. 1.167, Od. 6.208, 14.58).6 The pair O��ºº�Ø �� �Ø��Ł�Ø �� ‘‘increases but
also reduces,’’ of Zeus’ granting strength in battle but also refusing it, is a caution

or a consolation that is often developed at length but only once expressed with

epigrammatic brevity (Il. 20.242).7 The petitions of hymnsmake use of arresting

pairs to captivate the deity: ‘‘grant Iæ���� �� I����� �� goodness but also pros-

perity,’’ ‘‘keep this city K� Ł� ›�	�	
ÆØ = �� �� �PÅ��º
ÆØ ‘‘in harmony but also in

prosperity’’ (Callim. H. Jov. 94, H. Cer. 134 35).8 Such aphoristic expressions

disappear in discursive prose.

As a stock phrase ‘‘sop ’n’ salt’’ was probably inherited by Selinus from

Megara. In Aristophanes’ Acharnians the Megarian’s parting wish for his

daughters is that they may at least eat their barley sop with salt:

K�� ±ºd �a� �~Æ��Æ� (line 835).9 The joke is partly that salt as a Megarian export

already mentioned will henceforth be admitted to Athens. But since the

famished Megarians at their very first appearance make straight for barley

sop in the market, �	��a� �~Æ��Æ� (line 732), it is likely that the two staples had

a traditional association at Megara that continued at Selinus.

Such are the readings to be supplied in lines 2 3: �~Æ½Ç�Æ½�� �� hºÆ �� a near
certainty, ½K�
Łı��: ½Æ� an attractive possibility. They are enough to illustrate the

construction throughout. The clause ending with the participle in line 3 is an

infinitive clause and began in line 2with a single word before ��, which can only
be an infinitive. Both this clause and the next point to the household and its

basic stores. In each household barley sop is kept in a grain bin called

�Ø��Å=����Æ, whence the term h	�	���ı	Ø (this term and �Ø��Å are discussed

below). Salt is kept in a tub called ±º
Æ.10 The persons who operate with barley

6. The aphorism is employed at critical moments by Achilles, Nausicaa, and Eumaeus. Achilles employs

it pathetically, of his own small share of the spoils. Nausicaa employs it ironically, of her token kindness to a

beggar. Eumaeus employs it piously, of his charity ‘‘little but loving’’ towards one even lower than himself.

7. Thus Aeneas to Achilles. Elsewhere, Hector says about the same in four lines, in the latter two that

Zeus sometimes �Ø��Ł�Ø ‘‘reduces’’ the strength of one side (Il. 15.490 93).

8. Arresting pairs they surely are. InH. Jov. the next two lines explain that prosperity needs goodness as

well, and goodness needs prosperity, after which the petition is repeated. InH. Cer. the next two and a half lines

expatiate first on prosperity and then on ‘‘peace.’’

9. The verb used is �Æ
�Ø�, with whatever effect the general sense is clear (cf. S. D. Olson on lines

834 35, Oxford 2002).

10. For ±º
Æ see Gow and Page on Callim. HE 28 ¼ A.P. 6.301, the dedication of such a tub to the

Samothracian gods after it helped its owner to weather life’s storms. The poem was brought to notice by Bentley

when he showed that the tub was not a ship (A Dissertation upon the Epistles of Phalaris, preface lix lx).
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sop and salt are perhaps told to ‘‘½K��º�~Ø�� take out’’ the two staples. Whatever

verb it was however ‘‘sop ’n’ salt’’ were introduced they are beyond a doubt

the offering burnt up by household members in line 3. There is no room for

something else to be mentioned and separate uses to be indicated.

The line is readily completed as fŒÆgŒI�½æå��ŁÆØ ���	�� ‘‘and to offer

firstlings of these,’’ barley sop and salt. The two letters ŒÆ are plainly repeated,

and it must be by mistake. The next letter � is all but certain and points to the

same verb as in lines 15 16. There and again in lines 19 20, firstlings are taken
from table offerings as the portion to be burnt up.

Lines 2 3 are therefore concerned with firstlings to be offered by a given

household.

½K��º~��� �b �~Æ½Ç�Æ½�� �� hºÆ �� fŒÆg ŒI�½æå��ŁÆØ ���	��
½K�
Łı��: ½Æ� ŒÆ�Æº½h�Ø����Æ�: ŒÆ�:hÆØª
Ç�:� �b �e� h	�	����	�.
[Take out] ‘‘sop ’n’ salt’’ [and make firstlings of them],

having left [an offering upon the altar]. The persons of the household

consecrate it.

As �~ÆÇÆ ‘‘barley sop’’ is the most basic food, so it is the most basic offering.

Offerings of grain, though manifold, are classified according to the form they

take, baked or not, and according to the way they are offered, set out as on a

table or burnt up, and both classifications appear to coincide with the general

terms popanon and pelanos.11 The pelanos is uncooked wheat or barley meal

and is burnt up.12 It is a simple offering, suited to the household.13 At Athens

it was instituted by Cecrops (Paus. 8.2.3), who also first established marriage

and the family. It was man’s original pure-hearted offering to the gods before

any animal victim was thought of (Theophr. De Piet. fr. 2 Pötscher).

An offering of barley and salt together is not otherwise attested in Greek

ritual, but at Rome the Vestal Virgins prepare mola salsa as a characteristic

offering.14 So-called mola is parched and pounded spelt, a basic household

11. Stengel (1910, 67 68). In the early Hellenistic period Athenian officials are praised for offering

popana and pelanoi to all the gods and heroes. SEG 44.42, decree of Collytus, 327/26 318 b.c., line 27, lege

���Æ�Æ ŒÆd ��ºÆ�	½f� ð��ºÆ�e½� Walbank). SEG 43.28 ¼ 46.158, decree of Rhamnus, 262/61 b.c., line 9,

lege ��ºÆ�	f½� ŒÆd ���Æ�Æ ‹�ø� ��-=å�Ø ŒÆº~ø� Œ�º.
12. Ziehen, RE 19.1 (1937): 247 48 s. ��ºÆ��� further constructs an evolutionary scheme in which man

advances from throwing whole grains on the earth or in the fire to rough grinding and soaking them and finally

to milling and cooking and virtual porridge.

13. A pelanos, said Apollonius of Acharnae in his work On Attic Festivals, is ‘‘formed from grain taken

from the halôs threshing-floor’’ (FGrH 365 F 1; cf. Hsch. s. ��º�Æ). According to Tresp (1914, 98), he refers to

the Eleusinian festival Halôa (and also draws on Philochorus FGrH 328 F 83). Jacoby (ad loc.) repeats the first

conjecture, while observing rightly that the pelanos is not confined to one festival. Taking grain from the halôs

can have nothing to do with theHalôa. This festival of midwinter received its untypical name from some use of

threshing floors that was just as untypical, perhaps for the construction of bonfires. Apollonius merely states the

obvious, perhaps addressing one who has seen only grain at market. The substance of his other fragments is

either painfully obvious (F 2 3, 5) or blatantly false (F 4, 5 again). He is not the exêgêtês of the Eumolpidai

named in IG 22 3487, as Jacoby thought (¼ T 1). A fragment unpublished then indicates a different demotic:

Clinton (1974, 92n20).

14. Holland (1961, 316 25) examines the preparation ofmola salsa while connecting it, improbably, with

the ritual of the Argei.
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store that is the Roman equivalent of �~ÆÇÆ, just as far ‘‘spelt’’ is the Roman

equivalent of ŒæØŁ� ‘‘barley’’ (Anglo-Saxon bere is cognate in form with Latin

and in sense with Greek). After the harvest, on alternate days in the second

week of May, the three senior Vestals bring in baskets of spelt and then parch

and pound a store of mola for the coming year (Serv. auct. Ecl. 8.82). The
Vestals also keep cakes of salt in a jar, after these too are produced by

pounding and baking (Fest. muries p. 152 Lindsay, citing Veranius). Three

times a year, on June 9, September 13, and February 15, they make up mola

salsa by adding the salt to the spelt (Serv. loc. cit.).

As all agree, the Vestals with their houselike shrine and their domestic

routine perpetuate the household customs of early days. The mola salsa was

once a household offering. The three dates on which it is prepared are turning

points in the agrarian calendar. June 9 marks the harvest; September 13, the
first plowing and sowing; and February 13, the beginning of the anxious

Lenten season, when the crop is due to ripen. This last date will also be

close in time to our preliminary offering in column A: the sacrificial series

that follows begins with two festivals of mid- and late February (chapters

6 9). It too may be a vestige of unrecorded ancient custom.

These firstlings are followed by the more substantial offerings of column

A, which lead up to the harvest and celebrate the harvest season. (Here and

elsewhere I say ‘‘firstlings’’ instead of the usual ‘‘first fruits’’ because the latter

term, which comes from the Bible, suggests a vegetable component that is

incidental to ðI�Þæå	�ÆØ and ðI�ÞÆæå� in Greek.) ‘‘Sop ’n’ salt,’’ though

offered long before the harvest, may also be reckoned firstlings of the new

crop. Firstlings in the auspicious sense were offered at the outset, as the grain

was sown, and throughout the period of growth.15 But it is only a shrewd

possibility. It would be so to those who pondered the tablet at Selinus.

Households and Grain Bins

The rare word ›�	���ı	Ø is an official term to describe any household. It

means ‘‘sharers in the grain bin’’ and accordingly the members of a single

household, a family. Since Aristotle contrasts the family so called with larger

kinship groups, JJK and others are led to the notion of a common threat to

both family and larger kinship groups, which can only be homicide pollution.

The word directs us rather to country life and agrarian religion. Before the

tablet came to light, the context in Aristotle was somewhat misleading.

Aristotle cites the word at the beginning of the Politics to make a funda-

mental point, the utilitarian nature of all human association (1.2, 1252 b 12).
Society originates, he says, with the oikia ‘‘family’’ as the smallest association

15. See Robertson (1996d) apropos of the festival Proêrosia. At SEG 50.43 and 169 it is implied that such

a meaning is unnatural and implausible. On the contrary, it is the very purpose of the festival, registered in

documents and trumpeted by legend. If extended discussion seems inherently ‘‘speculative’’ or simply tedious,

I have cited the plainest evidence at the outset (1996d, 320 25).
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serving a practical purpose. For proof he points to the words for ‘‘family’’

allegedly used by Charondas (of Catane) and Epimenides of Crete, ›�	�
�ı	Ø

and ›��ŒÆ�	Ø.16 It is as if the purpose of a family is to share the food stored in a

�Ø��Å or a Œ�Å. From the family Aristotle proceeds to larger associations, kômai

‘‘villages,’’ which he somewhat dubiously represents as larger kinship groups,

extensions of the family, now holding up the term ›�	ªºÆŒ���, expressive in a

different way.17 The only other occurrence of the word, Hesychius’ gloss

›�	�
�ı	Ø� ›�	�æ��Ç	Ø, takes us no further, as the definition is a general term

for ‘‘messmates’’ and so a mere tautology.18 Most likely, Hesychius is glossing

Aristotle. There may have been no other instance of the word in literature, and

certainly there was none so prominent as the beginning of the Politics.

Despite Aristotle, it is unlikely that homosipyoi and homokapoiwere in use

anywhere as ordinary words for family members. To make his point, he

should simply have cited the grain bin, which everywhere typifies the individ-

ual household and its variable resource. In literature, chiefly Attic comedy and

later bellelettrists, it is always �Ø��Å.19 Œ�Å < Œ��ømust have been the same

on Crete, though we know the word only from epic and later poetry and only

as a crib for domestic animals.20 By contrast with these words for grain bin,

the terms homosipyoi and homokapoi are suited only to documentary lan-

guage, the latter to documents from Crete. Aristotle may have drawn directly

on such documents. The text of the Politics may be interpolated, here at the

beginning, with two imposing source names. There are several reasons to

think so.

For the ensuing term homogalaktes, which is equally important, Aristotle

cites no authority. It was undoubtedly known to him from documents.21 For

technical terms elsewhere in the Politics he cites no authority.22 It is surprising

16. JJK 20 rightly insist that homosipyoi refers to a household, as opposed to F. Bourriot’s notion of a

local group. As to ›�	Œ�	ı�, the variant ›�	Œ��	ı� is quite inferior, though adopted by Diels-Kranz in

Vorsokr 3 B 3 and entertained by Jacoby in FGrH 457 F 20 and by Fowler in his Epimenides fr. 19. ‘‘Sharers in

the smoke’’ was substituted for the unfamiliar term. Aristotle’s argument is painstaking, and he would not

expect us to indulge him by equating ‘‘smoke’’ with ‘‘hearth’’ and then ‘‘hearth’’ with ‘‘food.’’ JJK 20 err in

speaking of a ‘‘garden,’’ which is not immediately distinctive of a family and implies a Doric form inadmissible

for Aristotle, -Œ�	ı� for -Œ��	ı�.

17. A village is thought of as a colony of related families all descended from the founder. Cf. note 21.

18. The definition is plainly improvised. Inspiration, if it was needed, was provided by passages like

Ar. Eq. 1298 99, where sipyê and trapeza have the same significance in successive lines.

19. See especially Leon.HE 36, 37 ¼ AP 6.300, 302; Alciphr. 2.11. Actual bins from wealthy households

are listed on the Attic stelae (IG 13 422.2, 6, 17, 425.16). Likely shapes are indicated by Sparkes (1962, 124) and

Amyx (1958, 195 97). The diminutive �Ø�ı
� denotes a pyxis, being written on one from central Sicily: IGDS

170, cf. Dubois (1995b, 130).

20. Il. 8.434, etc. It is certainly not the case that ›��ŒÆ�	Ø is ‘‘a metaphor with pastoral vocabulary’’ used

by Epimenides qua poet, as affirmed by Dubois (1995b, 131), who more strangely still compares ephebic

nomenclature at Sparta.

21. The word famously appears in a clause quoted from a document whose nature is disputed, requiring

phratries, or one of them, to admit both orgeônes and homogalaktes (Philochorus FGrH 328 F 35a). Lambert

(1993, 60 61) suggests how homogalaktes as related families might be concerned in a rule for phratries.

22. The Cretan terms andreia and kosmoi are introduced without ado (Pol. 2.10, 1272 a 3, 6), even

though the former is said to bear on the history of Crete and Sparta. Likewise the terms for secret informants at

Syracuse, potagôgides and ôtakoustai (5.11, 1313 b 13).
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to find the lawgiver Charondas and the seer Epimenides named together,

doubly surprising to meet them as the respective sources of matching technical

terms. Charondas’ laws are unrepresented by any other verbal quotation and

do not otherwise concern the family.23 Aristotle’s very notable interest in

Cretan law does not elsewhere lead him to Epimenides, and indeed the

works of Epimenides do not, so far as known, extend to Cretan law.24

Furthermore, Epimenides is duly called ‘‘the Cretan,’’ but Charondas is not

called ‘‘the Catanaean,’’ as would be natural for Aristotle at first mention he

is so called at Pol. 2.12, 1274 a 23, which is otherwise the first mention! If

however Aristotle were to cite the terms homosipyoi and homokapoi without

sources, he would describe the latter as Cretan, whereas the former was

general. As was said, Hesychius’ entry homosipyoi is probably due to this

passage and if so does not attest any other literary instance. The suspicion is

very strong that Aristotle’s argument has been padded with two stock names,

Epimenides and Charondas, which seemed both suitable and impressive.

In any case, homosipyoi and homokapoi will ultimately come from docu-

ments that adopted these terms to suit the business at hand: agrarian ritual, as

at Selinus. The household and its grain bin are prominent in ritual at the

harvest, and before it, and just after.

Athens’ festivalDiasia, addressed to Zeusmilichios, is a great gathering of

households in late Anthestêriôn ¼ February, at the beginning of the Lenten

season, as we may call the time of year when stores are running low and the

next crop is still uncertain.25 The characteristic offering is of cakes shaped like

sacrificial animals, and the atmosphere is a combination of levity and gloom.

The depleted grain bin is painfully taxed in hope of a large return.

In the Tetrapolis of Marathon, at the deme Hecale, households gather

after the harvest to celebrate a festival of Zeus hekaleios. It is a day in early

Hekatombaiôn ¼ July, as we see from Plutarch’s Life of Theseus.26

The offering is apposite. In the festival aetiology the old woman ‘‘Hecale,’’

23. More optimistically, our passage ‘‘suggests that he wrote at least one law concerning family affairs’’:

so Gagarin (1986, 67n70), apropos of early ‘‘family law’’ as reported by Aristotle and others. It is generally

agreed that the laws or decencies ascribed to Charondas at the foundation of Thurii (Diod. 12.11.3 19.2)

contain no authentic material (Gagarin 1986, 62).

24. See Jacoby, FGrH III b 1.323, 330, 2.200, who observes that a work on Cretan law cannot be

entertained, as it was by Diels-Kranz, after Eduard Meyer. Jacoby thinks rather of the Cretica, which on the

evidence of FGrH 457 F 18 19 was a mythographic work dealing with the birth of Zeus and the fate of Ariadne,

and is dated by Jacoby as early as the fourth century only on the strength of Aristotle’s citation here; so too

Fowler (2000, 79), even preferring saec. iv ineunte. According to West (1983, 52), the Cretica ‘‘might be the same

as [Epimenides’] theogony,’’ which he assigns to an Athenian milieu in the first years of the Peloponnesian War.

25. Zeus milichios is fully treated in chapters 8 9 and 12 13. As to the households and cakes, see e.g.

Ar. Nub. 408 9, 864, and Thuc. 1.126.6 with Jameson (1965, 165 66).

26. The occasion is dated by its place in the life of Theseus: just after he arrived in Athens, i.e. in early

summer. As we see from Plutarch, every action of his youth was tied to some calendar observance by the Attic

chroniclers, and though their emulous variations can be slightly contradictory, the general outline is firm. He

arrived on 8Hekatombaiôn (Thes. 12.2). And he fell in with Hecale while pursuing theMarathonian bull so as to

offer it to Apollo delphinios in Athens (Thes. 14.1). In the original conception this was part of the Apolline

festival of 7 Hekatombaiôn, which gives the month name and figures in the story of Theseus’ arrival in several

ways, as when he tosses a pair of oxen over the temple roof in an exaggeration of ephebic prowess (Paus. 1.19.1).
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eponym of the cult site, entertains Theseus in her own small house, and the

entertainment consists above all in country-style loaves baked in the ashes,

which she brings forth from the �Ø��Å Callimachus uses the very word

(Hecale fr. 251 Pfeiffer / 35 Hollis). Each household, we may infer, made

such an offering.27

The harvest itself is marked by a festival of Demeter, often called

Thalysia.28 In Theocritus’ Thalysia an ancient title, whether it was conferred

by Theocritus or not a wealthy family celebrate the festival at home on their

farm, at the threshing floor and a nearby altar (Id. 7.31 34, 155 57).
In short, households and grain bins are prominent in agrarian ritual. It is

accidental that the words homosipyoi and sipyê do not appear elsewhere in

such epigraphic regulations as survive.

What Was Said in the First Line?

The first line is lost except for the slightest traces. It was a sentence or a phrase

complete in itself. It served to introduce the business of the two infinitive

clauses in lines 2 3 since the first of them has no expressed subject. It was

therefore a heading. It needs to be discussed in the light of the overall

arrangement of the tablet. As to the rest of column A, let us for a moment

assume what will be argued hereafter.

In lines 7 8 a newheading it is not a sentence fragment, as JJKmaintain

introduces a series of sacrifices to be performed before the summer solstice, as

marked by public observances. They follow in chronological order, beginning

with two festivals of early spring, to be equated with the Eumenideia and the

Diasia attested elsewhere. The others are no part of public festivals at stated

times, but are assigned to several public shrines, until in lines 20 21 a sacrifice at
home is allowed as an economical alternative. The sacrifices then are all for an

individual to perform as he chooses, and each is explained at length, like the

ritual of lines 2 3, except for those at the two festivals, where the sacrificialmode

will be obvious.

The ritual of lines 1 3 (or the previous version which occupied lines 1 6) is
preliminary to the long series of sacrifices between early spring and the

solstice. Whereas those sacrifices take place as the crop matures and as it is

27. This gathering of households seems to be passed over in the calendar of the Tetrapolis (IG 22 1358 /

Lambert [2000a, 45 47]), even though Kukunari, where the stone was found, may well be the deme Hecale.

Note however that in early Hekatombaiôn on a day that is lost a goat is offered to [Apollo ap]otropaios (A 24

26), probably with reference to the Apolline festival (above n26). Lambert (2000a, 52, 54, 69; 2000b, 71 75) finds

[Apollo apo]tropaios in another calendar plausibly ascribed to Marathon, IG 13 255.10 11, but in a rite of

midwinter on the promontory Cynosura. A more likely candidate is [Poseidon pros]tropaios, worshipped

elsewhere at just this time with this epithet and a like-named festival (which gives the month name Poitropios).

28. The Boeotian month¨�Øº	�ŁØ	�¼ Skirophoriôn comes from the Aeolic form *Ł�Øº	�ŁØÆ. In Athens and

the Attic demes, the last in the series of Demeter’s festivals each pertaining to a stage of the grain cycle is the

Skira, named for the new crop after the threshing made it ‘‘white.’’ Athens’ civic festival Skirophoria and

Megara’s Malophoria are named for processions signalized by carrying of the grain, probably as offerings. We

come to these festivals of Megara and Athens in chapter 13.
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harvested, a time of protracted anxiety, this one is an offering of firstlings of

grain taken from the household stores. It is generally suitable, but not for any

of the rather threatening deities addressed hereafter (the last of them, Zeus

milichios on the hill Gaggera, is adjacent to the goddess of the harvest,

Demeter malophoros, but she does not appear in the tablet). Nor is there

room in the heading for mention of any of these shrines. For some reason it is

obvious which shrine or altar is in question.

The purifying rites in column B, which is upside down while column A is in

view, are for a different time of year. After the principal rite of table hospitality,

sacrifice may also be offered ‘‘on the public altar.’’ This we understand to be an

altar of Zeus, since a sacrifice toZeus is prescribed as part of the table hospitality,

and Zeus is cognate with the polluting power called elasteros, having elsewhere

the like epithet. But no shrine of Zeus, no particular place at all, is ever

mentioned in column B. As part of the table hospitality the sacrifice may be

conducted anywhere, at no regular altar. And yet it is obvious thereafter which

public altar of Zeus is meant. Aswas said in chapter 2 (pp. 36 38), the tablet was
nodoubt displayed in somepublic area. The agora is a likely choice, with its altar

of Zeus agoraios. The acropolis is another possibility if it gave ready access to an

altar of Zeus. The same altar of Zeus, in the agora or on the acropolis, will be in

view at the beginning of column A.

Lines 2 3 prescribe the simplest of offerings, ‘‘sop ’n’ salt.’’ The heading

indicated when or why the offering is made and where. The heading in the

other column begins with a condition taking up more than a whole line,

½ÆY � Œ: � ¼: �:Łæ	�½	�� . . . ½º<~�> Ø� ‘‘if a person wishes to’’ etc. The long apodosis that

follows gives detailed instructions. Thereafter an alternative procedure is intro-

duced by another condition of a line and a half, ÆY �Ø� ŒÆ º~�Ø ‘‘if someone wishes

to’’ etc. Our heading may well have taken the same form, but condition and

apodosis were complete in one line, since �� in line 2 introduces a new clause.

‘‘If someone wishes to ?’’ Perhaps it is to ‘‘read over’’ this right-hand

column of the tablet, newly displayed each year for general use: ½ÆY �Ø� ŒÆ
º~�Ø� I�½������: I����ø ¼ I�Æ���ø is used of a determined act of reading, ‘‘read

over’’ (‘‘con over,’’LSJ). It is very suitable to both the context and the traces; the

Doric form especially is commended by certain parallels. An indecorous graffito

on a black-glaze kylix from Montagna di Marzo (Erbessus?), c. 500 480 b.c.,
mocks �e� I����	��Æ ‘‘the one who reads this over’’ (SEG 35.1009 / IGDS 167).29

Theocritus in his evocation of Helen as a tree goddess speaks of a supposed

inscription in the bark, a summons to worship, ‰� �ÆæØ � �Ø� = I���
�ÅØ ˜øæØ��

‘‘so that a passerby may read over in Doric,’’ etc. (Id. 18.48).30 For the rest, poets
use the word in ways variously suggestive.31

The apodosis will say he is to make a certain offering at a certain place.

Perhaps I: ½�Ææåb� K�Ø��æ��	 �~	Ø ˜Ø
 or �~	Ø �	�~	Ø� ‘‘he is to bring firstlings to

29. Epicharmus fr. 232 K-A doubtless used this Doric form, as editors remark.

30. An actual epitaph from Eretria, c. 450?, summons the passerby ��~ıæ	 Ne� I����ÆØ (CEG 1.108).

31. The literary occurrences of mostly Attic forms and their nuances of meaning are discussed by

Pearson on Soph. fr. 143 and by Gow on Theocr. Id. 18.48.
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Zeus’’ or ‘‘to the altar.’’ There is not room to identify the place where the god

is worshipped or where the altar stands, if it is not obvious. It is obvious with

‘‘the public altar’’ of the other column; it will be obvious here too.

So much exempli gratia. All that matters is to see that the business of line

1must go with the business of lines 2 3 and that they are quite intelligible. We

should also remember that lines 1 3 replace a longer version of six lines. The

simpler version may have been intended to make the ritual of the tablet even

more generally available than it was before.
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4

The Kotytia and the Olympic Truce

Synopsis

Column A, lines 7 8:

The offering of the sacrifices before the Kotytia and before the truce

every fourth year in which the Olympiad comes round.

This noun phrase is a heading that looks forward to all the ritual of column A.

The ritual is to be performed before the merry festivalKotytia for which Selinus

is renowned, and inOlympic years before the season of theOlympic truce, which

may at times begin before the local festival, since it follows a different time

scheme. Festival and truce come round in midsummer; such is the terminus for

the ritual. But the ritual by its very nature will be performed before the festival

and the truce, for it is concerned entirely with the needs and the hopes of the

critical growing season from early spring to early summer. The terminus is

mentioned not as an admonition but as a promise. In either form, Kotytia or

truce, it marks the midsummer celebration that is the only sure reward for

inexorable toil. In either form, it appeals to everyman. Under the name Kronia,

it inspires the notion of the Golden Age; at Olympia, it marks the beginning of

the Panhellenic truce leading up to the strenuous festival of Zeus in late summer.

The Kotytia are a Dorian version of the Kronia, without any famous myth but

with a ribald reputation of its own.

Disputed Meanings

The syntax of these words has been called into question. They follow the erasure

of lines 4 6, apparently a separate clause without a verb (�~	� hØÆæ~	� hÆ Łı�
Æ



is literally ‘‘the sacrificing of the victims’’ rather than ‘‘the offering of the

sacrifices’’). According to JJK, there are three possible lines of interpretation.1

It may be that the words as we have them are a heading complete in

itself, ‘‘referring to all the relevant sacrifices for the current year,’’ and imply-

ing also ‘‘that they had been mentioned earlier.’’ Or it may be that part of

the syntax has been lost in the erasure, including a verb but perhaps other

words as well, which brings us to suppose that the first four words are not a

single phrase, and that �~	� hØÆæ~	�, perhaps somehow qualified perhaps as

‘‘purificatory’’ belongs to previous business. Or it may be yet again that,

with part lost, �~	� hØÆæ~	� means something quite different, such as ‘‘shrines’’

or ‘‘sacred objects.’’ This last interpretation is preferred by JJK, but by no

one else.

Now given the usual verb phrase �a ƒ�æa Ł��Ø�, the first four words are

naturally taken as the corresponding noun phrase. The phrase implies no

backward reference, no more than hÆ Łı�
Æ by itself would do. The verb

phrase is nearly always �a ƒ�æa Ł��Ø�, not ƒ�æa or ƒ�æe� Ł��Ø�, because the

meaning of the verb Ł��Ø� is complete without the object unless particular

sacrifices are in view.2 Here �~	� hØÆæ~	� points to the particular sacrifices that

follow. It is not plausible to break up the noun phrase and say that the first

half of it could belong to some different construction, lost in the erasure. It is

not plausible to say that �a hØÆæ could be either ‘‘shrines’’ or ‘‘sacred ob-

jects.’’ To be sure, the word means ‘‘sacred objects’’ in line 18 and again in line

22, according to a likely restoration. It means ‘‘organs’’ qua omens in line 24,
according to another likely restoration. But all the rest of column A calls for

Ł���; Łı���	 repeatedly, with offerings in the accusative, which can only be

subsumed as �a hØÆæ. Above all, it is not plausible to say that the erasure may

have mangled the sense at this crucial point.3 The rest of the inscription,

before it suffered damage, was fully intelligible.

It is then a complete heading and means in effect ‘‘the (following)

sacrifices are to be offered before the Kotytia and the truce.’’4 The deities

receiving sacrifice are elsewhere known to do so, as we shall see in chapters

6 13, over a period of several months down to the seasonal terminus here

announced. It is conceivable that lines 4 6 formerly introduced the topic by

saying for example ‘‘if a person wishes to offer sacrifice before or during

the harvest, he is to do so as here prescribed,’’ so that the terminus was

mentioned next. ‘‘The sacrifices’’ would refer back as well as point forward.

But if lines 4 6 merely introduced the topic, it is strange that they were

erased. More likely, lines 1 6 formerly prescribed a different preliminary

offering. A different offering might be erased for various reasons. Perhaps

1. JJK 20 23, 51.

2. Casabona (1966, 9 11).

3. The letters that still faintly appear could be attributed to either of the two successive hands, that of

lines 1 3 or that of lines 7 24.

4. So Dubois (1995a, 557; 1995b, 131), Graham (1995, 367), Clinton (1996, 160 61). Siewert (2002, 366)

adopts this meaning but regards the sacrifices as belonging to the announcement of the truce (chapter 6, note 1).
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it was a larger one that proved too restrictive; the offering we have, sop ’n’

salt, represents the utmost economy. If so, the series of sacrifices were always

mentioned as a new topic, together with the terminus.

A local festival, the Kotytia, is the terminus year by year. In an Olympic

year there is another terminus, the beginning of the truce. The truce, we must

suppose, supersedes theKotytia as a terminus either because it comes earlier or

if it comes earlier.5 It need not always come earlier. Festival and truce are

determined by different time schemes, so that there can be no exact constant

relationship between them.6

The Kotytia will fall on a given day in Selinus’ calendar of months, and

Selinus will have used, perhaps with some change, the calendar of Megara.7

The monthly sequence begins in winter, with observation, however imperfect

or neglected, of the winter solstice. But thereafter the months run on by

themselves up to the summer date of the Kotytia. The calendar of Elis likewise

begins at the winter solstice, but the Olympic Games, and hence the truce,

are fixed by summer moons, not by the calendar, so that the games fall in

two successive calendar months in two successive Olympiads.8 The Kotytia

and the beginning of the Olympic truce are dates that will differ markedly

from time to time. But in their different time schemes they are somehow

equivalent.

Another view entirely should be mentioned. It is thought that the

sacrifices of column A are for an Olympic year only.9 The Kotytia will

provide the terminus in an Olympic year if it comes earlier, or else the

local festival will serve as a reminder if the announcement of the truce is

delayed. This is certainly not the natural meaning, as claimed.10 On the

contrary, it goes dead against the word order, local festival and Olympic

truce. Such a meaning could no doubt be understood within a certain

context if these sacrifices were the last in a long series, if they were preceded

by sacrifices to be offered every year, listed in calendar order, and by others

to be offered every second year, listed in calendar order, and finally by those

5. JJK 27 infer that the truce sometimes came earlier than the Kotytia, for otherwise, they say, it would

not be mentioned at all.

6. Cordano (1996, 138; 1997, 425) speaks of ‘‘the insertion of a local festival in the current Olympiad,’’

and infers that the Olympic Games were used to regulate Selinus’ calendar. On the contrary, the mention of

these alternatives, local festival and Olympic truce, shows that Selinus’ calendar was independent of the

games.

7. Trumpy (1997, 147 55, cf. 81 88), the beginning of the year in this calendar. It is best known at

Byzantium, otherwise at Megara, Chalcedon, Callatis, and Chersonesus Taurica, not at all at Selinus orMegara

Hyblaea.

8. The evidence for these statements the corrupt and controversial scholia to Pindar, Ol. 33a, 35 is

discussed below.

9. Clinton (1996, 161 63), Curti and van Bremen (1999, 25 28, 31), Henrichs (2005, 53).

10. If the fourth-year Olympic truce were only an alternative, says Clinton (1996, 161), it would be so

stated in a different form of words: perhaps �����	Ø �b =���Ø Œ�º. This is much too strict for any language. The

order of words, ‘‘before the Kotytia and (before) the truce’’ when it occurs, shows that the truce is a lesser

alternative.
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to be offered every fourth year.11 But the tablet is nearly whole and cannot

be thus reconstructed.12

It may also be asked whether the Kotytia and the truce are indeed a

terminus or are somehow the object of the sacrifices that precede them. To

suggest that the community is thus prepared for the Olympic Games is con-

formable only with the view we have just rejected, that columnA prescribes for

an Olympic year.13 A similar suggestion is that both the Kotytia and the truce

are public events of the first importance that require a condition of general

purity.14 Yet these two occasions could not possibly be exalted above all others,

especially above others at the harvest season, when according to general custom

the community makes itself fit for the new crop. And the festivalKotytia, as we

shall soon see, is a time of merry license, far from thoughts of purity. Or again,

since the sacrifices are thought of as appeasing grim deities concerned with

pollution, the festival is regarded as a ‘‘renewal’’ that can come only when the

pollution is removed.15 This too is implausible. It necessarily implies that the

Olympic truce has the same significance. And it is the truce, not the games

themselves. On the usual outlook, the beginning of the truce is not itself a

festival occasion. How the Kotytia and the truce can be interchangeable, and

why they are all-important, are questions puzzling and unexplained.

We shall see that the sacrifices and the deities have to do with the last

stages of the agricultural year, Lent and harvest, anxious and arduous

respectively. The end of it and the beginning of the summer lull will be greeted

with relief. The festival Kotytia brings relief, utter relief, with irresponsible

topsy-turvy merriment. Though assigned to a certain day in the calendar of

Selinus, it belongs to a class of Greek festivals that signalize the moment when

nature turns around, the summer solstice. So does the beginning of the

Olympic truce; it originates with the leading instance of this class, the festival

Kronia. The Kotytia and the truce are corresponding observances, local and

Panhellenic. Let us consider first the Kotytia, then the truce.

11. So Clinton 1996. To accommodate a list of annual and biennial sacrifices on a scale projected from

these supposed quadrennial items, the size of the tablet would need to be multiplied many times, with the other

column blank. Or this tablet would need to follow many more, all with the other column blank. For Clinton

supposes that column B, in prescribing rites out of calendar order, began only when the calendar list ended, and

was reached by walking round the end of a table.

12. See chapter 2, p. 32. The calendar format is doubted by Curti and van Bremen (1999, 31), who further

observe that surviving calendars do not go into such details of ritual as our tablet.

13. Curti and van Bremen (1999, 27).

14. Rausch (2000a, 47). JJK 26n5 seem to toy with such a view when they remark that it is the two

festivals Skira and the Mysteries ‘‘before’’ which certain sacrifices are prescribed in the calendar of the

Marathonian Tetrapolis, and before which purifying rites for Zeus meilichios might be thought to occur in

the lore of the Dios kôdion.

15. ‘‘Midsummer,’’ say JJK 26, is the time of theKotytia, and it does notmatch any agricultural event, and

so this festival is more likely ‘‘an annual renewal before which’’ pollution must ‘‘be cleared away.’’ But

‘‘midsummer,’’ say JJK 27, is the time of theOlympicGames, and the truce probably ran for amonth beforehand

and therefore started at the time of the Kotytia, ‘‘in early summer,’’ and it was ‘‘before both of these festivals’’

that ‘‘pollution had to be removed.’’ These inconsistencies reflect the difficulty of finding any explanation.
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The Alleged Kotytia of Thrace and Athens

The festival Kotytia is chiefly known from antiquarian comment that gives

a jumble of strange details. How or whether they all cohere has been

much debated.16 The mention in our tablet adds nothing, except to indicate

the general significance of the festival as a turning point in summer. It

should encourage us, however, to deal more firmly with the antiquarian com-

ment. ThoughAthens and Thrace are much spoken of, it is clear that the festival

and its eponymous goddess, Kotytô, were typically Sicilian and Dorian. The

mischievous snatching that is a leading element of the ritual is located at Selinus

in particular. Corinth too has the goddess and hence the festival, and as the

mother city of Syracuse will account for some of the Sicilian custom.

Athens and Thrace should be subtracted from the record. Athens comes

into it, as we shall see in a moment, only because Eupolis in his play Baptae

represented Alcibiades as engaged in the merry and lascivious festival cus-

toms, which they however Eupolis and Alcibiades doubtless knew from

Corinth and even more from Sicily, since the Sicilian expedition was then in

prospect. Thrace, which has a reputation anyway for propagating orgiastic

rites, was identified by C. A. Lobeck as the homeland of Kotytô, and this

moral doctrine has been almost unquestioned ever since.17 The Thracian

name Kotys, used also in Greece, is too similar and too celebrated to elude

conjecture.18 Together with much else from Thrace and Phrygia, it was held

up in Strabo’s elaborate disquisition on the Curetes and orgiastic rites

(10.3.16, 470, citing Aesch. fr. 57Radt / 71Mette).19 But there it is not equated

with Kotytô, apart from inferior readings and wishful emendations. It cannot

be a theophoric name, for Thracian epigraphy and archaeology show no trace

of such a deity. Furthermore, the Greek instances of Kotys, though very

widely scattered, do not in fact extend to the very places where the goddess

and the festival are heard of: Corinth and Sicily.20Kotys is unrelated.

16. Srebrny (1936) is a thorough and, on some points, conclusive study.

17. Lobeck (1829, 1014 23). Much of his argument is to the effect that such despicable practices as

Eupolis portrays could only be a private cult imported from Thrace. JJK 25 think of Kotytô as a ‘‘polymorph-

ous name’’ occurring in both Thrace and Greece, first muddled by Eupolis; this seems very improbable.

18. To say that Kotys is brother of Atys (Hdt. 4.45.3, cf. 1.7.3) or else his father (Dion. Hal. Ant. 1.27.1)

within the royal line of Lydia is to acknowledge Thracians and Phrygians as leading nations of Asia. Nicolaus of

Damascus in a story possibly taken from Ctesias tells of an early Kotys as king of Thrace (FGrH 90 F 71). The

dynastic name is thus taken back much farther than any historical instance of the name.

19. Strabo alleges Thracian ˚��ıÆ (˚���ıÆ; ˚	���ð�ÞØÆ deteriores) as a doublet, exquisitely rare, of the

well-known Thracian Bendideia, alleging also mention of˚��ı	� (˚���ı	� deteriores) in Aeschylus’ Edonians but

quoting rather the invocation of an orgiastic goddess who was probably unnamed, ����a Œ���	ı�� ZæªØÆ Œ�º

(˚��ı� deteriores). Since Lobeck, editors of Strabo and of Aeschylus have restored Kotytia, Kotytô throughout.

It was however only the fancy of some ancient scholar to say that the goddess invoked by Aeschylus (perhaps

Bendis or Artemis) was a certain ‘‘Kotys’’ worshipped with ‘‘Kotyan’’ rites. The goddess Kotytô of Corinth and

Sicily and reputedly Athens was no part of his fancy, or Strabo would say so; the scandalous rites in Eupolis

would be very pertinent.

20. LGPN I, II, IIIA and B, covering most of the Greek world, supply only fifteen instances of ˚��ı�, as

against eighty-two instances in LGPN IV, covering ‘‘Macedonia, Thrace, northern regions of the Black Sea.’’
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The names Kotytia and Kotytô are enigmatic. It is always assumed that

the goddess Kotytô, or Kotys as a supposed variant, comes first and that the

festival is named for her. It has also been argued that this supposedly Thracian

goddess was adopted at Corinth and in Sicily because of a resemblance to the

Dorian Artemis, herself worshipped with masking and lascivious dances.21 By

the fifth century, the argument runs, such worship was deemed inappropriate

to Artemis; so Kotytô took her place. But it cannot be that Kotytô also gave

the name Kotytia to older rites of Artemis, for nothing is more tenacious than

the names of rites and festivals. The argument collapses. And not only is the

Thracian background illusory, but a Greek goddess Kotytô, unheard of but

for a like-named festival, is impossible to credit. Since most festivals are

named not for deities but for ritual, these ‘‘Œ	�ı�- rites’’ undoubtedly refer

to some ritual object or action or setting we can no longer recognize.22 The

person Kotytô is secondary, being either a notional goddess or a princess

of legend, both assigned to Corinth (schol. Pind. Ol. 13.56b, schol. Theocr.
Id. 6.40b).

The record begins with Eupolis’ lost play, burlesquing the authentic rites

(Baptae frs. 76 98 K-A, test. i vi on pp. 331 33).23 Allusions in Juvenal and

otherRoman poets and in Synesiusmay be indebted either toEupolis directly or

to comment by Eratosthenes in his work On Old Comedy (Cic. Ad Att. 6.1.8 ¼
FGrH 241 F 19, cf. Duris FGrH 76 F 73 ¼ Eupolis test. 3 p. 295 K-A) and

thereafter by Didymus in his Comic Speech (schol. Apoll. Rhod. 4.143 44a ¼
Eupolis fr. 83K-A).24 Eupolis showed certain effeminate Athenians, Alcibiades

and his friends, dancing for Kotytô, who is described as psaltria dea ‘‘a harpist

goddess’’ (schol. Juv. 2.92 ¼ Baptae test. ii pp. 331 32 K-A).25 Alcibiades, it is

said, took revenge by throwing Eupolis overboard as they sailed to Sicily (schol.

Ael. Arist.Or. 3.8¼Baptae test. iii p. 332K-A). In an epigram that goeswith the

story, Eupolis ‘‘immerses’’ Alcibiades on stage, and Alcibiades ‘‘immerses’’

Eupolis in the sea: ����� . . . �Æ��
Çø� Oº��ø.26

Juvenal’s scholia assert offhand that the title Baptae denotes the effem-

inate persons mocked in the play, but we need not believe it. These ´��ÆØ,

whether the chorus or principals in the action, must agree with the story. That

is, they must ‘‘immerse’’ others. Alcibiades was himself immersed. Perhaps his

friends were immersed as well, so as to require a corresponding number of

21. Srebrny (1936, 437 46), Nilsson (1955, 835 36).

22. In just this vein, though without discounting the goddess, JJK 25 suggest that the name Kotytia refers

to the bough with cakes and nuts that figured in the festival, being derived from Semitic qt’ ‘‘cut,’’ ‘‘pluck.’’ It is

however merely fanciful to say that ‘‘for Archaic Corinth a Near Eastern source is not out of the question.’’

Dubois (1995b, 132) objects to ‘‘a Near Eastern etymology’’ but only to uphold the Thracian origin.

23. Storey (2003, 94 111) now provides the fullest discussion of the play.

24. It was demonstrated by Srebrny (1931; 1936, 423 28), after being long suspected, that later writers,

notably Juvenal and his scholia, were misled by Eupolis into situating the actual cult at Athens. Storey (2003,

98 100) largely agrees. Courtney on Juv. Sat. 6.91 92 should not have disputed it, nor JJK 24.

25. As to dancing and effeminacy cf. frs. 81 83, 88, 92 94.

26. ¼ Page, FGE Alcibiades 1 ¼West, IEG 2, Alcibiades. ����� �� K�Meineke (madefecisti Valla): ����

�� K� mss: alii alia.
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baptai. Alcibiades was totally immersed since he did the same to Eupolis. If

Alcibiades and others merely ‘‘dyed’’ their locks or their gorgeous robes

(another meaning of ���ø), drowning Eupolis was not a fair riposte. It is

rightly inferred by a majority of critics that the Kotytia featured a ritual

bath.27

The epigram, contrasting the bath on stage with one ‘‘in the waves of the

sea,’’ shows that this was not represented as a sea bath at Peiraeus or

Phalerum. Alcibiades was immersed in a tank or basin, and he and perhaps

his friends must have been assisted by officiants called baptai. A bath at

Erythrae serving as a rite of initiation is administered to a man or woman

by a public priest or priestess of the Korybantes (IvErythrai 206 lines 6 12);
another at Lebadeia preparatory to consulting the oracle of Trophônios is

administered by two boy attendants (Paus. 9.39.8). Both the initiation rite and

the oracular procedure are in fact derived from the age-old worship of the

Mother at her festival Kronia. To say this summarily will not be convincing,

and to go into it at length is not practical. Instead, the bath of the Kotytia can

be placed in a general context.

Ritual baths of various kinds are common, as shown by the full and

careful survey of R. Ginouvès.28 Most often, they are decorous and even

solemn and serve to purify a worshipper. But in cults of Hera or Artemis, or

of Dionysus or Poseidon, and especially in a rural setting, refreshment or

recreation is more in evidence.29 It suits the purpose of the worship, which is

to stimulate a part of nature. It will suit the purpose of the Kotytia as well; it is

in tune with other exuberant behavior to be mentioned.

But what was so outrageous about the bath as to call for deadly ven-

geance? Juvenal’s scholia, while overlooking the bath, say that the dance was

‘‘in imitation of women,’’ and also that ‘‘effeminates’’ worshippedKotytô. It is

sometimes supposed that male transvestites were part of the ritual.30 This is

unnecessary and unlikely. Both men and women, we shall see, behaved lewdly

at the festival. Alcibiades as a notorious effeminate, who lisped and salved and

primped like a woman, chose also to dance and bathe as wanton women did at

the Kotytia, and the spectacle was outrageous.

The story that Alcibiades drowned Eupolis on the voyage to Sicily

is significant in another way. To refute the story, Eratosthenes had only to

27. They are listed by Storey (2003, 95n3). Whether ���øwas then a proper term for a ritual bath can be

debated. Lobeck (1829, 1008 11) argued that it was, as against Meineke, who ascribed it to Eupolis. Yet both

agreed on a ritual bath. Meineke’s later suggestion, that Alcibiades was seen to foppishly ‘‘dye’’ his hair (and

drowned Eupolis for this mortal insult), seems merely contrarious, another thrust in their continuing dispute. It

has however been duly canvassed ever since, as by Ginouvès (1962, 397 98), Parker (1983, 306), and Storey

(2003, 96 98). Storey inclines to a further variation a chorus of baptai were so named for gorgeous robes and

frizzled hair but also thinks that ‘‘dipping’’ connotes anal intercourse.

28. Ginouvès (1962, 375 428).

29. For baths associated with Hera, Artemis, and Dionysus, see Ginouvès 1962, 382 85. While observing

that they hardly purify, he speaks rather of a ‘‘passage’’ or an ‘‘initiation.’’ They are also associated in myth and

anecdote with Poseidon, and on one occasion the courtesan Phryne was lewdly ogled: Robertson (1984a, 11 12).

30. Nilsson (1955, 835 36), Courtney on Juv. 2.91 92.
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observe that some of Eupolis’ plays were later than the Sicilian expedition.31 It

must be that the play itself referred to the expedition, and that the antics of the

Kotytia had to do with Sicily. They were not actually being introduced to

Athens by Alcibiades or anyone else, for we never hear of them again in

Athenian literature or documents. Eupolis pretended that Alcibiades as a

prime mover of the Sicilian expedition was taking up Sicilian custom.

The Kotytia in Sicily

After Eupolis’ play, other evidence is of various kinds. The names ˚	�ı�
ø�

and ˚	�ı�
�, formed from the festival as ˚æ	�
ø� is formed from ˚æ��ØÆ,

happen to occur just at Chersonesus and Callatis on the Black Sea, so that

they are sometimes lumped with Thracian names.32 But since Chersonesus is a

colony of Megara, and Callatis was cofounded by Heraclea a colony of

Megara, these instances converge with Selinus.

Elsewhere in Sicily, Corinth may be the source. ˚��Æ� and ˚��Å�, abbre-

viated forms, are now attested by inscriptions at Camarina, Acragas, and

Melita (LGPN IIIA). Theocritus’ Idyll 6, a singing match in Sicily, offers a

piece of local color in the name ˚	�ı��Ææ
� for a superstitious old woman (line

40); the scholia correctly trace it to Kotytia or Kotytô.33 Now apropos of

Eupolis Kotytô is said to be �	æ�ØŒ�� �Ø�Æ �Æ
�	�Æ ‘‘a vulgar deity’’ at Corinth

(Hsch. s.v. ¼ Baptae fr. 93 K-A). A Corinthian princess is also so named

(schol. Pind. Ol. 13.56b, schol. Theocr. Id. 6.40b ¼ Hippostratus FGrH 568
F6). She figures in the aition of another Corinthian festival, the Hellôtia,

celebrated at the same season as the Kotytia, in early summer.34 Hippostratus

the author of Sicilian genealogies said that she helped the Heracleidae to take

over Corinth. Since Archias the founder of Syracuse is of the line of Hera-

cleidae, Hippostratus may have explained the festival Kotytia of Syracuse or

Sicily by reference to the princess Kotytô of Corinth.

31. Eupolis is also said to have perished in shipwreck at the Hellespont, so that poets were exempted

henceforth from military service (Sud. s.v. ¼ test. 1 p. 294K-A), which sounds like a fiction suggested by a fact.

Furthermore, the name ‘‘Eupolis’’ appears in a casualty list of c. 411 b.c. (IG 13 1190 line 52), and nothing in

Eupolis’ fragments is to be dated after 412. So Nesselrath (2000, 234 35) thinks of death at sea in 412/11 as a

bare fact embellished by the drowning story of 415. But Alcibiades was active in the Hellespont in 412/11 why

then did he not take his revenge in this theater of action? And can the same event give rise to both the drowning

story and the poets’ exemption? Curiously, ‘‘tombs’’ of Eupolis were shown as well in Sicyon and on Aegina:

test. 4 5 K-A, cf. Lefkowitz (1981, 115).

32. SEG 37.661, 42.691, 46.921, 49.1031 (Chersonesus), 45.923 (Callatis), LGPN IV s. ˚	�ı�
� and

˚	�ı�
ø�. Megara is no doubt the ultimate source for Callatis as it is the direct source for Chersonesus. At

Chersonesus the name occurs on a fifth-century ostrakon, the earliest evidence of all. As to the alleged Thracian

origin see SEG 45.977 and 46.921.

33. The name ˚ı� �ÆæØ� is used for a phenomenally old woman at A.P. 11.72 ¼ GP Bassus? 10, without

any further point that we can see.

34. When the sisters Hellôtis and Kotytô sought refuge in Athena’s temple, it burned down with Hellôtis

inside, but Kotytô escaped. Athena’s festival Hellôtia as the subject of the story likewise belongs to early

summer see Robertson (1985, 247 48) and this was doubtless a reason why the eponym of the Kotytia was

brought into it.
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The festival itself and the proverbial ±æ�Æªa ˚	�ı�
	Ø� ‘‘snatching at the

Kotytia’’ and the special term �æÆ� � ‘‘snatcher’’ are all assigned to Sicily.35

The snatching is of cakes and nuts hung from branches (Zenob. Ath. 3.112
Bühler ¼ [Plut.] Prov. Alex. 1.78). The snatchers go after barley meal and the

like in the agora (Gloss. Ital. fr. 202 K-A, PCG 1 p. 325 ¼ Et. Gen., Hsch. s.

�æÆ� �). Eratosthenes, presumably in his comment on Eupolis, is cited for yet

another term, ŒÆłØ���Æº	� (Et. Gen. ibid.).36 It is elsewhere defined as

one jumping up after those with the barley meal (Hsch. s.v.), as if

<Œ��øþ �Å�ø. These are different targets cakes and nuts hung from

branches, barley meal in the agora but the frantic snatching is the same.

Either the custom varied from place to place, or it regularly took more than

one form.

The same word �æÆ� �, still in Sicily, means both a ‘‘shrine’’ and a

‘‘brothel keeper’’ (Etym. Magn. ibid.).37 Another proverbial snatching,

±æ�Æªa �a ˚	��æ	ı, is assigned precisely to Selinus and gives rise to a story

about a brothel keeper and the riches he bequeathed to the city (Timaeus

FGrH 566 F 148, Callim. Iambus 11, fr. 201).38Konnaros, though Callimachus

insisted that the true name was Konnidas, was a metic and grew rich from

keeping a brothel, and always said that he would distribute his goods to

Aphrodite and his friends. His will was afterwards found to contain those

proverbial words, and ‘‘so the people left the theater’’ where they were

doubtless gathered only to hear a matter of public interest ‘‘and snatched

the things of Konnidas.’’39 The diêgêsis to the poem, all that survives, quotes

the opening line, in which Konnidas speaks from his tomb and swears by the

local river Hypsas (Belice).40

The story is an aition, and we must determine what is being explained and

how it is done. ±æ�Æªa �a ˚	��æ	ı ‘‘snatching: things of Konnaros’’ is the

original custom, and will go back to the fifth century, when Selinus was a

35. Another Dorian instance of this common word is Epicharmus’ play <æ�ÆªÆ
, known from a number

of literary citations and a papyrus list of titles (test. 36, frs. 9 13 K-A). O. Crusius identified it as the source of

both ±æ�Æªa ˚	�ı�
	Ø� and another proverbial phrase discussed below, ±æ�Æªa �a ˚	��æ	ı. Yet the evidence for

the phrases does not at all suggest that they derive from a single work of literature. Apart from the source

question, Epicharmus’ title may still refer to the festival custom, given the celebrity of the Kotytia. But other

‘‘snatchings’’ or ‘‘rapes’’ or ‘‘robberies’’ are surely not beyond the bounds of a comic poet’s imagination.

36. A somehow opprobrious term applied by Lucian to an Eleusinian priest is now read as

KªŒÆ�łØŒ��Æº	� (46 Lex. 10 Macleod), so it cannot be related, as was formerly suggested (cf. Latte, Mantissa

ad Hsch. ŒÆłØ���Æº	�) and is still by K-A loc. cit. The meaning pene flexibili praeditus? is entertained by

Macleod ad loc. LSJ Rev. Suppl. s.v. register the new word but perpetuate an old meaning, ‘‘onion eating,’’

as if < Œ��ø; Œ
�Æº	�, which is no longer tenable.

37. Srebrny (1936, 434) in discussing Etym. Magn. s. �æÆ� � omits the definition ‘‘brothel keeper’’ as

irrelevant, but it plainly goes with the rest.

38. When only Timaeus was in hand, Srebrny did not associate ±æ�Æªa �a ˚	��æ	ı with ±æ�Æªa

˚	�ı��
	Ø�, though Lobeck (1829, 1031n40) had done so. JJK 24n4 still hesitate.

39. The location of Selinus’ theater is unknown but is not material to the story.

40. It may be that his tomb is on the riverbank: Iºº� 	P �e� " #ł: A�; n� �e �~Æ� ��ı / [e.g. �ÆæÆææ��Ø] or that

he adjures the river while addressing a passerby elsewhere: n� . . . / [e.g. �ÆæÆ���
å�Ø�]. So Kerkhecker (1999,

214 15), citing Gallavotti and Dawson respectively. Coins of Selinus and personal names pay tribute to the

Hypsas: Curbera (1998, 55). It is however three and a half kilometers east of the city, so that it too had no part in

the story.
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flourishing city and celebrated, as we now know, the festival Kotytia. The

‘‘snatching’’ thus defined is likely to be another form of the ‘‘snatching at the

Kotytia’’; the lexica told us that the snatching was indeed diverse. Now

Œ���Ææ	� is the jujube tree and its luscious and serviceable fruit, which keeps

without being preserved and is easily used as sweetener and flavoring.41 Cakes

and nuts might be ‘‘things of jujube,’’ or might go with them. According to the

story, such tasty treats were first made available for general snatching by

Jujube the brothel keeper, who saw fit to leave his wealth to Aphrodite and his

friends, but happened to express himself in his will with the customary words.

After Selinus revived in the fourth century as a largely Punic city, the

major shrines were frequented once again, as we can see on the Gaggera hill

(chapters 12 13). The old festival Kotytia would be somehow observed but

perhaps not with the same high spirits. The snatching custom and its proverb

were open to misunderstanding, as by Timaeus and others who might write

about Selinus. ˚���Ææ	� ‘‘Jujube’’ is a strange name; any rationalizing writer

will think it an improvement to substitute the actual name ˚	��
�Æ�, patro-

nymic of ˚���	�.42 And the tomb cited by Callimachus may have been a real

one, with just this name. Callimachus as often draws on some near contem-

porary source, most likely Timaeus, for a learned variation.

A brothel keeper and his friends as principals in the story, and the

secondary meaning ‘‘brothel keeper’’ for any ‘‘snatcher,’’ and the implication

of the story that Aphrodite is a power honored by the snatching, all suggest

that the festival custom, besides being exuberantly rough and wild, was

indecent in act or appearance. Eupolis and his audience knew of lewd dancing

and obscene bathing. Two further items, deriving either from Eupolis’ play or

from notices thereof, speak of priapic deities or celebrants. Synesius in one of

his learned allusions to Kotytô associates her with ‘‘the Attic ˚	�
�Æº	Ø’’

(Epist. 32), and a lexicon gives � �Ł��Æºº	Ø as the name of a ‘‘rite for Kotytô’’

(Lex. rhet. s. �NŁ��Æºº	Ø, Anecd. Bekker 1.246).43 We recall that the presiding

deity is also conceived as a vulgar male, obviously in the image of the

worshippers (Hsch. s. Kotytô, cited above).

41. Agathocles FGrH 472 F 4 as a full account of it mentions all these points.

42. ˚���	� occurs at Styra and Athens (LGPN I II, three instances), the secondary forms ˚	��
� at

Rhodes (LGPN I), ˚	��~Æ�; ˚���Ø	�; ˚	��~ı� at Athens, ˚	��ÆŒ
� at Tarentum (LGPN IIIA). The patronymic

˚	��
�Æ� is recorded only as a hero of cult said to be Theseus’ paidagôgos, and only as a variant of ˚	��
�Å�,

clearly the eponym of the genos ˚	��~Ø�ÆØ (for references, see Parker [1996, 302]). The latter forms are no doubt

original, and ˚	��
�Æ� a veristic substitute, as in Selinus’ proverb.

43. Herter (1926, 24 27, 49 50, 52, 55) and RE 19.2 (1938) 1698, 1715 s. Phallos, Srebrny (1936, 424 26).

Konisalos ‘‘Dust-cloud’’ is a puzzling name for an ithyphallic deity or performer; Herter (1926, 27 29 and RE

19.2, 1693 94) reviews the explanations hitherto proposed. Probably the word was first transferred to a kind of

‘‘dance’’ (Hsch. s.v.), a whirling or capering dance. The treats that were the target of jumping up and snatching

must themselves have been carried at full tilt. The festival Kronia, and afterward the Iakchos procession to

Eleusis, featured a whirling dance by kernophoroi, who carried various treats in the kernos, a large bowl with a

collar of small ones but there was no snatching that we hear of. On Thera, the instrumental dative Œ	�ØÆºøØ

describing a homosexual conquest (IG 12.3.540 iii) may just as well refer to a dance as to the penis (K. J. Dover’s

suggestion [1988, 126]).
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Solstice Festivals

Such is the evidence for the festival Kotytia. It cannot all be firmly grasped or

distinctly seen, but all of it points the same way. Scholars have been slow to

follow. They speak of a harvest festival or the like. The bough hung with cakes

and nuts is compared with the eiresiônê, a bough hung with fruits in season, a

‘‘maypole,’’ carried round by children in spring and autumn.44 But the eir-

esiônê was not an object of horseplay.45 It was carried from door to door as a

blessing and at the end was affixed, still intact, to a house or temple.46 Here the

whole emphasis is on mischievous snatching, and the bough is not the only

target, and the season is not spring or autumn but summer, when no particu-

lar crops are gathered.

The festival business, even if some of it remains unclear, belongs to a

definite category, that of solstice festivals. The summer solstice is at hand, or

as close as it can be in a monthly calendar, and the outrageous conduct

jumping up and snatching and exhibitionist dances and baths and whatever

else typify the category. Festivals marking the solstice, whether of summer

or winter, all have this in common, that they are times of license, when norms

of behavior are flouted or inverted. Celebrants may be thievish, lewd, and

insubordinate, as at the Kotytia. The license has its purpose. The whole order

of nature is turning right around and is stimulated and reinforced by a like

effort from humankind. In an agrarian society, the order of nature means

chiefly fertility. Greek festivals at the winter solstice are often addressed to

Poseidon, the god of rushing waters that renew nature.47 Those at the summer

solstice are often addressed to the Mother, the goddess of mountain springs

and pastures, which are then the only part of nature still flourishing.48

The Mother’s festival is the Kronia and is mostly heard of in Ionian cities,

where it produces the Ionian month name Kroniôn. At Athens it is attested as

the former name of Hekatombaiôn ¼ July.49 Elsewhere the Apolline month

name appears to vary between June and July; perhaps Kroniôn once did so as

well. The festival name was so renowned that it was sometimes adopted in

cities elsewhere or, more likely, lent its name additionally to preexisting

custom (it was even equated willy-nilly with Rome’s festival of the winter

solstice, the Saturnalia).50 But apart from borrowings we expect an original

44. Nilsson (1906, 433; 1955, 835), Srebrny (1936, 433 36, 446 47), JJK 25, Lupu (2005, 369).

45. Srebrny (1936, 433n4) cites Mannhardt for ‘‘the plundering of the maypole . . . especially in the

Rhineland,’’ but maypole customs are not relevant.

46. Robertson (1984b, 388 95). At Athens and some other cities a communal eiresiônê was carried in a

stately procession, with the child assisted by father or uncle.

47. Robertson (1984a).

48. Robertson (1996a, 290 92); cf. Robertson (1991a, 8 10; 1991b, 67 68; 1992, 27 30).

49. Kroniôn in six Ionian calendars: Trumpy (1997, index 1 s.v. Kroniôn at Athens): Plut. Thes. 12.2

(‘‘Kronios’’), Et. Magn. s. Hekatombaiôn (Kroniôn).

50. Kronia and Saturnalia together have often been likened to Semitic rites occurring from Babylon to

Palestine and from the Bronze Age to early Christian times. Burkert (1993, 18 23) now improves on this by

adducing the Hurrian ‘‘Song of Release’’ lately published from the archives of Boghazkoi: Haas (1994, 549 53).
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solstice celebration among Dorians, as well as Ionians. The Kotytia are a

Dorian instance at Corinth and in Sicily. The Kotytia are not addressed to the

Mother but to a power only vaguely nameable as an eponym.

The similarities go further. For the Kronia, the only calendar date that is

quite secure is at Athens, Hekatombaiôn 12 (Dem. 24 Tim. 26): almost mid-

month, almost the full moon in a lunar month. A corresponding date can be

inferred for the Kotytia, as we shall soon see, inasmuch as Selinus’ celebration

is equivalent to the beginning of the Olympic truce. Kronia, we should ob-

serve, is a good example of a descriptive name for ritual that was misunder-

stood.51 Though this is demonstrably a festival of the Mother alone, the name

was taken as denoting a notional god Kronos, who was accordingly exalted as

her consort. The presiding deity of the Kotytia is likewise a mere eponym and

was sometimes conceived as male rather than female. The lewdness seemed a

tribute to Aphrodite, as did that of the Kronia and of Poseidon’s solstice

festival.52

The Kotytia then are a version of the festival of license at the summer

solstice. The celebrants at Selinus were undoubtedly aware that it coincided

with the Mother’s festival elsewhere. A figurine of the Mother, showing her as

usual enthroned in a naiskos and holding a lion cub and dating to the sixth

century, was found in the earlier temple of Demeter malophoros Demeter

and the Mother always had a strong affinity.53 Selinus’ dithyrambic poet

Telestes, who won a victory at Athens in 402/401 b.c. when his own

city was in ruins evoked the Mother’s festival at Olympia by describing

how Pelops and his Lydian companions sang and danced her tunes (PMG

fr. 810).54

The Olympic Truce

From the Kotytia we turn to the Olympic truce. The dating of the truce, as of

the Olympic Games, has long been an open question, but with our awareness

The first part, Teshub’s reception by Allani in the underworld, is a festival aition set at Ebla in its great days, and

the ‘‘release’’ of the title, also enjoined on the king of Ebla in the last part, echoes that of the jubilee year in

Leviticus 25. Such parallels of a general kind are not relevant here. But the Greek evidence is said to show ‘‘that

the Kronia festival was a secondary element spreading by diffusion through a limited area’’ (Burkert 1993, 17).

A great deal of recent argument is here traversed.

51. Perhaps kronia ¼ kernea ‘‘rites (or things) of the kernos,’’ since this composite vessel filled with a

variety of fruits and liquids was conspicuous in the hands and on the heads of officiants: Robertson (1996a,

282 86); cf. note 43.

52. Cf. Robertson (1984a, 12).

53. Sfameni Gasparro (1973, 119, 276 77). A similar figurine, likewise an import, perhaps from Rhodes

and datable from the context before the mid-sixth century, was found in Demeter’s sanctuary at Bitalemi near

Gela: Sfameni Gasparro (1973, 115 19).

54. For the interpretation of the fragment, see Robertson (1996a, 295 98, 301 2). Telestes alone, let us

note in passing, suffices to expose the modern myth that the Mother’s worship had been imported into Greece

not long before. Its sensational beginning is here ascribed to a primordial figure of the Heroic Age. Similar

stories are told of the similar worship of Dionysus, and until lately it and they were elaborately misconstrued

but not with such extreme anachronism.
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of the solstice festival we may hope to find the answer.55 Comparable truces

offer guidance.

Two truces exactly known, for the Greater and the Lesser Mysteries at

Athens, each run for almost two full months, a whole month before and some

twenty days after the festival. They both start at midmonth. For theGreater, it

is from 15 Metageitniôn through Boêdromiôn to 10 Pyanopsiôn (IG 13 6 B

17 27, ‘‘ante a. 460’’).56 The festival days were 15 21 Boêdromiôn or possibly

15 22, but no more.57 For the Lesser, it is from 15 Gamêliôn through Anthes-

têriôn to 10 Elaphêboliôn (IG 13 6 B 36 47). The festival days are not recorded
but were very likely 15 17 Anthestêriôn, days when the assembly never met.58

In view of the truce and on the analogy of the Greater Mysteries, the Lesser

Mysteries must have begun at midmonth.59 They would not continue nearly

as long as the Greater, where the whole body of worshippers were active first

at Athens and the nearby shore, paused for a day or two, and only then went

on to Eleusis. So the tenth of the following month, as the closing date for both

truces, seems to be a pattern, not a consequence of the festival dates. The truce

for the Ptoia of Acraephiae, as prescribed in an Amphictyonic decree of

182 179 b.c., also starts at midmonth on 15 Hippodromios in the Boeotian

calendar, 15 Apellaios in the Delphian (IG 7.4135 36 ¼ SIG3 635 lines 10 12).
The festival date is unknown, but if it was not the next midmonth, the

midmonth dating of the truce is even more significant.

The Olympic truce was doubtless a model for others. The midmonth to

midmonth scheme is very apt, inasmuch as the Olympic Games come round at

a full moon of summer. The truce, quite as much as the games themselves,

would be suitably fixed to a full moon, the most definite and manifest sign in

55. JJK 27 and Clinton (1996, 161) think of the truce as starting a month before the games: much too

short, as we shall see. Miller (1974, 220 22) equates the truce with the preliminary exercises of the previous

thirty days and with the hieromênia and with ‘‘the Olympic month’’ of Eleian documents. But the preliminary

exercises could begin only when the athletes had arrived under truce, and hieromênia is an elastic term when it is

not the month, whether lunar or calendar, of the games, and ‘‘the Olympic month’’ designates that calendar

month, which alternated between Apollônios and Parthenios. Weniger was nearly right in making it three full

months, but not quite, and his arguments must be partly rejected (see note 63).

56. It is not accurate to say, as do JJK 27, that this truce began a month before the festival and ended ten

days after it.

57. Robertson (1998a, 562 66; 1999a, 15 20).

58. The absence of recorded assembly meetings is an important criterion for festival dates, established by

Mikalson (1975). After the festival Anthestêria of 11 13 Anthestêriôn, no meetings are on record until 18 19

Anthestêriôn, two busy days: Mikalson (1975, 114 16). A day’s interval must be postulated between the

Anthestêria and the Lesser Mysteries.

59. There has been a persistent inclination to date the Lesser Mysteries to 20 Anthestêriôn and the days

round it: Mommsen (1898, 406), Jameson (1965, 160), Mikalson (1975, 120 21). It is quite unwarranted.

Mommsen held up the coordinate truces for the Greater and Lesser Mysteries without seeing that they imply

the same beginning at midmonth. Instead he deduced 20 Anthestêriôn from 20 Boêdromiôn, the Iacchus

procession, alleging it to be the centerpiece of the Greater Mysteries. Jameson says ‘‘around the middle of the

month’’ but then cites Mommsen for ‘‘the chief day.’’ Since 20 26 Anthestêriôn is another run of days without

assembly meetings, Mikalson thinks that the Lesser Mysteries occupy several of them and somehow com-

prehend another festival, the Diasia of 23 Anthestêriôn, which is impossible. Since at least a day must intervene

between festivals, only 20 21 Anthestêriôn or 25 26 are available for the Lesser Mysteries. The three-day run at

midmonth is much to be preferred, as giving the needed time and because important festivals, especially

agrarian ones, mostly fall in the second decad and close to the full moon: Trumpy (1998, 110 12).
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the sky, perhaps the only sign that Greeks everywhere could be sure of

observing and agreeing on. The midmonth dates in the Athenian and other

calendars are thus a relic of the full-moon dating of the Olympic truce. The

Olympic Games, however, begin four days before the full moon and end two

days after.60 A truce starting at the previous full moon offers less time than

those calendar truces at Athens. More important, the athletes were bound to

arrive in Elis thirty days before the games, or perhaps before the full moon of

the games (Philostr. V. Apoll. 5.43).61 So they were on the road or at sea for

some time before that, and needed such a truce. It must have started two

moons before. After the conclusion of the Mysteries, those calendar truces

offer upward of twenty days. The Olympic truce, if it were the model, would

then last nearly three months overall.62 Even so, the Athenians did not

undervalue their Mysteries, for together the two truces make nearly four

months.

As for the Olympic Games, there is considerable evidence that they came

sometimes at the second, sometimes at the third full moon after the solstice.

Two scholia to Pindar, though corrupt and of unknown origin, contain three

converging statements that are unlikely to be compromised by any corrup-

tion.63 The span is said to be the Egyptian months Thoth and Mesori (schol.

Pind. Ol. 3.35), which as synchronized with the Julian calendar ran from 25
July to 27 September.64 The date in the Eleian calendar, beginning at the

winter solstice, is said to be the eighth month, i.e. August (schol. Pind. Ol.

3.33a).65 And the extreme range is said to be from the beginning of opôra, i.e.

60. Weniger (1904), L. Ziehen, RE 18.1 (1939) 10 16 s. Olympia, Mallwitz (1972, 69 70).

61. The preliminary exercises in Elis are often mentioned elsewhere, but not the exact duration. Weniger

(1905b, 201) rightly observes that they presuppose the truce. According to Ziehen, RE 18.1, 7, the thirty-day

duration ‘‘belongs only to a later time’’ and is due to ‘‘the claims of increasing professional athletics.’’ There is

no reason why a later time and professional athletics should require either a longer truce or exercises in Elis;

rather the opposite.

62. Weniger (1905b, 196 218) argues on other grounds for an Olympic truce of three whole months, but

three months in the Eleian calendar, the alternating month of the games and the two months before that. The

arguments for three Eleian months, based mainly on the rotation of Eleian officials in documents at Olympia,

are the weakest and are justly criticized by Ziehen, RE 18.1, 5. But he well shows that the truce must have been a

long one, so as to cover both a safe journey from distant parts and the great fair, which was an attraction in

itself. Despite Ziehen, these conditions obtained from the time, in the early seventh century, when the games

began to be widely attended.

63. The scholia, often discussed, are printed by Miller (1974, 216 17) just as they appear in the manu-

scripts (five manuscripts for schol.Ol. 3.35 but only one for schol.Ol. 3.33a). Jacoby, Comarchus FGrH 410 F 1

gives the fullest apparatus for ‘‘the gravely corrupted’’ schol. Ol. 3.33a, while introducing some corrections

including Kômarchos, whose existence hangs on this and schol. Plat. Phaedo 89C ¼ FGrH 410 F 2.

64. See Samuel (1972, 177, 191 94). Samuel would discount the statement but on no sufficient grounds. This

was not an ‘‘Egyptian scholiast,’’ and his intention was to date the festival by a reliable and widely known calendar,

not to assert an exact correspondence between Egyptian months and the Eleian monthsApollônios and Parthenios.

65. It is said that the cycle begins with an Eleian month ‘‘at which the winter solstice occurs’’ and that

‘‘every Olympic celebration (�~Æ�Æ �ˇºı��Øa�Drachmann �Æ �ˇº���ØÆms.) takes place in the eighth month.’’ The

first clause is sound and plain, and the second almost sound and equally plain, and they are interlocking. August

as the eighth month is suitably Apollônios, the month of the games when it was not Parthenios, since of all

summer months August is most often named for festivals of Apollo. There is no reason to expect that the Eleian

year and the Olympic cycle would begin with the summer solstice. When Syncellus, Chron. 368 says that the

games are celebrated ‘‘at the beginning of the year,’’ he undoubtedly means the Athenian year, not the Eleian:

see Ziehen, RE 18.1, 3, as against Samuel (1972, 96).
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the rising of Sirius on 28 July, to the rising of Arcturus, i.e. about 19 Septem-

ber (ibid.).66 Such are the general statements. The two historical instances that

can be made out confirm this range of variation.67 The games of 480 b.c.,
which coincided (or nearly) with the battle of Thermopylae, undoubtedly

came at the second full moon of 19 August (Hdt. 7.206.2, 8.26.2, 72).68 And

the games of 44 b.c., which Cicero was thought to be making for in mid-

August, undoubtedly came at the third full moon, on 29August (Cic.Att. 16.7
¼ 415 Shackleton Bailey).69

If the Olympic truce started two moons before the games, that full moon

was near the solstice, on 28 June. In 480 b.c. the truce would start at the full

moon of 22 June, just before the solstice. In 44 b.c. it would start at the full

moon of 30 June, just after the solstice. If the full moon of the truce can come

either before or after the solstice, the rule must be that the truce starts at the

full moon closest to it. The truce in fact determines the date of the Olympic

Games, and since the full moon comes before and after in successive Olym-

piads, it is bound up with the Olympic oktaetêris and the alternating intervals

of forty-nine and fifty months.70

The truce then begins round the summer solstice, the time of the solstice

festival. As was said, the festival mostly belongs to the Mother and is mostly

called Kronia. The Mother’s worship and the festival nomenclature are con-

spicuous at Olympia. They are present in the oldest traditions and in the

earliest archaeological remains. They continue strongly in the Classical period

in allusions by Pindar and Telestes, in the building history of the altis, and in

66. Again, the two extremes are clear: �a �b� Iæå	���<Å�> �~Å� O� æÆ�; �a �b ��� ÆP�e� �e� �æŒ�	~ıæ	�.

67. Miller (1974, 227 31) argues that all historical instances either point to the second full moon or can be

reconciled with it, but he is refuted by Cicero’s exactly contemporary mention of the games in 44 b.c. (see note

69). Nor is it proven, as Miller affirms, that the games of 324, at which Nicanor read out Alexander’s exiles

decree, came at the second full moon of 4 August. They could just as well have come at the third, on

2 September. Only the two cases of 480 and 44 b.c. are probative.

68. Such has long been the consensus, reargued byMiller (1974, 227 29). Sacks (1976), however, makes it

the third full moon of 18 September, and some have since agreed, among them N. G. L. Hammond, CAH2

4.549 50. Sacks holds that the battle of Salamis in late September followed close on the battle of Thermopylae,

as Herodotus might be taken to suggest when he speaks excitingly of the race of events. But activities of some

duration come between: the advance by land and the siege of the Acropolis. Above all, the storm at Artemisium

occurred at an unexpected time: ~M� �b� �~Å� uæÅ� ���	� Ł�æ	� ‘‘it was in point of season the middle of summer’’

(Hdt. 8.12.1). Despite Sacks (1976, 237 38), neither the unexpectedness nor this emphatic description can be

reconciled with the third week of September.

69. Miller (1974, 230 31) combats this obvious inference in favor of the second full moon of 30 July,

44 b.c. Cicero, he observes, had thought long before of attending the games and had sailed from Pompeii about

17 July (in saying that Cicero could have reached Greece before 30 July, Miller forgets that the games would

have started on 27 July). It was however on 17 August that Cicero fell in with persons at Velia who told him of

the general opinion that he was then making for the games, me existimari ad Olympia. Had the games ended on

1 August, Cicero’s plans for them would no longer be a topic of discussion, and people from Italy who had

attended would mostly have returned, with a full report.

70. Weniger (1905a, 21) gives a table of lunations for the years 777 768 b.c. In 776 the full moon closest

to the solstice is 24 June; in 772 after fifty lunar months 9 July; in 668 after forty-nine lunar months 25

June. For the games to alternate between the Eleian months Apollônios and Parthenios, it is only necessary that

the second of three calendar months intercalated in each oktaetêris come in the fifth year, an Olympic year:

Ziehen, RE 18.1, 2 3.
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the miracle of Sosipolis that attended the Anolympiad of 364 b.c. They

contribute largely to Pausanias’ picture of the early days at Olympia, of

Kronos wrestling Zeus and of Idaean Daktyloi racing for the olive crown.

And they are implicit in the heading of column A of our tablet, as the

Panhellenic equivalent of the Kotytia.
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5

The Solstice Festival at Olympia

Synopsis

The Olympic truce is a terminus, together with the local festival Kotytia, for

the agrarian ritual of column A. It is true that the wealthy of Selinus, as of

other Dorian cities of the west, relied on this important institution when they

traveled to Olympia in pursuit of sport and politics and trade. The tablet does

not cater to the wealthy, however, but to lesser persons. Such persons enjoy the

Kotytia but also know that the world at large enjoys the Kronia. This solstice

festival marks the beginning of Olympia’s Panhellenic truce. Though the

festival name is not attested at Olympia festival names are not well attested

anywhere we hear much of Kronos as the eponymous figure and something

of the Mother as the deity to whom the festival was in fact addressed. More

definite evidence is supplied by archaeology, in both the earliest built remains

and the earliest votives on the north side of the Altis, right at the foot of the hill

Kronion: this is the setting of the solstice festival. Elsewhere at Olympia, out of

reach of excavation, the Mother was worshipped at her festival of spring, the

Galaxia ‘‘milk rites.’’ The site is chiefly known from Pausanias’ account of the

north side of Kronion but has been obscured by a corrupt text. The two

festivals take place at two coordinate sites. So they do at Athens, where the

Mother also gives her name to the city’s most famous landmark, theMêtrôon.

So they must have done in other Greek cities that kept up the old ways.

The sanctuary we call ‘‘Olympia’’ first took this name when it was claimed

for Olympian Zeus as the Mother’s triumphant son; before this the sacred

area belonged to her alone. Here, at this painstakingly excavated site, the

importance of the Mother must be judged above all by the material on the



ground. The material has lately been reexamined, and the very ground has

lately been reexcavated.

The Mother’s Temples

Ever since excavation began in 1875, the results have been scrutinized for

evidence of conflict or reconciliation between Olympian Zeus and a different

cult addressed to earlier powers earlier in aetiologicalmyth, and presumably in

reality. TheOlympicGames of late summer, though traditionally founded in 776
b.c., did not attract any perceptible attendance before about the second quarter

of the seventh century, when wells were first dug round the stadium area.1 Even

if the list of Olympic victors is regarded as entirely authentic, it may still agree

with this archaeological date for it is possible or even likely that the four-year

interval does not apply to the upper entries.2 In any case, people came toworship

much earlier, from the late tenth or the ninth century. But if Zeus was the object,

they did not represent him in the way so common later, with thunderbolt in

hand, or indeed in any way that we can recognize. The votive figurines will be

considered below. Let us consider first the building history.

The large open area at the northwest of the Altis, labeled ‘‘Pelopion’’

because occupied in part by the precinct of Pelops, was tested by renewed

excavation in the years 1987 1994.3 In 2002 it was announced by J. Rambach,

the principal excavator, that the apsidal house VII, assigned by Dörpfeld and

others to some more or less remote prehistoric date, is a large temple of c. 1000
b.c.4 When the stonework is properly distinguished, it is seen to be a much

larger and solider structure than formerly thought, upward of twenty m. long,

perhaps much longer; the apse at the south is very large and deep; the building

faces due north and is in fact aligned with the summit of the hillKronion. All at

once the building history of Olympia is carried back some four hundred years

to the same time as the earliest votive material.

The temple of Hera, c. 600 b.c., was the next to be built. Apart from her

temple and apart from its contents and customs as described by Pausanias,

Hera is an evanescent figure at Olympia and is nearly unknown in the rest of

Elis and Triphylia. It has therefore been suggested and argued plausibly from

silence that the original occupant was not Hera but Zeus, who otherwise lacks

accommodation of any kind until c. 470 b.c., when his famous temple on the

1. Mallwitz (1988, 97 99), cf. Serwint (1993, 405 6).

2. The early Olympic dates are generally accepted, but for convenience, not because they have been

vindicated. N. G. L. Hammond, CAH2 3.3.321 25, argues for them; so did H. T. Wade-Gery in CAH1. The

state of the question is however as indicated by Jacoby,FGrH IIIbKommentar 1.223 28, 2.147 54 (§XVIIIElis and

Olympia). For the view that the list is authentic with shorter intervals at first, see Wilamowitz (1922, 483 90), E.

Meyer, RE 20.2 (1950, 1747 53) s.vv. Pisa, Pisatis. It is discounted by Jacoby, FGrH IIIb Kommentar 2.153 54, as

imponderable, and by Bengston (1988, 396) as subjective, and they are not wrong. Strictly speaking, the upper

reaches of the victors’ list should be discarded in favor of the archaeological evidence.

3. Kyrieleis (2002), Rambach (2002b) (prehistoric remains).

4. Rambach (2002a), cf. Rambach (2002b, 209nn62 63); Moustaka (2002b, 314n76).
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south side of the Altis was put under construction.5 Title to the Archaic

temple may have been transferred from Zeus to Hera in the later fifth century,

on completion of the new temple.

Another temple, or rather a small naiskos, followed shortly, in c. 575 b.c.6

It was set down due east of the north side of Hera’s temple; its position is

accordingly just outside the Altis as later defined, and close under the hill

Kronion. East of it is the long row of treasuries; west of it the Nymphaeum of

Herodes Atticus. The naiskos faces south toward the same open area as the

apsidal building that faces north. Inside is a base for a small cult image,

protected or screened from view by a wooden barrier of some kind. A small

circular altar was constructed in front, to be replaced with a larger one during

the course of the sixth century. The naiskos and its altar were excavated long

ago and variously identified until A. Mallwitz showed beyond all doubt that

they belong to the Mother.7

His demonstration relies in part on the fourth and last item of our

building history, a small Classical temple built soon after 400 b.c. It is well
known and belongs to the Mother. Now it stands a little to the east and to the

south of the naiskos, at the very north edge of the Altis. It faces west an

unusual feature in the direction of the naiskos, but of course its axis lies

farther south and determines the exact site of the altar that was constructed at

the same time. An altar is always the most sacrosanct and persistent location.

But the very altar in front of the naiskos could no longer serve if the Mother

was to have a new temple in the only space available, south of the treasuries.

Otherwise the Classical temple plainly continues the same worship as the

Archaic naiskos.

To Mallwitz’s reasoning it can be added that the naiskos, with its interior

base, is exactly what we expect of the Mother in the light of iconography and

remains elsewhere. The Mother is quite generally depicted as sitting or stand-

ing in a naiskos.8 Furthermore, an undoubted naiskos of the Mother that is

close in date and design to this one at Olympia has come to light at Acriae on

the south coast of Laconia, east of the Eurotas mouth.9 J. de La Genière

followed the indications of Pausanias to the very site and recovered a few

dispersed remains.

The earliest of our four temples, the apsidal building of c. 1000 b.c., waits
to be assigned. Surely it is the Mother’s. It faces the same open area as the

Mother’s naiskos and the Mother’s temple. It once had its own altar, whether

the traces disappeared in ancient times or in the early stages of excavation.

The date at which it went out of use is not apparent. Yet the substantial wall

footings were not removed or concealed, and still more of it may have

5. Moustaka (2002a, 2002b).

6. Mallwitz (1972, 92, 97, 155 63).

7. Former identifications include theMother (so, and verynotably,C.Robert, in thematter ofEileithyia and

Sosipolis tobediscussedbelow).OnlyHampe (1952, 340 50) refuses to regard it as aplace ofworship andmakes it a

miniscule treasury that must have gone out of use almost at once, before the altars were constructed in front.

8. See Naumann (1983, 110 49, pls. 12 21) (Archaic instances, to be followed by many later ones).

9. See de La Genière (1992, 99 102), citing also her previous studies of the material.
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survived, even the interior columns that can be postulated. Just in this area

Pausanias came to a tottering wooden column that was ascribed to the house

of Oenomaus, reputedly destroyed by lightning; he watched as excavators of

the day turned up some ancient bronzes (5.20.6 8, 6.18.7).10

If this is right, we have three successive temples of the Mother, all focused

on the same sacred area in front. The first temple was built at the time the site

of Olympia was first occupied, at least by the Greeks. The reexcavation has

disposed of any notion of a Mycenaean settlement; the site was left alone

for perhaps a thousand years after a long-lived occupation in the Early

and Middle Helladic periods.11 The three temples the apsidal building, the

naiskos, the Classical temple span the entire history of Olympia. The same

cannot be said of the cult sites of Zeus. The temple of Hera, whether it

belonged at first to Zeus or his consort, is much later than the apsidal building,

and so is the ash altar. Furthermore, temple and altar have not a single focus,

and the great Classical temple is still farther off.12

The Mother’s Votives

We turn to the early votive material. Nearly all of it that is earlier than the

seventh century belongs to the so-called Black Layer of earth and ash and

such debris. This was laid down to a variable depth over the whole area at the

northwest. It represents exclusively the custom of Olympia before the innova-

tions beginning with the temple of Hera. The earliest figurines of either

terracotta or bronze, datable to the ninth and eighth centuries, depict a

standing male with both arms raised in the ‘‘epiphany gesture,’’ naked but

sometimes wearing cap or helmet. Thereafter, from the eighth to the sixth

centuries, in the Black Layer and elsewhere, a long series of bronze statuettes

made in different places and workshops again depict a standing male, naked

but sometimes wearing helmet or belt and holding a spear with raised right

arm and a shield with bent left arm.

All these are claimed for Zeus in authoritative publications, but the

objections are very strong and have been growing.13 If not Zeus, who might

10. That the ruins of the apsidal temple became the house of Oenomaus is proposed by Rambach (2002a,

132 34). I come back to the house of Oenomaus and the lightning in chapter 15, p. 238.

11. Kyrieleis (2002, 216 19).

12. That huge altar of cemented ash was ‘‘equidistant from the precinct of Pelops and the shrine of Hera

but situated nonetheless in front of both,’’ says Pausanias with seeming, yet baffling, precision (5.13.8). No trace

of it was ever found, perhaps because it was obliterated by Christians in late antiquity (for wishful thoughts of

long ago see Frazer ad loc.). Mallwitz (1972, 78, fig. 70, 84 85) gives a conjectural location that has no particular

likelihood. Rambach (2002a, 131 32) suggests that the ash altar belonged at first to the apsidal temple but

then Zeus should always have retained the temple site, as well as the altar. He further suggests that the

destruction and leveling of the apsidal temple took place just before the Black Layer was laid down, being

connected with it in a general reorganization but this is much too hypothetical.

13. The identification as Zeus, proposed by E. Kunze andW. D. Heilmeyer, is accepted byMallwitz (1972,

20 22), Schwabl,RESuppl. 15 (1978) 1096 s. Zeus, andMorgan (1990, 26). It is opposed byE. Simon,RESuppl. 15

(1978) 1419 20 s. Zeus, M. Tiverios, LIMC 8 (1997) Zeus nos. 7 8, and Himmelmann (2002, 95 102).
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they be? As a rendering of the worshippers, now in the attitude of prayer

and now in fighting trim, they are no less peculiar.14 Instead, the second type

seems very apt for certain deities who are prominent in Pausanias’ account

of early Olympia and in other evidence to be adduced below: the mythical

Kurêtes as attendants of the Mother. They are thought of as armed dancers

clashing spear and shield, a projection of the Mother’s tumultuous worship

with cymbals and tambourines. The ‘‘epiphany gesture’’ of the first type

might well be a more elementary rendering of the same mythical or ritual

activity.

The most numerous figurines, both terracotta and bronze, with numbers

increased by the recent excavation, are of animals: horses, oxen, and deer.15

These three species are the large animals that pasture on the plains of Elis and

Triphylia; they belong to the pastoral background of the worshippers. Else-

where in the area, notably at the site Kombothekra, similar figurines are

offered to Artemis. At Olympia Artemis is not without honor, but she cannot

be the object of the most frequent worship in the Altis.16 As for Zeus, he is not

otherwise a patron of the pastoral life.17 It is the Mother the ‘‘mountain

Mother’’ situated often in upland pastures to whom these figurines are

suited perfectly. Her shrine at Acriae in Laconia is known for a terracotta

offering unique to the site, a tubular object like a candelabrum with appliqué

figures of goats, sheep, fowl, and birds.18 They represent the pastoral life of

this upland area.

We would not dare to hope for a statue of the Mother to survive. Yet a

remnant of one has just now been identified by the learning and acumen of

U. Seidl.19 From a few fragments of bronze found in a well beside the stadium,

she reconstructs the life-size statue of a Near Eastern goddess closely resem-

bling Kubaba of Carchemish, datable to the later eighth century. It was a

fragile work formed of bronze sheets over a wooden core, and must soon have

suffered damage, for the surviving fragments, like some other bronze sheets of

both Greek and Near Eastern workmanship, were reemployed in Greek korai

of the seventh century. The original statue shows that theMother was already,

or more likely had always been, equated with the kindred goddesses of

Anatolia and Syria.

14. Himmelmann (2002) takes them as worshippers, while arguing that such votives are meant to display

wealth and status rather than to flatter the deity.

15. Morgan (1990, 7, 33 34, 38, 90 91), Kyrieleis (2002, 216, 218 19).

16. Sinn (1981, 40 43) supposes that the cult of Artemis flourished here in early days.

17. Morgan (1990, 26 28) thinks of early sanctuaries of Zeus as located ‘‘in marginal areas,’’ ‘‘in remote

or peak sites,’’ in a ‘‘rustic setting,’’ so that animal figurines are a suitable offering. Schachter (1990, 42 43) in

a similar vein characterizes Zeus as ‘‘a country man’s god,’’ whose ‘‘major sanctuaries’’ are ‘‘in the country,

on mountaintops and at the bases of mountains.’’ But the mountain sites that Morgan and Schachter

emphasize, quite reasonably as long as they are not described as rustic, are in contrast, not agreement, with

Olympia.

18. See de La Genière (1992, 101). She suggests two possible uses, either for holding torches at a

nocturnal revel or for pouring libation.

19. Seidl (2007, 232 41).
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The Tomb of Pelops

Besides Zeus and the Mother, Pelops is to the fore at Olympia (cf. Paus.

5.13.1).20 He has a precinct of his own, within which is an apparent tomb, a

landmark first mentioned by Pindar.21 The precinct is close by on the west,

closest to the apsidal building. The tumulus is a very large one of the hardest

clay, surrounded by a ring of fieldstones. Here then is another original

constant element, like the series of the Mother’s temples. But the Greeks

who arrived in c. 1000 b.c. found it in place it was part of the attraction of

the site. As the reexcavation shows, the tumulus had been created in Early

Helladic II (the clay contains potsherds) and then abandoned for some

hundreds of years until occupation was resumed in Late Helladic III.22 For

the Greeks, it became the tomb of a most ancient and illustrious hero.

Now Pelops has nothing to do with Zeus: anyone who partakes of the

sacrifice to Pelops, a black ram, is barred from Zeus’ temple (Paus. 5.13.3).
Instead, he belongs wholly to theMother. Among the various kinds of hero he

is of the sacral or hieratic kind, being projected from the Mother’s cult.23 In a

most transparent aition he is butchered and boiled for a cannibal feast and

then put back together.24 His ordeal is a mischievous deception practiced by

his father on the whole company of gods, who have been invited to dinner.

The setting of the story is Mount Sipylus, for early Greeks the most ancient

seat of the ancient Mother of the Gods.25 The dinner guests are her young,

impetuous offspring. It is then an aition, an archetype of customary practice.

It applies to any actual cult site of the Mother such as Olympia where she

receives the offering of a black ram, personified as the ‘‘dark-looking’’ hero

(the literal meaning of —�º	ł < �
p

�º- þ 	
p
�-).26

In c. 400 b.c. the dithyrambic poet Telestes of Selinus, who outlived his

native city, tells how Pelops and his merry band brought the Mother’s music

from mythical Phrygia and Lydia to actual ‘‘Peloponnesus’’ (PMG 810). By
alluding thus to Mount Sipylus as the point of origin, he says in effect that

Olympia is the Mother’s premier cult site in Greece. And he says so round the

time that the Mother’s new Classical temple was constructed. Zeus is left

20. ‘‘The Eleians honor Pelops as far above all the other heroes of Olympia as they honor Zeus above the

other gods.’’

21. For a full account, see Mallwitz (1972, 134 37; 1988, 86 87, 101 3).

22. Kyrieleis (2002, 215 16, 218 19), Rambach (2002b, 180 86, 189 94, 198).

23. That Pelops is of such a kind is perhaps generally agreed: see e.g. Burkert (1972a, 109 19). But the

cult has not been recognized as the Mother’s.

24. The story happens to be first attested in the fifth century, though it is implied by the epic Nostoi: see

Gantz (1993, 531 36). It is as old as it is famous.

25. The historical worship continues that of the Bronze Age: Cadoux (1938, 25 26, 35 36, 39 40, 215

18), Naumann (1983, 20 22). Here too we find Niobe, a mother weeping for her children the Mother and her

brood of godlings in yet another guise.

26. This is P. Kretschmer’s etymology of —�º	ł, an obvious one, though branded by Frisk, GEW s.

��ºØ���� as ‘‘quite uncertain’’ and passed over by Chantraine, DÉLG s. ��ºØ����: �
p

�º- mostly appears as ��ºØ-,

but the shorter form is seen in ��ºÆæª��; ��º�ØÆ, and perhaps other words.
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aside. In 476 b.c., round the time that the great temple of Zeus was first

proposed, Pindar tells how the much later hero Heracles came to Olympia to

found the Olympic Games in Zeus’ honor and set up as well six altars of the

Olympian gods and did so ‘‘beside the ancient tomb of Pelops’’ (Ol. 4.24 25).

The Mother’s Sanctuary on Kronion

The northwest sector of the Altis, with its three successive temples, is not the

only area that is sacred to the Mother. Both Pindar and Pausanias refer to a

different cult site Pindar to the ‘‘Idaean cave’’ (Ol. 5.18), which of course

evokes the Mother (alias Rhea), and Pausanias to the temple of Eileithyia and

Sosipolis (6.20.2 6), where the Mother and her offspring are masked by other

names. Before its history was fully clarified, the naiskos at the foot of Kronion

was sometimes equated with one or both of these items, quite wrongly.

Pindar, if it is he (for the authorship of Ol. 5 is much in doubt), invokes

Zeus as ‘‘thou who dwell on theKronion hill and who honor the broad-flowing

Alpheios and the hallowed Idaean cave.’’27 Obviously, an ‘‘Idaean cave’’ was

at the time, round 448 b.c., a landmark at Olympia: Demetrius of Scepsis, as

cited by the scholiast, expressly distinguished such a cave ‘‘in Elis’’ from the

famous ones in Crete and the Troad.28 It must have been, to deserve the name,

a mountain cave like the others; it was somewhere on the aforementioned

‘‘Kronion hill.’’ And since this cone-shaped mass of shifting sand does not

admit of any natural cave, it was an artificial construction.29 It may not have

lasted very long, for Demetrius’ knowledge probably came from books. At the

end of antiquity, when retaining walls and other fixtures were looted if they

lent themselves to immediate reuse, the sand slid down Kronion freely to form

deep layers on the north side of the Altis, so that ancient remains do not exist

on the hill. Before this, nature must have brought many lesser changes.30 And

in 364 b.c. the Arcadians, with whatever disregard for ‘‘hallowed’’ ground,

constructed a palisade round the hill and installed a garrison (Xen. Hell.

7.4.14).
Pausanias’ sanctuary of Eileithyia and Sosipolis, which commemorates

the unexpected victory of the Eleians over the Arcadians as does also a small

shrine of Sosipolis in Elis town (6.25.4) is described at the very end of his long

27. Ol. 5, which celebrates the same victory asOl. 4, was not accepted as Pindar’s in some ancient editions

or commentaries; it was rejected by Wilamowitz (1922, 420 23).

28. Hampe (1952, 336 40), followed by Herrmann (1962, 8), dismisses Demetrius and holds that Pindar

means the famous Idaean cave of Crete. The Alpheius alone, he rightly says, often stands for Olympia in Pindar

and Bacchylides; he infers that the Idaean cave mentioned next must be somewhere else. He does not however

remark, much less explain, the ‘‘Kronion hill’’ as the first item of a threefold invocation, continuing with the

Alpheius and the Idaean cave.

29. So Weniger (1907, 155 57). To remove all doubt, R. Menge tested the ground in 1890 at Weniger’s

request and reported, ‘‘Sandstone, virtually sand, fine, but toughly cohering; no existent grotto formation, only

possible artificially.’’

30. Cf. Weniger (1907, 156) and Hampe (1952, 349).
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account of the Altis and environs.31 The phrases that situate the sanctuary,

though seemingly exact, are strangely confusing. He has just pointed to the hill

Kronion ‘‘extending along the terrace and the treasuries upon it,’’ and he has just

described a ceremony at the summit (6.20.1). He continues: K� �b �	~Ø� ��æÆ�Ø
�	~ı ˚æ	�
	ı ŒÆ�a �e �æe� �c� ¼æŒ�	� ���Ø� K� ���øØ �~ø� ŁÅ�Æıæ~ø� ŒÆd �	~ı ‹æ	ı�
ƒ�æe� ¯Nº�ØŁı
Æ� ‘‘on theperiphery ofKronion at thenorth side there is between the

treasuries and the hill a sanctuary ofEileithyia’’ (6.20.2). The phrase ‘‘between the
treasuries and thehill’’ is unambiguous. So thephrase ‘‘at thenorth side’’ has been

made to conform: ŒÆ�a �e �æe� �c� ¼æŒ�	� vel <��~Øå	�> (Bursian) vel <�~Å�
¼º��ø�> vel <�	~ı "˙æÆ
	ı> vel ŒÆ�a �e �æe� �c� ¼º�Ø� (C. Robert) ‘‘at the wall

on the north’’ or ‘‘at the north side of the Altis’’ or ‘‘at the north side of the

Heraion’’ or ‘‘at the side by theAltis.’’32Thus restored,Pausanias is taken tomean

the naiskos beside the treasuries.33 And since the story and the ritual of Eileithyia

and Sosipolis are undoubtedly appropriate to the Mother (as we shall see in a

moment), the naiskos is also identified with the Idaean cave.

There are fatal objections. Mallwitz confirmed what Dörpfeld and others

suspected, that the naiskos was no longer visible in Pausanias’ day. Nor does it

match his description of a ‘‘temple’’ with two substantial chambers, inner and

outer, reserved for Sosipolis and Eileithyia respectively. Nor was it ever suitable

in appearance or position for the title of ‘‘Idaean cave.’’ Above all, Pausanias’

location has been misconceived. The text cannot be remedied by such supple-

ments as we have seen. The phrase ‘‘between the treasuries and the hill’’ is a

persisting problem. It supersedes the others. Pausanias did not need to say ‘‘on

the periphery ofKronion at the north side’’ with whatever supplement. And this

sanctuary seems to belong squarely within his account of the Altis and environs;

he should not have distracted us with special mention of Kronion and of a

ceremony on the summit. Surely that phrase must go. It is a gloss added by an

officious but misguided reader and then incorporated in the text.Without it, the

language and the sequence are straightforward. After the ceremony on the

summit, Pausanias points to a site on the north side of Kronion, well away

from the Altis and the treasuries.34

C. Robert was therefore wrong to equate Pausanias’ sanctuary with the

naiskos. But his interpretation of this sanctuary of the deities, the ritual, the

foundation story was learned and acute and is rightly accepted by those who

have reconsidered the matter.35

31. Thereafter he turns to the stadium, the hippodrome, the gymnasium, and the tomb of Oenomaus

beyond the Cladeus (6.20.8 21.2). It is true that he comes back to the hippodamion once more (6.20.7, cf. 5.22.2).

Perhaps it was right beside the stadium entrance (6.20.8). This solution is however rejected by Mallwitz (1972,

10, 83 84, 93, 245), who discusses the several related problems.

32. Cf. Hitzig and Blumner ad loc., Frazer (vol. 1, 589).

33. Robert (1893), Weniger (1907, 162 64), Wilamowitz (1922, 210), J. Schmidt, RE 3A 1 (1927) 1169 s.

Sosipolis 2, and finally Herrmann (1962, 7 10) even while noting Dorpfeld’s objection that the naiskos was

buried long before Pausanias.

34. Ziehen, RE 18.1 (1939) 56 s. Olympia, without discussing the text (except to say that it is ‘‘not quite

clear’’), holds as I do that the sanctuary must be sought to the north of Kronion.

35. So Weniger (1907, 157 62), Wilamowitz (1922, 214 15; 1931, 132), Schmidt, RE 3A 1, 1171 72,

Ziehen,RE 18.1, 54 56. Herrmann (1962, 6 7) begs to differ and speaks rather of ‘‘a mother goddess with child,
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When Eleians and Arcadians faced each other on the battlefield, says

Pausanias, a woman appeared to the Eleians suckling a newborn babe and

offered it as the champion ordained by a dream. The babe was set in front of

the army, and changed into a snake, and brought a great victory by reason of

the fear it inspired among the Arcadians. It was accordingly called Sosipolis

‘‘Savior of the city,’’ and where it afterward vanished into the ground a

sanctuary was built for it and for Eileithyia, goddess of childbirth. Eileithyia

is worshipped at her festival by women and maidens who sing hymns and who

burn cakes, but pour no wine, on the altar in the outer chamber. Sosipolis as a

‘‘local power,’’ epichôrios daimôn, is thought to dwell in the inner chamber,

but only the old woman chosen as priestess at each festival, veiled in white,

goes inside to offer bathwater and honey cakes.

Obviously, we cannot believe that the battle happened so, and hence that

the sanctuary and the festival so originated.36 We must ask where they really

came from. Sanctuary and festival belong to a nurturing goddess as the

principal figure. The name Eileithyia will be secondary since this goddess of

ancient renown and Cretan allure is not elsewhere joined with an imaginary

infant. The infant is just like Zeus, both in taking snake form and in being

called ‘‘Sosipolis.’’ The ritual, with honey cakes and bathwater, is just like the

Mother’s. The sanctuary setting, on the periphery of the hill Kronion, suits the

Mother. Elsewhere at Olympia the worship of the Mother continued without

change after the events of 364 b.c. There is however a compelling reason why

the victorious Eleians should fix on some age-old cult and reinvent it. The

Pisatans, who were generally allowed to be the original denizens of Olympia,

had joined the Arcadians (Xen. Hell. 7.4.28 29, etc.). The Eleians needed to

show that local powers were on their side.

Furthermore, Pausanias’ sanctuary on the periphery of Kronion, with its

inner chamber where an imaginary infant was washed and fed, cannot be

unrelated to Pindar’s ‘‘Idaean cave’’ (where the infant Zeus was washed and

fed), for which the only feasible location is on the hill. Pausanias’ sanctuary

was no doubt on the lowest slope, ‘‘the periphery.’’ Perhaps that was enough

for a reputed mountain cave, or perhaps in early days higher ground was

unwisely chosen for a more picturesque effect, and was relinquished later, to

be succeeded by Pausanias’ sanctuary.

Another piece of ritual belongs to this sanctuary. Pausanias comes to it

after pointing to the hill Kronion as a prominent feature and after describing a

ceremony on its summit. This is a sacrifice to the eponym Kronos at the spring

equinox in the month Elaphios ¼ March. In Ionia March is sometimes called

Galaxiôn after the Mother’s festival Galaxia. At Athens, where the festival is

well attested as the occasion of official sacrifices, we also hear of a private

worshipped here since time immemorial’’: surely a distinction without a difference. Note, however, that Robert

attributed the partisan story to a much earlier clash between Eleians and Arcadians, a needless refinement.

36. It is true that this story of a woman, a baby, and a snake belongs to the general type of ‘‘the unlikely

savior,’’ which the Greeks used to reaffirm the social order: so Kearns (1990, 323, 325 26). But the story type

does not explain the narrative details, much less the corresponding shrine and ritual.
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sacrifice to Kronos just at midmonth, on the fifteenth of Elaphêboliôn¼
March.37 The monthly date, we may assume, is meant to approximate the

equinox. For the Galaxia as for the truce, Olympia keeps the original solar

reckoning. It may well be that the summer festival Kronia was also signalized

by sacrifice on the summit of Kronion. As was said, the apsidal temple in the

Altis is aligned exactly with the summit.

The Pattern of the Mother’s Worship

Here then are the principal traces of theMother at Olympia. She has two long-

lived cult sites on opposite sides of Kronion at the south foot and somewhere

on the north side. The former is familiar as the most ancient excavated area. It

is now seen to be defined by successive temples of the Mother, the Protogeo-

metric building of c. 1000 b.c., the Archaic naiskos of c. 575, and the Classical

temple of c. 400. Beside the earliest temple is the preexisting mound of the hero

Pelops, an auxiliary of the Mother. The Mother’s votives are thickly strewn in

the Black Layer that was laid down over the whole area. The site on the north

side is known only from literature. Pindar and Demetrius of Scepsis speak of it

as ‘‘the Idaean cave’’; Pausanias describes a double-chambered temple of

Eileithyia and Sosipolis, names conferred by the Eleians in 364 b.c. In con-

nexion with this temple he reports a ceremony on the summit of Kronion that

belongs to the festival Galaxia.

Other traces may be briefly catalogued for the sake of completeness.

Pausanias comes to an altar of ‘‘the Mother of the gods’’ in his separate

enumeration of altars at Olympia (5.14.5 15.9, at 14.9), which follows neither

the topographic order of his tour of Olympia nor the chronological order in

which the altars (or some of them) might be visited in any calendar year, but

rather the topographic and chronological order of an unusual monthly circuit

conducted by the Eleians (as explained at 5.14.4, 6, 10, 15.10 12).38 The circuit
was plainly for the benefit of visitors to the games; these altars are all

assignable to the Altis and environs and to the stadium, hippodrome, and

gymnasium. So the Mother’s altar separately mentioned ought to be the altar

of the Mêtrôon. Herodorus of Heracleia, c. 400 b.c., alleged a double altar of

Kronos and Rhea among those set up by Heracles to make a dôdekatheon

(FGrH 31 F 34a). Of the other five, three are certainly, two very probably,

included in Pausanias’ circuit.39 So the alleged altar ofKronos and Rhea ought

likewise to be the altar of the Mêtrôon.

37. Robertson (1996a, 241 45).

38. On the monthly circuit see Ziehen, RE 18.1, 48 50, citing inter alia Weniger’s extensive studies.

Holscher (2002, 336, 344) in brief compass adds important observations.

39. Hermes and Apollo, Charites and Dionysus, Artemis and Alpheius are signaled by Pausanias

somewhere on the west side of the Altis (5.14.8, 14.10, 14.6, respectively). Zeus and Poseidon are by general

consent restored near the beginning of the circuit in an undoubted lacuna (14.4, cf. 24.1). Hera and Athena it is

reasonable to equate with Athena seule, mentioned shortly after the ash altar of Hera, which was presumably in

front of her temple and just before the Mother of the Gods (14.8 9).
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Heracles as leader of the Kurêtes (vying predictably with the son of

Alcmena) has an altar mentioned in the circuit shortly after the Mother’s

altar and said to be ‘‘near the treasury of the Sicyonians,’’ the westernmost on

the terrace (Paus. 5.14.9) which locates it fairly near the altar of the

Mêtrôon. This altar of the leading Kurês, as we may call him, is distinct

from a group of five altars belonging to the band of Kurêtes under their

individual names Heracles alias Parastatês, Epimêdês, Idas alias Akesidas,

Paiônios, Iasos mentioned earlier in the circuit (5.14.7). Though not ex-

pressly situated, they come among a long series of altars associated with the

temple and statue of Zeus, and the house of Oenomaus, and the ash altar of

Zeus (14.4 8 init.). They stood somewhere farther south in the Altis. As others

have remarked, the five individual names are all expressive of healing and

personal solace or deliverance.40 Kurêtes or Korybantes in general came to be

regarded in this light, but it was a later development.41

If the Mother’s importance is solidly demonstrated by the monuments, it

is vividly asserted by the legendary history of Olympia that Pausanias drew

from some late, all-conciliating source (5.7.6 8.5, cf. 8.2.2). When Kronos

ruled in heaven, he was worshipped at Olympia in a temple constructed by

the Golden Race. Still at Olympia, the infant Zeus was entrusted by Rhea to

the Kurêtes, who had come here from Crete, being known also as ‘‘Idaean

Daktyloi,’’ with ‘‘Idaean Heracles’’ among them. They are commemorated by

those altars, but the factitious ‘‘Idaean cave’’ has dropped out of the story.42

They ran the first Olympic footrace, taking the olive crown from the olive

boughs on which they used to sleep. And then Zeus wrestled down Kronos or

staged a set of games among the emergent Olympian gods. All this goes back

to such early days that in the long interval before 776 b.c. the games were

celebrated repeatedly, just after the flood and when Pelops arrived in Greece

and several more times. For Telestes of Selinus, Pelops’ arrival was also the

beginning of the Mother’s worship.

No other territory where the Mother was worshipped from of old at

characteristic sanctuaries is known as well as Olympia, not by a wide margin.

At Athens, however, though the ground in question has been so trodden and

transformed as to efface the physical remains, we have a written record. Here,

in the oldest sector of the city at the southeast, theMother has two distinct cult

sites, just as at Olympia.43 As at Olympia, a temple of Zeus olympios was built

next to one of them, the so-called Kronion precinct, with its own temple of

Kronos and Rhea. The other was adjacent, as it is not at Olympia, on the far

bank of the Ilissus, under the name ofMêtêr, or theMêtrôon, in Agra. In ever-

changing Athens, this southeast sector on either side of the Ilissus presently

declined. But when the Classical Agora was marked out at the northwest,

40. Usener (1895, 155 61), Weniger (1907, 172 75).

41. For the Korybantes as healers see Dodds (1951, 77 80), after Linforth.

42. In the archaiologiawe seem to hear of a single altar serving all five (5.8.1), but of separate altars in the

tour (14.7). The tour is to be preferred as giving more detail, though even here Pausanias has sacrificed clarity to

his affectedly flowing style.

43. Robertson (1996a, 274 77; 2005, 50 52) and chapter 8, pp. 135 37.
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perhaps the first building, and afterwards the most famous one in Athens, far

surpassing any on the Acropolis, was another Mêtrôon.44

At Olympia it can be seen, and elsewhere it is to be inferred, that the

Mother’s two characteristic sanctuaries correspond to her two great festivals,

the Galaxia of spring and the Kronia of summer, more exactly the spring

equinox and the summer solstice. The Galaxia rites north of Kronion and on

its summit are associated as usual with the birth and nursing of Zeus, so that

the ‘‘Idaean cave’’ is located hereabouts, and the Eleians neatly substitute

their own marvelous child. But the summer festival Kronia is far more popu-

lar, and the remains south of Kronion (temples and altars and votives) are far

more prominent.

Olympian Zeus

The Olympic Games first come to view in the early seventh century, with the

construction of wells. Votives that undoubtedly belong to Zeus first appear

about the same time. This may well be the time, rather than 776 b.c., that suits
the first entries in the victor list and is also the time for a final Pisatan interlude

that was always acknowledged. Thereafter Olympia is known for a different

festival, the games of Zeus in late summer. They are called � ˇº���ØÆ ½ƒ�æ�
‘‘Olympian [rites]’’ after the mythical victory of a new regime in heaven,

recently proclaimed in Hesiod’s Theogony (c. 700 b.c.). The new and final

regime of the Greek succession story conforms to the epic picture of Zeus

Olympios and the Olympia dômata in which he holds council with other

gods.45 Other instances of the festival � ˇº���ØÆ and the cult epithet

� ˇº���Ø	� are plainly secondary.46 And the place name � ˇºı��
Æ is likewise

due to the festival name.47 Before this, the sanctuary was perhaps known only

44. It has long been held that before the mid Hellenistic period, when a larger Mêtrôon was constructed

with a different plan, its predecessor on the site was a disused Council House facing south, somehow

tantamount to a Mêtrôon. Yet Miller (1995) demonstrates that this too was a temple facing east, in which the

flanking aisles must have served as archives, a traditional concern. Shear (1995) is opposed, but his valuable

survey of the cult history (171 78) seems to me support Miller’s interpretation better than his own. Others

however would leave the question open: Raaflaub (1998, 94), Immerwahr (2005, 100 1).

45. The epic picture is fully described by Nilsson (1932b, 228 38). It is due in part to Zeus’ role as weather

god and to the typical mountain name ‘‘Olympos’’; here it conflicts with the real-life notion of other gods as

inhabiting various parts of nature. We now see that it is ultimately based on a traditional paradigm of divine

government in the Near East a mountaintop assembly prevailing chronologically and geographically from

Sumer to Canaan. Whether it reached Greece in the Mycenaean or the Orientalizing period can be debated; the

former is far likelier, as shown by G. S. Kirk on Iliad bks. 5 8 (1990, 4 7). If it did so, it in part reflects

Mycenaean government and society, as Nilsson (1932b, 238 51) argued just as reasonably. The paradigm

reflects government and society throughout the Bronze Age. Against this large background, the festival and the

cult site ‘‘Olympia’’ are all the more novel and peculiar.

46. For these instances see Ziehen, RE 18.1, 45 47.

47. The locative � ˇºı��
Æ�Ø must be as old as any record of victors at the games; the locatives for other

games, such as —ıŁ~	Ø; � ��Ł�~	Ø; ˝���ÆØ, follow by analogy. This one however is formed not from the place

ˇºı��
Æ (the locative would be � ˇºı��
ÆØ) but from the festival � ˇº���ØÆ. It is an old ‘‘temporal’’ locative like

*˜
Æ�Ø ð< ~̃ØÆ; > ˜Ø�ØÆ; ˜Ø�Ø	�Þ ‘‘at the Zeus-rites,’’ i.e. ‘‘at Carnival’’ (cf. chapter 9, p. 144), and was doubtless

used by analogy with it. The place name Olympia is therefore secondary.
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as ‘‘Pisa,’’ the name of the district (there was never a town or other site so

called).48

We should pause to consider Hesiod’s procedure and its relevance to

Olympia. Pelops will guide us. As was explained above, this hero embodies

the black ram that is sacrificed at the festival of the Mother of the Gods. It is

her festival of spring, the Galaxia ‘‘Milk rites,’’ when the Mother’s offspring

are being nurtured. The company of gods, says the story, were once induced

by a trick, or nearly were, to dine on the flesh of the ‘‘dark-looking’’ hero,

whence the actual sacrifice, with whatever mysterious rules for distributing the

portions. The story is extravagant, but such is the spirit of the Mother’s

worship.

Hesiod knew an alternative story, just as extravagant. The setting is

another mountain where the Mother was worshipped from of old, on the

island of Crete.49 But here the company of gods are themselves, as mere

infants, devoured by a frightful father, the Mother’s spouse. He is called

Kronos after the Mother’s other festival, the Kronia though the eponym is

otherwise a genial person, dispenser of a Golden Age, inasmuch as the

summer festival is merry.Kronos has these two conflicting characters through-

out Greek literature, but Hesiod insisted on the frightful one. He did so while

constructing his own version of the Succession in Heaven, in which the whole

previous regime is frightful.

I put it thus to show the common folktale background of the two stories,

without meaning to belittle Hesiod’s achievement. He gave new authority to

the traditional picture of Zeus. At Olympia, he caused Zeus to be taken up as

the Mother’s triumphant son. Greek literature when it suddenly arose had a

sharp effect on ordinary life, including the worship of the gods and the heroes.

Not so long after this transformation of Pisa, Eleusis was transformed by the

Homeric Hymn to Demeter, with a story that brilliantly combines the cult

myths of Demeter and of Persephone. We would not expect the new outlook

to bring any sudden monumental change.50 The temple of Hera, argua-

bly meant for Zeus and in any case witness to his presence, is no earlier than

c. 600 b.c. Immediately after, the Mother herself was treated to a new naiskos

in the contemporary style.

A Good Time for All

The Olympic truce, however, was created at once. It is a means of showing

how the new dispensation succeeds the old. The truce begins at the summer

48. On the fluctuating use of ‘‘Pisa,’’ ‘‘Pisatis,’’ see Meyer, RE 20.2, 1733 47.

49. For the site, the cave of Cretan Ida, see Sporn (2002, 218 23). The votive material is distinctive of the

festival Galaxia: Robertson (1996a, 246 53).

50. It may well be that the six altars of Pindar (and of Herodorus FGrH 31 F 34a b, adduced by the

scholiast) were the earliest tribute to the Olympian regime. Ziehen, RE 18.1, 49, 54, discounts them as others

have done because the twelvefold count of Olympian gods is not an early belief. It is however essential to

Hesiod’s story of the Succession in Heaven.
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solstice, the age-old signal for theMother’s festivalKronia, and determines the

moment when Greeks everywhere will assemble for Zeus’ victory games. In

the early seventh century, just as later, the festival was doubtless celebrated in

each Greek city according to a local calendar of months but only thus and

with the aid of heralds could the time be synchronized. An inscribed ‘‘disk’’

announcing the truce was kept in the temple of Hera among the oldest objects

suitable for display; it was old enough to be obscure and controversial then

and now.51 Thereafter the disk shape was commonly used for bronze docu-

ments posted in the Altis.52 If the shape has any particular significance, it is

likely to be a solar disk evoking the solstice.

Down to the fifth century, the truce and the solstice festival were syn-

onymous, as in the Selinus tablet. At Selinus and other Dorian cities of Sicily

the Kronia are evidently replaced by the Kotytia, a festival of merry license

occurring at the same time. Even then, in c. 450, and even later, the Mother’s

worship was well maintained at Olympia, as we see from Pindar, from Telestes

of Selinus, and from the construction of her Classical temple and altar. As a

leading feature of her worship, Telestes singles out the kratêr drink that was

later much favored in private initiation rites derived from the public

worship.53

Long before the beginning of Greek literature, the Kronia suggested the

picture of aGoldenAge under an imaginary eponymKronos. Hesiodwas able to

construct a suitable succession of divine regimes only by suppressing theGolden

Age and by opening the story of man with the unfortunate picnic at Mêkônê

that can be recognized as the spring festival of Zeus milichios (Theog. 535 60).
The festival Kronia was itself proverbial; it was a byword matched only by

the Roman Saturnalia; they were equated, though marking the opposite sol-

stices. Xenophon and Aristotle speak fondly of a summer festival extending

to slaves and representing the most ancient social gathering (Oec. 5.10, Eth.
Nic. 8.9.11, 1160 a 23 28).54 Philochorus dilates on the fellowship of masters

51. Cf. Ziehen, RE 17.2 (1937) 2525 27 s. Olympia.

52. See Siewert (2002, 360 63).

53. �æ~ø�	Ø �Ææa ŒæÆ�~ÅæÆ� " ¯ºº�ø�, he begins, did Pelops’ merry band introduce the Mother’s worship

(PMG fr. 810 line 1). The kratêr drink, probably honey and milk, is emblematic of the Mother’s worship and of

mysteries derived from it down to the end of antiquity. It is expressly mentioned, as ŒæÆ�Åæ
Çø = ŒæÆ�ÅæØ����, at

Athens in 330 b.c., as one of Aeschines’ ministrations beside his priestess mother (Dem. 18 De cor. 259), and at

Erythrae, c. 200 b.c., where it is somehow coordinate with the ritual bath adduced before (IvErythrai 206 lines

6 12). It is also held up as the Mother’s gift to initiates in an epigram at her public shrine at Phaestus, third

century (ICr I xxiii 3 line 2, �	~Ø� ›�
	Ø� Œ
åæÅ�Ø ‘‘for the holy she mixes,’’ scil. the drink), and is depicted in a votive

relief at her Peiraeus shrine, c. 300 b.c., as her gesture of proferring a trefoil jug to the seated Attis (Berlin, Staat.

Mus. inv. 1612, the date after e.g. Simon, LIMC 8 [1997] Kybele 22: the gesture cannot possibly derive from the

iconography of Bronze Age Anatolia, a recent suggestion), and is probably the ritual use to be attributed to the

Spina kratêr illustrating the Mother’s festival, 440 420 b.c. (Ferrara 2897, the date after e.g. Simon, LIMC

Kybele 66). Allusions begin with Plato, Tim. 41d, Phil. 61b c, unless with Antimachus fr. 20 Wyss / 21

Matthews lines 2 3.

54. �
� �b ¼ººÅ (scil. j ª~ÅÞ Ł�	~Ø� I�Ææåa� �æ��ø�����æÆ� �Ææ�å�Ø j �	æ�a� �ºÅæ����æÆ� I�	��ØŒ���Ø; �
� �b
	NŒ��ÆØ� �æ	��Øº����æÆ Œ�º; (Xenophon). Æƒ ªaæ IæåÆ~ØÆØ Łı�
ÆØ ŒÆd ���	�	Ø �Æ
�	��ÆØ ª
���ŁÆØ ���a �a� �H� ŒÆæ�~ø�

�ıªŒ	�Ø�a� 	~ƒ	� I�ÆæåÆ
� �ºØ��Æ ªaæ K� �	��	Ø� K�å�ºÆÇ	� �	~Ø� ŒÆØæ	~Ø� (Aristotle). These are usually taken as

harvest festivals. But neither the grain harvest nor the vintage was itself the occasion for a large festival of

general good cheer, and Aristotle plainly means a festival after the grain harvest, at an idle time.
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and slaves at Athens’Kronia (FGrH 328 F 97). Long after, Plutarch regards the

Kronia, like the countryDionysia, as a mere festival of slaves (Non posse suaviter

vivi 16, 1098B).55 He disapproves of such a thing, whereas others had taken a

more genial view. In an agewhen old festivals were conducted, if at all, with tired

punctilio, the noise and tumult of theKronia seemed to exemplify the unabashed

pleasure principle.

55. Bomer (1961, 415 37) treats the Kronia, Saturnalia, and Compitalia all together in relationship to

slaves, but he recognizes that this is in each case a secondary development.
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Zeus Eumenês and the Eumenides

Synopsis

Column A, lines 8 9:

To Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides sacrifice a full-grown animal.

The ritual of column A unfolds in chronological order, from early spring

to early summer. The first observance is a festival of Zeus eumenês and the

Eumenides, the former unfamiliar a father figure, we may suppose but

the latter a female group of wide renown in literature and art. As much

as any ritual element, the Eumenides have imposed the view that the

tablet deals with the outcome of murderous civil strife. But the evidence

of cult, which is now considerable, is at variance with that of literature

and art. The Eumenides prove to be agrarian deities dwelling in the

earth beside streams and springs, fostering new growth, likened to snakes

emerging in spring, summoned by worshippers with emblematic sprays

of flowers, entreated especially by women. This old Dorian worship

was carried abroad from the Peloponnesus to Dorian states as far flung

as Rhodes and Cyrene. It was probably with reference to the cult at

Tiryns that the Eumenides were first equated with the terrible Erinyes

of epic tradition. And it was no doubt in Sicily and south Italy that

they were first taken up in Orphic texts, which give a truer picture than

mainstream literature because Orphic practitioners were fundamentalists

intent on maintaining old ways. In late poetry reproducing Orphic views

the Eumenides dwell beneath the earth as offspring of Zeus chthonios and

Persephone and as in early cult they ‘‘work with flowers.’’ Conversely, in

early cult the father is Zeus eumenês or Zeus with some other title. Orphic

texts also speak of Apollo as the destined father, a seeming paradox; it is



because Persephone was destined to rule in the upper world accord-

ing to Zeus’ original design. The promised queenship of Persephone is

another notable feature of early cult, attested at Selinus by the title

Pasikrateia.

Chronological Order

A few words are needed first about all the sacrifices of column A, to be

performed before the solstice celebration. The sacrifices are grouped accord-

ing to the gods who receive them, the gods being mentioned first, in the dative:

(1) to Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides, sacrifice a full-grown animal (lines

8 9); (2) to Zeus milichios in [the land] of Myskos, sacrifice a full-grown

animal (line 9); (3) to Tritopatreis who are foul, [sacrifice some animal] (lines

9 13), ‘‘and then’’ to those who are pure, sacrifice a full-grown animal and set

out table offerings and burn them (lines 13 17); and (4) to [Zeus] milichios in

[the land] of Euthydamos, sacrifice a ram and set out table offerings or sacrifice

any customary victim at home (lines 17 24). Apart from this recurring syntax,

no organizing principle can be discerned.

To group sacrifices according to recipients in the dative is the style of the

commonest documentary form concerned with rules for ritual, so-called

calendars of sacrifice. They are ‘‘calendars’’ because the rules are arranged

in strict chronological order: it is the only feasible arrangement. The scope of

the rules will vary greatly, but a basic rule, sometimes the only one, is what

animals, and of what value, are to be sacrificed. The tablet shows the same

concern with animal victims and also with their value, though it is only

roughly indicated. No matter what the immediate need addressed by the

tablet, it would seem natural to arrange these rules in chronological order.

The assumption is borne out by what we already know of the deities in

question. The Eumenides are worshipped in early spring at several places and,

at nearby Entella, give their name to such a month. Zeus milichios is known

for his festival of Anthestêrion¼February. The Tritopatreis are firmly tied to

late spring and early summer in Attic calendars. Zeus milichios is also known

for a sacrifice at Athens in Hekatombaiôn¼ July. So the chronological evi-

dence that lies to hand agrees remarkably with the order of column A.

The same evidence also explains a striking disparity between the several

items. Items (1) and (2) are of the briefest. A line and a half suffices for both

together, without any detail, even though the full-grown animals are of

comparable value to those prescribed hereafter: they will be sacrificed with

comparable ceremony. By contrast, items (3) and (4) each take up eight lines

of meticulous detail. The mode of sacrifice, the various offerings and how to

display them, the final burning up and even the smearing over of ashes, are all

set forth as if for the first time. Why is this?

A simple reason can be suggested. If items (1) and (2) belong to public

festivals, the whole procedure will be obvious and predetermined. If items (3)
and (4) are private undertakings, a person who is merely told to sacrifice will
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not know exactly how to do it. As we find them elsewhere, both the Eumenides

of item (1) and Zeus milichios of item (2) have festivals in early spring. On the

other hand, the Tritopatreis of item (3) have no festival that we ever hear of;

Attic calendars give various dates within the same season. Zeus milichios of

item (4) evokes a private occasion at Athens, albeit a legendary one, when

Theseus is received at home by the genos Phytalidae. It may be added that item

(4) expressly includes a sacrifice at home.

Zeus Eumenês

We turn now to the first item, the worship of Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides.

The worship of the Eumenides, if not of Zeus eumenês, is better known at other

Dorian cities, both in the west and in the Peloponnesus. Almost any custom is

best known at Athens, where we find the corresponding worship of the Semnai

Theai, to be considered in the next chapter.

A full-grown animal is sacrificed to both Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides.1

The Eumenides, they ‘‘Of-good-will’’, are known as goddesses of cult elsewhere.

Zeus eumenês, likewise ‘‘of-good-will,’’ is not a partner elsewhere, and other

occurrences are unrelated to ours. At Lydian Philadelphia, in the rules of a

private cult association, Zeus eumenês comes first in a long string of deities of

outstanding goodness, mostly personifications (SIG3 985 /LSAM 20 lines 6 7).2

At Carian Tralles, Zeus of Larasa as the principal civic deity appears, in just a

few documents, with the additional title eumenês. Since Philadelphia was

founded, and Tralles was subsequently ruled, by kings of Pergamum with the

recurring name Eumenês, the epithet must have expressed a political feeling as

well.3 In these cases Zeus eumenês is not a traditional figure, and he is otherwise

unheard of.4 The adjective was too ordinary, and too generally used as the

ordinary name Eumenês, to serve as a divine epithet.5

1. Curiously, Siewert (2002, 366) associates the sacrifice to Zeus eumenês with the Olympic truce. He

supposes that the Eleian heralds who come to each city to announce the truce are entertained ‘‘in the local

sanctuary of the same god,’’ who is more truly Zeus Olympios. He supposes also that our tablet describes this

occasion at Selinus with all the sacrifices of column A pertaining thereto. The interpretation is arbitrary and

untenable.

2. It was Zeus, we learn next, who admonished the founder in a dream (line 12). The founder himself

might be fitly described as eumenês ‘‘of good will,’’ for he opened his new association to everyone, men and

women, free and slave (lines 4 6).

3. Robert (1934, 287 91) assembles and interprets the documents: coins (second century b.c.?) with the

legend ‘‘of Zeus Larisaios and Zeus eumenês’’; a decree (second century b.c.?) to be set up ‘‘in the shrine of Zeus

Larasaios eumenês’’; and a dedication to Hadrian as identified with Zeus Larasaios eumenês. Robert (1934, 290)

concludes, after O. Weinreich, that the epithet is in part a tribute to or reminiscence of Eumenes II. JJK 77

speak too simplistically of ‘‘a creation of the Eumenid rulers of Pergamum.’’

4. It is possible that a purported hero Eumenês as worshipped on Chios is to be equated with Zeus and the

Eumenides as also worshipped there. The aetiology attached to the cult is a Euhemerist invention recounting

how a ‘‘bitter’’ person was transformed into one ‘‘of-good-will’’ (pp. 98 99 below).

5. Pulleyn (1997, 219) documents eumenês as one of the ‘‘common words in Greek prayers.’’ LGPN I, II,

III A B registers eighty-two instances of Eumenês in all parts of the Greek world and a few more of Eumeneis,

Eumenôn, Eumenios, Eumeneia, and Eumenidês or Eumenidas. But at Selinus, Eumenidotos ¼ Eumenido-dotos

(see note 12).
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Apart from this very epithet, Zeus and the Eumenides are found together

in two other cults surviving in our spotty record. At Cyrene it is Zeus with or

without the epithet mêlichios; on Chios it is simply Zeus. The cults at both

places will derive from the Dorian Peloponnesus, where the Eumenides are at

home. From the Peloponnesus the Eumenides were carried far and wide, as we

shall see to Cyrene and Selinus and presumably to other cities of Sicily and

Magna Graecia. The cult on Chios is unexpected; it must be due to some

Dorian influence that we cannot identify. Zeus milichios (to adopt the form

used at Selinus) is a different but similar deity of the spring season who most

often appears alone but sometimes with a female partner and sometimes with

a group, who are perhaps respectively spouse and children.

The question arises whether Selinus’ joint cult of Zeus eumenês and the

Eumenides was a survival from of old or a new departure. Perhaps Zeus was

added to the cult as an afterthought: whereas the name Eumenides was

traditional, a feminine form used only as a divine name, the epithet eumenês

imposed itself as the corresponding masculine. Or perhaps the combination

was original, and Zeus eumenês was elsewhere dropped. There is good reason

to think it is original.

If Zeus is worshipped beside theEumenides, it is because they are thought to

be related related in a literal sense, according to the basic outlook of Greek

polytheism. The relationship is very likely that of father and daughters. Zeus is

father of other female groups with whom he is from time to time conjoined in

cult:Charites,Hôrai,Moirai,Musai, variousNymphai, and even the whole class

in the formular phrase Œ	~ıæÆØ ˜Øe� ðÆNªØ�å	Ø	Þ.6 This outlook is best known from
Hesiod, who credits Zeus with quite transparent wives and daughters so as to

indicate the full extent of his physical and moral authority. It is of course a

linguistic fact that Greek abstractions are mostly feminine and hence are god-

desses to be somehow aligned with the prepotent weather god. Nonetheless

Hesiod’s starting point is the ordinary belief expressed by such cults as those

mentioned.

Literary sources after Hesiod might be expected to say forthrightly whose

daughters the Eumenides are. But according to a famous story they originate

as the Erinyes, with a monstrous lineage of their own. So nothing is said

except in the compendious doctrine of later Orphic poetry. We shall take up

the matter at the last.

Eumenides and Erinyes

It has long been debated, as a question arising from famous works of litera-

ture, whether the Eumenides are really the same as the terrible avenging

6. The cult instances can be traced in Hamdorf (1964) and in H. Schwabl,RE Suppl. 15 (1978, 1247 58) s.

Zeus (apropos of mythical ‘‘children,’’ with cross-references to cult). JJK 77 point to Zeus Damatrios and

Athena Areia, but these relationships are different (they are discussed by Parker [2005b, 219 21, 225]).
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Erinyes; good authorities beckon us from both sides. JJK equate Eumenides

and Erinyes unreservedly.7 Yet they admit that Erinyes do not appear in cult.8

The two names, they say, express two sides of the same powers, kind and

cruel, and the name for their cruel side is avoided.9 No parallel is offered for a

divine name in general use that is other than the name used in cult.10 Such a

case seems not to exist. Surely then it is poetry that first imagines Erinyes

turning into Eumenides in the story of Orestes and treats the names there-

after as interchangeable.

At Selinus the Eumenides of cult cannot double as Erinyes. Zeus eumenês

is worshipped beside them, most likely as their father. Whatever the relation-

ship, though it may not be integral to the cult, it is conformable. It is not

conformable with the Erinyes, who are always said to be primeval powers

antecedent to Zeus.11

Let us now survey the actual cults more thoroughly than has been done

before. The Eumenides prove to be vivid deities of nature, as uncertain as

nature is at the beginning of spring. Their worship originates in the Pelopon-

nesus and spreads to the west. We shall take them in the order Sicily, Cyrene,

the Peloponnesus, other places.

Sicily

At Selinus the Eumenides were already known, or deducible, from the name

¯P���
�	�	�, a shortened form of ¯P���Ø�	-�	�	� ‘‘gift of the Eumenides’’

7. JJK 79 81, 103. Dubois (1995a, 558; 1995b, 133 34) calls Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides ‘‘a

coupling of terrible divinities.’’ But Clinton (1996, 166 70) favors the correct view that the Eumenides are

serviceable powers of nature distinct from the Erinyes.

8. Three instances sometimes alleged are to be discounted. IG 12.3.367 is a rock-cut inscription on

Thera, perhaps fifth century, read by O. Kern as �¯æØ½�����: even if the reading is correct, it need not imply cult.

We hear of ‘‘a shrine of the Erinyes of Laius and Oedipus’’ at Sparta (Hdt. 4.149.2) and again of a temple of

‘‘Demeter erinys’’ at Thelpusa in Arcadia, with a large torch-bearing statue so called (Paus. 8.25.4 7, citing also

Antim. fr. 33 Matthews and agreeing with Callim. fr. 652). However the nomenclature arose, these are not

Erinyes proper. A fourth instance or something like it has lately been suggested at Cyrene. Dobias-Lalou (1987,

89; 2000, 223) points to an Archaic altar with an enigmatic inscription, SECir 154, s. VI, in which she supplies

the word KºØð�����	�Þ as an epithet of Zeus (so Hsch. s.v.), taking it as KæØ�����	�< KæØ���Ø�, rather like Demeter’s

epithet. This is much too uncertain to signify.

9. Apart from Selinus, this is a common view of the relationship between the names Erinyes and

Eumenides. ‘‘Although these names refer to opposite aspects of the same group of divinities, these goddesses

were worshipped solely in their positive aspect and not in their negative one’’: Henrichs (1994, 38). ‘‘It would be

surprising indeed if any official document called these goddesses by the title associated with their negative side’’:

Johnston (1999, 270). Every deity can have a negative effect, but what other deity goes by different names,

positive and negative?

10. Cults of the Eumenides in the Peloponnesus and of the Semnai Theai at Athens and environs were

later seen in the light of the story of Orestes and the pursuing Erinyes, but even so the dreadful name was never

used by worshippers. The cult of Demeter at Eleusis was seen in the light of the story of the rape as recounted

in Demeter’s Homeric Hymn, a rare instance of a major cult influenced by myth (Nilsson 1951, 10) and the

somewhat forbidding names ‘‘Hades,’’ ‘‘Pluto,’’ also ‘‘the god,’’ were in fact used here to a limited extent.

Clinton (1996, 166 67) compares the practice at Eleusis, but in truth it makes a contrast.

11. ‘‘Ah, child of Zeus . . . new fledged, you have trampled down ancient female powers’’ (Aesch. Eum.

149 50, almost the first words spoken by the Erinyes).
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(IGDS 50 / SEG 40.806, sixth century).12 Theophoric names are the sincerest

form of devotion. This one is borne, appropriately, by one of three men

sharing an early milichios stone in the sanctuary on Gaggera. The Eumenides

are perhaps depicted on a metope of c. 475 b.c. from Selinus’ acropolis

(Palermo, Mus. Arch. 3913).13 Three figures both robed and mantled, two

on the left facing the other on the right, have been variously identified. The

object that all three hold upright in one hand can be taken as a torch,

otherwise as a stalk of wheat; then they are thought to be Hecate and Demeter

welcoming Persephone on her return.14 But a triad of like deities has also been

suggested Moirai or Charites, with a spindle or a flower as the common

emblem. If it is indeed a triad with either torch or flower as emblem, our tablet

points to the Eumenides as a likely choice.15

The Eumenides of Selinus are also behind the month name ¯P���
��Ø	� at

the Elymian city of Entella, occurring in the celebrated tablets from the time of

the First Punic War (SEG 30.1117.3, 1118.3, 1120.2 3).16 A recent find

shows Entella using Greek, and the alphabet of Selinus, as early as the sixth

century (SEG 40.786). Its calendar of months will be just as early. But Eumeni-

deios and the three other oddly disparate month names occurring in the tablets

were not adopted as part of the calendar of Selinus or of any other Greek city.

The names are individually suited to the customs of Entella.17 The month

Eumenideios belongs to spring, or rather early spring, for it is immediately

followed by the month ¯P�æ��Ø	�, named for the *̄ P�æ��ØÆ ‘‘Goodly-sprouting

rites’’ that celebrate advancing growth.18 The *̄ P���
��ØÆ ‘‘rites of the

Eumenides’’ come before this stage of spring. We cannot tell whether the

12. D. R. Jordan (1991) confirms the reading ¯P��-=�Ø���	. Cf. JJK 77, 90, Dubois (1995a, 558; 1995b,

133 34); Lazzarini (1998, 313 14). Jordan (1991, 282) adduces Eumenidês of Halicyae (Cic. Verr. 2.5.15), but

this is a patronymic of Eumenês.

13. LIMC 4 (1988) add. Demeter 330 (L. Beschi). Opinions are either Hecate, Demeter, and Persephone,

with a torch (V. Tusa); or the same with a stalk of wheat (Beschi); or Moirai with a spindle (L. Giuliani); or

Charites with a flower (P. Zancani-Montuoro).

14. It may be doubted whether a stalk of wheat is appropriate to all three. In the Eleusinian relief

showing a seated Demeter and either Hecate or Persephone (Eleusis 5085) adduced by Beschi Demeter alone

holds three stalks of wheat.

15. At Tiryns, as we shall see, three Eumenides are often depicted holding flowers. At Athens, in the

equivalent cult of the Semnai theai, torches are an important instrument, taken over in art by the Erinyes

(chapter 7). The mantles worn by the goddesses may point to the chilly weather of early spring.

16. Porciani (2001) reviews opinions about the dating of the tablets (the late fourth century has also been

argued).

17. The other month names are ¯P�æ��Ø	� (SEG 30.1120.17) and —�Æ�	� (SEG 30.1121.4, 1123.4).

Eumenideios and Euerneios are successive (see note 18). —�Æ�	�; —�Å�	� is among the commonest of Greek

month names but comes at different seasons: the ritual term *—�Æ�Æ; �—�Å�Æ was therefore applied to

different occasions in the year. This adjective form is probably abbreviated from �Æ�~Å�Ææ, as �	ı��åØÆ is

probably abbreviated from�	ı�	-��åØÆ, so that they mean respectively ‘‘all-day rites’’ and ‘‘rites only at night.’’

Whereas the Munychia are a spring festival of Artemis, the Panêma are sometimes a summer festival of hers; it

could well be a summer festival at Entella. A decree of Nacone, also belonging to this dossier, is dated with the

month name �� �Ø	� (SEG 30.1119 ¼ Lupu 2005 no. 26, lines 2, 9). Adônios, named for Adônia ‘‘Adonis rites,’’

is unparalleled except for Adôniôn in the very miscellaneous calendar of Iasus, where it cannot be placed.

Nacone doubtless acquired her notion of Adonis from the neighboring Phoenicians. The *Phoinikaia ‘‘Phoen-

ician rites,’’ which give the month name Phoinikaios at Corinth and her colonies, may well be the lament for

Adonis. Phoinikaios ¼ Munychiôn or Thargêliôn: Robertson (1982, 340 42).

18. A council decree of 30 Eumenideios is ratified by an assembly decree of 4 Euerneios (SEG 30.1120.2 3,

16 17).
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festival itself was borrowed from Selinus or was a local custom equated with

Selinus’ cult of the Eumenides. But if the latter, it still implies that the Eumenides

of Selinus are honored at the same season.

It is also noteworthy that Entella has yielded an Orphic gold leaf, fourth

or third century b.c., with the longest text of any (Orph. fr. 475 Bernabé).19

The Derveni papyrus, perhaps 340 320 b.c., which is concerned both with

Orphic ritual and with an Orphic Hymn to Zeus, speaks of initiates making a

preliminary sacrifice to the Eumenides (col. VI lines 8 9).20 Very much later,

the Orphic Rhapsodies and the hymnbook of an Orphic congregation show a

certain regard for the Eumenides.21 Orphic belief was strong in the west, both

in Sicily and in Magna Graecia. Surely it was hereabouts that the Eumenides

were taken up by Orphic literature from public worship all the Orphic gods,

including Dionysus and Persephone, were taken up from public worship with

the intention of maintaining a strict observance.

Gela has the foremost cult in Sicily, though it has not been recognized.

Herodotus in his account of Gelon, tyrant of Syracuse, tells how Gelon’s

family became prominent and powerful in their native city by reason of

serving as hereditary ƒæ	���ÆØ �~ø� åŁ	�
ø� Ł�~ø� ‘‘hierophants of the earth

deities’’ (7.153.2 154.1).22 The office is usually taken as hierophant of

Demeter and Korê.23 But Herodotus always uses the name ‘‘Demeter’’ for

the universal grain goddess, and uses it consistently of local cults that would

be somehow similar to this one.24 Herodotus’ further details are markedly

unsuited to Demeter’s excavated sanctuary at the site Bitalemi on the east side

of the city it is an undoubted thesmophorion.25 They are unsuited likewise to

Demeter’s monumental shrine at Syracuse, which was richly endowed by

Hieron, Gelon’s brother and successor.26

19. Cf. Bernabé (1999, 53 63; 2000, 45 49), Riedweg (2002). ‘‘Petro,’’ the reputed provenance, was

identified by G. Nenci apud Bernabé (1999, 53) as Petraro, site of the Entella necropolis.

20. Kouremenos, Parássoglou, and Tsantsanoglou (2006, 73). The Eumenides are almost certainly

equated with the Erinyes, of whom cols. I IV make much ado, but this is in accordance with the general

outlook of the day. At II 7 the editors restore the unwonted singular, �: ½~ÅØ ¯P����
�Ø, which seems venturesome.

The Orphic poem expounded in cols. VIII XXVI is most likely a Hymn to Zeus, recounting the story of his

cosmic triumph it seems to be introduced as a hymn at VII 2, and a corpus of hymns is referred to at II 8 and

XXII 11 and is perhaps indicated also by the discussion of Hermes in col. XXVI. The poem came to be thought

of as a much-abbreviated theogony long before Tsantsanoglou announced the reading o���	�: in VII 2. There is

no reason to persist with such a notion now.

21. Orph. frs. 284 Bernabé / 194 Kern, 292 93 Bernabé / 197 Kern, H. Orph. 70. According to the

Rhapsodies, as we shall see, the Eumenides were the intended offspring of Persephone and Apollo but became

the actual offspring of Persephone and Hades after he abducted her.

22. Cf. Philistus FGrH 556 F 3, 49, Timaeus 566 F 96.

23. So Dunbabin (1948, 64, 66, 178, 180, etc.), Zuntz (1971, 136 38), and indeed most comment on either

Gelon or Gela.

24. 1.171.2 (thesmophoria in general), 4.53.6 (Hippolaus promontory), 5.61.2 (Gephyraeans), 6.91.2

(Aegina), 6.134.2 (Paros), 7.200.2 (Anthela), 9.57.2 etc. (Eleusis), 9.65.2 etc. (Plataea and Mycale).

25. On Bitalemi see Kron (1992).

26. Shrine and priesthood at Syracuse: Pind.Ol. 6.94 95, schol. ‘‘6.158,’’ Diod. 11.26.7, 14.63.1, 70.4. On

the probable location of the cult see Sfameni Gasparro (1986, 234 35). Pindar’s scholiast, citing Didymus, links

Hieron’s reputed priesthood of Demeter and Korê with the hereditary priesthood at Gela, but Philistus F 49 did

not, if it goes with F 3. Kron (1992, 648 49) firmly dissociates Herodotus’ account from Syracuse and

doubtfully from Bitalemi but does not take up the ensuing question of what cult is really meant.
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Stasis at Gela, says Herodotus, was composed by Gelon’s ancestor qua

hierophant. The story is plainly aetiological, and this is generally granted, but it

remains to draw the consequences.27 A faction that had seceded from the city to

anoutlying eminencewas brought backby thehierophant through the sole power

of the ‘‘ƒæ of these deities’’: i.e. the event is commemorated by a festival proces-

sion between the outlying eminence and the city.28 Despite his achievement, the

hierophantwas said to be ‘‘awomanish and rather soft person’’: i.e.womenare to

the fore in the rites he conducted, making him womanish by association.29

Though the cult site is on an eminence, the deities are described in the samebreath

as åŁ��Ø	� ‘‘of the earth’’: i.e. they notoriously dwell below the ground.

To anticipate briefly, Athens’ Semnai Theai are honored by a festival

procession to their shrine on the Areopagus, in early days an outlying emi-

nence; the altar here was stained with blood during Athens’ legendary stasis,

the Cylonian conspiracy, and was the starting point for expiatory sacrifices

ascribed to Epimenides. It is the race of women, not of men, we learn from

Euripides’ Melanippe Captive, to whom the ƒ�æ of the ‘‘nameless goddesses’’

are entrusted, by which is meant the Eumenides / Semnai Theai but we also

know that the Athenian worship was conducted by officiants both male and

female of the priestly family Hêsychidai. The Semnai Theai of the Areopagus

dwell within a rocky cleft, and the Eumenides have much to do with snakes as

creatures of the earth. Herodotus’ indications all point to these deities; he

expected them to be recognized by every reader.

‘‘From whom he got them or how he came to be the owner, I am quite at a

loss to say’’ says Herodotus of the hierophant and the portentous hiera,

right after saying that Gelon’s family came from the island of Têlos and that

the hierophant was named Têlinês. The name �Åº
�Å� is probably unique and

therefore probably fictitious.30 It is the kind of disavowal, ostentatious but

insignificant, that Herodotus often attaches to surprising stories.31 Têlos lies

off Rhodes and was later a Rhodian dêmos. Rhodes traces its earliest origins

to Tiryns (Il. 2.661 66, etc.), which has likewise a cult of the Eumenides. In

Sicily, Gela can be added to Selinus and Entella.

27. It is not granted by everyone. ‘‘Did Telines threaten to invoke the goddesses’s aid in blighting the

wheat crop if the quarrelling parties refused to put aside their differences?’’ So White (1964, 262).

28. The faction seceded K� �ÆŒ� æØ	� ��ºØ� �c� ��bæ ˆ�ºÅ�. Conformably with the term polis, this is

generally taken to be a settlement site, a Sikel one, in the hinterland of Gela. There is however no agreement

which it might be: Manni (1981, 199). As Dunbabin (1948, 113) remarks, the place is quite close to Gela, which

rules out any such site. It is close enough for women and a womanish hierophant to go there on parade.

Furthermore, the story presupposes that the site is known for the ritual commemoration and not for any

persisting settlement ‘‘polis’’ is for the sake of the legendary stasis. Given the ritual use, �ÆŒ� æØ	� may be a

variant of �ÆŒ��æØ	� < ���ø as applied to a propitiatory offering of cakes.

29. See chapter 19 p. 293 as regards the *Battidai of Cyrene.

30. LGPN IIIA �Åº
�Å� (Gela) 1 2 cites respectively Herodotus and IG 14.258. The latter as reported by

Josephus Trigona de Rabugino is a cylindrical cippus inscribed K�d ƒ�æÆ��º	ı ��º
��½ø� ��	½~ı� �[- - -. But it was
never found thereafter by anyone who looked for it. All other names in �Åº- (cf. ��Øº-; —Åº-; —�Øº-) appear to

derive from �~Åº�. And is there another personal name formed from the name of an Aegean island with the suffix

-Ø�	- denoting quality? The suffix regularly appears in names that are no doubt fictitious: ´æ	�~Ø�	�, ‘‘mortal’’

relation of immortal Pythagoras, —æÆ�
�Æ�, ‘‘first’’ inventor of Dorian satyr plays.

31. See Fehling (1989) (but it does not follow that the stories are always Herodotus’ own invention).
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Cyrene

Cyrene has the only cult place that is known at first hand, though there is no

excavated material. ‘‘The sanctuary of Ain Hofra is situated in a remarkably

suggestive setting at the mouth of the like-named wadi, about 2 km. [east of]

Cyrene, in an area frequented from the Middle Palaeolithic.’’32 An abundant

spring has been turned into a virtual ‘‘Nymphaeum’’ with platforms and seats

cut out of the surrounding rock. More than a hundred niches and altars,

sometimes in groups of two or three, are carved in the rock face on the west.

Some of them are identified by inscriptions that have been published in two

instalments, by Ferri and by Oliverio (SEG 9.325 46, 20.723a d).33 The in-

scriptions name the proprietor(s) of a given niche or altar and the god(s) it

serves, mostly both. One proprietor has the title spondarchos (SEG 9.344). The
gods, mostly in combination, are (1) the Eumenides (thirteen times), (2) Zeus,
with or without the epithetmêlichios, or this epithet alone (nine times), (3)Hêr-

ôes (five times), and (4)Kôrês mêlichios (once).34When a niche or altar belongs

at once to a given person and to a god or gods, it must have been used for

private worship. The gods are thought of as dwelling in the earth, so that the

persons have direct access at an individual site. But many of the niches and

altars are not inscribed, and private worship need not be the only kind.

The spring is reached by a path and steps descending past a rock-cut

portico, arguably meant as a tomb front, though there is no chamber behind.

And on the north slope there is ‘‘an extensive necropolis’’ with a built tomb of

the fourth century that resembles a small temple.35 Sanctuary and cemetery

are sometimes thought to go together: it is held that the Eumenides, Zeus

mêlichios, and Hêrôes belong to a funerary cult on behalf of the dead.36 This

notion of Zeus mêlichios in particular is asserted still, as often in the past, for

both Cyrene and Selinus, but has been sufficiently refuted by JJK.37 At Selinus

the milichios stones in the Gaggera sanctuary have no funerary use; Zeus

milichios in general has no connection with cemeteries or the dead; at Ain

Hofra the sanctuary and the cemetery merely happen to be found together in a

landscape that suits them both.

These deities of under-earth are worshipped rather for their power over

nature’s growth as it emerges in the spring. At Sicyon, though the exact

location is unknown, the shrine of the Eumenides is again right beside a

32. Cirene 182 (E. Fabbricotti).

33. ¼ Ferri (1923, 12 22, pl. 10), Oliverio (1961, 29). Cf. JJK 88 89, Lazzarini (1998, 311 13).

34. When JJK 77 78 tabulate the distribution in different ways, they somehow count only nine instances

of Eumenides. The inscriptions in question are SEG 9.325, 327, 330, 332 36 (with the name appearing twice in

334) and SEG 20.7a (with the name appearing twice), 7c d.

35. Fabbricotti (see note 32) does not say how this necropolis is documented, and I have not unearthed it

(sit venia verbo) in the bibliography of ‘‘necropolises’’ at Cirene 219.

36. So Lazzarini (1998, 314 17), followed by Fabbricotti (see note 32).

37. JJK 96 97. Admittedly, JJK 78 (cf. 88, 96) deny the existence of a cemetery at Ain Hofra, but this

point is not after all decisive.
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stream, a tributary of the Asopus.38 Their festival in early spring is the very

time when a wadi or rhevma runs with water.39 At Ain Hofra the association

with Zeus mêlichios also points to early spring. When we come to Athens, we

shall find that Zeus milichios and the Semnai Theai are both worshipped in

early spring, not indeed at the same place or on the same day, but within a day

or so of each other in the month Anthestêriôn¼February. And at Selinus our

tablet calls for sacrifice to the Eumenides and Zeus milichios at about the same

time, not indeed at the same place, since only Zeusmilichios is ‘‘in [the land] of

Myskos,’’ and therefore probably not on the same day. But at Cyrene the far-

off rural setting was surely meant for the worship of all these deities on the

same day. Only then were so many niches and altars required. And the

spondarchos must have officiated then. We should note as well that spondai

rather than choai are addressed to the gods rather than the dead.

At Cyrene Zeus mêlichios goes with the Eumenides just as Zeus eumenês

does at Selinus. Perhaps he is likewise regarded as father. Mêlichios is the

commonest epithet, as Zeus is the commonest name though it is far from

invariable for the mighty god of under-earth. At Ain Hofra mêlichios is also

used alone when a worshipper hesitates to say ‘‘Zeus’’; so it is at Selinus, in the

sanctuary on Gaggera, and so it is at other places.

Another deity appears in just one inscription (SEG 20.723d): ¸��Ø	� =
¯P���
�ø� ˚øæc� �Å-=º
åØ	�. The proprietor and the Eumenides are named as

usual in the genitive, but the unwonted Kôrês mêlichios is in the nominative,

perhaps only because it is recognized more easily. This divine name is known

from other inscriptions of Cyrene and also of Thera, but they are not

informative. At Cyrene it is either ˚øæ�� or ˚	ıæ�� (SEG 9.107 8, 110,
20.757, 760, Suppl. Epigr. Cir. 226, 227, 232). On Thera, among the early

rock-cut inscriptions in the precinct of Apollo karneios, it is �̌ 	æ�� (IG 12.3
nos. 350, 354 55). The usual view is that this is Zeus himself.40 Yet such a

variant would be surprising at Ain Hofra, where ‘‘Zeus’’ is regularly named. It

seems more likely that Kôrês mêlichios is son of Zeusmêlichios. The fertile god

of under-earth otherwise begets a marvelous child called Plutos.41

"˙æ ø� appear by themselves (SEG 9.337 39) and in company with the

aforementioned deities (SEG 9.334, 336). Hêrôes dwelling in the earth like

Zeus mêlichios can only be the general class of heroes, i.e. men of long ago

conceived as powers that worshippers may summon. They are summoned,

however, not at a putative burial place but at the niches and altars used also

for the gods of under-earth. Such heroes are prominent at Selinus as well and

38. The shrine of Alexandra at Amyclae, where the Eumenides appear on a few of many votive reliefs, is

somewhere near a tributary of the Erasinus, but this type of relief probably comes from another Spartan shrine.

39. Lazzarini (1998, 316), after A. M. Prestianni, and followed by Fabbricotti, remarks of Zeus milichios

as partner of the Eumenides that he is often found beside a stream, water being important to his ‘‘cathartic’’

function. But purification is only a means, not an end, and does not define the cult.

40. Cook (1914, 142, 144), Braun (1932, 13 15), Fraser (1962, 24 25), JJK 88 89.

41. It is worth mentioning that the two inscriptions naming Mêlichios alone are so restored: ½��ÅºØå
½ø�
(SEG 9.328), ½�Å�ºØ½å
ø� (SEG 9.331). �ÅºØå
Æ� could be restored just as well. If the god of under-earth has

daughters and a son, he also has a spouse,who is indeed attested elsewhere andwith this name (chapter 12, p. 192).
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in Orphic gold leaves. Our tablet prescribes sacrifice to the Tritopatreis, when

they are foul, ‘‘as to the hêrôes’’ (chapter 10, pp. 164 65). The gold leaves,

most plainly those of Entella and Petelia, promise a destiny as hêrôs among

hêrôes.42

It is an old belief, this class of subterranean heroes, that has contributed

largely to Hesiod’s scheme of the successive races of man (Op. 109 201).
Hesiod gives substance to the scheme by asserting that the first and the second

races, the gold and the silver, both survive as minor deities. The second, silver

race is unmistakably the class of heroes: ‘‘they are called blessed, under-earth

(��	åŁ��Ø	Ø) mortals, a second kind, and yet they too receive honor’’ (Op. 141
42).43 Hesiod cannot employ the very word hêrôes since in epic language these

are legendary warriors and will be introduced as yet another race, the fourth.

In the lines quoted, the second race is contrasted with the first one, the golden

race, who after death are extolled as follows: ‘‘they are daimones by design of

great Zeus, good, above-earth (K�ØåŁ��Ø	Ø), guardians of mortal men, confer-

ring wealth’’ (Op. 122 23, 126). The two races differ qua deities, above-earth

and under-earth, just as they differ in their manner of life, described at length

with somewhat vacuous detail serene and happy, rough and injurious.44

Now minor deities who are ‘‘good, above-earth, guardians of mortal men,

conferring wealth’’ do not correspond to any large or important class in Greek

belief. On the other hand, minor deities who ‘‘are called blessed, under-earth

mortals’’ correspond exactly to the class of heroes. It follows that the first class

has been invented for the sake of the second.

In the homeland the old belief was mostly superseded by local cults of

individual heroes and of groups, as in the agora. But it survived in the west,

where such cults were not often found.

The Peloponnesus

The Peloponnesian cults belong to the Dorian cities Tiryns and Sicyon and

probably Sparta, and to Megalopolis and Ceryneia close by. Apropos of Gela

we have already added the Dorian outposts of Rhodes and Telos.

These cults are known from Pausanias and from other evidence that

agrees in salient features. Pausanias comes first to a shrine of the Eumenides

42. At Entella the dead man is addressed at the very moment of death as ����Å���	� læø� ‘‘hêrôsmindful’’

of what to do and say in the realm below (Orph. fr. 475Bernabé). At Petelia he is promised ¼½ºº	Ø�Ø ��Ł� � &æ ���Ø�
I���Ø½�� ‘‘you will lord it among other hêrôes’’ (Orph. fr. 476 Bernabé / 31a Kern). Bernabé ad fr. 475 line 2 cites

literary parallels, but Asius fr. 14West should probably be stricken. The ‘‘hero risen from the mud’’ is susceptible

of more than one interpretation apart from eschatology (cf. e.g. D. E. Gerber ad loc. [Loeb ed. 1999]).

43. That these are heroes is generally agreed. So, with varying emphasis, Rohde (1925, 73 74), S. Eitrem,

RE 8.1 (1912) 1112 s. Heros, Farnell (1921, 12 14), West ad loc. (Oxford 1978, 181, 186), Koenen (1994, 3 4),

and perhaps Wilamowitz ad loc. (Berlin 1928, 57), though obscurely: ‘‘they must live on beneath the earth, but

only as men.’’

44. It is also said of the silver race, quite insistently, that they refused to honor the immortals or to

sacrifice on altars in the customary way for men everywhere (Op. 135 37, 138 39). Is it to explain why heroes are

worshipped differently from the gods?
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off the road from Sicyon to Titane on the east bank of the Asopus (2.11.4).
The setting is a grove of holm oaks and a temple, where a festival is conducted

once a year with sacrifice of gravid ewes, libation of honey-mix, and the

wearing or carrying of flowers. The Moirai receive similar offerings at an

altar nearby. The place was famous, being evoked by Statius in his account of

the army of Adrastus (Theb. 4.50 58). There is a stream whose water was

somehow used in the ritual; it must be a tributary of the Asopus.45 Though

Statius harps on the dreadfulness of the ‘‘Stygian’’ goddesses, the setting and

the ritual point unmistakably to powers of nature, to powers active in the

spring, when streams flow and flowers are most in bloom and a sacrifice of

gravid ewes will reinforce the burgeoning vegetation.46

As to the flowers, Pausanias’ expression is ambiguous. Celebrants are

accustomed ¼�Ł��Ø� I��d �����ø� åæ~Å�ŁÆØ ‘‘to use flowers instead of garlands.’’

Does he mean that they weave and wear garlands of flowery sprays instead of

leafy shoots, the commonest kind? Or that they carry flowers, whether in

baskets or in their hands, instead of wearing garlands? Carrying flowers in

procession is a customary practice; so of course is the wearing of garlands of

flowers. At Tiryns, as we shall see in a moment, votive reliefs show a file of

three Eumenides holding poppies, doubtless in the image of their worship-

pers.47 A basket, kalathos, brimming with flowers goes with scenes of the rape

of Korê, itself the aition of a spring festival at which women, according to an

express report, both gather flowers in the meadow and weave them into

garlands.48 Whichever it is, Pausanias’ expression is unclear and even unnat-

ural. Very likely it is a precious way of comprehending both.

TheMoirai are presumably entreated to bestow the same favor on human

lives.49 In Euripides’Melanippe Captive we are told how women, not men, are

entrusted with the worship of ‘‘both the Moirai and the nameless goddesses’’

(P. Berol. 9772 recto col. iii¼ fr. 494 Kannicht / 659 60c Mette lines 18 23).
For an Athenian audience ‘‘the nameless goddesses’’ meant first of all their

45. There are two streams at Sicyon whose waters lave Adrastus’ host: yStrangilla and Elisson (lines

51 52). Saevus honos fluvio ‘‘a grim distinction attaches to the stream,’’ i.e. one of these two, also referred to as

amnis (lines 53, 58). Here the Eumenides purify themselves when they ascend from the underworld or return

from some horrid mission. Since the Elisson is farther off, it can only be yStrangilla, as a tributary of the Asopus

otherwise unknown. The manuscript variants merely serve to show that the name was wholly unfamiliar.

Stazusa, Klotz’s conjecture, is not a stream but a fountain in a different quarter (Paus. 2.7.4).

46. Gravid victims such as ewes, cows, and sows are commonly offered to Demeter as grain goddess and

to deities like her: Nilsson (1955, 151 52), Graf (1985, 27n61), Georgoudi (1994), Scullion (1994, 86), and

Bremmer (2005) (Bremmer differs from everyone else in supposing that the pregnancy of victims marks an

abnormal opposition to the normal way of sacrifice).

47. Blech (1982, 296) cites the reliefs as proving that ‘‘flowers and not garlands of flowers serve as gifts to

the Eumenides at Sicyon,’’ but this does not follow.

48. Str. 6.1.5, p. 256 (Hipponium colony of Locri); cf. Hsch., Phot. s. I�Ł	º	ª
Æ (Peloponnesus).

49. The Moirai are joined in cult with a wide range of more substantial deities, and likewise in pictorial

scenes both narrative and iconic. Cf. S. De Angeli, LIMC 6.1 (1992, 638, 646) s. Moirai. At Cameirus a stele

listing several deities and groups of deities in the genitive, seemingly a boundary stone, includes �	½Ø�æ~Æ� =
�P����ø�, perhaps ‘‘kindly Fates’’ (Segre and Pugliese Carratelli [1953, 127.5 6]). The next and last is ˘Å�e�

���:Ææ½Œ��
½	�, perhaps meserkeios ¼ herkeios (127.7). The whole series is obscure, and comment is unavailing

(cf. Morelli [1959, 144, 162]).
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own Semnai Theai, served by a group of Hêsychides (Callim. fr. 681).50 But
these were interchangeable with the Eumenides, so that by adding the Moirai

Euripides may well intend to evoke Sicyon his other female ministrants are

at nearby Delphi and remote Dodona.

A rural shrine near Tiryns, not precisely located, has yielded a series of

votive reliefs running from the late fourth century down to the first, inscribed

as offerings to the Eumenides.51 Where the inscriptions are legible, two of the

reliefs are dedicated by men and five by women.52 Three goddesses, greeted by

various worshippers, each hold a snake in one hand, a poppyhead in the other.

This is the earliest and commonest type; later the poppyheads are replaced by

flowers or plants, or there are only snakes. The snake is always in the hand

nearer the viewer whichever way the goddesses are facing but the poppy-

head is also conspicuous. So the snake can be taken in twoways, and perhaps it

was. It may be a warning, as if to say that the goddesses are potent both to hurt

and to help. Or it may be rather the surest sign of fertility and abundance.53

And both emblems point to spring, when poppies bloom and snakes emerge

from dormancy. Poppies are emblematic at Tiryns, as flowers are at Sicyon.54

The inscribed reliefs at Tiryns suggest a like interpretation for another

series, all from a single mold, occurring among the many reliefs offered at the

shrine of Alexandra and Agamemnon at Amyclae: three goddesses stand

between snakes rising on either side.55 They must be the Eumenides, and the

cult at Cyrene may be an offshoot. Yet the Spartan cult need not belong to the

shrine of Alexandra and Agamemnon; votive offerings are sometimes rather

indiscriminate. The relief scene proper to the Eumenides may have been

offered to Alexandra and Agamemnon only because their shrine was near,

or their worship was related, or for even less reason.

Pausanias describes another rural sanctuary near Megalopolis, on the

road to Messene, where the Eumenides appear in different guises in adjoining

areas, as ‘‘black’’ and ‘‘white’’ respectively, and receive the different forms of

sacrifice denoted by K�Æª
Çø and Ł�ø, the latter being performed as well for the

Charites (8.34.1 4).56 Orestes, it was fabled, first in his madness and then on

his recovery saw the different guises and performed the different rites. But the

description of the sanctuary and the rites is just as apt for powers of nature

50. Semnai Theai / Eumenides are ‘‘the nameless goddesses’’ at Eur. Iph. Taur. 944 and are ‘‘nameless,’’

too, at Diog. Laert. 1.110.

51. Papachristodoulou 1968, H. Sarian, LIMC 3 (1986) s. Erinys 112 19.

52. Men: LIMC Erinys 112 13, fourth to third century. Women: LIMC Erinys 114, 116 19, third to first

century. The later reliefs are unusual in depicting the female worshippers as of almost equal stature with the

goddesses: E. Vikela, ThesCRA 1 (2004, 286).

53. Kuster (1913, 142 43), after J. E. Harrison, regards the snakes of the Eumenides as a fertility symbol.

54. The correspondence was noted long ago by Odelberg (1896, 121n2).

55. Salapata (1995). In a future study she will associate the Eumenides with ‘‘a sacrificial propitiatory

ceremony’’ in the cult of Alexandra and Agamemnon; cf. Salapata (2002, 146 48).

56. The adjoining areas are called�Æ�
ÆØ ‘‘Frenzies’’ and �Œ� ‘‘Healing.’’ Of the first, Pausanias says, ‘‘it

is in my opinion a title of the Eumenides’’; of the second, ‘‘there too a shrine is accorded the Eumenides.’’ If the

second case is definite, so is the first, though adorned with a show of circumspection. We should not infer, with

Jost (1985, 527 28) among others, that the name Eumenides is secondary and those descriptive names original

they would be unparalleled.
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who are cruel and kind by turn. The Charites are only powers of nature, and

always kind.

At Ceryneia in Achaea another sanctuary of the Eumenides is carried back

to Orestes and is entered only by permission; if an unworthy person sees what

is inside, he goes mad straightway (Paus. 7.25.7). The grove of the Semnai

Theai at Colonus, as we find it in Sophocles’ play, is likewise forbidden

ground. And whereas the Athenian cult, at Colonus and elsewhere, is mostly

for women, the sanctuary at Ceryneia is notable for statues of priestesses set

up at the entrance.57

As we saw, cults of the Eumenides can be postulated for the Dorian

islands of Rhodes and Telos. Herodotus says that Gelon’s family with its

hereditary priesthood came from Telos. If the name Têlinês for the legendary

hierophant is fictitious, the supposed origin may be so as well but then the

implication is that the cult here was especially renowned.

Other Cults

Outside this restricted range, in the Peloponnesus and at Dorian cities abroad,

the Eumenides are but fleetingly attested.58 They do not appear at Athens; it is

only literature that identifies them with the local Semnai Theai. At Thespiae

and on Chios they happen to be named in two inscriptions, neither dated.

The name alone is inscribed at Thespiae (IG 7.1783).59 Thespiae has also a

cult of Zeus milichios and of Milichia beside him, and his sanctuary is a

landmark in a leasing inscription.60 Possibly then the Eumenides were part

of such a group as at Cyrene.

On Chios a ‘‘priesthood’’ seems to pertain to Zeus and the Eumenides

together (SEG 38.833).61 Chios is also known for a country shrine of

‘‘Eumenês,’’ which gives rise to the story of a runaway slave with a name

of opposite meaning, ‘‘Drimakos’’ (Nymphodorus of Syracuse FGrH 572
F4¼Ath. 6.88 91, 265c 66e).62 He was the leader of a troublesome band of

57. Pausanias also remarks statues of priestesses at the Argive Heraeum and at the temple of Demeter at

Hermione, both likewise set up at the entrance (2.17.3, 35.8).

58. It is possible, no more, that the ��ºÆ�
ÆØ of Erythrae are the Eumenides under another name

(IvErythrai 201 a 34). This one would suit many other deities who do not inflict harm when they might. If

chosen per contrariam, it would suit enforcers of quasi-judicial ordeals like the Praxidikai of Haliartus. In any

case, nothing is known of the cult except that the priesthood was worth little.

59. The object is a marble plaque inscribed ¯P���
�ø�, reported by Lolling as an isolated find. Schachter

(1981, 221, cf. 147) mentions Agathos Daimôn, Daimones, and Zeus as possibly related figures.

60. See Schachter (1994, 152). He also cites a relief depicting sacrifice at an altar beside which a snake

twines around a tree.

61. ¼ Garbrah (1988, 73n5): ½��~	 ˘Æ�e� ½ŒÆd� = ½¯�P���
�½ø�:� = ½:������ø½. . .� = ½N��æÅ��: ½
Å��. The article

used with one name and not the other is surprising. The forms ˘Æ���; ˘Æ�
 occurring on Chios and at Ephesus in

half a dozen different cults can only be local Ionic (cf. Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.577; a reminiscence of ˘Æ�- at

Olympia, favored by Graf [1985, 25n41], would produce ˘Å�- in Ionic). Another such on Chios is the lightning

god (ch. 15, p. 238). The term ƒ�æÅ��
Å points to either of two common classes of Chian inscription, rules of

sacrifice or entitlements of a priesthood (cf. Parker [2006, 67, 74]).

62. See Graf (1985, 121 25).
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runaway slaves, but finally lent himself to reconciliation and is so commem-

orated, as one ‘‘of-good-will’’, at an alleged hero shrine. In a Chian context, a

story of disaffected slaves is like the story of civil strife at Gela and also like

the Athenian story that goes with the Semnai Theai (ch. 7, pp. 111 13). The
form of worship that we hear of is not unsuited to the Eumenides or the

Semnai Theai as agrarian deities. Slaves offer aparchai at the shrine, and

their masters receive monitory dreams. Quite conceivably, the priesthood of

the inscription and the country shrine of the aetiological tale belong together

as a cult of Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides.

Apart from guesswork, the cults at Thespiae and on Chios are most

obscure. But it is likely that both of them were borrowed from the Dorian

domain. The consistency of other evidence cannot be accidental.

The Story of Orestes

Further to the Peloponnesian cults, we can now see that they lent themselves

to the story of Orestes, of how the pursuing Erinyes finally relented. The

snakes carried by the goddesses at Tiryns and the snakes framing the god-

desses at Sparta probably mean that the goddesses were thought to appear as

snakes, like Zeus meilichios and related forms of Zeus and like similar deities

without Zeus’ name. A goddess, to be sure, is never depicted in snake form, as

those gods are, but this was likely a matter of convention.63 And if they did

not appear as snakes, snakes were still their creatures.

Snakes figure largely in the story of Orestes. It was Greek belief that the

dead come back as snakes, and the belief could be alarming.64 Stesichorus in

his Oresteia told how Clytaemnestra dreamt of a snake with bloodied head

(PMG / PMGF fr. 219), obviously representing Agamemnon, and portending

vengeance, to judge by Aeschylus’ adaptation of the dream (Choeph. 523 50).
Stesichorus was also the first we know of to speak of the Erinyes as pursuing

Orestes (PMG / PMGF fr. 217). How he described them is not said, but ever

after snakes are a leading feature. Literary mentions begin with tragedy. They

are entwined with snakes (Aesch. Choeph. 1049 50); they are ‘‘snakelike

maidens’’ (Eur. Or. 256); they are snakes (Aesch. Eum. 128, Eur. Iph. Taur.
286). On vases, snakes coil in their hair or twine round their arms, or they

brandish snakes.65 It happens that the earliest pictorial instance, a white-

ground lekythos displaying an iconic Erinys with snakes in her hair and in

each hand, is dated stylistically to 460 450 b.c., so that Aeschylus and

the theater can be mooted as influence.66 But it is not credible that the snakes

63. Menacing snakes on metope 26 at Paestum, on the Tyrrhenian amphora Berlin PM VI 4841, and on

one or two other vases, are sometimes identified as an Erinys, but Sarian, LIMC 3.1 (1986, 841) s. Erinys and

Gantz (1993, 679, 879) are against it.

64. Cf. Kuster (1913, 62 85).

65. H. Sarian, LIMC 3.1 (1986) nos. 1, 4, 27, 37 39, 41 43, 45, 48 52, 55, 57 59, 63, 69 71.

66. Wurzberg, Martin von Wagner Museum ZA 1 ¼ Sarian, LIMC 3.1 no. 1. Influence from the theater

is ‘‘possible,’’ says Sarian (1986, 26) and again LIMC 3.1 p. 841.
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originate with Aeschylus. Nor are snakes associated in any way with Athens’

Semnai Theai even though the goddesses dwell in clefts, as we shall see.

Stesichorus must have described this apanage of snakes. It is likely that

they were taken from the cult of the Eumenides together with Clytaemnestra’s

nightmare snake, and that Stesichorus explained how the cult arose from

Orestes’ atonement. It is likely too that the Oresteia was performed at their

spring festival.67 Despite the grim story, this poem began with words of joy,

which are echoed by Aristophanes in Peace (lines 774 80, 796 801). It was a
celebration of ‘‘the weddings of gods and the feasts of men and the recreation

of the blessed’’ (PMG / PMGF fr. 210); it came ‘‘when the swallow twitters in

springtime’’ (fr. 211); it included ‘‘public song for the fair-tressed Charites . . .

at the beginning of spring’’ (fr. 212). The Charites are kindly powers of nature,
and so are the Eumenides in their better mood.

Pausanias, we recall, situates Orestes’ atonement at a sanctuary on the road

west ofMegalopolis that was shared by theEumenides and theCharites (8.34.1
4). He knows of antiquarian accounts, cited in Herodotean fashion as if they

were oral informants (—�º	�	��Å�
ø� �b 	ƒ �a IæåÆ~ØÆ ��Å�	���	���� . . .�Æ�d�),
which boldly asserted that this atonement preceded the trial at Athens. Euripi-

des, while predicting Orestes’ trial in Athens, predicts as well a sojourn in

southwesternArcadia, i.e. in the region later synoecized intoMegalopolis, either

after or before the trial (Electra 1273 75,Orestes 1643 45). Behind both Euripi-

des and Pausanias is the same strong tradition. It agrees with Stesichorus’

Oresteia, recounting the atonement as aition of the Arcadian sanctuary and of

the remarkable festival that continued to the time of Pausanias.

It is true that Orestes has other ties with Arcadia as the epic or

‘‘Achaean’’ ancestor disputed between Tegea and Sparta, and as eponym of

a plain or a town at the southwest. (These names, however, are properly

Oresth- rather than Orest-.) Modern theorists assert that the hero Orestes is

native to Arcadia or else that a native hero is conflated with Argive Orestes.68

Yet nothing in the record points to a native Arcadian hero. There is no local

genealogy, no local geste. At Megalopolis, as at Ceryneia, it is the Argive

Orestes who entreats the Eumenides because he is pursued by the Erinyes.

The concept of punitive Erinyes goes back to early days, being very

prominent in epic poetry. Perhaps they were always bound up with the

downfall of Agamemnon’s dynasty. Yet it was unnecessary to bring the

matter to any conclusion since Orestes’ generation is the last of the Heroic

Age. Even with the conclusion we have, Orestes does nothing more of note.

The conclusion is well suited to the cult of the Eumenides, powers of nature

who appear as snakes and change from cruel to kind. Perhaps it was a popular

67. It has been held by some that the poem favored Sparta and was performed there; against this, see

A. Lesky, RE 18.1 (1939, 978) s. Orestes 1.

68. Lesky, RE 18.1 (1939) 966, 984 85, 988 90, 1008. Lesky discusses and rejects the view that Orestes

originates in Arcadia. But he also (966 67) propounds a view of his own, that Orestes goes back to Orest-

nomenclature in Macedonia, and that his story was carried south in the southward migration of Greek peoples.

Jost (1985, 528; 1998, 228) thinks of homonymous Argive and Arcadian heroes.
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tale sung by worshippers at the festival even before Stesichorus gave it literary

currency.

Orestes’ crime does not stand alone in literature. Alcmaeon too killed his

mother, Meleager killed his maternal uncles, and Tlepolemus killed his

father’s maternal uncle.69 Alcmaeon was pursued by the Erinyes, and so

Meleager must have been, after his mother invoked them. The case of Tlepo-

lemus is reported only in connection with the founding of Rhodes, so that the

Erinyes are not relevant and yet Homer chooses to say that Tlepolemus was

pursued by ‘‘the other sons and grandsons of the might of Heracles,’’ avenging

parties remarkably vague and obscure for such a story (Il. 2.665 66). Tlepo-
lemus was at home in Tiryns, with its cult of the Eumenides. And the place he

colonized, Rhodes, later colonized Telos, with its cult of the Eumenides.

Alcmaeon likewise is very close to Tiryns; only Meleager is further off. The

cult may be suspected behind the several stories of pursuing Erinyes.

The Eumenides in Orphic Genealogy

It is natural to suppose that at Selinus the Eumenides are regarded as the

daughters of Zeus eumenês. They are not so described in literature, however.

After being equated with the Erinyes, they lost whatever place they had

occupied in poetic genealogy except that Orphic genealogy, as we find it in

late sources, still keeps a place for them. This place is quite distinct from that

of the Erinyes.

The Orphic Rhapsodies are fullest, as reported by Proclus in his commen-

tary on Plato’sCratylus. Proclus gives two different views of the Eumenides, as

the offspring prophesied for Persephone and Apollo and as the actual off-

spring of Persephone and Hades/Pluto. Both are surprising, especially the

first, but both are supported by verbatim quotations. The second view is

shared by Virgil and the Orphic Hymns.

The first view comes first in Proclus’ commentary (on Cratylus 404e¼
Orph. fr. 284 Bernabé / 194 Kern). ‘‘According to Orpheus, Demeter, while

entrusting the queenship to Korê, speaks thus:

But you shall mount Apollo’s fertile bed

and bear glorious children with blazing faces.’’

The strange phrase ‘‘with blazing faces’’ is paralleled in an Orphic Hymn,

70.6 7, by a phrase even more alarming:

(Ye goddesses) flashing from your eyes

a terrible brilliant flesh-consuming gleam.

69. Alcmaeon: Gantz (1993, 14 15) (‘‘largely a blank in early sources,’’ but most details cannot be

otherwise accounted for). Meleager: Il. 9.571 72, etc. Tlepolemus: Hom. Il. 2.662, Pind. Ol. 7.27 29. Tlepole-

mus, like Orestes, goes to Delphi as a notable anachronism (Pind. Ol. 7.31 33).
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The second view is presented twice by Proclus (on Cratylus 404d¼Orph. fr.

292 Bernabé / 197 Kern, and on Cratylus 406b¼Orph. fr. 293 Bernabé / 197
Kern). Korê / Persephone ‘‘joins with Hades and with him begets the Eume-

nides of under-earth.’’ And again, she ‘‘combines with the third demiurge [i.e.

Hades] and bears

nine daughters, with gleaming eyes, working with flowers.

The second epithet I�Ł��Ø	�æª	ı� is unparalleled but recalls the emblematic

flowers of our Peloponnesian cults, especially the ‘‘use’’ of flowers that Pau-

sanias remarks at Sicyon. By analogy, the epithets or phrases ‘‘gleaming eyes’’

and ‘‘blazing faces’’ and ‘‘flashing from your eyes a gleam’’ may refer in

figurative style to the bright colors of spring flowers.

In the Orphic Hymns the Eumenides, as distinct from the Erinyes,

are offspring of Persephone and of Zeus chthonios, i.e. Pluto or Hades (29.6,
70.2 3). Virgil of course thoroughly conflates the Eumenides and the Furies

and speaks of ancient Night as their mother (6.250, 12.846) yet he also

speaks of Pluto as a father who hates his daughter Allecto (7.327).70

Now the first view, the mating of Korê and Apollo prophesied by

Demeter, is otherwise unheard of. Ever since Lobeck, it has been a difficulty

leading only to despair.71 Maybe the nine Muses were borne by Korê to

Apollo, an unparalleled idea.72 Or maybe she bore him the Eumenides in a

hypothetical early theogony, unless it was only prophesied for a succeeding

generation, in either case an unparalleled idea.73 Or maybe Korê in the

underworld bore the Eumenides to an underworld ‘‘Apollo,’’ whether this

was a source of oracles or a sobriquet of Hades.74 Or maybe we should give

it up as inscrutable.75

The occasion is Demeter’s entrusting the queenship to Korê: Kªå�Øæ
Ç	ı�Æ

�c� �Æ�
º�ØÆ� �~ÅØ ˚�æÅØ. This notion of Korê / Persephone as universal queen is

fundamental to Orphic belief, from the gold leaves to the Rhapsodies. It was

not first conceived as a clever means of capping the theogonic succession; it is

faithful to the original and abiding Persephone of cult. Though Persephone is

identified with the grain maiden in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter and in

consequence at Eleusis, she continued to be widely worshipped in her own

70. Furthermore, it is on the threshold of Hades that we encounter the ferrei . . . thalami ‘‘iron bed-

chambers’’ of the Eumenides / Furies (Aen. 6.280). According to Servius, they are still living at home as

unmarried maidens: some such explanation is needed for an abode separate from their post as warders and

tormentors of the damned. Antimachus in his Artemis (Suppl. Hell. fr. 65 / 112 Matthews) gives us åºŒ�	Ø . . .

ŁºÆ�	Ø, evidently Virgil’s model (so Matthews, after F. Carrara). This is apropos of an Erinys darting up from

Hades, perhaps likewise the model for Allecto (Aen. 7.324 48) inasmuch as Hades is said to be I���	æ	� ð�	~ı
I�Øø���	ı �e ~M�	æ Comment. Antim. 1.44, but rather nomen agentis of I�ø, LSJ Suppl. s.v.), and Allecto is said

to be luctificam.

71. The two passages were adduced by Lobeck (1829, 544) with other evidence that he took to show that

Korê, like Artemis, was also known as Hecate. The details of both he dismissed as ‘‘obscure.’’

72. Schuster (1869, 72 73).

73. West (1983, 95, 98, cf. 243 44).

74. Apollo chthonios as source of oracles: Foerster (1874, 47n2), citing Proclus on Pl. Tim. 40 b c, cf.

Gruppe (1906, 1235n3). Apollo as ‘‘destroyer,’’ scil. Hades: West (1983, 95).

75. Brisson (1987, 66).
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right.76 Her title is —Æ��Æ�
º�ØÆ at Paros and —Æ�ØŒæ��ØÆ at Selinus, both

meaning ‘‘Queen of All.’’77 The title is evoked for a moment in the Homeric

Hymn to Demeter at the climax of the second part. Hades consents to release

his bride so that she may return to her mother in the upper world. Then he

addresses her in words that are entirely inapposite (lines 364 66). ‘‘When you

are there, ��������Ø� ���ø� you shall rule over all that lives and moves, and

you shall have the highest office among the gods.’’78

Persephone and Apollo are suitable parents for the Eumenides because

both are vigorous deities of early spring. Persephone’s characteristic festival is

often called Koreia or Pherephattia in later literature and inscriptions.79 But

more authentic names refer to the burgeoning of flowers in spring, Hêro-

santheia or Chrysanthina or Anthesphoria or Antheia.80 The cult site is a spring

or fountain, such as Cyane at Syracuse, beside which a fresh carpet of flowers

suddenly announces the goddess. She is herself the streaming water. The

original form of the name, implied by the many dissimilated forms, is

(�æ���Æ��Æ: (�æ�- has been reduplicated with the feminine ending -Æ��Æ;

simple (�æ�Ø� is used in the famous cult at Locri (Diod. 27.4.7). (�æ�- is

�æ��- by metathesis. �æ��- resembles -�æØ-; -�æ�-; -�æÅ�- as combining forms

of �æ	ðhÞ
Å�Ø in such words as K���æ
	���; �Œ�æ��; K��Ø���æÅ�Æ.81 It resembles

also the forms of ¥Å�Ø as nomen actionis in such words as K����
ÆØ; K���
Å;
�����Ø�. So (�æ���Æ��Æ is readily explained as a reduplicated participial form

of �æ	
Å�Ø. In epic and later poetry �æ	
Å�Ø is characteristically used of springs

and streams and rivers ‘‘pouring forth’’ a flow of water.82

Apollo is another deity whose advent in spring is joyfully proclaimed. As

a rule, he arrives in early Thargêliôn¼May, which is also the moment of his

76. Persephone’s original nature is the subject of Zuntz (1971), a learned and searching work but

distorted by a fanciful notion of the ‘‘Queen of Death’’ and by a determined refusal to recognize any Orphic

contribution.

77. Pambasileia at Paros: IG 12.5.310 line 15. Pasikrateia at Selinus, next after Malophoros ¼ Demeter:

IG 14.268 ¼ GHI 38 ¼ SEG 49.1328*.

78. It is noteworthy that the OrphicHymn to Persephone, no. 29, even though addressed to the consort of

Pluto and queen of the underworld and even though alluding to the story of the rape, also gives full measure to

the goddess of spring (lines 9 13) and employs a poetic variant of her cult title, �Æ��	Œæ��ØæÆ (line 10).

79. Koreia at Cyzicus and Syracuse, Korêa at Sardis, Pherephattia at Cyzicus, Korês katagôgê at

Syracuse, Koragia at Mantineia.

80. Festivals of Demeter and/or Korê named for flowers are treated by Nilsson (1906, 357), Piccaluga

(1966), and Richardson on H. Cer. 6ff., 141 42. ‘‘It is certainly this ritual custom,’’ says Nilsson, ‘‘that has

prompted the story of the flower-gathering Korê, which serves as aition; it would, if better known, have

contributed also to the understanding of the goddess.’’

81. As to the origin of these words see Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.689, Frisk and Chantraine s.

*�
�æÅ�Ø ð< �N��Ø�æ�ÆØ, Arist. Hist. Anim. 5, 541 b 11). It is an older fashion, and quite misleading, to speak

of the ‘‘rare verbs’’ �N��æ�ø; KŒ�æ�ø and the like, as in LSJ and in commentaries on the plays of Euripides and

Aristophanes where the forms in question chiefly occur.

82. Titaresius �æ	)�Ø its water into Peneius (Il. 2.752), and remarkably the inflow continues separate like

oil on water: the Titaresius is a magic stream fed directly by the Styx (755). After smoothing out the traces of the

Achaean wall, Poseidon returns each river to the channel where it �æ��Ł�� ¥�� its water (Il. 12.33). From Liliaea,

renowned as the source of the Cephisus (Frazer on Paus. 10.33.5), this considerable river �æ	)�Ø its water [past

Chaeroneia] ([Hes.] fr. 70.18). In all these cases the verb is followed at the end of the line by ŒÆºº
ææ		� o�øæ, ‘‘an

under-represented formula’’ (J. B. Hainsworth). A spring at Troezen is fed directly by Ôkeanos like Styx in

Arcadia while likewise �æ	Ø�~Ø�Æ its water down a precipice (Eur. Hipp. 124). In the Catalogue of Ships and in

Euripides, the usage is definitely linked with cult belief.
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birth on the sacred island of Delos. This is three months later than the festivals

of Persephone and the Eumenides at the very beginning of spring, in Anthes-

têriôn¼February. There is however one great exception to the usual pattern

of Apollo’s festivals. At Delphi he is said to arrive indeed is said to have

been born on 7 Bysios¼February (Plut. Qu. Gr. 9, 292d e). From this

moment the oracle gave responses. Delphi looked for business as soon as

travelers took to the roads, whereas Delos waited for sailing weather.

Orphic doctrine draws on Delphic ritual. With the Orphic story of the

child Dionysus, this is generally admitted.83 Indeed it is evident in Plutarch’s

account of Delphi, as amplified by inscriptions of the Roman period.84

A body of five called ‘‘the Hosioi,’’ headed by a ‘‘presbys of the Hosioi,’’ are

appointed for life from Delphian families, and without being actual priests

assist in the procedure of opening the oracle. About the same time, these

Hosioi ‘‘offer a secret sacrifice in the sanctuary of Apollo when the Thyiades

awaken the liknitês’’ the infant Dionysus in his cradle. Both the title Hosioi

and the ceremonies they perform are plainly secondary; Orphic doctrine is

behind it.

The Orphic story of Demeter’s prophecy to Korê is likewise explicable

fromDelphic ritual. Apollo arrives at Delphi with the first growth of spring, at

the very moment Persephone rises from the earth. In the Delphic calendar,

´��Ø	� ¼ (��Ø	� < (��ØÆ ½ƒ�æ� ‘‘growing [rites].’’ Apollo and Persephone are

the inevitable parents of the Eumenides, lesser powers of the same burgeoning

of spring. Alas, the inevitable did not happen. Korê was carried off by Hades /

Pluto, to her mother’s dismay; the Eumenides were born to him instead.

So the Eumenides have a place in divine genealogy, like almost every deity

and especially like collective groups of female deities, but it is not quite the

place we expect. Let us now assign that place to them as an exercise of the

imagination. They will be daughters of Zeus, like some other collective groups

who are powers of nature. And they will be born to him by Persephone, the

great goddess of nature’s burgeoning in spring. At Selinus, at the time of our

tablet, the parents will be Zeus eumenês and Pasikrateia. But this parentage

cannot be registered in literature, once Persephone has been made over as

Korê. Instead, the parents will be Hades and Persephone or, as a wishful

intimation, Apollo and Persephone.

83. Cf. Robertson (2003b, 222 26).

84. Plut.Qu. Gr. 9, 292d,De Is. et Os. 35, 365a,De def. or. 49, 437a b, 51, 438a, and Delphic inscriptions:

all discussed by Amandry (1950, 123 25).
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7

The Semnai Theai

Synopsis

The Eumenides require us to consider the Semnai Theai as well, for two

reasons. First, both ‘‘Eumenides’’ and ‘‘Semnai Theai’’ are treated by literary

sources as the real-life names of the epic Erinyes, and it is generally held, but

wrongly, that the Athenian cult of the Semnai Theai gave rise to both equa-

tions. Second, the Semnai Theai of Athens are in truth agrarian deities very

similar to the Eumenides of the Peloponesus, and the fuller information that

we possess for the Athenian instance can be brought to bear on Dorian

custom. As to the first point, Aeschylus’ play about the Areopagus cult of

the Semnai Theai is known as ‘‘Eumenides’’ only because it builds on the

preexisting equation of Eumenides and Erinyes. This guarantees the second

point, that the Athenian cult matches the Dorian one in all essentials, espe-

cially in its calendar occurrence. It can be securely dated to the last days of

Anthesteriôn ¼ February, beside the festival of Zeus milichios, which comes

next in Selinus’ tablet. We see distinctly that the worshippers are women, and

that they carry torches and plunge them into the earth to bring the needed

warmth. This rite of spring is embodied not only by the Eumenides as a group

but by the individual figures of Dêiô, of Daeira, of Hecate; it gives rise to

mythical accounts both in mainstream and in Orphic literature. And like the

festival of Zeus milichios in Hesiod, the festival of the Eumenides is taken to

represent the new order imposed by Zeus. Such is the implication of the

Orphic Hymn to Zeus, as it must be, in the Derveni papyrus and also of the

ode exalting the Mother in Euripides’ Helen.



The Areopagus, Colonus, and Phlya

We turn to Athens, where the names Eumenides and Semnai Theai ‘‘Hallowed

Goddesses’’ are often thought to be concurrent. Three shrines come into ques-

tion: on the northeast slope of the Areopagus, the one Aeschylus points to in his

play Eumenides; beside the hill Colonus on the northwest perimeter of the city,

the one Sophocles represents in Oedipus at Colonus; and at Phlya farther off at

the northeast, in a temple shared by Demeter and other agrarian deities, as

described by Pausanias (1.31.4).NowPausanias says thatAthens did not use the

name Eumenides at all. The same goddesses, he asserts emphatically, are called

Semnai at Athens and Eumenides at Sicyon (2.11.4). It is true that in his account
of Athens and Attica he mentions only the Semnai Theai of the Areopagus and

of Phlya (1.28.1, 31.4) and not the goddesses of Colonus (cf. 1.30.4). Yet he was

undoubtedly acquainted with the cult at Colonus, if only from antiquarian

literature, in which in every local variety of which he was deeply versed. He

could not have drawn that contrast between Athens and Sicyon if the goddesses

of Colonus were also known as Eumenides.

In tragedy, however, the two names Eumenides and Semnai Theai come to

be interchangeable for the goddesses of cult associated with Orestes and also

with Oedipus.1 Aeschylus’ Eumenides is the earliest surviving source to tell

how the Erinyes who pursued Orestes were finally persuaded at Athens to

become serviceable deities of cult, bestowing fertility and abundance on the

city. The title of the play is Eumenides, and we are told that the name

Eumenides was conferred by Athena after Orestes’ trial: so the Hypothesis

and so Harpocration s. ¯P���
���. Yet in the play the only name mentioned or

alluded to is Semnai Theai (1041, cf. 383, 1007), and the Areopagus cult was

indeed addressed to them alone, as we well know from both inscriptions and

extensive antiquarian comment. Since G. Hermann, a lacuna has been gener-

ally assumed after line 1027 in Athena’s closing speech, which is a summing up

of Athens’ honors for the goddesses. At this point she very likely announced

the cult name Semnai Theai, to be echoed at line 1041, and also made it known

that this name was equivalent to Eumenides.

Sophocles in Oedipus at Colonus has a purpose of his own in conflating

Eumenides and Semnai Theai throughout. He uses the one name twice (lines

42, 486), and the other twice (lines 89 90, 458), and the adjective semnos twice

more (lines 41, 100), and represents the true name as a mystery (lines 43, 129).
The question is forced upon us of which name is proper to Colonus: Eume-

nides or Semnai Theai. Modern discussion has mostly held that it is Eume-

nides. Why then does Sophocles evoke the other cult(s), the Semnai Theai of

the Areopagus (and of Phlya)? If however Colonus shares the name Semnai

Theai with the Areopagus, these goddesses have been equated already, in the

story of Orestes, with both the Eumenides and the Erinyes, and it is highly

1. Lloyd-Jones (1990), Henrichs (1994, 37 40, 44, 47 51).
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effective to transfer the equations to the cult at Colonus and to the story of

Oedipus.

The answer has been decided lately by ‘‘a Corinthian type roof tile bearing

the stamp *���~ø� Ł�~ø� found re-used as the cover of a 2nd cent. b.c. grave in a

cemetery . . . ca. 800 900 m. from the hill Hippios Kolonos’’ (SEG 38.265).2

This reuse is much closer to Colonus than to the Areopagus, not to speak of

Phlya. Though we do not hear of a building at Colonus, only of a sacred

grove, a road ran past which Oedipus had followed from the west. There was

perhaps either a stoa at the entrance to the grove or a roofed gate. A building

of any kind will have been ruined, and the grove will have been cut down, in

the terrible year 200 b.c., when Philip V devastated Attica.3 So nothing

remained at Colonus for Pausanias to remark. At the Areopagus shrine,

however, he found a tomb of Oedipus (1.28.7, cf. Val. Max. 5.3 ext. 3f)
which leads him to explain that the bones were fetched from Thebes, Sopho-

cles’ version being untrue. Now that the roof tile points to ruin and dispersal,

we can see that this tomb was a token replacement.

Euripides in Orestes, a play of 408 b.c. set in Argos, repeats the name

Eumenides insistently (lines 38, 321, 836, 1650) and alludes to Semnai Theai

only once (410). Perhaps he means to acknowledge the Argive cult. In the

earlier, undated Electra, also set at Argos, the ‘‘goddesses’’ are studiously left

unnamed as the Areopagus trial is predicted at some length (lines 1254 72)
until at the last their cult place on the Areopagus is called ������, a compli-

ment to Athens over Argos.4

It is commonly supposed that Athens is the original setting of the story of

Orestes’ redemption as associated with a cult of dread goddesses.5 But if it

were so associated, these ought to be the Semnai Theai of the Areopagus and

no others. The Eumenides of the Peloponnesus would not come into it at all.

The equivalence of Semnai Theai and Eumenides presupposes that Orestes’

redemption was already associated with the latter, as at Tiryns. The argument

of the previous chapter is confirmed. It was left to Aeschylus to equate the

Eumenides with the goddesses of the Areopagus and also to equate the

atonement of Orestes, as it must have been, with a trial by the Areopagus

court. After line 1027 he explained that the two names were equivalent but

the lines were omitted later because the explanation seemed pointless. After

fifty years Euripides and Sophocles were using the names interchangeably

on the authority of Aeschylus.6

2. Henrichs (1994, 49) cites the tile as confirming the ‘‘official’’ name, yet thinks of the other name,

Eumenides, as ‘‘unofficial, demotic, and at the same time Panhellenic.’’

3. The destruction of sanctuaries in the countryside was so thorough and irreparable that most of them

disappear from the record: Mikalson (1998, 189 94).

4. At Iph. Taur. 944 and in Melanippe Captive fr. 494 line 18 Kannicht, both earlier than 414 b.c., the

Semnai Theai of the Areopagus are ‘‘the nameless goddesses,’’ as also in one version of Epimenides’ purification

of Athens, mentioned below.

5. But Lardinois (1992, 317 18) notes the possibility that Orestes had already been associated with one or

another of the Peloponnesian cults of the Eumenides.

6. Demosthenes in 352 b.c. exalts the Areopagus by recalling the judgment ‘‘for the Eumenides and

Orestes’’ (23 Aristocr. 66). By this time, it was the name generally used in the story.
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The Role of Women

With the Dorian Eumenides, we sometimes see that women are to the fore, as

in the procession at Gela and the dedications at Tiryns. In Athens’ cult of the

Semnai Theai, women officiate and worship almost exclusively.7 Their festival

of spring is the business of women quite as much as the Thesmophoria of

autumn.

Women always play the leading role in the worship of the gods, says a

determined feminist in Euripides’ Melanippe Captive, probably Melanippe

herself (fr. 494 lines 12 22 Kannicht) the play is conjecturally dated on

metrical grounds between c. 425 and c. 416. Women, she says in illustration,

pronounce the oracles of Delphi and Dodona and perform the rites of the

Moirai and ‘‘the nameless goddesses.’’ As rhetoric demands, these are four

specific instances, all of them august: Delphi, Dodona, Sicyon, Athens. Gen-

eral customs are not wanted here, nor any single instance of the widespread

Thesmophoria or Adônia, which are not august. Whereas the Eumenides of the

Peloponnesus are a general custom, the name Moirai serves to evoke Sicyon

alone, with its famous cult of the two groups together. ‘‘The nameless god-

desses’’ can only be the Semnai Theai of Athens, who have no definite name,

only the title ‘‘Hallowed’’ (Eumenides ‘‘Of-good-will,’’ though transparent, is

a name). Geographically, the four instances are meant to take in the whole of

Greece.

The social standing of women is in question in the stories of the

tormented matricide Orestes and of old Oedipus and his faithful daughters.

Both Aeschylus in Eumenides and Sophocles in Oedipus at Colonus turn to

the cult of the Semnai Theai. Both draw a picture of the cult, Aeschylus of

the festival procession and Sophocles of a private supplication. As we shall

see below, the procession is led by female officiants, and the main body

comprises women of all ages. In Oedipus at Colonus Ismene withdraws to

the innermost part of the grove and prays in hushed tones on behalf of

Oedipus (lines 466 507: the ritual is described before it is performed).

First she draws fresh water from a spring and pours libation making

use of three bronze bowls provided at the site, winding them with fillets

of fresh wool, adding honey to the third bowl. All through the prayer she

strews olive boughs on the ground, to a total of three times nine. It is a

woman’s ritual for which Sophocles has found a place in the dramatic

action.8

7. O. Muller observed long ago, in his edition of the Eumenides, that the cult of the Semnai Theai was

largely in the hands of women; in this as in all else he was opposed by Hermann; but Muller was right, as Preller

affirmed in his edition of Polemon. Even so, the observation has been neglected.

8. See further Dillon (2002, 71). Dillon gives full measure to the Semnai Theai in his study of women’s

role in Greek religion, an exception to the general neglect.
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The Festival Date

The Semnai Theai dwell in the earth, like the Eumenides, and their ritual is

similar. It too is suited to the spring. The spring season is strongly intimated

by Pausanias’ account of Phlya, where the Semnai Theai share a temple with

Demeter anêsidôra ‘‘sending-up-gifts,’’ Zeus ktêsios ‘‘providing,’’ Athena

tithrônê ‘‘leaping,’’ and Korê prôtogonê ‘‘first-born’’ (1.31.4).9 All of them

save Zeus are named for new growth. Furthermore, Demeter anêsidôra

matches Demeter chloê ‘‘green shoot’’ at Colonus, worshipped at the foot of

a second hill close by, so that her shrine is ‘‘in full view’’ of the grove of the

Semnai Theai and of the very spot where Oedipus disappears into the earth

(Oed. Col. 1600).10 Rather oddly, the same arrangement is reproduced at

Athens. Demeter chloê is stationed on the terrace below the Nike bastion in

full view of the Areopagus to the west, if not of the very shrine of the Semnai

Theai, which was on the northeast slope.11 As we shall see in a moment, the

procession to the shrine went past Demeter chloê and presumably halted for

some observance. The shrine is known only from Pausanias and late inscrip-

tions; it may well be a token replacement of the original at Colonus, like the

tomb of Oedipus.

The Semnai Theai of the Areopagus receive offerings public and private at

different times (inscriptions and Aeschylus respectively, as cited below). But

the principal event is a yearly festival celebrated at the Areopagus shrine, with

a procession that Aeschylus represented in the orchestra of the theater. The

festival date is nowhere expressly mentioned not in Aeschylus or other

literary mentions, nor in the Hellenistic decrees that honor the corps of

ephebes for marching in escort.12 Can it be inferred from other evidence?

It is an old mistake, long exposed and given up, to equate Aeschylus’

procession with the Panathenaic procession of midsummer.13 A recent

proposal must also be rejected. The festival and procession are assigned to

4 Boêdromiôn ¼ September, the eve of a sacrifice to Erechtheus, on the

showing of Athens’ civic calendar of sacrifice as inscribed in c. 400 b.c.14

In S. D. Lambert’s authoritative republication of the calendar the letters ��½
are newly read in the first fragment of the Ionic-letter side (face A, fr. 1 col. 3
line 3). Traces to the left are probably of numerals, the cost of an offering or of

9. As to Athena’s epithet, �ØŁæø�� < Łæ �Œø seems the only feasible etymology.

10. For the topography in relation to the dramatic action see Jebb’s introduction to the play, pp. xxx

xxxviii (rev. ed., Cambridge 1899).

11. See Beschi (1968, 513 fig. 1, 517 18, 526) and Robertson (2005, 69 fig. 5, 71).

12. Neither Pfuhl (1900, 97 99) nor Deubner (1932, 214) gives any date or season.

13. A. Mommsen suggested this in 1864, for no good reason. He was refuted by Toepffer (1889, 175) and

yielded entirely in 1898 by saying nothing about it in a treatment of the Panathenaic festival that extends to 120

pages (indeed, his book of 530 pages contains no mention of the Semnai Theai), but the suggestion passed like a

germ into commentaries on Aeschylus and persists to this day (see Weaver [1996] with bibliography).

14. Lambert (2002a, 76, 78 79, 81 82; 2002b, 362, 368). Besides other objections, this would jostle the

great procession for Artemis agrotera on 6 Boêdromiôn.
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a priestly perquisite; the rest of the column prescribes offerings to Erechtheus

and to Athena on the fifth and sixth respectively of an unknown month. As

Lambert notes, S. Dow once conjectured that the offerings to Erechtheus,

apparently extending to twenty lines, belong to the festival Genesia of 5
Boêdromiôn.15 In the previous line Lambert now proposes to restore the

name Semnai Theai as a genitive going with their priestesses or other servi-

tors on the ground that ‘‘death and vengeance’’ are concerns implicit in the

story of Erechtheus and in a festival of ancestors.16 But Dow’s conjecture was

misguided, and this elaboration is doubly so. Instead, the entries probably

belong to the month Skirophoriôn, since the like-named festival honors both

Erechtheus and Athena. Though the Skirophoria proper fall on the twelfth, we

might expect some observance earlier in the month in the light of Erechtheus’

story. And in fact a biennial section of the calendar gives two observances in

the first decad of Skirophoriôn, the first of them to Athena, on two days that

are close to these of fr. 1 (face A, fr. 5 col. 1 lines 19 28).17 The new reading is

perhaps to be completed as ��½º��Å� or ��½º��Æ�, a cake shaped like the moon,

which belongs to the ritual behind Erechtheus’ story (Eur. Erechtheus fr. 350
Kannicht).18

To ascertain the date of the festival and procession of the Semnai Theai,

we must look instead to the stories that serve as aetiology. Every cult of any

consequence has its aetiology, a story or stories explaining how it came to be

and depicting the main features, including the date. The cult of the Semnai

Theai comes into several stories played out at the same time in early spring

the stories of Orestes, and of Cylon, and of Epimenides.

Orestes arrived in Athens, a suppliant seeking refuge, in mid-Anthestêr-

iôn. He was hospitably received, but since he was polluted, the usual way of

drinking wine in company out of a common mixing bowl had to be re-

nounced. Instead everyone drank wine from individual jugs. Such was the

origin of the festival custom called Choes ‘‘jugs,’’ which gave its name to the

15. The conjecture has been generally favored. It is Erichthonius, however, not Erechtheus, who is the

earth-born offspring of Athena entrusted to the Cecropids and therefore a common ancestor. Though Xeno-

phon confused them, they are quite dissimilar. Athenians at large are called Erechtheidai, Thêseidai, and the like

only in the sense of being true sons of these mighty heroes. Otherwise, Erechtheus is not a general ancestor; he

belongs to either the Eteobutadai or the tribe Erechthêis.

16. ‘‘Death and vengeance [are] themes which were prominent in myths surrounding Erechtheus and his

family’’ (Lambert 2002a, 79). This is over-stated. Poseidon in his role as enemy champion takes vengeance on

Erechtheus, but Athena in her role as champion of Athens redresses the misfortune. Lambert thinks also of

Epops of Erchia, honored in the deme on 5 Boêdromiôn, as a general ancestor who implies another local

celebration of the Genesia. But the hero Epops receives just the same anxious offerings as Zeus epôpetês on 25

Metageitniôn, and both resemble the widely attested Zeus epopsios, active at the same season. They all, and

perhaps the hero Epôpeus of Sicyon as well, are ‘‘watching’’ deities who in customary fashion punish wickedness

with bad weather. See Robertson (1999a, 73 75).

17. According to the space available, the date in line 20 is the second, fourth, fifth, or seventh, and that in

line 28 is the third, sixth, eighth, or ninth: Lambert (2002b, 375 76). Robertson (2004, 135 36) discusses these

entries as they relate to those of the preceding month, which are likewise addressed to Athena.

18. An offering of mere cakes is not mentioned otherwise in the fragments of the civic calendar, only

animals, wine, oil, honey, barley, ?wool. But Euripides speaks impressively of a great many such cakes, made as

it seems from the first ripe ears of wheat. ŒÆ
 �	Ø �	ºf� ªaæ ��ºÆ�e� KŒ�����Ø� ���ø� / �æ�	� ��º��Æ� ����

�ıæ
�	ı åº�Å�. They are aparchai on a scale deserving notice.
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second day of the new-wine festival called Anthestêria.19 This was the twelfth

of the month. In another turn to the story Orestes was followed to Athens by

Êrigonê, daughter of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra, who hoped to see him

punished. When he was not, she hanged herself in despair and gave her own

name and the name Aiôra ‘‘swinging rites’’ to the third day of the same

festival, the thirteenth of the month.20 These two events of 12 and 13 Anthes-

têriôn must have been followed closely by the disposition of Orestes’ case,

which is itself the aetiology of the cult and festival of the Semnai Theai.

Another legend, but deriving from an actual event, has the same impli-

cation. Cylon, a notable of the later seventh century aiming at tyranny,

attempted with his partisans to seize the Acropolis. But they were taken

captive and mercilessly killed (unless Cylon and his brother escaped by

themselves), so as to bring pollution on the city and on the persons most

responsible. This terrible episode was long remembered and variously told.

Herodotus and Thucydides speak of two junctures, in 507 and 431 b.c., when
the pollution suddenly became topical (Hdt. 5.70.2 71, Thuc. 1.126.2 12).
The coup was associated with the festival Diasia of 23 Anthestêriôn, honoring

Zeus milichios. According to Thucydides, Cylon was advised by the Delphic

oracle to act on the festival day but mistook it for a different festival of Zeus,

the Olympic Games (126.6). We shall see that Thucydides’ story is only a

variation of an earlier story, that of Herodotus, in which Cylon did act at

the festival Diasia (chapter 9, pp. 146 49). In any case, this very day was

appointed because a great many people were gathered nearby on the festival

ground, and Cylon (it is implied) could count on their support.

The bloody consequence of Cylon’s coup is played out at the festival of

the Semnai Theai. The Cylonians on the Acropolis are forced to yield, whether

all at once as in Herodotus or after a protracted siege as in Thucydides. They

follow their captors as far as the altars of the Semnai Theai on the neighboring

hill to be murdered there. This outcome is invariable, though Herodotus in

his very brief report omits to mention the circumstances of the killing. ‘‘They

also killed some who, as they went past, sat down as suppliants at the altars of

the Semnai Theai’’ (Thuc. 126.9). ‘‘When they came to the Semnai Theai on

their way down,’’ a cord they had fastened to Athena’s statue so as to

19. Eur. Iph. Taur. 949 57, Phanodemus FGrH 325 F 11, and so on.

20. The prosecution is variously described as ‘‘those who came from Sparta’’ (Hellanicus FGrH 4 F 169a /

323a F 22a), ‘‘Aegisthus’ daughter Erigone’’ (Marm. Par. FGrH 239 A 25), either ‘‘Tyndareos’’ or ‘‘Erigone

daughter of Aegisthus and Clytaemestra’’ ([Apollod.] Bibl. Epit. 6.25), ‘‘Erigone daughter of Aegisthus and

Clytaemestra, together with her grandfather Tyndareos’’ (Et. Magn. s. Aiôra); the aetiological consequence is

reported only by Et. Magn. She is more likely than not the subject of Sophocles’ Erigone (frs. 235 36 Radt),

inasmuch as Erigone daughter of Icarius, whose roaming and suicide likewise explain the names Alêtis and

Aiôra for the festival day, is not heard of until Hellenistic times: so Radt and also Lloyd-Jones, Loeb ed. (1996,

101). The Argive Erigone has a brother ‘‘Aletes,’’ whom Orestes killed at Argos even as he spared the sister, in a

melodramatic tale known only from Hyginus (Fab. 122). Stobaeus quotes sententious fragments of a tragedy

�º�
�Å� unworthily ascribed to Sophocles (now TrGF adesp. 1b, a g), yet another incarnation of the festival

day, unless it is a different Aletes altogether, such as Corinth’s Dorian founder (Snell and Kannicht think rather

of a descriptive title ‘‘Offender,’’ an odd choice for a tragedy). The relationship of these stories cannot be made

out on present evidence, but since the festival nomenclature Êrigonê, Aiôra, Alêtis is distinctly Attic (and Ionic),

tragedy must be suspected for them all.
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maintain a magic bond unexpectedly broke, and they were killed outside the

precinct or at the very altars (Plut. Sol. 12.1).
Megacles, another eminent Athenian who was chief archon at the time,

was held most responsible for the killing a matter of historical record,

inasmuch as his family in the next generation, when the pollution weighed

on Athens, were put on trial and condemned ([Arist.] Ath. 1, Heracl. Ath. 2,
Plut. Sol. 12.2 4). Accordingly, the story sometimes implicated the rest of the

board of archons (Thuc. 1.126.8, Plut. Sol. 12.1), though it does not appear

that their descendants were singled out like those of Megacles. At the same

time, the story says that when the Cylonians sought refuge at the altars of

the Semnai Theai, ‘‘only those were spared who entreated the wives’’ of the

archons (so Plutarch). It is likely that the archons’ wives are said to intercede

because it is women who serve and worship the Semnai Theai and who

make up the main body of the festival procession.

According to Herodotus, the Cylonians were taken captive by the chief

officers of the naukrariai, the territorial units prior to the demes. The attend-

ance of the Diasia was so organized; it is another indication that Cylon acted

on this very day (chapter 9, p. 148). According to Thucydides, after the coup

failed at the time of the Olympic Games, the Cylonians were besieged on the

Acropolis for a very long time, six months it might be. This brings us to the

season of theDiasia once more. Only then are the Cylonians taken captive and

killed at the altars of the Semnai Theai.

In still another story, Epimenides is summoned to purify Athens from the

ensuing pollution. Plutarch ascribes to him sweeping improvements in religion

and secular custom and barely mentions ‘‘certain entreaties and purifications

and cult foundations’’ (Sol. 12.9). It is left to lesser sources to say the obvious.

‘‘He founded at Athens the shrine of the Semnai Theai’’ (Diog. Laert. 1.112 ¼
‘‘Lobon of Argos, On Poets’’ fr. 16 Crönert).21 Or again, he brought sheep

both black and white to the Areopagus and allowed them to stray to whatever

point each of them might choose, where it was then sacrificed a familiar

motif ‘‘for which reason one can still find, in Attic dêmoi, nameless altars’’

(Diog. Laert. 1.110). The starting point for the sheep will be the Areopagus

shrine of the Semnai Theai, here taken as preexisting, so that the remedy is

to found filial cults at Colonus and Phlya and perhaps others we do not

know of.22

In sum, the story of Orestes is played out at the Anthestêria and the

festival of the Semnai Theai, the story of Cylon at the Diasia and the festival

of the Semnai Theai, the story of Epimenides at the festival of the Semnai

Theai. Both Anthestêria and Diasia fall in the month Anthestêriôn, the first

month of spring, when festivals are frequent and prolonged. The Anthestêria

21. ‘‘Lobon of Argos is a shadowy figure of uncertain date’’: West (1983, 44). Or more likely, he is a

Schwindelautor: Fehling (1985, 35 36).

22. The straying animals are each to be offered �~øØ �æ	��Œ	��Ø Ł�~øØ ‘‘to the appropriate god,’’ but this is

only for the sake of the story. ‘‘Nameless altars’’ can belong to none but ‘‘the nameless goddesses’’ (see note 4).

The two stories about Epimenides are treated at length and shown to be equivalent by Henrichs (1991, 161 79;

1994, 35 39) and by Johnston (1999, 279 83).
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take up the eleventh through the thirteenth, the Lesser Mysteries perhaps the

fifteenth through the seventeenth (see chapter 4, p. 65), the Diasia the twenty-

third. If we allow at least a day’s interval after theDiasia and discount the last

days of the month as being occupied by assembly meetings, either the twenty-

fifth or the twenty-sixth is left for the festival of the Semnai Theai.23

The Torch-Bearing Procession

The festival, with a procession as the chief public event, is managed by

hieropoioi, three or more, chosen by the Areopagus Council.24 Demosthenes

and Lycurgus were so chosen, the most distinguished persons of the day.

Perhaps it was a liturgy, and they bore the cost of the sacrificial victims and

other offerings and equipment needed by the officiants and the rest of the

processioners. For these details we turn to Aeschylus. At the end of Eume-

nides, Athena prevails on the Erinyes with the promise of cult, then creates the

shrine on the Areopagus and the procession thereto. The rendering in the

orchestra will be faithful. The audience who watched it from their seats on the

Acropolis slope had often watched the actual procession make its way along a

route close by.

Like other processions to various civic shrines, the procession for the

Semnai Theai assembled beside the Prytaneion, which with its common hearth

is the symbolic center of the city.25 The general location has long been known

from the findspots of many relevant inscriptions. The actual remains are very

likely those of a large peristyle structure east of the church and courtyard of

Ayia Aikaterini, the present Lysicrates Square.26 It thus fronts a public square

that has continued as such from ancient to modern times. The southwest

corner of the square is the intersection of two ancient streets still partly

evident, the north-south Street of Tripods and a road running east to the

Gate of Hadrian and west along the south slope of the Acropolis. Here on the

south slope it serves only as a processional way.27 Starting from the square

some two hundred m. east of the theater, the procession for the Semnai Theai

23. As to the assembly meetings see Mikalson (1975, 116 21).

24. The evidence for the number is conflicting; it is cited and discussed by Wallace (1985, 109 10) and by

Parker (1996, 130, 249 50, 298).

25. Processions expressly said to start from the Prytaneion are listed by Robertson (1998a, 299). The

custom is not in view at Arist. Pol. 6, 1322b 26 29, as Schmalz (2006, 34n4) supposes.

26. So Schmalz (2006, 45 61), cf. Papadopoulos (2003, 284). A portion of the west colonnade long

survived from the final Roman rebuilding; other portions and traces of the rooms behind it and of a gateway at

the west end of the south wall, close to the square, were uncovered in limited excavations of 1911, of the 1960s,

and of 1982; together they show that the plan was unchanged and the use was constant from Late Archaic or

Early Classical through Roman, a record that suits only the Prytaneion and which cannot be claimed for any

other Athenian building known to archaeologists. ‘‘For the excavators’’ of the 1960s, says Schmalz (2006, 57),

‘‘the most exciting result . . . was the discovery’’ that the dining rooms, as they appear to be, overlie a deep

deposit of excellent black-figure ware, mainly drinking cups, ‘‘the debris of repeated large-scale dining activity

dating to the Peisistratid era’’ i.e. to the first days of Peisistratus himself, inasmuch as the date is mid-sixth

century.

27. See Robertson (1998b, 285 fig. 1, 290 95; 2005, 69 fig. 5, 70 74).
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went along the road past the theater, at the level of the topmost seats, to the

terrace below the Nike bastion with a shrine of Demeter chloê, at least in

later times then across the saddle between Acropolis and Areopagus by a

route no longer apparent and up to the cleft and altars on the northeast slope

of the Areopagus.

In the promised cult we hear of women, as it must be, sacrificing in hope

of children (lines 834 36, 856 67). The main body of processioners is formed

of children, matrons, and old women (1025 27).28 At the head of the proces-

sion go propompoi, as Aeschylus calls them.29 These are ministers of cult, who

carry torches and probably conduct the sacrificial animals, sphagia (1005,
1006).30 The exit song of lines 1032 47 is ascribed to them by the manuscripts;

they are now revealed as women, since they cry ololygê (1043, 1047).31 Still
other women called propoloi carry the Acropolis xoanon of Athena polias,

customary servitors, we may suppose, at the Acropolis shrine (1024 25).32

Together with sacrificial animals and the xoanon, torches are mentioned

repeatedly as a feature of the procession. The exit song, as we shall see,

gives some intimations of the ritual to be conducted within the shrine of the

Semnai Theai. It is here that the torches are put to use.

Polemon of Ilium, writing at a time when the procession was still faith-

fully conducted, says that the genos Hêsychidai �å�Ø �c� &ª��	�
Æ� ‘‘takes the

lead’’ therein (fr. 49 Preller ¼ schol. Soph. Oed. Col. 489).33 They can be no

other than the propompoi of Aeschylus, who take the lead, as was just said,

with torches and probably with sacrificial animals.34 It must be that women

28. After line 1027 comes the lacuna where the names Semnai Theai and Eumenidesmust have stood. It is

sometimes thought that ‘‘men’’ were also mentioned as processioners, after children, matrons, and old women.

This is quite unlikely, but if they were, the order can only mean that they were the least important.

29. Elsewhere, but not here, �æ��	��	�; �æ	����ø are Aeschylean words applied to various persons and

things that are solemnly to the fore. The Hypothesis to Eumenides includes propompoi among the persons of the

drama, and Athena avowedly instructs them first (1005 7), then turns to the host of citizens (1010 13).

30. Pfuhl (1900, 98 99) supposes that the hieropoioi, the archons, and assorted magistrates all marched at

the head of the procession. Aeschylus’ portrayal is much against this. It is also much against Lambert’s

supposition that kanêphoroi or a kanêphoros took part (2002c, 81 82). He restores Agora 16 no. 218 lines

13 14 to say that a girl shall serve in the [procession of the Semnai Theai]. It would be a long shot in any case (cf.

SEG 50.147, 52.110).

31. They are feminine according to a marginal note on 1032, but this will be a mere inference, as

A. H. Sommerstein remarks (on 1032 47, Cambridge 1989).

32. Just as Athena goes ahead in the orchestra, so her statue goes ahead in real life. The old xoanon is

carried to the Areopagus so as to witness the proceedings to be thus fortified or gratified, a magical idea. The

Cylonians, we recall, withdraw from the Acropolis to the Areopagus while keeping hold of a cord attached to

the xoanon, another magical idea that may be intended as aetiology. Note in passing that these servitors, often

promoted to include a priestess of Athena, figure largely in discussions that conjure with the Panathenaic

procession (see note 13). Among those that do not, F. Bomer, RE 21.2 (1952) 1956 s. Pompa 1, ascribes ‘‘the

priestess of Athena’’ to ‘‘the regular cult’’ of the Semnai Theai (but some of Aeschylus’ details he dismisses as a

fiction, oddly comparing Aristophanes’ parody of a cult foundation at the end of Plutos). Brown (1984, 274 75)

somehow makes out that the attendants are heading for the Acropolis, not the Areopagus.

33. The procession has a certain prominence in ephebic decrees of the middle Hellenistic period:Hesperia

15 (1946) 199 201 no. 40 lines 16 17, 24 (1955) 228 32 line 26, SEG 26.98 lines 9 10 (lege K�����ı��Æ� �b ŒÆd �a�
�	��a� ��� �� �~ø� *���~ø� Ł½�-�=½~ø� ŒÆd �a� ¼ººÆ� Œ�º�.

34. Toepffer (1889, 174 75) and Parker (1996, 299) both declare that Aeschylus neglects the Hêsychidai

in favor of the citizen body. Toepffer quotes these very words of Polemon and finds no correspondence with the

text of Aeschylus! The genos, he says, are subsumed in the host of citizens who are said to ‘‘lead’’ the procession

(1010 11) no, it is rather that the citizens ‘‘lead’’ the metic goddesses to their new home.
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are drawn from the genos to lead the procession and officiate at the shrine.

Callimachus is quoted elsewhere for the two lines ‘‘and those [the Semnai

Theai] for whom, quite soberly, theHêsychides as appointed ministers burn up

honey cakes’’ (fr. 681 ¼ schol. Soph. Oed. Col. 489). Here, presumably at the

Areopagus shrine, offerings are made to the goddesses by female officiants of

the genos.

Polemon also describes the preliminary sacrifice of a ram to the eponym

Hêsychos, a hero whose shrine is ‘‘beside the Kylôneion,’’ KŒ�e� �~ø� �¯���Æ
—ıº~ø� ‘‘outside the Nine Gates.’’ The procession with its animals in train

halts at the Nine Gates for a preliminary sacrifice. The Nine Gates are also

mentioned by Cleidemus the Attic chronicler as an attribute K����ıº	�

‘‘nine-gated’’ of the famous Pelargikon wall that the Pelasgians constructed

around the Acropolis plateau (FGrH 323 F 16).35 As all agree, this was the

Mycenaean wall of unhewn polygonal masonry. Since it was replaced in the

460s b.c. by the present wall, Cleidemus (flor. c. 350 b.c.) knew of it only

through mysterious report, which he enhances with further mystery by asso-

ciating it with the existing Nine Gates and the portentous ritual described by

Polemon. The existing Nine Gates are obviously a single monument, with

another monument beside it, a memorial of the Cylonians. It can only be a

formal entrance to a closed precinct of the Semnai Theai. The curious name

Nine Gates, for which no practical explanation can be imagined, refers to

some ninefold gesture.36

Polemon has observed that the ritual of the Semnai Theai is conducted

���a &�ıå
Æ� ‘‘in silence,’’ so that the genos and the hero are named for this

general practice. The rule of silence obtained at Colonus, too.37 Any words of

prayer are hushed, and even so amends are made with a ninefold gesture:

Ismene lays down olive boughs throughout her prayer to a total of thrice nine

(Oed. Col. 483 84). At Athens, the procession may raise a clamorous prayer

or song like Aeschylus’ exit song; in any case a hushed silence cannot be

maintained along the whole route, beginning at the Prytaneion and the public

square. It is only at the Nine Gates, with its shrine of Mr. Silence, that the rule

of silence is acknowledged by sacrifice and by a ninefold gesture. Here, outside

the precinct of the goddesses, a male victim is offered to a male hero by the

male officiants of the genos. It undoubtedly makes a contrast with the business

within but Polemon’s account is cut short.

35. In telling how the Pelasgians ‘‘leveled the Acropolis’’ Cleidemus plainly means the plateau and hence

the circuit wall at the top, not the outwork below that shielded the west entrance, which is the other meaning of

Pelargikon. So Cleidemus’ Nine Gates must not be associated with the outwork, as they are by Iakovidis (1962,

184 88). It is true that the outwork below extended eastward on the south side to the far limit of the sanctuary

of Asclepius and was entered here through a gate that is referred to both in stories and in documents and is very

likely depicted in the relief scene commemorating the establishment of Asclepius’ sanctuary: see Robertson

(1998a, 292 95). Our procession like others passed through this gate, but it has no ritual significance.

36. The Eumenides themselves are nine in number according to the Rhapsodies, at least in Demeter’s

prediction to Korê (Orph. fr. 284 Bernabé / 194 Kern). But the Semnai Theai of the Acropolis are not so

regarded antiquarians including Polemon make them either two or three by counting the cult statues (cf.

Toepffer [1889, 171n3] and Jacoby on Phylarchus FGrH 81 F 82).

37. Soph. Oed. Col. 82 (K� &��åøØ), 131 33, 156 157, 488 89.
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It is excerpted in the scholium to Oed. Col. 489, where a supplicant is told
to pray softly; the scholiast quotes only as much as is needed to establish the

rule of silence. He proceeds as follows: (1) the hushed prayer belongs to the

form of ritual (I�e �~Å� �æø���Å� Łı�
Æ�) proper to the Semnai Theai; (2) it is
conducted in silence; therefore, it is in the hands of the line ofHêsychos (	ƒ I�e

"˙��å	ı); (3) Polemon in his work Against Eratosthenes says so in these words:

n (Hermann: 	Pmss) ����å�Ø �Æ��Å� �~Å� Łı�
Æ� ‘‘the family of well-born persons

that takes part in this ritual’’; (4) Polemon says thereafter, ‘‘Of this procession

(there is placed in charge) the Hêsychidai, which family in fact has to do with

the Semnai Theai and takes the lead. And before the ritual they offer a

preliminary sacrifice’’ etc.

In (1) and (2) it is briefly said that the Semnai Theai are worshipped in

silence by a family named for Silence. In (3) Polemon is cited for details of the

family.38 In (4) the following details are quoted that the family is named

‘‘Silence-sons’’, that they take the lead in the procession, and that they offer a

preliminary sacrifice to Mr. Silence. So much is needed to illustrate the silence

enjoined on any supplicant. The rest of Polemon’s account, about the sequel

within the shrine, is omitted. The ritual here is no doubt performed by the

torch-bearing female officiants who head the procession, the Hêsychides alias

propompoi.39

The Torch-Bearing Rite within the Shrine

At the end of Eumenides the command �P�Æ��~Ø�� is twice repeated in the exit

song so as to indicate the rule of silence (lines 1035, 1039). And then the

command Oº	º��Æ�� is twice repeated, the ritual cry that women raise over a

sacrificial victim (1043, 1047); so the silence was broken for a moment. Other

elements of the ritual within the shrine are foreshadowed first by Athena’s

instructions and then by the exit song. The animals (apart from the ram

sacrificed beforehand) and other offerings are burnt up and thrown into the

38. Since Polemon is combating Eratosthenes, he first identifies, then enlarges on, the point at issue,

which seems to be how the cult was managed: by a family of well-born persons, more precisely by the family

Hêsychidai. 	ƒ �P�Æ�æ
�ÆØ are Athens’ priestly families, who have this office in virtue of descending from a noble

ancestor and are typically so named, e.g. Eteobutadai, Lykomidai, Eumolpidai (typically, not uniformly;

functional and local names do not change the general picture). It is better not to capitalize eupatridae; when

so used, it is not a term for any caste or class. Hermann’s correction of 	P to ‹, duly accepted by Preller, is

obvious and essential. The word was changed by a copyist to make a sentence instead of a phrase, but the

scholiast quotes only a phrase so as to introduce the Hêsychidai.

39. The xoanon of Athena is carried in procession to witness the ritual. Does Athena stand beside the

worshippers or at some remove? On the northeast brow of the Areopagus, directly above the unlocated shrine of

the Semnai Theai, the imprint of a small temple has lately been discerned, of the size and shape of the temple of

Athena nikê and of Athena’s Palladion temple at the Ilissus (Korres [1996, 113n70], Goette [2001, 22, 56 57]).

Those temples both house a xoanon of Athena; at the Palladion temple the image is removed each year so as to

witness a ceremony elsewhere (see Robertson [1996b, 392 408; 2001] the Ilissus temple is commonly misas-

signed to Artemis or Mêtêr). Perhaps then the Areopagus temple marks the spot from which Athena observes

the ritual of the Semnai Theai. It is likely to be a little later than Aeschylus’ play.
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cleft (1036 38).40 Libations are poured in as well (1044) these are the only

offering mentioned at Colonus.

The libations are joined with torches, ��	��Æd . . . ���ÆØ���. It must be that

torches are thrown in too. In representing the procession, Aeschylus empha-

sizes torches more than any other element.41 Yet they are not said to show the

way as in darkness in fact the procession takes place in the full light of day.42

They too are offered to the goddesses below. This rite of bearing torches and

then throwing them into the cleft is an urgent magic operation. So it is to

throw in other offerings, but we are used to it. The Semnai Theai, as much as

any ‘‘chthonian’’ deities, represent a force of nature that resides beneath the

earth, unseen and unpredictable, to be entreated only by such magic.43 When

the Erinyes are represented in art, mostly at one stage or another of the story

of Orestes, their commonest attribute after snakes is torches.44 But unlike

snakes or the occasional whips, torches do not serve to frighten or torment the

guilty. Nor are they needed for searching or pursuing. They can only be

imported from the ritual of the Semnai Theai.

The torch-bearing rite, with the torches thrown at the last into a cleft or a

pit, was also addressed to Persephone as the great goddess who rises from the

earth in spring (chapter 6, pp. 101 4). It happens to be reported straightfor-

wardly of a shrine of Demeter and Korê in the agora of Argos, which Pausanias

singles out for this reason (2.22.3).45 Torches, he says, are thrown into a pit in

honor of Korê. She is accordingly beneath the earth, about to rise in early

spring. Pausanias comes next to a shrine of Poseidon proklystios, an epithet that

recalls how once he flooded the land in anger. Epithet and story point again

40. ª~Æ� ��e Œ��Ł��Ø� Tªıª
	Ø�Ø� = �Ø�Æ~Ø� ŒÆd Łı�
ÆØ� ��æ
����Æ ��å	Ø�� ‘‘In earth’s primeval depths be ye

rewarded with honors and sacrifices.’’ The text in 1037 38 is according to Hermann and Wakefield and as

agreed by three recent editors, Page, Sommerstein, and West. It is within the earth, the usual destination of

sphagia, that the goddesses receive and enjoy the sacrifices.

41. Athena proposes to reveal the underground chambers ‘‘by the holy light of these propompoi’’

(1005 6). ‘‘Let the lustre of fire move off’’ is the starting signal (1029). The goddesses are conducted by the

torches (1022 23); they are gladdened by the torches (1041 42). Finally, the torches go into the earth with the

libations (1044).

42. Despite Pfuhl (1900, 98), it is certain that the procession and the ensuing ritual do not take place at

night. In Eumenides and inOedipus at Colonus, in all the antiquarian comment, nothing is ever said of nighttime

ritual, though it would suit the Erinyes perfectly. Aeschylus would be guilty of an extraordinary oversight in the

dramatic action. Did Orestes’ trial last so long that day wore into night, without anyone saying so?

43. On two occasions in the year 362/1 b.c., on concluding a peace treaty with several Peloponnesian

states and on sending a cleruchy to Potidaea, the Athenians vowed in case of success to offer sacrifices and to

conduct processions to selected civic deities (IG 22 112 lines 6 12, 114 lines 6 12). Only the Twelve Gods (scil.

the Olympians) and the Semnai Theai are common to both occasions, being named together they are either

preceded by Zeus olympios, Athena polias, and Demeter and Korê, the very grandest cults at Athens, or

followed by the hero Heracles. Are they not chosen, the Twelve Gods and the Semnai Theai, as collectives of

gods on high and of gods below, respectively? (According to Parker [2005c, 406], the Semnai Theai are included

so as ‘‘to threaten the Athenians with punishment should they break their vow,’’ but this is neither the sense nor

the spirit of the two passages.)

44. H. Sarian, LIMC 3 (1986) Erinys 4, 9 11, 19, 23, 26, 31 32, 35, 45, 55, 57 58, 61, 66, 71 73, 75, 80 82,

85 86, 90, 92, 94 95, 99 100, 102 3, 107, 109, 111.

45. It is a rite ‘‘completely different’’ from rites generally performed at a pit, bothros, as Ekroth (2002, 68)

remarks. But throwing down torches in the spring is not to be associated, as she also suggests, with the

notorious rites of autumn performed at Demeter’s megaron, nor is it so associated by Burkert or Clinton in

the studies she cites. For those rites see Robertson (1996d).
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to early spring, when streams like the Inachus rise in spate and may even cause

some damage. Pausanias further says that the rite with torches was instituted by

‘‘Nicostratus, a local man,’’ anêr epichôrios, which is to say that he was versed in

local customs, ta epichôria. He did not of course invent the rite, but transposed

it to the agora from its customary rural setting.46

We are seldom told of such things by Greek writers, so a Roman parallel

is instructive.47 Whenever boundary stones, termini, are newly planted round

a farmer’s field, burning torches are cast into each setting hole; so are the

burnt remains and blood from a sacrificed animal, and so are vegetable

offerings too; everything is covered with a board on which the stone is set

(Sic. Flacc. Grom. Lat. 1.105 Thulin). This occasional rite is repeated so far as

possible at the festival of boundary stones, Terminalia, on 23 February, as

celebrated by farmers at contiguous fields and more grandly at certain public

boundary stones, among them the deified Terminus of the Capitol.48

Until Terminus was deified, the ritual was not addressed to any individual

power. Torches, burnt remains, blood, vegetable offerings all have a magical

effect on the field enclosed by boundary stones: warming, vivifying, fructify-

ing. Whereas the Greek rite is performed for the earth at large, the Roman one

is performed for each field. At the festival there are perforce no open holes and

no torches that can only be consigned to them. But the festival date is chosen

as the time when fields are most in need of recruitment, when the crops are due

to arise from the cold earth.49 The Semnai Theai as powers of spring are

worshipped with the same rite at almost the same moment as the Roman

festival.

The Torch-Bearing Rite in Myth

At Argos, says Pausanias, torches are thrown into the pit ‘‘in honor of Korê.’’

Apart from any explicit mention, myths preserve the spirit of ancient ritual.

We remember how Demeter in her Homeric Hymn took up torches to go

searching for Korê and after nine days was joined by Hecate, also bearing

torches, so that they continued together, both with torches (lines 47 61).
Demeter’s torch bearing, or Hecate’s, has no further consequence in the

narrative. It simply reproduces a ritual action, as do other stages of Demeter’s

conduct, sitting and fasting and so on. Torches of course have various uses in

the worship of Demeter, in parading or reveling, in purifying, in simply

46. The OrphicHymn to Night, no. 3, is headed Łı�
Æ�Æ �Æº	��, presumably meaning that pinewood, the

material of torches, is to be burnt as her special incense. It is only a fanciful gesture.

47. It is mentioned inter alia by Frazer on Paus. 2.22.3.

48. For sources and discussion see Wissowa (1912, 136 38), F. Bomer on Ov. Fast. 2.639ff., Latte (1960,

64), A. Degrassi, InscrItal 13.2 pp. 414 15.

49. Varro held that this was once the last day of the year (Ling. Lat. 6.13), as also that the offerings were

once of vegetables only (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.74.2, Plut. Num. 16.2 3, Quaest. Rom. 15, 267c), but both

points are hypothetical.
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lighting up indoor activity.50 But such ordinary uses could not inspire the

notion of searching for Korê with torches.

This part of the story seems to be illustrated only once, on one of the

votive plaques from the famous Locrian cult of Persephone.51 A woman

holding a torch in one hand and extending the other in greeting approaches

a woman seated on the ground, probably dejected, with a wave of water

lapping at her feet.52 Two celestial figures overhead, Helios advancing and

either Eos or Nyx retreating, show that it is break of day. In the Hymn it is

break of day when Hecate with her torches encounters the roaming Demeter

with hers (lines 51 52). The parallel is not complete, since Demeter should not

be at rest. And no other Locrian plaque among so many can be claimed to

depict the Hymn.53 We should think instead of a similar story told locally.

Other plaques illustrate local stories that are equivalent aetiologies, as when

Persephone is abducted from the flower gathering by a handsome young man,

not a bearded uncle.54 Two such stories, at Eleusis and at Locri, make it more

likely still that an important piece of ritual is in view. If the wave of water

represents a freshly flowing stream, the story at Locri also recalls the story at

Argos about Poseidon proklystios.

Besides the stories, the ritual gives rise to divine names that evoke torches:

˜ÅØ and ˜�ØæÆ. Both names have always seemed enigmatic. But in the new

light we have just kindled, the form and meaning of both will seem

straightforward.

Demeter in her Hymn is called ˜ÅØ at the very moment she takes up

torches and twice thereafter (lines 47, 211, 492).55 Our medieval manuscript

gives the form ˜Å (and the vocative ˜Å	~Ø), which came to be a common

byname of Demeter, as if it were a winsome abbreviation.56 But it cannot be,

50. The use of torches at Eleusis and elsewhere is fully discussed by N. J. Richardson onH. Cer. (Oxford

1974) under several heads in purification (25, 166 67, 212 13, 232), within the telestêrion (26 27), in the

Iacchus procession and in a nighttime revel that followed (165, 171), even in a possible enactment of Demeter’s

search, which will be secondary (24 25, 162, 165). Torches are about the commonest attribute in art of both

Demeter and Korê; no doubt they evoke each of these activities from time to time.

51. Pruckner (1968, 82 fig. 15) ¼ LIMC Astra 16 / Demeter 458 / Eos 14 / Hekate 26 / Helios 121.

Pruckner (1968, 82 83) reviews other notions of the scene that seem much less probable.

52. The plaque is fragmentary, being assembled from several pieces. The seated woman’s upper body is

missing, and it is only by conjecture that she is made to look dejected.

53. Cf. Pruckner (1968, 83 84).

54. The usual story of Hades abducting Persephone appears on just a few of the Locrian plaques:

Pruckner (1968, 68 70), types 57 59. Many other scenes show a handsome youth instead: Pruckner (1968,

70 74), types 60 83. They are only alluded to, without any detail, by Ruth Lindner, LIMC 4.1 (1988, 379) s.

Hades, while canvassing some unlikely interpretations.

55. The name is used again when she takes up the drink called kykeôn (211) and at the very end (492),

after mention of the principal cult sites Eleusis, Paros, and Antron. It is always joined with an epithet (in the

sixth foot after ð�	ºıÞ����ØÆ at lines 47 and 211, in the fifth foot after a string of them at line 492) perhaps it

too was intended as an epithet, to be later misunderstood as a name. It is also proposed as a correction, one of

several, of the unmetrical ˜g� K�	
ª� Œ�º at line 122, where Demeter as an old woman gives an assumed name.

But there are good reasons why it cannot be Dêô (she would not give a true name and one so distinctive, nor

would it be miscopied) and good reasons for preferring another name (see Richardson ad loc.).

56. TheHymn to Demeter has inspired all later occurrences of ˜Å ¼Demeter, as in tragedy. This in turn

inspires the decorative epithets ˜Åø)�Å; ˜Åø)�; ˜Å ØÅ for Demeter’s daughter Persephone, and ˜Å~øØ	� for

Demeter’s victim Triopas. The spelling and indeed the phrase ����ØÆ ˜Å appear on stone in a dedication of

c. 450 b.c., IG 13 953 ¼ CEG 1.317.
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and as an original form it defies explanation.57 The form ˜ÅØ occurs twice, as

another name of the goddess Rhea, in the Derveni papyrus of c. 340 320 b.c.
(XXII 12, 13), which is by far the earliest palaeographic evidence.58 Further-

more, this form is essential to the commentator’s explanation that K�Åœ ŁÅ

‘‘she was ravaged’’ by intercourse (XXII 13); it was the form generally

acknowledged. The papyrus enables us to appreciate the manuscript readings

�Å
ø or �ÅØ in Euripides’ Helen, line 1343, and to supply the correction ˜ÅØ	~Ø
(dative), not ˜Å	~Ø, the choice of editors since W. Canter. It isMêtêr alias Rhea

who is so called by Euripides, this too in agreement with the papyrus.

The form ˜ÅØ is a feminine nomen agentis, in the Ionic dialect of epic

poetry, of the verb �Æ
ø ‘‘kindle,’’ applied to one who kindles a torch. It may

very well originate with Demeter’s Hymn. It is no doubt original with the

Hymn to describe Demeter as taking up torches, and to set Hecate beside her

as the archetypal torch bearer, so as to dramatize the search for Korê, the

grain maiden. As we saw (chapter 6, pp. 102 3), it is original with theHymn to

equate Korê and Persephone, which gives the outline of the story. As for the

connexion with Mêtêr / Rhea in the Derveni papyrus and in Euripides, we

shall come to it below in the matter of Orphic genealogy.

The divine name ˜�ØæÆ or ˜Æ~ØæÆ is attested for Eleusis and for agrarian

cults at Paeania and the Tetrapolis of Marathon. Ancient sources dispute the

etymology together with the identity of this obscure figure.59 According to the

only view that is avowedly based on cult, she is named for �Æ
� ‘‘torch’’ either

because her mysteries are celebrated with torches or because she carries a

torch herself, and this ‘‘among the Athenians,’’ whether the reference is to

Eleusis or to Attica at large.60 It is another feminine agent of �Æ
ø.61

There is some documentary evidence for the name meager and scattered

but remarkably consistent. In the calendar of the Tetrapolis, Daira receives a

gravid victim in the month Gamêliôn¼ January, in earnest of the laden ears to

come (IG 22 1358 A 2 lines 11 12).62 At Eleusis too, as appears from the

Lycurgan record of hide-moneys, Daeira is worshipped in or about the same

57. Both Frisk, GEW and Chantraine, DÉLG s. ˜Å���Åæ are content with a hypocoristic ˜Å ; Richard-

son onH. Cer. 47 is not, and shows reason. (He cites from Et. Magn. s. ˜Å the observation that a hypocoristic

like ¯N� ; " #ł always keeps the consonant of the second syllable, but nothing can be made of ˜Å� atH. Cer.

107, since this was so common as a personal name that it could never be a divine one.) Richardson prefers a ‘‘by-

form’’ of the element ˜Å- in Demeter’s name; Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.636 (but otherwise 1.478) fixes on the

strange word ˜~Æ. Both ˜Å- and ˜~Æ are entirely hypothetical, and there is still no proper analogy for ˜Å :

˜Å���Åæ may well be a syncopated form of �Å�	-���Åæ ‘‘Mother of the community,’’ differentiated thus from

the more ancient Oæ�
Æ ���Åæ. A like goddess is called ˜Æ�
Æ at Aegina, Epidaurus, and Troezen (Hdt. 5.82 83,

Paus. 2.30.4, 32.2), ˜�	ØÆ at Sparta (IG 5.1 nos. 363, 1217, 1314), and Tarentum has a festival ˜��ØÆ (Hsch. s.

v.). ˜Å� �Æ��Æ is a like name for a goddess of metal working: Robertson (1978a).

58. The papyrus is thus dated by Kouremenos, Parássoglou, and Tsantsanoglou (2006, 8 9).

59. Moraux (1959, 30 38) gives the fullest account of evidence and opinion about Daeira.

60. Tzetz. Lycophr. Alex. 710; cf. Holzinger ad loc.

61. These feminine endings often appear ‘‘without any clear Grundwort’’ (Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.474). It

is impossible to tell whether ˜�ØæÆ or ˜Æ~ØæÆ came first, or whether they were concurrent from the outset, since

both occur in both documents and literature.

62. ¼ Lambert (2002b, 45, 59 60); the day of the month is probably lost in the lacuna at the end of line 11

and is possibly the twelfth or the twenty-first. As Lambert also remarks, the site may be a local Eleusinion as at

Paeania.
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month (IG 22 1496 line 103).63 In the calendar of Paeania, as laconic as any,

Daira is the only deity named beside an offering (IG 13 250A 15 17). Now the

calendar gives us the festival series Prêrosia, Chloaia, Antheia, Skira that

extends from the sowing to the harvest (A 15 32), and she is named at the

first of them, beside an offering at the local Eleusinion. A subsequent offering

might be hers without being so labeled, especially the offering at the Chloaia,

which is likewise at the Eleusinion (A 26 28). The Chloaia ‘‘sprouting [rites]’’

are the next seasonal event after the sowing, the first appearance of green

shoots in winter. Gamêliôn would be an average date, and the festival Chloaia

happens to be attested at Eleusis (IG 22 949 line 7), like the goddess Daeira.64

The Paeania inscription, not the calendar but a longer list of duties and

perquisites on the same stone, also names a ‘‘priestess of Hecate,’’ the only

priesthood named beside the respective duties and perquisites (B 33 35; cf. B
14 16).65 The occasion is in fact the festival Chloaia (B 30 32, cf. B 13). This is
perhaps the only mention of Hecate in an agrarian context in any Attic

inscription.66 It can only be Daira under a more imposing literary name,

that of torch-bearing Hecate. The list of duties and perquisites was enacted

by the deme assembly at the time of the inscription, ‘‘a. 450 430’’; the calendar
is an older record.

We owe to Pollux a further record of cult (1.35). Daeira gives her name to

one of three lesser functionaries, iakchagôgos, kurotrophos, daeiritês, who

come at the end of his long list of Eleusinian priesthoods.67 To judge from

the first of them, they are all placed in charge of statues used in public

ceremony. Iakchos represents a male torch bearer, Daeira a female one. As

for kurotrophos, her name or title does not lend itself to a compound denoting

the functionary, but he is implicit in the series. She declares herself another

63. ¼ SIG3 1029 line 39. As to the month see Rosivach (1994, 52n108).

64. At Eleusis the Chloaia follow the Halôa of Posideôn ¼ December. Deubner (1932, 67) canvasses a

later date for the Chloaia, Anthestêriôn or even Thargêliôn. Thargêliôn does not suit the first sprouting or leave

room for the Antheia (then unknown). The calendar of Myconos prescribes two sows, one gravid, for Demeter

chloê on 12 Posideôn (SIG3 1024 ¼ LSCG 96 lines 11 15), which is close enough. But Demeter chloê, we should

observe, was not restricted to the like-named festival, for she receives offerings at quite other times.

65. M. H. Jameson as editor of IG 13 250 does not distinguish the calendar and the list, which is a deme

decree, in the same way that Nilsson did (1944, 70 72), andW. Peek before him. He reverses the order of the two

columns on the stone.Whereas Peek andNilsson regard the deme decree as occupying a column and a half, their

A and B, followed by a brief calendar, Jameson regards the deme decree as occupying half a column, his A,

followed by a lengthy calendar. Yet the column at issue deals with duties and perquisites, as does the undoubted

deme decree, not with offerings as does the undoubted calendar. Though Jameson has improved the text, he

evidently worked in haste. The notable improvement at A 6 7, eliminating the festival Hêphaistia, avowedly

came too late to be adopted in the text so he says in the apparatus, and he also fails to notice it in the

commentary. I distinguish just as Peek and Nilsson did, while citing perforce the arrangement of the text in IG.

66. By contrast, ‘‘Hecate’’ is a name or epithet of Artemis in the comprehensive calendars of Erchia and

Thoricus. It is on 16 Metageitniôn ¼ August ‘‘in [the precinct] of Hecate’’ that Erchia honors Kurotrophos and

‘‘Artemis Hecate’’ (Daux 1963 ¼ SEG 21.541, ´ 1 13). The date points to Artemis’ summer festival, to a

counterpart of the Braurônia, and the name is presumably conferred for the same reason as at Brauron ([Hes.]

fr. 23a, 26, 23b). It is sometime inHekatombaiôn ¼ July, just after another sacrifice at the local Delphinion, that

Thoricus honors ‘‘Hecate’’ (Daux 1983¼ SEG 33.147¼ IG 13 256 bis, lines 6 8). The date and the context both

point to an Apolline festival associating Apollo and Artemis.

67. According to Clinton (1974, 98), the kurotrophos was not ‘‘a sacred official’’ at Eleusis, and so the

daeiritês may not have been either. On the contrary, all the officiants here named plainly belong to Eleusis.
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emblematic figure, a nurse, even though we cannot say what she looked like.

Since Iakchos belongs to the grand procession of the Mysteries, and Daeira to

the Chloaia of Gamêliôn, the nurse will come later, at a festival celebrating the

new crop, sometimes imagined as the infant Plutos it might be either at the

earing of the grain or at the harvest.

Accordingly,Daeira orDaira is a minor goddess of Attica who personifies

a torch-bearing rite at the festival Chloaia of the month Gamêliôn. ‘‘They

regard her as inimical to Demeter,’’ says an antiquarian notice, ‘‘for when

sacrifice is offered to her, Demeter’s priestess is not present, and she is not

even allowed to taste the sacrificial portions.’’68 Daeira is a sister of Styx,

or the wife of Hades dwelling beside the Styx, or a warder of Persephone

appointed by Hades.69 Or it is only another name for Persephone herself while

she is beneath the earth.70 Or, in a different story, this is the wife of Eumolpus

and mother of Immaradus she is thus enrolled among the Thracian contin-

gent at Eleusis, harbingers of winter cold and wet.71 She can be described as

the very principle of wetness, & �ªæa 	P�
Æ.72 It is a critical time, with the new

crop still invisible, with both Demeter and Persephone away.

The Torch-Bearing Rite in Orphic Genealogy

Dêiô and Hecate are two embodiments of the torch-bearing rite. They are

both presented as such in the HomericHymn to Demeter, probably for the first

time. Demeter is called Dêiô and is joined by Hecate as she searches for

Persephone. This became the usual version, together with other details of

the Hymn. But Orphic poetry took a different view, of Dêiô and of Hecate as

of other details. It did so in successive works over long ages, down to the

Rhapsodies.

1. The first instance forms the conclusion of the Orphic poem cited and

interpreted by an allegorical commentator in the Derveni papyrus. It has not

been recognized that Dêiô, alias Rhea, bears Hecate to Zeus. In the last

preserved lines of the last column the commentator quotes the poem as saying

that Zeus ‘‘wished to mingle in love with his own mother,’’ i.e. Rhea (XXVI 8
14; cf. 1 2). This was preceded by the line ‘‘when the mind of Zeus had devised

68. Eustath. Il. 6.378. She is equated too with Hera as ‘‘sister-in-law’’ of Demeter (���ØæÆ < �Æ�æ, ibid.),

and we are further told by Servius on Aen. 4.58 that ‘‘when Demeter is honored at Eleusis Hera’s shrine is

closed’’ and vice versa, ‘‘and Hera’s priestess is not allowed to taste what is offered to Demeter.’’ Nilsson (1935,

82 83) favors the meaning ‘‘sister-in-law’’ as another of ‘‘the common nouns characteristic of Eleusinian cult,’’

such as ‘‘the pair of gods,’’ ‘‘the god,’’ ‘‘the goddess.’’ But these other titles are august, and ‘‘sister-in-law’’

is not.

69. Sister of Styx: Pherecydes FGrH 3 F 45. Wife of Hades dwelling beside Styx: Lycophr. Alex. 706 10.

These and the warder are all cited by Eustathius.

70. Aesch. Psychagôgoi fr. 277 Radt, cited by Eustathius. He also cites Phanodemus FGrH 325 F 15 for

equating her, curiously, with both Aphrodite and Demeter. The language is emphatic, and despite Jacoby ‘‘the

suspicion of a corruption’’ does not arise.

71. Clem. Protr. 3.45.1. For the seasonal implication see Robertson (1996c, 55). Yet again, she is an

Oceanid, i.e. a virtual spring or stream, mother by Hermes of the eponymous hero Eleusis (Paus. 1.38.7).

72. So Aelius Dionysius apud Eustathius, perhaps the proximate source throughout.
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everything’’ (XXV 13 14), so that the mating withRhea has a cosmic purpose.

Even earlier the commentator gave the names of seven goddesses Gê,Mêtêr,

Rhea, Hêrê, Dêmêtêr, Hestia, Dêiô while asserting that they were all the

same (XXII 7 12) and explaining further that Dêiô is so called from being

ravaged by intercourse and that Rhea is so called because many creatures

‘‘flow’’ from her (XXII 12 16). The other five are mentioned only because

they appear in other Orphic Hymns and serve to show that Orpheus wisely

employs a variety of names variously suited to the limited perceptions of

ordinary men.73 It is Rhea alone who is taken by Zeus in the final lines,

being called Dêiô at the same time. Now it is generally supposed that Zeus

forced himself on Rhea after she had taken the name Demeter so as to beget

Persephone, and with the prospect of forcing himself on Persephone so as to

beget Dionysus.74

If so, we arrive all at once at this celebrated doctrine of late antiquity, as

reported by Athenagoras of a certain Orphic theogony (Orph. fr. 88 Bernabé /
58 Kern) and by Proclus and others of the Rhapsodies (Orph. frs. 206, 276
Bernabé / 145Kern). It is a doctrine that has left no discernible trace in earlier

literature. And the Derveni commentator does not say that his poem equates

Rhea and Demeter.75 And as cited and interpreted, his poem stops far short of

the full sequence of events. Some are half inclined to postulate a second

papyrus roll or more with the rest of the story.76 This idea is impossible to

credit, since the existing roll has reached a definite conclusion, the union

desired by Zeus, and the commentator has anticipated so much and no

more. Nor should we suppose that the poem is a full-dress theogony. The

commentator speaks only of various Hymns and of a corpus of Hymns. The

forty-odd lines we have make a very plausible Hymn to Zeus: it begins with a

summons to worshippers (VII 8 11), and tells a connected story of how Zeus

came to power, mating at the last with a goddess of the former generation, and

73. Halfway through his discussion the commentator says ‘‘it is stated in theHymns as well (���Ø �b ŒÆd K�

�	~Ø� " +��	Ø� �NæÅ���	�): Dêmêtêr Rhea Gê Mêtêr Hestia Dêiô’’ (XXII 11 12). The six names have always been

taken as a quotation, a halting hexameter line compact with nominative or vocative forms. Orph. fr. 398

Bernabé, entitled ‘‘A Hymn to Demeter,’’ presents the papyrus text with a metrical supplement suggested by

Obbink (1994, 122 24). Even so this is not a credible verse, much less a memorable one, a declaration of a great

truth. And if it were a quotation, the commentator would say either ‘‘in a Hymn’’ or ‘‘in the Hymn to X.’’

Instead, he gives us a list of titles, of goddesses to whom Orpheus’ Hymns are separately addressed. It is of

interest that the existing collection of eighty-seven Orphic Hymns, admittedly late and very lightly garnished

with Orphic doctrine, includes all of them not onlyDêmêtêr, Gê, andHestia as we might expect, but also Rhea

and Mêtêr as different entities, and Hecate in first place, standing in for Dêiô.

74. So West (1983, 81 82, 93 94), Obbink (1994, 123n40; 1997, 49n15), Parker (1996, 496), Bernabé on

Orph. fr. 18 (but Bernabé 2002, 122 23 is agnostic). According to Janko (2001, 31n183), Zeus begot Demeter on

Rhea before begetting Persephone on Demeter, a notion unsupported by evidence or argument and entailing

even more generations than the later Orphic theogonies.

75. There is no hint of it in col. XXII. Nor does Dêmêtêr ¼ Rhea appear in the list of equations in

Philodemus’On Piety, which his learned source drew from both poets at large and, according to Obbink (1994),

from Orpheus apud the Attic chroniclers.

76. West (1983, 94) is definite, asserting that the text was left incomplete at the end of this roll and

‘‘continued in another roll, or several.’’ Others leave the question open, more or less: so Bernabé (2002, 123 24)

and onOrph. fr. 18, and Kouremenos, Parássoglou, and Tsantsanoglou (2006, 7). Parker (1995a, 496) says only,

‘‘chance draws a veil over the sequel, the papyrus ending there.’’
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pauses in the middle to extol the god in hymnic style with some resounding

predicates (XVI 12 XIX).

Whatever the genre, the poem ends with the union of Zeus and Rhea.

Zeus in his cosmic purpose forces himself on his mother, who has also the title

Dêiô. And of course she bears offspring according to his purpose, in a line or

lines we do not have at least in the papyrus. A matching line is preserved

elsewhere.

The scholiast on Apollonius, Argon. 3.467, quotes ‘‘the Orphika’’ for the

following line (Orph. fr. 400 i Bernabé / 41 Kern):

ŒÆd ���� �c "¯Œ�Å� ˜Åg ��Œ�� �P�Æ��æ�ØÆ�

And then Dêô bore Hecate to a fine father.

The father is Zeus, and the mother is said to be Demeter, i.e. Dêô. The

scholiast on Theocritus, Id. 2.12, ascribes the same view to Callimachus, as

if he had drawn on this Orphic source (Callim. fr. 466 ¼ Orph. fr. 400 ii

Bernabé / 42 Kern).77 Now Demeter as mother is surprising, indeed impos-

sible. Hecate and Persephone are then full sisters and in consequence some-

how of separate encounters between Zeus and Demeter. It is a palpable

misunderstanding. For the scholiasts, and perhaps for Callimachus before

them,Dêô¼Demeter. But in the Orphic poem of the Derveni papyrus,Dêiô¼
Rhea. And Zeus mates with her, and she bears offspring. So the line quoted by

Apollonius’ scholiast comes at the end of our poem, or rather of its narrative

section, if it is a hymn. Zeus þ Rhea / Dêiô > Hecate. Since the mother’s

nickname points to torches and the daughter is an archetypal torch bearer,

Zeus’ cosmic purpose is to perpetuate the torch-bearing rite.78

2. A second instance is the source behind the choral ode of Euripides’

Helen, already mentioned. Rhea is substituted for Demeter in the story of the

search. The source is no doubt another Orphic hymn, a hymn to either

‘‘Rhea’’ or ‘‘Mêtêr,’’ two common literary names for the same goddess.

Mêtêr, says Euripides, went searching for her ‘‘daughter,’’ i.e. Korê, and

inflicted blight and famine everywhere until appeased by Zeus (lines 1301 52).
The emphasis is all on the persona of the elder goddess, with her chariot drawn

by wildcats, her habitat of mountain peaks and springs, her ecstatic ritual of

moaning pipes and tambourines. The ritual is in fact bestowed by Zeus as the

means of appeasing her. As he does so, he also bestows the title Dêiô, for

which, as we saw above, the proper spelling is uniquely preserved in the

manuscript tradition of this play. Zeus addresses his emissaries, the Charites,

just as he sends emissaries to Demeter, several in succession, in the Homeric

Hymn. ‘‘Go, hallowed (����Æd) Charites, go, and for her who is angry about

her daughter, for Dêiô, shriek, aye shriek (K�Æºº�Æ�� IºÆº~ÆØ)’’ (1341 44). The

77. Pfeiffer ad loc. thinks it probable that Callimachus drew on an Orphic source, and also that

Apollodorus of Athens transmitted his report to the scholiast.

78. For Musaeus Hecate is daughter of Zeus and Asteria, the Titan mother in Hesiod (schol. Apoll. loc.

cit. ¼ Vorsokr 2 B 16). This could be taken as a tribute to Hesiod and Orpheus jointly.
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title Dêiô will come from the Orphic poem. At the same time, by means of the

epithet and the shrieking of the Charites, Euripides evokes Athens’ cult of the

Semnai Theai, in which the torch-bearing ritual and the ololygê of women are

conspicuous.

3. The last instance is the Orphic theogony known to Plato. It presented

Hecate instead of Rhea / Dêiô as an elder goddess who embodies the torch-

bearing rite before it is embodied in her offspring in the time of the Olympians.

So much emerges from a chain of inference that starts with the poet Euphor-

ion and the genealogy he propounds for the Semnai Theai of Colonus.

Euphorion is allusive, and his meaning must be puzzled out.

The scholiast to Oed. Col. 681 quotes the following lines in illustration of

the mystic flower narcissus, as mentioned in the choral ode praising Colonus

(Coll. Alex. fr. 94):

Onward they brought him, over the destined path

To the white hill, the frightful granddaughters of Phorcys,

The Eumenides, their tresses garlanded with the narcissus.

Oedipus is led to Colonus as if he were a sacrificial victim; the goddesses lead

him as if they were the ritual officiants, wearing garlands of flowers. The

genealogy is unexpected, whether the Eumenides or the Erinyes are in view. In

the second line the kinship term ŁıªÆ�æØ��ÆØmeans more exactly ‘‘daughters of

a daughter.’’ The goddesses were born by a daughter of Phorcys.

A. Meineke, supposing that the Erinyes are in view (they are certainly

evoked by the epithet �Æ��º~Å��� ‘‘frightful’’), took the daughter to be Night.79

But Night cannot be later in the scheme of things than Phorcys. Hesiod puts

her almost at the beginning, like the very Earth, with a large progeny of mostly

hateful creatures. Orpheus, even wiser, puts her before all else, a pronounce-

ment famous from theClassical period to the end of antiquity (Eudemus fr. 150
Wehrli /Orph. fr. 20 Bernabé / 28Kern, cf. P. Derv. cols. X XIII). To be sure,

Bacchylides gives her Hecate as daughter, a goddess otherwise of a later

generation (fr. 1b). But this is only for a momentary effect, while he invokes

Hecate herself as ‘‘torch bearer’’; it has no further significance. Learned

Euphorion expects us to recall a definite genealogy.

In any case, it is not the primordial Erinyes but the goddesses of cult at

Colonus, the Semnai Theai alias the Eumenides, whom Euphorion has in view:

the genealogy pertains to them.80 In Orphic poetry their mother is Persephone

(see chapter 6, pp. 101 5). In the Rhapsodies, in the Orphic Hymns, and in

Aeneid Book 7, Persephone bears them to Hades. As a prophecy in the

Rhapsodies, she was meant to bear them to Apollo. We may further conjecture

that she originally, as in the local belief of Selinus, bore them to Zeus. Perhaps

Euphorion traces their line through the mother just because the paternity

79. See further F. Wust, RE Suppl. 8 (1956) 85 s. Erinys.

80. The Suda credits Euphorion with a work Mopsopia said to be on Attica, to which this fragment is

sometimes assigned, as by Powell on Coll. Alex. fr. 34.
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varied. If late sources are constant in naming Persephone, it is unlikely that a

different mother was ever proposed. But what of Phorcys as father of

Persephone?

Phorcys too has a role in Orphic genealogy, already known to Plato: he

belongs to the Titan generation, together with Kronos and Rhea (Tim. 40e ¼
Orph. fr. 24 Bernabé / 16Kern). Plato’s account also shows that Oceanus and

Tethys had been subtracted from the Titan generation so as to constitute a

previous generation by themselves. Phorcys and probably Dione took their

place, so that the Titans are fourteen in the compendious Rhapsodies, these

two and the regular twelve (Orph. frs. 149 iv, 179 Bernabé / 109, 114 Kern).

A daughter of Phorcys, like other Titan daughters, may be taken to wife by an

Olympian of the same generation, like Zeus or Hades.

Phorcys is in origin an OldMan of the Sea, whomHesiod put to use as the

parent-in-chief of fabulous monsters, mating him with the eponymous ‘‘Mon-

ster’’ Kêtô (Theog. 270 336). In Homer he is father of the nymph on whom

Poseidon begot his dear son Polyphemus (Od. 1.68 73), a genealogical sally

quite different in spirit Hesiod’s lineage of monsters have nothing to do with

the sea. Accordingly, Homer and Hesiod are blended when Phorcys is made

the father of the marine monster Scylla, a fiction we find in Acusilaüs and

again in Apollonius (FGrH 2 F 42, Argon. 4.828 29). The mother, Phorcys’

wife, is Hecate which is very strange. The fiction, it would seem, is inspired

not only by Homer and Hesiod but also by another authority who made

Phorcys and Hecate a conjugal pair. Orpheus would be such an authority: i.e.

Plato’s Orphic poem with Phorcys as Titan.

An Orphic genealogy in which Phorcys mates with Hecate is likely to be

one in which Persephone is their daughter. Persephone is normally the daugh-

ter of Zeus and Demeter, a relationship she first acquired through being

equated with Korê in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter. But the Bibliothêkê of

[Apollodorus] markedly dissents. Whereas Hesiod in listing the six wives of

Zeus and their respective offspring includes Demeter and Persephone (Theog.

901 23), the Bibliothêkê in an equivalent list of six includes Styx and Perse-

phone (1.3.1 [1.13]).
In the Bibliothêkê the opening account of divine genealogy appears to

draw both on Hesiod and on an Orphic theogony that stood at the head of the

Epic Cycle as a creation of the Hellenistic period.81 This was not the Orphic

poem known to Plato but a later one. Here the goddess Styx bore Persephone

to Zeus. Persephone, as we saw, is the great goddess of the burgeoning of

spring, herself a stream of water ‘‘pouring forth,’’ the literal meaning of the

name (chapter 6, p. 103). A better mother could not be found. Styx is the ideal

spring and stream of icy water, cold as death, welling up from the realm

below.82 So the Orphic poem is faithful to the outlook of cult, and since

Persephone, when she is not Demeter’s daughter Korê, is a power equal to

81. See K. Ziegler, ML 5 (1916 1924) 1523 s. Theogonien; West (1983, 125 26).

82. Linguists conjecture that the root of��ıª�ø;*���means ‘‘cold’’: Frisk,GEWandChantraine,DÉLG s.v.
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the Olympians, it is appropriate for her mother to be a goddess of a former

generation, such as Styx.83

It is equally appropriate for Persephone’s father to be a Titan, as in the

earlier Orphic poem. And this poem too is faithful to the outlook of cult by

making Hecate the mother. Torch-bearing Hecate embodies the torch-bearing

rite of spring. Persephone first, then the Eumenides descend from this embodi-

ment of the rite. Such is the point of the genealogy alluded to by Euphorion.

Semnai Theai and Eumenides

The Semnai Theai, like the Eumenides, are goddesses of fertility dwelling in the

earth, to be summoned only by urgent magic rites. They are concealed and

uncertain in a way the gods on high are not. We see and understand the sky

and the world around us, but not the forces beneath, though they are just as

powerful. All of them are frightening, these sisterhoods and the parent deities

Persephone and Zeus milichios. The ritual and the thank-offerings addressed

to them do not stand out amid the pageantry and festivity of civic religion.

The same can often be said, but with notable exceptions, of the two great

deities of staple crops, Demeter and Dionysus. All the deities just named are

liable to neglect in the literary and monumental pantheon that constitutes

Greek religion of the Classical and Hellenistic periods. The Orphics as a

fundamentalist sect make up for the neglect.

83. In Hesiod Styx does not actually marry Zeus but with her children takes his side against the Titans

(Theog. 389 401).
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8

Zeus Milichios in Spring

Synopsis

Column A, line 9:

And to Zeus milichios in [the land] of Myskos [sacrifice] a full-grown

animal.

The same clause that prescribes sacrifice to Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides

prescribes another to Zeus milichios. The former sacrifice, as we saw, belongs

to a festival of early spring, directly attested at neighboring Entella but best

known from Athens’ cult of the Semnai Theai. The sacrifice to Zeus milichios

belongs to another festival of early spring. It is more widely attested, but again

we must go to Athens for instructive detail. These two festival occasions make

it unnecessary for the tablet to say anything about the sacrificial mode, in

contrast to all the other ritual it prescribes.

The festival of Zeus milichios takes place ‘‘in [the land] of Myskos,’’

whereas a shrine of Zeus milichios visited at a later time is to be found ‘‘in

[the land] of Euthydamos.’’ At Athens too the festival takes place ‘‘in [the land]

of Agra,’’ and a shrine of Zeusmilichios visited at a later time is to be found on

the opposite side of the city. At SelinusMyskos is ‘‘Pollution’’ personified, for

such is the imagined threat of the Lenten season. At Athens Agra ‘‘Chase’’

refers rather to the seasonal activity of the hunt. The extensive district so

called is known for five festivals of early spring, addressed respectively to

Demeter or rather Persephone, to Zeus milichios, to Artemis, to the Mother,

and to Poseidon. We shall see in due course that Athens has two coordinate

areas,Agra at the southeast and a hilly area at the northwest, in which rites are

successively performed during the same period as column A of the tablet.



The Two Locations

Here, at the outset, ‘‘Zeus milichios’’ is located ‘‘in [?] of Myskos,’’ but

‘‘milichios’’ below is located ‘‘in [?] of Euthydamos’’ (lines 17 18). The title

‘‘milichios’’ by itself is fully interchangeable with ‘‘Zeusmilichios.’’ The elliptic

phrases K� ����		 and K� ¯PŁı��	 indicate contrasting locations. In the

translation and textual notes I anticipate the argument by rendering ‘‘in [the

land] of ’’ Myskos and again ‘‘in [the land] of’’ Euthydamos. What sort of

locations are they?

The phrases seem to be routine; they seem to be the Greek idiom, similar

to English, which after K� and also �N� and K� drops words like ‘‘house,’’

‘‘shrine,’’ ‘‘land’’ some concrete, localized thing belonging to a person, a

god, or a group: K� I���Ø	~ı �Æ�æ��; �N� �
�Æ	; K� �	º�~ø�; Kª ˚�æÆ��ø�, and the

like.1 At first glance, it is natural to take Myskos and Euthydamos as persons,

all the more since one Myskos appears on an early gravestone at Selinus. The

trouble is that such persons do not provide any conceivable setting for the

worship of Zeus milichios.

JJK suggest the rendering ‘‘in the plot of Myskos, ‘‘in the plot of Euthy-

damos.’’2 They think ofMyskos and Euthydamos as leading figures at Selinus,

historical persons of great importance who became the ancestors of two

‘‘gentilitial groups.’’ Such groups, they also think, had their own proprietary

shrines of Zeus milichios. People at large are now directed to make use of the

shrines belonging to these two groups, perhaps because just these had been

involved in recent violence requiring purification. As a variation urged by

others, it is said that the two men are themselves worshipped as tutelary

heroes, and (Zeus) milichios is perhaps a stele standing in each shrine.3 The

view expressed by JJK has been followed more often.4

Now Zeus milichios is well known at Selinus for his precinct on the

Gaggera hill west of the city, west of the river Selinus.5 And it is true that

1. The general idiom is illustrated by Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 2.120. Many instances with K� in Attic

inscriptions are cited by Threatte, Gram. of Att. Inscr. 2.383 85. A few of these refer to gods, e.g. K� ˜Ø	���	ı,

a few to genê or other associations, e.g. K� (Øº	�ÅºØ�~ø�, but most refer to demes, e.g. Kª ˚�æÆ��ø�. Here the

usual assumption, shared by Schwyzer and Threatte, is that ���øØ is omitted. The idiom however requires a

concrete noun such as å æøØ: ‘‘in / at Potters’ [land],’’ not ‘‘in / at Potters’ [people / community].’’

2. JJK 15, 52 53, 93, 97, 102, 121 (in the last place it is ‘‘lots’’). The Greek might be K� ½�~	Ø ������Ø�.
3. Dubois (1995a, 558; 1995b, 134). ‘‘The syntagma K� þ genitive of an anthroponym,’’ he says, usually

denotes a sanctuary, for which use he cites, rather oddly, ‘‘the celebrated K� `¥ �	ı,’’ as well as ‘‘the Laconian K�

ˆÆØÆ=�å	, IG 5.1.213’’ (the same inscription also has K� �æØ	��
Æ�). The Greek then might be either K� ½�~	Ø ������Ø�
or K� ½�~	Ø hØÆæ~	Ø�. Clinton (1996, 165) speaks of ‘‘Selinuntine local heroes’’ with ‘‘a precinct of Zeus Meilichios in

or attached to their sanctuaries’’ (my emphasis). Curti and van Bremen (1999, 28, 31) look for two hero shrines

on Gaggera and in the agora respectively while making the fundamental observation that the words myskos

and euthydamos are used in quite a different way.

4. B. Jordan (1996, 327), Cordano (1996, 138 39; 1997, 425 26), Manganaro (1997, 563 64), Lazzarini

(1998, 314 17), Rausch (2000a, 41 44, 49), Ekroth (2002, 219, 321n49). Lupu (2005, 367) leaves the question open.

5. JJK 89 91 (inscriptions), 103 107, 133 136. Here as elsewhere the spelling of the title varies: �Øº
åØ	�;

��º
åØ	�; �Åº
åØ	�; ��Øº
åØ	�. I shall render it everywhere without distinction as milichios, even though literary

texts have perhaps accustomed us to meilichios.
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from perhaps the mid-sixth century a few of the many milichios stones

that stood in the precinct were inscribed as belonging to an individual or to

several individuals or in one case to ‘‘the Kleulidai’’ and in another to the

‘‘patria’’ of two families of daughters. No doubt the persons in question, and

even the families or clans, worshipped at their own milichios stones. Yet these

sites separately marked within the precinct are not the same as a shrine

belonging to a professed descent group.6 Many gods and heroes in many

Greek cities have such shrines. Not Zeus milichios, however. The only

recorded instance is far away and of a special kind.7 Athens’ Phytalidai have

charge of a famous public altar of Zeus milichios on the road west of the city,

at the Cephisus crossing but the numerous Attic genê who have charge of

famous public cults are a phenomenon that is not to be assumed forthwith for

other cities.8

Furthermore, Myskos and Euthydamos as individual names cannot stand

for descent groups, who would be denoted by a patronymic form or phrase: K�
��ı��	Ø�~Æ� or K� �~	� I�e ����		; K� *̄ PŁı�Æ�Ø�~Æ� or K� �~	� I�e ¯PŁı��	.9 If an
individual has his own plot as a place of worship, he can only be a hero, the

alternative suggestion. But sacrifice to Zeusmilichioswould not take place at a

hero shrine.10

More recently, it has been pointed out that myskos and euthydêmos are

both glossed in the lexica.11 Hesychius: ���Œ	�� �
Æ��Æ; Œ~Å�	�. Hesychius,

Photius: �PŁ��Å�	�� ±�º	~ı� �Å���Å�: ¯PæØ�
�Å� ���Ø��ÅØ (fr. 227 Kannicht /

6. ‘‘These places,’’ scil. of Myskos and Euthydamos, ‘‘we take to be a defined space or plot, probably

containing one of the characteristic . . . stones that have been found in the area . . . referred to as the Campo di

Stele,’’ say JJK 52. I think they mean that the shrines of Myskos and Euthydamos lay elsewhere. Or do they

mean that the shrines are within the Campo di Stele? They are so understood by Curti and van Bremen (1999,

28 29).

7. JJK 92 cite four supposed parallels, the altar of the Phytalidai and three others: (1) IG 22 4677 a

cylindrical column, third century b.c., dedicated by one Zôpyriôn, found on the north side of the Hill of the

Nymphs is conjecturally assigned to ‘‘another genos or similar cult group,’’ though I cannot see why; (2) the

cult association of IG 12.3.1316 (Thera), ‘‘those round Polyxenus,’’ is plainly irrelevant; (3) ˜Øe� �ØºØå
	

—Æ���º	 at Megara seems irrelevant whatever it means: (a) JJK 84 take it as a boundary stone, the usual

notion, Curti and van Bremen (1999, 25) as a dedication, in both cases thinking of the Dorian tribe Pamphyloi;

(b) Jones (1987, 94) suggests rather ‘‘of all the tribes,’’ scil. the Dorian tribes, and JJK’s objection is not decisive;

(c) another possible meaning, quite suitable for Zeusmilichios, is ‘‘of every kindred,’’ with reference to all ties of

blood; (d) —��ıº	� is also a personal name (LGPN IIIB s.v. Larisa), and milichios stones belonging to

individuals named in the genitive form the largest category. Most likely is (c), as a collective version of

individual milichios stones. Zuntz (1971, 102n8) seems to be alone, surprisingly, in comparing this ‘‘boundary

stone’’ with the milichios stones at Selinus.

8. Hanell (1934, 178) rightly deprecates any comparison between Selinus’ Kleulidai and Athens’ Phyta-

lidai.

9. No example offers of the ellipse of a word for ‘‘shrine’’ or ‘‘precinct’’ belonging to a group. The

omitted word with K� �	º�~ø� and K� ˜Å�	�Ø	�Ø�~ø� is surely 	YŒøØ. For the latter, Hedrick (1990, 38) suggests,

but does not argue, ‘‘sanctuary’’ / ‘‘ƒ�æ��.’’

10. Deities are never labeled as the occupants of hero shrines Aphrodite K� "���	º��	ı, taken as such a

case by late sources, is in truth located at a place named for ‘‘horse unbridling’’ (properly Colonus by the Agora,

not the Acropolis south slope). On this point see Robertson (2005, 76 79, 93 97). Dubois (see note 3) identifies

‘‘the milichios’’ in this shrine or that as ‘‘stelai situated in the shrines’’. But it cannot be that sacrifice is directed

to a particular object.

11. Curti and van Bremen (1999, 31). The word ���Œ	�, as they remark, is also known to Hdn. Gram. 3.1,

p. 148. ‘‘We suggest that perhaps behind what may have been names of imaginary, mythistorical ancestors or

founders there is a subconscious identification of certain concepts with a physical reality.’’
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278 Mette). In this use they are not personal names but states or conditions.

The first is ‘‘pollution, anxiety / grief.’’12 The second is ‘‘ordinary member of

the dêmos’’: anyone, we may suppose, who belongs to the community, any

citizen. Euripides’ Antiope spoke famously of citizenship and its rights and

duties. The twins Amphion and Zethus, born and reared in the wild without

knowledge of their origin, are revealed as the royal heirs at Thebes, rather like

Theseus at Athens. They are also opposites, contemplative and practical, and

which makes a better citizen is debated.

The two states or conditions, ‘‘pollution’’ and ‘‘ordinary member of the

dêmos,’’ are somehow contrasting. At Selinus they are mentioned at different

times, in the chronological order we have discerned in column A. ‘‘Pollution’’

belongs to early spring, ‘‘ordinary member of the dêmos’’ to early summer.

Both states or conditions seem to occur elsewhere as seasonal concerns. In

early spring, pollution is an imagined threat to the new crop, which has yet to

ripen. In early summer the new crop is gathered in, and everyone, every

‘‘ordinary member of the demos,’’ joins in giving thanks. Zeus milichios has

to do with both concerns with pollution, as in the stories to be mentioned in

this chapter and the next, and with a general thanksgiving after the harvest

(see chapter 13).

The Name Myskos

Both are personified, asMyskos and as Euthydamos; both names are borne by

ordinary persons. But whereas ‘‘ordinary member of the dêmos’’ seems quite

suitable as a personal name, ‘‘pollution’’ does not. Yet ‘‘Mr. Pollution’’ is not

uncommon in its various forms: ����		� (Selinus, that early gravestone),

���Œø� (Camirus, Gela?, Camarina, Syracuse), ���åø� (Athens), ���Œ�º	�

(Rhypes in Achaea, Crannon, Halicarnassus, Catane?), ���Œ�ºº	� (a variant

form for the person of Rhypes), ����Œ�º	� (Gela?), ����å�º	� (Herbessus),

���ŒÆºº	� (Apollonia in Illyria), �ı�å
�Å� (Athens?).13 This is a most un-

savory word, an expressive, guttural ���	�.14 It would be very puzzling as a

personal name were it not familiar as either a ritual term or a city district.

����		�, we shall soon see, is the name of a city district known for the ritual

there conducted. An inscription said to be from Gela, not so far from Selinus,

gives us the family line���Œ	� ˜�Ø	� �	~ı ˚	���	ı (IGDS 134 ¼ Iscr. Sic. 1.77,

12. For �
Æ��Æ and Œ~Å�	� related meanings are wanted, and for Œ~Å�	� a fundamental meaning. Curti and

van Bremen interpret the definition as ‘‘something that belongs to the underworld, the funerary world.’’ This is

unconvincing. In stories of Zeusmilichios both pollution and grief are the consequence of violent death , but the

violent death is only an aetiological motif.

13. Most of these names are registered in LGPN I, II, IIIA, IIIB (oddly, each place has only one

instance). ���Œ�º	� and variants were already assembled by Masson (1989). The native of Rhypes who founds

Croton is called ���Œ�ºº	� by Delphic oracles, but other accounts give other forms, including Myscelus (Ovid,

Met. 15.20). Dubois on IGDS 71 regards ����		� and ���Œø� as of different origin from ���Œ�º	�, for which

various explanations have been offered: see note 21.

14. So Frisk, GEW s. ���	�, comparing Hsch. �
Æå	�� �
Æ��Æ.
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2.80¼SEG 45.1359). Kobetos is evidently a Sicel name, and Damis is a short

form, as for Euthydamos. In the second and third generations this immigrant

family, or local family with external interests, appears to use our district

names, (Euthy)damos and Myskos.

Besides ����		�; ���	� itself serves as a name (Chios?, Sicily, even Seli-

nus?, Cyrene, Naucratis), and also ���ø� (Thespiae, Chenae?).15 The former

is wrongly taken as �ı��� ‘‘Mysian’’; they are otherwise unremarked. Now

the name���	� twice appears in early dedications, to Aphrodite at Naucratis

and to Apollo at some place not definitely known.16 The dedication to Apollo

is revealing: ���	� �~	<Ø>f:g���ºº	�Ø I��d �Ø~Æ� ��	 ‘‘Mr. Pollution (offers) to

Apollo two outpourings instead of one’’ (understanding a noun such as

º	Ø��).17 These words are incised on the bottom of a kind of cup, a cup with

pellets in its hollow foot, which was used to pour libation as the pellets rattled

portentously.18 Apollo has much to do with pollution and any magic means of

removing it with scapegoats, for example. ‘‘Two instead of one’’ is a magic

means of removing pollution, as in the celebrated case of the two bronze

statues serving to replace the mistreated body of the Spartan regent Pausan-

ias, ��	 � �Æ�Æ I�Ł� ���� ‘‘two bodies instead of one.’’19 The provenance of the

cup (in a private collection) is unrecorded. It is dated by style and lettering to

the early fifth century, and the lettering, says Jeffery, may point to Sicily, and

even to Selinus in particular. ‘‘Mr. Pollution’’ here, being so perfect for the

role, is probably a fiction rather than a real person. He illustrates the import-

ance of ���	� or ���Œ	� as a ritual term.20 But so do all these names, as borne

by real persons.

���Œ�º	� or ���Œ�ºº	� of Rhypes in Achaea, founder of Croton, was

doubtless a real person, like other founders, but like them he was caught up in

a web of fiction. Some of it was suggested by the mere name.21 He was a

hunchback, addressed as such by the Delphic oracle; his father was �º��ø�

15. LGPN I, IIIA, IIIB. LGPN II �ı��� (Athens) is in fact the same as LGPN IIIA �ı��� (Sicily?), the

dedication I discuss. Jeffery in Vickers and Jeffery (1974, 430) gives the two instances at Naucratis. ���ø� (of

Chenae?) is an apt name for the humblest and obscurest of all the early sages.

16. ���	� �� I��ŁÅŒ�� ½�~ÅØ ��æ	��
�½ÅØ� / �ˇ�	�ÆŒæ
�	, says a graffito on a shard at Naucratis: Jeffery in

Vickers and Jeffery (1974, 430). Mysos son of Onomakritos is obviously a real person, as Mysos on the rattling

cup perhaps is not.

17. Jeffery in Jeffery and Vickers (1974, 430 431), while admitting the text above as a possibility, thinks also

of �ı�	���, a mispelling of �ı��	��, dual of �ı��ø� (‘‘absurd,’’ Hsch.), and of ����	�Ø ‘‘a hypothetical friend’’

rather than Apollo. Matthaiou (1988) reads�~ı� " …��	 ‘‘Mys son ofOstês,’’ the latter name otherwise unknown.

18. The use of the cups must be inferred from just one certain instance: Vickers in Vickers and Jeffery

(1974, 430). It seems a likely use for ours, with the dedication.

19. Thuc. 1.134.4, Diod. 11.45.8 9, Paus. 3.17.7 9, etc. M. Robertson apud Jeffery in Vickers and Jeffery

(1974, 431n22) compares Thucydides’ account with the rattling cup. The cup in fact suggests that ‘‘two instead

of one’’ is in origin a paradigm of devout munificence, not a specific penalty. In the story of Pausanias this

proverbial phrase has been combined with the actual two statues in Athena’s shrine.

20. The personal name ¨Ææª�ºØ	� vel. sim. (LGPN I II, Aegean islands, Athens) would be comparable, if

the festival name always evoked the scapegoat custom, as in e.g. Harp. s. �æ�ÆŒ	�. But it has many happier

associations.

21. According to Ogden (1997, 62 72), the name ���Œ�º	� evokes several ordinary words suggesting

deformity or uncleanness �~ı; �~ı�; ���Œº	Ø; �Œ�º	�; �Œ�ºº��, and indeed ���Œ	� so that he is, on any possible

outlook, an abhorred creature, a scapegoat. Masson (1989) and Amigues (1989) canvass the same words for an

etymology descriptive of his deformity. Either approach seems misguided.
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‘‘Wanderer,’’ a bogus name like �º��Å� of Corinth and again of Mycenae;

when brought to trial for attempting to leave his native city, he was squalidus

‘‘dirty looking.’’22 The trial, on which his life depends, points to a ritual

background. He stood condemned when black pebbles filled the voting urn,

but was acquitted when they miraculously changed to white (Ov. Met. 15.28
48). Myskelos is like Orestes in being put to this ordeal. Orestes’ ordeal was

suggested by the cult of the Eumenides (ch. 6), and has much to do with black

and white. Black and white sheep may have been offered in succession.23

Now it can be shown that the phrase K� ����		 refers to a district rather

than a shrine or other precinct: the omitted word will be å�æ	Ø (i.e. å æøØ)

‘‘land.’’ There is a striking parallel at Athens, which itself has almost passed

without remark: ‘‘in the land of Agra.’’ Pollution is countered by ritual in the

land of Agra at the spring festival of Zeus milichios, here called Diasia. This

neglected evidence at Athens matches the new evidence at Selinus.

‘‘In [the Land] of Agra’’

Athenian usage, always the best known, has one exception to the normal

scope of the idiom, in [something] of someone. The phrase K� @ªæÆ� should

mean K� ½å æøØ� @ªæÆ� ‘‘in [the land] of the Chase,’’ being applied to the

district beyond the Ilissus river and the earliest settlement of Athens. More-

over, the ‘‘chase’’ is an activity characteristic of spring just as ‘‘pollution’’ is a

characteristic condition. As days lengthen and the weather warms, hunters go

out at dawn to take the animals that are newly active.

The uniqueness of this phrase K� @ªæÆ� has not been appreciated.24 Given

K� ˚��	Ø� ‘‘in the Gardens’’ and K� ¸
��ÆØ� ‘‘in the Marshes,’’ both nearby

22. Delphic oracle: Hippys FGrH 554 F 1, Antiochus FGrH 555 F 10, etc. The Delphic oracle in sportive

mood mocks personal deformity; cf. Fontenrose (1978, 139 140). Alemon, Alemonides: Ov. Met. 15.19, 26, 48.

Alêtês is indeed founder of Corinth or father of its founderHippotês, but the ritual background here, as at other

Dorian cities of the Peloponnesus, is the festival Karneia; ‘‘Wanderer’’ is only personified indigence, as in the

story of his receiving a clod of earth; and this will be somehow true of the name at Mycenae, for a son of

Aegisthus and rival of Orestes. Squalidus . . . reus: Ov. Met. 15.38. He is so described as he prays to Hercules,

who had appointed this unlikely founder. The description is perhaps the same paradox, unless it is a veristic

picture of a defendant parading his distress (so Bomer ad loc.).

23. At the shrine near Megalopolis the Eumenides appeared to Orestes first as black, then as white (Paus.

8.34.3). At Ceryneia they were appeased by the sacrifice of a black sheep (schol. Soph.Oed. Col. 42). Epimenides

offered sheep both black and white to the Semnai Theai (Diog. Laert. 1.110). It may be that Orestes’ trial

sometimes turned on black and white pebbles. In a version known only from relief scenes of Roman date, the

voting urn becomes the focus of anxious scrutiny: Lesky, RE 18.1 (1939, 996 997) s. Orestes 1, E. Simon,

LIMC 1 (1981) s. Aletes 1 4, H. Sarian, LIMC 3 (1986) s. Erinys 75 77, and LIMC 7 (1994) s. Orestes 62 64.

24. Daux (1963, 624 625) rightly observed that the phrase is unexplained. Chantraine (1956, 3 4; 1966, 38

39) seeks to explain it not as an ellipse but as a local genitive.Yet such a genitive is partitive and always accompanies

some noundenoting a lesser extent: Schwyzer,Gr.Gram. 2, 113 114. Nor is it reasonable to say that a local genitive

is used for its own sake after a local preposition. Simms 2003 offers a new interpretation. @ªæÆ or �ªæÆ
Æ was the

name of an ancient goddess later subsumed in Artemis agrotera, but formerly presiding over the various activities

of women represented by cults throughout the district. So the phrase means ‘‘in Agra’s [district]’’. Such a goddess

and a district named after her are impossible to credit. Since the district kept its ancient ways, whywas this colorful

figure forgotten? And the meaning of the name is still not explained.
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at Athens, why not K� @ªæÆØ? Because ‘‘Chase,’’ unlike ‘‘Gardens’’ and

‘‘Marshes,’’ is not an obvious way to describe a certain area. A fuller phrase

is needed, ‘‘in the land of the Chase.’’ Now the Athenian district has several

notable sanctuaries, and the Athenian phrase, like ours at Selinus, is used to

locate them; it is hardly used otherwise. The largest by far, the setting of

‘‘the greatest festival of Zeus’’ in the story of Cylon, is that of Zeus milichios.

The other sanctuaries belong to Demeter, Artemis agrotera, the Mother, and

Poseidon helikônios.25

Being so peculiar, the authentic phrase K� @ªæÆ� is preserved only by

inscriptions and by one special case in the literary tradition; it is implied in

another. For Zeus milichios it first came to light in the Erchia calendar,

apropos of his festival Diasia in Anthestêriôn (SEG 21.541).26 A calendar

found on the Acropolis, datable to 480 460 b.c., uses it twice in a row it

must be so restored for Zeus milichios and for the Mother (IG I3 234).27 It is
also used of the Mother’s shrine in financial records of 429/8 and 423/2 b.c.
(IG I3 383 and 369).28 As a rule, later inscriptions and literary sources treat

Agra or Agrai as the name outright and the object of any preposition: �æe�

@ªæÆ�; �æe� @ªæÆ�; K� @ªæÆØ�. But K� @ªæÆ� survives, amid later deformations

and outright corruptions, in ancient lexicons s. @ªæÆ or @ªæÆØ, entries perhaps

deriving from Pausanias the Atticist, and quoting Pherecrates, Plato, and

Cleidemus, and assigning several shrines to the district.29 At Phaedrus

229c Plato respects, and his manuscripts preserve, though some editors

do not, the old usage. The Ilissus ford leads �æe� �e �~Å� @ªæÆ� ‘‘to the [land]

of Agra.’’30 Plato understands åøæ
	�, a word used repeatedly of the district

(so Paus. 1.19.6 and several lexica). The original word in the original phrase

was doubtless å æøØ.

25. All these, but not Zeus milichios, are mentioned together at Anecd. Bekker 1.326 (see note 30).

Obviously, Demeter in Agra and the Mother in Agra are not the same, just as Demeter and the Mother are

not the same anywhere. I have elaborated elsewhere as clearly as I can: Robertson (1992, 25 30; 1996a, 274 77).

But most opinion continues in denial of the Mother.

26. SEG 21.541 ¼ Daux (1963, 606, A 37 43): ‘‘in Anthestêriôn, at theDiasia, in town K� @ªæÆ�, for Zeus

milichios a sheep, without wine until the splanchna, 12 drachmas.’’

27. IG I3 234 A 3 5: [- - - ˜Ød� = ½�Ø�ºØå
	Ø : K½� @ªæÆ�--- ����=½�ºØÆ : ���æd : K½� @ªæÆ� - - -. 4 K½� @ªæÆ�
Oikonomides, even before the Erchia calendar came to light. 4 5 ����=½�ºØÆ; K½� @ªæÆ� Prott.

28. IG I3 383.50 (429/428), 369.91 (423/422). IG 13 386.146 (408/407, accounts of the Eleusinian epistatai)

is wrongly restored as KŒ ½�~	� K� @ªæÆØ��: Ø �ı���æ
	�, an impossible form and phrase: lege K� �Ł�����: Ø. In this

context in a mostly Eleusinian milieu it is the natural way to distinguish the Mysteries of Agra. ‘‘The Great

Mysteries’’ have just been mentioned (line 144), and the expected contast otherwise would be not ‘‘theMysteries

in Agrai’’ but ‘‘the Lesser Mysteries.’’

29. ¼ Pherecrates, Graes fr. 40K-A, Pl. Phaedr. 229c, Cleidemus FGrH 323 F 1, 9. Erbse (1950, 153 54)

restores this and parallel entries as Paus. Att. Æ 20, tacitly accepting Bekker’s emendation �	��øØ n�, which

I discuss and reject below. For a full report see Jacoby’s apparatus and commentary to Cleidemus F 1.

30. �æe� �e �~Å� @ªæÆ� mss �e �~Å� �ªæÆ
Æ� Eust. �e K� @ªæÆ� schol., Burnet �a K� @ªæÆ� Bratuschek. Burnet

and others, after the scholiast, take the phrase to mean ‘‘the [shrine] in Agra.’’ The mss. reading has been

defended, but for wrong reasons. Verdenius (1955, 267 68) understands ‘‘the [shrine] lying in Agra’’ a local

genitive, though different from Chantraine’s. Wilamowitz (1919, 2.361) understands ‘‘the [shrine] of Agra,’’ a

divine name like Athena / Athenai and the like. Similarly LSJ and LSJ Rev. Suppl. s.v. @ªæÆ III, the latter

asserting that the shrine belongs to Demeter, not Artemis, which makes the divine name more puzzling still.
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The location and extent ofAgra, of ‘‘the land of theChase,’’ have never been

properly determined. The district was reached by the Ilissus ford at the fountain

Callirrhoe (Pl. Phaedr. 229c; cf. Paus. 1.19.5). The ford was needed for rites of

spring and thus owed its renown toAgra; at any other time the Ilissus bed could

easily be crossed at various points. For most of the shrines there is no closer

indication than ‘‘beside the Ilissus.’’ Nor do we hear of any temple the temple

foundation southeast of the ford, the Stuart and Revett temple, though some-

times assigned either to the Mother or to Artemis, was undoubtedly the Palla-

dium shrine of Athena.31 In default of clear evidence on the ground, the usual

view has been that Agra extended east from the ford to the stadium of Herodes

Atticus and thus consisted of the intervening hills along the Ilissus bank.32 This

does not provide a likely setting for the great concourse of worshippers at the

Lesser Mysteries and the Diasia. Furthermore, the evidence has been misread.

Pausanias might be expected to help. He notices the ‘‘place called Agrai’’

and Artemis agrotera and then Herodes’ stadium almost in one breath

(1.19.6). But a moment before he lumped together the two gymnasia Kyno-

sargês and Lykeion (1.19.3 4), which as we well know lay on different sides of

Agra, to the southwest and the northeast respectively. This is not a tour but a

checklist; so Agra and the stadium need not be close to each other. Cleidemus,

quoted for mention of Agra and its shrines in different parts of his chronicle

(Anecd. Bekker 1.326 ¼ FGrH 323 F 1, 9, cf. 25), is taken to say, as emended,

that Agra was a hill or ridge with the shrine of Poseidon helikônios on top: �~øØ
�� ZåŁøØ �ºÆØ Z�	�Æ �	~ı�	 n (ms: �	��øØ n� Bekker) �~ı� @ªæÆ ŒÆº�~Ø�ÆØ "¯ºØŒ �:
ŒÆd & K�åæÆ �	~ı —	��Ø�~ø�	� �	~ı �ºØŒø�
	ı K�� ¼Œæ	ı. If ZåŁ	� means the range

of hills between the ford and the stadium, we must look for Poseidon at the

highest point, just west of the stadium. This however is squarely occupied by

Herodes’ temple of Tyche.33 If �	~ı�	 n is emended rather to �Æ��ÅØ ~&Ø, we
obtain a better sense and word order. ‘‘The hill here, where now is so-called

Agra, once had the name Helikôn.’’ The hill in question belongs to a larger

district that is not itself a hill. It will be a small single hill rising from the level

ground somewhere west of the ford.34

Another piece of evidence has not been pressed as it should be. The

‘‘Kronion precinct,’’ i.e. the site of the summer festival Kronia, is said to adjoin

the Olympion and extend ‘‘as far as the Mêtrôion in Agra’’ (Anecd. Bekker

1.273).35 The Olympion boundary agrees with Pausanias’ notice of ‘‘a temple

31. The frieze, found in the Ilissus bed nearby, shows the legends of the Palladium shrine and court. On

one side, the Pelasgians assault Athenian girls, one of them beside the Palladium base. On the other, the

Pelasgians have been condemned for premeditated crime and depart under sentence of exile. The temple design

matches that of Athena Nike on the Acropolis, at another important entrance. See Robertson (1996b, 392 408;

2001, 39, 48 50).

32. So Judeich (1931, 45, 176, 416), Wycherley (1963, 174 75), Travlos (1971, 289, 291 fig. 379, conjec-

tural locations nos. 150 52, 156), Billot (1992, 121, 128). Chantraine (1966, 1) inferred from the name that the

area was ‘‘full of game’’ (giboyeuse).

33. According to Judeich (1931, 419) and, doubtfully, Wycherley (1963, 175), Poseidon’s shrine must be

sought somewhere else on this hill, but Cleidemus specifies the summit. Travlos (1971, 114 fig. 154, 291 fig. 379)

puts Poseidon on the hill above the Stuart and Revett temple which does not satisfy the indication, either.

34. There is a suitable hill right beside the Ilissus, above the church and square of Ayios Panteleêmôn.

35. ˚æ��Ø	� �����	�� �e �Ææa �e �~ı� �ˇº���Ø	� ��åæØ �	~ı �Å�æ Ø	ı �	~ı K� @ªæÆØ (Wachsmuth Iª	æ~ÆØ ms.).
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of Kronos and Rhea’’ near the great temple of Zeus olympios (1.18.7).36 It is
likely then that the other boundary is correctly given that the Mêtrôion lay

due south of the Olympion on the other bank of the Ilissus, a little to the west

of the ford. The spring and summer festivals of the Mother, the Galaxia and

the Kronia, were celebrated at adjacent sites on either side of the stream (they

were celebrated on opposite sides of the hill Kronion at Olympia). Both

Cleidemus and Philochorus as Attic chroniclers appear to have treated the

Kronion precinct and theMêtrôion together, in the light of the festival legends.

The lexicon just quoted very likely drew its notice of the precinct from

Cleidemus’ Book Four, where the Mêtrôion in Agra was mentioned (FGrH

323 F 9). Cleidemus also explained, doubtless in the same place, that the

Mother was Rhea (F 25).37 Philochorus told how Kronos and Rhea ‘‘Saturn

and Ops’’ in Macrobius’ report were first honored by Cecrops, and in place

of Zeus and Ge (FGrH 328 F 97). This last detail looks to the Olympion and

the neighboring shrine of Ge.

We seem to be directed, for both Poseidon helikônios and the Mother, to

the area west of the ford, where the ground is mostly low and level. At a

minimum, no definite evidence points to the hills farther east. A large tract of

level ground was required for the festival crowd at both the Lesser Mysteries

and the Diasia. Even in the early fifth century the Lesser Mysteries were

accorded a Panhellenic truce of the same duration as the Greater Mysteries

(IG 13 6 B 36 47; cf. chapter 4, pp. 65 66). Thucydides, having said that ‘‘the

greatest festival of Zeus’’ was appointed by the Delphic oracle as the mo-

ment for Cylon’s coup, explains that the Diasia are ‘‘a festival of Zeus

milichios of the greatest . . . at which a multitude offer sacrifice en masse’’

(1.126.4, 6).38

This civic festival is the only one to be recognized in the deme

calendars of Erchia and Thoricus, with a victim that was obviously shared by

the demesmen.39 Every family that could afford it offered a victim and dined

on meat; the many poor dined on a meat substitute, cakes shaped

like animals.40 A customary dish was a blood pudding roasted over an

open fire (Ar. Nub. 408 11). The festival site was therefore a picnic ground

36. If this temple stood within the Hadrianic enclosure, as Pausanias very plainly says, it has not been

found. Travlos (1971, 335 39) fixes on a Roman temple closer to the Ilissus bank than to the enclosure.

J. Binder, as she kindly informs me, thinks rather of the Classical temple outside the south wall of the

enclosure which is conventionally assigned to Apollo delphinios but for no good reason.

37. ˚º�
�Å�	� �b "��Æ�� = �Å��æÆ Ł�~ø� (suppl. Nauck)¼ Philodemus De Piet., PHerc fr. 3.23 24. Obbink

(1994, 114 22) presents an authoritative text of the whole passage.

38. ˜Øe� �	æ�c ��ØºØå
	ı ��ª
��Å . . . K� ~&Ø �Æ��Å��d Ł�	ı�Ø �	ºº	d Œ�º. Jameson (1965, 165 66) explains and

vindicates the text, sometimes altered by editors.

39. Daux (1963, 604 12 A 37 43; 1983, 152 54 lines 34 35). Erchia also sends offerings to several civic

deities on 12 Metageitniôn, but this is not a festival day, nor do the deities consort with each other, so that

demesmen must have come to Athens for some other purpose, probably to vote: Robertson (1992, 112). The

provision of meals as needed or warranted was often an important function of a sacrificial calendar.

40. Thuc. 1.126.6, schol. ad loc., Poll. 1.26, Ar. Nub. 408 9, with Jameson (1965, 165 66). It was once a

standard view, still repeated by W. Burkert at CAH2 5.255, that the sacrifices were chiefly by way of holocaust.

This is amply refuted by Jameson (1965, 162 65). Note however that Xenophon’s account of sacrificing to Zeus

milichios is not directly relevant; it refers to the later season (chapter 12, pp. 193 94).
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with as many hearths as sufficed for all the cooking. Families must have

gathered by deme, to share such victims as Erchia and Thoricus provided.

The demes number upward of 133. Even if smaller demes shared a hearth, a

hundred or so would still be needed, and plenty of room round each of them.

It is evident that Agra was, or included, a very large area of level open

ground. On the south bank of the Ilissus this is only to be found west of the

ford. Next to it, on the north bank of the Ilissus, is another ancient district, the

one identified by Thucydides as the earliest settlement below the Acropolis

(2.15.3 6). Thucydides has not escaped objection from modern critics, but

he is right and they are wrong.41 Here, he says, are Athens’ earliest public

shrines he mentions four, one with a festival recurring throughout Ionia,

and he knows of others, which we can nowadays supply. We can also add the

observation that no other part of the lower city has any concentration of early

shrines. The small district beside the Ilissus is indeed the earliest center of

Athens city.

Agra, lying next to it beyond the Ilissus, reaches back just as far. It is an

area exclusively of shrines, of somber powers of nature, chief among them

Zeus milichios, and their rites all belong to spring and are all concerned with a

fear of pollution. It was the custom for the community to go across the Ilissus

every spring to worship in a district set apart.

Festivals of Agra

The deities ofAgra are honored in close succession during early to mid-spring,

in the months Anthestêriôn¼February, Elaphêboliôn¼March, Munichiôn¼
April. In calendar order the deities are Demeter of the Lesser Mysteries, Zeus

milichios, Artemis agrotera, the Mother, and Poseidon helikônios. For all but

Artemis agrotera the dates are apparent at once.

The festival Diasia for Zeus milichios comes round on 23 Anthestêriôn,

and the Mother’s festival Galaxia sometime in Elaphêboliôn, so that the

successive offerings in the above-mentioned calendar pertain to these two

festivals (IG 13 234).42 Poseidon’s recurring epithet helikônios and his

41. It has often been objected that Dark Age ‘‘villages’’ can be traced archaeologically at scattered places

round the Acropolis, and especially at the northwest, in the region of the Classical Agora. The material there has

been misinterpreted, as we shall see in chapter 13, apropos of the opposite district that belongs to harvest time.

42. This ritual text is undoubtedly in calendar format; ‘‘in the month Gamêliôn’’ is plainly read at A 16.

Yet the order is puzzling it has defied explanation. (See also LSG 1.1, with add., LSCG 1, SEG 49.54bisþ;

D. M. Lewis on IG 13 234 is too laconic.) Perhaps it is by four trimesters and two series of annual and biennial

observances, as in the calendar of the Marathonian Tetrapolis, but with each trimester separately divided into

the two series. A 1 23 is then part of the trimester Gamêliôn, Anthestêriôn, Elaphêboliôn. The sacrifices to Zeus

milichios and the Mother at A 3 6 are the last of the annual series, in Anthestêriôn and Elaphêboliôn, and are

followed at once in A 6 7 by the biennial heading and the god Di[onysus: [- - - �~	Ø �æ�-=½
��	Ø ���Ø ˜Ø½	���	Ø ð�æ
�	Ø
���Ø Prott, ˜Ø	���	Ø Sokolowski). Dionysus of ‘‘trieteric’’ fame is the god we most expect to hear of in this

context. Yet the biennial series begins only in A 16 23, with the month Gamêliôn and offerings to Dionysus and

Semel]e and to Zeus hêraios, obviously at the Lênaia and the Theogamia, respectively. What of A 7 23, between

the biennial heading and the biennial series? These nine lines contain no date but rather the word h��Æ�

‘‘whenever’’ (A 8) and mention of Di[onysus], Kurotrophos, hêrôs and hêrôinê, Artemis. It is likely that they

lay down general practices for the trimester.
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recurring cult site Helikôn are propitiously named for the deep waters, called

�ºØŒ- ‘‘black,’’ which he supplies in spring, in the month of April, often named

Taureôn after his festival Taurea.43 Demeter’s shrine was the setting for the

Lesser Mysteries of Anthestêriôn, probably 15 17 Anthestêriôn (chapter 4,
p. 65). This festival, let us note in passing, would better suit Korê / Persephone

than Demeter. Though Demeter has a series of festivals marking stages in the

farmer’s labors and the growth of his crop, a celebration in early spring is not

otherwise to the fore. Korê / Persephone is separately worshipped at this time,

and in fact the Lesser Mysteries are said to address the story of Dionysus,

presumably the story that he was son of Persephone.44 The Mysteries of

Eleusis as Athens’ proudest worship imposed a corresponding interpretation

on what was in origin a festival of a different kind, and the interpretation

includes the very name Demeter.

Artemis agrotera needs a closer look. As a rule, it is not springtime when

our fancy turns to her. Both in literature and in ephebic inscriptions she is

known for the great procession of 6 Boêdromiôn¼September, when five

hundred goats were led to her shrine as a thank-offering for Marathon. And

the offering is only an extension of her age-old worship as partner to Apollo in

the festival Boêdromia of 6 7 Boêdromiôn.45 The Polemarch conducted this

warlike festival at different shrines on successive days, first at the shrine of

Artemis in Agra and then at the Lykeion, Apollo’s shrine, which gave its name

to the Polemarch’s official quarters, K� ¸ıŒ�
øØ; K�d ¸ıŒ�
	ı.46 The festival

belongs to Apollo quite as much as to Artemis, or rather more so since the

epithet boêdromiôs is elsewhere distinctive of Apollo.

But at Athens Artemis agrotera came to predominate in the festival, and

at an early date, long beforeMarathon. The story of the Amazon invasion and

the ensuing battle with Theseus is an aition of the Boêdromia, described as

such by Plutarch and excerpted at length from the Attic chroniclers.47 The-

seus, commanding on the right wing of the Athenian army as a virtual

Polemarch, and therefore at or near the Lykeion in the battle line described

43. For the �ºØŒ- nomenclature see Robertson (1992, 30 31; 2002, 20 21). �Æıæ�ø� is widely attested in

Ionian calendars and is firmly placed in those of Samos and Miletus: Trumpy (1997, 78 80, 88 99). Trumpy

(1997, 14 25, 35, 38) thinks of it as a standard name for April in a hypothetical Ur-calendar, alternating with

Artemisiôn, also common, and with Athens’ Munichiôn. It may be doubted, however, whether a calendar of

month names was ever propagated as such (except from a mother city to its colonies); it was the festivals behind

each local calendar that were propagated. The festival Taurea evoked by Homer and celebrated in a great

reunion first at Mycale, later at Ephesus typifies the Ionians as an ethnos, just as the festival Karneia typifies

the Dorians: Robertson (2002, 17 22, 25 27). The shrine and festival of Artemis for which the month is named

at Athens are cognate rather with other east-coast shrines of Artemis in the homeland.

44. �
�Å�Æ �~ø� ��æd �e� ˜Ø��ı�	� ‘‘a rendering of the matter of Dionysus’’ (Steph. Byz. s. @ªæÆ ŒÆd @ªæÆØ).

Deubner (1932, 70) doubtfully mentions Iacchus, but he has no story except for his nursing, in which he is

assimilated to Dionysus. Deubner is also astray in speaking of ‘‘pantomime performances’’; the words quoted

from Stephanus are the usual language of aetiology.

45. Robertson (1992, 22 25; 2005).

46. Robertson (1986, 162 63). Remains of the palaestra and bath of the Lykeion gymnasium, as

they appear to be, were excavated in 1996 at the north end of Rigillis Street, not far from the Ilissus and

Agra: E. Ligouri in AR 1996/97, 8 10.

47. Thes. 27 ¼ Hellanicus FGrH 323a F 17, Cleidemus 323 F 18.
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by Cleidemus, offers sacrifice before battle. Not to Apollo, however, but to

Phobos ‘‘Battle-rout.’’ In [Aristotle]’s summary account of the Polemarch’s

ritual duties, the festival deities are Artemis agrotera and Enyalios ‘‘War-

whoop’’ (Ath. 58.1) an expressive name, preserving its original significance

in Xenophon’s phrase �¯�ıÆº
øØ Kº�º
Ç�Ø� (Anab. 1.8.18, etc.). Apollo was

replaced by Phobos or Enyalios, personifications of the warlike ritual. At

Athens he gave up his role as war god to appear instead as the glorious patron

of song and dance at the Thargêlia; so he did among Ionians generally and

became very different from the Dorian Apollo.48 Artemis agrotera emerged as

the sole presiding deity of the Boêdromia, and she alone received the thank-

offering for Marathon.49

Artemis agrotera once had a festival of her own, without Apollo. Artemis

is typically worshipped in spring, and spring months are named for her

festivals. At Athens the months Elaphêboliôn and Munichiôn are so named.

Elaphêbolia ‘‘deer-slaying [rites]’’ are a festival of the chase, a former way of

life extolled by the myths of Artemis and by her very image. The festival has

left no mark in Ionian calendars of the islands and the opposite coast.50 It is

matched rather by the festival Laphria among West Greek speakers in the

homeland; this and similar festival names give the month names Elaphios

(Elis), Laphriaia (Aetolia), Lophriaia (Cruni in West Locris), Laphrios (Eri-

neus, Gythium), and Elaphrios (Cnidus).51 The day was probably the sixth of

the month, the usual choice for festivals of Artemis. Since Apollo’s warlike

festival follows at a six-month interval and his shrine is not far away, Artemis

agrotera was recruited for a second appearance then. But her title comes from

the festival of the chase, and she confers the name ‘‘Chase’’ on the district

where other festivals are conducted at the same season.

The festivals in question, to resume, are the Lesser Mysteries of ?15 17
Anthestêriôn, theDiasia of 23Anthestêriôn, theElaphêbolia of ?6 Elaphêboliôn,
the Galaxia of ?mid-Elaphêboliôn, and Poseidon’s festival ofMunichiôn. After

the Diasia, on 25 or 26 Anthestêriôn, the Semnai Theai were propitiated on the

Acropolis (see chapter 7). During perhaps two full months, from perhaps mid-

February to mid-April, Agra was frequented by Athenians engaged in nearly

all the season’s ritual. Within this span the only festivals of note not conducted

at Agra are later innovations: the civic Dionysia of mid-Elaphêboliôn, and the

Asklêpieia a day or two earlier. Conversely, no festival we know of was

conducted at Agra at any other time of year except, in part, the Boêdromia.

48. Jameson (1980, 223 35) gathers the meager evidence for Apollo lykeios at Athens and draws a

contrast with the robust figure at Argos and elsewhere. On Apollo and his festivals as differentiating Ionians

and Dorians, see Robertson (2002, 31 36).

49. We should not suppose that the offering was vowed, or the battle fought, on 6 Boêdromiôn of 490 b.c.

That would be an extraordinary coincidence, since the Polemarch’s tribute was due on this day in any case.

50. Iasus, however, with thirteen odd, or oddly assorted, month names has two otherwise unique to

Athens, Elaphêboliôn and Skirophoriôn: Trumpy (1997, 114 17). And Skirophoriôn is the only month name

attested at Miletupolis near Cyzicus, with certain other Athenian names: SEG 33.1072, 49.1764, Parker (2005c,

484 85).

51. Trumpy (1997, 26n103, 136, 139, 199 202, 185).
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This district beyond the Ilissus wasmarked off in Athens’ early days for rites of

spring.

The district is named propitiously for an age-old activity of spring, agra

‘‘the chase,’’ promoted by Artemis and signalized by her deer-slaying rites.

But it is the festival Diasia of Zeus milichios that requires the largest tract of

ground and draws the largest attendance by far. In its greatest days it drew

households from the whole of Attica. It aims to dispel the fear of pollution

that comes with the Lenten season of diminished resources. The district might

just as well have been namedMyskos. To understand this fear of pollution we

turn in the next chapter to a different range of evidence, extending throughout

Greece.
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Before the Harvest

Synopsis

The myskos ‘‘pollution’’ announced by the phrase ‘‘in [the land] of Myskos’’

is the very reason for worshipping Zeus milichios at this time of year. The

spring weather needed for new growth is uncertain and causes much anx-

iety: it is thought to depend on the worthiness or purity of the community. If

there is some pollution, and this is always likely, Zeus milichios is ‘‘appea-

sable,’’ the meaning of his title. So the whole community gathers on a large

campground, the land of Myskos, for the effort. The custom gives rise to

stories about some terrible pollution of the past in which Zeus milichios was

concerned and was finally appeased. Cylon of Athens brought pollution

on his city when he attempted to gain power by seizing the Acropolis; he

acted on the very day of the festival of Zeus milichios, and blood was shed

two or three days later at the festival of the Semnai Theai. Yet the god was

finally appeased when the people set up a statue of Cylon on the Acropolis.

Pausanias of Sparta, Euthycles of Locri, Bryas of Argos each of them

somehow brought pollution on his city until Zeus was finally appeased,

either by a statue of the offender or by a statue of himself. In a contrasting

story, Empedocles removed pollution from Selinus and was worshipped as a

very god at the festival site. All such fictions illustrate the true nature of the

cult as addressing a seasonal concern. They forbid us to suppose that

Selinus was actually plunged in bloody murder just before the tablet was

inscribed.



The Athenian Festival

Turning again to Athens, we find that pollution, or rather the fear of it, was in

the air in early spring. It is true that the festival Diasia of 23 Anthestêriôn ¼
February was known for feasting and family fun.1 From literary mentions we

wouldnever suspect a dark side. But antiquarian comment describes it succinctly

as a festival ‘‘m� K�Ø��º	ı� ��� �Ø�	� ��ıª���Å�	� which they conducted with a

certain gloominess.’’2 Feasting and fun, it seems, were in defiance of some

imagined threat. Ordinary people forgot the imagined threat. This day in

Athens’ calendar is very close to Carnival days in the Western church and to

Meat Sunday and the like in the Eastern. Feasting before Lent is also defiant;

church doctrine, however, does not allow us to forget it.

The name ˜Ø�ØÆ shows that the festival time was all important. It is a

redundant form of ~̃ØÆ ‘‘Zeus-rites,’’ based on the locative *˜
Æ�Ø ‘‘at Zeus-

rites.’’3 This locative, in producing the festival name, was once widely used,

and at a very early date it is the only example of a locative neuter plural, or

almost.4 ‘‘At Zeus-rites’’ was a special time, like Carnival.5 The epithet

��Øº
åØ	� used of Zeus at this time and again at the harvest is doubly expres-

sive. As Nilsson observes, ‘‘it comes from ��Øº
��ø and accordingly denotes

not simply ‘the kindly one,’ ‘the gracious one,’ but one who has been rendered

kindly and gracious (through appeasement).’’6

The Death of Cylon or of His Followers as Festival Aition

The festival is bound up in story with a great event of Athenian history, indeed

with its earliest definite event, the failed coup of the aspiring tyrant Cylon.

Cylon is also the first individual Athenian we truly know, an Olympic victor of

1. Ar. Nub. 408 11, 864, Luc. 25 Tim. 7; cf. Deubner (1932, 156). Despite Jameson (1965, 162n1), Lucian

is not valueless because he had no direct knowledge of the festival; he drew on Attic comedy and gives a

corresponding picture.

2. Scholl. Luc. 24 Icaromen. 24, 25 Timon 7, Hesch. s. ˜Ø�ØÆ. Other comments to similar effect are plainly

derivative. Beside one such, in schol. Rav. Ar. Nub. 408, it is strangely said that ‘‘Apollonius of Acharnae

distinguishes the Diasia from the festival of Zeus milichios’’ (FGrH 365 F 5). We might suppose that he

dissociated one or other from the gloominess. Apollonius’ credentials are slighter than Jacoby thought (chapter

3, note 13).

3. The festival of Anthestêriôn is ˜Ø�ØÆ on Thasos (LSSuppl. 69.2) but ~̃ØÆ at Teos (GHI2 30 B 34).

"¯ŒÆº��ØÆ is a comparable name for another festival of Zeus, at the coordinate season after the harvest (cf.

chapter 3, pp. 48 49). It is based on the place name "¯ŒºÅ (perhaps ‘‘Far away’’), which could have a locative

* "¯ŒºÅ�Ø, like e.g. —Æºº��Å = —Æºº��Å�Ø. But this festival name alternates locally with the expected form

* "¯Œº�ØÆ (whence the attested epithet "¯ŒÆº�~Ø	�). So "¯ŒÆº��ØÆ probably arose by analogy with ˜Ø�ØÆ.

4. �ˇºı��
Æ�Ø generally means ‘‘at Olympia,’’ serving as a locative of �ˇºı��
Æ and thus corresponding to

—ıŁ~	Ø;˝���ÆØ, and the like. But the form shows that it originates as a locative of �ˇº���ØÆ ‘‘Olympian [rites],’’

matching *˜
Æ�Ø (chapter 5, note 47).

5. Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 2.154 55 explains and illustrates the temporal force of such locatives, going back

to Indo-European.

6. Nilsson (1955, 411). The etymology is unknown, for ��ºØ seems unrelated (Frisk,GEW, add. s. ��
ºØå	�,

Chantraine, DÉLG s. ��
ºØÆ).
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640 b.c., son-in-law of the tyrant Theagenes of Megara, commemorated by a

bronze statue on the Acropolis that somehow survived to the time of Pausan-

ias.7 With a band of supporters he attempted to seize the Acropolis but the

people of Athens did not rise behind him as he hoped, and the authorities

prevailed. The rest of the story is full of vivid detail about the bloody reprisal

and the pollution it brought upon the city, which was felt for some two

hundred years, being called either �e ˚ıº ��Ø	� ¼ª	� ‘‘Cylon’s pollution’’ or

�e ¼ª	� �~Å� Ł�	~ı ‘‘the pollution of the goddess’’ (probably an objective geni-

tive).8 Among the various sources for Cylon’s coup, only Thucydides men-

tions the festival Diasia and only as an opportunity that Cylon failed to grasp:

the Delphic oracle appointed this day for his venture, and he misunderstood

(1.126.4 6). But the festival, as we shall see, is implicit in Herodotus as well, so

that Thucydides insists on a mere variation.

We must consider how and why the story was handed down. And to begin

with, we must consider a separate tradition concerning the measures taken to

remove the pollution. This tradition, associated with the great names of Solon

and Epimenides, is represented by the broken beginning of [Aristotle’s] Con-

stitution of Athens and by Plutarch’s Life of Solon, chapter 12. Measures were

taken within a few decades, at most, of the event. Members of the family

Alcmaeonidae, leading one of two principal factions in the 590s b.c., were
held polluted because Megacles, a forebear, had been chief archon, the one

person most responsible for killing the offenders.9 At Solon’s instigation they

were put on trial and condemned; livingmembers were banished, and graves of

the dead were dug up. A little later, with Athenians still fearful, Epimenides

purified the city and among other religious measures instituted the cult of the

Semnai Theai. Whereas the Alcmaeonidae had incurred a particular pollution

because of Megacles, Athenians at large felt a general pollution.

Another measure was overlooked by this tradition. Pausanias in touring

the Acropolis is surprised to find a statue of Cylon as a public dedication in

the northwest sector, west of Athena’s Ionic temple, the Old Temple so called

(1.28.1).10 His words ˚�ºø�Æ . . . åÆºŒ	~ı� I��Ł��Æ� ‘‘[the Athenians] set up a

bronze Cylon’’ perhaps echo the inscription on the base. If this is an Archaic

original, it was removed to safety in 480 479 b.c., like the bronze Hermes

7. Olympic victory: Moretti (1957 no. 56). It is a time at which Olympic records can be relied on, as they

cannot be for dates reaching back to the early seventh century and the eighth. See Rhodes (1981, 81 82) for

criticism of several attempts to lower Cylon’s date.

8. Parker (1983, 7, 145n8) inclines to the view that ‘‘the agos of the goddess’’ is rather the curse she

inflicts, subjective genitive. It is hard to decide. If Athenians or Spartans ‘‘drive out the agos,’’ is it the persons

who offend the goddess or those whom she curses?

9. The possible dates for Megacles’ archonship and the coup are the Olympic years from 636/5 to 624/3

b.c. (Develin [1989, 30]).

10. Among the statues hereabouts Pausanias remarks ‘‘ancient images of Athena’’ that survived the

Persian sack with only slight disfigurement (1.27.6); the Marathonian bull (27.10); and the bronze chariot

commemorating the victory of 508 b.c. (28.2). These last two come just before and just after Cylon and Athena

Promachus (28.1). The bronze chariot is demonstrably a replacement, and the Marathonian bull is often

thought to be so too, but Morris (1992, 339 41) argues that Theseus’ geste was more likely to be so commem-

orated in the years after the Persian Wars.
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agoraios dedicated in the late Archaic period by archon Cebris.11 Otherwise,

the Athenians made sure of replacing an essential monument and produced

a faithful copy, an ideal kuros, for Pausanias conjectures that Cylon deserved

the unexpected tribute as being �~N�	� ŒººØ��	� ‘‘a supremely handsome fig-

ure.’’12 The statue on the Acropolis, as plainly as Epimenides’ intervention, is

a remedy for a general pollution felt by the people.13 We shall find just the

same remedy for a pollution just as general at Sparta, Locri, and Argos:

statues dedicated by the people, representing either offenders like Cylon or

else Zeus milichios himself.

Cylon’s coup is recounted by Herodotus and Thucydides so as to illus-

trate the inherited pollution as it bears on events of 507 and 431 b.c. respec-
tively; Cleisthenes and Pericles are especially polluted. In 507 the

Alcmaeonidae were back in Athens, Cleisthenes among them, but according

to Herodotus they were again held polluted, again by an opposing faction. It

became a pretext, he says, for Cleomenes to intervene in favor of Isagoras

(5. 70.2 72.1, echoed by [Arist.] Ath. 20.2 3). Both Cleisthenes and his sup-

porters, seven hundred households denounced by Isagoras, were expelled

from Athens because of the pollution.14 Herodotus tells the story of Cylon

briefly, with a couple of interesting details and yet he does not mention the

board of archons, much less Megacles. So the story does not after all explain

why Cleomenes and his supporters are vulnerable, rather than Athenians at

large or an unknown number of Athenians. The supporters can be polluted, or

more polluted than the rest of the city, only if they too descend fromMegacles

or from other members of that board of archons. Either proposition would

entail an extraordinary continuity of declared interest and allegiance over

more than a century.15

In 431 b.c., says Thucydides, the Spartans called on the Athenians �e ¼ª	�

KºÆ���Ø� �~Å� Ł�	~ı ‘‘to drive out the pollution of the goddess,’’ a phrase twice

repeated and then varied as ��æd �~ø� K�Æª~ø� �~Å� Kº��ø� ‘‘concerning the

expulsion of those polluted’’ (1.126.2, 127.1, 139.1). He also says that the

Spartans were aiming especially at Pericles, since he was a blood relation

through his mother (127.1 3). The Athenians in reply called on the Spartans

11. Hermes agoraios: Wycherley (1957, 102 3 nos. 296 300). His altar has now been uncovered by the

agora excavators (but is wrongly identified as Aphrodite’s); the small Roman temple that faces it was perhaps

meant to house the statue, much admired at the time. See Robertson (2005, 88).

12. Judeich (1931, 246n3) thinks of a replacement (and rejects the view of A. Schafer and others that this

statue was set up at about the same time as the two in Sparta of Pausanias the regent). Jacoby (1949, 369n88)

holds that there was no inscription, which creates a needless difficulty: the statue might have represented

anyone.

13. Jameson (1965, 170 71) rightly speaks of ‘‘atonement for taking the life of a suppliant, since a victor’s

dedication is unlikely in the late seventh century.’’

14. The seven hundred households figure largely in modern calculations. They should not. ‘‘Seven

hundred’’ is a typical number for Herodotus, sounding plausible or informed (Fehling [1989, 226]). Before

Herodotus, the story may well have said ‘‘very many.’’

15. This conclusion, in respect to Megacles, is firmly embraced by Davies (1971, 370) and Dickie (1979,

201 2). In 507 b.c. many of those incriminated, far from being Alcmaeonidae proper, ‘‘must have been

‘Alkmeonid’ only in the sense that Perikles was, through near or remote distaff descent’’ (Davies, with my

emphasis).
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to drive out their own pollution, both that from Taenarus and that of the

goddess Athena, in similar phrases to be quoted below (128.1 2, 135.1). Such
phrases must have been used at the time by both sides. So Thucydides tells the

story of Cylon at length, quite differently from Herodotus, with many inter-

esting details (126.3 11); he also mentions the episode of 507 b.c. (126.12); it is
obvious that he means to correct his predecessor. The nine archons are singled

out as responsible for the killing, and all those expelled in 507 are said to be

descendants this is a view perhaps implied by Herodotus, as we just saw, but

at variance with the tradition in [Aristotle] and Plutarch. Now, in 431,
descendants are living in the city still. And yet, although Pericles is said to

be a special target, Thucydides does not mention the chief archon from whom

he descends. So intent he is on correcting Herodotus.

The usual understanding of Herodotus and Thucydides is that in 507 and
in 431, just as in the 590s, the particular pollution attaching to the Alcmaeo-

nidae was still a matter of lively debate, issuing in different versions of the

story of Cylon.16 Yet neither version is suited to the purpose. It is also

assumed that the fear of general pollution, which in the 590s continued after

the Alcmaeonidae were expelled, was wholly absent in 507 and 431. Yet the

fear might well be wakened by the Spartan demand, just as the Athenian

demand could only awaken the same fear at Sparta. And the statue on the

Acropolis still bore testimony. Herodotus and Thucydides deserve a closer

reading. We shall see that the rival versions display no partisan intent. It is

simply that Cylon himself, and the fear of pollution and the religious customs

pertaining to it, were of abiding interest.

Thucydides must be taken first, since he is much fuller and supplies some

omissions in Herodotus (1.126.2 127.1).17 Cylon inquired of the Delphic

oracle; ‘‘seize the Acropolis of Athens at the greatest festival of Zeus’’ was

the reply. Cylon thought only of the Olympic Games, being himself an

Olympic victor, but Athens’ festival Diasia was meant a brief description

of the Diasia is added for the benefit of readers outside of Athens and in the

future. Cylon therefore acted at the time of the Olympic festival. When people

heard that the Acropolis had been seized, they rushed against the enemy ‘‘en

masse from the countryside.’’ There followed a long siege of the Acropolis,

with the impetuous people soon tiring of it and entrusting the outcome, as was

proper, to the nine archons. Cylon and his brother escaped, and the siege

ended with the other Cylonians perishing of hunger and taking refuge at

Athena’s altar, from which they were removed by the archons under safe

conduct, and yet were killed by them, even those who took refuge once more,

this time at the altars of the Semnai Theai.

16. Rhodes (1981, 79 84) provides a thorough review. The debate has been thought to continue even in

the fourth century: Jacoby on Cleidemus FGrH 323 F 7 8 suggests that this Attic chronicler is behind ‘‘the

decided apology for the Alcmaeonids’’ in Plut. Sol. 12.

17. In large part I follow Jameson (1965, 167 72), who shows that Thucydides’ account of Cylon failing

to act on the day of the Diasia implies another account in which he did so and that this account is behind

Herodotus. His conclusions are accepted by Rhodes (1981, 80, 82) and by A. Andrewes, CAH2 3.3 (1982, 369).

It only needs to be added that both accounts turn also on the proximate day of the festival of the Semnai Theai.
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It is a good story, with an oracle fatally misunderstood. Had Cylon acted

on the day of the Diasia, success would have followed. Acting instead at the

time of the Olympic Games, he failed, and the full consequence was visited on

the Cylonians at the altars of the Semnai Theai. Athenians did not need to be

reminded of the calendar (whereas modern readers, even modern scholars,

are oblivious of the calendar). The day of the Diasia is 23 Anthestêriôn; the

Olympic Games are held about six months later; the day of the festival of the

Semnai Theai, on the reckoning in chapter 8, is most likely 25 or 26 Anthes-

têriôn. After failing at the time of the Olympic Games, the Cylonians persevere

for about six months in order to meet that terrible end at the time of the

festival of the Semnai Theai. A third of the story, over a dozen lines, is taken

up by their protracted ordeal: the steady and determined effort of the author-

ities, the privation and suffering of the besieged, also the escape of Cylon

himself and his brother, which makes the killing of their followers more

pitiful.

Herodotus gives us just seven lines in all (5.70.2 72.1). Cylon with some

fellow conspirators failed at once in their attempt to seize the Acropolis, took

refuge at Athena’s statue, and were removed, with a promise to spare their

lives, by ‘‘the prytaneis of the naukraroi’’ only to be killed. Let us complete

the story from Thucydides. The killing was done as always, not only in

Thucydides at the neighboring shrine of the Semnai Theai. This story too

evokes the festival of 25 or 26Anthestêriôn. Cylon acted just before. Herodotus

says nothing of a special day or of a gathering of people, but these things are

not excluded: he acted on the day of theDiasia, 23 Anthestêriôn. He hoped for

immediate support from the huge festival crowd, drawn from the whole of

Attica, but in vain; Cylon and his fellows became suppliants. Since people were

grouped on just that day, at the huge campground of Agra, in the twelve

territorial units called naukrariai, the chiefs of these units, who came from

the respective parts of Attica, took charge of negotiating the surrender.18

Afterwards the terms were violated by the city officers, the board of archons.

When Herodotus’ version is thus completed, we see that Thucydides’

version is secondary. In this version Cylon seizes the Acropolis on no special

day at Athens, merely at the time of the Olympic Games. Yet all at once

there is a great concourse of people. 	ƒ �b ¢ŁÅ�Æ~Ø	Ø ÆN�Ł����	Ø K�	�ŁÅ�� ��
�Æ��Å��d KŒ �~ø� Iªæ~ø� K�� ÆP�	�� ‘‘the Athenians, when they heard of it, rushed

to arms en masse from the countryside against them’’ (126.7). This amazing

reaction does not really change the course of the story. The people lay siege to

the Acropolis, they weary of it, they go away but after entrusting the

business to the archons, who kill the Cylonians at the due time. The very

language is derivative. �Æ��Å��
 recalls the description of the Diasia, the

neglected opportunity, just three lines before: people attending the festival

18. At the Diasia the attendance is later grouped by deme: Erchia provides a sheep (Daux 1963¼SEG

21.541A 37 43), and so does Thoricus (Daux 1983¼SEG 33.147¼Lupu 2005 no. 1 lines 34 35). It was formerly

grouped by naukraria since this unit is replaced by the deme ([Arist.] Ath. 21.5). So Jameson (1965, 169).
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gather �Æ��Å��
 outside the city. The location, K� @ªæÆ�, is omitted by Thu-

cydides in his description of the festival, being of no concern to readers outside

of Athens and in the future.19 In the prior version, the people rushed, or

perhaps it was only that they might have rushed, �Æ��Å��d K� @ªæÆ�. Instead, it

is now �Æ��Å��d KŒ �~ø� Iªæ~ø�.20 The substitute phrase, meaning ‘‘from the

countryside,’’ has its own point, as we might expect. It is faithful to the

conditions of early days, in Attica as elsewhere, when people were more

dispersed, perhaps living on their farms (Thuc. 2.16.1, Arist. Pol. 5, 1305a
18 21), and when they knew only military leaders, leaders of the sort who

aimed at tyranny (so Aristotle).

The two versions are both plausible in different ways. That of Herodotus

may well start from the truth, a misplaced hope for a festival day unless the

misplaced hope was itself only an embellishment. That of Thucydides neatly

substitutes a misunderstood oracle; the misunderstanding is due to Cylon’s

prepossession for the Olympic Games, a notorious fact. It also takes care to

remind us of something often forgotten, that people then were at home in 	ƒ

Iªæ	
 which also happens to echo the festival location @ªæÆ. We should not

suppose that the stories as commonly told were much more elaborate than

what we read in Thucydides and infer from Herodotus. They do not speak to

any partisan interest, either for or against the Alcmaeonidae.

Herodotus, as every reader knows, introduces the Alcmaeonidae, the

family and its leading members, at many junctures and mostly to their credit;

he will not hear of slanderous imputations, as that they favored tyrants or

Persians. Thucydides represents Pericles as the driving force in Athens’ ac-

ceptance and prosecution of the Peloponnesian War. They are both too

partial to their heroes. In 507 b.c. the public fact is that a Spartan king

came to Athens to drive out a great many people denounced as polluted. In

431 b.c. the public fact is that the Spartans called on Athens to drive out ‘‘the

pollution of the goddess,’’ which is a general pollution, falling on the whole

city, focused on its center, the Acropolis.

The Death of the Regent Pausanias

In 431 b.c. there are really two public facts: the Spartans called on Athens to

drive out ‘‘the pollution of the goddess,’’ and the Athenians, replying in kind,

called on Sparta to drive out ‘‘the pollution from Taenarus’’ and ‘‘the pollu-

tion of the goddess chalkioikos.’’ The two counterphrases used by the Athe-

nians undoubtedly express a general pollution. The Spartans at large, not any

Spartan leader, incurred pollution from the murder of suppliant helots at

19. As a matter of possible interest, the festival ground is close to the domains of the Alcmaeonidae.

Family members belong to the contiguous demesXypetê,Alôpekê, andAgrylê south of the Ilissus (Davies [1971,

384]), the last perhaps including Agra.

20. Note, however, as against Jameson (1965, 167) and Rhodes (1981, 80), that the very words KŒ �~ø�

�ªæ~ø� could not be used with the same meaning as K� @ªæÆ�. (I owe this point to R. Parker, who does not hold

with the foregoing account of the two versions.)
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Taenarum and from the cruel death of Pausanias as a suppliant of Athena

chalkioikos.21 Pausanias’ case is much like Cylon’s. The shrine where Pausan-

ias took refuge is Sparta’s acropolis shrine of Athena. In this acropolis shrine,

as a professed remedy for the ensuing pollution, the Spartans set up two

bronze statues of Pausanias that stood there down to the time of our other

Pausanias (3.17.7, 9, 18.1, cf. Thuc. 1.134.4, etc.).22

The death of Pausanias was also somehow redeemed by the cult now

instituted of a power named epidôtas ‘‘increaser’’: so says our other Pausanias

without further detail (3.17.9). This is in fact an epithet of Zeus at Sparta

(Hsch. s.v.); on Amorgos the epithet takes the form anadôtês (IG 12.7.91). It is
Zeus milichios again; the ‘‘appeasable’’ god is also an ‘‘increaser’’ of crops.

The same meaning ‘‘increaser’’ or ‘‘getter’’ is expressed by the commoner

epithets ktêsios and pasios, and these in turn are applied to the kindly snake

god approached by his worshippers in votive reliefs.23 The kindly snake god is

not quite identical with Zeus milichios, being worshipped separately by each

household and not on any collective occasion not quite identical but

very nearly. Plutarch names epidôtês and milichios together as lesser powers

contrasting with Zeus proper, the potentate in the sky (Non posse suaviter vivi

22, 1102e).

The Death of Similar Offenders at Locri, Argos, and Elsewhere

Callimachus, Aetia Book Three, told the story of Euthycles of Locri, an

Olympic victor in the pentathlon and thus comparable to Cylon, victor in

the diaulos in 640 b.c. (frs. 83 84).24 Euthycles was thought, wrongly, to have

betrayed his city and was imprisoned and seemingly done to death. The

Locrians also mistreated his statue, and Zeus was wroth to see it, and they

were visited with plague or famine.25 The remedy was to honor the statue of

Euthycles as if it were of Zeus, and to construct an altar and offer sacrifice at a

stated time, which unfortunately is not preserved.26 The statue of Euthycles,

21. At Sparta the board of ephors are directly responsible for the cruel death (Thuc. 1.134.1 4), just as

the board of archons or the chiefs of the naukraroi were at Athens. Yet at Sparta this detail does not restrict the

scope of pollution.

22. In a different episode, mostly told for its own sake, Pausanias the regent took the life of a maiden of

Byzantium and brought madness and pollution on himself. It is only our Pausanias who associates this episode

with the suppliant drama at Athena’s shrine: so Wide (1893, 14 17), quite conclusively. Jameson (1965, 170)

errs in upholding Pausanias’ combination of stories.

23. Wide (1893, 15) rightly compared ‘‘the chthonic plusios and ktêsios.’’ Others are astray, e.g. Fonten-

rose (1978, 131), who says of Hesychius’ entry, ‘‘probably this Zeus was identified with [Pausanias’] avenging

daimon.’’

24. D’Alessio (1996, 496 99) gives the text as now constituted.

25. A similar story is told of the statue of the Thasian athlete Theagenes, so as to explain the healing

power ascribed to it (Luc. 52 Deor. Conc. 12, cf. Paus. 6.11.8).

26. �e �b� ¼ªÆº�Æ �: ½	~ı �¯P�ŁıŒº½�	�ı� _ŒÆ�� Y�	� = �~øØ �	~ı˜Øe� K�: ½
�Å��Æ�; ��Ø �b ŒÆd �ø-=�e� �	Ø��Æ���½�: :�:�: ½:�: :½: :�ı:½:ƒ��:�Æ��-=�	ı �Å��� (Diêgêsis 2.5 8). A day in the first decad of themonthwould suit Zeusmilichios at harvest

time (cf. chapters 12 13).
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like those of Pausanias, is said to serve as atonement. But it is also equated

with a statue of Zeus himself and is the object of worship. We are reminded of

the milichios stones at Selinus, which belong to individuals and sometimes

crudely represent a person’s form and were the object of worship, to judge

from traces on the ground.27 At Croton, not so far from Locri, a milichios

stone was set up by the famous athlete Phaÿllus or a namesake (LSAG2 p. 261
no. 22).

At Argos Pausanias found a statue of Zeusmilichios in the agora, a seated

figure by Polycleitus, whether elder or younger (2.20.1 2). It was supposedly
meant to expiate the bloodshed of a popular victory when a band of oligarchs

were slain, and especially their ravening insolent leader, well named Bryas

‘‘Abounding.’’ The occasion described by Pausanias is barely recognizable as

an actual event of summer 417 b.c. (Thuc. 5.82.2, Diod. 12.80.2 3, Plut. Alcib.
15.3 4). This statue of Zeus milichios lent itself to imaginary reminiscence. At

Sicyon, too, let us note by the way, Pausanias found a statue of Zeus milichios

in the agora (2.9.6).28 But being aniconic, in the form of a pyramid, and being

accompanied by a statue of Artemis patrôia in the form of a column, it did not

inspire any story that we hear of. The pyramid shape at Sicyon is clearly a

collective version of the crude milichios stones set up by individuals.29

We should notice too a purely imaginary instance supplied by the abun-

dant imagination of the historian Timaeus. He starts from the simple fact that

the colony of Siris in Italy, perhaps Ionian as well as Achaean, was destroyed

in the later sixth century by its largely Achaean neighbors Metapontum and

Croton. The worst of it, says Timaeus, was that fifty youths and a young priest

were slaughtered as they embraced the statue of Athena on the acropolis, a

famous statue said to be the very one carried off from the citadel of Troy

(Lycophr. Alex. 984 92, Str. 6.1.14, p. 264, Just. 20.2.4).30 Both the offending

cities were struck by pestilence; both were told by the Delphic oracle to set up

statues of all the slain (Just. 20.2.5 8). Croton took great care in their

manufacture, whereas Metapontum worked with the utmost dispatch. After

such different but equal efforts both cities found relief. Timaeus lived for more

than fifty years at Athens, where the story of Cylon was famous and the statue

on the Acropolis depicted a beautiful youth.31 When he told a corresponding

story of Siris (joining it to the story of Troy’s palladion) and of the sequel at

Metapontum and Croton, he sowed with the whole sack. In distinguishing

two kinds of statue, those of the finest workmanship and others made in haste,

27. See JJK 90 91, 103 7, 133 36.

28. Perhaps the Locrian statue was indeed of Zeus and likewise stood in the agora, where it might be

taken for the portrait of an athlete, despite the adjoining altar. Theagenes’ statue was in the agora of Thasos.

29. The milichios stones of Lebadeia have pyramid shapes not mentioned by JJK 84 85, 98 100 but

emphasized by Lerat (1952, 2.146 47) and Schachter (1994, 119n3).

30. These are not attributed fragments of Timaeus but can be safely joined with FGrH 566 F 51 52 ¼
Ath. 12.25, 523c e, on the luxury and the legendary origins of Siris. So Giannelli (1963, 93 96), though he does

not take in the episode of the pestilence and its remedy.

31. On the Athenian background, which is often evident in Timaeus, see Robertson (1996b, 432 33;

2001, 33, 36).
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and in asserting that both were of equal effect, he surely thought of images of

Zeus milichios, which are of both kinds and express equal devotion.

Empedocles at Selinus

Selinus has its own story of pollution and death, of a marvelous remedy, of the

festival celebration that ensued. The story is aetiological, and the details point

to the spring festival of Zeus milichios and also identify the festival site, the

land of Myskos.

Diogenes Laertius transmits the story from an unknown source, with

several others about the strange, contested disappearance of Empedocles

(8.70). It explains how he came to be thought a god, so that ‘‘wishing to

confirm this impression he leapt into the fire.’’ But his virtual epiphany is the

main point, and its connexion with the leap is secondary.32 ‘‘A plague befell

the people of Selinus because of the stench from the river that ran past, so that

they were perishing and women were miscarrying. Empedocles took note and

at his own expense ��	 �Ø�a� �	�Æ�	f� �~ø� ����ªªı� K�ÆªÆª�~Ø� brought on a

certain pair of neighbouring rivers. And by mixing them he sweetened the

streams. When the plague thus abated and the people of Selinus were feasting

one day beside the river, Empedocles K�Ø�Æ�~Å�ÆØ revealed himself. They rose

up and did obeisance and �æ	���å��ŁÆØ ŒÆŁÆ��æ�d Ł�~øØ prayed to him just as if

he were a god.’’33

In Sicily and southern Italy swamps were sometimes a source of pollution,

not less feared for being real. At Selinus the valley east of the city, the Gorgo di

Cottone, is swampy lowland.34 The stream Cottone that runs through it is

formed by the confluence of two tributary streams running down from the

hills. It is the setting of the story: people at Selinus worship on the far bank of

the Cottone, as Athenians do on the far bank of the Ilissus. In spring the

stream flows with fresh water, and the festival of Zeus milichios is celebrated

beside it. Empedocles is given credit for making the stream flow and for being

Zeus milichios. Here then is the land of Myskos ‘‘Pollution.’’

The festival of Zeus milichios, whether at Selinus or nearby Acragas or

elsewhere, is behind another story of Empedocles which Diogenes Laertius

32. Diodorus of Ephesus FGrH 1102 F 1 is cited just before as saying that Anaximander imitated

Empedocles’ godlike manner. Kingsley (1995, 272 77), who inadvertently ascribes our story to Diodorus,

argues that Empedocles is here identified with Heracles ‘‘an Empedoclean legend calqued on Heraclean

mythology’’ inasmuch as Heracles rechanneled a river, the Alpheius, and was rewarded with a fiery apothe-

osis. The analogy seems rather strained.

33. These emphatic words are curiously like the emphatic expression Łı���	 h����æ �	~Ø� Ł�	~Ø� used at the

beginning of line 17 in the tablet. (Here they refer to the pure Tritopatreis, not to Zeus milichios, whose entry

immediately following begins in the usual way, with another Łı���	 [see chapter 1, p. 22 and chapter 10, p. 164]).

Suppose that the tablet was very well known. Might not the story say in effect that people worship faithfully

according to its directions, doing so at a memorable moment?

34. Sicilia 258, De Angelis (2003, 129 fig. 41) (after D. Mertens). The swampy lowland has been extended

by alluvium; between the city and the eastern hill there was once a harbor, as also between the city and the

western hill.
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shares with Athenaeus (Diog. Laert. 8.53, Ath. 1.5, 3E).35 When Empedocles

won a victory at Olympia, he did not, like other magnates, feast the crowd

with a sacrifice of oxen. Instead, being a vegetarian, he provided a large costly

cake shaped like an ox.36 Vegetarian principle alone could not suggest such a

curious substitute. It implies a custom like that of Athens’ Diasia, of offering

cakes shaped like animal victims.

35. Diogenes takes his brief account from Favorinus, but Athenaeus draws on some earlier, ampler

source.

36. The same offering, an ‘‘ox of dough,’’ was transferred from Empedocles to Pythagoras at a late stage

so as to palliate the story of his sacrificing an actual ox. See Burkert (1972b, 180n110).
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10

Tritopatreis Foul and Pure

Synopsis

Column A, lines 9 17:

To the Tritopatreis who are foul [sacrifice] just as to the heroes, after

pouring down wine through the roof, and of the portions that are

ninths burn up one. Those who have the right shall sacrifice the victim

and shall consecrate. And after sprinkling round they shall smear

over.

And then to those who are pure they shall sacrifice a full-grown

victim, pouring down honey-mix. And [one shall set up] a table and a

couch, and one shall place thereon a clean cloth and crowns of olive

and honey-mix in new cups and cakes and meat. And they shall burn

them up as firstlings, and shall smear over after putting in the cups.

They shall sacrifice just as to the gods the ancestral victims.

Worship is prescribed for Tritopatreis ‘‘Third-fathers,’’ a mysterious group

of deities whose name and nature and distribution are discussed in chapter

11. The setting is a distinctive shrine with a sunken chamber that receives

both libations and burnt portions of animal victims, just as an altar does in

normal worship. The sunken chamber is a way of reaching the deities, who

are underground but not far off. There are two kinds of Tritopatreis, foul

and pure, to be approached with similar but contrasting rites. The foul kind

are expected to remain below, but the pure kind will emerge for a while

and enjoy the familiar rite of table hospitality in company with the worship-

pers. The rites for foul and pure Tritopatreis are performed successively,

but otherwise the time is according to need and discretion. It is clear,



however, that the Tritopatreis receive their due after the two festivals of early

spring addressed to the Eumenides and to Zeus milichios and before the

tribute to Zeus milichios in early summer, after the harvest. We shall see in

chapter 11 that calendar evidence elsewhere assigns the Tritopatreis to just

this season, from April to June. Now in contrast to the previous entries for

the Eumenides and Zeus milichios, which are of the briefest, the entry for

Tritopatreis is full of meticulous detail; so is the next entry for Zeusmilichios.

The disparity arises because the first two were public festivals where general

custom showed the way, and these two are private undertakings where

guidance is necessary. For both, the ritual instructions are perhaps the

most elaborate and complete that can be found in Greek documents. They

enlighten us in matters such as the meaning of ‘‘ninths’’ that have a bearing

on other ritual as well.

‘‘Foul’’ and ‘‘Pure’’

The ritual is similar for ‘‘foul’’ and ‘‘pure’’ Tritopatreis but ampler and

more sociable for the pure, and the difference is said to be as between

‘‘heroes’’ and ‘‘gods.’’ For the foul kind, the ritual is partly in the hands

of a privileged group, a priestly clan exercising a special skill, but for the

pure kind this ministration is dispensed with. Now Tritopatreis are gen-

erally thought to be deified ancestors or gods representing ancestors, so

that ‘‘foul’’ and ‘‘pure’’ describe them, respectively, as polluted or not by

bloodshed. The question is put whether these are two kinds of ancestor

god, or the same kind first polluted and then purified a like question

must be put of Tritopatreis however conceived.1 The ritual for both is

conducted at a sunken chamber, and it can also be asked whether this is

the same place throughout, or two successive places. The answers adopted

here are as follows.

It is very probable if not quite certain that these are two kinds of Tritopa-

treis, always distinct but worshipped at the same place. Let us appeal briefly

to the archaeological and epigraphic evidence for Tritopatreis elsewhere, to

be fully cited in chapter 11. Descriptive labels like ‘‘foul’’ and ‘‘pure’’ do

not occur. Shrines of Tritopatreis are sometimes at Athens (in two or three

cases), on Delos, at Cyrene designated as belonging to a kinship group

named for a common ancestor, i.e. a priestly clan. Otherwise, they appear to

be public shrines belonging to the city Athens, ?Troezen or to a local

community Erchia, Marathon. Yet it is always a single shrine, never a

pair. The two excavated instances, outside the Sacred Gate at Athens and

1. According to JJK 29 30, 34, 67 73, 111 12, followed by Georgoudi (2001), these ‘‘ancestral spirits’’

are made foul or pure by the actions of their worshippers, by homicide pollution or by purifying rites. Clinton

(1996, 170 72) thinks of two groups of ‘‘collective ancestors,’’ but perhaps in adjacent precincts for they are

served by the same altar (as to Clinton’s view of the sacrificial procedure see note 33). Lupu (2005, 372)

rehearses both interpretations impartially.
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outside the precinct of Apollo on Delos, have a similar shape, a truncated

triangle, and a similar setting. On Delos the shrine consists of a sunken

chamber, and at Marathon it is perhaps referred to as ‘‘a well.’’ Again,

nothing points to a pairing of shrines. But the dates attested epigraphically

range over three months. At Erchia it is 21Munichiôn¼April; at Marathon it

is just before the festival Skira in Skirophoriôn ¼ June; at Athens it is in both

Munichiôn and Thargêliôn ¼ May. The different times may well pertain to

different kinds of Tritopatreis, such as foul and pure. If foul turns to pure

during these months, we think at once of the weather and other natural

conditions. The different times are also conformable with the transitional

phrase Œ���Ø�Æ ‘‘and then.’’

The Place of Sacrifice

For both foul and pure Tritopatreis, sacrifice is offered at the same place,

though not in quite the same way. Libation is poured, as at the beginning of

almost any sacrifice; it is of wine and of honey-mix respectively.2 It is poured

down, the same unusual verb ��	º�
�ø being used for both, but first in the

aorist and then in the present tense, a conspicuous alternation that must be

deliberate.3 The aorist indicates that libation is poured down once only, as the

sacrifice begins, for the foul Tritopatreis. The present indicates that it is

poured down for the pure Tritopatreis more than once, at the outset and

again later. And in fact the ceremony for the pure Tritopatreis is more

elaborate, with a presentation of table offerings. Probably libation is poured

down a second time just before the deities partake, in imagination, of the table

offerings. Libation is poured down through the roof, mentioned only once. We

see that it goes through an opening, perhaps after a cap or door is lifted, into a

low or sunken installation, a chamber or pit.

The pouring is a participle attached to the verb ‘‘sacrifice,’’ which is only

understood, not expressed, with the foul Tritopatreis. In the sequel the offer-

ings are burnt up, a portion of the animal for the foul Tritopatreis, and for the

pure Tritopatreis both meat and other food offerings. It has hitherto been

assumed (but not argued) that the sacrificial procedure takes place at an

altar.4 A more natural assumption is that it takes place beside the installation

into which libation is poured, inasmuch as libation is otherwise poured out on

an altar. The burnt offerings as well would then be destined for the installa-

tion. A point of language clinches it. In both cases, after the offerings are

2. The expressive custom of libation is summarized by JJK 30, 72 72. It might be added, after Jameson

elsewhere (1965, 164 65), that in the calendar of Erchia the sacrifice to Zeus milichios is uniquely described as

�Å�ºØ	� ��åæØ ��ºªå�ø� ‘‘with no wine until the organs’’ (Daux [1963] ¼ SEG 21.541, ` 41 43). Wine was

excluded at the outset, in the libation preliminary to sacrifice, which was perhaps of honey-mix. But when the

organs were roasted and ready to eat, there was another libation, more robust.

3. The usual word is �����ø; compounds include ŒÆ�Æ�����ø, but not with such a meaning as here.

4. JJK 32, 34, 69, Clinton (1996, 171 72), Lupu (2005, 371, 374 75).
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burnt up, there is a further operation usually thought of as sprinkling and

anointing, but interpreted below as moistening and smearing, i.e. as a treat-

ment of the burnt remains. Whatever it is, the operation applies also to the

drinking cups, a part of the food offerings that is not combustible. Persons do

this �a� �	��æ
�Æ� K�Ł����� ‘‘after putting in the cups’’ (line 16). There is nothing
to put them in but the chamber or pit.5

It is agreed by all that a chamber or pit is used for the libations; so it is too

for other offerings. How shall we envisage it? Surprisingly, the usual recourse

has been not to the attested cult of Tritopatreis but to several things that are

not likely to be related in any way.

JJK point to the agora of Poseidonia / Paestum and to its relatively large

sunken stone chamber, distinctly roofed with pan tiles of stone but perma-

nently closed and indeed covered with amound of earth, dated to the later sixth

century.6 M. Rausch improves on the comparison by ascribing Paestum’s

chamber and precinct to a cult of Tritopatreis regarded as city founders.7 But

traces of offerings in the precinct (not in the chamber permanently closed)

show nothing distinctive. Excavated shrines of Tritopatreis at Athens and on

Delos are nowhere near an agora and have no such structure with gable roof.

The true nature of Paestum’s chamber is hard to guess. It has been

variously dubbed a hêrôon or hypogaion or thalamos or cenotaph, but in

appearance, size, and location, it is most like the monument of Battus on

the east side of the agora of Cyrene: not the original grave mound, which had

been willfully destroyed, but an empty stone chamber with gable roof con-

structed long after, in the later fourth century, as if this was somehow an

acceptable substitute.8 Both chambers are a solid, indestructible oikos, and at

Paestum the contents sealed inside might be taken as emblematic household

stores.9 Perhaps this is another way, besides a founder’s tomb, to symbolize

and perpetuate the founding of the city.

Curti and van Bremen direct us instead to an installation at Selinus to

the naiskos of Zeus milichios on the hill Gaggera, which had a curious subter-

ranean system beneath its foundations, as described by Gàbrici.10 A stone

chamber, 1.60 m� 1 m, and two upright terracotta cylinders, .70 m and

.60 m in diameter, are covered by slabs of stone with two holes cut through

5. JJK 69 70, Clinton (1996, 171 72), and Lupu (2005, 377) all recognize a difficulty with the cups. ‘‘If

[the cups] are to be put in the fire,’’ say JJK, ‘‘the order of procedure is strange. One would expect the cups to

have been anointed first.’’ They accordingly suggest that the cups go into the chamber like the libations but

perhaps through ‘‘some other opening.’’ In the same breath, it seems, comes the instruction to anoint the altar.

Clinton proposes two alternative punctuations that are not less difficult.

6. JJK 30 31. Paestum’s chamber: Kron (1971), Greco in Theodorescu and Greco (1983, 28 33).

7. Rausch (2000b, 111 16). Rausch says of the expression ta hiara ta damosia in line 18 that it denotes

‘‘official property’’ and indicates that the cult of Tritopatreis has an ‘‘official character.’’ It refers rather to the

table and table service provided in the shrine of Zeus milichios (chapter 1, pp. 23 24; chapter 12, p. 188).

8. See chapter 19, pp. 292 93. The monument of Battus is adduced by Rausch (2000b, 108), after Greco.

9. The excavated contents were eight bronze-sheathed jars full of honey, a black-figure amphora, five

iron spits, a bed, and an olpe inscribed �~Æ� ����Æ� K�d hØÆ½æ��� (SEG 35.1035, c. 530 520 b.c.): ideal stores and

furnishings and an ideal matrimonial alliance?

10. Curti and van Bremen (1999, 29 30).
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them, opening into the chamber and the larger cylinder and quite suitable for

libations. Yet the naiskos at the eastern edge of the area filled with milichios

stones is now thought to be no earlier than the fourth century, when Selinus

came under Punic control.11 And in our tablet the Tritopatreis, whether foul

or pure, are quite apart from Zeus milichios, whether in [the land] of Myskos

or in [the land] of Euthydamos.

JJK also remark the drastic custom of pouring blood through a hole into the

reputed graves of heroes, especially of those regarded as ancestors.12 With both

kinds of Tritopatreis the contrasting libations are poured into the sunken cham-

ber, but, unlike blood, neither wine nor honey-mix is distinctive of heroes.13

The direct evidence for the cult of Tritopatreis is more enlightening. The

cult site on Delos is a triangular paved floor, 20 m� 10 m, with a low marble

cylinder, exterior diameter 2.20 m, interior 1.60 m, standing at the truncated

apex.14 The cylinder, a massive wall and curb, has an opening cut through on

one side, a doorway as it were, and opposite the opening is, or was at the time

of excavation, a basin roughly formed of rough-hewn stones, doubtless

for offerings. Beneath the floor of the cylinder was a deep layer of earlier

sacrificial debris. The cylinder was always open at the top, without a cap, for

the inner face of the curb above the basin is inscribed. The side opening was

evidently used for the deposit of offerings because one refrained from leaning

over the top. A smaller cylinder some way off was similarly used for

‘‘Nymphs’’; there is no offering basin, however.15 Perhaps the offerings to

the Nymphs did not include the same solid matter, but only libations.

The cult site at Athens, outside the Sacred Gate, has a similar shape,

31 m� 16 m, and much sacrificial debris, though no reported traces of any

installation.16 AtMarathon one of those two entries in themonth Skirophoriôn

consists of two items: ‘‘�æ�Æ�	� of the well, 6 drachmas, for Tritopatreis a table,

1 drachma’’ (IG 22 1358Acol. 2 lines 52 53).17 Such a fixture as onDelosmight

be called a ‘‘well,’’ and a tablemight be set up nearby in the same precinct. If we

are to imagine at all the fixture and precinct of theTritopatreis at Selinus, these

instances on Delos and at Athens and Marathon must guide us.

11. The building history is obscure and controversial, but no definite evidence of the Greek period has

ever been produced: JJK 133 34. On the other hand, the area of the milichios stones shows a near-perfect

continuity of worship: chapter 12, pp. 189 92.

12. JJK 31, 71, followed closely by Lupu (2005, 372 73).

13. On the offering of blood to heroes see Robertson (1992, 244 45, 248 49).

14. Roussel (1929, 167 71, 177 78), Délos 211 12. The paved floor goes with later use, when the ground

had risen halfway up the cylinder.

15. See chapter 11, p. 171. Roussel (1929, 174 76) surveys four circular altars at Didyma, Agragas, in

theKabeirion of Delos, at the grotto on Cynthus without finding much resemblance. (Another, in the agora of

Cyrene, has just emerged, and Santucci [1998, 527, 529 30] cites further parallels.) ‘‘The monuments of the

Pyrrhakidai are at once altar and sacred enclosure,’’ says Roussel. (He does not think of the triangular area as a

precinct.) ‘‘Despite the opening which has been provided, they recall the abata found on Delos, especially the

semi-circular abaton situated to the north of the Stoa of Antigonus. But there one offered sacrifice; in the

monument of Tritopatôr, the quadrangular basin, made of hewn stones, must have constituted the eschara or

the bothros proper, devoted to a chthonian cult.’’

16. Ohly (1965, 327 28), Knigge (1974, 187 88, 191 92; 1988, 103 5).

17. Lambert (2000a) reedits the inscription with many small improvements.
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The Two Modes of Sacrifice

The phrases ‘‘just as to the heroes’’ and ‘‘just as to the gods’’ prominently used

at the beginning and the end of the rules for the Tritopatreis emphasize the

different modes of sacrifice for foul and pure, respectively. The offerings are

different, and more importantly they are presented in different ways.

For the foul Tritopatreis libation is of wine, rich and potent; for the pure it

is of dulcet honey-mix, which as we saw works also on the Semnai Theai. For

the foul the animal victim is left unspecified; for the pure it is a full-grown

animal and of the ‘‘ancestral’’ kind, a full-grown sheep or pig or whatever.18

When the choice is left open, a younger animal, less costly, will be preferred.

The younger animal that is often preferred, the least costly of all, is a choiros

‘‘porker.’’ Hereafter in the tablet, when Zeusmilichios is honored at home and

not at his sanctuary, a wider choice of victim is allowed, ‘‘whatever the

ancestral customs allow’’ (line 22). It was on such an occasion sacrificing

to the same god at the same season according to a general custom that

Xenophon in a pinch chose to offer porkers (chapter 12, pp. 193 94).
For the Tritopatreis, the range of allowable victims is illustrated at Erchia

and Marathon. A full-grown sheep is offered to the Tritopatreis at Erchia and

in one case at Marathon.19 At Marathon the offering ‘‘at the well’’ costs

‘‘6 drachmas,’’ the only such amount in the calendar.20 It very likely represents

two porkers since they always cost ‘‘3 drachmas,’’ and another time three of

them are sacrificed together, with ‘‘9 drachmas’’ as the total cost.21

The offerings for both foul and pure are in one respect presented in just

the same way. They are burnt up entirely, ŒÆ�ÆªØÇ���	 and ŒÆ�ÆŒÆ��	 (lines

12, 16), and the burnt remains go into the chamber or pit and are solidified by

the operation of moistening and smearing, discussed below. For the foul

Tritopatreis all this is done by 	~ƒ� ›�
Æ ‘‘those who have the right,’’ a priestly

family; not, however, for the pure Tritopatreis, so far as the tablet indicates.22

The priestly family will expect a share of that lesser victim as their perquisite.

The larger victim belongs to the worshippers alone, a fortunate provision.

Both foul and pure Tritopatreis require this form of sacrifice by their

nature, as dwellers beneath the earth. But the pure Tritopatreis emerge for a

18. JJK 31 wrongly suppose that the foul Tritopatreis ‘‘do not receive a victim of their own,’’ only parts

from the two victims offered to Zeus eumenês and the Eumenides and to Zeus milichios in the land of Myskos,

respectively. As we have seen, those victims belong to quite different occasions. Parker (2005a, 43) likewise

dissents, raising other objections.

19. Daux (1963, 606 10 ˜ 41 46) (Erchia), IG 22 1358 A col. 2 line 32 (Marathon).

20. This is the only preserved entry in which no animal is named beside the cost, but there is no reason to

think it other than a sacrifice; the very amount serves to indicate two porkers as sacrificial victims.

21. IG 22 1458 A col. 1 line 55, col. 2 lines 4, 14 (as restored), 21 (as restored), 28, 31, 36, 37, 42, 44 (three

such to Eleusinia and Korê).

22. Surprisingly, 	~ƒ� ›�
Æ has received little comment. JJK 19, cf. 32, speak of ‘‘those to whom it is ritually

permitted,’’ Clinton (1996, 171) of ‘‘those who officiate’’ (he thinks this a civic cult); Lupu (2005, 374) contrasts

them with professional help like butchers.
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while to enjoy the very different rite of table hospitality, theoxenia.23 Table

and couch are set up, and a variety of table offerings are placed on a clean

cloth. During the same interval, we must suppose, the worshippers feast

nearby on the rest of the meat. When the offerings are gathered up from the

table afterwards, and burnt and deposited in the chamber, this is an unusual

step in the context of theoxenia.24 The Tritopatreis are again thought of as

dwelling beneath the earth, as accessible through the chamber.

A ‘‘Ninth’’ Portion

The directions for sacrificing to the foul Tritopatreis identify the portion of the

victim that is to be burnt up as an offering. The same portion, if not the same

victim, is presupposed for the pure Tritopatreis, since nothing else is said.

After the libation of wine, ‘‘of the portions that are ��Æ�ÆØ ninths, burn up

one.’’ The language here is welcome as an instructive variation of three

epigraphic instances of the verb K�Æ���ø.25 A yearling ‘‘is ninthed’’ for Semele

on Myconos (LSCG 96.23 24); the victim ‘‘is not ninthed’’ for Heracles

Thasios (LSSuppl. 63.4 5); in a fragmentary lease of ‘‘the Garden of Hera-

cles’’ on Thasos an ox is mentioned, and thereafter it or something else ‘‘(shall

/ shall not) be ninthed’’ (IG 12 Suppl. 353.9 10).26 As P. Stengel first argued,

the verb means in effect ‘‘burn up a ninth (of).’’

What are ‘‘ninth portions’’? The only logical inference, drawn by Stengel

and by others since, is that the animal was butchered so as to produce nine

ostensibly equal parts.27 Logic however is not a sure guide to religious practice.

And it should be obvious that the practice of burning up a ninth portion was

dictated not by logic not by any standard practicable way of butchering an

animal but by the magic number nine.28 Though Eumaeus in the Odyssey

divides a sacrificial victim into seven equal parts, and Hermes in his Homeric

Hymn divides two of them into twelve equal parts, these feats are not realistic.29

Thus understood, as magical pretence, the practice only requires that

some part or other of the animal be plausibly identified as a ninth portion.

23. Cf. Jameson (1994, 43).

24. As a rule nothing further was done with table offerings; they were no doubt disposed of in a practical

fashion by being consumed without ado. ‘‘For the most part the Greeks did not continue the drama after the act

of consecration,’’ says Jameson (1994, 37 38), i.e. after the offerings were displayed on the table.

25. It is remarked by JJK 31 32, Clinton (1996, 170 71), Scullion (2000, 164 67), Ekroth (2002, 220 23),

Bergquist (2005, 61 62, 64, 68), Henrichs (2005, 54), Lupu (2005, 373 74), Parker (2005a, 43).

26. Ekroth (2002, 257) adduces the ‘‘nine sarkes’’ awarded to the priest ofHeracles in the arbitration of the

Salaminian genos (LSSuppl. 19, reedited by Lambert [1997]), line 33. These aremerely servings of meat, awarded

elsewhere in various numbers. Here they correspond (though it has not been remarked) to the nine victims

sacrificed in Heracles’ festival at Porthmos (lines 85 87). K����-=Æ ð�æŒ��Þ, restored by Sokolowski with much

else at IG 22 1359 / LSCG 29 lines 3 4, is only a bare possibility that would have no particular significance.

27. Bergquist (2005), who formerly took a different view, has recanted.

28. At a regular banquet sacrifice the edible meat was cut up at once into individual portions, sometimes

into many small portions of equal value or weight, as expressed in minas and obols. See Durand (1979, 150 55),

Berthiaume (1982, 48 53), Linders (1994, 74 75), Leguilloux (1999, 450 51).

29. Eumaeus ‘‘for he knew in his heart what was fair’’ carved the roast meat into seven portions and

gave one to Hermes and the Nymphs (YÆ�, cf. �
Æ�) and the other six to the assembled company (Od. 14.432 36).
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And then it can only be a front thigh, the customary part for burning up.30 We

shall further reflect that it would be very odd indeed if some or any ninth

portion of the animal other than a front thigh came to have the same use.31

The partitive genitive �~Æ� �	Øæ~Æ� �~Æ� K��Æ� ‘‘of the portions that are ninths’’

need not denote nine large joints or nine assembled packages. Both front

thighs are burnt up in the cult of Heracles at Sicyon, says Pausanias, speaking

of 	ƒ �Åæ	
, plural (2.10.1). The stricter observance is not for Selinus. Of the

‘‘ninths,’’ plural i.e. of the two front thighs only one is burnt up.

Sprinkling and Smearing

At the sacrifice to the foul Tritopatreis ‘‘those who have the right,’’ the priestly

family, burn up the thigh. Since there is no altar, they will use a hearth or

brazier. Then they place the charred bone and ashes in the chamber or pit.

Finally, ��æØæ�Æ���� ŒÆ�ÆºØ���	 (lines 12 13). At the sacrifice to the pure

Tritopatreis, where the priestly family are not mentioned, the procedure is

more briefly indicated: ‘‘they shall burn up and ŒÆ�ÆºØ���	,’’ the same form of

the same verb (line 16). No doubt the concomitant ��æØæ�Æ���� is taken for

granted. Of the two actions, ��æØææÆ
��Ø� ‘‘sprinkle (round)’’ occurs often in

ritual. The other, ŒÆ�Æº
��Ø�, does not. It is rendered ‘‘anoint’’ by JJK and

everyone since, but such a meaning is not authorized. ðŒÆ�ÞÆº
��Ø�; ðŒÆ�ÞÆº~Ø�ÆØ
are otherwise known only as glosses and as synonyms of ðŒÆ�ÞÆº�
��Ø�;
ðŒÆ�ÞÆº�~ØłÆØ. Whereas the simple verb Iº�
��Ø� is used of anointing the body

with oil, the compound means rather ‘‘smear (over),’’ ‘‘plaster (over).’’

ŒÆ�Æº�
�ø is used of plastering fences, roofs, and the like as a workaday

operation (LSJ s.v.). Here it is a ritual smearing.

His sevenfold division is cited by Stengel (1910, 132) and by others since and now by JJK 32 and Scullion (2000,

164n6) as the just comparandum. Eumaeus’ whole procedure is of course much debated, but we need not wait

for general agreement before affirming that this step does not correspond to K�Æ���ø. He and others previously

butchered the animal (425 27) and selected portions ‘‘from all the limbs’’ and burnt them up in the fire (427 29),

then cut the rest up small and roasted it and laid it on platters and carved it (430 32), all this somewhat as in epic

formulas elsewhere (Kadletz [1984] and Petropoulou [1987] consider Eumaeus’ procedure in the light of such

formulas and show that it is unique, not least by disagreeing on what it is). The sevenfold division is a final

flourish, an exquisite courtesy. Jameson (1994, 38) states that the seventh portion ‘‘is given to Hermes and the

Nymphs by being burnt in the fire.’’ This is in no way indicated, and other destinations are assumed or argued

by both Kadletz and Petropoulou (both mentioned by Jameson in passing). Scullion with some hesitation

points toH. Hom. Merc. 128, where Hermes, after kindling fire and butchering two oxen, divides the meat into

‘‘twelve portions,’’ with a shaking of lots. Can this be anything but a boastful aition of sacrifice to the twelve

Olympians, whom the merry babe has newly joined? Stengel also compares the extensive distribution of meat at

Magnesia’s festival of Zeus sôsipolis (LSAM 32.54 59), but to little purpose since no portions are specified, nor

are they during sacrifice at this altar or that (46 53).

30. The material surveyed by Puttkammer (1910, 16 27) could now be greatly increased.

31. ‘‘The burning of a whole thigh . . . is a comparable procedure,’’ says Scullion (2000, 164). If any ninth

portion could be burnt up, a mandatory thigh would be a contrasting procedure. But Ekroth (2002, 332n81)

approaches our result by a different train of reasoning: since ‘‘the meat of the back leg of a modern sheep’’

constitutes about ‘‘one-tenth’’ or ‘‘one-sixth’’ of the total weight according as the bones are removed or not, ‘‘the

burning of the thigh may not have constituted a substantial difference from the enateuein sacrifices.’’
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JJK think of ‘‘sprinkling round’’ and of ‘‘anointing’’ as two holy acts.32

The place or the persons are sprinkled, perhaps with water, perhaps by

circling round, perhaps to purify them. As the object of anointing, perhaps

with oil, they propose either an altar, to be deduced from the ritual of the pure

Tritopatreis, or a sacred stone, or something ‘‘iconic’’ or ‘‘aniconic,’’ as in the

worship of Zeus milichios.33 Such holy acts of sprinkling and anointing are

very common and very diverse, as JJK indicate. But they are not suggested by

the language and the context of the tablet.

The two acts are expressed as participle and verb, ��æØæ�Æ����

ŒÆ�ÆºØ���	. Holy or magic acts that are each of them distinct are elsewhere

expressed by a series of coordinate verbs (B 5 7) or by two coordinate

infinitives (B 4) or two coordinate participles (B 11). On the other hand,

participle and verb are naturally taken as a single operation. So they are

twice otherwise, in the ritual of the pure Tritopatreis: ŒI�Ææ����	Ø

ŒÆ�ÆŒÆ��	; ŒÆ�ÆºØ���	 . . . K�Ł����� (lines 15 16). Surely our two acts are a

single operation, the treatment of the burnt remains that have just been

mentioned. Lying now on the floor of the chamber or pit, they are moistened

with water and then smeared over the floor to make a smooth, gluey coat.

The ashes of any sacrifice are sacred and are not removed but left in

place by whatever means.34 The fireplace on an altar top is a receptacle

in which ashes may accumulate.35 Altars may be surrounded by ashes,

sometimes in deep layers, sometimes extending far off. The huge altar of

Zeus at Olympia was formed entirely of the cemented ash of thighs. Recent

ash was kept apart in the Prytaneion until, each year in early spring, it was

kneaded with water from the freshly flowing Alpheius and plastered on as a

new coat, an operation somewhat similar to ours (Paus. 5.13.8 11, cf. Plut.
De def. or. 41, 433B C, schol. Pind. Ol. 11.58).36 It is true that sanctuary

regulations prohibit the dumping of ash.37 But this is doubtless the ash of

ordinary fires lit elsewhere.

32. JJK 33 35, 74; so too Jameson (1994, 43). Parker (1995b, 299) treats it as a ‘‘funerary rite’’ like the

anointing of a grave stele.

33. It is for the astynomoi to ��æØÆº�~ØłÆØ ‘‘plaster’’ the altars in the shrine of Aphrodite pandêmos (IG 22

659.24 25) and for the Eleusinian epistatai to ��æØÆº�~ØłÆØ the altar of Pluto (IG 13 356.155, IG 22 1672.140), all

cited by JJK 33 or Clinton (1996, 171). According to Clinton, such passages show with my emphasis that

‘‘the altar needs to be renewed for the new set of sacrifices that are to be made to the pure Tritopatores, and this

renewal is carried out (after the remains of the preceding sacrifice are removed of course) by sprinkling the altar

with water and anointing it.’’ To remove the remains, scil. the ashes, would be extraordinary and would need to

be postulated for the pure Tritopatreis as well, in view of the parallel ŒÆ�ÆºØ���	.

34. Nilsson (1955, 86 88); cf. Ekroth (2002, 47 58, 53 57).

35. Such is the altar of Demeter malophoros on Gaggera, and such the altar of Temple E, conventionally

assigned to Hera: Nilsson (1955, 88n2).

36. Pausanias himself and Frazer ad loc. mention other instances, and Eitrem (1920, 8 9) cites an eighth-

century ordinal for the rule that salt and water be consecrated and mixed with ashes and wine, then smeared on

the altar and on the walls of a church inside and out. The practice arises from a natural occurrence: incinerated

bone will turn to glue when it is rained on or otherwise mixed with water.

37. The dumping of both kopros ‘‘dung’’ and spodos ‘‘ash’’ is forbidden at Epidaurus (LS Suppl. 24 lines

8 9, second century b.c.) and in the sanctuaries of Dionysus and of Leto on Delos (LS Suppl. 53 lines 5 9, c. 200

b.c.). Nemeth (1994, 62) is plainly wrong to think of this as a cleansing of altars.
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The operation that is here prescribed, of creating a coat of ash on the floor

of an enclosed chamber, is proper to Tritopatreis perhaps it follows from

their nature as wind gods and greedy eaters (chapter 11). On Delos, as we saw,

the circular chamber belonging to Tritopatôr, though not the one belonging to

the Nymphs, has a basin within that may serve to collect the ash. At Cyrene a

hollow circular altar has lately been discovered in the agora, with a perforated

wall that allows liquid to drain off while confining the solid ash sediment

securely. It may well belong to Akamantes, deities related to Tritopatreis

(chapter 19, pp. 294 95). As the converse of this practice, Cyrene requires

the solidified residue of an improper sacrifice a wrong victim offered by a lay

person to either Tritopatreis or Akamantes to be laboriously scraped and

scrubbed off the altar (chapter 19, pp. 296 97).38

‘‘Just as to the Heroes,’’ ‘‘Just as to the Gods’’

In phrases unparalleled in any other document, the tablet calls for sacrifice as

appropriate to divine powers of two general categories (A 10, 17, B 12 13).
The phrases h����æ �	~Ø� h�æ���Ø ‘‘just as to the heroes’’ (line 10) and h����æ �	~Ø�
Ł�	~Ø� ‘‘just as to the gods’’ (line 17) are coordinate, referring to sacrifice to

Tritopatreis foul and pure, respectively.39 Whereas the first phrase introduces

the one form of sacrifice, the second phrase looks back to the other form. Thus

situated at the beginning and the end of the whole section, they emphasize the

contrast between the two forms.40 In column B the single phrase h����æ �	~Ø�
IŁÆ��	Ø�Ø ‘‘just as to the immortals’’ functions differently. As we shall see, it

serves to describe the form of sacrifice appropriate to the elasteros, together

with the following clause, ‘‘but one shall slay the animal with the blood

running down to earth.’’ The elasteros is a power that belongs at once to the

sky, the realm of the Olympians alias ‘‘the immortals,’’ and to the under-earth.

He is worshipped accordingly.

With the Tritopatreis, the forms of sacrifice are contrasting in that the

portion of the victim offered to the foul ones is at once burnt up and deposited

in the chamber, whereas the portion offered to the pure ones is set out for a

time on a table, probably for the time it takes the worshippers to enjoy a meal

nearby, and only then is burnt up and deposited in the chamber. Thus the foul

Tritopatreis are thought of as dwelling beneath the earth and not emerging at

all; probably the worshippers wished it so and tried to make it so. The pure

Tritopatreis are thought of as emerging for a while and enjoying human

38. The language of scraping and scrubbing is a forthright as that of sprinkling and smearing.

39. On a rival view, to be rejected, the latter phrase goes with the sacrifice that follows, to Zeus milichios:

chapter 1, p. 22.

40. The contrasting phrases were but briefly noted by JJK 29, 36, and again by Clinton (1996, 171). More

recently they have been singled out as bearing on the much discussed contrast between ‘‘chthonian’’ and

‘‘Olympian’’ gods: Scullion (2000), Ekroth (2002, 210n377, 235 38), A. Hermary and M. Leguilloux, Thes

CRA 1 (2004) 62 s. Sacrifices, Henrichs (2005, 53 55), Parker (2005a, 32 33, 42 43).
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company and then returning in due time to their home below; probably it was

likewise the desired effect.

If this is to offer sacrifice ‘‘just as to the heroes’’ and ‘‘just as to the gods,’’

then heroes are thought of as dwelling beneath the earth exclusively, and gods

are thought of as dwelling in both realms, beneath the earth and above it or

else everywhere. Greek gods are indeed so thought of; the idea belongs to

the definition of a nature religion, of ‘‘polytheism.’’ But it is not usual at

all to think of Greek heroes, especially those of cult, as a class restricted to

under-earth.

The very rite of theoxenia that distinguishes the pure Tritopatreis, and

brings them into festive company with the worshippers, is more often

accorded to heroes notably to Heracles, who was as popular at Selinus as

at other cities in the west.41 In general, the power of heroes, and hence their

abode, is varied; certain heroes are commonly recognized as minor or ‘‘faded’’

gods of diverse kinds.42 Of Heracles alone it is said that he is worshipped now

‘‘as a hero,’’ now ‘‘as a god.’’ As others have observed, it is a consequence of

the story that he alone among heroes was taken up to Olympus after death

ingenuity must discover contrasting rites. Pausanias describes such a contrast

at Sicyon between dining on the meat and burning it (2.10.1).43 It is quite

unsuited to the present case.

In the tablet the respective rites are fully prescribed for their own sake.

They are only commended, as an afterthought, by the phrases ‘‘just as to the

heroes’’ and ‘‘just as to the gods.’’ We require a class of heroes who are

precisely powers of under-earth. As we saw (chapter 6, p. 95), such a class is

an old belief, formerly widespread: the mighty dead dwelling underground in

their uncounted graves in a dark realm. Hesiod drew a picture of the golden

and silver races with corresponding detail. The silver race are the heroes of old

belief, labeled as they should be hypochthonioi ‘‘under-earth,’’ whereas the

golden race are strange beings strangely labeled epichthonioi ‘‘above-earth,’’

otherwise unheard of. The old belief remained strong in the west, where local

heroes are mostly wanting. Cyrene worships the Hêrôes, like Zeus milichios, at

the niches and altars of Ain Hofra. Selinus exalts them for the sake of

contrast, rather like Hesiod.

41. On the rite of theoxenia as addressed to heroes, especially Heracles, see Jameson (1994 passim). The

cult of Heracles is well attested at Selinus, not to speak of his popularity in sculptured scenes. Early settlers from

Selinus established a shrine at the northern edge of the city’s territory, between Segesta and Entella: Piraino

1959¼ SEG 19.615, c. 600 550 b.c., with recent comment by De Angelis (2003, 153 54, 171). Heracles is named

third, after Zeus and Phobos, in the victory proclamation of Temple G: Meiggs and Lewis, GHI 38 ¼ SEG

34.970, here ‘‘475 450 b.c.’’ Temple M on Gaggera, 26 m� 11 m, c. 570 560 b.c., has been claimed for

Heracles: Pompeo (1999). Likewise, but much more doubtfully, the splendid temple C on the acropolis,

71 m. � 27 m., mid-sixth century: D. Asheri, CAH2 4 (1988), 755. It is sometimes suggested that Heracles at

Selinus as elsewhere in the west is only a Hellenized Melqart, but influence more likely flowed the other way.

42. Nock (1944) is the classic demonstration of the full range of hero cults, with emphasis on the customs

common to gods and heroes. Ekroth (2002) now provides a thorough analysis of all the literary and epigraphic

evidence for sacrifice to heroes.

43. As to the language see chapter 12, note 34. The contrast reputedly arose when Phaestus son of

Heracles insisted on his father’s due as a god. This person will be a late creation (cf. 2.6.6 7), but the contrast

may have been spoken of much earlier.
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11

Tritopatreis as Wind Gods

Synopsis

The nature of Tritopatreis is revealed by several kinds of evidence literature,

documents, and excavated shrines. This order of mention ought to be in

descending order of importance, but for a long time literature stood alone

and proved misleading. Let us reverse the order.

As to archaeology and inscriptions, Tritopatreis first appear at Athens at a

prominently situated public shrine, well maintained from the late sixth to the late

fourth century, then given up. The same cult probably appears in an early

Acropolis calendar belonging to some eminent priestly clan and again in the

comprehensive civic calendar of c. 400 b.c. Athens has three later and lesser cults

as well, two of them belonging to lesser priestly clans. Later cults are also found

outside of Athens in an ever-widening periphery in the Attic demes of

Erchia and Marathon’s Tetrapolis, on Delos right next to Apollo’s sanctuary,

at Troezen, andmuch farther off at Selinus and Cyrene. Those of Delos, Selinus,

and Cyrene also belong to priestly clans. The limited evidence for the type of

shrine agrees with what we saw at Selinus, a sunken chamber instead of an altar.

And the seasonal context agrees with the order of offerings in the tablet, late

spring and early summer; some vividminor deitieswhopromote the crops appear

close by. In Athenian and Attic calendars Tritopatreis appear in the company of

undoubted agrarian deities; the shrines are often found in agricultural areas.

As to literature, Tritopatreis were taken up by the Attic chroniclers and by a

theogonic poem thatmight be anOrphic production referring toAttic cult. These

works do not survive, however; they are only cited in later lexicons, produced at a

time when the worship ofTritopatreis had altogether lapsed. The lexicons impose



what they take to be the etymological meaning of ‘‘ancestors.’’ But the citations

give a different picture.Tritopatreis are said quite plainly to be ‘‘winds.’’ They are

invoked before marriage for their fertilizing power. In mythical guise they are

begotten by earth and sun, just as winds are produced by earth and sun in

Aristotle. The theogonic poem equates them with Hesiod’s Hundred-handers,

the primordial winds who blow down the Titans and confine them beneath the

bronze doors of Tartarus, a virtual cult site.

In this whole range of evidence, there is almost nothing to show why winds

should be calledTritopatreis ‘‘Having-third-fathers.’’ As was said, the grammar-

ianswhodebate the etymology came long after the cult hadbeen abandoned; they

only improvise. In Hesiod, however, the leading Hundred-hander is made a son-

in-law of the new Olympian order, and we recall that in the crisis of Artemisium

Athens invoked Boreas as a son-in-law. It seems that local wind gods were

typically invoked as sons-in-law of the community that relied on them. Attic

Greek for historical reasons lacks the regularword for ‘‘son-in-law’’; it substitutes

Tritopatreis ‘‘Having-second-fathers’’ (by inclusive reckoning), i.e. having local

fathers-in-law.

Old Theories and New Evidence

This group of deities so strangely named were once known solely from ancient

lexicons that offer several citations of prose and poetry. One of these, an Orphic

poemdescribing themaswarders of thewinds,was interpretedbyC.A.Lobeck as

showing that they were more truly deified ancestors.1 Long after, E. Rohde

adduced this interpretation like so much else to illustrate a general worship of

ancestors.2 Around the same time, an actual cult of Tritopatreis came to light

archaeologically among Archaic and later graves outside the Sacred Gate at

Athens.The identityofTritopatreiswasnowfixedinthemindsofclassical scholars,

to be asserted for the next sixscore years in every publication that mentions them.

It has only been reinforced by the Selinus tablet and its supplication of foul and

pureTritopatreis. JJKdefineTritopatreis as ‘‘the collective ancestors of a family or

group,’’ a definition endorsed bymany and disputed by none.3

The question must be reopened. Today, many cults of Tritopatreis are

known firsthand from inscriptions, and two from excavation, and there is no

association with graves. Shrines are sited for convenience, as outside a city

gate, and the worship belongs to late spring and early summer, and if other

deities are mentioned, they are clearly agrarian. Properly understood, the

citations of prose and poetry point in the same direction. The name Tritopa-

treis is curious by any reckoning, and goes with stories about a special

relationship between the wind and the community.

1. Lobeck (1829, 1.753 73).

2. Rohde (1896, 3 5; 1925, 171, 204n124, 342, 356n45).

3. JJK 56 57, 73, 112 13. Cf. Dubois (1995b, 134), Clinton (1996, 172), Georgoudi (2001, 154), Ekroth

(2002, 237), Lupu (2005, 372).
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Cults at Athens and Elsewhere

Cults of Tritopatreis show a very limited distribution and a very limited time

span.4 Athens has the precinct outside the Sacred Gate (going back to the

late sixth century), two other shrines belonging to professed kinship groups

(early fourth century, fourth century), an entry in a calendar pertaining

perhaps to a well-known genos (‘‘470 450 b.c.’’), and another in the civic

calendar of c. 400 b.c. Erchia and Marathon also have their calendar entries

(both toward the middle of the fourth century). On Delos the shrine outside

the precinct of Apollo belongs to a professed kinship group from the Attic

deme Aigilia (‘‘400 b.c.’’). Elsewhere, there is only a boundary marker at

Troezen (fourth century); a mention of Tritopatreis in Cyrene’s rules of

sacrifice (late fourth century); and Selinus. Unless this range of evidence is

altogether misleading, the cult originates in Athens and perhaps Attica and is

soon carried abroad through Athenian influence.5 Literary sources, admit-

tedly Athenocentric, likewise treat the cult as Athenian.

The precinct outside the Sacred Gate occupies a very prominent position in

the angle between the SacredWay toEleusis and the Street of the Tombs.6At the

east, the truncated apex of the triangular shapewasmarked by a boundary stone

inscribed ‘‘boundary of the shrine ofTritopatreis: a place not to be trodden’’ (IG

13 1066C, ‘‘445 410 b.c.’’). At the west the broad base a third of the triangle

shape was marked off by two more such stones (IG 13 1066A B). At the end of

the fifth century or the beginning of the fourth this area was enclosed by a wall,

and an earlier inscription ‘‘shrine of Tritopatreis’’ was built into the south side

(IG 13 1067, ‘‘500 480 b.c.’’). A sounding of 1971 uncovered two places near the
middle of the triangle but extending into the separate area at the base, where

burnt offerings had been made, and were subsequently before the wall was

built covered by clay layers in a time of flooding and neglect.7 As already said,

there is no suggestion here of separate quarters for two kinds ofTritopatreis. The

burnt offerings are a rite like ours at Selinus, perhaps conducted in turn for both

kinds (the two distinct places need not signify, for there were doubtless others).

The separate area marked by the boundary stones and afterward protected by

the wall was perhaps for the display of table offerings. In the course of time the

outer Kerameikos came to be the busiest spot in Athens, frequented by prosti-

tutes and hucksters. And so the shrine ofTritopatreiswas abandoned in the later

fourth century and filled over.

It is not unlikely that this early shrine is referred to in the early calendar

(IG 13 246) which came to the British Museum ‘‘from the Elgin collection’’

4. Cook (1940, 112 40) and Bourriot (1976, 1135 79) offer the fullest discussions of the Tritopatreis

embracing the archaeological and epigraphic evidence, but neither was adequate even at the time.

5. Linguistically, says Arena (1999, 50), the form �æØ�	�Æ�æ�~ı�Ø in our tablet confirms the relations

otherwise reported between Selinus and Athens.

6. Cf. Travlos (1971, 303, 305).

7. So Knigge (1974); cf. chapter 10, note 16.
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and may well have been posted on the Acropolis. The calendar is a marble

block inscribed on all four sides, with �æØ�-=½	��Æ�æ�-=½~ı��Ø �~�Ø / - - - appearing
on what is perhaps the right side (B 15 17). The back, as it may be, records

observances in the month Thargêliôn, on ‘‘the sixth’’ and ‘‘at the Plyntêria’’

(which belongs to the twenty-fifth), followed by others, all lost, in the month

Skirophoriôn (C 22 28). The offerings on 6 Thargêliôn include one ‘‘to the

Hero,’’ and the sacrifice at the Plyntêria is ‘‘to Athena, a sheep,’’ and else-

where, on what is perhaps the left side, there are offerings of wheat ‘‘to the

pair of Heroes’’ (D 29 32), and again ‘‘to the pair of Heroes in the plain, a

mature animal to each’’ (D 34 39).
As all agree, it is not a civic calendar but one belonging to a lesser

association, such as a tribe, phratry, or genos. Yet the festival Plyntêria here

mentioned is the civic instance, celebrated on the Acropolis, not any like-

named festival in the demes, for only the civic instance was celebrated in

Thargêliôn rather than Skirophoriôn.8 The obvious choice is a genos charged

with the Acropolis cult of Athena, either the Praxiergidai or the Eteobutadai.

The latter genos also serve Butês and (Poseidon) Erechtheus and possibly the

two Butadai ([Hes.] fr. 251), figures who might conceivably be called ‘‘the

Hero’’ or ‘‘the pair of Heroes’’ or, if located in the plowland west of Athens

and in the deme Butadai, ‘‘the pair of Heroes in the plain.’’9 The Tritopatreis

appear on the narrow side before these entries under Thargêliôn and Skiro-

phoriôn, and so perhaps under the monthMunichiôn. On the narrow side after

these entries, ‘‘the pair of Heroes’’ and ‘‘the pair of Heroes in the plain’’ are

perhaps listed under a continuation of Skirophoriôn. In any case, the Tritopa-

treis of Athens’ calendar are honored at the same season as those of Selinus.

Tritopatreis are now represented by an entry in Athens’ compendious

calendar of sacrifice on the Attic-letter side inscribed shortly before 400 b.c.
(Hesperia 76 [2007] 47 53, Face B lines 16ff.).10 They receive a victim, lost in a

lacuna, worth eight drachmas; the priestly perquisite is relatively high, three

drachmas. The date is ‘‘the ninth’’ of a month that does not appear. Before

and after them on the same day are entries for Heracles and theHyakinthides,

respectively; Heracles also receives an offering on an earlier day. He is typi-

cally honored in spring and summer, which does not help us to decide the

very month. The Hyakinthides, however, are assignable to Skirophoriôn with

virtual certainty. Euripides in Erechtheus identifies these Nymphs with the

daughters of Erechtheus (test. vi b, fr. 370 line 74 Kannicht). The battle

between Erechtheus of Athens and Eumolpus of Eleusis is commemorated

by the festival Skirophoria of 12 Skirophoriôn. Erechtheus’ daughters were

sacrificed just before, to be commemorated by the observance in the

8. See Robertson (2004, 130 36).

9. The deme Butadai is probably named for the Eteobutadai, whose Acropolis priesthoods conduct the

Skirophoria procession to the plowland. Butadai and also Lakiadai, which has similar associations, lie on the

Sacred Way east of the Cephisus and are joined with several other small demes farther west to make the city

trittys of Oinêis. For details see Traill (1986, 133).

10. ¼ Gawlinski (2007). This passage of the calendar is more fully treated in chapter 13, pp. 208 9.
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calendar on 9 Skirophoriôn. Tritopatreis are honored on the same day in a

civic cult that may well be the one in the Acropolis calendar.

Erchia honors Tritopatreis on 20 Munichiôn, with a sheep and wineless

libation and no carrying away (Daux [1963, 606 10 ˜ 41 46]). Marathon

honors Tritopatreis each year in the month Skirophoriôn, ‘‘before the

Skira,’’ with a sheep (IG 22 1358 A col. 2 lines 30, 33).11 Every two years in

Skirophoriôn ‘‘before the Skira,’’ Marathon honors Tritopatreis with the

seeming sacrifice ‘‘of the well’’ and a ‘‘table’’ (lines 51, 52 53). Together, the
entries at Erchia andMarathon span the whole harvest season, late spring and

early summer. Both at Erchia and at Marathon Tritopatreis seem to be

associated with certain heroes, as we shall see hereafter (pp. 172 74 below),

comparable to those of the Acropolis calendar and Athens’ civic calendar.

The shrine of Tritopatôr on Delos lies to the south of the southeast corner

of Apollo’s precinct, at the intersection of the road running south from the

precinct and of others running west and southeast.12 At the south end of the

triangular precinct the apex is the cylindrical chamber already mentioned.

The inside of the curb is inscribed ‘‘Tritopatôr of the Pyrrhakidai,’’ and

another genitive ‘‘of Aigilia’’ is squeezed in below as an afterthought (IDélos

1.66, ‘‘400 b.c.’’).13 The sacrificial debris beneath it, extending also beneath

the pavement of the precinct and earlier than both, consists of animal bones,

charcoal, and ashes, and goes down to virgin soil. Much farther out on the

road running southeast, near the lower reservoir of the Inopus, is the other

cylindrical chamber inscribed in the same way, ‘‘Nymphs of the Pyrrhakidai’’

(IDélos 1.67, likewise ‘‘400 b.c.’’).14

Other remains at Athens and again at Troezen are less informative.

A boundary stone found on the south bank of the Ilissus is inscribed ‘‘boundary

of the shrine of Tritopatreis,’’ and another genitive ‘‘of the Zakyadai’’ is

inscribed transversely below (IG 22 2615). A boundary stone found at the

north foot of theAreopagus is inscribed ‘‘boundary of the shrine ofTritopatreis

of theEuergidai’’ (Agora 19H 20).We are left to wonder whether the one shrine

lay on a road outside the agora and the other on a road outside a city gate at the

southeast. At Troezen a stele inscribed simply ‘‘of the Tritopatreis,’’ assignable

to the fourth century, came to light in a later context ‘‘near the ancient city.’’15

Possibly then it was on a road outside a gate.

The sacred law of Cyrene of the late fourth century contains a section

about the shrines and rites of Tritopateres and Akamantes (chapter 19). Long
misunderstood, it appears to say that everyone is hereby granted access,

without let or hindrance by the priestly clans to whom the shrines belong. If

a sacrifice is bungled by an unskilled person, the altar is scrupulously cleaned

by a procedure that would undo the ‘‘smearing’’ of our tablet. The two rules,

11. ¼ Lambert (2000a), an improved edition.

12. Délos 211 12.

13. Roussel (1929, 169 71).

14. Roussel (1929, 171 74, 178 79), Bruneau (1970, 436), Délos 221.

15. JJK 110 ¼ SEG 46.370.
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at Selinus and Cyrene, converge remarkably. Akamantes are known from

other inscriptions of Cyrene, and may well be represented by a recently

discovered altar in the agora in the form of a circular stone chamber like

those of Tritopatreis.

Agrarian Deities Associated with Tritopatreis

We should consider also some deities closely associated with Tritopatreis. On

Delos, Nymphs are worshipped at another cylinder by the same kinship

group. They are the water spirits of the nearby Inopus, a seasonal stream

that could have no useful effect but in spring. The early calendar at Athens,

arguably of the Eteobutadai, prescribes sacrifice a little later, in Thargêliôn, to

‘‘the Hero’’ and to Athena at the Plyntêria and later still to ‘‘the pair of

Heroes’’ and ‘‘the pair of Heroes in the plain’’ (IG 13 246). The season is

harvest time; the offering of wheat to the pair of Heroes is very suitable.

The whole calendar of Marathon, an agricultural area, is focused on

agrarian deities (SEG 50.168 / IG 22 1358). The rubric ‘‘before the Skira’’

places Tritopatreis and certain other deities in the context of Demeter’s

harvest festival. In an annual cycle the rubric embraces at different sites,

as shown by the perquisites Hyttênios and Kurotrophos, Tritopatreis, and

Akamantes (side A col. 2 lines 30 33). In a biennial cycle the rubric embraces

Galios and Tritopatreis, again at different sites (side A col. 2 lines 51 53).
Hyttênios, though otherwise unknown, is not disinclined to agriculture;

he receives hôraia offerings ‘‘of the season.’’16 Kurotrophos is unhelpful, for

she appears almost everywhere in the calendar, almost always in second place.

Akamantes are much more revealing. As was just said, Tritopateres and

Akamantes appear side by side at Cyrene as the proprietary cults of certain

clans. The name �Œ�Æ���� is formed from Æ (privative) þp
ŒÆ�ðŒ��øÞ; it is

the plural of IŒ�Æ� ‘‘untiring’’ (cf. IŒ�Æ�	� ‘‘untiring’’), also used as a name,

�Œ�Æ� ‘‘Untiring,’’ of both heroes and ordinary persons.17 The meaning

‘‘Immortals,’’ which has been suggested for both Marathon and Cyrene,

is most unfortunate.18 It is based on a secondary meaning of ŒÆ������,

16. It would be surprising if the ritual name " #����Ø	�were not cognate with oÅ�; ���Ø	�; ���Ø	� ‘‘rainy’’ as

epithets of Zeus. Rain is feared just before the threshing, the business of the Skira, and is welcomed afterward.

The hero Skiros embodies the same fear and the same welcome in the farmland by the Cephisus (chapter 13,

pp. 207 8). Skiros too doubles as a place name, the very place where the rainmagic is performed. And " #����Ø	� is

named,more precisely, for a rainy place, unless the element -��- is not the usual one. " #Å���� nearOrchomenus ‘‘is

so called for being rained on by frequent downpours’’ (Steph. Byz. s.v.); the Thebans in a victory dedication use

the more transparent form hı��Ø	Ø (SEG 24.300, Olympia, c. 500 b.c.). It lies in a small plain where rain is shed by

Mount Laphystius, itself famous for the rain magic of Zeus Laphystios. Etienne and Knoepfler (1976, 156 57,

212 15), while discussing the nameHyêttos at length, dismiss the etymology out of hand on the ground that the

suffix is ‘‘pre-Hellenic.’’ But this suffix was so familiar that it continued to be used by theGreeks in such names as

<ºØŒÆæ�Æ���� and ˚Ææ�Å����	ºØ�. Hy-êttos as a cross-formation is similar to Minnea-polis ‘‘Water-city.’’

17. The ending -Æ�; -Æ��	� can be explained in more than one way: Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.526.

18. Wilamowitz (1931, 315n2) is cited in support, as by Parker (1983, 337), but he commends not this

meaning but rather a special use of ‘‘Untiring.’’ ‘‘Beside the ancestors [Tritopatreis] they can only be heroes: all

who still keep their power after death.’’
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i.e. ‘‘dead’’, and contradicts the normal use of the words and contradicts as

well the nature of heroes such as it supposedly describes, for they are precisely

the mighty dead. The true meaning of Akamantes is ‘‘Untiring’’ ones, and the

only group of powers likely to be so called are the winds.19Notos and Boreas,

the opposing winds that churn the sea, are called IŒ�Æ� by Sophocles (Trach.

112 13), and all winds are called IŒ�Æ�	Ø by Empedocles in the lines prom-

ising magic power to an adept, including power to still or to raise the winds

(VorSokr 31 B 111.3 5). Winds are all-important at harvest time. For ̂ºØ	�

as the other companion deity, we are led to
p
ªÆºÆ=ª�ºÆ=ªºÆ meaning ‘‘still’’

or ‘‘bright.’’20 Bright skies and still weather are all-important at harvest time.

At Erchia Tritopatreis are honored on 20Munichiônwith a sheep, libation

not of wine, and no carrying away, and on 21 Munichiôn Leukaspis too is

honored just so (Daux 1963, 606 10˜ 41 46,ˆ 48 53). These two observances
on successive days are likely to be related. Here is another transparent name:

‘‘White-shield.’’ Leukaspis happens to be also a Sican hero of Sicily, one of six

heroes worshipped ever since they were killed by Heracles (Diod. 4.23.5). The
names are given in two groups, four transparent Greek names (Leukaspis,

Pediakratês, Buphonas, Glykatas) and two others that must be a rendering of

Sican names. When we meet Leukaspis at Erchia, we should not imagine that a

Sican hero was brought to Attica.21 Instead, the same name has been given to

similar powers in the two places.22 In Sicily all the Greek names seem apt for

powers invoked at harvest time. At Erchia Leukaspis belongs inMunichiôn. As

to Pediakratês, he is matched both by Hyperpedios in Thargêliôn (Daux 1983,
152 54 line 48, calendar of Thoricus) and by the pair of Heroes em pedioi in

Skirophoriôn, as it seems (IG 13 246 D 34 36, Athens’ early calendar). As to

Buphonas, we cannot but be reminded of the Buphonia, Athens’ sacrifice of a

plow-ox, on 14 Skirophoriôn.23 As toGlykatas, we are left to guess: ‘‘sweet’’ fig

pastry is a typical harvest offering (cf. chapter 13, p. 210n43).
Leukaspis has yet another congener. On 16Munichiôn the Salaminioi, one

of Athens’ hieratic genê, sacrifice to Eurysakês ‘‘Broad-shield’’ at their pro-

prietary shrine in Melite (LSSuppl. 19.87). Eurysakês was held to be a son of

Ajax; together with Athena Skiras and the hero Skiros, he seems to link the

Salaminioi with the like-named island. The affiliation probably goes back to

the time of Cleisthenes, since the tribe Aiantis set up decrees at this shrine. But

as others have said, it is plainly secondary.24 At an earlier day this Athenian

‘‘Broad-shield’’ was a functional hero, with a function matching that of

‘‘White-shield.’’ The three heroes, at Erchia and in Sicily and at Athens, are

named for some power denoted by their shields. In Greek warfare a hoplite

19. This too has been mooted: Parker (1983, 337).

20. For the root, see Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.360, Chantraine, DÉGL, and Frisk, GEW s.

ªÆº��Å; ª�ºø; ˆ�º�	����; ªº��Å; ªº~Å�	�.

21. So Dunst (1964).

22. So Kearns (1989, 181).

23. At Thoricus too an ox is sacrificed to Cephalus in Skirophoriôn, perhaps at midmonth (Daux 1983,

152 54 lines 54 56).

24. Ferguson (1938, 18), Kearns (1989, 82).
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presses on the enemy with his shield, so that a buffeting wind may well be

likened to a shield-bearing warrior. The ‘‘Hundred-handers’’ of Hesiod, as we

shall see, are named for the pummeling of the winds; they fling rocks against

the Titans and overbear them, driving them down to Tartarus. Such images

convey the palpable force of strong winds.

At Marathon again, in another series that is perhaps annual, the date 11
or 12 Skirophoriôn is given for a sacrifice to ˜Ød 	æ
øØ (IG 22 1358 A col. 1 line

11).25 The epithet has always been taken as ‹æØ	� ‘‘of the boundary.’’26 But it

can just as well be 	hæØ	� ‘‘of fair winds,’’ for 	 and 	ı are interchangeable on

the stone, as in e.g. ˚	æ	�æ��øØ = ˚	ıæ	�æ��øØ. Erchia, too, let us note by the

way, sacrifices to ˜Ød 	æ
øØ on 16 Posideôn (Daux [1963, 606 10 ¯ 28]), and
again 	hæØ	� suggests itself, for 	 and 	ı are again interchangeable, as in e.g.

ƒ��Æ���	 = ƒ��Æ���	ı. Winds are likewise of concern at the coldest time of year;

a little later, on 9 Gamêliôn, Athena is honored at the local citadel with

�˙æ	�	ıæ
	Ø� ‘‘spring wind rites’’ (B 26 30). It is true that Zeus 	hæØ	� is best

known as a god of seafarers.27 But in agricultural communities like Marathon

and Erchia he may be invoked for other purposes.

In Athens’ civic calendar the entry for Tritopatreis is followed on the same

day by one for the Nymphs called Hyakinthides: these are deities who typify

the burgeoning growth of spring. Admittedly, the civic calendar is all-embra-

cing; we cannot be sure that adjacent entries belong together.

General Features of the Cult of Tritopatreis

To sum up, Tritopatreis are worshipped with a peculiar rite of placing food

offerings libation, burnt portions, other fare inside a closely confined cy-

linder or ‘‘well.’’28 This is plainly said at Selinus; a low or sunken installation is

preserved on Delos and is suggested by ‘‘the well’’ at Marathon. On Delos the

marble cylinder is massive, and though its denizens may emerge from the top,

worshippers approach only through the side opening. At Selinus the offerings

themselves are secured within by the operation of smearing over; something

similar was done at Cyrene. At Selinus again and perhaps at Marathon with

juxtaposed ‘‘well’’ and ‘‘table,’’ the pure Tritopatreis, but not the foul, also

enjoy table offerings beside their worshippers. So the Tritopatreis, while usu-

ally pent up, also emerge at certain times; it is only that the foul kind are not

wanted. This form of worship is perhaps shared by Akamantes; as to other

congeners, wind gods as a class will be mentioned below.

Tritopatreis belong to a definite season, before and during the harvest. It

is the monthMunichiôn¼April at Erchia and probably at Athens, Thargêliôn

25. For the date and the context see Lambert (2000a, 45, 49, 51).

26. Most recently, Lambert (2000a, 45, 51).

27. Cook (1940, 142 57) gives a full account of the long-lived cult at the mouth of the Bosporus.

28. It is not the style of powers of under-earth, so-called ‘‘chthonian’’ deities, as a general class; a low or

earthen hearth altar is sometimes thought to be distinctive, but not a sunken chamber.
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¼ May probably at Athens, Skirophoriôn ¼ June at Marathon, early summer

at Cyrene. They are found in the company of several agrarian deities and of

Akamantes as undoubted wind gods.

Undoubtedwind gods, let us observe, are worshipped just likeTritopatreis,

with ample offerings deposited in bothroi, underground installations. As a

subject of story they dwell in caves or below the earth and are notoriously

greedy eaters.29

Tritopatreis in the Attic Chroniclers

After the direct evidence of archaeology and inscriptions we come to literary

sources, and first the Attic chroniclers. In Harpocration and other lexicons,

Phanodemus FGrH 325 F 6, Demon FGrH 327 F 2, and Philochorus FGrH

328 F 182 are cited for mention of Tritopatreis. Demon, cited first, says only

that they are ‘‘winds,’’ asserting plainly what we have studiously inferred.

Philochorus and Phanodemus, cited second and third, do not say what sort of

gods they are but offer respectively a quasi-mythical origin and a ritual

occasion. It is commonly thought that both regard the Tritopatreis as deified

ancestors, but this does not follow at all. Instead, the more extensive remarks

of Philochorus and Phanodemus are meant to illustrate the wind gods that

Demon remarked quite simply.

The ritual occasion in Phanodemus is different from any we have encoun-

tered. ‘‘Only the Athenians sacrifice and pray to them for the begetting of

children whenever they are about to marry,’’ probably a verbatim quotation.

The statement might be understood in two ways: either only the Athenians

worship Tritopatreis, having this ceremony and belief, or only the Athenians,

in worshipping Tritopatreis, have this ceremony and belief.30 The latter is far

more likely for two reasons. Phanodemus in the later fourth century could not

be unaware that Tritopatreis had been taken up elsewhere (as at Selinus,

before the mid-fifth century), and the occasion is plainly secondary to the

well-attested agrarian cults. In either case, it is commonly inferred that the

begetting of children will be promoted by deified ancestors. It will be pro-

moted rather by the fertilizing power of winds. This is a worldwide belief,

evident at Athens in a local version of the story of the myth of Boreas and

Oreithyia, discussed below.

The excerpt from Philochorus needs careful attention. ‘‘Philochorus said

that the Tritopatreis came into being as the first of all things (���ø� ª�ª	���ÆØ

�æ �	ı�). ‘For (he says) the people of old time understood that Ge and

Helios, whom they also called Apollo, were the parents of themselves

29. Underground installations and the reputation of Greek wind gods as greedy eaters are illustrated by

Hampe (1967, 7 17) with many intriguing details from literature, folklore, and archaeology.

30. Only the Athenians worship Tritopatreis: Lobeck (1829, 1.766 67), E. Wust, RE 7A 1 (1939) 326

s. Tritopatores, Cook (1940, 112 13). Only the Athenians have this ceremony and belief: Rohde (1925, 171),

Jacoby on Phanodemus F 6, JJK 112.
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(ª	��~Ø� Æ��~ø�) and that offspring of these were third fathers (�	f� �b KŒ �	��ø�

�æ
�	ı� �Æ��æÆ�).’ ’’31 Now Philochorus is not proposing a mythical genealogy

in the manner of Hesiod, as if Ge and Helios might be Ge and Uranus.32 He

thinks philosophically of ‘‘earth’’ and ‘‘sun’’ as two great fructifying powers,

as the source of all life. He therefore says that the first thing they produced

were winds and that early man, who quite properly regarded earth and sun as

the original parents, reckoned winds as the next ones, speaking of them

inclusively as ‘‘third.’’33 All life thereafter followed as a matter of gener-

ations.

If winds are to be traced to mythical parents rather than to physical

causes, these can only be Ge and Helios. Wind gods are thought of as

dwelling in the ‘‘earth’’; actual winds are thought of as arising from the

earth, even in learned doctrine. Once they arise from the earth, the ‘‘sun’’

is held responsible for imparting direction and other qualities; this general

belief is elaborately worked out by Aristotle so as to account for the entire

wind chart (Meteor. 2, chapters 4 6, 940a 16 947b 9).34 If winds have

parents, they will also have offspring. So Philochorus’ account does not at

all imply that the Tritopatreis of cult are deified ancestors. It is entirely

consonant with Demon’s statement that they are ‘‘winds,’’ as also with

Phanodemus’ notice of the prenuptial custom that invokes their fertilizing

power. Philochorus is also behind the second of three definitions in Hesy-

chius s. �æØ�	��	æÆ�, namely ŒÆd ª�����ø� IæåÅª	�� ‘‘and originators of

generation.’’35

Other than these Attic chroniclers, the only prose writer cited for mention

of Tritopatreis is ‘‘Aristotle’’ (Poll. 3.17 ¼ Arist. fr. 415 Rose3). According to

Pollux, he ‘‘perhaps’’ used the word tritopatôr in the sense of propappos

‘‘great-grandfather.’’36 If it is truly Aristotle, we cannot know what he said

to admit this inference. The context is not of course Athenian society or

history in the Constitution of Athens, as Rose thought before this work came

to light on papyrus. Some other Aristotelian production may be in view:

31. Two small points do not affect the general interpretation. Kern, Orph. fr. 318, tacitly corrected

ª	��~Ø� ÆP�~ø� of the manuscripts to Æ��~ø�; others ascribe the same sense to the transmitted text. To recall that

Helios is also known as Apollo probably evokes Athens’ proud and distinctive cult of Apollo patrôos, very

apposite to this matter of lineal descent (so Lobeck [1829, 1.762] and many since).

32. Hesiod’s primal pair are adduced by Lobeck (1829, 1.763) and Jacoby ad loc. It is also misguided to

compare the genealogy of the Attic Exêgêtikon, discussed below.

33. As to ordinal ‘‘third’’ meaning ‘‘second’’ by inclusive reckoning, see chapter 12, p. 196, apropos of the

phrase ‘‘in the third year’’ in line 23 of the tablet, a striking example.

34. Wind is a dry exhalation of the earth just as rain is a wet exhalation, and the sun determines what

becomes of both at different times in different places (chapter 4); because of the sun, winds differ according to

the seasons of the year and the regions of the earth (chapter 5); the twelve cardinal winds can be referred to the

positions of the sun at the solstices and the equinoxes (chapter 6). As to chapter 6 see Thompson (1918, 49 52),

McCartney (1930, 13).

35. Hsch. �æØ�Æ�æ�~Ø�� 	ƒ �æ~ø�	Ø ª��� ���	Ø is also conformable with Philochorus, though the abbrevi-

ated name is unexpected (cf. note 48).

36. Among the basic kinship terms, ‘‘the father of a grandfather or grandmother is propappos, as

Isocrates says; �åÆ �� i� �	~ı�	� �æØ�	��	æÆ �æØ��	��ºÅ� ŒÆº	~Ø.’’ All the other terms are presented without

surprises; this is an intrusive piece of learning.
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Lobeck thought of the title ��æd �Pª���
Æ� Æ.37 Nauck, however, emended the

name to ‘‘Aristophanes’’ of Byzantium and included this in his fr. 9. Whoever

the author and whatever his real meaning, Pollux plainly relies on the later

discussion of Tritopatreis by grammarians.

Harpocration’s entry Tritopatores shows further that this name occurred

in the fourth-century orators. Perhaps the priestly clans we meet at Athens

and on Delos engaged in litigation, like other such clans.38 But no detail is

reported from this background.

Tritopatreis in Poetry

The Tritopatreis were also taken up in poetry, as we know likewise from

Harpocration and other lexicons. In two late sources, an Attic Exêgêtikon

and an Orphic Physika, a group of three Tritopatreis are said to be warders of

the winds, a mythical task (cf. Aeolus, Od. 10.1 76). They have expressive

names that differ between the sources. The Exêgêtikon calls them Kottos,

Briareôs, and Gygês, offspring of Uranus and Ge, just as in Hesiod (FGrH

352F 1).39 The Orphic poem calls themAmalkeides,Prôtoklês, andPrôtokreôn

(Orph. fr. 802 Bernabé / 318 Kern).40 The parents, though unmentioned, may

well be Uranus and Ge again, since these are primordial creatures, Proto-. If

so, we cannot say which version stands behind Hesychius’ first definition

(s. �æØ�	��	æÆ�), ‘‘winds born of Uranus and Ge.’’ Now Kottos, Briareôs,

and Gygês, the Hundred-handers, have much to do with winds in Hesiod’s

Theogony, as we are about to see; indeed they are warders of a subterranean

place full of winds, namely Tartarus. But a poet as early as Hesiod could not

have intended to represent the Attic Tritopatreis. Instead, a somewhat later

poet varied Hesiod’s account so as to exalt this Attic cult. Perhaps it was an

Orphic poet. Orphic literature turns ritual into myth and at a certain stage

makesmuch ofAttic ritual, not only Eleusinian. If so, theExêgêtikonwill draw

on this Orphic poem, and the late Orphic poem Physica will vary it. There was

in any case a poem antecedent to these late sources; it must date to the heyday

of the Tritopatreis, from the sixth to the fourth century.

37. Lobeck (1829, 1.760) (see Diog. Laert. 5.22 no. 15, Vit. Hsch. no. 183).

38. Bourriot (1976, 1158 72) makes it a question whether Euergidai, Zakyadai, Pyrrhakidai are ordinary

families, genê, or phratries. For the first two, otherwise unknown, he leaves it altogether open, as does Parker

(1996, 323). The Pyrrhakidai, however, appear elsewhere in the company of undoubted genê and are so

registered by Bourriot (1161 72) and Parker (308) and yet Bourriot (1171n249) and indeed Parker (284)

still slightly hesitate. The deme Aigilia, where the Pyrrhakidai are at home, is on the south coast of Attica,

whether at Phoinikia or Anavysso: Traill (1986, 144 46). Lambert (1997, 104 5), plumping for Anavysso,

associates a dedication found there, IG 13 972 (naming four archontes), with the Pyrrhakidai, but leaves their

nature undecided as between genos, phratry, and even ‘‘kômê-type.’’ At Cyrene, these proprietary cults had

some importance, as we see from the reform in our inscription (chapter 19).

39. The terms thyrôroi ‘‘doorkeepers’’ and phylakes ‘‘guards’’ in the Exêgêtikon are verbal echoes of

Theog. 732, 735.

40. The first name takes somewhat different forms in different lexica and scholia and has also been

emended without any sure result; see Kern’s apparatus.
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We should consider Hesiod’s Hundred-handers in the light of this subse-

quent development (Theog. 147 53, 617 28, 639 75, 713 17, 734 35, 815 19).
The monstrous threesome are born of Uranus and Ge at the beginning of

creation, just like the Cyclopes.41 They are at first confined to Tartarus by

Uranus but emerge to help Zeus against the Titans and as their lasting

employment guard the doors to Tartarus. Tartarus is a vast space beneath

the earth, filled with shrieking winds (Theog. 742 43). The bronze doors that
are the only exit were set in place, evidently as a horizontal cap, by Poseidon

(732 33, K��ŁÅŒ�); it is Poseidon who confirms the office of the Hundred-

handers by making Briareôs his son-in-law (817 19).42 Poseidon rather than

Zeus takes these steps as gaiêochos, as the deity concerned with earth’s

stability. (Earthquakes are generally attributed to Poseidon but are also

caused by winds in popular belief.)43 The bronze doors of Tartarus are a

virtual cult site of wind gods. Winds in general blow about in Tartarus; the

Hundred-handers were formerly among them; now they enjoy the privilege of

guarding the exit. We are reminded of foul and pure Tritopatreis at Selinus,

the former restricted to the sunken chamber, the latter summoned to dine

beside it.

The Hundred-handers like the Cyclopes are elemental forces born of

Uranus and Ge before any other deities; both forces are suppressed by Uranus

but freed by Zeus so that they have a place in the world we know.44 Now

Kyklôpes are the lightning, individually named for its three aspects of boom,

flash, and strike; the collective name is a compound of Œ�Œº	� and -øł that

means ‘‘wheel-appearing,’’ the same image as Ixion’s wheel.45Hekatoncheiroi

are a comparable force of nature, with another riddling name that is tra-

ditional.46 Hesiod thus describes their aid against the Titans.47 ‘‘They flung

three hundred rocks from their strong hands in a great volley and left the

Titans in darkness with their missiles; and they dispatched them beneath the

wide-wayed earth and bound them in cruel bonds’’ (Theog. 715 18). An

account follows of just how deep the Titans are plunged in Tartarus, ending

with the doors and the warders. The Hundred-handers then are strong winds

that uproot and flatten objects in their path and also darken the sky.

41. Jacoby on Philochorus FGrH 328 F 182 inadvertently says that the Exêgêtikon takes the names of the

Tritopatreis from Hesiod’s Cyclopes. And he is a former editor of Hesiod.

42. The relationship of ‘‘son-in-law’’ is typical of wind gods, as we shall soon see.

43. Arist. Meteor. 1.1, 338b 26, 2.7 8, 365a 14 369a 9; cf. [De mundo] 4, 395b 30 396a 16, [De herb.]

1, 823a 3 15.

44. Hesiod’s account of the suppression and release is not straightforward; West gives a possible

explanation in his note on lines 139 53; various lines may be athetized so as to restore a presumed original

account.

45. The true sense was fatally obscured when Homer applied the name to his own invented race of one-

eyed giants (cf. chapter 15, p. 251).

46. The Hundred-handers are only described as such by Hesiod (‘‘a hundred hands darted out from their

shoulders,’’ Theog. 150), but the very word �ŒÆ��ªå�Øæ	� is used of Briareôs by Homer (Il. 1.402), who knows the

whole story (cf. note 76).

47. Before this, Hesiod describes how Zeus engaged the Titans with his lightning so as to show the

contribution of the Cyclopes, which does not quite suffice (lines 687 712).
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Tritopatreis according to the Grammarians

We have surveyed all the known occurrences of Tritopatreis in Greek litera-

ture in the Attic chroniclers, in ‘‘Aristotle,’’ in a theogonic poem. Every

voice we can distinguish speaks of Tritopatreis as winds. Nearly all of them

belong to the time when the cult flourished, on the evidence of archaeology

and inscriptions. Philochorus in (probably) the first quarter of the third

century is the very latest, apart from echoes of the theogonic poem and

perhaps ‘‘Aristotle.’’ Otherwise, in either the material record or the literary

one, there is no sign of Tritopatreis after the fourth century. Accordingly,

ancient grammarians who debate the origin and sense of Tritopatreis do so

without any firsthand knowledge of the subject. They rely entirely on etymol-

ogy as indeed we might infer from the two alternative meanings they pro-

pose, propappoi ‘‘great-grandfathers’’ and propateres ‘‘forefathers.’’

They cite the name, it is true, in some unexpected forms.48 Inscriptions at

Athens and elsewhere use only the form �æØ�	�Æ�æ�~Ø� (the earliest being one of
those outside the Sacred Gate, ‘‘470 450 b.c.’’), except for �æØ�	��øæ on

Delos and �æØ�	���æ�� at Cyrene.49 Though the lexicons are acquainted with

�æØ�	�Æ�æ�~Ø�, they strongly prefer �æØ�	��	æ��.50 The discrepancy can be

explained.51 We should be aware that the ending -�øæ; -�	æ�� came to be

somewhat disused in Attic, as an agent ending but also in kinship words.52

There is scarcely any example at all in pre-Hellenistic inscriptions unless it is

Þ��øæ, and inscriptions as well as literature always say �æ�Åæ instead of

�æ�øæ.53 Probably then Athenians at large spoke offhand of �æØ�	�Æ�æ�~Ø�
and gave the lead elsewhere, as at Troezen and Selinus, but the Attic chron-

iclers insisted rather on �æØ�	��	æ�� as more correct or more pristine.54

Furthermore, the two epigraphic instances of �æØ�	��øæ and �æØ�	���æ��

48. As to Hsch. �æØ�Æ�æ�~Ø� and Lex. rhet. �æØ��	æ�� (Anecd. Bekker 1.317), both give meanings

otherwise assigned to the wonted forms in trito-, so that these variants are without significance for our purpose.

Contra, Hemberg (1954). Tiriseroe (dative) is probably a minor deity at Mycenaean Pylus and probably a

compound of �æ
� and læø�, but need not be related in any way; cf. Gérard-Rousseau (1968, 222 24).

49. Cf. Threatte, Gram. of Att. Inscr. 2.235.

50. Wust,RE 7A 1 (1939) 324 s. Tritopatores speaks of ‘‘the ms tradition,’’ but in general we may assume

that the sources are correctly represented.

51. But not as Kretschmer (1920, 41) has it. He thinks that �æØ�	�Æ�æ�~Ø� was formed so as to fit

�æØ�	��	æ�� to hexameter verse. We would then expect to find �æØ�	�Æ�æ�~Ø� mostly in the literary tradition

and �æØ�	��	æ�� in documents.

52. ‘‘The agent nouns in -�Åæ and -�øæ,’’ says Schwyzer,Gr. Gram. 1.531, ‘‘are supplanted by -�Å� in Attic

and Ionic . . . as a living formation-category.’’ With -�øæ as with -�Åæ there are many exceptions in literature,

notably Þ��øæ but also e.g. ���Ø�øæ, a liturgist. (Schwyzer notes that the ending has been revived in Modern

Greek, as in �Ø�Œ�øæ ‘‘professor.’’) As to kinship terms in -�øæ, Athenian literature keeps some that could

hardly be avoided (e.g. I��øæ and I���øæ) and has an occasional ›�	��øæ beside ›�	��æØ	�. But inscriptions

have none at all.

53. The two instances of Þ��øæ on a fifth-century stone and a fourth- or third-century defixio are ‘‘not

entirely certain restorations’’: Threatte, Gram. of Att. Inscr. 2.116. Œº��øæ is ousted by ŒºÅ��æ in both literature

and inscriptions. �æ�Åæ on stone: Threatte 2.117.

54. Hesychius’ lemma �æØ�	��	æÆ� probably comes from one of the Attic chroniclers; cf. Demon FGrH

327 F 2 as paraphrase.
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happen to be proprietary cults of priestly families, who may likewise have

insisted on the less usual form.

The word �æØ�	ª���ØÆ is often adduced by modern authorities as appar-

ently similar in meaning.55 An alleged ‘‘proverb’’ turns on the word ‘‘may

the child be tritogenês, not tritogeneia’’ (schol. Il. 8.39, Suda s. tritogeneia)

and this has been ingeniously ascribed to the prenuptial prayers reported by

Phanodemus.56 But the word is otherwise used only as an epithet of Athena,

and in the context of her birth from Zeus’ head beside a lake or river named

Tritônis or the like. Both the lake or river and the sea god Tritôn show that

trito- here means ‘‘water’’; both Athena’s epithet and the story of her birth are

matched by Vedic and Avestan Apam Napat.57 This other word is unrelated.

What then of etymology? The compound �æØ�	-�Æ�æ�~Ø� has been taken to

mean either ‘‘third-fathers’’ or ‘‘having-third-fathers’’ and interpreted respec-

tively as either ‘‘great-grandfathers’’ or ‘‘third in the descending line,’’ i.e.

‘‘forefathers.’’ Both views are taken by ancient grammarians, and both have

modern supporters.58 The first meaning would indeed be plainly expressed by

the form �æØ�	���æ��. Such is the form presented by the inscription of Cyrene

(chapter 19). But this is almost the latest occurrence; it is a secondary form

and no doubt a misunderstanding. The endings -�ı� and -øæ suggest the

second meaning, ‘‘having-third-fathers.’’59 And if the reckoning is inclusive,

the meaning is rather ‘‘having-second-fathers.’’ In either case, the interpre-

tation ‘‘forefathers’’ is unwarranted. We should also be aware that such a

form, called a ‘‘determinative compound,’’ is relatively late, being used for

coinages like `N���ÆæØ� or refinements like IŒæ��	ºØ�.60 This is an unconven-

tional word for some significant relationship that it remains to decipher.

Boreas and Others as ‘‘Sons-in-Law’’

It is remarkable that mythical wind gods, the subject of famous stories, are

insistently characterized as standing in a certain relationship to others, that

of son-in-law. We saw above that in Hesiod’s Theogony, at the end of the

long intermittent episode of the Hundred-handers, Briareôs becomes the

55. Lippold (1911), Wust, RE 7A 1, 324, Cook (1940, 123 28, 139), Jacoby on Phanodemus FGrH 325

F 6, Hemberg (1954, 186n28), Taillardat (1987, 1995) and DÉLG Suppl. s. �æØ�	ª���ØÆ.

56. So Lippold and Taillardat (note 55). The form tritogenês is in fact a metrical variant of tritogeneia,

well attested as such; it follows that the alleged ‘‘proverb’’ is a mere witticism, perhaps derived from comedy,

and without significance.

57. The meaning ‘‘water’’ has often been upheld (cf. Wust, RE 7A 1, 325, and likewise G. Kruse, RE 7A

1, 245 s. Tritogeneia), but without remarking the Vedic and Avestan parallel.

58. See in brief Wilamowitz (1893, 268n11), Kretschmer (1920, 38 40), Jacoby on Phanodemus

F 6. Jacoby further says that only the second meaning is realistic. ‘‘Both explanations . . . are possible

linguistically . . . But according to the sense, only [great-grandfathers], being natural and unspeculative, is so.’’

He is wrong on both points.

59. So Wilamowitz. But he embraced the interpretation ‘‘third in the descending line’’ and thought of a

mythical genealogy.

60. So Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.453, though affirming in note 5 that tritopatores is ‘‘old.’’
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son-in-law of Poseidon. These same Hundred-handers are afterward, in some

later poem, equated with Tritopatreis. Boreas the north wind, always the

principal wind god, is son-in-law of the Athenians, exalted as such in the

record of the Persian Wars. The notion cannot go far back and most likely

arose at just this time, when a north wind reversed the fortunes of war. In

earlier poetry Boreas himself has a son-in-law Phineus, whose homeland and

household in the north are beset by conflicting winds. Let us survey these

stories briefly, beginning with Boreas as son-in-law of the Athenians, by far

the best-documented case.

It was Athenian belief, saysHerodotus (7.189), that Boreas was their ‘‘son-
in-law,’’ and so they sacrificed and prayed to him before and during the

providential storm that wrecked the Persian fleet, and afterwards they set up

a shrine beside the Ilissus. The kinship term is of the essence. I quoteHerodotus

in R. Parker’s careful translation, adding my own emphasis. ‘‘The story is told

that the Athenians invoked Boreas because of a prophecy, since a further

oracle had come to them telling them to call on their son-in-law as an ally

(�e� ªÆ��æe� K�
Œ	ıæ	� ŒÆº��Æ�ŁÆØ). According to Greek tradition Boreas has

an Attic wife, Oreithyia the daughter of Erechtheus. The Athenians inferred,

the story goes, that because of this marriage-tie Boreas was their son-in-law

(ŒÆ�a �c �e Œ~Å�	� �	~ı�	. . .��
�Ø �e� ´	æ~Å� ªÆ��æe� �~N�ÆØ).’’61 Herodotus echoes

what he heard at Athens. But the word ªÆ��æ�� is his own, or perhaps that of

the oracle, being both Ionic and poetic. Athens has no specific word for son-in-

law apart from the word ŒÅ������, denoting any relation by marriage.62 We

must remember this when we come back to the Attic word Tritopatreis.

The oracle may well be a later figment, as Athenians rehearsed this tremen-

dous event. Perhaps the relationship first entered literature in Simonides’ elegy

The Sea-battle at Artemisium. A papyrus scrap newly published refers to

the ‘‘girl,’’ Oreithyia, and to Calaı̈s as issue of the marriage (fr. 3 West2).63

Aeschylus’ satyr play Oreithyia turned on the relationship, if it is rightly

conjectured that Boreas raged because his suit was rejected (fr. 281 Radt /

292a b Mette).64 Attic vases of just this time show him pursuing Oreithyia; he

appears on the vases almost as suddenly as he did at Artemisium.65

The Athenian experience of 480 b.c. is behind two other reports of Boreas

saving whole communities. Thurii, says Aelian (VH 12.61), decreed that

Boreas was to be a citizen, with house and land, and Thuriı́ also made

offerings each year after a storm destroyed another attacking fleet, that

of the tyrant Dionysius. ‘‘So the Athenians were not alone in regarding

him as kêdestês.’’66 The event, otherwise unknown, is conjecturally assigned

61. Parker (1996, 156).

62. W. E. Thompson (1971, 110 11). The orators often have reason to speak of kêdestês as son-in-law:

Thompson (110n5).

63. West ad loc. seems inadvertent in citing Herodotus for mention of Zetes and Calaıs.

64. Gantz (1993, 243).

65. S. Kaempf-Demetriadou, LIMC 3 (1986), Boreas 8 10, 19 26, all either ‘‘about 480 b.c.’’ or ‘‘480/470

b.c.’’ or ‘‘about 470 b.c.’’

66. Perhaps Aelian meant no more than that they ‘‘(claimed) kinship with him’’ (N. G.Wilson, Loeb ed.),

but his source will have spoken of a son-in-law.
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to 379 b.c., when Dionysius attacked Croton with more success.67 At Meg-

alopolis Pausanias admires an unusual precinct of Boreas where sacrifice was

offered each year, and tells how a storm destroyed the siege engines of Agis of

Sparta, just as it destroyed the Persian fleet (8.27.14, 36.6).68 The event will

belong to Agis’ long and important campaign of 331/30 b.c., which ended with

his death.69

Pausanias does not speak of any kinship between Boreas and Megalop-

olis, nor does he mention that Athens was most concerned in 480 b.c. Aelian,

in asserting kinship between Boreas and Thurii, should not be trusted.70 The

source, as in some other tales of his about Magna Graecia and about Dio-

nysius, is very likely Timaeus (Ael. VH 12.29 ¼ Timaeus FGrH 566 F 26c, cf.
4.7¼ F 159).71 Timaeus had a habit of romancing and could say what he liked

of Thurii, then a very dejected place.72 And Timaeus was writing at Athens,

where Boreas is an undoubted son-in-law. It was also not so long after

Megalopolis instituted a cult of Boreas which Pausanias thinks of as out-

standing.

In the sudden peril of Artemisium, Athens fixed on Boreas as son-in-law

because the relationship was familiar from old stories. Boreas himself has a

son-in-law in king Phineus of Thrace, though the relationship is unremarked

by our sources: Boreas’ daughter Cleopatra is wife of Phineus, or at least his

first wife. In one of Sophocles’ two Phineus plays, Phineus had twin sons by

Cleopatra and chose to blind or kill them (Soph. frs. 704 5 Radt). In Tympa-

nistai they are blinded by a stepmother and confined in a ‘‘tomb’’ (fr. 645);
blinding and confinement are mentioned also in Antigone (lines 970 80).73 It
cannot be that the wife Cleopatra and the son-in-law relationship first

appeared in the tragedians by way of reflecting the interests of fifth-century

Athens.74 The story of Phineus goes far back, and Cleopatra will be part of it.

In any version the story is all about winds. Phineus dwells in Thrace,

home of Boreas, and is afflicted by the Harpies, stormy or blighting winds that

snatch or foul his food until they are chased away through the sky by Zetes

and Calaı̈s, the freshening winds that are twin sons of Boreas. Phineus now

67. Jacquemin (1979, 189 90).

68. Aelian’s story of Boreas ends with the note ‘‘Pausanias says this of Megalopolis too,’’ an obvious

interpolation (cf. Habicht [1985, 1n1]).

69. So, but doubtfully, Jacquemin (1979, 191), Jost (1985, 527).

70. Jacquemin (1979, 191 93) argues most improbably that Aelian’s account of Boreas as ‘‘citizen’’ of

Thurii derives from an actual citizenship decree, the only means by which the city could introduce a new cult.

The laws of Charondas, she says, had unalterably fixed the precincts allotted to the gods.

71. See Pearson (1987, 172, 301 [index s. ‘‘Aelian’’]).

72. As we saw (chapter 9, pp. 151 52, Timaeus embroiders the downfall of Siris with a tale of pollution

and of many commemorative statues that echoes and exceeds the story of Cylon and others like it.

73. Aeschylus’ Phineus, produced in 472 b.c., is earlier than any of these (frs. 258 60 Radt), but its

content is unknown except for trouble with the Harpies. Though further details of Kleopatra and the two sons

and their torment are given by later sources, we cannot say where they came from. Gantz (1993, 351 52) brings

them into some alignment but only by professed conjecture.

74. Robert (1921, 816 21) holds that Cleopatra and her sons were invented, and Phineus himself was

transplanted from Arcadia to Thrace, ‘‘after Cimon’s campaigns,’’ when Athens took note of Thrace as a

strategic region.
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marries their sister Cleopatra and begets his own twin sons. He or another

confines them underground with great cruelty (as if they were foul Tritopa-

treis), an ill-judged effort to preserve the integrity of the food supply against

any further threat. Phineus’ story was once told for its own sake and only later

recast as an adventure of the Argonauts not unsuitably, since the Golden

Fleece as the object of their cosmic voyage is an instrument of weather magic

and symbol of agricultural resource. Zetes and Calaı̈s, however, are most

unlikely Argonauts. Instead, it was natural for them to rescue Phineus, and

for Phineus to wed their sister Cleopatra, when all of them were simply at

home in Thrace. It is true that Phineus himself, the son-in-law, is not a wind

god, but he stands for the effect of various winds upon his imaginary king-

dom.75 The underground prison, like the bronze doors of Tartarus, is the

image of an actual cult site. Here is another old story to set beside Hesiod and

his tale of Poseidon and Briareôs.

We come back to Hesiod only to observe how emphatic the language is.

At the very end of the Hundred-handers’ episode, ´æØæ� � ª� �b� Mf� K���Æ =
ªÆ��æe� �e� �	
Å�� �Ææ�Œ�	�	� �¯��	�
ªÆØ	�; = �~øŒ� �b ˚ı�	��º�ØÆ� O�ı
�Ø�;
ŁıªÆ��æÆ l� (lines 817 19). ‘‘Briareôs, goodly as he was, the deep-booming

Earth-shaker made his own son-in-law, by giving him Cymopoleia to take in

marriage, his own daughter as she was.’’ The words in italics insist on the

formal marriage relationship; they are quite unlike the usual epic formulas for

taking a wife and resorting to the marriage bed. Having posted the three

stalwarts at a virtual cult site, Poseidon binds them to it by making one of

them his son-in-law. Briareôs ‘‘Strong’’ is singled out because his name plainly

declares the strength of these winds. Homer too compliments Briareôs for his

role in the succession story (Il. 1.401 6); it is likely, though not demonstrable,

that he knows of him as a son-in-law of Poseidon.76

The son-in-law relationship of a wind god is a special application, so to

speak, of a general belief. Winds fertilize nature year by year, bringing rain or

shine, coolness or warmth, producing flowers and foliage and crops. The

fertilizing power of these unseen beings is likened to that of men and animals.

Boreas as strongest of the winds covers the splendid mares of Erichthonius

‘‘He-of-the-very-earth’’; they are creatures much like himself and bear fillies

that likewise skim the plain or the sea (Il. 20.221 29, briefly explaining

why Troy is famed for horses). The original story of Boreas and Oreithyia

also expresses the belief. This female partner, ‘‘Rushing-on-the-mountain,’’

75. (
��ı� < �Ł
�ø ‘‘blight’’?

76. Briareôs’ alternative name Aigaiôn points to Poseidon. Homer, moreover, is fully acquainted with the

role of the Hundred-handers in the succession of divine rulers. Whereas in Hesiod they give Zeus the help he

needs against the Titans, in Homer Briareôs does likewise against some upstart Olympians, an episode invented

for the sake of Achilles’ appeal to Thetis. Homer puns on the name Briareôs, ‘‘for he is even stronger than his

own father (	~� �Æ�æ��),’’ and thus evokes the motif of fathers supplanted by their sons and in particular

the altercation between Briareôs and his own wrathful father Uranus (�ˇ�æØæ�øØ �� ‰� �æ~ø�Æ �Æ�cæ T����Æ�	

Łı�~øØ, Theog. 617). Yet Homer need not be acquainted with Hesiod’s version of the succession, in which the

Hundred-handers are inserted somewhat disjointedly (note 44) and the altercation between Briareôs and

Uranus is not explained.
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resembles the wind and redoubles his power by bearing twins. Oreithyia is an

obvious name for the belief but not for an Athenian princess, a daughter of

Erechtheus beside other daughters conventionally named. On the chest of

Cypselus and in other early representations if correctly identified, Boreas and

Oreithyia have nothing to do with Attica. It was doubtless in 480 b.c. that they
were both inserted in Athens’ royal family.

Conformably with the general belief, each community installs its own

wind gods at a local cult site for the sake of the crops. Dwelling at the cult site,

fed and cherished by the worshippers, these wind gods are plainly related to

the community. As potent males they must be sons-in-law. We may safely

infer that gambros ‘‘son-in-law’’ was a form of address in each cult. Tritopa-

treis, another word for a close relationship, is a form of address in cults of

other wind gods.

Tritopatreis ‘‘Sons-in-Law’’

Athens has not the regular word for son-in-law, gambros. For a very long

time, beginning perhaps in the early Dark Age, Athens and an ever-widening

area that became the state of Attica were engaged in a process of unification

by means of fictitious kinship groups, phylai ‘‘tribes’’ and phratriai ‘‘brother-

hoods.’’ Fictitious kinship superseded the extensive ties of marriage alliance

and caused the Athenians to speak indiscriminately of all marriage relations

as ŒÅ������ or �ıªŒÅ������. How then shall they invoke their local wind gods?

From a patriarchal point of view, it is the wife’s father, the father-in-law,

who constitutes the bond between a wind god and the community. A wind god

accordingly has a second father besides his own. It may be relevant as well that

the Greeks often counted back through two fathers and no more, the father

and the grandfather. On this outlook a wind god has a third father besides two

of his own. Tritopatreis may be understood either way, as ‘‘having-second-

fathers’’ or as ‘‘having-third-fathers,’’ but the former way is more immediate

and was surely intended when the word was coined.
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12

Zeus Milichios in Summer

Synopsis

Column A, lines 17 24:

To milichios in [the land] of Euthydamos they shall sacrifice a ram. It

is also allowed to sacrifice the victim every second year. One shall

take out the holy objects that are public. And place the table in front.

And burn up a thigh and the firstlings from the table and the bones.

One shall not carry away the meat. One shall invite whomever he

wishes.

It is also allowed to sacrifice at home every second year. They

shall slay the animal. And they shall wash intestines and burn them

up before statues. The victim shall be whatever the ancestral customs

allow. One shall not take out [the holy objects that are public. And

one shall give] threefold to a beggar in this third year. The omens

shall be easy to understand.

Zeus milichios receives sacrifice at the end of the harvest, as he did at the

beginning of spring. The sanctuary used for the purpose is the excavated

one on the hill Gaggera, adjoining that of Demeter malophoros, goddess of

the harvest. This setting, ‘‘the land of Euthydamos,’’ requires separate

discussion in chapter 13. It is a private occasion, and the scale will vary

according to individual means and individual success at the harvest. In-

deed it may be left to every second year, and if so may even be observed at

home, so long as a token offering is brought to the sanctuary. In the

sanctuary version, whether it occurs every year or every second year,

the victim is a costly ungelded ram, and the whole animal is consumed

on the spot, so that a person invites all his friends to the feast. They gather

at one of the milichios stones (a great many of these accumulated in the



sanctuary). The rite of table hospitality, which joins the god with his

worshippers, makes use of a table and a table service provided gratis by

the authorities. The god’s portion is afterward burnt up, as with the

Tritopatreis, but on an altar.

At home the victim may be as modest as a suckling pig, a choice attested

elsewhere too. The god’s portion consists only of the intestines, to be carried

to the sanctuary and washed and laid before a milichios stone; table and table

service are not provided. In lieu of guests, a beggar at the door receives a

threefold share of meat. It is also evident that omens are taken from the

victim’s organs: the smallest of victims may not suffice for this purpose. The

whole procedure is magical, in the sense that the worshipper exerts himself to

his utmost capacity in order to make the god do likewise.

Alternative Forms of Sacrifice

Sacrifice to [Zeus]milichios in [the land] of Euthydamosmakes an entry as long

as the combined entry to Tritopatreis foul and pure. It consists of two main

alternatives, either a sacrifice at the public shrine thus located (lines 17 20) or
a sacrifice at home (lines 20 24). The sacrifice at home is less frequent, every

second year. The sacrifice at the public shrine may likewise be deferred to the

second year. So there are three alternatives in all, a, b, and c.

The language expressing these alternatives is as follows. The sacrifice

each year at the public shrine, a, is prescribed with the imperative Łı���	

‘‘they shall sacrifice’’ (lines 17 18). The sacrifice every second year at the

public shrine, b, and the sacrifice every second year at home, c, are both

prescribed with the imperative ���	 �b ŒÆ
. . .Ł��� ‘‘it shall be also for one

to sacrifice,’’ i.e. ‘‘it is also allowed to sacrifice’’ (lines 18, 20 21). ���	 �b
ŒÆ
 þ infinitive defines an alternative much more clearly than C ðjÞ ŒÆd þ
imperative (or infinitive as imperative) would do.1 And these are alterna-

tives, not additions. If we say, ‘‘Do a, and it is also allowed to do b and

likewise c,’’ b and c can, in the nature of speech, be either additional or

alternative. Here the context shows them to be alternative. Sacrifice a is

for each year. Sacrifices b and c are alternatives, both for every second

year.

JJK interpret the phrase ���	 �b ŒÆ
 quite differently.2 They are committed

to the view that the rules on the tablet are an exceptional remedy, not a regular

undertaking. If then a is once done in a given year, b and c may be done

additionally in the year after.3 No parallel offers, however, for a remedy thus

repeated, and no good reason is suggested. JJK are also, quite unwarrantably,

puzzled by both the impersonal ���Ø and the imperative form ���ø. These

1. Such a use of j ŒÆ
 would not be comparable to any of the examples given by Denniston (1950, 306 7).

2. JJK 15, 37 38, 64 65, 70; so too Jameson (1994, 43 44).

3. JJK 38 go further still. They envisage a continuing need for purification ‘‘in the following year and

perhaps even in a third year’’ (my emphasis). But the ordinal number �æ
�øØ refers by inclusive reckoning to the

two-year interval already mentioned. The clause in question will be discussed at the end.
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instructions, they say, are ‘‘presented only as a possibility, not a requirement,’’

and the imperative is used to ‘‘guarantee the rights of the persons concerned’’

to adopt an unusual possibility. This is too finespun. The imperative is the

same as elsewhere in the tablet, and the expression is normal, as explained

above.

Sacrifices a and b are offered at a shrine ‘‘in [the land] of Euthydamos,’’ a

phrase coordinate with ‘‘in [the land] of Myskos,’’ which serves to locate a

different shrine, the ground used for the great festival of early spring (chapters

8 9). The second shrine comes into use at a later season. The spring festival

was very likely held in the valley of the Cottone, east of the city. West of the

city, on the hill Gaggera, is the precinct of Zeus milichios, which has been

known archaeologically for a long time. It is a contrasting location, with a

field of milichios stones; it is used for the present occasion. When a person

sacrifices at home, he must still bring the animal intestines to the milichios

stones in the shrine.

Whether the sacrifice is offered at the shrine or at home, it is not part of

any festival but a private undertaking. The only recorded festival of Zeus

milichios is that of early spring the Diasia of Athens and Thasos and, no

doubt, the Dia of Teos, all dated to the month Anthesteriôn. At Athens, the

festival goes closely with one of the Semnai Theai. At Selinus, Zeusmilichios in

[the land] ofMyskos goes closely with a festival of the Eumenides. But Athens

also has abundant evidence for private offerings to Zeus milichios, in the form

of votive reliefs in which family groups approach the god.4 Xenophon

describes his own private undertaking, probably in early summer, in a passage

we come to shortly; he also says that it was a widespread custom.

The General Procedure

Sacrifice to Tritopatreis, whether foul or pure, was conducted at the same

chamber or pit; it was only that sacrifice to the pure kind involved an extra

step, table offerings displayed for a while. Sacrifice to Zeus milichios is con-

ducted either at the public shrine or at home but appears to be substantially

the same in either case; it is only that sacrifice at home is very modest. Indeed

the latter two options, of sacrificing every second year and of doing so at

home, are both for the sake of economy.

These instructions, long as they are, are not so complete as they were for

Tritopatreis. Sacrifice to Zeus milichios is more elaborate. And unlike sacrifice

to Tritopatreis, it is an age-old custom that everyone knows; it is merely

recalled for the present purpose. Details of sacrifice at the public shrine and

4. JJK 82 83 give ten examples at Athens, Peiraeus, and Sunium. The Sunium example, however, was

never fully published and may not have been inscribed at all, as R. S. Stroud observes at SEG 50.207. Zeus

philios then has a rival claim, as with additional examples at Peiraeus mentioned by JJK 83. There are also

votive reliefs of a different kind at Corcyra and Ephesus: JJK 86, 88.
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of sacrifice at home are given piecemeal as required. They need to be listed in

order, then combined, so as to produce a composite picture.

Here are the details of sacrifices a and b, performed each year or every

second year at the public shrine in [the land] of Euthydamos. (1) A ram is

sacrificed. (2) ‘‘The holy objects that are public’’ are taken out. (3) The table
is placed in front and, though this is left unsaid, heaped with food offerings.

(4) A thigh and ‘‘the firstlings from the table,’’ i.e. the food offerings, and the

bones are burnt up. (5) No meat is carried away. (6) Other persons may be

invited freely.

And here are the details of sacrifice c, performed every second year at

home. (7) The victim is slain and of course butchered. (8) The intestines are

washed and burnt up / set down before statues. (9) The victim is simply one

allowed by ancestral custom. (10) [The holy objects that are public] are not

taken out. (11) Threefold [is given] to a beggar. (12) [‘‘The omens’’], i.e. the

organs extracted from the victim, must be ‘‘easy to understand,’’ i.e. must be

sufficient for scrutiny this detail was added later as a caveat.

For the most part, the respective details, those given for the alternative

procedures in the public shrine and again at home, supplement each other

neatly. First take 1 and 7, 9, 12. At the public shrine the victim is unusual and

costly, a mature ungelded sheep; few such animals were available. Its organs

will serve for omens as everyone watches. At home a lesser victim, of any age

or kind allowed by custom, is butchered by a hand perhaps unskilled. It is

important that the organs of the lesser victim be usable and visible as omens.

Next take 2 3 and 8, 10. At the public shrine ‘‘the holy objects that are

public’’ are taken out for use in the ceremony: i.e. a table and table service.

The table is placed in front and laid with meat, i.e. a carved portion, and no

doubt cakes. After the sacrifice at home, the intestines are washed and burnt

up / set down before statues. At the same time it is forbidden to ‘‘take out’’

[something]. It does not really matter what words we supply; this prohibition

can only be the reverse of the previous injunction at the public shrine, ‘‘take

out the holy objects that are public,’’ so that the table and table service are

now withheld.

In the context of worshipping Zeusmilichios, ‘‘statues’’ spoken of without

ado will be the rough-hewn statues that typify the cult the slabs, blocks,

pyramids, herms that are often, though not at Selinus, inscribed ‘‘(Zeus)

milichios,’’ ‘‘of (Zeus) milichios,’’ ‘‘I am (Zeus) milichios.’’5 They have been

found in many places but in unique concentration in the Gaggera precinct,

where a few are inscribed with the names of owners, but most are uninscribed,

and presumably available for general use.6 At home, as we well know, there

5. Examples offer from Corinth, Sicyon,Megara, Lebadeia, Thyrrheium, Chios, Arcesine, and Amathus,

if we include some that are reported as boundary stones: JJK 83 89. Some slabs or blocks are inscribed as the

simplest of dedications; so is one of the milichios stones at Selinus. Here twelve milichios stones are somehow

inscribed, but many more that came to light, perhaps two hundred, were uninscribed and those left on the site

are now hard to recognize! So Famà in Famà and Tusa (2000, 21). On this showing, innumerable stones

elsewhere may once have been statues of Zeus milichios.

6. JJK 89 91, 103 107, cf. Doepner (2002, 133 35).
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are no statues of Zeus milichios.7 So this occasion still requires a visit to the

shrine and a token offering at a milichios stone.8

Now take 5 6 and 11. At the public shrine the worshippers enjoy an

ample feast. A large circle of family and friends are on hand anyone may be

invited for the purpose, which is to consume an entire ram on the spot.

At home fewer partake, but one gives handsomely and auspiciously to a

beggar at the door. Since the meat will not be carried away in any case, that

expensive rule does not apply.

We are left with 4, a rule for the public shrine: a thigh and the offerings

from the table and the bones are all of them burnt up. This is a fairly

thorough burning up, though less than the burning of an entire victim

denoted by ›º	ŒÆı��~Ø�. To burn up a thigh on the altar is a well-known

custom of Greek sacrifice from Homer onward. The thigh so burnt is the

god’s portion, somehow delivered to him in fire and smoke, whereas the

worshippers dine on the rest. It is a different custom to lay a table for the god

with dressed meat and other food, theoxenia, while the worshippers dine on

the rest. As was mentioned before (chapter 10, p. 161), we do not usually

hear of any further disposition of the table offerings. But for the pure

Tritopatreis they were burnt up and placed in the chamber or pit that took

the place of an altar; the thigh referred to as a ‘‘ninth’’ part must have been

so treated as well. For Zeus milichios the table offerings, like the thigh, will

be burnt up on the altar. Finally, ‘‘the bones’’ thus distinguished can only be

the pile of bones left from the carving of all the meat. They too are burnt up

on the altar.

The Shrine on Gaggera

The hills east and west of the city are occupied by public shrines; one of those

on the western hill, Gaggera, belongs to Zeus milichios. A few of the milichios

stones are inscribed with the names of the owners, whether one person

or several; offerings were burnt up nearby, as more recent excavation has

7. Nothing whatever, in either the written or the material record, points to any domestic cult of Zeus

milichios. He is very like the domestic forms of Zeus but is not to be counted among them: so Nilsson (1932a,

224 27), as against H. Sjovall (1931). Nilsson (1940, 69) remarks as a matter of general interest that he does not

occur in house cult. JJK 39 40 are therefore wrong to think of the agalmata as standing ‘‘at home’’ where they

also situate a conjectural ox sacrifice (see chapter 1, p. 24). As to both images and sacrifice, they cite a Hellenistic

cult foundation prescribing a ram sacrifice beside the statue of the heroized youth Aleximachus (LSSuppl.

61.75 76, Aegiale, c. 100 b.c.). That statue, however, stood in the gymnasium where the city fathers, the

ephebes, and the neôteroi celebrate a commemorative festival.

8. Something similar was done on the second day, called Choes, of the festival Anthestêria. Whereas the

ritual of the first and third days, and it was of several kinds, took place in public, at the city center and in the

streets and at temporary shrines, everyone stayed at home on the second day, though of course with company if

desired, toping from a jug of neat wine, the choes. It was only at the end of the day that they made their way

uncertainly to the sanctuary of Dionysus en limnais in order to deliver any remnants for a collective dousing of

the sacrificial goat. The ensuing sacrifice was of course a public occasion, the only time when the sanctuary was

opened to the public. For a full account see Robertson (1993, 218 27). Otherwise the requirement is similar, to

carry either a jug with leftover wine or a bundle of intestines from home to the sanctuary.
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determined; there was an altar near the entrance in later times and probably

long before. Now of the two precincts of Zeus milichios named in the tablet,

‘‘in [the land] of Myskos’’ and ‘‘in [the land] of Euthydamos,’’ only the latter

has furnishings that are distinctly mentioned or implied, because these private

rites require them: scil. statues of Zeus milichios and an altar. We may infer

with some assurance that the sanctuary on Gaggera is in view.

The sanctuary was excavated between 1915 and 1925 by E. Gàbrici and

reopened in 1969 70 by V. Tusa, who found early layers still intact in a few

places, holding the answer to questions that had arisen.9 Its general history is

now assured. The worship can be traced on the ground from the late seventh

century; it is coeval with that of Demeter malophoros, adjacent on the south;

both were brought by the first Greek settlers. Demeter’s distinctive title

derives from Megara in the homeland, whose daughter city Megara Hyblaea

is Selinus’ mother city. Zeus milichios too is attested at Megara in the home-

land by a so-called boundary stone in just the area where Pausanias situates

Demeter malophoros, the hill Nisaia (1.44.3).10 The two shrines were perhaps

adjacent to each other at Megara, just as they are at Selinus, indeed adjacent

on a hillside. The stone at Megara gives Zeus milichios the further title

pamphylos, or ‘‘of Pamphylos.’’ It sounds like a collective version of individual

milichios stones.

On Gaggera the sanctuary area faces the valley of the Modione (Selinus)

on a front of more than 30m. and rises with the hill to the west (strictly to the

southwest) for a distance of more than 60 m., farther than Demeter’s sanctu-

ary.11 Almost the whole area came to be filled withmilichios stones, upward of

two hundred.12 The well-fashioned ones now kept at Palermo and Castelve-

trano may be divided into five kinds (including ascertainable fragments).13

(1) Aniconic stêlai with only a knob at the top, which are Greek, of the late

sixth and the fifth century (4 examples).14 (2) Stêlai with a head, Zeus’s, either

incised in relief or sculpted in the round like a herm, of which some are Greek,

fifth century, and some are Punic (8 examples). (3) Stêlai with two heads,

those of Zeus and a female consort, of which some are Greek, sixth and fifth

century, and some are Punic, down to the late third century (62 examples in

all, the commonest kind by far). (4) Stêlai with two seated figures, much

‘‘schematized,’’ all c. 600 b.c.? (5 examples). (5) Slabs with four heads at the

9. Tusa (1977), Dewailly (1992, 1 40), Tusa in Famà and Tusa (2000, 9 15); cf. JJK 133 36.

10. So Curti and van Bremen (1999, 24). They observe that both hills are beside the city harbor, and point

to other similarities in the topography of Megara and Selinus. Megara’s milichios stone was mentioned in

chapter 8, note 7, for its possible bearing on the involvement of kinship groups in the cult.

11. The ancient riverbed was far wider, extending right up to the sanctuary (Tusa in Famà and Tusa

[2000, 12n7]).

12. The milichios stones removed from the site and placed in a museum number 99 (89 at Palermo, 2 at

Castelvetrano, 8 at Malibu). Some 20more roughly fashioned are left standing (all are clearly seen in Famà and

Tusa [2000, pl. 3.1]). Gàbrici, while reckoning the worked stones at a hundred or so, spoke of a larger number

that were only oblong stones or elongated rock fragments; except for those 20, they have not survived in situ.

13. Famà in Famà and Tusa (2000, 33 57).

14. This kind is likened by Famà (61) to the blocks surmounted by a cone or ‘‘omphalos’’ at Lebadeia,

which are inscribed for the god: Jannoray (1941), Schachter (1981, 148; 1986, 124; 1994, 119).
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corners, undatable (2 examples).15 Most are uninscribed, but a few examples

of (1) and (2) bear the names of Greek owners.

At the front of the sanctuary, at the northeast corner, a naiskoswas built for

Zeusmilichios in the Punic period, and in front of this, though off its axis, farther

north, a substantial stone altar was built was as well, divided into two unequal

sections by upright slabs.16The altar has been compared to certain constructions

of other times and places, including the Punic domain, in which two or three

stêlai or baetyls or pillars are set on a bench, perhaps as virtual images of the

deities; whether these are shrines or altars is unclear. But if the slabs are simply

meant to enclose and divide the area for offerings as between Zeus and his

consort, no particular tradition need be invoked.17 At the front as at the rear the

sanctuary extends beyond that of Demeter malophoros; like Demeter’s it is

entered through a propylon. The two sanctuaries are similar in outline, except

that the temple and altar ofDemeter are much grander.18 Since both sanctuaries

weremaintained as before in the Punic period, it is likely enough that the naiskos

and altar of Zeusmilichios are replacements of earlier Greek structures, of which

no trace remains.19 TheGreekmilichios stoneswere left standing throughout the

same wide area where the Punic ones were now set up. This much ground at the

northeast, and no more, had always been left free of the stones.20

Remnants of sacrifice have been found throughout the sanctuary, charred

bone and ash, sometimes beside milichios stones, sometimes together with

votive pots and figurines; other milichios stones show signs of burning.21 The

only victims that have been surely identified are sheep, agreeing with the ram of

the tablet.22 Within a separate enclosure marked by a row of stones were two

hearth altars of different shape, oval and oblong, and more sacrificial debris.

It is not always granted, indeed it is more often denied, that the worship of

Zeus milichios continued after 409 b.c. and is represented by many of the

stones. According to JJK and others, Zeus milichios was superseded by the

two Punic deities Baal Hammon and Tanit, the later stones merging with

Punic iconography.23 Even on general grounds such innovation is unlikely.

Zeus milichios as a Greek deity of wide occurrence was undoubtedly familiar

15. Being unparalleled, the two rude sculptures are ‘‘of extraordinary interest’’; perhaps they indicate the

two realms over which the pair of deities preside, ‘‘of life and of death.’’ So Famà (79). Or the two realms might

be those of new growth in spring, just below the earth and just above it.

16. Tusa (1977, 116 17), Famà (1980, 38 39), Shaw (1989, 179 80), JJK 136, Tusa in Famà and Tusa

(2000, 11, pls. 3.2, 7.1).

17. So in fact JJK 136n4.

18. The congruence of the two sanctuaries is plain on Gàbrici’s site plan, often reproduced. Miles (1998b,

36) provides an aerial photograph of both that is better still.

19. See further Famà in Famà and Tusa (2000, 81 82). ‘‘It would be desirable to undo the knot as regards

the dating of the altar with two sections’’ (82n107).

20. A Greek stone was however laid in the foundations of the naiskos a simple stêlê with a knob, of the

end of the sixth century, inscribed with the name `N��Æ�: Famà in Famà and Tusa (2000, 34, 60, 82, pl. 13.3).

Was the legendary hero known to the Punic builders of the early fourth century?

21. JJK 135 36 and Tusa in Famà and Tusa (2000, 11) give summary accounts.

22. As JJK 133 remark, the bones of birds and rodents also reported are unlikely to come from sacrifice.

23. JJK 60, 103, 134, 137 138, cf. White (1967, 347 49, 351), Tusa (1971), and now Doepner (2002,

133 34). White (349) speaks of ‘‘a half-completed synthesis,’’ and JJK 137 speak of ‘‘a syncretism’’ between

Greek and Punic.
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from an early date and attractive to Punic settlers throughout the Mediterra-

nean, as were other Greek deities, notably Demeter and she too survived

unchanged on Gaggera (chapter 13, pp. 201 2). Philo of Byblus in his Phoen-

ician History names Zeus milichios as a Greek equivalent, not the only one,

but in one respect, of the important Phoenician deity Chusor / Hephaestus

(Eustath. Praep. Ev. 1.10.11¼FGrH 790 F 2).24 Nor is the Punic combination

Baal Hammon and Tanit at all suitable. At Carthage, to be sure, these two are

shown together on many votive stelai as the principal civic deities.25 But they

were seldom or never joined in cult; there the goddess Tanit was far more

popular. The Punic stones at Selinus have nothing distinctive of either Baal

Hammon or Tanit, no emblem or inscription.26 Furthermore, it is not true at

all that the stones depicting both god and goddess uniformly belong to the

Punic period; they include some of the earliest. This, like other evidence,

points to continuity of worship. The population later was mixed Greek and

Punic, and if there was a dominating element, it was Greek culture. And we

expect all inhabitants, both Greek and Punic, to be faithful to the old gods

whose land it was.

The matter of a consort has an interest of its own. Deposits of the Greek

period include many votive figurines of standing goddesses; they are likely to

represent a consort.27 It is true that she is not mentioned in the tablet or on the

inscribed stones.28 Turning away from Selinus to the evidence at large for

Zeus milichios, we do not find her elsewhere shown in votive reliefs, nor

elsewhere named in many, many inscriptions except just three times.

At Thespiae Zeus milichios is twice partnered by Milichê simpliciter and

once at Hierapytna by Hera milichia.29 The rare exceptions suffice to demon-

strate what is surely a natural belief: the fertile god of under-earth dwells there

in a conjugal state.30

24. Chusor and Hephaestus invented arts and crafts respectively (implying, no doubt, that their respect-

ive worshippers are contemplative and practical), and Hephaestus, after inventing the boat and the fishing line,

‘‘was the first of all mankind to �º�~ı�ÆØ go sailing; therefore they worshipped him as a god after death, and he is

also called Zeus milichios.’’ This particular equation was surely suggested by the Semitic word for ‘‘sailor,’’

Hebrewmallah, Assyrianmalahu. Cook (1925, 1109 10) cites Semitic scholars who have thought so. JJK 140n8

dismiss the ‘‘proposed connection’’ out of hand, apparently without cognizance of Philo. Punic ears at Selinus

must likewise have heard ‘‘sailor’’ in milichios.

25. See White (1967, 347), citing also a single example from Lilybaeum.

26. As JJK 138 concede.

27. Dewailly (1992). JJK 135make it a question whether the figurines depict a female deity or only point

to female worshippers, but the alternative is unconvincing.

28. Coins of Selinus show a rearing snake and a consenting woman, for whom Zuntz (1971, 397 98)

entertains an older identification as Zeus and Persephone. The woman is more likely the local nymph

Eurymedusa: so G. Berger-Doer, LIMC 4 (1988) Eurymedousa 2, though her further suggestion of Eurynome

and Ophion is unwarranted.

29. See JJK 84, 87, 97 98. Hera was a natural choice at Hierapytna, being otherwise prominent, much

more so than usual on Crete: Sporn (2002, 55).

30. According to JJK 97, it is only a late development. ‘‘The appearance of a female paredros in two cities

may show the assimilation of the cult, by the Hellenistic and Roman periods, to the common pattern.’’ For ‘‘the

common pattern’’ they cite IG 22 4627 (but give a wrong number), an Attic relief formally describing Agathê

Tychê as ‘‘wife’’ of Zeus philios (and Philia as his ‘‘mother’’). This, however, is a momentary invention, as is well

brought out by Parker (1996, 231).
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Such is the archaeological evidence. Let us imagine how the instructions of

the tablet will be carried out in the excavated precinct. A ram is slaughtered,

obviously at an altar it might be one of the hearth altars or a predecessor of

the stone-built altar. Organs are extracted, and the meat is cut into large joints.

The liver is inspected; the gall bladder sizzles in the altar fire; then awhole thigh

is burnt up. This done, the worshippers gather up the meat and move away

from whichever altar it is to the individual spot in the precinct where they will

feast. They set up the table that is provided, together with vessels for the table

offerings. And they prepare an impromptu hearth, perhaps represented for

posterity by a burnt patch, and roast the meat all day long. Some of it is placed

on the table, and the rest, many a hearty meal, is consumed by the family and

invited guests. At the last, the table offerings are removed from the table, and

they and the accumulated bones from all the feasting are carried back to the

same altar used at the outset, so as to be burnt up.

Xenophon’s Sacrifice

Xenophon at a difficult moment in 399 b.c. made a sacrifice of a certain kind

to Zeus milichios and was rewarded with favorable omens (Anab. 7.8.1 6); as
usual with ever-sanguine Xenophon, the omens were immediately fulfilled.

The expression that he uses for the sacrifice, Ł���ŁÆØ ŒÆd ›º	ŒÆı��~Ø�, can only

now be understood. It shows that the rules at Selinus are based on a wide-

spread custom.

He had just returned from Thrace to Asia Minor hoping for service in the

field with Sparta, late spring or early summer it must have been. He was very

short of money. His old friend Eucleides of Phlius, newly met and a notable

seer, did not believe it until he saw the victims Xenophon sacrificed to

Apollo.31 ‘‘Zeus milichios is in your way,’’ said Eucleides with the authority

of a seer, and he asked Xenophon if he had yet sacrificed u���æ 	YŒ	Ø . . . �N Ł�Ø�
Kªg ��~Ø� Ł���ŁÆØ ŒÆd ›º	ŒÆı��~Ø� ‘‘just as I was wont to sacrifice among you at

home, seeking omens and burning up entirely.’’ No, ‘‘he had not sacrificed at

all to this god since he left home.’’ Being urged to do so now by Eucleides,

Xenophon went on his way, and the next day KŁ���	 ŒÆd ‰º	ŒÆ���Ø å	
æ	ı� �~øØ
�Æ�æ
øØ ���øØ ‘‘sacrificed porkers, seeking omens and burning up entirely in

the ancestral manner.’’32 Or ‘‘porkers they were that he sacrificed for omens

and burnt up entirely, in the ancestral manner.’’ Eucleides first uses the pair of

verbs intransitively, then Xenophon supplies the single object that is the point

of the story.33

31. N�g� �b �a ƒ�æa . . . �~N��� ‹�Ø ��
Ł	Ø�	 ÆP�~øØ.

32. Or else �Æ�æ ØøØ. The manuscripts are unequally divided, and this is the lesser reading but also the

harder one.

33. The passage has been discussed with differing results by authorities on Greek sacrifice. Rudhardt

(1958, 286 87) holds that the pair Ł��Ø� [sic] ŒÆd ›º	ŒÆı��~Ø� constitute a ‘‘hendiadys’’ for a holocaust sacrifice, a

rite so infrequent as to require this emphasis. Jameson (1965, 163) infers ‘‘normal sacrifice as well as the
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The pair of verbs are a succinct rendering of the sacrificial procedure in

the tablet. The middle form Ł���ŁÆØ is often used of sacrificing so as to obtain

omens, an important part of the sacrifice to Zeus milichios either at the shrine

or at home. The term ›º	ŒÆı��~Ø�, normally used of burning up an entire victim,

can do duty for the burning up of the thigh and the table offerings and the

bones, a much more extensive burning up than usual. Xenophon means to

describe the procedure in two words, and it would be hard to find two others

that are better.34

Eucleides speaks of the procedure as a general custom; he took part in it

‘‘among you at home.’’35 Possibly he had been active at Athens and means to

remind Xenophon of this and of the Athenian cult of Zeusmilichios. But given

the example of Selinus, there is no reason to think that Athens differed in

some respect from the rest of Greece. It is more likely that Eucleides refers to

the usual practice throughout the Greek homeland, and that Xenophon

speaks to the common experience of all his readers.

The story distinctly implies that Zeus milichios is worshipped at just this

season and for the purpose of seeking omens and that it is practicable and

salutary for even an indigent person to do so. The least of victims may be used.

‘‘The victim shall be whatever the ancestral customs allow,’’ says Selinus’

tablet, offering the same recourse.

‘‘Threefold to a Beggar’’

We return to a textual problem described in chapter 1 (pp. 25 26). The reading
in line 23 of the tablet is very strange: �: ½::�:Ø�	ØÆ��	å	Ø�æØ�	Ø=��[, with either 	; Ł;
�, or æ as the fourth letter. The words ��	å	Ø �æ
�	Ø =��½�Ø must be granted.

Before them, the only likely restoration is ��æ: 
�	ØÆ, already suggested by JJK. It

is the word otherwise appearing as �æ
��- or �æ
Œ�- or �æØ��-. Though the

spelling has been assimilated to �æ
�	�, the ending -	ØÆ points to the stem �æØå-

meaning ‘‘threefold.’’36 It should not be assumed, however, that it is a feminine

noun, nominative singular, meaning ‘‘a sacrifice with three components’’

(so JJK). The ‘‘threefold’’ words are of variable form and meaning.

holocaust of pigs’’ because ‘‘kallierein’’ points away from ‘‘sphagia.’’ Ekroth (2002, 224), citing both, leaves the

choice open between one rite and two, remarking that in any case ‘‘the money for the army arrived [at once].’’

Such comment respects neither the context nor Xenophon’s usage. For omen-taking Xenophon mostly uses

Ł���ŁÆØ alone (Casabona [1966, 86 87]). Porkers are therefore mentioned as a frugal means for the purpose, not

as a curious detail of a separate holocaust as if Xenophon wrote only for serious students of religion.

34. Pausanias uses four operative words to describe the mode of sacrifice in the cult of Heracles at Sicyon:

���Æ���� ŒÆd . . . ŒÆ��Æ���� �a �b� K�Ł
	ı�Ø� . . .�a �b . . . K�Æª
Ç	ı�Ø (2.10.1). The victim throughout is a lamb;

perhaps he might have said ¼æ�Æ Ł�	ı�Ø ŒÆd K�Æª
Ç	ı�Ø, and perhaps Xenophon might have said of the porkers

KŁ���	 ŒÆd K��ªØÇ�. But in Classical Greek the latter verb is intransitive, so å	
æ	ı� could not appear as a shared

object.

35. 	YŒ	Ø . . . ��~Ø�. Is he addressing Xenophon as an Athenian or as a Greek? As an Athenian, says Kett

(1966, 41n2) and again Schwabl, RE Suppl. 15 (1978) 1084 s. Zeus. But if the custom is general, as Schwabl

agrees, it can only be as a Greek.

36. See Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.597, Frisk, GEW, and Chantraine, DÉLG s. �æØ����.
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The forms �æ
��	ØÆ; �æ
��	Æ are used in Athenian inscriptions.37 The

literary form was �æ
��ıÆ or �æØ���Æ, cited from Callimachus and Ister in the

lexica.38 This is indeed a feminine singular noun denoting a threefold sacrifice,

mostly identified as ram, boar, bull three ungelded males of three leading

species the perfect threefold, one might say.39 Forms and meaning are Attic.

Another Attic form with another Attic meaning is �æØ����. Though it denotes

a ‘‘third’’ of each of Cleisthenes’ ten phylai (an assimilation of meaning like

the assimilation of form at Selinus), the use is secondary to the old Attic trittys

and phylê. The old Attic trittys, we are free to suppose, meant not a ‘‘third’’

but a ‘‘threefold.’’ Four phylai with three units each make twelve, i.e. the

twelve phratries (Arist. Ath. fr. 3).40 It is an early use, and �æØ���� is an

authentic noun form. The forms �æ
��	ØÆ; �æ
��	Æmust originate as adjectives,

with Łı�
Æ understood. This use is not so early.

Beside other �æØ��- and �æØŒ�- forms in the lexica, Hesychius has �æ
Œ��ØæÆ,

defining it as a sacrifice to Enyalius, and of ungelded victims. This might be

taken as an instance outside Athens.41 But words in -��ØæÆ are often poetic.42

Though Callimachus is said to have spoken of �æ
��ıÆ as the sacrifice of three

ungelded victims, this is not a verbatim quotation. Very likely the form

�æ
Œ��ØæÆ is his, and very likely it was used of an Attic instance.43

Only two non-Attic instances are reliably attested, both Doric, both

instructive.44 Sophron in his play about exorcising Hecate from a house said

‘‘a �æØŒ��� of alexipharmaka in a kyathis has been buried beneath,’’ i.e.

beneath the threshold (fr. 3 K-A). This threefold belongs to ritual, but size

and circumstance are modest. The Amphictyonic law of 380 b.c. has the

obscure prescription ]� ��	�	� Ł��� K� ����Æ
ÆØ� �æØŒ���Æ� ŒÅ�Æ� �~øØ
�: ½æ�Ø:Œ:���Æ� ŒÅı�[ (CID 1.10 line 34).45 Someone is told to sacrifice �æØŒ���Æ

ŒÅ�Æ at a certain place; a penalty, as it seems, is prescribed for one who does

not.46 This seems to be ‘‘a threefold burning,’’ whether it is a holocaust of

animal victims or some lesser rite. It is an adjective use such as we discerned

behind the noun �æ
��	ØÆ.

37. Threatte, Gram. of Attic Inscr. 1.326, 538.

38. Phot. etc. s. �æØ���Æ� ¼ Callim. fr. 587, Ister FGrH 34 F 51. For details of the lexica see Pfeiffer and

Jacoby ad locc., also G. Rougemont on CID 1.10 line 34, the Amphictyonic law of 380 b.c.

39. A threefold sacrifice of the species ox, sheep, and pig is widely evident apart from the term trittoia:

A. Hermary and M. Leguilloux, ThesCRA 1 (2004) 110 nos. 416 25 s. Sacrifices.

40. See Robertson (1992, 58 74; 1998b, 117 19).

41. The form is not in fact considered by those who write most fully on trittoia (Stengel, Eitrem, Ziehen as

cited by Jacoby on Ister).

42. Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.596.

43. Callimachus speaks of certain female officiants at Athens (the Hêsychides) as º�Ø��ØæÆØ, perhaps a

word of his own devising (fr. 681).

44. A third Doric instance must be doubted. Pausanias Atticus cited ‘‘Epicharmus’’ as showing that

�æØ���Æ� was an ‘‘ancient’’ word for a ‘‘sacrifice of three animals, as of two sheep and an ox’’ (fr. 182K-A). This

surprising report sounds most like an ill-informed notion of �æ
��	ØÆ ��Ææå	�. The ‘‘three-year-old’’ victims

asserted by Ister are thought to be another ill-informed notion. If so, the authority is wrongly named. Kaibel

suspected the name, but on the ground, unwarranted, that the Doric form should be �æØŒ��Æ.

45. Rougemont’s reading of the line supersedes earlier editions.

46. ŒÅ�<Æ�> �½c Ł��Æ��Ø. This was J. Baunack’s suggestion, but he supposed that the letters before the

lacuna could all be read. Rougemont leaves the line unrestored and unexplained.
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On this showing the ��æ: 
�	ØÆ of our tablet is likely to be an adjective,

neuter plural, without a noun. It is likely to mean simply ‘‘threefold.’’ The

following ��	å	Ø is likely to be dative singular, as indirect object. And the

matter in question can hardly be other than giving to a beggar. Hence ŒÆd

���=-�: ½	 ��æ: 
�	ØÆ ��	å~	Ø �æ
�	Ø =��½�Ø ‘‘and he is to give threefold to a beggar in

the third year.’’ Or is it ‘‘in the second year’’?

We must remember the Greek habit of counting inclusively, even at the

shortest intervals.47 The phrase �æ
�	Ø =���Ø can signify either ‘‘every third

year,’’ ‘‘in the third year,’’ or ‘‘every second year,’’ ‘‘in the second year.’’

Festival cycles other than annual are always counted inclusively, beginning

with �æØ��Åæ
� ‘‘biennial cycle,’’ which was in fact the commonest of all,

describing the festivals of Dionysus, god of wine, as they once were celebrated

everywhere. Since they promote or celebrate the growth and maturation of

this staple crop, they run from the pruning in winter of one year to the

broaching of jars in spring of the next.48 As the standard term for a biennial

festival, trietêris worked by analogy on the other terms for longer intervals,

e.g. pentetêris ‘‘quadrennial cycle.’’ Apart from the standard term, any ritual

occurring at a two-year interval would probably be so described. An inscrip-

tion of Oaxus on Crete requires the council to supply funds for certain

sacrificial victims �æ
�	Ø =���Ø ‘‘every second year,’’ it is natural to suppose

(ICr 2.9 ¼ LSSuppl 113).49

Here �æ
�	Ø =���Ø has been taken to signify a different interval from before,

‘‘in the third year’’ (all these clauses are taken by JJK as exceptional remed-

ies). Now the two-year interval is twice prescribed, for sacrifice at the public

shrine and then for sacrifice at home, with the phrase ���a =��	� ‘‘after a year’’

(lines 18, 20). This might be thought to indicate a different sense for our

phrase �æ
�	Ø =���Ø. But we are still concerned with sacrifice at home. It is

allowed to sacrifice at the public shrine at a two-year interval as an economy,

and it is allowed to do so at home as a further economy. Giving threefold to a

beggar belongs to the sacrifice at home. Beggars come to the house door; they

would be banned from a public shrine. Our phrase does not again prescribe an

interval, whether of two years or three. It refers to the interval already stated

by the other phrase. It means in effect ‘‘in this second year.’’

The thought and the expression may even have been suggested by the rule

for sacrificing �æ
�	Ø =���Ø: a �æ
�	� occasion calls for �æ
�	ØÆ. Elsewhere in the

tablet �~ÆÇÆ� �� –ºÆ �� and h����æ �	~Ø� IŁÆ��	Ø�Ø are carefully chosen expres-

sions. So I translate ‘‘in this third year,’’ counting like a Greek; otherwise the

translation will obscure the assonance.

Giving to a beggar is auspicious. The principle is do ut des.50 Beggars have

a mandate, as it were, to promise a return. Children do so when they come to

47. �Øa �æ
�Å� means ‘‘every other day’’ in medical writers (LSJ s. �æ
�	� II 1).

48. See Robertson (2003b, 229 32).

49. ŒÆ�a �a ÆP�a �	~Ø� = ˚ı�Æ���
	Ø� �Ø����� �æ
�	-=Ø =���Ø �a� �	ºa� N� �a Ł�-=�Æ�Æ �ı���ŒÆ ��Æ�~ÅæÆ��

(lines 11 14).

50. So Nock (1925, 32), citing the eiresiônê song.
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the house door to beg for treats, as in the eiresiônê song ascribed to Homer

(Vit. Hom. 52). ‘‘Wealth will arrive in plenty . . .May all your jars be full, and

may barley dough always overflow the kneading trough.’’ It is a magical belief

and operates especially at harvest time, which is the time to honor Zeus

milichios in the land of Euthydamos, as we shall see.

Plato’s myth of the begetting of Erôs may also be compared. This pro-

creative deity is himself begotten of Penia ‘‘Poverty’’ as she begs which

illustrates the magical belief. Socrates (he attributes the story to the midwife

Diotima) imagines a festive occasion that brings Penia as a beggar to the

house door 	~ƒ	� �c �Pøå
Æ� 	h�Å� ‘‘just because there was plenty to eat’’ (Symp.

203b). So there was at Selinus, on that day, in that house, in line 23. The
occasion here is Aphrodite’s birthday. But Aphrodite’s birthday and Erôs’

begetting are also their real-life festival in Athens, celebrated on the fourth of

Munichiôn ¼ April. The shrine of Aphrodite and Erôs on the Acropolis north

slope was excavated in the 1930s, together with inscriptions and some remark-

able votive objects that show that Athenian households honored them both

on this day for their role in the begetting of children.51 It is not long before the

harvest, and human and natural fertility are allied.52 The occasion imagined

by Socrates is similar to that of the tablet.

51. Robertson (2005, 59 61). The mythical setting reflects the ritual one. It is self-evidently the house of

Olympian (or uranios) Zeus, father of Aphrodite on a normal view, where the birthday is celebrated and the

other gods are gathered, but unexpectedly the house has a kêpos ‘‘garden’’ in which Penia seduces Poros.

Athenian households worship Aphrodite urania at a shrine en kêpois.

52. Other myths inspired by this and other north-slope shrines, for which see Robertson (2005, 62 68),

insist on the alliance of natural and human fertility. It is a secondary custom, let us note in passing, for devotees

to go round begging on behalf of certain deities, goddesses of either natural or human increase, e.g. the Mother

or Hera, who therefore make return; cf. Robertson (1983).
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13

After the Harvest

Synopsis

Zeus milichios and Demeter malophoros are worshipped side by side on the hill

Gaggera at a pair of shrines that are plainly related. This is ‘‘the land of

Euthydamos,’’ on the opposite side of the city from ‘‘the land of Myskos.’’

The season now is also the opposite. Demeter’s epithet comes from the festival

*Malophoria, which gives its name to the month of June in the calendars of

Megara and its colonies. The festival celebrates the winnowing of the grain that

marks the end of the harvest. The ‘‘apple-bearing’’ of the epithet has been

misunderstood; ‘‘apple’’ is sometimes an expressive color term meaning

‘‘white,’’ the flesh rather than the skin; the whiteness of the winnowed grain

typifies the harvest throughout Greek literature. Now Demeter in her monu-

mental sanctuary is visited by a festival procession, but Zeus milichios is ap-

proached only by families from day to day in the often humble style we saw in

chapter 12. Accordingly, Demeter has no place in the tablet with its special

purpose of accommodating lesser persons. Yet the worship of both deities

belongs to ‘‘the land of Euthydamos’’ since this name evokes every ‘‘ordinary

member of the dêmos.’’ The worship of both demonstrates the solidarity of the

community at harvest time, and also makes a contrast with the ‘‘pollution’’ of

early spring as a threat that hangs over the whole community.

Once again, we find the same pattern at Athens. Whereas the worship

of early spring was concentrated in Agra at the southeast, that of harvest

time is concentrated on the Hill of the Nymphs at the west. The ancient

name of the hill is Hyakinthos, a flower evoking this season just as Agra

‘‘Chase’’ does the other. As on Gaggera, there are two important shrines,

of the Nymphs and of Zeus milichios, and the worship takes opposing forms,



a grand procession to the Nymphs and modest private offerings to Zeus

milichios. As to the Nymphs, they are entreated just days before Athens’

festival of the threshing, the Skirophoria. The aetiologies of both of the

offerings to the Nymphs and of the festival Skirophoria make up the famous

story of the battle between Athens and Eleusis of the sacrifice of Erechtheus’

daughters at the hill Hyakinthos and of the victory of Erechtheus at the

plowland Scirum. Demeter does not appear in this scenario because Athens’

threshing festival was a relatively late creation, exalting Athena and Poseidon

as deities of the Acropolis. We do know, however, that both Demeter and Zeus

milichios were installed near Scirum in cults reproducing those of the city. As to

Zeus milichios, his sanctuary on the Hill of the Nymphs has been recognized

only lately. He was worshipped privately, not at crudemilichios stones but with

splendid votive reliefs showing either a bearded patriarch or a coiling snake.

Finally, for the combined worship of the Nymphs and of ZeusmilichiosAthens

has a locative term that matches ‘‘in the land of Euthydamos.’’ It isDêmiasi ‘‘at

the rites of the dêmos.’’

‘‘In the Land of Euthydamos’’

The shrine where sacrifice is offered to Zeus milichios is K� ¯PŁı��	, a phrase

coordinate with K� ����		, used of the occasion in early spring.1 That phrase is

to be completed as K� ½å�æ	Ø� ����		 ‘‘in [the land] of Myskos,’’ i.e. of ‘‘Pollu-

tion.’’ The occasion then was the festival elsewhere called Diasia or Dia,

known for its large attendance. The story of Empedocles’ epiphany shows

that it was well attended at Selinus too. And the story suggests a suitable

location, on the bank of the Cottone east of the city.

At this later season, the sacrifice takes place in the excavated sanctuary of

Zeus milichios on the hill Gaggera or, if it takes place at home, includes a visit

to the sanctuary. The sanctuary is to be found ‘‘in [the land] of Euthydamos.’’

It is a matching location, a long low hill west of the city. The area so called

cannot be restricted to Zeus milichios alone since Demeter malophoros is right

beside him; the two precincts share a common wall. And Demeter has a

festival of great importance, the *Malophoria, at the same season as our

private sacrifice, suggesting that ‘‘the land of Euthydamos,’’ like that of

Myskos, is a place of general resort.2 The festival is outside the scope of the

tablet, like all festivals except the two of early spring. Yet the *Malophoria, in

celebrating the harvest, explains why Zeus milichios is worshipped as well.

As with ���Œ	�; �PŁ��Å�	� (acc.) is glossed as a common noun; it is said to

mean –�º	ı� �Å���Å� ‘‘ordinary member of the dêmos’’ (Hsch., Phot. s.v.).

1. JJK 52 53, 97, 121 think of Euthydamos, like Myskos, as a person of note in Selinus’ early days,

perhaps even an unrecorded founder, whose descendants maintained a commemorative cult at amilichios stone

and were perhaps now stained by homicide pollution. Against this, see chapter 8, pp. 130 31.

2. A temple farther south probably belongs to Hera, and another much farther north to Heracles. There

is no reason to associate either of these with the harvest season or ‘‘the land of Euthydamos.’’
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Somehow, the two terms express the contrast inherent in the two seasons, the

contrast between anxiety and relief. In early spring, there is a compulsive fear

that some unknown ‘‘pollution’’ may prove ruinous to the whole community.

After the harvest, the whole community gives thanks, every ‘‘ordinary mem-

ber of the dêmos’’.

The word is quoted from Euripides’ Antiope (Eur. fr. 227 Kannicht / 278
Mette). In this play the twins Zethus and Amphion are portrayed as opposite

types, practical and contemplative, and they dispute which of them is more

serviceable to the state. The dispute stood out, being cited in Plato’s Gorgias

and in Horace, Epistle 2.17. Our term may belong to the dispute or else to

some related passage.

Yet we should not suppose that the term was in use at Thebes; more

likely, Euripides and his audience knew it from their own experience. The

reason for thinking so is the distribution of the personal name Euthydêmos or

Euthydamos. It is fairly common throughout the Greek world and is very

common at Athens. Of course, it need not evoke the toponym, but if the

toponym occurred locally, we would expect the personal name as well it is

well attested in Dorian lands, including Sicily, even if Selinus is not yet

represented apart from our tablet (LGPN I). It is however conspicuously

absent from the whole of Boeotia except Oropus (LGPN III). And at Athens

we shall see that the toponym ˜Å�
Æ�Ø is likely to be related.

It happens that the curious phrase u���æ ¯PŁ��Å�	� vel �PŁ��Å�	� has

come to light in Callimachus’ Iambus 3. The speaker is a sanctimonious self-

pitying reprobate who has seemingly been disfranchised. Whether he cites the

name or applies the term, he uses it of a young acquaintance who has

prospered undeservedly. It is likely to be ironic.3

The Sanctuary of Demeter Malophoros

The sanctuaries of Zeus milichios and of Demeter malophoros are side by side

on Gaggera, with a common wall between them. Other sanctuaries to north

and south are farther off and plainly unrelated. These two were doubtless

installed at the same time, soon after the founding of the city, though only

Demeter’s has material that is recognizably of early date. It is somewhat

larger, about 60 m. east-west and 50 m. north-south.4 (The eastward orienta-

tion of both sanctuaries has been shifted to the northeast to suit the ground,

but for the sake of clear directions we may ignore this.) The entrance leads

straight to a very large altar, with much residue of sacrifice there and all

around, and many votive pots and figurines.5 The temple behind it, a large but

3. The diêgêsis takes it as a name, and modern commentators likewise, but they both miss a good deal of

irony in the poem, and the word seems to be used allusively, ‘‘as if.’’

4. A substantial wall a little farther south was long thought to be the perimeter wall but is now recognized

as the north wall of Hera’s precinct (if it is she), with its own early temple: Parisi Presicce (1984, 21 22).

5. The figurines have been published lately by Dewailly (1992), Corinthian pottery by Dehl-von Kaenen

(1995); both go back to the earliest days of Selinus.
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simple building of stone, dates to the late sixth century, a predecessor to the

early sixth century. At the entrance stands a handsome propylon of the later

fifth century, which has been investigated recently and restored on paper; it is

a monument unique in Sicily.6 Right in front of the propylon, requiring any

double file of processioners to part and rejoin, is a well or at least a circular

curb. Beside the propylon on the south, outside Demeter’s precinct, is a small

precinct of Hecate.

The precinct was well maintained throughout the Punic period, and the

worship continued withDemeter’s usual figurines. Tanit, however, is proposed

as a Punic interpretation ofDemeter.7 It has indeed been shown that the temple

underwent a certain transformation.8 The rearmost part, an adyton, was

reconstructed with much thicker walls to support a vaulted roof in place of a

gable roof, and the outside face of the walls was left unfinished and with some

blocks projecting sharply. This combination of features proves that the rear-

most part, where the slope rises, was now covered over with earth; the project-

ing blocks kept the earth in place as long as it was loose. It must be that when

the city was destroyed in 409 b.c. and the area was abandoned for some time,

sliding earth and blowing sand became a problem such as modern archaeolo-

gists have encountered. The reconstructionwas a permanent remedy, probably

adopted as soon as the area returned to use. Given the undoubted practical

purpose, it is hardly reasonable to say that the temple was also meant to

resemble a tomb or an entrance to the underworld because Tanit and Demeter

shared such an interest. The new roof only made Demeter more secure.

The small finds, in particular the votive figurines, do not indicate that

Demeter was other than her ordinary self, the goddess of the grain. The

sanctuary with its temple and propylon is indeed much grander than most

of the excavated sanctuaries of Demeter, where women gathered in seclusion

to work their magic on the staple crop. But Demeter’s sanctuary at Eleusis is

very grand; both men and women joined in the worship, as at other so-called

‘‘Eleusinian’’ sanctuaries.9 Eleusis seems to be the model for Selinus. The

propylon, the well or curb, and the shrine of Hecate each reproduce a leading

feature at Eleusis. And at Eleusis these features are also famous in story: the

well Kallichoron and the goddess Hecate, alias Artemis propylaia. Everyone at

Selinus knew Eleusis by repute, and some at first hand.

If the local sanctuary is endowed with comparable splendor, it is likely

that the whole city turned out for the festival, men as well as women. It was a

man, Theÿllus son of Pyrrhias, who dedicated some votive object and de-

scribed it as �:Påa� K���ºÆ-=�: 	: �: (LSAG2 277 no. 42 ¼ IGDS 54 ¼ Iscr. Sic. 12

38).10 It must be a thank-offering for an abundant harvest of grain.

6. Miles (1998b).

7. White (1967, 343 52), Holloway (1991, 62). JJK 133 do not address the point.

8. White (1967, 336 41).

9. See Robertson (1996d, 374 79; 1998c, 568 72; 1999b, 25 30).

10. The last two lines were so read by Wilamowitz (1930, 258) from Gàbrici’s photograph. Citing Hsch.

K���ºÆ�Æ� ���Æ�Æ, he thought the offering was a mere cake, and objection has been rightly taken, as by Zuntz
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The Meaning of Malophoros

The epithet �Æº	��æ	� and the month name �Æº	��æØ	�, implying a festival

*�Æº	��æØÆ, are found only at Megara and her colonies.11 The first element is

�~Æº	� ð�~Åº	�Þ, ‘‘apple’’ or ‘‘quince,’’ so that the goddess and the festival

processioners seem to be described as carrying the ripe fruit, whichever kind

it is, at harvest time.12 That would be surprising for the grain goddess.

Demeter’s epithet has been fruitlessly debated, if I may put it so, both in

ancient and in modern times; a rival explanation fixes on mêlon ‘‘sheep.’’

The grain goddess was exalted at Megara. The city name denotes the eerie

sacrificial pits of seedtime ritual; the search for Korê was situated here in

defiance of neighboring Eleusis (Paus. 1.43.2).13 The month Malophorios

appears at Byzantium, a colony of Megara that has left us one of the very

few monthly calendars preserved entire. It is the second month before Kar-

neios, a linchpin for Dorian calendars since it is the commonest month of all,

and since Plutarch, a calendar expert, equates it as a general rule with Athens’

Metageitniôn ¼ August (Nic. 28.2).14 Accordingly, Malophorios ¼ Skirophor-

iôn¼ June. A festival that gives its name to June cannot celebrate the harvest-

ing of apples or quinces.

Pausanias, in remarking the cult at Megara, makes it a question what

malophoros can possibly mean (1.44.3). Various explanations were given, he

says, among them that the first inhabitants reared ‘‘sheep,’’ i.e. the old word

�~Åº	�. Pausanias draws on learned antiquarian literature in which the mean-

ing of malophoros was debated, inconclusively as we see. Very likely it was

pointed out that the Doric word for ‘‘sheep’’ is not �~Æº	� but ��~Øº	�, the
triumphant objection of modern scholars who embrace apple or quince. But

(1971, 98n3). Yet the two words seem natural in this context, and a better meaning can be suggested. Jameson

(1956, 59 60) renders ‘‘a votive for the pelanos’’ and thinks of a votive object serving as a fee or contribution.

Rather, ‘‘a votive for harvest offerings,’’ i.e. the fulfillment of a vow to make harvest offerings. Hesychius s.

��º�Æ offers inter alia �a I�e �~Å� –ºø I�æª�Æ�Æ (Schmidt �æª�Æ�Æ mss.) ‘‘the firstlings from the threshing

floor’’; in the Eleusinian first-fruits decrees ‘‘the pelanos’’ is the sum of such firstlings, whether it is their value or

an actual mass of flour or gruel (IG 13 78.36, 22 140.18 19). Admittedly, the Selinus inscription has been the

subject of extensive comment, traceable through SEG 50.994. There is no agreement on possible readings; there

are dramatic reversals of opinion. Proposed alternatives are �:ıæ:
a� vel �:hæ:

Æ� vel �:
~�æ
:
Æ�, and K: � ��º-=ª:

�: Ø: all, so

far as intelligible, remote from Demeter’s usual concerns.

11. See Hanell (1934, 174 81).

12. The word is also used, when qualified or in a given context, for many other tree fruits, but none of

them could be intended in these customary words. According to Trumpy (1997, 130), the month Malophorios

‘‘doubtless has to do with the apple harvest beginning in autumn.’’ She equatesMalophorioswith July instead of

June (cf. note 14), but it is still a long wait until autumn.

13. Hanell (1934, 50 54) surveys Demeter’s cult at Megara. Lauffer (1980) establishes the original sense

of ��ªÆæ	�, always the same word, as ‘‘inner chamber,’’ whence sacrificial pits, whence the city name.

14. Trumpy (1997, 129 30, 147 55) cites and interprets the evidence. In her scheme, which is not the

usual one, Karneios ¼ Boêdromiôn ¼ September and Malophorios ¼ Hekatombaiôn ¼ July. She holds that in

415 b.c., when Plutarch provides a date in Karneios ¼ Metageitniôn, the calendar must have been disturbed by

intercalation. But this is not an equation for the very year 415, which would be unrecorded and of no

conceivable interest. Rather, Plutarch identifies the normal position of the Dorian month for the common

reader, who knows only the Athenian calendar.
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if apple or quince, why was this not obvious to Pausanias and his source?

Pausanias shows us that the goddess did not carry apple or quince.15 He shows

us that the �~Æº	� of �Æº	��æ	� had a meaning that was no longer understood.

An old compound �~Åº	ł ‘‘�~Åº	�-looking,’’ ending in -	ł instead of the

later -øł or -ø�	�, survives only in the formular line ðÆƒ �b�Þ Iº��æ��	ı�Ø ��ºÅ�
��Ø ��º	�Æ ŒÆæ��� ‘‘(women) grind the mêlon-looking grain at the mill’’ (Od.

7.104, [Hes.] fr. 337). �~Åº	� is here a color word, like 	~N�	� in 	~N�	ł. Any

modern commentary will remind us that grain is yellow or golden; it is the

color of a quince or a tawny apple. Grain is yellow, yes, when it stands in the

field or lies in sheaves but not when it is brought to the mill. Some ancient

critics felt the difficulty of likening grain at the mill to apples or quinces and

chose to render the line as ‘‘women tease the sheep-looking produce on the

kneecap,’’ i.e. card or spin wool while sitting.16 They show us that �~Åº	ł too

had a meaning that was no longer understood.17

Grain brought to the mill, grain threshed and winnowed, is conspicuously

white. Both wheat and barley are called ‘‘white’’ in the formulas Œæ~Ø º�ıŒ�� and
º��Œ� ¼º�Ø�Æ. Winnowing transforms ‘‘golden’’ Demeter, �Æ�Ł�, into ‘‘white’’

heaps, ��	º�ıŒÆ
�	��ÆØ (Il. 5.499 502). The west or northwest wind that win-

nows and causes threshing floors to be sited on a west slope is called �æª���Å�

‘‘Whitener.’’ As processioners bring baskets of winnowed grain from the

country to the city center, the community rejoices that another year is

‘‘white,’’ º�ıŒe� �Ææ; º�ıŒe� �b Ł�æ	� Œ�º (Callim. H. Cer. 122 23). The color

of �~Åº	� is therefore white, not yellow; it is the flesh, not the skin.
In the compound �Æº	��æ	� the first element is the color ‘‘apple,’’ not the

fruit. The ‘‘apple-bearer’’ carries something conspicuously white, which in the

worship of Demeter and in the month of June can only be the newly winnowed

grain. Although the meaning ofmalophoros was finally forgotten at Megara

and Pausanias reminds us that the city was in a sorry state for a long time

before his visit (1.36.3) we might expect it to be well remembered as long as

any of the cities in question kept up the old ways. If it was, it provides a sorely

needed explanation for the words �Æº	�æÆı	� and �Æº�� boldly displayed in

two hyper-Doric poems of Theocritus (Id. 26.1, Ep. 1.5).18 The first means in

effect ‘‘white-cheeked,’’ just as our compound means in effect ‘‘white-bearer.’’

The second is either an adjective or a noun meaning ‘‘the white one,’’ being

applied to a sacrificial he-goat.

On Gaggera then Demeter was named, and her sanctuary served, for a

great festival that marked the winnowing of the grain, which is the completion

15. It is remarkable until we remember Wilamowitz’s poor opinion of Pausanias that Wilamowitz

(1931, 108n1) confidently speaks of the ‘‘apple bearer’’ and of a cult statue at Megara showing such a figure,

‘‘which we can well imagine in light of the many apple-bearing goddesses among the terracottas.’’ This is to say

either that Pausanias never visited Megara or that he kept his eyes closed while he was there.

16. It has also been suggested that the line was reinterpreted at an early date to make a riddle in the

Wedding of Ceyx: Merkelbach and West (1967, 314 15).

17. The color 	~N�	�, though it varies as red wine does, is opposed to the color of white wine, ŒØææ��:

Schultz (1904, 39, 41 4); cf. English ‘‘wine.’’ The color �~Åº	� was likewise restricted.

18. Gow on Id. 26.1 cites other occurrences of maloparauos, including Hesychius’ gloss (¼ ‘‘white-

cheeked’’) and also his gloss �º	ıæ	� (¼ ‘‘white-tailed’’).
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of the harvest and the final labor of the grain cycle. This public event agrees

with the personal dedication of Theÿllus son of Pyrrhias already mentioned.

Zeus milichios in the adjoining precinct has very modest accommodation

compared with Demeter. He is not honored with a festival but with private

offerings that are brought from day to day over a period of time, as wheat and

barley ripen in each field throughout the territory of Selinus.

Harvest Rites in Western Athens

Selinus inherited the cults of Zeus milichios and Demeter from Megara, no

doubt by way of Megara Hyblaea. They were evidently common to Megara

and her colonies. We are bound to suspect that such harvest celebrations were

a widespread pattern, like the anxious rites of early spring. Again, we must go

to Athens in search of evidence denied us elsewhere. Athens has a pair of

shrines on a western hill that belong to Zeus milichios and to local Nymphs

(not Demeter) and are likewise set apart for harvest celebrations. Zeus mili-

chios is visited privately, and the Nymphs are the object of a grand procession.

The two observances are referred to by a locative term, ˜Å�
Æ�Ø ‘‘at dêmos-

rites,’’ which is rather like ‘‘in the land of Euthydamos.’’

At Athens as at Selinus there are contrasting areas on opposite sides of the

city. Let us recall the setting of Athens’ rites of spring (chapters 8 9). The
spring festival of Zeus milichios takes place in the district Agra, which lies

outside the city at the southeast, beyond the Ilissus. It is important to

remember that the original city was no more than the Acropolis and a lower

settlement to the south, a small area permanently visible as a concentration of

early shrines.When the community began to increase in numbers by recruiting

fictitious kinsmen farther off in Attica, a central agora or muster ground was

marked out for the warrior ‘‘brothers.’’ Yet this old agora, as it is called by

contrast with the Classical Agora, was still at the heart of the original area, on

somewhat sloping ground at the southeast foot of the Acropolis.19 Thucydides

describes the early city just so, insisting that even in his daymost Athenians felt

rooted in the far-flung Attic countryside.20

Almost everything else within the great Themistoclean wall is later.

A considerable area west of the Acropolis had its use, but not for habitation.21

It is the area bounded by the Areopagus and Colonus hills and the stream

Eridanus, in early days occupied by extensive cemeteries and by potters

with their unpleasant industrial activity.22 Over a long period, cemeteries

19. See Robertson (1986, 157 68; 1992, 43 54; 1998a).

20. Thucydides’ account is often misunderstood, even by Parker (1996, 8 9, 343 add.; 2005c, 55n18).

Thucydides does not uphold, he opposes, the conception of ‘‘synoecism’’ as a movement of people into the city.

On these matters Gomme’s excellent commentary offers no help at all; writing fifty years ago, he was concerned

to debate and decide controversies now extinct.

21. The Areopagus itself, Athens’ most prominent feature next to the Acropolis, was distinctly outside

the settlement, occupied in imagination by invading Amazons.

22. Papadopoulos (1996; 2003, 1 6, 271 97).
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sometimes alternated with potters’ workshops. This picture of western Athens

has now been firmly demonstrated, and earlier misconceptions of ‘‘villages’’

all round the Acropolis can be set aside. Both burials and wells used to be

taken as evidence of habitation, refuting Thucydides or convicting him of false

emphasis as if he and his Athenian readers, unlike the inhabitants of any

other European city, had no authentic recollection of change.

As in Agra, so in western Athens we find a few old cults that were placed

apart from the settlement for some special purpose.23 Two of them, on the Hill

of the Nymphs, match our two cults on Gaggera. The hill takes its modern

name from a cult of Nymphs on the summit; the ancient name, likewise bound

up with these Nymphs, is Hyakinthos. They are approached at the time of

Athens’ Skirophoria, a harvest festival like theMalophoria, though it is unique

to Athens and honors Athena and Poseidon rather than Demeter. Zeus

milichios has a much larger sanctuary on the northeast spur of the hill and is

worshipped privately at the same season. The locative term that embraces

both observances is ˜Å�
Æ�Ø ‘‘at dêmos-rites.’’ We shall take these items in the

above order of mention: the Nymphs, Zeus milichios, the locative term.

The Nymphs of the Hill Hyakinthos

The Nymphs are known as such only from a rock-cult inscription on the

highest slope, just above the church of Ayia Marina: hØ�æe� ˝ı��½~	�� ���	
‘‘shrine of the Nymphs of the dêmos,’’ s. V med. (IG 13 1065). The last word

appears to be a descriptive genitive that signals the role of the Nymphs in civic

ritual.24 It is similar to the locative term. Until lately, no other material was

reported at the site. But recent cleaning has uncovered ‘‘a large number

of figurines, mainly of the Archaic period;’’ further details are awaited.25 The

shrine of the Nymphs is also the likely source of a votive relief found on

the north slope of the Areopagus (Agora I 7154, c. 330 b.c.).26 Depicting the

Nymphs on a mythical occasion, it was dedicated by Neoptolemus, a rich and

prominent demesman of Melite in the later fourth century, whose munificence

extended also to the shrine of Artemis aristobulê, close by the Hill of the

Nymphs on the north.27 Hermes presents the babe Dionysus to three Nymphs

while other deities look on. Right in front of Hermes and the Nymphs is a

rough-hewn altar, and the background and the frame indicate a rocky grotto:

the scene takes place at a shrine. Now the original church of Ayia Marina was

23. The early cult of Aphrodite K�� "���	º��øØ ‘‘at Horse-unbridling’’ was probably on the northwest side

of Colonus-by-the-Agora: Robertson (2005, 85 104).

24. The purport of the word has been much debated lately: see SEG 50.87 and Lalonde (2006a, 96; 2006b,

110).

25. See BCH 127 (2003) 695-96, a report of work carried out by P. Lazzaridis and O. Voghiatzoglou.

26. The Cave of Pan on the Acropolis was suggested by T. L. Shear Jr.; Wycherley (1978, 178) pointed to

the Hill of the Nymphs as an alternative.

27. For Neoptolemus of Melite, see Davies (1971, 399 400); for Artemis aristobulê, Parker (1996, 155).
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itself within a natural cave existing still. The cave may have been converted to a

cistern in late antiquity; at the present day it serves as a baptistery within a

church much enlarged.28 The paucity of material is compensated by an abiding

spiritual presence.

This striking cult site is not unknown to literature. Euripides in his play

Erechtheus associates the proud old story with another cult besides that of

Erechtheus on the Acropolis with a cult that commemorates the three

martyred daughters of the king. They will be honored henceforth, says Athena

ex machina, under the titleHyakinthides (fr. 370 line 74Kannicht). The title is

conferred because the girls were sacrificed ‘‘on the hill called Hyakinthos,’’ as

we learn from Phanodemus (FGrH 325 F 4¼ Erechtheus test. vib Kannicht).29

Now the story of Erechtheus is mostly an aition of the festival Skirophoria, in

which the Acropolis priests of Athena and Poseidon parade to Scirum in the

plowland west of Athens for a ritual that marks the end of the threshing.30 The

priests are descended from Erechtheus and his queen, and the threshing is a

virtual battle (the actual battle is avowedly situated at Scirum). But the

preliminary sacrifice of Erechtheus’ daughters explains a preliminary rite at

the western edge of the city, before Erechtheus goes forth to battle, before the

priests parade to Scirum. The only cult site that qualifies is that of the Nymphs

on the Hill of the Nymphs. This is the hill Hyakinthos, and these are the

Hyakinthides. The shrine is called Hyakinthion in a list of shrines and monu-

ments restored in the early Roman period (IG 22 1035 line 52); its place in the

list points to western Athens.31 What flower is meant by ‘‘hyacinth’’ we do not

know, but the name typifies the season.32

In Erechtheus, Athena speaks at some length of the commemorative

offerings that the Hyakinthides will receive (fr. 370 lines 75 89). She points

to the place where we see ‘‘the gladness of the hyacinth’’ these lines are

fragmentary and says, ‘‘I command my townsmen (�	~Ø� K�	~Ø� I��	~Ø�) to

honor them faithfully with annual sacrifices and with the blood-letting of

slaughtered oxen, adorning it with the sacred dances of maidens.’’ Next she

prescribes an exceptional rite, a libation of honey only, not wine, to be

performed if an enemy approaches the city.33 Finally, she commands that

the very shrine shall be an abaton difficult of access for the enemy must not

28. The church of Ayia Marina is discussed at length by Lalonde (2005); figure 4 is a photograph of the

cave as baptistery. Lalonde sets himself against any notion of continuity from pagan to Christian worship, but

in such a matter there cannot be disproof.

29. Phanodemus also locates the hill ��bæ �~ø� *����	�
ø� ‘‘above the ?Sling-stones’’, a place name

otherwise unknown. The Hill of the Nymphs is in fact ‘‘above’’ the desolate rocky area just outside the

Themistoclean wall where public executioners cast out the bodies of their victims and also the clothes and

nooses of suicides (Pl. Resp. 4, 439e, Plut. Them. 22.2). Perhaps it was called ‘‘Sling-stones.’’ Leontius in Plato

cannot refrain from gaping at the horrors; others may have made a game of it.

30. See Robertson (1996c, 28 29, 43 44, 52 56; 2004, 121 22; 2005, 65 68).

31. Culley (1977, 286n14) accepts this location as probable.

32. Theophrastus reckons hyakinthos, both wild and cultivated, among plants that flower in spring (Hist.

Pl. 6.8.2). The flowers so called, certainly more than one, were also typical of hills and mountains. See Gow on

Theocr. Id. 10.28, Richardson on H. Cer. 7.

33. What is the actual rite that inspires the notion of fending off an enemy? The danger that will ruin the

crop just at harvest time is rain; it is implicit in the looming threat of Eleusis’ Thracian allies and their patron
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be able to slip in so as to make an offering that would gain favor. It is evident

that the shrine high on the slope of the hill, the abaton, could not in fact

accommodate the sacrifice of oxen and the dancing of maidens; oxen and

maidens could hardly even reach it. For such activities the only possible

setting is at the foot of the hill. Athena’s dispositions explain why the worship

is thus divided between the shrine at the summit and the level ground below.

After this account of the Hyakinthides, Athena proceeds to the shrine and

ritual of Erechtheus on the Acropolis (lines 90 97).
It is also noteworthy that at the last, as Athena tells how Eumolpus too

will be commemorated by the ritual of Eleusinian Demeter (lines 97 114), she
somehow, in very broken lines, confers the very similar title Hyades on

Erechtheus’ daughters (lines 107 8).34 The constellation Hyades is most

often identified with three Nymphs who nurse Dionysus.35 As we saw, the

votive relief assignable to our shrine shows the infant Dionysus being pre-

sented to three Nymphs. It is impossible to say whether theHyakinthides were

so regarded only because of the like-sounding titles or because of some

observance at another season.36

Yet another aetiology can be discerned in [Apollodorus] (Bibl. 3.15.8.3 4
[3.212]). When Athens was at war with Minos, the daughters of one Hya-

cinthus were sacrificed ‘‘at the grave of Geraistos the Cyclops.’’37 Hyacinthus

is said to be a Laconian living at Athens, an obvious tribute to the famous

Hyacinthus and Hyakinthia of Amyclae, but his daughters are more truly

Hyakinthides of Athens, with individual names suited to the season and the

ritual.38 The name Geraistos and the species Cyclops are both redolent of

storm; they personify the threat of bad weather, like the Thracian allies of

Eleusis, like Poseidon and his trident stroke. So the shrine of the Nymphs has

at least three competing aetiologies.

We turn from literature to a document that has just come to light, another

fragment of Athens’ compendious calendar of sacrifice in the years round

400 b.c. (Agora I 7577).39 The stone is inscribed on both sides, with passages

deity, Poseidon (in the event, he thunderbolts Erechtheus only when the battle has been won, only when the

grain has been harvested). If then rain is feared, the Nymphs are supplicated accordingly. They are also

identified, as we are about to see, with the constellation Hyades, notorious for bringing rain, and the cult site

is also identified with the grave of one Geraistos, a name evoking storm.

34. That it is the constellation is shown by line 108, and that Erechtheus’ daughters are in view is

confirmed by schol. Arat. Phaen. 172, who also records an appearance of the three Hyades in Euripides’

Phaethon (fr. 783b Kannicht).

35. See W. Gundel, RE 8.2 (1913) 2620 21 s. Hyades.

36. Dionysus has a life story, as fetus, infant, boy, lad, and man, that corresponds to the growth and

production cycle of vine, grape, and wine. The nursling infant belongs to spring. Rain is wanted then to foster

the vine, and the same Nymphs might well have power to mend the weather either way, at different seasons. Yet

it would be surprising that a secondary title, Hyades, should just happen to agree so closely with their primary

title as denizens of the hill Hyakinthos.

37. The likeness of these two stories of self-sacrificing daughters, those of Erechtheus and those of

Hyacinthus, is generally recognized but explained in various ways: see e.g. Kearns (1989, 59 63, 201 2).

38. Anthêis ‘‘Flowery,’’ Aiglêis ‘‘Bright,’’ Lytaia ‘‘Redeeming’’ (lytaios is also an epithet of Poseidon),

Orthaia ‘‘Steep’’ (evoking the hilltop).

39. Discovered in 1993, the fragment is published with a helpful commentary by Gawlinski (2007).
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of both the earlier calendar in Attic letters and the later in Ionic letters. The

passage in Attic letters is a a column of nineteen badly broken lines pertaining

to a month that does not appear. Offerings are prescribed to Heracles,Herôes,

Tritopatreis, and Hyakinthides. Halfway through the preserved entries, at

line 11, we come to the heading ‘‘on the ninth,’’ which applies to all that

follow, a second offering to Heracles and offerings to Tritopatreis and Hya-

kinthides. Heracles is worshipped mainly in spring and summer. Tritopatreis,

as we have learned, belong to the harvest season, either as the grain is ripening

(Munichiôn, Thargêliôn) or as it is gathered (Skirophoriôn).

The entry for Hyakinthides is the last that can be recognized. In line 16
there is the name Hyakinthides in the dative, and in line 17 the term ŒÆŁÆæ�: ½��
‘‘purification.’’ It is the same occasion as in Euripides. Since the occasion is

preliminary to the festival Skirophoria, the month is Skirophoriôn. The date of

the festival Skirophoria is the twelfth; the ninth does nicely for a preliminary

rite.

We should also take account of the two lines preceding (14 15), between
the offerings to both Heracles and Tritopatreis and those toHyakinthides, and

of the line following (18). In line 14 the sum of twenty-six drachmas is inscribed

before the word �ÆªŒ	Ø[, where the only likely restoration is �ªŒ	Ø½�Æ or

�ÆªŒ	
�½ø� ‘‘all in common,’’ and in line 15 the sum of three drachmas is

inscribed before ‘‘priestly perquisites.’’40 Since no amount is inscribed before

the nameHyakinthides, the previous lines will refer to them. Before ‘‘purifica-

tion’’ an amount may or may not have been inscribed; in any case, this is likely

to be the separate rite in the abaton. In line 18 comes the phrase K�� ¼��½�Ø ‘‘in the
town,’’ as it must be.41 Two lines more in the column are illegible. The

indications of the calendar agree strikingly with Euripides. He describes a

large public celebration, and Athena enjoins it upon the ‘‘townsmen.’’ We

have also noted the rock-cut inscription ‘‘shrine of the Nymphs of the dêmos,’’

and we shall come to the locative term ‘‘at dêmos-rites.’’

In sum, this observance on the hillHyakinthos, preliminary to the festival

Skirophoria, may be compared with Selinus’ festival Malophoria. The Skir-

ophoria itself, as a procession from the Acropolis to the place Scirum beside

the Cephisus, was created so as to advertise Athenian agriculture at a time

when Eleusis was still independent. It is a civic counterpart of the primary

festival Skira celebrated in the demes which belongs to Demeter alone. The

Skirophoria procession, as was said, honors Athena and Poseidon, and

Demeter is not mentioned.42 Yet Demeter had a shrine beside the Cephisus,

40. Gawlinski (2007, 52) entertains —ÆªŒ	Ø½æ�	Ø as a possible epithet and �ªŒ	Ø½�	� or �ÆªŒ	
½�Å� as
adjectives.

41. Gawlinski (2007, 53) thinks of either �Æ���� ‘‘cake’’ or K�� ¼��½�Ø� but resists the latter, partly on the

ground that it ‘‘does not fit the pattern of indentation.’’ Yet as she further says, it is hard to make out the

pattern; nor need it apply to these words.

42. We owe our knowledge of the procession chiefly to Lysimachides FGrH 366 (note 54, this chapter). In

very derivative lexicons and scholia it is disputed whether the festival belongs to Athena or Demeter and

whether the true name is Skirophoria or Skira, but this is mainly or entirely due to confusion between the

different festivals of the city and of the demes.
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and Zeus milichios an altar on the opposite bank, both very close to the

plowland called Scirum; both were in the hands of the priestly clan Phytalidae,

who have a striking role in the Theseus story, as the hero first arrives at Athens

and again as his father Aegeus is laid to rest.43 Very likely these cults of

Demeter and Zeus milichios were associated with the Skirophoria proces-

sion but to conjecture how would take us much too far, with no certain

result.

The �Œ~ØæÆ (neut. pl.) of the festival names are in effect the ‘‘white’’ milled

grain.44 The ordinary words �Œ~Øæ	�; �ŒØæ��; �ŒØæ�	�ÆØ; �ŒØæÆ
�ø; �ŒØæ �Å�
mostly convey the notion ‘‘hard,’’ like the much commoner �ŒºÅæ��, which

doubtless worked on �ŒØæ- by analogy. �Œ~Øæ	�, however, also refers to either

chalk land or gypsum; �Œ
ææÆ and �Œ
ææ	� are so defined in the Suda. This

narrower meaning is likely to be the original one; hardness is suggested by

chalk or gypsum, but not the reverse. The narrower meaning was always

there; scholiasts contriving explanations for Skirophoria speak of a white

sunshade or a gypsum statue.45 The winnowed grain was called ‘‘chalk’’ just

as it was called ‘‘apple,’’ so as to conjure it into being.46

Zeus Milichios on the Hill Hyakinthos

Athens has not the custom of aniconic milichios stones, though they occur

nearby at Megara and in Boeotia. Instead, Zeus milichios receives many

private dedications in the city and in Peiraeus, dating from the late fourth to

the first centuries b.c., which are typically reliefs representing the god as either

a bearded figure seated on a throne, holding phiale and scepter, or more often

as a rearing bearded snake.47 Sometimes he is approached by a family group

variously rendered, with women and girls just as prominent as men and

boys.48 Sometimes the inscription names a woman alone as the dedicator.

43. Plut. Thes. 12.1, 23.5, Paus. 1.37.2, 4. The eponym Phytalus, says Pausanias, received Demeter in his

house, a story that must once have wounded the ears of Eleusis. It is rendered innocuous by the late epigram

that Pausanias reads off from ‘‘the tomb of Phytalus,’’ reporting that her gift to him was not what we expect but

the fig. We should not postulate a cathartic use of figs and ascribe this ritual to the Phytalidae (so Toepffer

[1889, 247 50]). Dried figs, with their high sugar content, are a staple sweetener of pastry; they go with

Demeter’s principal gift, the grain harvest. We happen to be told that a fig pastry called hêgêtêria was carried

in a much lesser procession at a slightly earlier festival, the Plyntêria (Phot. s.v.); its principal use may have been

at the Skirophoria.

44. The very name Skirophoria shows that the processioners returned to the Acropolis bearing winnowed

grain, skira, fromScirum; nodoubt itwasmilled by the ten-year-old servitors ofAthena called aletris (Ar.Lys. 644).

45. ‘‘The priest of Erechtheus carries a white skiadeion, which is called skiron’’: schol. Ar. Eccl. 18. Other

sources make it just a skiadeion. Theseus ‘‘was holding up an Athena he made out of gypsum’’: schol. Paus.

1.1.4.

46. The wind called *Œ
æø� in Attica was generally known as �æª���Å� ‘‘Whitener,’’ doubtless for its

effect in winnowing the grain. But the Attic name must be secondary, based on the ritual use of the skir- words.

It does not show that �Œ~Øæ	� meant literally ‘‘white.’’

47. Athens: Cook (1925, 1114 19), JJK 82, Lalonde (2006a, 103 8, 111 12, 119 20). Peiraeus: Cook

(1925, 1104 10), Garland (1987, 238 39), JJK 82 83, Lalonde (2006a, 114 17).

48. Parker (2005c, 37 49) includes these reliefs and inscriptions in his illuminating survey of family

religion.
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Once a pig appears as sacrificial victim (a ram or a lamb appears in other

reliefs that might equally belong to Zeus philios or even Asclepius).49 But the

worship so finely depicted will be far more ancient than the votive fashion that

brings it to our notice. And no doubt it was transplanted from the city to

Peiraeus when the port was laid out in the fifth century.

The Peiraeus dedications all come from a single shrine on a rocky slope

beside the sea, where the shoreline forms an inlet between the harbors of Zea

and Munichia.50 At Athens, too, we look for a common source. It is plainly

not the festival site at Agrae; these private dedications have nothing to do with

the festival business of early spring. The findspots are concentrated, with few

exceptions, at two points on the west side of the city the Agora and the Hill

of the Nymphs, alias Hyakinthos.51 The battered remnants in the Agora

belong to the extraneous material that was mostly brought from uninhabited

areas to the west, right down to the nineteenth century: in this case, maybe

from the Hill of the Nymphs. Now at the Hill of the Nymphs the northeast

spur is a plateau of bare rock marked at the upper end by a pair of rock-cut

inscriptions, h�æ	� ˜Ø�� and h�æ	� only. The whole area has been carefully

investigated by G. V. Lalonde. He distinguishes a sacrificial area, a lustral

basin, a platform for votive offerings, and the outline of assorted small

buildings and other structures.52 From the provenance of our inscriptions

he makes out a strong case for Zeus milichios.

There are nine inscribed dedications at Athens, seven at Peiraeus. All save

one are addressed to Zeusmilichios alone. A base found long ago at the Hill of

the Nymphs is inscribed, on behalf of a female dedicator, ‘‘to Helios and to

Zeus meilichios, Mammia.’’53 It is evident that Helios is worshipped close by.

This latecomer among the gods was no doubt installed on the Hill of the

Nymphs as a good place for observation of the sky; the summit is occupied by

the Old Observatory of 1852. Helios will be most entreated round the same

time as Zeus milichios, since bright skies are needed for the harvest. So it is

that the priest of Helios takes his place in the Skirophoria procession beside

the Acropolis priesthoods of Athena and Poseidon.54

The Dêmiasi Gate

The city gate so called is known only from Hesychius s. ˜Å�
Æ�Ø. He treats the

name as an enigma, reciting two far-fetched explanations, namely that it

somehow refers to prostitutes who stood there, or that it is equivalent to

49. Pig: Peiraeus Museum no. 3, IG 22 4569. Ram: NM 1408, 1433. Lamb: NM 1407.

50. The rock-cut niches where the votives were displayed are indicated on plan III of Judeich (1931), a

map of Peiraeus.

51. Lalonde (2006a, 42 44).

52. Lalonde (2006a, 1 39).

53. IG 22 4678; cf. Lalonde (2006a, 82 86, 104, and fig. 26).

54. Lysimachides FGrH 366, our source for the three consorting priesthoods, is conjecturally dated by

Jacoby ‘‘between 50a and 50p.’’
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˜Ø	�~ÅØ�Ø, the name of quite another gate.55 The modern explanation that has

superseded them is no better, namely that it somehow refers to › ���Ø	� ‘‘the

public executioner.’’ An area north of the Hill of the Nymphs, outside the city

wall, is plausibly identified as the area where executioners cast out bodies and

tainted articles; wheel ruts approaching the wall have been observed here-

abouts; so scholars since Judeich agree on this location for Hesychius’ gate.56

Yet ˜Å�
Æ�Ø is in truth the old locative case of either a feminine or a neuter

plural. What other word can it be but ˜��ØÆ ‘‘dêmos-rites’’? The form ˜Å�
Æ�Ø

‘‘at dêmos-rites’’ matches *˜
Æ�Ø ‘‘at Zeus-rites’’ on the other side of the city. It

is true that the original reason for locating Hesychius’ gate has disappeared

together with the public executioner. But there was a gate just here, witness the

wheel ruts, and no other name is available. The name as we understand it now

fits perfectly. The road through the gate has not been traced inside the wall;

yet it passed close to the Hill of the Nymphs and its northeast spur before it

joined the main road leading from the Peiraeus gate; this in turn ran past the

shrine of Artemis aristobulê to the large intersection at the southwest corner

of the Agora.57 So before our road issued at the Dêmiasi gate, it brought

worshippers from the rest of the city to both the Hyakinthides and Zeus

milichios. It brought a procession that included sacrificial oxen and choruses

of maidens to a shrine that is labeled ‘‘of the dêmos.’’ The area of the two

shrines may well be calledDêmiasi, just as a similar area at Selinus is said to be

‘‘in the land of Euthydamos.’’

55. The name is said to mean Œ	Ø�Æ~Ø� ‘‘common’’ with reference to prostitutes, and in consequence, it is

also said, some assign the gate to the Cerameicus as a notorious haunt of prostitutes. Those who did so had no

idea where the gate actually was, since the Cerameicus thus regarded has only the Sacred Gate and the Dipylon.

56. Judeich (1931, 140, 186), Travlos (1971, 121, 159, 168 69), Stroud (1998, 105), Lalonde (2006b, 114 16).

57. Stroud (1998, 104 7) discusses the course of this main road as the likely route for the conveyance of

grain from Peiraeus to the Agora.
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14

Hospitality for an Elasteros

Synopsis

Column B, lines 1 13:

If a person wishes to be purified of an elasteros by slaying with his

own hand, he shall announce wherever he wishes and whenever in the

year he wishes and in whatever month he wishes and on whatever day

he wishes, and shall announce in whatever direction he wishes, and

shall set about being purified. And he shall entertain to a meal, and

provide washing and supping and salt for this same one. And he shall

sacrifice a piglet to Zeus, and shall go forth from there, and shall turn

his back, and shall converse, and shall take food, and shall sleep

wherever he wishes. If someone wishes to be purified of an elasteros

that is entertained, or ancestral, or heard, or seen, or whomsoever, he

shall be purified in the same way.

[The last five lines are inscribed in larger letters.] . . . as the one

slaying with his own hand. After one has been purified of an elasteros,

he shall sacrifice a full-grown victim on the public altar, and shall be

pure. He shall mark a boundary with salt, and sprinkle round with a

gold vessel, and go away. Whenever one needs to sacrifice for the

elasteros, sacrifice just as to the immortals. But one shall slay the

animal with the blood running down to earth.

The whole of column B sets forth the steps one must take to be purified of a

frightening power called elasteros. The procedure is here devised for the first

time. It necessarily consists of ritual actions known otherwise, but they do not

suffice to identify the power. The word elasteros will serve to do so, when we



consider its occurrence elsewhere as an epithet of Zeus (chapter 15). Though
the usual opinion makes it a returning ghost or an avenging spirit, most of the

ritual actions are not conformable, still less the undoubted function of Zeus

elasteros.

The first and longer part describes a very modest version of table hospi-

tality, descending even to words and gestures. The animal victim that supplies

the meat is the least possible, a piglet. It is sacrificed to Zeus as a high god who

is related. The host demonstrates his solicitude by slaying the animal with his

own hand, an unusual punctilio in the light of normal Greek sacrifice. It is the

meaning of a term twice repeated, autorektas. At the end we are assured that

this rite of table hospitality is suited to an elasteros of any kind whatsoever,

the different kinds being indicated somewhat awkwardly.

The second part was added as an afterthought. An additional measure

that caters rather to the well-to-do is to sacrifice a larger victim at Zeus’ public

altar, again with expressive actions. It is further said that the sacrifice must be

conducted in a certain way when it is meant for the benefit of an elasteros. It

must be conducted as if it honored both a power above and a power below.

Problems in Column B

Whereas column A gives a series of directives for sacrificing to several deities,

column B, which is about half as long, gives one directive only, for being

purified of a being called elasteros. The term autorektas ‘‘slaying with one’s

own hand’’ is applied to the person being purified. The first part of it, lines

1 8, is straightforward. The ritual for being purified consists of (1) a formal

announcement, (2) a hospitable meal whether it is enjoyed by the elasteros,

or by the person being purified, turns on the suppletion of a lacuna (3) a
modest sacrifice to Zeus, (4) a leave-taking with expressive actions. After this,

the elasteros himself is fully specified, with the assurance that the foregoing

ritual always applies. The shorter second part, lines 9 13, is a professed

supplement. A larger sacrifice ‘‘on the public altar,’’ an altar that is self-

evident, reinforces the purification; it even has another leave-taking, a more

stylish one. Finally, the elasteros himself may receive sacrifice in a certain

mode with emphatic labels. For the rule-makers at Selinus, both the scope of

an elasteros and the appropriate rites seem to be in process of definition.

The long inscription of Cyrene, c. 335 324 b.c., offers certain parallels

real or apparent in its very last rule. A term fully equivalent to autorektas,

autophonos ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand,’’ is attached to the person being

purified. The prescribed ritual consists of (1) a formal announcement, (2) a
hospitable reception of the person being purified, though without a meal,

(3) the attendance of persons summoned by the announcement, (4) sacrifice at
a public shrine and here the text breaks off. Instead of an elasteros, the word

hikesioi is understood to denote the fearsome beings from whom one is

purified but not only in the last rule, rather in the last group of three rules,

each diverse and curious.
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On the interpretation of column B that has prevailed since JJK argued it

at length, an elasteros is either an angry ghost or an avenging power the

hikesioi of Cyrene had already been so regarded, with the literal meaning

‘‘visitants.’’1 The autorektas (or again the autophonos) is a homicide, a man-

slayer. To be purified of an elasteros is to be purified of homicide pollution

the different kinds of elasteros correspond to the different ways in which

homicide pollution may be recognized or acquired. Obviously, much depends

on those two words. In chapter 15 it will be argued that the elasteros is a

frightening power of nature, itself conceived as a pollution. At the end of this

chapter it is argued that the person being purified is called autorektas (or again

autophonos) by reason of slaying a sacrificial victim with his own hand, an

unusual requirement.

That group of rules at Cyrene must be studied separately (chapter 22).
The discussion here only alludes to them. But it should be said forthwith that

we shall look in vain for any counterpart of the elasteros. All three rules

concern ‘‘suppliants,’’ who are known everywhere either by the noun hiketês

or by the adjective hikesios these words have no other meaning. The last rule

of all at Cyrene is close to a standard form of purification that was undoubt-

edly familiar at Selinus too. Hence the similarities, of no particular conse-

quence.

Before we come to the term autorektas, it is essential to establish what was

done in the ritual. The announcement, the hospitable meal, the sacrifice, the

expressive actions, all have been variously conceived and explained. So have

the different kinds of elasteros. So has the business of the supplement, which

indeed is not recognized as such. However conceived or explained, everything

is thought to point to homicide pollution. But we must wrench our minds

away from murder.

The Announcement

The person being purified first announces ‘‘where’’, and just ‘‘when’’ (season,

month, day), and also h��ıØ ‘‘whither,’’ a further point expressly added to

the rest. That is to say, he announces ‘‘where’’ and ‘‘when’’ he will perform

the ritual. It seems unlikely that ‘‘whither’’ only repeats ‘‘where,’’ as if from the

point of view of one summoned thither. Instead, ‘‘whither’’ must be the direc-

tion in which the ritual will take effect the quarter where the threat lies, where

an elasterosmayhave been either ‘‘heard’’ or ‘‘seen’’ (as he is said to be in line 7).
Who then is summoned by the announcement? Surely it is the elasteros.2 If it

1. So JJK 40 45, 54 56, 65, 70, 73 76, 116 20. The main discussions since are Dubois (1995a, 559 62;

1995b, 138 44), Clinton (1996, 174 79), B. Jordan (1996, 327 28), North (1996, 295 98), Schwabl (1996),

Arena (1997, 436 39), Giuliani (1998), Burkert (1999, 29 33; 2000), Johnston (1999, 47 49). See also Ekroth

(2002, 409, index s. Kº���æ	�).

2. JJK 41 indeed suggest that ‘‘it is intended not for a human but for a supernatural auditor’’ which

stultifies certain parallels they have just cited (as in notes 3 4).
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were people at large, anyone potentially interested in attending or in simply

knowing that the thing is done, the place for making the announcement would

be critical and would be mentioned first. No doubt we might suppose that the

place was obvious that it was the very setting where we read the tablet and

where we see ‘‘the public altar,’’ arguably the agora. There is still a clear

indication that the elasteros is addressed. In the next line the hospitable meal

is duly offered ‘‘to the same one,’’ i.e. to the elasteros. Accordingly, the so-called

announcement is more properly an invocation of the elasteros, bidding him

enjoy a hospitable meal.

It is by design that the instruction has been framed in the punctilious

language of an official announcement: it sounds all the more authoritative.

Some other announcements have been compared, as if they were to like effect.

Yet the similarities of phrase or even of substance have no real significance.

Homicide proceedings at Athens, as codified by Draco, open with an an-

nouncement, �æ	�Ø��~Ø�, by the relatives of the victim: they go to the agora and

publicly name the killer.3 It is a practical step involving no ritual or higher

power. At Cyrene the final rule includes an announcement, ŒÆ�Æªª�º�: ½Ø;
�æ	Æªª�º�~Å½æÆ, summoning people to witness the purification.4 It is done by

an ‘‘intercessor’’ who manages the whole business, and it is likewise a practical

step. In this rule, be it noted, nothing points to homicide as the specific cause

of pollution, nor to any specific power that needs appeasing. At Cyrene again,

another rule features two successive announcements, �æ	�Ø�g� and �æ	�æ�~Ø.5

An evil spell has been conjured against a home. First the invidious enemy is

called upon by name on three successive days, and then the ghosts whom he

has raised are invited to hospitality. To be sure, the enemy is named just as the

killer is named at Athens, and ghosts are invited just as the elasteros is invited

at Selinus. Naming or inviting is often the purpose of a formal announcement:

that is the extent of the similarity.

The Table Hospitality

There are two conceptions of the hospitable meal, both suggested by JJK,

both advocated since. It may be that the person being purified offers it to the

elasteros.6 Or it may be that a second person offers it to the person being

purified.7 The alternatives are possible because the ends of successive lines are

lost, where the one hı��	��Œ����	� ‘‘receiving’’ and the one received, �~	Ø ÆP½�~	Ø,
are specified. It has been argued that in the space available only the first

3. IG 13 104.20 as restored, [Dem.] 43 Macart. 57.

4. SEG 50.1638 lines 133, 137 ¼ LS Suppl. 115 B 51, 55.

5. SEG 50.1638 lines 113, 116 ¼ LS Suppl. 115 B 31, 33.

6. JJK 16 17, 41 42, 54 56, Dobias-Lalou (1997, 267 68), Johnston (1999, 47 48), Ekroth (2002,

279n317).

7. JJK 56n2, 75 76 (debating both possibilities), Clinton (1996, 175 77), Giuliani (1998, 68 69, 80),

Burkert (2000, 211).
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alternative yields a consecutive sense (see chapter 1, p. 29). Here, for the sake

of thoroughness, we should note that neither alternative is distinctive of

homicide pollution.

Ghosts are offered hospitality, and so is Hecate, by fearful persons

seeking to purify the house they live in (chapter 22, pp. 359 60). Yet such

persons are not homicides. Far from this humble milieu, gods whom we adore

are offered table hospitality in the rite of theoxenia. Purification is not in-

volved. On the other hand, a person being purified receives hospitality of a

sort, the help he needs, but not often a meal. He is received, almost rescued, by

some magnanimous host in literature and at Lindus and Cyrene by an official

intercessor called I�ØŒ����ø� and at Athens by a corps of exegetes (chapter 22,
pp. 365 67). Literature with its heightened colors tells mostly of homicides

fleeing to a new land. But the documentary examples show that each city has

its own standard form of purification and caters to local persons with a

recognized difficulty. Homicides would not be among them, since they are

dealt with by other means in the real world.

In any case, at Selinus the person being purified entertains an elasteros to

a hospitable meal not at home, but at some designated place. This person,

according to his station, might remember how he formerly entertained

Hecate at home, or with a larger group entertained Heracles at a sanctuary.

As a good host he provides washing and supping and salt and also

sacrifices a piglet to Zeus, and goes away again. This sequence of actions is

expressed by the two clauses ½ŒÆd hı��	��Œ����	�. . . ���	. . . ½Œ�Æd Ł��Æ�. . . Y�	.
It has been assumed that the hospitality and the sacrifice are distinct.8 But

they need not be. Indeed they cannot be, for the hospitality is incomplete

without a sacrifice.

The three items ‘‘washing and supping and salt’’ are provided straight-

way: water for washing, and bread and salt for the table. They have been

carried to the spot. Any proper meal begins with a washing of hands,

I�	�
łÆ�ŁÆØ, a ceremony evolved from a decency.9 As for IŒæÆ�
�Æ�ŁÆØ ‘‘sup-

ping,’’ the verb does not mean to ‘‘breakfast,’’ as it is commonly rendered, but

to ‘‘eat a small bit as before breakfast’’: to ‘‘sup,’’ as we may say, by dipping

bread in wine.10 Is this the extent of the hospitable meal, together with a pinch

of salt? Bread does not need salt, and bread and salt together are not a meal,

certainly not a proper meal after the washing of hands.11 They go with meat.

The Odyssey has a formular scene for any gracious meal, with three elements.

8. JJK 41 43, Jameson (1994, 44 45), Dubois (1995a, 560; 1995b, 141), Clinton (1996, 176; 2005, 174

75), Giuliani (1998, 75, 80), Burkert (2000, 210 11).

9. See Ginouvès (1962, 151 56).

10. IŒæÆ�
�Æ�ŁÆØ� �e �ØŒæe� K��Æª�~Ø� �æe Iæ
��	ı: Phryn. Praep. soph. p. 39, Phot. s.v. Bread is mentioned

by Aristomenes Com. fr. 14 K-A and others in Athenaeus’ account of IŒæÆ�Ø���� (epit. 1.19, 11c e). In

rendering it as ‘‘breakfast,’’ JJK 42 err with LSJ and LSJ Rev. Suppl.

11. According to Burkert (1999, 30 31; 2000, 211), the meal is a symbolic ‘‘minimum.’’ He thinks of three

kinds of vessel (basin, beaker, and bowl) and of three staple commodities (water [‘‘a rare commodity in

Greece’’], wine, and salt). For this too much extrapolation is needed.
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A maidservant pours water for washing, another brings bread to the table,

and a manservant brings platters of meat (e.g. Od. 1.136 43).12

At Selinus, we cannot suppose that meat is dispensed with in a spirit of

make-believe. The rite of table hospitality requires the utmost verisimilitude.

At Cyrene, when ghosts are invited to a meal at home, they receive �e ��æ	�

���ø� ‘‘the due portion of everything.’’13 At home ‘‘everything’’ is easily

provided from the household stores. But how is meat provided at this indi-

vidually designated place? Bread and salt are carried from home, but not a

platter of cold meat. Instead, the host sacrifices a piglet to Zeus, slaying and

butchering with his own hand. And he sacrifices at the place where he lays the

table, the place that he announced. It cannot be that he has slipped away to

the public altar, which will first be mentioned on the occasion of sacrificing a

full-grown victim (line 10).14 At the last he departs ‘‘from there,’’ the place

that is in view throughout.

This sacrifice of a piglet has been thought to mark the purification of

a homicide.15 It need not in any case; many a piglet was slaughtered in many

a purifying rite.16 Here the single word Ł��Æ� denotes a regular sacrifice

no purifying act, such as a sprinkling of blood on the person, can be

assumed.

If then it is a regular sacrifice to Zeus, the meat will be used. We may be

sure that it was used whenever a piglet is the designated victim of any normal

sacrifice to any deity.17 Here, at the individually chosen place, a portion will

serve for table hospitality. No doubt something will be burnt up for Zeus, and

no doubt something more will be taken home. When the person takes his

leave, the table offerings will remain. At Cyrene, the table offerings for a ghost

or ghosts are at the last taken from the house and deposited with care in

another place.

The Leave-Taking

After the hospitality and the sacrifice come five staccato imperatives, each

joined by ŒÆ
. This style and its particularity give weight to the leave-taking

12. Whereas the scene is formular in itself, the several passages have been further assimilated to each

other by expansion, and a given element is sometimes redoubled, as it were. Such scenes are discussed by S.West

on Od. 1.139 40, 4.52 58, J. B. Hainsworth on Od. 7.172 83, A. Heubeck on Od. 10.368 72, A. Hoekstra on

Od. 15.135 39 (Oxford commentary, 1988 1992).

13. Also �a ��æÅ ‘‘the (aforesaid) portions’’: SEG 50.1638 lines 119, 121 ¼ LS Suppl. 115 B 37, 39.

14. According to JJK 42, 65, and Scullion (1998, 119), K� ÆP�~	 ‘‘from it’’ refers to this public altar.

(Scullion further posits a fossil meaning ‘‘from the sanctuary,’’ corresponding to K�� ÆP�~	 ‘‘at the sanctuary’’ as a

phrase he discerns in a difficult passage of Thoricus’ calendar of sacrifice.) No, the public altar is a contrasting

site. And when a person is told emphatically to choose any place at all to be purified, he will not know that he

must go somewhere else to sacrifice a piglet.

15. So Clinton (1996, 176), Johnston (1999, 47), Burkert (2000, 210 11). But JJK 43, 65, take it as ‘‘a

normal sacrifice to Zeus,’’ and Clinton (2005, 175) now regards it as normal and as demonstrating the effect of

purification, like the sacrifice on the public altar.

16. Parker (1983, 21, 30, 283n11, 372 73) (homicide purification only shares the general custom).

17. So Clinton (2005, 174).
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and to the lasting effect. The person shall ‘‘go forth’’ and ‘‘turn his back,’’ and

thereafter he shall freely ‘‘converse’’ and ‘‘take food’’ and ‘‘sleep.’’

��æØ��æÆ���Ł	, of a person’s turning motion, might signify either ‘‘turn

round to the side,’’ whether right or left, or ‘‘turn right round,’’ i.e. turn one’s

back, or ‘‘turn round full circle.’’18 The word is used of turning to the right in

the Roman style of prayer, and of turning round full circle while throwing a

discus.19 As the Greeks have no regular habit of turning to one side or the

other, the first meaning is unsuitable. Why would one turn round full circle,

the third meaning, in a ritual context? So as to make an end, perhaps.20 But

then it should not follow ‘‘go forth from there.’’ On the other hand, to turn

one’s back to continue on one’s way without looking back seems very apt.

Not to look back is a notorious requirement of folktale that corresponds

to a natural fear. The words ¼��æ	�	�; ¼��æ���	�; I���Ø��æ���
; �Å�b. . .
���Æ��æ��Ł~Å�ÆØ are used elsewhere of officiants departing from rites of purifi-

cation or aversion, public or private.21 The departure here is from a place that

the person has chosen for himself; it may well be a place remote and solitary.22

The three present imperatives that follow are of a kind, denoting habitual

actions. Obviously so, with ‘‘take food’’ and ‘‘sleep.’’ The verb �	�Æª	æ�ø,

Doric form of �æ	�Åª	æ�ø, is newly attested, though it was implied by the

adjective �	�ª	æ	� used in poetry and by the Pythagoreans Philolaus and

Polus.23 The expected meanings are ‘‘address, ‘‘greet,’’ ‘‘call by name.’’ To say

that someone shall regularly be ‘‘addressed’’ or ‘‘greeted’’ or ‘‘called by name’’

is to say that he shall regularly converse with others.24 It could as well be said

that he shall himself ‘‘address’’ other people, or anyone he chooses or he meets

with, or else that he shall ‘‘associate with’’ other people. But these expressions

are too cumbersome. The word we have is the simplest way of putting it. The

18. LSJ record only the third meaning (s.v. 1, which includes throwing the discus); the other uses they

distinguish are transitive (s.v. 2 3). JJK 43 propose either ‘‘turn right round’’ or ‘‘turn round full circle.’’

Burkert (2000, 207 8, 210) translates ‘‘he shall look around’’ while explaining that the killer was previously

isolated. Note in any case that ��æØ- verbs are favored for purifying or magical actions. F. Pfister, RE Suppl. 6

(1935) 149 51 s. Katharsis collects a dozen instances besides ��æØŒÆŁÆ
æø itself. The authorities at Selinus use

words evocatively.

19. Plutarch in his Roman Lives andQuestions employs ��æØ��æ��ø often for the custom of turning to the

right to utter a prayer. Plainest is Cam. 5.9: ŒÆŁ��æ K��d "�ø�Æ
	Ø� �Ł	� . . . K�d ���Øa K��º
���Ø�; K��ºÅ

��æØ��æ������	�.

20. JJK 43 suppose that in Roman ritual if not in Greek the word means ‘‘turn round full circle.’’ But the

two passages they cite from Plutarch refer like others to turning rightward for prayer.

21. Aesch.Choeph. 99 (offerings at Agamemnon’s grave), Soph.Oed. Col. 490 (Eumenides alias Erinyes),

Apoll. Argon. 3.1038 39 (Hecate), Theocr. Id. 24.96 (Hecate), Plut.De def. or. 15, 418b (strange offerings at the

Delphic Septêria), PGM 4.46, 7.439 40 (magic operations). JJK 43 mention most of these instances and others

more general. They are mistaken, however, in citing I�Æ�	�
Çø in PGM, for the word plainly means ‘‘step

back,’’ ‘‘walk backward,’’ in effect the opposite procedure (the literary meanings cited by LSJ s.v. are all of

them a figurative stepping back or making another do so). At PMG 4.45 46 the operator first walks backward

in his old clothes and then in new ones withdraws without looking back.

22. At Cyrene there is a leave-taking of an opposite kind. Ghosts are invited into the home they threaten;

at the last the portions of food and the ghosts themselves, i.e. the figurines that represent them, are carried far

away to a desolate place.

23. Cf. Dubois (1995a, 561; 1995b, 141). JJK 43 wrongly treat it as a Doric form of -Æª	æ��ø.

24. To ‘‘be addressed’’ is not an immediate consequence of being purified, as JJK suppose. At Cyrene a

person who has just been purified is greeted by religious silence (SEG 50.1638 line 136¼ LSCG Suppl. 115 B 54).
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three verbs together are the simplest way of saying that a person shall resume

normal life: conversing in the agora it might be, taking food on the job or in

company or at home, sleeping at home or possibly away from home. The

words ‘‘wherever he wishes’’ are added only once, at the last. But they cannot

be taken with ‘‘sleep’’ alone because the option least applies to what we mostly

do at home. The fuller style of the announcement repeats the option five times.

Here a contrasting style achieves the same effect.

The usual interpretation of these fewwords, the usual understanding of the

sequel, is rather different. The person resumes normal life, but in virtue of being

accepted by others.25Hewas after all a homicide, a polluted creature dangerous

to all around him, whose presence might bring down the roof or sink the ship.

Until he was purified, he lived in isolation, shunned by the community. He was

approached by no one but now he ‘‘shall be addressed,’’ wherever he wishes.

He was not invited to share a mixing bowl of wine but now he ‘‘shall take

food,’’ wherever he wishes. He was not admitted to any public building, nor

allowed to board a ship but now he ‘‘shall sleep,’’ wherever he wishes.

Such abhorrence of a homicide is otherwise known from poets and

orators, both of whom invent and exaggerate. A straightforward documen-

tary instance would be welcome. Do we have it here? If so, the homicide

receives instructions not only for the rite of purification but for the happy

result he is told to mingle freely. This is not appropriate, however. It is other

persons, society at large, who should be told to accept the homicide. And of

the three verbs only ‘‘be addressed’’ can possibly signify that he rejoins society

at large. To ‘‘take food’’ is not to share a companiable meal, and to ‘‘sleep’’ is

typically done at home. It is altogether fanciful to speak of a homicide

returning to the community.

Instead, the person is hereby assured, without reference to the attitude of

others, that the ritual has been effective. The elasteros is appeased and will not

threaten him at any moment of the day or night when he might think himself

most vulnerable. Let us anticipate for a moment the conclusion of the next

chapter, that elasteros means ‘‘striker’’ and denotes the lightning. Lightning

strikes the guilty when they are at large in the middle of the day, and it strikes

them at home, and it strikes them especially as they lie abed.26

Different Kinds of Elasteros

With such emphatic words the purifying ritual is brought to a close. It

began in a general way, ‘‘if a person wishes to be purified of an elasteros

25. The notion of a homicide rejoining the community is common to JJK 43, 54, Dubois (1995a, 561;

1995b, 141), Clinton (1996, 176), North (1996, 297) (citing also D. Harvey), and Burkert (2000, 210, 213 14).

Giuliani (1998, 86 88) thinks of a lesser offender likewise restored to the community by a process he calls

‘‘reintegration’’ rather than ‘‘reentry.’’

26. At large: the Tarentines at Carbina, Iasion in the furrow. At home: Oenomaus, Periphas. In bed:

Ixion, Periphas. These instances are noted in chapter 15.
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by slaying with his own hand’’ (lines 1 2), and went straight into details,

minute details. Now attention turns to the being called elasteros. It is firmly

stated that the ritual applies to any such being. Four kinds of elasteros are

distinguished, and all other kinds are covered by the indefinite relative

‘‘whomsoever.’’

The third and fourth kinds are the plainest, ‘‘or heard or seen.’’ It was

implied at the outset that an elasteros might be somewhere heard or seen.

While announcing the place and the time for the ritual, a person shall also

announce ‘‘in whatever direction he wishes,’’ most likely (as was said) the

direction in which the ritual will take effect and therefore the direction in

which the elasteros is manifest. Admittedly, an angry ghost or avenging spirit

will press himself upon the senses, but in a dream or a waking vision, in ways

that might be better put than simple ‘‘heard or seen.’’ The difficulty has been

felt, for notions vary widely as to how the terms apply.27 But let us not

prevaricate. The terms are uniquely appropriate to thunder and lightning,

frightening powers that frighten us by these two means (chapter 15).
The first and second terms, ���ØŒe� C �Æ�æ~	Ø	�, being followed by ‘‘or heard

or seen,’’ are somehow coordinate as well. With the approximate meaning

‘‘foreign or ancestral’’ they are taken to refer to different kinds of homicide.

There is no agreement, however, as to which kinds are meant. Perhaps it is

more exactly ‘‘stranger or kindred,’’ the killing of a stranger or of a kinsman.28

A fundamental distinction indeed. But why does the lesser kind come first?

Perhaps then the first kind is, quite shockingly, ‘‘of a host/guest.’’29 But why

does this enormity command attention at Selinus? Other ventures are plainly

unsatisfactory. Perhaps the two kinds are ‘‘sent from without,’’ by magic, or

‘‘within the family.’’30 Perhaps they are not quite homicide, but rather two

kinds of serious offense causing pollution either through contact or through

heredity (no translation is offered).31 These rival views combine to discredit

the whole approach.

The two terms appear to evoke ritual. It is commonplace for a power to be

called after a distinctive rite; it is a regular source of cult epithets. For

example, Zeus as a ‘‘purifying’’ deity is called katharsios after a purifying

rite. Now the rite that has just been prescribed is table hospitality, known as

27. ‘‘Heard’’ and ‘‘seen’’ have in fact been variously understood. JJK 44 see a possible contrast to

‘‘explicit declarations’’ by the victim’s kin or a compendious reference to ‘‘all manifestations’’ or a parallel to

the Assyrian ghosts who need to be identified. Clinton (1996, 178) takes ‘‘heard,’’ ‘‘seen,’’ ‘‘whoever at all’’

together as describing any ‘‘effect . . . on the body or mind of the person pursued’’ (i.e. both an apparition and a

guilty conscience?). Dubois (1995b, 142) and Giuliani (1998, 79 82) think of an offense heard or seen and

therefore avenged by an elasteros. For all four adjectives B. Jordan (1996, 328) suggests with hesitation a

‘‘foreign’’ or ‘‘native’’ man ‘‘overheard’’ or ‘‘observed’’ while committing a crime.

28. JJK 44, 119 20, Dubois (1995a, 561; 1995b, 142 43), Johnston (1999, 47 49), Burkert (2000). Apoll.

Argon. 4.716 17 is cited as a parallel. When Circe purifies Jason and Medea, she does so in ignorance of their

crime, whether they are ‘‘stained with a stranger’s blood or even with a kinsman’s.’’ But it is not a parallel. The

crimes are cited in ascending order just because Circe is prepared to overlook any aggravation.

29. Clinton (1996, 178 79), Johnston (1999, 49) (as an equal possibility).

30. Burkert (2000, 209).

31. Giuliani (1998, 71 74, 78 88).
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���
Æ or ���ØÆ: ���ØŒ�� refers to this in the context, it would be astonishing if it

referred to anything else. More exactly (the innumerable class of adjectives in

-ØŒ�� express connection in many ways) it refers to hospitality received. The

first kind of elasteros is therefore ‘‘entertained.’’ At Callatis, another colony of

Megara at one remove, rites of Dionysus are described as ���ØŒ in the sense of

‘‘offering hospitality, ‘‘welcoming.’’32 To be sure, the different kinds of elas-

teros are here listed just because they are covered without exception by the rite

of hospitality. It is illogical to begin by saying that the prototype is included. It

is just as illogical to end by saying that everyone shall be purified ‘‘in the same

way / as the autorektas’’ the phrase has been thus expanded, as was shown

in chapter 1, p. 30. We must not be pedantic; these illogical expressions are

unmistakable in their meaning.

The term coordinate to ���ØŒ�� is �Æ�æ~	Ø	� ‘‘ancestral,’’ i.e. customary. It

makes a contrast insofar as the rite of hospitality is newly prescribed. The

careful instructions of the tablet are original and unwonted, and yet they must

have resembled rites used otherwise for a power called elasteros (cf. chapter

15). All such rites are ‘‘ancestral,’’ and a corresponding elasteros is likewise.

To define every possible kind of elasteros proved difficult for the

rule-makers at Selinus. Two kinds are ‘‘entertained’’ versus ‘‘ancestral,’’ so

called in respect of their rites. Two more are ‘‘heard’’ versus ‘‘seen,’’ so called

because so apprehended. And then the essay in definition is concluded by an

impatient ‘‘whomsoever.’’ No doubt the difficulty arose because the elasteros

as a class is here first identified as a general threat.

The directive for being purified of an elasteros originally ended at this

point, in line 8, stopping a little short of the end of the line. It ended by

saying ‘‘he shall be purified in the same way’’ i.e. by announcing the place

and time, by laying a table and sacrificing to Zeus to provide the meat, and

by taking leave with a gesture and a word. After this, in line 9, the tablet

makes a fresh start, as is evident from the larger lettering and the resumptive

language that fills this line ‘‘as the elasteros. After one has been purified of

an elasteros.’’

The Public Altar

To sacrifice a full-grown victim at the public altar has the same result as

before: ‘‘He shall be pure.’’33 A formal leave-taking is enacted, just as before:

‘‘He shall mark a boundary with salt, and sprinkle round with a gold vessel,

and go away.’’ But the sacrifice is grander in all respects. The site is a public

altar, whereas the individually designated spot would have no altar at all. The

32. The trieteric festival called �a ˜Ø	���ØÆ �a ���ØŒ, on which see Avram (2002), honors the mature

Dionysus, representing the potency of the new wine, as he arrives from overseas. Hospitality for Dionysus

typically includes the favors of a local beauty such as the basilinna at Athens.

33. Without the correct articulation of the K��
 clause, doubts arise as to the purport of all that follows.

The difficulties are made explicit by Clinton (1996, 177 79), North (1996, 295 98), Giuliani (1998, 75, 80 81).
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victim is full grown, not a piglet. A gold vessel is employed, perhaps one that

was kept handy at the public altar.34

The duplication of the original rite is emphasized by the leave-taking. It is

another magic operation, two coordinate participles followed by I�
�	. In

lines 5 6 K� ÆP�~	 Y�	 was followed by two coordinate verbs. In the present case,

the use of salt and the sprinkling of water have more often been understood as

a single operation, a sprinkling of salt water.35 This goes against the natural

meaning of the words and against the congruent language of the two leave-

takings. Rather, we must suppose that first salt is strewn so as to mark a

boundary and then water is sprinkled either at certain points or, less prob-

ably, along the same circuit as the salt.36 Sprinkling water is a ritual action of

the commonest over persons, over things, over the floor or the ground.37

The use of salt is common, if not in public worship, in the magic we often

isolate as such, the magic of private persons for private purposes.38 Strewing

salt and sprinkling water were the magic actions that happened to come to

mind. The magic actions before, turning right round and speaking out, were

not any more distinctive.

The public altar is not identified; it is plain to see. Since the previous

sacrifice was to Zeus and this one runs parallel, the altar is likely to be his.39

We think at once of the agora, which always, in any city, has an altar of Zeus

and to which people resort to consult documents such as the tablet. Further-

more, this altar was always a refuge for suppliants, as for the tyrant Euryleon

at Selinus (Hdt. 5.46.2). When suppliants fled there in the last extremity, no

34. åæı��� ‘‘gold vessel’’ was no doubt a common usage; K� åæı�~øØ �
��Ø� is a proverbial expression (Luc.

Merc. cond. 26, cited by LSJ). It appears in a similar context in the Pythagorean precept j åæı�~øØ j ŁÆº��ÅØ

��æØææÆ
���ŁÆØ (Iambl. Vit. Pyth. 153), and this is further evidence of its general currency. The equivalent form

åæı�
	� has the same meaning in many passages of the rules for Demeter’s cult on Cos, calling for persons or

places to be sprinkled from a gold vessel, ��æØæÆ��ø; ��æØæÆ��Łø; I�e åæı�
	ı (LSCG 154 A B, 300 250 b.c.).

It is done with priestesses (A 29 30, 43 45, quater), shrines (B 2, 4, 6, ter), aphidrumata (B 15), even the damos (B

26 27). Maybe the ritual vessel had a special shape for sprinkling. Ion as temple servitor uses golden jugs,

åæı��ÆØ� �æ�å	Ø�Ø� (Eur. Ion 434 35), but this is only to fill up water basins from which others will draw.

Manganaro (1997, 563) is notably inexact in speaking of ‘‘a golden Œ�ºØ�.’’

35. JJK 45, duly quoted by Arena (1997, 438), leave it open between one operation or two. According to

Dubois (1995a, 561; 1995b, 142), an area is marked off, then sprinkled with sea water (he calls the expression

‘‘chiasmus’’). Burkert (1999, 32; 2000, 212) insists on salt and gold as an ancient mystical pairing. But the

Pythagorean precept (note 34) most likely means ‘‘use either the lustral vessel or good old seawater;’’ despite

Iamblichus, it need be no more than a helpful hint for bloodstains in a shrine. Burkert further adduces a

fragment of Menander’s Theophorumene (if rightly attributed) where we read ŒÆd �e åæı�
	� and ŁºÆ��Æ� KŒå�	�

in successive lines. W. G. Arnott, however, thinks of gold-bearing Pactolus, for the context is all about Cybele

and Lydia (Menander, Loeb ed., vol. 3, 64 65, Cambridge, Mass., 1996).

36. In note 34 the instances of åæı�~øØ vel I�e åæı�
	ı ��æØææÆ
���ŁÆØ never refer to tracing a circuit unless it

is conceivable that the damos was so treated.

37. Cf. Ginouvès (1962, 299 318) on perirrhantêrion and chernips, Cole (1988), I. Krauskopf, ThesCRA 5

(2005), 165 83, ‘‘ritual cleansing.’’

38. Cf. Gow on Theocr. 24.97, Buhler on Zen. Ath. 2.68, O. Paoletti, ThesCRA 2 (2004) 20, ‘‘purification:

salt.’’

39. So JJK 45, 65 (but they suppose that the same sacrifice was meant in line 5). It is the altar of an

elasteros, says Dubois (1995a, 561), maybe of Zeus elasteros as on Paros. Clinton (1996, 178) thinks of ‘‘an

unspecified god.’’
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doubt they sometimes sought to be purified.40 The acropolis too is a possible

setting but less likely.

The sacrifice at the public altar is much more showy than the rite of

hospitality at some place individually chosen. But it is only a little more costly

in requiring a full-grown victim the gold vessel is not likely to be private

property. And it only reinforces the purification that is already complete.

Surely it is an afterthought. After lines 1 8 were inscribed with the elaborate

but trivial instructions for the rite of hospitality, the authorities reflected and

decided to go further.

Any Sacrifice Thus Intended

At the last, a special mode of sacrifice is prescribed ‘‘whenever one needs to

sacrifice �~	Ø KºÆ���æ	Ø.’’ What necessary sacrifice is this, a sacrifice to the dread

power called elasteros? Most comment has been very tentative, mistrusting the

sequence of thought, leaving it open whether this is the sacrifice at the public

altar or a different one suddenly envisaged.41 W. Burkert takes the latter view,

with special emphasis.42 A person obsessed with homicide pollution, he says,

is always likely to relapse into sudden fears, whether purified or not. ‘‘When-

ever,’’ etc., denotes a recurring periodic rite for an elasteros, a private cult or

festival in his name. But a cult foundation for a ghost or avenging spirit is

unparalleled. Column B gives painstaking instructions for lesser rites: how

could it propose such a novel and important idea in just a line and a half ?

The indefinite temporal clause can only be resumptive, so as to recall the

sacrifices already mentioned, both the sacrifice of the piglet to Zeus and the

sacrifice on the public altar, which is to Zeus as well. The dative �~	Ø KºÆ���æ	Ø
need not indicate an indirect object. Surely it means ‘‘for’’ the dread power,

who is placated by means of a sacrifice to Zeus.

The sacrificial mode is strikingly described in opposing terms. First, Ł���

h����æ �	~Ø� IŁÆ��	Ø�Ø ‘‘sacrifice just as to the immortals.’’ ‘‘The immortals,’’

an epic word and a metrical form, are the community of gods on the summit

of Olympus. Second, ��ÆÇ��	 �� K� ª~Æ� ‘‘but one shall slay the animal with the

blood running down to earth.’’ The sacrifice is mostly sent up to the sky, but

the bloodletting points down to earth.

40. See Robertson (1992, 51 58) on Athens’ altar of Zeus agoraios, famous for the legendary suppliants

whom Athens saved from persecution. Martin (1951, 182 83) speaks of both purifying and oath-taking as rites

appropriate to Zeus agoraios, with a pig as the usual victim. But his instances do not at all bear this out.

Unrelated temples are purified with a pig on Delos and at Eleusis, places of assembly at Athens. The last may

possibly include the agora, though it is not mentioned (see Jacoby’s parallels to Ister FGrH 334 F 16 and also

Clinton [2005, 169]), but in no case is the pig sacrificed on an altar of Zeus agoraios.

41. See JJK 65, 116, Lupu (2005, 387), and notes 33 and 39, this chapter.

42. Burkert (1992, 193n40; 1999, 32 33; 2000, 211 12). He speaks inter alia of Clytaemnestra’s pact with

the daimôn of the Pleisthenidae and of a provision in Draco’s law for compounding with the victim’s relatives.

Yet these things do not indicate any continuing ritual.
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Something similar was said in column A, but the comparison is unhelp-

ful.43 The sacrifice to Tritopatreis foul is to be ‘‘just as to the heroes,’’ to

Tritopatreis pure ‘‘just as to the gods.’’ It depends on the disposition of the

offerings, on whether they go into the underground chamber at once, to be

burnt up there, or are displayed on a table beforehand. It is like the contrast

we hear of between different rites addressed at different times to the same

Heracles, ‘‘as to a god’’ and ‘‘as to a hero.’’ Since Heracles was to the fore at

Selinus and since his contrasting rites were of general interest in the fifth

century, the notion doubtless contributed to the drafting of column A. But

in column B the contrasting terms ‘‘just as to the immortals’’ and ‘‘with the

blood running down to earth’’ are far from thoughts of either Heracles or

Tritopatreis.

We must be clear about the poetic ring of the label ‘‘as to the immortals.’’

The very form IŁÆ��	Ø�Ø accounts for most occurrences of the word in

hexameter poetry.44 Though it is used in many ways, one chiefly remembers

it in formulas, among which about the commonest depicts a sacrifice, �æ��Ø�

ðÞ��ÅØ�Þ ƒ�æa� �ŒÆ����Æ� = IŁÆ��	Ø�Ø Ł�	~Ø�Ø.45 Sacrifices ‘‘to the immortal

gods’’ include some outstanding occasions. Odysseus recalls the one at Aulis

when the snake devoured the swallows (Il. 2.305 6). Iris, in summoning the

winds to kindle Patroclus’ pyre, declines to sit and feast with them, preferring

sacrifice among the Ethiopians (Il. 23.206 7). At a terrible moment Eurylo-

chus proposes to sacrifice the cattle of the Sun (Od. 12.343 44).
To sacrifice ‘‘just as to the immortals’’ accordingly evokes the divine

apparatus of epic tradition, those shining figures in the sky. But the bloodlet-

ting is done K� ª~Æ� ‘‘down to earth.’’ In chapter 15 it is argued that an elasteros

is a nameless power of lightning, akin to Zeus the lightning god who is at

once Zeus on high, king of Olympus, known by epithets that mean ‘‘flashing’’

and ‘‘booming’’ and the like, and Zeus as he strikes the ground, called

kataibatês ‘‘coming down’’ or indeed elasteros ‘‘striking.’’ Since the elasteros

combines these two notions of the lightning, so does the form of sacrifice.

Slaying with One’s Own Hand

We turn at last to the term ÆP�	æ�Œ�Æ� ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand.’’ In line 9
the substantive h	ı�	æ�Œ�Æ� ‘‘the one slaying with his own hand’’ sums up the

rite prescribed in lines 1 8 before two further rites are prescribed. In line 1 the
rite is introduced by ½ÆP�	æ�Œ��: Æ:½� noun or adjective, ‘‘one slaying with his own

hand’’ or ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand.’’ The word is restored but fits the

43. The phrases ‘‘just as to the gods’’ in column A and ‘‘just as to the immortals’’ in column B have

hitherto been treated as synonymous: so Ekroth (2002, 275), Henrichs (2005, 56), Clinton (2005, 176).

44. LfrgE s. IŁ�Æ�	� (Dieter Matthes): IŁÆ��	Ø�Øð�Þ 169 (177), -	Ø�� 5 (8), -	Ø� 9. The figures in brackets

add variae lectiones to the ‘‘vulgate.’’

45. LfrgE s. IŁ�Æ�	� I A (adjective), 1 B (noun), 1 e � bb ÆÆ (vol. 1 col. 198 lines 44 53, col. 201 line 67

col. 202 line 10). The formula gives rise to looser expressions that recall it.
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space and the traces and is implied by the subsequent mention. If not this

word, we would need to restore a synonym of the same length and similar

spelling, an impossibility. It is here the predicate of a complementary infini-

tive, ‘‘to be purified of an elasteros as one slaying with his own hand’’ / ‘‘by

slaying with one’s own hand.’’

At Cyrene the very last rule has the heading ƒŒ��Ø	� �æ
�	�; ÆP�	���	�. This
is generally taken to mean ‘‘suppliant the third, homicide,’’ as if the first word

were a noun; ‘‘homicide’’ might be either adjective or noun. As we shall see,

these three words all describe a purifying ritual, ŒÆŁÆæ��� (chapter 22,
pp. 356 57). ÆP�	���	� distinguishes the third ritual from the two that precede.

Again, it is a noun or an adjective with the meaning ‘‘one slaying with his own

hand’’ or ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand.’’

Both ÆP�	���	� and similar ÆP�	- compounds, including ÆP�	æ�ª�ø�, are

used in Greek poetry. The sense ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand’’ is nearly

always evident, whether referring to homicide, suicide, or the killing of a near

relation, such as we often hear of in tragedy.46 For a homicide the literal term

is I��æ	���	� ‘‘manslayer,’’ used from Homer onward. Yet ÆP�	���	� as a

synonym is just as early. Long before it is otherwise attested, Homer gives

the name `P�	���	� to a shameless assassin, a son of ‘‘Polyphontes,’’ who lies

in wait for Tydeus (Il. 4.395). It is just possible that ÆP�	æ�Œ�Æ�; ÆP�	æ�ª�ø�
were coined to denote slaying other than homicide.47 Þ�Çømeans simply ‘‘do’’

or ‘‘sacrifice’’; it is ÆP�	- that makes it an intensive ‘‘doing’’ ‘‘self-wreaking’’

we might say (the English verb may be cognate).

Homicide then is a specific kind of slaying with one’s own hand. It should

not have been assumed for the autophonos at Cyrene and the autorektas at

Selinus.48 At Cyrene, as we shall see, the rite in question is a customary form

of purification that certainly was not restricted to homicide and probably was

never so used. At Selinus, as we have seen just now, the meaning is not

suggested by anything in the context. And it produces no acceptable result.

Consider where the meaning leads. In the first part, one will be ‘‘purified of an

elasteros as homicide’’ (line 1), and again one will be ‘‘purified of any elasteros

whomsoever in the same way as the homicide’’ (lines 7 9). Thereafter, one

46. Parker (1983, 122, 350 51) provides a succinct account of such words. It is a natural development to

use them also of a ‘‘killer’’ who has not done the deed himself.

47. The phrase ÆP�	æ�ª�	�	� ����	ı is cited fromAeschylus’Cressae and is said to refer to a man’s suicide

(Hsch. s.v. ¼ Aesch. fr. 117 Radt / 165Mette); the gloss ÆP��æ��	�, unattributed, is explained as ÆP��æ�Œ�	� with

the same meaning (Anec. Bekker 1.467, Phot. Æ 3247 Theodoridis, cf. Radt on Aesch. fr. 117). Oppian, Cyn.

2.567, Hal. 1.763, describes certain mollusks as ÆP��ææ�Œ�	� ‘‘self-made,’’ i.e. generated spontaneously. This

seems a different matter entirely but is cited by Dubois (1995b, 139) in support of the meaning ‘‘responsible

agent,’’ which he attributes to ÆP�	æ�Œ�Æ� (note 48). Note, too, that the words ]	� =æ��Æ��Æ appear in a sacred law

of Cleonae among rules of purification with accusative and infinitive (LSCG 56, early sixth century); suggested

restorations vary widely.

48. So JJK 40, 44 45, 54 56; they have been generally followed (Graham [1995, 367] holds that the

second part concerns a homicide but the first part someone else). The meaning ‘‘homicide’’ is, however, doubted

by Dubois (1995a, 560; 1995b, 139 40), Dobias-Lalou (1997, 266), and Giuliani (1998, 78), who all prefer

something like ‘‘culpable,’’ ‘‘responsible,’’ ‘‘directly responsible.’’ It is reaffirmed by Burkert (1999, 2000) and

Maffi (2001).
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may sacrifice at any time to an elasteros (line 12). What is an elasteros if he is

mostly separable from homicide? What are the many ritual occasions that are

appended to the matter of homicide?

Think of autorektas as simply ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand.’’ The person

purifies himself of an elasteros by a rite of table hospitality, for which the meat

is provided by a sacrificial piglet. In sacrificing the animal, Ł��Æ�, this person

acts alone. It is a modest occasion at some place individually chosen; he seems

to be unaccompanied in his leave-taking. Afterward the same economic ritual

is extended, in case there is doubt, to every imaginable kind of elasteros. The

point about entertaining an elasteros to a meal seems to be that one does

everything oneself. The hospitality is punctilious, intimate, exclusive. One

even slays and butchers with one’s own hand.

An objection may suggest itself. To sacrifice, Ł��Ø�, is the principal form of

worship in Greek religion, a potent or holy act, heilige Handlung and yet it is

hardly ever said who slays the animal.49 Whether the word is Ł��Ø� or a more

particular term, it is regularly used without any implication of physical

involvement. A person is told to sacrifice; a person speaks of sacrificing; a

person is reported to have sacrificed. In each case the meaning is simply that

he provides the animal or, if it is a priest or priestess, that he or she is present

with the animal. Slaying and butchering are a task for those qualified by mere

strength and skill, a task for butchers. But they are hardly ever mentioned,

except in comedy. As a rule, it did not matter who took up axe or knife.

There is however a class of exceptions that has not been noticed. Certain

rites are designated as -�	�ØÆ, acts of slaying: notably the ´	ı���ØÆ ‘‘Ox-

slaying’’ of Athens, the �Æıæ	���ØÆ ‘‘Bull-slaying’’ of Mylasa, the

"¯ŒÆ�	����ØÆ ‘‘Hundred-slaying’’ of Messene. These are public festivals, all

addressed to Zeus as the leading civic deity, in which a group of persons

demonstratively slay the animals and then dine upon the meat. Such persons

can be seen to represent the community.

Athens’ ‘‘Ox-slaying’’ is described rather fully in one of Porphyry’s ex-

cerpts from Theophrastus’ work On Piety.50 In this ritual of mid Skirophoriôn

¼ June, conducted on the Acropolis for Zeus polieus, an ox is elaborately

chosen and then elaborately slain. Men with goads drive oxen round the altar

until the victim is revealed; girls bring water for a whetstone; men whet axe

and knife; one man wields the axe to stun the animal, a second the knife to

draw the blood; others flay; others still carve portions for the table. The

officiants all belong to priestly families named for each vocation, from ‘‘goa-

ders’’ to ‘‘carvers.’’ But they stand for the community at large: in a legendary

aition the Delphic oracle bids the Athenians, when they collectively inquire, to

49. Epic narrative we discount and also Xenophon’s record of his single-handed achievements.

50. Porph. De abstin. 2.29 31 ¼ Theophr. De piet. fr. 18 Potscher. Parker (2005c, 187 91) discusses the

Buphonia, alias Dipolieia, in the light of other recent discussion. This is the most notorious and controverted of

all Athenian festivals. The facts are bound up with competing aetiologies, which invent while purporting to

explain; the parallels we adduce will depend on our understanding of the facts except that the label -�	�ØÆ is

undoubted.
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institute this ritual and ‘‘dine upon the slain animal without holding back.’’

Understandably, the long-drawn ritual suggested a feeling of guilt about

killing an ox. It was also fancifully said that the ritual illustrates general

problems of responsibility, as treated by Athens’ famous legal system. Here

too the ritual actions reflect on the community at large.

At Mylasa little is known of the ritual of ‘‘Bull-slaying.’’51 But whereas

the strangely named Zeus osogôa was in origin the proprietary god of the

strangely named tribe Otôrkondeis, he was adopted by the city of Mylasa and

honored at this festival by a general assembly of the citizens, with feasting on a

large scale. An officiant is called tauraphetês ‘‘bull releaser,’’ as if for a

procedure by which, as at Athens, a certain animal declares itself the victim.

At Messene again the ‘‘Hundred-slaying’’ honors Zeus of Mount Ithome.52

Youngmen of the graduating age-class seize and manhandle rams so as to slay

and butcher and boil them in a display of prowess.

In no instance can we regard the festival business as age-old custom. The

‘‘Hundred-slaying’’ of Messene was instituted in or after 369 b.c., and the

‘‘Bull-slaying’’ of Mylasa at the time when the outlying cult of Zeus osogôa

became a civic institution. At Athens it happened much earlier, perhaps in the

eighth century. The ‘‘Ox-slaying’’ of 14 Skirophoriôn belongs to the same

program of innovation as the festival Skirophoria two days earlier, an Acrop-

olis procession that gave its unwonted name to the month as well.53

At Selinus the authorities have created a frugal version of the rite for

private use. A person chooses some place apart and conducts the ritual

entirely by himself. The largest part of it is to slay and butcher a piglet so as

to produce the meat for table hospitality.

51. See Laumonier (1958, 101 26) on Zeus osogôa, (114) on the title �ÆıæÆ���Å� (he thinks the term I�
Å�Ø

refers to ‘‘starting’’ a contest, not to ‘‘submerging’’ the victim at sea). A newly found inscription may contain a

relevant detail; like many other documents it is concerned with the leasing of Zeus osogôa’s extensive domain. In

a fragmentary context we hear of �	~ı� ˜Øe� �	~ı �ˇ�	ª~ø �æÆ�½�Ç- (SEG 51.1525 line 17). ‘‘The table of Zeus

osogôa’’ appears to be a site at which a settlement will be agreed to by disputing parties; it must be named for the

festival ceremony.

52. See Robertson (1992, 219 31), with mention of still other rites possibly similar.

53. See Robertson (2004, 121 22, 132 36, 148; 2005b, 65 68). Details of the innovation emerge from

sacrificial calendars from the all-embracing civic calendar of Nicomachus and from the unchanging rural ones

of Erchia and Thoricus. They have come to light more recently, but the festival Skirophoria has long been

suspect as a political contrivance aimed at Eleusis. Parker (2005c, 173 77) dismisses this and also refuses to

distinguish Skira and Skirophoria as different entities, the source of much confusion in the scholia. The proper

distinction is now forced upon us by the rural calendars that speak of the Skira as a festival of Demeter, remote

from the Acropolis and its cults of Athena and Poseidon.
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15

Zeus Elasteros and Other

Lightning Gods

Synopsis

A nameless power called elasteros is the object of all the ritual prescribed by

column B. The word is thought to mean ‘‘avenger,’’ but the lexical evidence

for such a meaning is illusory. The only attested use is as an epithet of Zeus,

and the undoubted meaning is ‘‘striker,’’ from elaunô ‘‘strike.’’ In early poetry

Zeus’ lightning is denoted by elaunô in both literal and figurative expressions;

Orphic poetry always insisted on this old usage, apropos of the blasting of the

Titans. Inscriptions naming Zeus elasteros have been found on Paros and

Thasos in a special context, the worship of Zeus and other household gods by

kinship groups called patrai ‘‘fatherhoods,’’ as at the festival Apaturia ‘‘Com-

mon-father [rites].’’ The worship of household gods by professed ‘‘fathers’’

goes back to the very origin of the Apaturia as a pan-Ionian custom. Both

Zeus the household god and Zeus the wielder of the lightning go back very

much further; they are among the most widespread customs of Greek cities.

As lightning god, whether in the city or in the household, Zeus is suppli-

cated with a distinctive ritual that must be very old. The patrai are named for it

(kinship groups in charge of any ritual are often named for it), and it gives rise

to several aetiological stories. A booth is made to look like an imposing house,

and a table within it is laden with a substantial meal, only to be set afire by

worshippers who run away. The table hospitality of column B, with its elab-

orate invitation and demonstrative leave-taking, is a reduced version.

Zeus the lightning god has his place in the calendar, like any

power of nature. He is worshipped at need from late summer to the

beginning of winter, with a once-great festival at the last. For most of



the time, while tree crops ripen, and throughout the long-drawn toil of

plowing and sowing, lightning and heavy weather are not wanted; the

lightning god must be appeased. But he is summoned in full strength at

his November festival, so as to bring the necessary rains of winter.

Lightning then is a general concern throughout the half year when

column B is displayed.

For Zeus ‘‘striker’’ column B substitutes any nameless ‘‘striker,’’ while

proposing a form of ritual distinctive of Zeus, together with a sacrifice to Zeus

that provides the meat. The substitution is made because the ritual has been

kept to very modest proportions, conformably with the purpose of the tablet.

Nameless powers exist beside the gods of cult in every department of nature,

and a few nameless powers of lightning are mentioned elsewhere.

Elastoros ‘‘Avenger’’?

The accepted interpretation of column B starts from the two words ÆP�	æ�Œ�Æ�

and Kº���æ	�. As to the former, we have seen that its literal meaning ‘‘slaying

with one’s own hand’’ refers not to homicide but to the manner of offering

table hospitality. Yet this ritual and other ritual that is prescribed do not serve

to identify the fearful power called Kº���æ	� (lines 1, 9, 12). It has been taken

as an angry ghost or avenging spirit, conformably with the notion of homi-

cide.1 One or other of these meanings is accepted, and no other meaning is

envisaged, by all who have discussed the tablet. This prepossession is remark-

able, since it relies on the poorest of evidence.

Good evidence is not lacking. The word Kº���æ	� occurs as an epithet of

Zeus in several inscriptions of Paros.2 On Thasos, a colony of Paros, Zeus has

the epithet Iº��	æ	�, obviously the same.3 At Elea he has a fragmentary

epithet plausibly restored as Iº½Æ���æ	�.4 It is not at once apparent, it never is,
what the cult epithet means.5 For the moment we shall close our eyes to the

inscriptions. We are directed rather to ancient grammarians, for whom

Iº��	æ	� is a strange gloss attributed to Aeschylus.

Oddly, it is quoted in two occurrences by different sources. Epim. Hom. Æ

284 Dyck (s.v. IºÆ����Æ�) gives us �æ�ı���c� Iº��	æ	� ‘‘in Ixion’’ (fr. 92
Nauck2 / 317 Mette). Phot. Æ 900 Theodoridis gives us ��ªÆ� Iº��	æ	� in a

play unspecified (fr. 294 Nauck2 / 753 Mette / *92a Radt). The two occur-

rences are puzzling. The different adjectives (�æ�ı���c�; ��ªÆ�) seem to give

1. JJK 40, 54 56, 116 20. Fullest since are Dubois (1995a, 560 61; 1995b, 138 39), Kotansky (1995, 247

48), Clinton (1996, 174 75, 179), Arena (1997, 436 37), Giuliani (1998, 81 86), Burkert (1999, 30 32; 2000,

208 9), Johnston (1999, 47 49).

2. JJK 116 17, Matthaiou (1998, 1999).

3. JJK 117. In the Parian alphabet the word appears as IºÆ�� æø (genitive).

4. JJK 117n43 are against it.

5. S. Marinatos in 1951 ‘‘perceived that Zeus elasteros was a chthonic god of vengeance,’’ say JJK 117 as

if to clinch the matter, after transcribing the inscriptions of Paros. But others whom they cite for comment did

not perceive it (Nilsson, Chantraine, van Effenterre).
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opposite views, favorable and unfavorable, of an alastoros.6 Furthermore, the

occurrence alleged for Ixion echoes Eumenides 236 ��å	ı �b �æ�ı���~ø�
Iº��	æÆ ‘‘receive an offender graciously’’ (loquitur Orestes).7 There appears

to be no similarity of meaning between the phrase of Ixion and the corre-

sponding line in Eumenides even though there is every similarity between

Orestes and Ixion.8 Can we believe it accidental that two rare words, pre-

umenês and alastoros / alastôr, are twice juxtaposed in the little that remains of

Aeschylus’ work?

The actual fragment ��ªÆ� Iº��	æ	� has been conjecturally assigned to

Ixion ever since G. Hermann. Nauck supposed that both occurrences were

formerly quoted together in Epim. Hom., with this one assigned to Ixion, and

the other not: e.g. `Y�åıº	� ���
	�Ø < " ��ªÆ� Iº��	æ	�� ŒÆd IººÆå	~ı> " �æ�ı���~ø�
Iº��	æ	�� .9 Radt therefore keeps only the Ixion fragment and renumbers

accordingly. It has been objected that the phrase �æ�ı���c� Iº��	æ	� is

established beyond suspicion by ‘‘the grammatical context.’’10 Epim. Hom.

gives the sequence of forms ¼ºÆ��	� > IºÆ��~ø > Iº��øæ > Iº��	æ	�, prob-

ably drawing on Herodian, for Herodian’s doctrine of ‘‘metaplasm’’ will

explain how the nominative Iº��	æ	� arose from the genitive of Iº��øæ.

But on such a point of linguistics, as we understand the subject now, Herodian

is no authority.11

It thus appears that Eumenides 236 has been distorted in order to supply

another instance of the rare word alastoros. We can guess how it all started.

The line will have attracted learned comment. Orestes presents himself as a

suppliant, to be compared hereafter with Ixion, the archetypal suppliant for

purification from blood guilt (441, 717 18). Comment would naturally refer

to the play Ixion; it would naturally adduce a line describing archetypal Ixion.

In that line too the form Iº��	æ	� is probably distorted it too, like

Iº��	æ	�, will represent Iº��	æÆ. Ixion can be called Iº��øæ just as well

as Orestes, and ��ªÆ� Iº��	æÆ > Iº��	æ	� is a small distortion beside the

other in Eumenides, far more violent. Why did the bogus form arise? It was

probably inspired by the epithet of Zeus, whether this was adduced in the

learned comment or Aeschylus somehow played on it in Ixion. In either case,

there is no reason to think that the epithet is truly related to Iº��øæ.

Besides Aeschylus, Epim. Hom. points to an occurrence in ‘‘Pherecydes’’

(FGrH 3 F 175 both Jacoby and Fowler doubt the ascription). ‘‘And

6. Dyck (1989, 2) says of the first instance that ‘‘the hard oxymoron is muchmore likely to be Aeschylean

than the result of scribal error.’’ Scribal error, however, is readily explained by the likeness of Eum. 236.

7. For Iº��	æÆ Taplin (1977, 378n4) proposes to read Iº��	æÆ with the meaning ‘‘wanderer,’’ appealing

to Hesychius’ gloss Iº��øæ� N�æ���. Neither the meaning nor the postulated corruption seems at all plausible.

8. ‘‘It is very unlikely that two such unusual words had been conjoined at another point, and one can

hardly see how someone who is alastôr can be called preumenês’’: Radt ad Aesch. fr. 92a*.

9. So Nauck2 on his fr. 92. He had earlier supplied ŒÆd ¯P���
�Ø>. Nauck did not mean to plant the form

Iº��	æ	� in the text of Aeschylus, as Burkert (2000, 208, 215n8) supposes; he was entirely skeptical of the form.

10. Dyck (1989, 1 2).

11. It is very trusting to say, as Dyck does, that the person alastoros and the epithet of Zeus are ‘‘two apt

examples’’ of metaplasm.
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Pherecydes says, ‘Zeus is called ƒŒ��Ø	� and Iº��	æ	�.’ ’’ The eye of faith will

see objective confirmation that the latter has to do with vengeance. But

Aeschylus’ commentators could hardly refrain from adducing the cult epithet

no matter what it meant.

In surviving literature the adjective Iº��	æ	� occurs only once, in a lyrical

and alliterative passage of Sophocles: ð,ºŒ	�Þ IºÆe� IºÆ���æ	Ø�Ø� ðŒ�Œº	Ø�Þ
‘‘a blinding wound for blighted eyes’’ (Ant. 974).12 Long after, we meet the

noun IºÆ��	æ
Æ ‘‘retribution’’ (Jos. Ant. Jud. 17.1.1). Both words are used

expressively to evoke Iº��øæ; they are literary coinages to this effect.13 Should

we suppose that the cult epithet of Zeus, Iº��	æ	� = Kº���æ	�, is the same

word in origin? We would then expect Zeus to be called Iº��øæ as well, the

basic form. Yet he is never so called, except in two moralizing texts of late

antiquity, Cornutus and H. Orph. 73, and by lexicons that reflect the same

usage.14

Elasteros ‘‘Striker’’

The etymology and meaning of Zeus’ epithet are not hard to establish. As

between the forms Iº��	æ	� and Kº���æ	�, which is prior? If Iº��	æ	� is

prior, we cannot explain why the other form arose beside it. But if Kº���æ	� is

prior, this unusual word might well give way to a form that seems to express

Zeus’ awesome moral purpose provided, of course, that the cult was suit-

able. (It is, as the cult of the lightning god.) For Kº���æ	�, it is natural to think

of the stem KºÆ- of KºÆ��ø. The verb KºÆ��æ�ø, so like Kº���æ	�, is a strength-

ened or frequentative KºÆ��ø.

The epithet was in fact so derived before the Selinus tablet came to light.15

The derivation is now endorsed by JJK and others.16 But the meaning of

KºÆ��ø with reference to Zeus has not been grasped. JJK explain that KºÆ��ø;
KºÆ��æ�ø sometimes mean ‘‘pursue’’ a specialized ‘‘drive’’ (cf. LSJ s. KºÆ��ø

I 4) and is accordingly used of the Furies and other avenging spirits. They

further explain that KºÆ��ø also means ‘‘drive out,’’ another specialized sense

(LSJ s.v. I 3), and is accordingly used of purifying measures.17 This is not

12. The ¥ �Æ clause of Ant. 970 76 contains nine expressive words beginning with I-, a remarkable

alliteration. Iº��	æ	� might almost be a momentary coinage.

13. They are treated as secondary forms by Frisk, GEW s. ¼ºÆ��	� and by Chantraine,DÉLG s. Iº��øæ;

both regard the epithet as unrelated (see note 15). Iº��	æ	� in Sophocles and IºÆ��	æ
Æ are in fact passed over

by JJK.

14. º�ª��ÆØ �� ��� �Ø�ø� ŒÆd Iº��øæ . . . �~øØ �	f� Iº��	æÆ� . . . Œ	ºÇ�Ø� (Corn.ND 9). �Æ
�	�Æ ŒØŒº��Œø . . .

�	º��ºÆªŒ�	� (!) Iº��	æÆ Œ�º (H. Orph. 73.1 3). Cf. Hsch. s. Iº��øæ, Phot. s. �ÆºÆ��Æ~Ø	�.

15. So Frisk apud Nilsson (1951, 163 64) and again in GEW s. �¯º���æ	�, and Chantraine, DÉLG

s. �¯º���æ	�; KºÆ��ø. Frisk discusses the formation of the word very fully but not the sense of KºÆ��ø, nor

does Nilsson, who merely notes that the Thasian cults belong to kinship groups. N. M. Kontoleon, in first

publishing two Kº���æ	� inscriptions, thought of a compound of KºÆ��ø and I���æ.

16. JJK 117, Dubois (1995b, 138), Burkert (2000, 208).

17. Such meanings were proposed for the epithet on Paros by Marinatos, as cited by JJK 117, and

adopted for both Paros and Thasos by Rolley (1965, 455 56).
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entirely logical. Both meanings are secondary, but a cult epithet will show a

single basic meaning, inasmuch as it describes the function for which a god is

urgently implored. So will that other word Iº��øæ (with its artificial dupli-

cate Iº��	æ	�), which JJK and others equate with Kº���æ	�. It is unrelated.

Not all linguists, perhaps, are quite sure that Iº��øæ and kindred words are

formed from Æ- privative and the stem ºÆŁ-, but none supposes that they

are formed from the stem KºÆ- of KºÆ��ø.18

The meaning of KºÆ- that suits a cult epithet of Zeus is ‘‘strike,’’ with

reference to lightning. KºÆ��ø is so used of Zeus at Od. 5.131 32 ¼ 7.249 50:
�~ÅÆ Ł	c� Iæª~Å�Ø Œ�æÆı�~øØ = ˘�f� Kº�Æ� KŒ�Æ��� ‘‘Zeus struck the swift ship with

white lightning and smashed it.’’19 The usage does not occur more often

because there are several synonyms for ‘‘strike.’’ Indeed the same lightning

strike happens to be described elsewhere in more discursive passages by both

�Æºg� and �ºÅª�~Ø�Æ (Od. 12.387 88 and 416). We should note as well that

Poseidon, with the trident in his hand, ‘‘struck’’ (XºÆ��) and split the Gyraean

rock so as to kill Ajax (Od. 4.506 7). Both pictorial and literary evidence are

rightly taken to show that Poseidon’s trident was in origin the lightning, a

characteristic weapon likewise of this rival weather god.20 Aside from the

lightning, ‘‘strike’’ is a very common meaning of KºÆ��ø.21 It is impossible to

say how it relates to the other common meaning ‘‘drive,’’ since the etymology

of the word is unknown.22

In later poetry the cult epithet is sometimes evoked in figurative words

and phrases. KºÆ��ø is famously applied to Zeus and his lightning by Pindar.

The god is invoked as KºÆ�
��æ	��Æ ‘‘driving-thunder’’ in an unknown poem

(fr. 144) and in Olympian 4 as KºÆ�cæ ���æ�Æ�� �æ	��~Æ� IŒÆ�Æ����	�	� ‘‘driver
on high of tireless-footed thunder.’’ Horace imitates Pindar in saying of

Jupiter that ‘‘he drove his thundering horses and winged chariot’’ (Carm.

1.34.7 8).23 In all these passages thunder is compared to horses, and Zeus to

their driver. The image of driving thunder-horses is not an obvious one; it

originates with the epithet Kº���æ	�.

18. Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.306 (¼ºÆ��	�), 531 (Iº��øæ), Frisk, GEW s. ¼ºÆ��	� with addenda, Chan-

traine, DÉLG s. Iº��øæ.

19. LfgrE s. KºÆ��ø I 2 a �. So Zenodotus; Aristarchus substituted �º�Æ� < �Yºø only to enforce his own

doctrine of KºÆ��ø (cf. Hainsworth on Od. 5.132).

20. SoUsener (1905, 490 91), Blinkenberg (1911, 50 57),Wilamowitz (1931, 213), F.Wust,RE 22.1 (1953)

478 79 s. Poseidon. Contra, Nilsson (1955, 446n1) (‘‘although Poseidon often brings storm and clouds, he never

ever hurls the lightning,’’ amere petitio principii), E. Simon,LIMC 7 (1994) s. Poseidon (nomention of thematter).

The place on the Acropolis where the trident struck Erechtheus was left open to the sky, a lightning superstition

(for the location, which is not the north porch of Athena’s Ionic temple, see Robertson [1996c, 37 44]).

21. LfgrE s.v. I 2, LSJ s.v. II.

22. Both Frisk, GEW s.v. and Chantraine, DÉLG s.v. fail to mention the meaning ‘‘strike’’ beside

‘‘drive,’’ even as they conclude that the stem KºÆ- is without etymology. There is accordingly another general

direction in which to look.

23. Nisbet and Hubbard ad loc. cite Pindar but also speak of ‘‘popular belief ’’ and refer to Porphyrio’s

comment that ‘‘thunder-claps are said to be the rumbling of Jupiter’s chariot and team.’’ The popular belief here

is probably weather magic. A rumbling wagon served to bring rain at Crannon in Thessaly, and in an

aetiological story Salmoneus’ rumbling chariot mocks the weather god by emulation. The origin of Horace’s

image is however purely literary.
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But the primary sense of Kº���æ	� is evident in certain allusions to Zeus’

‘‘striking’’ the Titans. In general in Hesiod and later poetry and in many

pictorial scenes Zeus overwhelms them with his lightning.24 Callimachus

and Nonnus both use the verb KºÆ��ø with reference to a particular version

of the story.

Callimachus’ Hymn to Zeus begins by invoking him as —ÅºÆª��ø�

KºÆ�~ÅæÆ; �ØŒÆ���º	� ˇPæÆ�
�ÅØ�Ø ‘‘striker of Titans, arbiter among Olympians’’

(H. Jov. 3). The two divine generations have contrasting names that refer to

‘‘earth’’ (�Åº��) and to ‘‘sky’’ (	PæÆ���). Some ancient commentators were

misled by the former name, as others are even now. In a familiar story, Giants,

not Titans, are born of Earth when she grows resentful of Zeus; accordingly,

Callimachus’ word was glossed both as ‘‘Titans’’ and as ‘‘Giants.’’25 It is

obvious, however, that Callimachus here means the Titans, elder gods who

give way to the Olympians, a scheme common to both Homer and Hesiod. In

Hesiod the Titans are indeed born of Earth, but at an earlier juncture, when she

mates with Sky. Callimachus follows a different account in which Earth

produces the Titans, like the Giants, without a male partner. We are meant

to recognize this account straightway; it can only be an Orphic one.

Nonnus shows the context. Zeus, he says, dealt thus with the Titans after

they wickedly murdered Zagreus, the first Dionysus:

�Å��æÆ �Ø���ø� Kº�Æ� �	Ø���	æØ �ıæ�~øØ
˘Æªæ�	� �PŒ�æ	Ø	 ŒÆ��Œº�Ø��� �	�~ÅÆ�
�Ææ�Ææ
øØ �ıº�~ø�Ø

‘‘Having struck the mother of the Titans with avenging flame, he shut up the

slayers of horned Zagreus within the gate of Tartarus’’ (Dion. 6.208 10). Now

Hesiod vividly describes how earth sizzled and spattered in consequence of

Zeus’ lightning (Theog. 693 95), but it is not earth personified. In Nonnus

Zeus targets the personified Earth as the culpable mother of the Titans; he

follows the same version as Callimachus. There is another echo in Himerius,

who concludes an account of the Orphic Dionysus as follows: ‘‘Having

restored Dionysus, as the story goes, [Zeus] caused the Titans �Ææa �~ø�
��Łø� KºÆ����ŁÆØ to be bandied by the stories’’ (Or. 9.4 ¼ Orph. fr. 318 vi

Bernabé / 214 Kern).26 This exquisite choice of words is also an ominous

reference to their being struck by lightning.27

Orphic doctrine as often preserves an old usage in a studied fashion. But

literature in general reflects the cult of Zeus Kº���æ	� in a way so obvious we

do not see it. From Homer onward poets lavish epithets on Zeus, mostly

24. Hes. Theog. 689 93, 699, 707 8, Eur.Heracles 177 80, etc. LIMC 4.1, 1988, 255 s. Gigantes (F. Vian,

M. B. Moore).

25. Titans: Str. bk. 7 frs. 38 40 on—Æ
	��� ¼ —�ºÆª���� and onAsteropaeus son of the eponym—Åº�ª �,

ending with ŒÆd 	ƒ �Ø�~Æ��� KŒº�ŁÅ�Æ� —�ºÆª����. Giants: schol. Callim.Hymn to Zeus 3, �~ø� ªØª��ø�� �Ææa �e KŒ
�Åº	~ı ª����ŁÆØ; �	ı����Ø �~Å� ª~Å�; Et. Gen. s. —ÅºÆª����� 	ƒ ª
ªÆ����� ˚Æºº
�Æå	�; Suda s. —ÅºÆª��	� � Z�	�Æ
ª
ªÆ��	�. A nuanced view: Suda s. —ÅºÆª����� ª�æ	����; �ÆºÆØ	
; ªÅª���~Ø�.

26. Bernabé’s fr. 318 is a compendium of references to the blasting of the Titans.

27. Lobeck (1829, 1.569) illustrates the use of KºÆ����ŁÆØ ‘‘bandy’’ (exagitari).
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compound adjectives, that depict him as lord of the lightning, wielding it,

rejoicing in it, arrayed in flashes and booms, and so on.28 Yet for the lightning

god of cult the only other epithet in common use is ŒÆ�ÆØ��Å� ‘‘descender,’’ a

different conception altogether.29 It is Kº���æ	� alone that evokes the poten-

tate in the sky.

Cults of Zeus Elasteros

Cults of Zeus Kº���æ	� appear on Paros and of Zeus Iº��	æ	� on Thasos and

probably at Elea. The context of each, so far as known, suits the lightning god.

At Elea a cippus is inscribed ½ �̆Å�e� Iº: ½Æ���æ	� = ½ŒÆ�d Tæ
	 (so Guarducci).30 It

is objected that the first epithet might equally begin I�: [ or I�: [, but neither
leads to a suitable result.31 The second epithet is naturally taken as 	hæØ	� ‘‘of

fair winds,’’ a cult widely known and appropriate to this race of mariners, the

Phocaeans of Elea; there is not a plausible alternative.32 The two epithets refer

to related powers or aspects of the weather god, lightning and wind. In

Hesiod’s Theogony Zeus overcomes the Titans with the help of Cyclopes

and Hundred-handers, the respective forces of lightning and of wind, which

he then incorporates in his new dispensation (admittedly the Hundred-han-

ders are storm winds). It may be that these two epithets are conjoined in the

inscription so as to be comprehensive, describing the weather god at opposite

seasons. He sends lightning and with it usually rain in autumn and winter. In

spring and summer he sends fair winds. The calendar of the Tetrapolis of

Marathon prescribes sacrifice to ˜Ød 	æ
øØ in the month Skirophoriôn, on either

the eleventh or twelfth.33 The epithet is more likely 	hæØ	� than ‹æØ	�, as

commonly thought. For this is the very moment of the threshing and the

winnowing in the festival calendar.34

On Paros Zeus Kº���æ	� lends his name to five stones dating from the late

sixth century through the fifth to perhaps the fourth: a stele naming an altar,

an altar, two boundary markers, and a small column that supported a lustral

28. Gruppe (1906, 1111n3) gives a long list; H. Schwabl, RE Suppl. 15 (1978) 1018 s. Zeus one not quite

so long.

29. As in the stories of Antiope and Semele. Both are linked with cult sites that possibly belong to Zeus

kataibatês. The abaton on theCadmeiawith its ever-burning fire is suitable Dodds onEur.Bacch. 6 12mentions

Zeus kataibatês as a comparandum. At Eleutherae, besides the story of Antiope, we hear of Zeus and lightning

flashes in three labored aetiologies that Plutarch drew from antiquarian literature (Quaest. Gr. 39, 300 A C).

30. Guarducci (1970, 252 55).

31. JJK 117n43. Schwabl, RE 10A (1972) 270 73 s. Zeus lists the known epithets so beginning, and none

of them can be thought of here. JJK suggest an epithet like Athena’s I���~ø�Ø�, but why would two prosaic words

repeat the same idea? In any case, JJK’s objection to Iº: ½Æ���æ	, that it is oddly combined with fair winds, holds

only for their conception of the word.

32. Cordano (1993, 149 53) argues unconvincingly, after Arena, that the epithet is uæØ	� rather than

	hæØ	�.

33. IG 22 1358 ¼ Lambert (2000a, 45 48) A col. 1 lines 9 11. Lambert restores the numeral, or rather

either one. Cf. chapter 11, p. 174.

34. The end of the threshing is celebrated in the demes by Demeter’s festival Skira, in the city by the

Acropolis procession Skirophoria. See Robertson (2004, 121 22) and chapter 13, pp. 206 11.
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water basin or possibly an offering.35 On the boundary markers he has the

further epithet patrôios, and the altar belongs to a kinship group called ‘‘the

descendants of Mandrothemis.’’ These last items must be interpreted in the

light of fuller evidence on Thasos.

The altar tells us something of the ritual, being inscribedwith the rule ��ºØ�Ø

= �������ÆØ ‘‘libation is of honey’’ (IG 12.5.1027).36 Honey liquified with either

milk or water is ��º
ŒæÆ�	� ‘‘honey-mix,’’ which at Selinus is prescribed for pure

Tritopatreis. As JJK remark, honey is offered in this form to fearsome powers

for its soothing effect.37 But fearsome powers are not exclusively avenging

spirits. Despite all the assertions of modern books, the Tritopatreis are wind

gods (chapter 11). Though honey is not otherwise attested for a lightning god,

there is a comparable offering to Zeus ŒÆ��Æ�, i.e. ŒÆ�ÆØ��Å�, at Thalamae in

Laconia: ½I�º�hØ	� ‘‘meal’’ (IG 5.1.1316).38 This is Hesychius’ word Iº��Ø	�� �~Æ�
�e IºÅº�����	�. Barley meal is no less characteristic than honey, being sprinkled

or burnt as a piacular offering to dread powers.39 And here it is offered to the

lightning god.AtGythium, in the cult of Zeus ŒÆ�� �Æ�, another lightning god,

itmust have been the custom to sit upon his thunder-stone in suppliant style, for

when Orestes did so he was cured of his madness (Paus. 3.22.1).40

On Thasos Zeus Iº��	æ	� appears on two boundary markers dated

respectively 450 430 b.c. and perhaps a generation later, among a series of

such markers or of wall blocks used in the same way inside an extramural

sanctuary northeast of the city at the site called Evraiokastro.41 In naming one

god or another they identify a given area of the sanctuary where a given patra, a

unit of the citizen body, conducts worship. Each god has the epithet patrôios or

patroiê in addition to any ritual epithet, and the name of the patra, a patro-

nymic form, is attached as a proprietary genitive. These patrai ‘‘fatherhoods’’

are equivalent to phratriai ‘‘brotherhoods.’’42 The sanctuary was very likely

used for the homonymous festival Apaturia ‘‘Common-father-[rites],’’ a gath-

ering of fictive ‘‘brothers’’ professing common ‘‘fathers.’’43 Another sanctuary

next to this one seems to be a Thesmophorium used for festivals of Demeter.44

Zeus alastoros has two markers, Zeus ktêsios and Zeus unspecified have

one each.45 Athena mykesiê has one marker, and Athena unspecified has two,

Artemis orthôsia has one, and Nymphs called kôrades have one. The two

35. JJK 116 17, a d; Matthaiou (1998, 424 26 nos. 1 2) (1 ¼ d); cf. Matthaiou (1999).

36. ¼ LSCG Suppl. 62 ¼ Guarducci 1967, 161 62 ¼ JJK 116 17, a.

37. JJK 72 73, 117.

38. This is the reading and interpretationofNilsson (1908b), adoptedand elaboratedbyCook (1925, 17 20).

39. Cook (1925, 18 19n6) illustrates the use, starting with Odysseus’ conjuring the dead (Od. 10.520).

40. That the epithet refers to the lightning is generally agreed, with the meaning ‘‘flying down’’ < ���-=

�ø�-, cf. �ø�	�ÆØ. There is other evidence for the lightning god in the vicinity, cited by Frazer ad loc. and more

fully by Cook (1940, 939 42).

41. Rolley (1965, 441 42 no. 1, 445 46 no. 4).

42. Rolley (1965, 458 62), Jones (1987, 184 86).

43. Rolley (1965, 452 63).

44. Rolley (1965, 468 83).

45. Zeus ktêsios belongs to the Anchialidai, and Zeus unspecified to the Neophantidai: Rolley (1965,

442 45 nos. 2 3). A stele inscribed ‘‘of Zeus ktêsios patrôios’’ was found long ago in a late context near the

agora: IG 12 Suppl. 407, adduced and illustrated by Rolley (1965, 454 55).
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patrai attached to Zeus alastoros are Phastadai and Pêleidai. This reminds us

of Zeus elasteros on Paros. One of the boundary markers there gives him the

further title patrôios (IG 12 Suppl. 208), and the altar belongs to ‘‘the des-

cendants of Mandrothemis.’’ We see that the mother city has a similar organ-

ization and assigns the same role to Zeus elasteros.46 The organization recurs

once more at a colony of Thasos, Galepsus in Thrace. A boundary marker of

‘‘Zeus herkeios patrôios and Zeus ktêsios’’ evidently belongs to a patra that

worships them both (SIG3 991).47

Now it is common to all these deities to the full range on Thasos that

they originate in the household. Zeus ktêsios ‘‘getter’’ (of property or provi-

sions) is otherwise known only as a household god.48 Zeus herkeios ‘‘of the

courtyard’’ is chiefly a household god.49 We may suppose that Zeus alastoros

was once a household god as much as a public one, for this is plainly true of the

widely attested Zeus kataibatês.50 As to Athena, she has a functional epithet

only once, leaving us to suspect that she is the same in the two other cases. This

is the hapax �ıŒ��
Å, doubtless formed from �ıå�� in the sense of ‘‘inner

chamber,’’ inasmuch as ��åØ	� is otherwise known as a household epithet

comparable to e.g. ktêsios and herkeios (Dion. Hal. 1.67.3).51 As to Artemis

and the Nymphs, they have epithets expressive of child-rearing, OæŁø�
Å and

Œøæ���, respectively; this is a concern proper to each household.52

The upshot is that we find half a dozen household deities deities other-

wise diverse, related only in being serviceable to the household presiding

over the patrai of Thasos and before it of Paros and after it of Galepsus. Now

at Athens the presiding deities of the phratriai are uniformly Zeus and Athena,

and their epithets are uniformly phratrios and phratria.53 The more diverse

deities are presumably closer to the natural origins of the Apaturia as a festival

shared by most Ionian cities (Hdt. 1.147.2).54

46. So Salviat (1958, 220). The point is not distinctly made by Rolley (1965, 455), and Paros does not

appear among ‘‘the Ionian Kyklades’’ in Jones (1987).

47. Cf. Salviat (1958, 220). Galepsus too should be added to Jones (1987) under ‘‘Thrace.’’

48. Nilsson (1908a; 1938, 161 63; 1955, 403 5), Sjovall (1931, 53 74).

49. Nilsson (1938, 161; 1955, 402 3), Sjovall (1931, 7 48).

50. Nilsson (1908b; 1955, 72 73), Sjovall (1931, 108 14).

51. Rolley (1965, 456 57) argues the etymology at length, citing also ˝ı���ø� �ıåØ�ø� in a contemporary

inscription of Naxos (IG 12.5.53) and the deities ��åØ	� and �ıå
Æ at Mytilene (IG 12.2.484 line 13, Roman

period). (But Athena’s epithet goes unmentioned in Frisk, GEW and Chantraine, DÉLG s.v. ��å	�.) The patra

in charge of Athena mykesiê are Priamidai: in the epic tradition Priam’s palace and family are an ideal

household, and Athena on the citadel of Troy is their household goddess.

52. Rolley (1965, 457 58) illustrates the background of Artemis and of the Nymphs to like effect,

adducing the Nymphai genethliai of Phalerum, whose epithet is reckoned a household one by Dionysius in

the passage cited. And we have just discovered Nymphs, like Athena, ‘‘in the inner chamber’’ (see note 51). As

to Artemis OæŁø�
Å, ‘‘the goddess’ main function was probably to set children straight on their feet’’ (Parker

[1996, 321], with reference to a proprietary cult at Athens).

53. At Athens, this uniform style was perhaps first required when the festival Synoikia ‘‘[Rites]-of-the-

combined-oikoi’’ was created as a civic reunion of all the phratries, during which the two deities received a single

token offering from a tribe and a trittys, Gleontis and Leukotainioi, who presumably led all the rest: SEG 52.48

A fr. 3 lines 47 51, Lambert’s republication of the civic calendar.

54. As to the names of the Thasian patrai, Jones (1987, 185) speaks of their ‘‘patently late and fictional

content.’’ But the names are not different in kind from the universal fiction of kinship groups in Greek cities.
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The patrai serving Zeus alastoros Phastidai, Pêleidai, descendants of

Mandrothemis will be named for the distinctive ritual of the lightning god.

The patra serving Zeus unspecified, Neophantidai, have a name similar to

Phastidai; so this Zeus too is probably alastoros, the commonest of titles

that he bears among the patrai.

(Æ���ÆØ and ˝�	�Æ��
�ÆØ are based respectively on the agent nouns

*���Å� ‘‘show-er’’, cf. ���Æ ‘‘thing shown’’, and *���Å� ‘‘show-er’’, a

form familiar as the second element of several compounds. The two forms

and their patronymics are equivalent. �Æ
�ø ‘‘show’’ is a powerful word

describing a powerful force of nature. Zeus the lightning god is spoken of as

���Æ�Æ �Æ
�ø� ‘‘showing omens’’ (Il. 2.353 etc.). On Chios he is called with

extra emphasis �Æ��cæ ŒÆ�ÆØ��Å� ‘‘show-er, descender,’’ yet another form of

the agent noun (SEG 17.406).55 In a story to be mentioned below, Athens has

a primordial king named —�æ
�Æ� ‘‘Greatly-showing’’ < ��æØ þ �Æ-; he rivals

Zeus the lightning god and is therefore punished by a lightning strike.56 The

same name is also given to the grandfather of Ixion (Diod. 4.69.3), whose
spectacular punishment is an image of the lighting. And on the Apulian

amphora London F 331, depicting the sacrifice at the house of Oenomaus

before his race with Pelops, ‘‘Periphas’’ is the caption for a suitor’s head that

adorns the wall; the house as a ruin still standing at Olympia was famous for

being struck by lightning.57

—Åº�~Ø�ÆØ ‘‘Peleus’ sons’’ are most likely named for a strange and memor-

able episode of the Iliad, Achilles’ encounter with Asteropaios ‘‘Lightning-

man,’’ in which ‘‘Peleus’ son’’ is narrowly victorious with the ‘‘Pelian ash’’ in a

contest of spears, so that he boasts resoundingly of his kinship, through Peleus

and Aeacus, with the god whose weapon is the lightning (21.136 99).58 The
episode belongs to theMachê parapotamios, a counterpart to the Theomachia.

Since Zeus himself is above the fray, his lightning can have effect only when

transmuted into Achilles’ spear. Pêleidai is not the only name drawn from epic

tradition: the patra in charge of a household cult of Athena are Priamidai (see

note 51).
We turn from Thasos to Paros, where a patra professes the ancestor

�Æ��æ�Ł��Ø� ‘‘Law-of-Mandros.’’ Is he an actual person? LGPN I thinks so

and dates him ‘‘?c. 500 480 b.c.’’ It is true that many ordinary names are

compounds of the divine name Mandros, including the synonym

�Æ��æ��ØŒ	�.59 And it is true again that the nature of this Anatolian god has

55. The Chian inscription is republished by Graf (1985, 435 no. 12).

56. Periphas is condignly metamorphosed into an eagle, the universal storm bird. Forbes Irving (1990,

237) cites several unconvincing interpretations of the name and adds yet another, that Periphas ¼ ��æØ�Æ��� as

‘‘an appropriate name for an eagle.’’

57. ¼LIMC Periphas I 1. The ruin may well have been that of Olympia’s earliest temple (chapter 5, p. 72).

58. Asteropaios’ father —Åº�ª � is eponym of the Thracian —�ºÆª���� (see note 25), and the aforemen-

tioned Apulian vase labels another mounted head as —�ºªø� (LIMC Pelagon I), a name included also in the

extended list of suitors at Paus. 6.21.10 ¼ [Hes.] fr. 259M W. Note that a basic meaning ‘‘strike’’ is sometimes

postulated for the stem of ��ºÆ� and kindred verbs: Frisk, GEW and Chantraine, DÉLG s.v.

59. LGPN I records Mandrodikos 1) at Minoa on Amorgos, Mandrodikos 2) at Eresus on Lesbos.

Mandrodikos 1, moreover, is father of Pasithemis, disclosing a belief no less devout than that of the patra.
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remained an enigma.60 About the only clue is the fuller title ˚Æ
ø� ���æ	�

‘‘Burning Mandros’’ in a record of property purchased by his cult association

at Cyme (IvKyme 37.5 6). It would suit a lightning god, however. And Pliny

cites an authority on lightning similarly named Zenothemis ‘‘Law-of-Zeus’’

(HN 37.134). It is a pseudonym, and we shall infer as much forMandrothemis

as ancestor of a patra worshipping Zeus elasteros.

These proprietary cults of Zeus elasteros should be compared with others

of Zeus kataibatês. Thoricus honors ‘‘Zeus kataibatês in [the domain] of’’ a

certain kinship group whose name survives only in part: K�: [. . . . .]-/Å�Ø�~ø�
(SEG 33.147 lines 25 26). Now the inscriber was sometimes careless, and the

reading has hitherto been corrected and restored as K�: ½(Øº	��-=Å<º> Ø�~ø�
on the grounds that a domain so called appears in mining records of the

area.61 This seems ill advised, for the name as it stands is easily completed.

Whereas the preposition K� shows that the first letter is a labial, the preserved

remnant gives us a patronymic form based on a nine-letter name ending with

either -�Å�	� or -�Å�	� or -�Å�	�. The first element is therefore—�æØ- or—	ºı-

or (Øº	-. A lightning omen is �~Å�Æ, whence Zeus’ epithet �Å�º�	� and the

terms ˜Ø	�Å�
Æ; Kå��Æ�
Æ. We think of a name ending with -�Å�	�.62 Attested

names in -�Å�	� (which of course need not always refer to lightning) are

�æ
�Å�	� = �¯æ
�Æ�	�; ¯h�Æ�	�; ¨���Å�	� = ¨���Æ�	�. They are all quite rare;

*—�æ
�Å�	�; *—	º��Å�	�; *(Øº��Å�	� would not surprise us more. Any of

these produces a suitable patronymic for the kinship group who serve Zeus

kataibatês.

The inscription of Thalamae that prescribes an offering of barley meal to

Zeus kabatas ends with the possessive genitive ˆÆØh�ºø ‘‘of Gaihylos’’ (IG

5.1.1316). In the form ˆÆØ��º	�, the name is recorded of a fourth-century

Spartan (Plut. Dion 49.5 7). It seems to be well explained, though this has not

been done, as ˆÆØðÆÞ-�ıº	� ‘‘Earth-spoiler,’’ an expressive name for the light-

ning and hence for the imaginary ancestor to whom the cult site is ascribed.63

An ordinary Spartan might bear the name only because it is threatening.

Such then are the transparent names given to kinship groups in charge of

the lightning god. Behind the transparent names we see the ritual. It is a general

rule that a kinship group in charge of a given deity is named, mostly with

the patronymic ending -idai, for the ritual the magical scenario that they

60. H. Engelmann on IvKyme 37 makes it a question whether Kaiôn Mandros is ‘‘a god of fire or of the

hearth’’ and rejects the former as implying Persian influence, which came too late for Anaximandros, born in c.

610. Citing the Greek word ���æÆ, which means ‘‘fold, pen,’’ and finding a ‘‘bucolic’’ aspect in the cult

association, he thinks rather of a god who helped shepherds with their fires. But the occurrences of the Greek

word do not point to a background in Anatolia, nor does the existence of the Sanskrit word mandurá with the

same meaning, first noted by Fick. The god Mandros is unrelated.

61. Daux (1983) (¼ SEG 33.147), 165 66; cf. Parker (1987, 144). Labarbe (1977, 61) rejects the restor-

ation but suggests nothing else.

62. A name in -�Å�	� < ���Å is not so apt. Zeus has the epithets ���Ø	�; �Æ�	��Æ~Ø	� at Erythrae and

similar epithets as glosses, but the reference is to klêdones as at Dodona: K. Latte, RE 18.1 (1939) 829 31.

63. Zeus kabatas is named in the genitive at the beginning, and the several interpretations of Gaihulô

canvassed by Cook (1925, 18n3) make this another epithet. But the order of words would be strange indeed.
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perform. Chanting hierophants of Demeter are named for Eumolpos ‘‘Sweet-

singer’’; serenaders of Dionysus on his ship-wagon are named for Eunêos

‘‘Good-ship’’; quiet supplicants of the Semnai Theai are named for Hêsychos

‘‘Quiet-man’’; costumiers of the wooden image of Athena are named for

Praxiergos ‘‘Do-the-job’’; bearers of the eiresiônê, the ‘‘saving’’ bough, are

named for Erysichthôn ‘‘Save-the-land.’’

Now the ritual of the lightning god imitates the lightning itself. Our

kinship groups are headed by Phastês ‘‘Show-er,’’ Neophantês ‘‘New Show-

er,’’ Gaisylos ‘‘Earth-spoiler’’ actions that refer to the lightning god as he

hurls the lightning. In the same way, certain kinship groups in charge of wind

gods are named for a magical suspension of winds: Heudanemoi ‘‘Putting-

winds-to-sleep,’’ Anemokoitai ‘‘Putting-winds-to-bed.’’ The ritual of a wind

god somehow soothes and lulls. That of a lightning god somehow blazes and

strikes. Weather magic in general has a vast repertory of intense demonstra-

tive actions.64

The Ritual of the Lightning God

Thus prompted, what evidence of ritual can we find? Zeus the lightning god is

worshipped throughout the Greek world with various epithets, none of them

restricted to a particular dialect domain. Much the commonest is kataibatês

‘‘descender.’’65 Others (besides elasteros) are astrapaios, astrapatas, storpaios

referring to the flash, brontaios referring to the boom, keraunos, keraunios,

keraunobolos referring to the strike.66 As a further tribute the same epithets

are very widely used in Anatolia and Syria for the lightning gods of imme-

morial antiquity whom we now recognize as e.g. Luwian or Hurrian or

Semitic.67

But in these many cults ancient practices were not typically maintained

down to the time when they might be recorded for our notice. The very

sparing mentions of ritual do not as a rule suggest anything but sacrifice

and other offerings of a usual kind. Of ancient weather magic there were

few survivals of note, and these are only reported indirectly. We must have

64. Fiedler (1931), a dissertation of the school of F. Pfister, is a brave attempt to classify them.

65. The full range is as follows. Ionian: Athens, Thoricus, Paros, Thasos, Chios, Miletus, Didyma.

Dorian: Thalamae, Olympia, Melos, Thera, Cos town, Halasarna, Rhodian Peraia, Tarentum. Thessalian:

Pelinnaeum, Pharcadon, Pythium in Perrhaebia. For most of these, see Schwabl, RE 10A (1972) 322 s. Zeus

(epithets) or, with additions, Schwabl, RE Suppl. 15 (1978) s. Zeus (sites). Add SEG 33.147 ¼ 37.105 etc.

(Thoricus), 40.683 (Halasarna), 43.296, 562 (Pharcadon, Cos town).

66. Astrapaios etc.: Athens, Tegea, Antandros, Cameirus. Brontaios: Cyzicus. Keraunos etc.: Mantinea,

Tegea, Olympia, Elasson, Pergamum, Priene, Thasos, Mytilene, Calymna, Melos. See Schwabl, RE 10A (1972)

282, 292 93, 322 23, 360 under each epithet.

67. Schwabl, RE Suppl. 15 (1978) 1151 73 (Anatolia), 1175 79 (Syria). In the usual spirit of Greek

chauvinism, we are told that Seleucus nikatôr introduced the noble figure of Zeus kataibatês to his kingdom. But

modern specialists have turned the tables by showing that the winged horse Pegasus, a native of Anatolia who

carries thunderbolts for Zeus, is in origin the Luwian lightning god Pihassassi: Haas (1994, 326), Hutter (2003,

269 70).
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recourse to aetiological myth or legend, which fancifully explains how some

curious ritual action first occurred in some dramatic, unexpected way and

has been perpetuated ever since. Because the myth or legend was intended to

regale interested observers, at least in the first instance, we hardly ever find the

ritual described in its own right (Plutarch supplies an exception, noted below).

As latecomers to the discussion, we can deduce the ritual only from the

dramatic representation.

A story in Pausanias is of the simplest (8.53.10). Tegea was celebrating a

certain festival of Zeus in a sanctuary on a hill when the Spartans attacked

unexpectedly. It was snowing, and the Tegeans ‘‘lit a fire unbeknown to

them,’’ and being thus restored they overcame the Spartans faint with cold.

The festival, Pausanias has told us, honors Zeus ŒºæØ	�, whose epithet refers

to the klêros ‘‘allotment’’ of Arcadian territory by the eponym Arcas; Tegea

itself, he has also said, was divided into four tribes, the first of them named

˚ºÆæ�~ø�Ø� (8.4.3, 53.6, 9). Inscriptions of Tegea give the form ˚æÆæØ~ø�ÆØ
instead (IG 5.2.36, 39, 40), which entails the form *ŒææØ	� for Zeus’ epithet

and supersedes any notion of ‘‘allotment.’’ Since his sanctuary is located on a

hill, the epithet is likely to be derived from
p
ŒæÆæ ‘‘peak.’’68 As Nilsson saw

long ago, even without the proper explanation of the epithet, this premier cult

of Zeus is behind the ‘‘Olympian’’ games of Tegea known from a single

inscription (IG 5.2.37).69 Zeus is here called ��ªØ��	� ŒÆd Œ�æÆı�	��º	�: it is

the lightning god. His festival at Tegea was remarkable for a fire that was

however hardly visible beyond the sanctuary. We reflect that a fire may

simulate a lightning strike.

Next, the household cult. The story of Periphas king of Athens, which

Antoninus Liberalis recounts in much abbreviated form after some Hellenistic

author (Met. 6), is both a transformation story, giving us the eagle as king of

birds, and an aition of certain Athenian cults of Zeus. Periphas with his great

power and goodness is hailed by his subjects as Zeus sôtêr and epopsios and

milichios, making Zeus himself resentful. In the aforementioned cults Zeus is

benign and helpful, but now he shows a different side. He resolves ‘‘to burn up

[Periphas’] whole house with lightning,’’ then relents somewhat and comes to

the house unannounced, but finding Periphas and his wife in the conjugal act

turns them into eagle and vulture. It is a matter of punishing a shameful sight;

the conjugal act is so regarded in several lightning stories; more of this below.

The house itself is spared, however, the occupants alone being punished: the

original story will have ended explicitly with the household cult of Zeus the

lightning god, matching those other cults. The graphic description of Zeus as

‘‘coming to the house of Periphas and catching him in bed with his wife,

seizing him with both hands,’’ suggests that the cult epithet was the graphic

kataibatês.

68. So Jost (1985, 271), after Solmsen and Adler.

69. Nilsson (1906, 4 5). Jost (1985, 270 71) is however at pains to separate the two cults.
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Another instance is altogether more rewarding. Clearchus of Soli tells a

story to illustrate the wicked insolence and luxury of Tarentum; it turns on the

household cult of Zeus kataibatês, which took a very strange form, at least by

later standards (fr. 48 Wehrli ¼ Ath. 12.23, 522d f).70 At many houses in

Tarentum, a stêlê of Zeus kataibatês stands in front of the door, and sacrifice

is offered at a certain time of year to commemorate the death of persons

belonging to these households.71 They were all struck by lightning on one

terrible occasion. Of course it did not happen at each house in Tarentum.

It happened elsewhere, far away at the Iapygian town of Carbina, which

Tarentum had seized and destroyed; it was divine punishment for abusing

captives. This much seems almost routine. But the manner of abusing captives

and hence of bringing down the lightning is extraordinary. The Tarentines

‘‘constructed booths in the holy places of Carbina and collected boys, girls,

and young women, and exposed their bodies naked in the light of day for all to

contemplate.’’ As the Tarentines gaped at them, they were struck by lightning.

Hence the commemoration at each household stêlê.

The horror here expressed of carnal nakedness is typical of many Greek

lightning stories: to be naked draws the lightning.72 But in this story, the naked

spectacle is manufactured, and by machinery that is patently aetiological. The

key words are IŁæ	
�Æ���� �N� �a �~ø� ˚Ææ�Ø�Æ�~ø� ƒ�æa �ŒÅ�	�	ØÅ����	Ø: booths
are constructed in holy places for some kind of display. The booths so con-

structed will belong to the cult of Zeus kataibatês at Tarentum that is

Clearchus’ subject and the inspiration for the story. At each house, beside

each stêlê, the ritual of the season requires a booth. Each booth presents an

appetizing sight young naked bodies in Clearchus’ imagination and irre-

sistibly draws attention, even from the sky. ‘‘And anyone who wished, just as if

he were pouncing on a helpless flock, feasted his lubricious thoughts (ŒÆŁ��æ �N�

I�ıå~Å �ÆæÆ�Å�~ø� Iª�ºÅ�; Ł	Ø�~Æ�	 �Æ~Ø� K�ØŁı�
ÆØ�) upon the lovely bloom of the

70. Giannelli (1963, 30 31) holds that the cult of Zeus kataibatês came to Tarentum from Elis or

Olympia, but for no good reason.

71. �Œ��Å �~ø� 	NŒØ~ø� 	R� 	På ������Æ��	 �~ø� �N� ��Æ�ıª
Æ� KŒ����Ł���ø� �	�Æ��Æ� �å�Ø ���ºÆ� �æe �~ø� Łıæ~ø�

Œ�º: 	R� 	PŒ Marcianus: ‹�	ı� Musurus ������Æ��	 Marcianus: ������Æ�	 Schweighauser I�����Æ�	 Meineke.

Kaibel adopts the emendations of both Musurus and Schweighauser, Wehrli only that of Schweighauser.

Nilsson (1908, 315) prefers ‹�	ı� 	PŒ, retaining the negative despite Musurus on the ground that a lightning

victim will not be restored to the bereaved household but will be buried at the site; Clearchus, he says, took the

stêlai as virtual cenotaphs. This is probably too strict; in any case, Clearchus remarks on the difference between

the offerings to Zeus kataibatês and normal offerings for the dead. Wehrli in his commentary makes a

distinction between ‘‘the cult of Zeus kataibatês’’ and ‘‘the stelai in front of the Tarentine houses,’’ which is

plainly wrong, and is inclined to equate the stêlai with intramural graves (mentioned by Polybius and now

reported from the eastern quarter of the city), which is also plainly wrong. His approach is discounted as it

should be by Schwabl, RE Suppl. 15 (1978) 1202. For the rest, the uncertainties of the text are not material to

our understanding of the story.

72. Iasion is struck with lightning as he couples with Demeter in a fresh-plowed field, i.e. in plain sight.

Though such conduct may be real-life magic to induce the fertilizing rain, the story gives us only shameless lust.

So too the story of Ixion. This impudent inveterate offender, betrayer and murderer of kin, deserves to die ten

times over but is struck by lightning only when he goes to bed and embraces a dummy. In the course of time the

story became less a moral tale than an elaborate novella with Zeus as a good-hearted, ever trustful host. Apart

from stories, the bodily taboos of Hesiod,Works 724 59, are similar, and one is the same, without the sanction

of lightning. ‘‘Do not let yourself be seen near the hearth, naked and smeared with semen.’’
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assembled persons everyone was looking, but especially those least expected,

the gods. The divine power so resented it that he thunderbolted all the

Tarentines who offended in Carbina.’’73 Booths, feasts, a lightning strike.

We recall that a lightning strike may be simulated by fire, and we reflect further

that a booth will serve both to display a feast and to catch fire.

The final instance, as well as the most instructive, is Plutarch’s description

of a certain Delphic custom: the ritual itself is described exactly, in order to

refute the aetiologies that pass current. At Delphi, with its priesthood devoted

to theology, three strange festivals of the distant past, each without obvious

parallel, were conducted down to the time of Plutarch on a supposedly ancient

eight-year cycle: Septêria,Hêrôis, and Charila.74 The first of these was the best

known by far.75 It was said to reenact Apollo’s slaying of Python, the mar-

velous geste with which his worship begins (even the Pythian Games, even the

Pythian musical contest, were said to recall Apollo’s slaying of Python). Just

how strained this interpretation is Plutarch shows by recounting the ritual in

detail. Its true affinity waits to be ascertained; modern scholars have not done

so yet.

A booth, called either �ŒÅ�� (Strabo, in another helpful reference) or

ŒÆºØ� (Plutarch), is constructed on a piece of level ground called the halôs

‘‘threshing floor,’’ south of Apollo’s temple and beside the processional way

that mounts to the temple. It is somehow grandiose �
�Å�Æ �ıæÆ��ØŒ~Å� j
�Æ�ØºØŒ~Å� K��Ø� 	NŒ���ø� ‘‘it is an imitation of a king’s or a tyrant’s residence’’

(Plutarch).76 A table is loaded with food. Processioners go along the road up

to the booth. They carry burning torches, and set fire to the booth and

overturn the table, and run away without looking back, out through the

gate at the bottom of the processional way.

The explanation of the ritual in several competing versions is that Apollo

hereby kills Python (as if setting fire to the booth is shooting arrows at a

snake) and must therefore be purified of the guilt of murder (as if the splendid

geste is a case of homicide). For his statutory exile Apollo flees to the vale of

73. The language, which plainly derives from Clearchus, leaves it unclear whether everyone died in a

single tremendous strike (as suits a moral lesson) or whether the attendance at each booth died in separate

strikes (as suits both verisimilitude and the facts of ritual).

74. All three festivals, being of a standard kind, were once celebrated at the usual interval, year by year:

Nilsson (1906, 151), Robertson (2003a, 260n49). The festivalCharila is a scapegoat rite, as Plutarch’s very literal

step-by-step aition plainly shows.Many centuries before, when it must have been familiar as a yearly observance,

it gave rise to the story of Aesop’s misfortune at Delphi. Hêrôis as a Dionysiac festival perhaps took a grander

form each second year, the so-called trietêris, and lent itself to the octaetêris for that reason. Annual celebrations

need not have ceased when the three festivals were first claimed for a putative eight-year cycle; to restrict them to

this cycle is likely to be an economy of later times. Pausanias suggests the utmost economy for the Daidala of

Plataea, ‘‘every sixtieth year’’ (9.3.5), but perhaps this is a fiction concealing unintended irregularity.

75. Ephorus FGrH 70 F 31b¼ Str. 9.3.12, p. 422, Plut.Quaest. Gr. 12, 293b c,De def. or. 15, 418a c, Ael.

Var. Hist. 3.1, Steph. Byz. s. ˜�Ø��Ø�, hyp. 3 to Pind. Pyth. Modern comment takes us in various directions:

Nilsson (1906, 150 57), refuting also some earlier views, W. R. Halliday on Plut. Quaest. Gr. 12 (Oxford 1928),

Defradas (1954, 97 101), Fontenrose (1959, 453 58, 460 61), Burkert (1972a, 144 47).

76. Schaefer (1939, 54 56) with some attention to archaeological evidence suggests how a booth might

perpetuate features of a substantial dwelling of the Geometric period (apsidal end, pitched roof with straw, etc.).

But this is not at all Plutarch’s meaning.
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Tempe with its laurel, so that laurel as Apollo’s emblem commemorates the

slaying witness the theôria from Delphi to Thessaly, and other Apolline

customs.77 All this is a coda to the serpent-slaying of the festival, which itself

is no part of Apollo’s worship. Rather, the idea of being purified from over-

whelming guilt, as of homicide, points straight to Zeus, god of suppliants and

of purification.78 We have then a festival of Zeus, and its rite of purification

has inspired the rigmarole of how Apollo slew Python at the booth, as if it

were a homicide.

The festival name *����æØÆ is unique, as are the two other festival names

of the eight-year cycle; like them it was conferred so as to set Delphi apart. It is

formed from *�����æ, agent noun of ���ø ‘‘revere.’’79 ‘‘Revering [rites]’’ again

point straight to Zeus and his dreadful lightning. Famous scenes from Homer

onward evoke them both with the words ���ø; ���Æ� ‘‘reverence,’’ ������

‘‘reverend.’’

Telemachus remarks the steropê ‘‘flashing’’ of precious metal and other

materials in the palace of Menelaus, and can only think of the palace of Zeus

on Olympus, and exclaims, ‘‘Sebas comes over me’’ (Od. 4.71 75). In the

Homeric Hymn to Athena the goddess springs with flashing arms and armor

from the head of Zeus, itself semnê, so that ‘‘sebas came over all the gods as

they looked on’’ (H. 28.4 7).80 Homer, in requesting passage from Erythrae to

Chios, calls on a ship’s crew to respect the sebas of Zeus; when they do not, a

sudden storm arises and enforces the lesson (Vit. Hom. 19). Feckless Neopto-

lemus swears by ‘‘the holy sebas of highest Zeus’’ (Soph. Phil. 1289). Pro-
metheus, soon to be smitten by the lightning, is ominously warned, ‘‘instead of

fearing Zeus, you revere (���ÅØ) mortals too much’’ (Prom. Vinct. 543 44).
Such is Delphi’s festival of the lightning god. Plutarch describes the entire

ritual sequence, of which we had only glimpses before. A booth of grand

appearance is constructed, and a table within is loaded with food; suddenly,

the construction is set alight by torches; as the fire rages, people run away as if

in awe. With the complete picture before us, we recognize the interlocking

pieces elsewhere. At Tarentum, in the household worship of Zeus kataibatês,

booths are constructed that typify wanton luxurious display we owe it to

Clearchus’ imagination that the spectacle consists of naked boys, girls, and

77. The processioners of the Septêria happen to include a boy amphithalês, who is therefore equated with

another officiating boy known for ‘‘wanderings and servitude’’ at Tempe (Plut.De def. or. 15, 418b). This boy is

architheôros among a group of boys of well-born families who go from Delphi to Tempe and back over a route

coextensive with the membership of the Delphic Amphictyony (Ael. Var. Hist. 3.1). The theôria to Tempe is an

authentic Apolline custom unconnected with the Septêria. In a rival aetiology it is the wounded Python, rather

than Apollo, who flees from the booth and expires on the road nearby, where he is buried and mourned by his

son, with the name Aix ‘‘Goat’’ (Plut. Quaest. Gr. 12, 293c). Perhaps Python’s son is the boy amphithalês, and

perhaps this conclusion is a goat sacrifice to atone for such guilt as the processioners have incurred.

78. Apollo himself has no competence in the matter of homicide purification; this aetiology shows as

much. Orestes’ recourse to Delphi, a secondary element, has created a wrong impression. See Parker (1983,

139), after R. R. Dyer.

79. The variant form *�����æØÆ ‘‘Wreathing [rites]’’ is prompted by the Apolline aetiology.

80. The myth of Athena’s birth belongs to the widespread festival Maimaktêria: Robertson (2001, 53).

This festival will be adduced below as the general counterpart of the Delphian Septêria.
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women. The lightning strike that ensues is more truly a fire that consumes

each booth at each household. At Athens, a household cult of Zeus is traced

back to a king on whose house Zeus suddenly descended, not indeed to

consume the house with fire, for Zeus changed his mind at the last minute,

but rather to make him the universal emblem of the lightning, an eagle. Each

Athenian household must have staged a lightning strike, as at Tarentum.

At Tegea, during the festival of Zeus later styled keraunobolos, a fire is lit all

at once in the sanctuary; it is a public observance, as at Delphi.

Plutarch does not know the true meaning of the Septêria. But he refutes

some mistaken notions of his own day, and we must not fall back on modern

ones. It is common enough, both in the ancient world and in later folkways, to

construct a pyre of timber, to heap offerings on it, and to watch everything go

up in a great conflagration. The leading instances in Greece belong to deities

as diverse as Artemis, Hera, and Heracles.81 They should not be lumped

together as a class of ‘‘fire festivals’’ so as to suggest a widespread custom

with a common purpose.82 The magic purposes will be as diverse as the

presiding deities. In no other case does the pyre take the form of a booth,

nor is there a table of food, nor do people run away when the fire is lit.

What of the ritual that Selinus prescribes for an elasteros? There are

detailed instructions for the table of food. One lays out a full meal: supping

and salt and meat from a piglet sacrificed to Zeus, together with the means of

washing one’s hands. It is not indeed an opulent meal, for the whole purpose is

to enlist persons of lesser means in ritual that they could not manage other-

wise. The scanty table seems to have caused misgiving, inasmuch as a larger

sacrifice at a public altar is envisaged in lines added later. Beforehand the

elasteros in question is carefully invited, and afterwards the worshipper takes

his leave emphatically. Other elements are lacking because they are impracti-

cal. A booth is not constructed, and without it a fire cannot be set. After all,

the location is neither a person’s house nor a shrine but some perhaps remote

place of his own choosing.

The Lightning Season

Just when is it that the lightning god is worshipped by the household or by the

city? The question seems not to have been asked, much less answered. Instead,

it is often suggested that a cult at a given place commemorates an actual

lightning strike.83 Conversely, it is held that the sites called K�Åº��ØÆ, which

81. Nilsson (1906, 154 56) compares the Septêria to certain festivals of these deities and adduces the

Septêria apropos of each of them (e.g. theDaidala of Plataea on p. 54). He relies most on Pausanias’ account of

a rite at nearby Tithorea, nominally for Isis but presumably inherited from Artemis. Here ‘‘booths’’ are indeed

constructed but they are the usual booths for selling festival commodities and quite distinct from the ‘‘pyre’’

also reported!

82. So Nilsson (1923) (but this article was not republished in Opuscula Selecta).

83. So Usener (1905, 1, 8 13), Nilsson (1908b, 314; 1955, 71 72), Cook (1925, 21 23), Schwabl, RE 10A

(1972) 322 and RE Suppl. 15 (1978) 1110 11, Burkert (1977, 201), Parker (1987, 10).
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do mark an actual lightning strike, are sacred to Zeus kataibatês. Ancient

lexicons s.v. can be cited for this proposition, but it is only fanciful.84 Now if

the cults did commemorate a lightning strike, they would do so on the anni-

versary. No such custom is evident. In Clearchus’ account of Tarentum, it is

merely the way of aetiology to say that sacrifice is offered ŒÆŁ� n� I� º	��	

åæ��	� ‘‘at the time when they perished’’ (Ath. 12.23, 522f). Since this is a

household cult with a private sacrifice at each stêlê, there was probably no

appointed day for the observance, no festival of households as it were, only a

season or a month. The phrase quoted suggests as much, vague as it is. The

usual phrase for a commemorative rite is ~&Ø ð&��æÆØÞ Œ�º ‘‘on the day that,’’ etc.

The answer to our question is that the lightning god will be worshipped

when lightning is either feared or desired like any weather, we trust that

lightning will be either averted or elicited by the proper ritual.85 Lightning and

ensuing heavy rain are greatly feared in late summer and autumn for the

damage they can bring to the ripening tree crops. Lightning and ensuing heavy

rain are urgently desired at the very end of autumn, when the protracted effort

of plowing and sowing is finally over, and wet weather is needed all at once for

the germinating grain. The calendar evidence for the lightning god bears this

out. Though not abundant, it is straightforward. All datable observances fall

between late summer and the end of autumn.

Athens andAttica supplicate Zeus kataibatês on behalf of the olive. Olives

ripen from August to November, when they are harvested. At Thoricus Zeus

kataibatês is honored first inMetageitniôn¼August and then in Pyanopsiôn¼
October (SEG 33.147 lines 10 12, 25 26).86 At the Academy, with its grove of

sacred olives, Zeus kataibatês has an altar beside Athena’s shrine and is himself

called morios in virtue of the olives (Apollodorus FGrH 244 F 120 ¼ * Soph.

Oed. Col. 705). Athena’s ‘‘victory’’ over Poseidon and her gift of the olive are

celebrated at the beginning of the season, in the Nikêtêria ‘‘victory rites’’ of 2
Boêdromiôn ¼ September (Plut. De frat. amor. 18, 489b, Quaest. conv. 9.6,
741b, cf. Procl. Tim. 53d).87 The west pediment of the Parthenon shows the

victory scene, also copied on vases; it has been thought to show Athena and

Poseidon both recoiling from a lightning bolt that Zeus flings between them.88

It may be that lightning omens were especially observed as olives ripened, to be

84. Etym. Gen., Etym. Sym., Etym.Magn., Phot. s. K�Åº��ØÆ¼Aesch.Argeioi fr. 17Radt /Argeiai fr. 263

Mette, two lines about Capaneus and his ¼æŁæø� K�Åºı�
ø�. In the much fuller evidence for the Roman rite of

fulgur conditum a dedication to Jupiter is plainly secondary: Latte (1960, 81n2).

85. Besides commemorative cults, Nilsson (1908b, 315; 1955, 72 73) holds that other cults, especially

those of the household, were ‘‘sozusagen Blitzableiter’’ (lightning conductors) serving to draw the actual

lightning away from the place in question. This curious notion is hardly more than a play on words.

86. In Pyanopsiôn, after the sacrifice to Zeus kataibatês, a day of the month is specified, ‘‘on the 16th’’

which is exceptional, the day being otherwise taken as known. It refers to Zeus kataibatês, says Daux (1983, 153,

155, 157) and likewise Parker (1987, 144, 146). But according to the usual calendar format it will refer to what

follows. And the following entry will be dated only because the preceding date is variable, right down to the end

of the month. In Pyanopsiôn, Zeus kataibatês is honored only as the weather dictates.

87. It is a day on which no assembly meetings are reported: Mikalson (1975, 47).

88. So Simon (1980) and LIMC 7 (1994) Poseidon nos. 139, 236 42. Admittedly, some experts doubt or

dismiss this interpretation.
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answered by sacrifice as appropriate. There was also an abaton of Zeus katai-

batês on the Acropolis (IG 22 4964 65), and a shameful incident occurred

beside it in 304 b.c., sometime in the autumn, when Demetrius the Besieger

had just arrived in Athens.89 In dismounting from his horse he was hailed as

‘‘Zeus descender’’ it was the time for invoking the god.

The festival that we saw at Tegea and Delphi can be assigned to the end of

autumn, when rain and hence lightning are welcome; it is why the ritual

simulates the lightning. At Tegea the story evokes the season by feigning

that a fire was lit just because of the snow and cold. At Delphi the month of

November is named for the proud old festival we have examined though the

month name differs again. The name Septêria was itself unique, like the names

of the other two old festivals. The month names of the Delphian calendar are

also, or most of them, unique in avoiding any obvious festival nomenclature

and in coining names that are somehow descriptive.90 So it is with November,

named ˜ÆØ�Æ��æØ	� for *˜ÆØ�Æ��æØÆ ‘‘Torch-bearing [rites].’’ Nilsson thought

of Maenads with torches, flinging about on Parnassus, and almost everyone

has followed him.91 November would be early for this winter festival of

Dionysus; it mostly comes in January.92 In any case, ‘‘Torch-bearing [rites]’’

are undoubtedly a processional ‘‘torch-bearing,’’ like other festivals in -�	æØÆ

named for stately processions; Maenads cannot be so described. In our

festival, processioners ‘‘with burning torches,’’ &����ÆØ� �ÆØ�
�, go solemnly

along the Sacred Way to the threshing floor and its flammable booth. As

an occasion exalted by Delphic theology it gives the name of the ‘‘Torch-

bearing’’ month.

And now we should add another festival to the dossier, a festival that was

once very common indeed. The �ÆØ�ÆŒ��æØÆ ‘‘Raging [rites]’’ are a festival of

Zeus that gives its name to the month of November in not a few Ionian and

Aeolian calendars and is itself uniquely attested on Thasos.93 At Athens and

on Naxos Zeus is called �ÆØ�Œ�Å� (Harp. s. �ÆØ�ÆŒ�ÅæØ �, IG 12.5.47).
At Mytilene a dedication is addressed to �ÆØ�ÆŒ�~Åæ��, a group of powers of

the same kind (IG 12.2.70). Yet the terminology is barely noticed in

Greek literature (Lysimachides FGrH 366 F2, Plut. De cohib. ira 9, 458c).
The nouns and adjective �ÆØ�Œ�Å�; �ÆØ�ÆŒ��æ; �ÆØ�ÆŒ��æØ	� are agent forms

of the verb �ÆØ���ø, itself a frequentative or possibly causative form of

�ÆØ�ø.94 In the Iliad this old verb mostly has the secondary meaning ‘‘burn

89. He came to Athens after dislodging Cassander from Thermopylae and spent the winter of 304/3 b.c.

on the Acropolis. Habicht (1970, 48 50, 140) corrects the dating of the incident to 304 b.c., and Elderkin (1934,

32 33) shows that it was alluded to in the Greek original of Plautus’ Curculio 413 18.

90. As Trumpy puts it (1997, 213), ‘‘several Delphic months are nowhere else attested.’’

91. So Nilsson (1906, 284n5), G. Rougemont, CIDelph 1 p. 59. Moret (1993, 303n47) (while following

Nilsson) rebukes Kerényi (1976, 214 18) for equating Daidaphorios with February, but in truth Kerényi too

follows Nilsson: he is speaking rather of the usual season for Dionysus’ festival. The term ‘‘torchbearer festival’’

used by Trumpy (1997, 213) is accurate but enigmatic.

92. See Robertson (2003b, 222 26).

93. Trumpy (1997, 8) (Athens), 24, 35 (Ionia at large), 55 57, 60 (Ceos), 67 68, 70 (Thasos), 97 99

(Ephesus), 107 9 (Phocaea), 118 (Samothrace), 248, 252 (Mytilene, Cyme).

94. �ÆØ���ø is attested only as a late variant of �ÆØ�ø (LSJ s.v.).
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with eagerness.’’ It is said of literal fire, however, that it I�Æ�ÆØ��Ø ‘‘rages

through’’ a wood (Il. 20.440). The glosses �Æ~Ø�Æ�; �Æ
�ÆŒ	�; �ÆØ�åÅ�, and
indeed Zeus’ epithet �ÆØ�Œ�Å� are all said to mean ‘‘violent’’ or the like.

A word meaning literally ‘‘burn’’ and figuratively ‘‘rage’’ is appropriate to

the lightning god, uniquely so. In early days Zeus was worshipped everywhere

for the lightning and the rain of winter that are as indispensable as the summer

sun. But this great festival afterwards disappeared, except at Delphi.

In sum, Zeus the lightning god dominates the sky from August to

November for two successive reasons: lightning signals danger for the olive

and other autumn crops but abundance for the staple crop of grain. Through-

out the whole season Zeus has willed it that the lightning shows his purpose.

There are statistics of a kind, fittingly supplied by the Royal Observatory

under King Otto and King George. The frequency of lightning episodes in the

sky at Athens, mostly the northern sky, was recorded for each month of the

year during the years 1859 1870.95 Over the whole period, the totals for every

month from December through May are lower, mostly much lower, than the

totals for every month from June to November. The highest totals are for June

(67), August (59), October (63), and November (54). ‘‘On the night of August

30, 1862, about 56,000 lightning flashes were counted in the course of four

hours.’’

Another point should be noted in the calendar evidence: the worship of

the lightning god is sometimes conducted on a grander scale every four years,

in the year of the Olympic Games. The Olympic Games of late summer

inaugurate the lightning season in the sky, just as they inaugurate the rule of

Zeus as successor to the Mother’s partner Kronos (see chapter 5, pp. 80 81).
The Tegean festival of Zeus keraunobolos is styled ‘‘Olympic’’ in the

inscription that lists the victors in a program of games (IG 5.2.37): in an

Olympic year it was celebrated with games, and in other years without

them. At Thalamae barley meal is to be offered ����	Ø =���Ø ‘‘in the fourth

year,’’ which is naturally taken as an Olympic year (IG 5.1.1316).96 A fourth-

yearly observance may be suspected at Athens too, in the cult of Zeus

kataibatês appearing in the civic calendar of c. 400 b.c. (fr. 10 B 3,

:̃ Ød ŒÆ½�ÆØ���Ø, restored by Dow).97 The entry is one of those in Attic letters

that are conformable with cycles other than annual.98 The incident mentioned

above, when Demetrius the Besieger was hailed as Zeus kataibatês, occurred

in 304 b.c., an Olympic year.

The ‘‘Olympian Zeus’’ who gives his name to the Panhellenic site of

Olympia is therefore none other than the lightning god. The Olympic festival

95. Matthiessen (1873, 152 53). Lightning episodes (485) are far commoner than storms with precipita-

tion (217) or hail (27).

96. So Nilsson (1908b, 315), Cook (1925, 18).

97. Lambert (2000b, 366, 389) ¼ SEG 52.48. Most likely, it is either at the Academy or on the Acropolis.

Lambert proposes—�½	�Ø in the preceding line since Socrates came to the hero so called while walking from the

Academy to the Lyceium (Pl. Lysis 208a). But this was beside the city wall, far from the starting point.

98. Lambert (2002b, 357, 389), after Dow, explains why such observances suit this part of the calendar.
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of late summer accords with the usual lightning worship at this time. After all,

Olympia could only adopt a cult that was familiar otherwise, and in early days

the god who wields the lightning was an impressive figure. Other cults of the

lightning god followed suit, marking the Olympic cycle. And Delphi paid the

tribute of imitation by adopting the lightning festival of late autumn for its

rival Pythian cycle.

Turning to Selinus and column B of the tablet, we see how the lightning

season does duty for half the year. To recapitulate, the manner of displaying

the tablet with one column upside down while the other is right side up

indicates that the two periods in question are equal but opposite. Column A

is before us, at a minimum, from early spring to the summer solstice, for such

is the time span of the prescribed ritual. If the two columns together take up

the whole year, it is feasible to suppose that column A is displayed from the

winter solstice to the summer solstice. Column B will be displayed from the

summer solstice to the winter solstice.

In prescribing rites for a nameless power of lightning (and nothing else),

column B leaves the time entirely open: ‘‘whenever in the year [a person]

wishes and in whatever month he wishes and on whatever day he wishes.’’

But a person will be prompted thus for only half the year, from July to

December. Most of it, from August to November, is the lightning season.

Furthermore, the rites for a nameless power of lightning require sacrifice to

the high god Zeus, whether it takes place at some impromptu site or at his

public altar in the center of the city. In either case the tablet invents a peculiar

mode of sacrifice, at once looking up to the sky and down to the earth, which

is expressive of the lightning. So Zeus the lightning god is present to one’s

mind. He was even suggested by the general heading for the ritual of column

A, since the Olympic truce as a terminus points to his reign thereafter.

Lesser Powers of Lightning

The reason why Selinus’ tablet fixes on a nameless power of lightning is not

that Zeus the lightning god was less accustomed here. We may be sure that in

the mid-fifth century Selinus had both household cults and public observances

extending to the two great festivals of August and November. It is rather that

Zeus does not suit the purpose, being much too grand. The several deities of

column A are chosen from a wider range, and Demeter malophoros was

likewise much too grand. In both columns the ritual is modest, being contrived

for everyman. During the lightning season the only alternative is a nameless

power of lightning. There were many such; this too was a common belief.

Usener devoted a famous essay to personified keraunos and similar in-

stances as an ever-recurring belief.99 But often we cannot know what power is

99. Usener (1905). West (2007, 243 44) thinks of a lightning god named ˚�æÆı��� or the like as a proto-

Indo-European heritage citing the same inscription of Mantinea, IG 5.2.288, with which Usener begins.
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meant, Zeus or a lesser one. That the Greeks acknowledged a multitude of

nameless powers besides Zeus is shown by two instances in Pausanias and by

the vivid role that Hesiod assigns to the Kyklôpes as Zeus’ subordinates. It is

only to be expected. The Olympian gods have charge of this or that depart-

ment of nature, within which particular forces of nature are expressed by

epithets for each Olympian. But such forces are represented also by lesser

deities existing beside the Olympians, singly or in groups of three or more or

as collectivities indefinitely large. They are typically anonymous; individual

names are always secondary.

One of Pausanias’ instances is as indefinite as an elasteros. At Bathos in

Arcadia ‘‘they sacrifice to lightnings and storm winds and thunders’’ to

I��æÆ�Æ
; Ł��ººÆØ; �æ	��Æ
 (8.29.1). Pausanias does not mean that these forces

of nature are the object of cult, with sacrifice at stated times.100 They would

then have been consolidated to the extent of receiving names. Rather, sacrifice

is offered when such forces threaten, perhaps when something is ‘‘heard’’ or

‘‘seen,’’ as at Selinus. Nearby was an intermittent spring (‘‘not flowing every

second year’’) and some kind of fire flaring up from the earth.101 The place

was chosen for sacrifice because of natural features associated with storms.

At the Isthmus, says Pausanias again, ‘‘there is an ancient shrine called

‘altar of the Kyklôpes,’ and on it they sacrifice to the Kyklôpes’’ (2.2.1).102 This
permanent facility is needed at a meeting place of voyagers for whom the

powers of storm are always of concern. The Kyklôpes are invoked as an

indistinct plurality, for otherwise Pausanias would mention the individual

names (such as those of Hesiod). A shrine that Pausanias calls ‘‘ancient’’

(IæåÆ~Ø	�) probably existed in the sixth century b.c., the period of the Titano-

machia of Eumelus, poet of Corinth and of the Isthmus too. For a certainty,

his subject required mention of theKyklôpes. But the account he gave of battle

with the Titans differed from Hesiod’s, and two of the three names that the

Kyklôpes bear in Hesiod, Steropê and Brontê, are reassigned to the mares of

Helios (fr. 7 Bernabé ¼ 4b Davies).103 Eumelus, like the Isthmus shrine, must

have left the Kyklôpes unnamed, perhaps as a virtual aition.

In Hesiod’s Theogony the triad of Kyklôpes personify the lightning with the

expressive names Steropês, Brontês, Argês differentiating sight and sound (139
46, 501 6). The triad of ‘‘Hundred-handers,’’ another expressive name, person-

ify the wind that hurls and pummels (chapter 11, pp. 177 78). Zeus recruits them
both for battle and incorporates them both in his permanent dispositions.

100. Still less should we suppose that the nameless powers are pre-Greek. Vian (1952, 238) speaks of ‘‘a

pre-Hellenic cult of the lightning,’’ Jost (1985, 337, 527) of ‘‘a pre-Hellenic cult of the lightning and of

atmospheric phenomena.’’

101. Pausanias also says that the Arcadian version of the Gigantomachy was located here. The same

natural features are no doubt responsible, for the Gigantomachy is typically assigned to some uncanny

landscape.

102. It is likely enough that shrine and altar were signaled in some book about Corinth that Pausanias

consulted. In the next breath, on a different matter, he refers to the Korinthiaka of Eumelus.

103. West (2002, 115 16), in reconstructing the Titanomachia, insists on this divergence, but so as to

argue that the Kyklôpes were authentically enemies of Zeus, a view he ascribes to Eastern influence.
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Though Hesiod is heir to Eastern stories in which the same natural forces are

recruited and incorporated by other weather gods, these are Greek names for

Greek notions of lightning and of wind.104 How then with what expressive

meaning does the name ˚�Œºø��� denote the lightning?

TheKyklôpes have a single eye in the middle of the forehead, we are told in

four lines both pleonastic and jejune (Theog. 142 45). So doHomer’sKyklôpes

(Od. 1.69 71 etc.), completely different but for the same physiognomy. And

whereas Homer, in speaking of a one-eyed ogre in a cave, keeps company with

storytellers round the world, he alone gives us a bucolic one-eyed race to

which the one-eyed ogre happens to belong. It should be obvious that

Homer arrogated Hesiod’s Kyklôpes by way of punning on their name and

that the text of the Theogony was adjusted in consequence.105 Homer and the

adjusted Theogony take the name as ‘‘Circle-eyed,’’ i.e. ‘‘One-eyed,’’ to which

there are several further objections. (1) ‘‘Circle-eyed’’ is not tantamount to

‘‘one-eyed,’’ and (2) the old word Œ�Œº	� originally means ‘‘wheel,’’ a concrete

sense, with ‘‘circle’’ as a secondary sense,more general and abstract, and (3) the
second element -øł; -ø��� originally means ‘‘-appearing’’ and means ‘‘-eyed’’

only in later, doubtful interpretations, and (4) the one eye of bothHomer’s and

Hesiod’s Kyklôpes puzzled ancient commentators, and (5) it was avoided in

ancient art.106

The true meaning of Kyklôpes is ‘‘Wheel-appearing,’’ i.e. fiery wheels

rolling through the sky. It is an image that caps the moral story of Ixion.107

This archetypal sinner is bound forever to a spinning fiery wheel, a warning to

those who understand. Before the moral story, ‘‘Wheel-appearing’’ was a

name for every power of lightning, as ‘‘Hundred-hander’’ was for every

force of wind. When the Eastern story of the Succession in Heaven was

taken up in Greek poetry, both names were applied to notional triads allied

with the weather god. The name Kyklôps testifies to a belief in powers as

numerous or frequent as the elasteros of Selinus.

104. As West (1997, 295) observes, Zeus is furnished by the Kyklôpes with brontê and keraunos (Theog.

141) or with brontê, keraunos, and steropê (Theog. 504 5), just as Baal in the Ugaritic epic is furnished by

Kothar with a pair of hammers. To represent the power of nature as manufactured weapon is the Eastern way,

as personified appearance the Greek way.

105. So Mondi (1983), persuasively.

106. As to Œ�Œº	� ‘‘wheel’’ see Schwyzer,Gr.Gram. 1.296, 423, Frisk,GEW (with addenda) andChantraine,

DÉLG s.v. As to -øł; -ø��� ‘‘-appearing’’ see Chantraine, DÉLG s. Z�ø�Æ. The one eye is debated in Homeric

scholia and other commentators; it is nearly always omitted in the accounts ofKyklôpes as smiths or wall builders;

and it is but doubtfully depicted in only one of the vase paintings of Od. 9: Mondi (1983, 19 21, 31 36).

107. Nilsson (1932b, 135n19; 1955, 416), Fowler (1993, 38).
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Selinus, c. 450 b.c.

The Tablet

The date of the tablet, which depends on letter forms and especially on

comparison with a cache of lead tablets at Camarina, was fixed by JJK as

the mid-fifth century or slightly earlier, ‘‘460 450 b.c.,’’ and this is widely

accepted.1 Let us recall the argument of chapter 2. The tablet is meant to be

displayed in a public place such as the agora or the acropolis and to be rotated

twice a year by means of the bronze clamp and three extricable nails. And the

pattern of wear along the top edge of each column that was upside down

shows that the tablet was indeed so displayed for a considerable time. And the

mere fact of its survival shows that this use was never superseded that it fell

to the ground in 409 b.c., its wooden post cast down or burnt, and was never

seen again until lately.2

The Background

Selinus, like other cities of Sicily, was ruled intermittently by tyrants in the later

sixth century. But their day was past, much earlier than in other cities, when a

1. JJK (ix, 48, 123). There have been two marked objections, but of opposite tendency. Graham (1995,

367) prefers to say no more than ‘‘probably first half of the fifth century.’’ Cordano (1996, 137; 1997, 424) thinks

that ‘‘the second quarter of the fifth century’’ is ‘‘a little too high.’’

2. The tablet would be a familiar object if displayed as long as this. In chapter 9, note 33, it was suggested

that the literary anecdote about the people of Selinus praying to Empedocles ‘‘just as to a god’’ echoes the

similar emphatic phrase in the middle of column A.



decree of Selinus conceding the return of certain exiles was inscribed at Olym-

pia in ‘‘c. 500 b.c.’’ (IvOlympia 22).3 Somewhat later, Selinus lost territory at

the east when its outpost Heraclea Minoa was seized by Agrigentum; we may

suppose that a city legitimately governed was no match for the tyrant Theron,

who ruledAgrigentum from c. 488 to 472.4 The first age of tyrants ended round
461, and we are told that cities throughout Sicily, including Selinus, briefly

joined together to improve conditions, relocating mercenary soldiers and

restoring exiles (Diod. 11.68.1, 5, 72.1 2, 76.4 6). In any case, Selinus was

then the only considerable city with a record of several decades of lawful

government.

What sort of government it was which of the labels ‘‘oligarchy’’ and

‘‘democracy’’ might apply we do not know. Inscriptions give no help; the

decree at Olympia survives only in small fragments.5 Thucydides, describing

the outlook in 415 b.c., does not say whether Selinus was vulnerable to

Athenian attack by reason of faction (cf. 6.8.2, 20 3-4, 47 48, 62.1).6 Accord-

ing to Timaeus, as reflected by Diodorus and Diogenes Laertius, democracy

was the goal of all the newly liberated cities, and Empedocles of Agrigentum

was a democratic hero.7 But Timaeus is not a critical or even a diligent

historian, and he wrote almost three centuries later. Selinus, moreover,

among all those cities, had no continuing tradition of its own, after being

destroyed and then resettled by the Carthaginians.

Despite these uncertainties, we can form a general picture, increasingly

focused by archaeology, of how people lived.8 The territory of Selinus was

large, even for Sicily, 100 km. along the coast, up to 30 km. inland, making an

area well upward of 1,000 sq. km. and most of it was prime arable land.9 It

might have supported a population approaching two hundred thousand or

even more.10 Settlements scattered throughout the territory show Greeks

dominating or displacing the natives; it is likely that the settlements were

3. So Asheri 1979 ¼ SEG 29.403, cf. De Angelis (2003, 160 61).

4. FGrH 532 F 1 C 30, the Register of Athena’s temple at Lindus, records the dedication of spoils from

Heraclea Minoa by ‘‘the Agrigentines’’ among a series of entries that stray wildly from chronological order.

Some hold that Theron is in fact excluded because he is not named in his own person: Dunbabin (1948, 353 54),

De Angelis (2003, 161 62) (but elsewhere De Angelis [2003, 179] inadvertently assumes that it is Theron). Now

Theron increased the power of Agrigentum dramatically; he even interfered at Himera. And it was at Heraclea

Minoa that he discovered the bones of Minos (Diod. 4.79.4) to what purpose, if not to signal new ownership?

5. The closely contemporary tablets of Camarina are individual records of some 150 citizens, each

giving name and father’s name and numbered phratry, noting also if someone is deceased; they have been

generally thought to indicate some democratic purpose. But Robinson (2002, 69 75) throws doubt on all the

purposes proposed so far.

6. Afterwards, as another instance of the widespread convulsion that was fully comparable with

Herodotus’ Persian Wars, Thucydides observes that Megarian exiles fighting with Athens were pitted against

their kinsmen from Selinus (7.57.8). The Megarian exiles were democrats, and Selinus sent a body of horsemen

who must have been well-to-do, but it was not to Thucydides’ purpose to say whether this mattered.

7. On Timaeus’ slanted account of Empedocles see de Waele (1971, 1.169 72).

8. De Angelis (2003, 129 45, 173 99) assembles evidence for the city and the territory respectively.

9. 1,500 sq. km., ‘‘between 70 and 95% arable land’’: De Angelis (2003, 182). Or 1,165 sq. km.: Asheri,

CAH2 4 (1988) 765.

10. ‘‘Even on the most conservative estimate, between, say, 161,000 and 215,000 people’’: De Angelis

(2003, 182).
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much more numerous than the few presently known.11 Greeks undoubtedly

worked the land. The wheat called *�ºØ�	��Ø	� is one of five varieties named by

Theophrastus, ‘‘Libyan’’ and ‘‘Thracian’’ being the other local names; it is

distinguished from the rest as requiring the richest soil (Caus. Pl. 3.21.2, Pliny,
HN 18.64).12 It was also good terrain for horse breeding, a favorite pastime of

wealthy Greeks and well attested at Selinus.13

The city that was first planted on the acropolis spread to the plateau at the

north, then to all the sloping ground on either side; it was crowded. Both

potters and smiths with their kilns were at work close by the houses.14 The city

population has been estimated, perhaps too stringently, at 6,000 10,000.15 It
was in any case a small proportion of the total. Many lived on or close to the

farms. There is no reason to think that their status was inferior.

The immense wealth of Selinus came from selling the produce of the land,

especially wheat. Selinus was paid in silver that became almost the earliest

coinage in Sicily and for a time the most abundant after that of Himera.16 At

Selinus, as at Himera, Carthage with its silver mines was probably the best

customer. Selinus alone joined Carthage in attacking the rest of Greek Sicily

in 480 b.c.; it must have seemed the only prudent course. But so far as we

know, there was no accounting afterwards at the hands of the Greek victors;

Selinus must have been prudent again.

Such is the background against which the tablet is to be viewed. We know

so little of events that it cannot possibly be aligned with any political or social

transition. But perhaps it should not anyway; perhaps society was stable, and

the community was at peace. The tablet itself points this way, since it was

displayed for a long time. It was altered in three places, but not so long after it

was first inscribed, in the same style of lettering, and the changes are not

important. If it was prompted by some momentary need, it came to serve a

regular one. More likely, it was always meant to reinforce the accustomed way

of life.

11. De Angelis (2003, 175 78).

12. De Angelis (2003, 180 83, 186 87).

13. De Angelis (2003, 187).

14. Fischer-Hansen (2000, 106 7, 113 14), cf. De Angelis (2003, 184).

15. So De Angelis (2003, 149). His estimate has an air of paradox since he sets himself against all the

higher estimates of the past, some based on military numbers, others on the cemeteries round the city but in

such cases the whole territory was in view.

16. Arnold-Biucchi (1992).
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The Inscription

Text

Cyrene’s rules of purification this term must serve, though it is not quite

apt are inscribed on the same tall block of white marble as the long list of

cities to which grain was exported during the famine years c. 330 325 b.c.
The two inscriptions occupy three faces of the block, with the list at the

right, column A of the rules in the middle, and column B at the left. The

block is nearly complete, but broken in two near the top and broken away

at the bottom. In column A two lines are almost wholly lost at the break,

and in column B four and a half lines are badly damaged. As for the

bottom, column A lacks perhaps the last two lines, and column B breaks

off higher up, with more extensive damage to this face yet the last surviv-

ing line may be nearly the last that was inscribed. There is also much wear at

the edges and in a few other places; many lines have letters missing at the

beginning or the end or both. The block served as a seat in the frigidarium of

the Small Baths of the Roman period after being plastered, which is

fortunate.

Though the inscription was published twice from the stone and more

recently from squeezes made long ago, and though it is reproduced in some

standard collections, no existing text is satisfactory. The photographs that

accompany Oliverio’s edition are the only reliable source. The following text

is based on scrutiny of the photographs at each point of difficulty.



Column A

½����ººø� �åæÅ½����
½K� I��:d ŒÆŁÆæ�	~Ø� ŒÆd ±ª��ØÆØ� ŒÆ½d ƒŒ�-
½����ØÆØ� åæ�Ø���	� �a� ¸���Æ� 	NŒ: ½���.

½ÆY� Œ:Æ K�d �aª ª~Æ� j K�d �a� ��ºØ� K��
ÅØ ���	½� j ºØ�-
5 ½�e��: j Ł�Æ�	�; Ł��� ���æ	�Ł� �~Æ� �ıº~Æ�; ½I���-

½
	��: �~ø I�	�æ	�Æ
ø; �~øØ ���ººø�Ø �~øØ I�	�æ½���-
½øØ� å
�Ææ	� KæıŁæ��.

½Œ�~Æº	� K� ƒÆæ~øØ ���ıŒ��� ÆY ŒÆ �~øØ Ł�~øØ �a� �Ø�a�:
½K�æ: �~Ø���; �~øØ ŒºøØ åæÅ�~ÅØ ŒÆd K� ƒÆæa ŒÆd K� ��½Æ�-

10 ½ºÆ� ŒÆd K� �ØÆæ�

½I��e ªı�ÆØŒe� I�cæ �a� ��Œ�Æ Œ	Ø�ÆŁb� Łı��~Ø ‹½Œ�-
½Æ ŒÆ� �:�:º:Å�ÆØ� �a� �b I��æÆ� Œ	Ø�ÆŁb� ºø����: ½	��
½ŒÆ�ÆŒ��ÆºÆ ��~N:�Ø ‹�ıØ ŒÆ ��º: ½Å�Æ�Ø: �ºa� j K� ½�e��
½�Æe� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :��: Æ�� �a� �b½. . .�

15 ½ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . �
½ �
½± º��ågØ Zæ	�	� �ØÆ��~Ø� �e:�: �: ½b� �� æ	�	� �ØÆ��~Ø� �e��
½�� K�� æ	�	� 	P �ØÆ��~Ø; ÆY ŒÆ �c ����ŁÅØ� › �� ¼½�Łæ�-
½ø��	� ‹ ŒÆ ���	Ø ~MØ; Æ<P>�e� �b� �ØÆæe� ����Æ½Ø I��-
½�æÆ�� �æ
�� ¼ºº	� �b 	P �ØÆ��~Ø 	P�b ‹�ıØ ŒÆ ��Ł: ½ÅØ 	�-

20 ~���	� › ¼�Łæø�	�.

�ŒÆ�Æ��
ø� ›�
Æ �Æ��d ŒÆd ±ª�~øØ ŒÆd �Æ�ºø½Ø�,
�ºa� I�� I�Łæ �ø ´��ø �~ø f�øg IæåÆª��Æ� ŒÆd
�æØ�	�Æ��æø� ŒÆd I�e �ˇ�ı���ø �~ø ˜�º�~øfØg�
I�� ¼ººø ‹�Å ¼�Łæø�	� �ŒÆ��; 	PŒ ›�
Æ ±ª�~ø<Ø>�

25 �~ø� �b ƒÆæ~ø� ›�
Æ �Æ��
.

ÆY ŒÆ K�d �ø�~øØ Ł��ÅØ ƒÆæ�Ø	� ‹ �Ø �c ���	� Ł���; �½e�
�	�Ø�
Æ��Æ I��ºb� I�e �~ø �ø�~ø ŒÆd I�	�º~ı�-
ÆØ; ŒÆd �e ¼ºº	 º~ı�Æ I��ºb� KŒ �~ø ƒÆæ~ø ŒÆd �a� YŒ-
�ı� I�e �~ø �ø�~ø; ŒÆd �e �~ıæ I��ºb� K� ŒÆŁÆæ���

30 ŒÆd ��ŒÆ �c I�	�Øł���	�; ŒÆŁæÆ� �e ƒÆæe� ŒÆd
ÇÆ�
Æ� Ł��Æ� �	�e� ��º�ı�; ��ŒÆ �c Łı��ø ‰� ���: h	�i.

OŒ åØ�	� ����Æ K� I��º��ø� ��Œ�Æ.

ÆY ŒÆ ��ŒÆ�	� ~MØ ¼�Łæø�	� &�Æ��; ŒÆŁæÆ� Æ-
½P��e� Æ��e� Æ¥�Æ�Ø; ŒÆŁÆæ~�Ø �e ƒÆæe�� ŒÆd �øºÅ-

35 ½Łb�� K� �~ÆØ Iª	æ~ÆØ ›����ø ŒÆ �º�
��ø ¼�Ø	� ~M½Ø�,
�æ	Łı��~Ø �æe �~Æ� ��Œ�Æ� ÇÆ�
Æ� �	�e� ��º-
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½�ı�� 	PŒ I�e �~Æ� ��Œ�: Æ: �: � Œ:Æd ��ŒÆ �b Łı��~Ø �a�
½���Œ�Æ�� ŒÆd I�	Ø��~Ø K� ŒÆŁÆæ��� ÆD �b ��; �~ø� Æ½P�-
½��~ø� �Å�~Å�ÆØ� �: Œ:	)ŒØ:	: �: �:b 	N��~Ø �~Æ� › Ł�ø�.

40 ½���Å�	�; ÆN �c �
 ŒÆ �:Œ:g: �: �: Ø~ÆØ; I�	åæ�~Ø ŒÆŁæÆ�½Ł�-
½Æ�Ø ÆP�e� ŒÆd ÇÆ�
Æ� 	P ��~Ø� ÆN �� ŒÆ �Œg� �Ø~ÆØ; Œ½Æ�-
½ŁÆ�æ�~Ø �	 ƒÆæ��� ŒÆd ÇÆ�
Æ� �æ	Łı��~Ø �	�e� ��º�ı: ½���

½Æ�Y ŒÆ åæ��Æ�Æ ��ŒÆ�Æ ~MØ; KŒ�Ø��Æ� �a åæ��Æ�-
½Æ�; ŒÆŁÆæ�~Ø �e ƒÆæe� ŒÆd �: a: åæ��Æ�Æ �
åÆ� ŒÆd ��ŒÆ

45 ½��c �æ	Łı��~Ø ÇÆ�
Æ� �	�e� ��º�ı� 	P �~Æ� ��Œ�-
½Æ��� ŒÆd ��ŒÆ �c Łı��~Ø �a� ��Œ�Æ�� ŒÆd I�	Ø��~Ø K�
½ŒÆ�ŁÆæ��� ÆN �b ��; �~ø� ÆP�~ø� �Å��~Ø� �~ø� �b åæÅ�-
½�ø��; ~±� ŒÆ ��ŒÆ�Æ ~MØ; K����Ø	� 	PŒ K�Ł���Ø 	P�½��-
½�ø 	�P�b ,� 	P�b å��ºÆ �æ
½ª� Œ:Æ: �~øØ Ł�~øØ I�	½���-

50 ½ŒÆ������Ø� ÆN �� ŒÆ å��ºÆ K�
Œ�Ø j K����ØÆ K�Ł~ÅØ; ŒÆ:-
½Ł�æ: Æ: � �e ��	ºº �Ø	�; ÇÆ�
Æ� �æ	:Ł: ı��~Ø ŒÆ�a �a�½±�Æ�æ�
Æ� �	�e� ��º�ı�.

½ÆY Œ�Æ ��ŒÆ�	� Kg� ¼�Łæø�	� I�	Ł�ÅØ; ŒÆ�ÆŒ	�
-
½�Æ��: ��� �e� ¼�Łæø�	�; �~ÆØ �b� �æÆ�
��ÆØ I��æÆØ

55 ½K�Ø�Ł:Å��~Ø ‹ �Ø ŒÆ ��ºÅ�ÆØ K�d �e �~Æ�Æ; �����æ	� �-
½b 	�P�b ,� �æ
ª ŒÆ I�	��ŒÆ�����Ø �~øØ Ł�~øØ� ŒÆd 	½P�-
½�b Łı���~Ø 	P�� K�d �e �~Æ�Æ �~N�Ø� KŒ�Ø�Æ����Ø �b ›�: ½���-
½�ø �º��: 
��ø ¼�Ø	� ~MØ; Œ	Ø�e� Kg� �~øØ Ł�~øØ� ŒÆŁæÆ½��
½�b �e� ��	ºº �Ø	� ŒÆd �a åæ��Æ�Æ �
åÆ; �æ	Ł�½�Æ�-

60 ½� ÆP�e�� ÇÆ�
Æ� �	�e� ��º�ı� 	PŒ I�e �~Æ� ��Œ-
½�Æ� �æ	�� �Ø	�; Łı��~Ø �a� ��Œ�Æ� �æ	� �Ø	�� ½ŒÆ�-
½d I�	�Ø:��~Ø K� ŒÆŁÆæ��� ÆN �b ��; �~ø� ÆP�~ø� �Å��~Ø.
½ �
½ÆY Œ�Æ I�	Ł�ÅØ ��ŒÆ�	� Kg� ŒÆd �a ��Œ�Æ ŒÆ�Æº½
��-
½ÅØ ~‰� ŒÆ ��a �b� Ç~øØ; �a �b I�	Ł�ÅØ; KŒ�Ø��Æ� �a ½I�-

65 ½�ÆººÆª����Æ ›����ø ŒÆ �º�
��ø ¼�ØÆ ~MØ; ŒÆŁæÆ½� ��-
½e ��	ºº ��Ø	� ŒÆd �a åæ��Æ�Æ �
åÆ; �æ	Łı��~Ø ÇÆ�½
Æ�-
½� �a� �~ø &��Æ�~Æ �æ	� �Ø	�� ŒÆd ��ŒÆ �c Łı��~Ø �a� ��-
½Œ�Æ� �æ	�� �Ø	�� �e� �b Ç	e� ŒÆŁæÆ� ÆP�e� ÆP�½e�-
½� Æ¥�Æ�Ø Œ�Æd �e ƒÆæe� �
åÆ; �øºÅŁb� K� �~ÆØ Iª	æ~ÆØ Ł: -

70 ½ı��~Ø �a� ��~ø &�Æ�~Æ ÇÆ�
Æ� �	�e� ��º�ı�� ŒÆd ��Œ: ½Æ ��-
½c Łı��~Ø �a�� ��Œ�Æ�� ŒÆd I�	Ø��~Ø K� ŒÆŁÆæ��� ÆN ½�b�
½��; �~ø� ÆP��~ø� �Å��~Ø.
½ �
½&�Æ�a� Kg��; K��
 ŒÆ ¼æ���ÆØ Ł��� ŒÆ�a ���	�; ½K��
�
½ŒÆ KŒ�Ø�Æ�Ł~ÅØ; �e º	Ø�e� Łı��~Ø ›��ŒÆ ŒÆ ��ºÅ: ½�ÆØ� ‰��

75 ½�� ŒÆ ŒÆŁæ�ÅØ; ŒÆŁÆæ�e� I�	åæ�~Ø� ›�: ½�ŒÆ� �Ø� ½�e ƒÆæe�-
½� ŒÆ���ŁÅØ;� ŒÆŁ~ÆæÆØ 	P ��~Ø� ÆN �� ŒÆ ��ºÅ½�ÆØ; Ł��Æ� ���-
½�	� ��º�ı�� �æ	� �Ø	�; 	N��~Ø ‹�½ıØ ŒÆ ��ºÅ�ÆØ:�
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[ . . . . . . . . . . . . ] �ø [ . . . . . . ] åÆ [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ]

[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .] ��� [ . . . . . . . . . .]

80 [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ]

[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ]

[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ]

Column B

½ �
½�����Æ� �: ½b� YÆ��Æ� �e Œ	Ø�Æ���æØ	� Ç½ �Æ��
½��~Ø� K� @æ�: ½Æ�Ø� º~ı�ÆØ� � Æ: o:�Æ �b 	På �� ½æ	��-

85 ½	�� �~øØ I��æd ����ÆØ 	P�b �ØÆ��~Ø; ����Æ ŒÆ
½K�� @æ�Æ�Ø� ��ŁÅØ� L �:� ŒÆ �Æ~ı�Æ �c �	Ø��Æ½Ø�-
½�Æ� �Ø~ÆØ ,ŒÆ��Æ; ŒÆŁæÆØ�Æ �e �æ�Æ�
�Ø	� K�½Ø�-
½Ł�ı��~Ø ÇÆ�
Æ� �	�e� ��º�ı�� ŒÆd ��ŒÆ �c �~N:�: -
½Ø� �e Œ	Ø�Æ��æØ	�� ÆN �� ŒÆ �c �Œ	~Ø�Æ �Ø~ÆØ; ŒÆ-

90 ½Ł�Ææ�~Ø �e ƒÆæ��.
½ �
½�����Æ� �b �e �ı��~ÅØ	� K� @æ�Æ�Ø� ŒÆ�½���-
½Ł�b� ��~Ø; ›��ŒÆ ŒÆ ��ºÅ�ÆØ �æ�Æ�Ø�
	Ø�: ; ½‰��
½��åØ��Æ �b º~øØ	�� ± �� ŒÆ �c ŒÆ���ŁÅØ; ½I�	Ł�-
½ı���~Ø �~ÆØ �æ��Ø�Ø – Œ: ½Æ ��ºÅ��Æ: Ø �	~Ø� ½�æ�Æ�Ø�
�-

95 ½	Ø��: �c ŒÆ��ºÅº�ı½Łı~ØÆ �b ŒÆŁÆæ�~Ø �e ƒÆæ�-
½e�� ŒÆd K�ØŁı��~Ø Ç½Æ�
Æ� �	�e� ��º�ı��.
[ ]

½����Æ Œ�	Ø�Æ �æd� ��Œb� Œ���Ø�Ø �e �ı��~Å: Ø½	��
K:�: @: æ: �: Æ:�: Ø:�: � ½ÆP�a �b ��~Æ: Ø: ¼æŒøØ �ø��~Ø ���Æ� ŒÆd
�a� Œ��Æºa� ŒÆd �e ��æ�Æ� ÆN �� ŒÆ �c ŒÆ�½���-

100 ŁÅØ �æd� ��Œ��; Œ��Ø�Ø �f� �	�~øØ ��º�øØ� ± �½b�
ŒÆ�
Æ��:Æ ±ª��ı��~Ø �����Æ� ŒÆd Oª��Æ�
ŒÆd M��Æ�; ŒÆd ± �c ŒÆ��ºÅº�ıŁı~ØÆ ±ª�: -
�ı��~Ø �Æ��Æ� �a� I��æÆ�� ÆN �� ŒÆ �Ø~ÆØ; ŒÆŁÆ-
æÆ���Æ ÆP�a ŒÆŁÆæ�~Ø �e ƒÆæe� ŒÆd K�ØŁı�½�~Ø�

105 ÇÆ�
Æ� �	�e� ��º�ı�.

ÆY ŒÆ ªı�a Kª�ºÅØ; ÆN ��ª ŒÆ �Ø�Åº	� ~MØ; �½Ø�-
Æ
�	��ÆØ u���æ I�e ŁÆ����	�� ÆN �� ŒÆ �c
�Ø�Åº	� ~MØ; �ØÆ
���ÆØ ÆP�a ± 	NŒ
Æ ŒÆŁ��½æ�
I�e º�å��.

110 ƒŒ��
ø�.

ƒŒ��Ø	�; K�ÆŒ���: ÆY ŒÆ K�Ø����Ł~ÅØ K�d �a�
	NŒ
Æ�; ÆN ��ª ŒÆ N�~ÆØ I�� ‹�Ø��� 	ƒ K�~Å�Ł�; O-
�ı�Æ��~Ø ÆP�e� �æ	�Ø�g� �æd� I��æÆ�: ÆN �½b�
ŒÆ ��Ł�ŒÅØ �ªªÆØ	� j ¼ººÅØ �Å I�	º ºÅ½Ø�,

115 ÆN ��ª ŒÆ N�~ÆØ �e Z�ı�Æ; O�ı�Æ��d �æ	�æ�~Ø: ÆN
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�� ŒÆ �c N�~ÆØ; ~T ¼�Łæø��; ÆY�� I�cæ ÆY�� ªı�a
K��
: Œ	º	�e� �	Ø��Æ��Æ �æ���Æ ŒÆd Ł�º�ØÆ½��
j ŒÆº
�	� j ªÆ�)�	�; ��	������	� �Ææ�ØŁ: ½��-
��� �e ��æ	� ���ø�: K��d �� ŒÆ �	Ø~Å��� �a

120 �	�ØÇ����Æ; ��æ	��Æ K� oºÆ� I�æªe� Kæ�-
½E��ÆØ �a� Œ	º	�e� ŒÆd �a ��æÅ.

ƒŒ��Ø	� –��æ	�; ����º�����	� j I��º��: ƒ�-
����	� K�d �~øØ �Æ�	�
øØ ƒÆæ~øØ; ÆN ��ª ŒÆ �æ	½���-
æÅ�ÆØ; ›����ø ŒÆ �æ	��æÅ�ÆØ; 	o�ø� ��º
�Œ½��-

125 �ŁÆØ: ÆN �� ŒÆ �c �æ	��æÅ�ÆØ; ª~Æ� ŒÆæ�e� Ł½��-
�� ŒÆd ��	��a� ŒÆŁ� ,�	� I�
: ÆN �� ŒÆ �Ææ~ÅØ; K: ½ª�
��ø �d� ����Æ: ÆN �� ŒÆ �ØÆº
�ÅØ ��Œ�	� Kª: ½ºÆ�-
Ł����	� ŒÆ
 	ƒ �æ	��æÅ�ÆØ; ‹ �Ø Œ 	ƒ �Æ���: ½ı�-
	���øØ I�ÆØæ�Ł~ÅØ; �	~ı�	 I�	��Ø��~Ø �~øØ Ł�~øØ � Œ: ½Æd�

130 Łı��~Ø; ÆN ��ª ŒÆ N�~ÆØ; K�d �e� �Æ�æ~øØ	�� ÆN �b ��; ½åæ��-
�Æ�ŁÆØ.

ƒŒ��Ø	� �æ
�	�; ÆP�	���	�: I�ØŒ������ K� ½ƒÆæ	�-
�	º
Æ� ŒÆd �æØ�ıº
Æ�: ‰� �� ŒÆ ŒÆ�Æªª�º�: ½Ø ��Œ��-
�ŁÆØ; ¥��Æ��Æ K�d �~øØ T�~øØ K�d �Œ�Ø º�ıŒ½~øØ Œº��-

135 Ç�� ŒÆd åæ~Ø�ÆØ� ŒÆd K�
��� K� �a� �Æ�	�
:½Æ��
›�e� ŒÆd �Øª~�� ���Æ� ~& ŒÆ ��	Ø �ø��: ½Ø �e�-
½�� �:�	��Œ	���	� �e� �æ	Æªª�º�~Å: ½æÆ� K� ƒÆ�-
½æe�� �Ææ
��� �e� I�ØŒ���ı½�����	½� K�d �~ø��
½Łı��Ø:~ø�� ŒÆd �e� ��	���	�: ½K�����Ł��: ‰� ���

140 ½ŒÆ Ł����Ø Ł�Å ŒÆd ¼ººÆ ½�a �	�ØÇ����Æ . . . . . . . . .�
½ . . . . . . . . . � �:�Å: ½ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . �

Translation

Careful translations of the past include Oliverio (1933, 24 28), Buck, The
Greek Dialects no. 115, Parker (1983, 333 50), Dobias-Lalou (2000, 304 7),
and Rhodes and Osborne, GHI no. 97.

Column A

1 3. Apollo ordained: dwell in Libya forever using purifications and abstin-

ences and [supplications].

4 7. If sickness [or famine] or death come against the land or against the city,

sacrifice in front of the city gates, [facing] the Averter, to Apollo the averter a

red he-goat.

8 10. Wood growing on sacred land. If you put up the price for the god, you

can use the wood equally for sacred and for ordinary and for tainted use.
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11 15. A man coming from a woman with whom he has lain at night shall

sacrifice whenever he wishes. If he has lain with her by day, after wash-

ing himself [thoroughly], he shall go wherever he wishes except into [the

temple. - - -].

16 20. A woman in childbed shall pollute the house. She shall pollute anyone

inside. She shall not pollute anyone outside if he does not go in. Any person

who is inside shall himself be polluted for three days. This person shall not

pollute anyone else no matter where he goes in.

21 25. Of the rites of Akamantes, the use belongs to everyone both pure and

profane, except (of those rites descending) from the man Battus, the founder.

And of Tritopateres (the use so belongs except) also (of those rites descending)

from Onymastus the Delphian. (Of those rites descending) from an ancestor

who is different, the use does not belong to the pure. But of the shrines, the use

belongs to everyone.

26 31. If one sacrifices on the altar a victim that it is not the custom to

sacrifice, take away the thickened residue from the altar and wash it off, and

remove the other soilure from the shrine and the ash from the altar, and take

away the fire to a pure place. And then after washing oneself, after purifying

the shrine and sacrificing as a penalty an animal full grown, then one shall

sacrifice as the custom is.

32. (One) bound as far as brothers’ children.

33 39. If a grown man is tithed, having purified himself with blood, he shall

purify the shrine. And after being sold in the agora for the most he is worth, he

shall sacrifice beforehand, before the tithe, as a penalty, an animal full grown,

not from the tithe. And then he shall sacrifice the tithe. And he shall carry

away to a pure place. If he does not, the same measures will still be needed.

Everyone who sacrifices shall bring a basket.

40 42. A lad not yet of age, if he pollutes himself involuntarily, it is enough for

him to purify himself and a penalty is not needed. If he pollutes himself

voluntarily, he shall purify the shrine. And as a penalty he shall sacrifice

beforehand an animal full grown.

43 52. If it is property that is tithed, after assessing the property, he shall

purify the shrine and the property separately. And then he shall sacrifice

beforehand, as a penalty, an animal full grown not from the tithe. And then

he shall sacrifice the tithe. And he shall carry away to a pure place. If he does

not, the same measures will still be needed. From the property, as long as it is

tithed, he shall not make any funerary offering whatever nor a libation until

he pays the tithe to the god. If he brings libation or makes funerary offerings,

after purifying Apollo’s shrine he shall sacrifice beforehand as a penalty,

according to the nature of the offense, an animal full grown.

53 62. If a man dies that is tithed, after they bury the man, on the first day he

shall place whatever he wishes on the tomb, but after that nothing until he
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pays the tithe to the god. And he shall neither sacrifice nor go to the tomb.

They shall assess him for the most he is worth since he is partner with the god.

After purifying Apollo’s shrine and the property separately, after himself sacri-

ficing beforehand as a penalty an animal full grown not from the tithe in front of

the altar, he shall sacrifice the tithe in front of the altar. And he shall carry away

to a pure place. If he does not, the same measures will still be needed.

63 72. If one that is tithed dies and has left children, of whom some are living

and some deceased, after assessing the deceased for the most they are worth,

after purifying Apollo’s shrine and the property separately, he shall sacrifice

beforehand the penalty of a grown man in front of the altar. And then he shall

sacrifice the tithe in front of the altar. As for the living child, after purifying

himself with blood and the shrine separately, after being sold in the agora, he

shall sacrifice as the penalty of a grown man an animal full grown. And then

he shall sacrifice the tithe in front of the altar. And he shall carry away to a

pure place. If he does not, the same measures will still be needed.

73 82. [Being a grown man,] when he begins to sacrifice according to custom,

[after he is assessed], for the future he shall sacrifice whenever he wishes. [After

he has purified,] the purification suffices. Whenever one [comes down to the

sanctuary,] it is not necessary to purify. If he wishes, [after sacrificing an

animal full grown] in front of the altar, he shall carry away [wherever he

wishes]. The next five lines are almost or entirely illegible.

Column B

83 90. A bride on the one hand must go to the bedchamber to Artemis and

undo her belt. She shall not be under the same roof with the husband, nor shall

she pollute herself, until she comes to Artemis. If, without doing this, she

pollutes herself voluntarily, after purifying the shrine of Artemis, she shall

further sacrifice, as a penalty, an animal full grown. And then she shall go to

the bedchamber. If she pollutes herself involuntarily, she shall purify the shrine.

91 96. A bride on the other hand must come down to the bride-place to

Artemis, whenever she wishes at a festival of Artemis, but the sooner the

better. If she does not come down, she shall discharge the sacrifice to Artemis

anyway, of whatever victim she wishes at that festival of Artemis. Because she

did not come down, she shall purify the shrine of Artemis and further sacrifice,

as a penalty, an animal full grown.

97 105. A bride, when pregnant, before giving birth shall go down to the

bride-place to Artemis. She herself shall give to the Bear feet and the head and

the skin. If she does not come down before giving birth, she shall go down

with an animal full grown. She who goes down shall keep pure on the seventh

and the eighth and the ninth, and she who does not come down shall keep pure

on these days. If she pollutes herself, after purifying herself she shall purify the

shrine and shall further sacrifice, as a penalty, an animal full grown.
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106 109. If a woman miscarries, if it is recognizable, they are polluted as if by

a corpse. If it is not recognizable, the house itself is polluted as if by childbirth.

110. Of suppliant (purifications).

111 121. Suppliant (purification), conjured by magic. If something be sent

against the house, if he knows from whom it came against him, he shall name

him while giving notice for three days. If he is dead beneath the earth or is

done for in some other way, if he knows the name, he shall give notice by

name, but if he does not know it, the words are ‘‘O creature, whether you be

man or woman.’’ After making figurines male and female of either wood or

clay, after receiving them for entertainment, set out the share of everything.

When you have done the customary things, bring the figurines and the shares

to an uncultivated wood and set them up properly.

122 131. Suppliant (purification) the second, paid or not paid. After sitting

down at the public shrine, if it is ordained by the oracle, however much is

ordained, pay accordingly. But if nothing is ordained, offer fruit of the earth

and libation every year in perpetuity. But if he omits it, twice as much again. If

a child neglects it in ignorance and it is ordained for him, whatever he is

bidden on inquiring of the oracle, this he shall pay to the god and shall

sacrifice, if he knows where it is, at the ancestral tomb. If not, ask the oracle.

132 141. Suppliant (purification) the third, slaying with one’s own hand.

Intercede at the office of [chief priest] and the body of three tribes. When he

has announced that he [receives], after seating him on the threshold on a white

fleece, wash and anoint him. And all go out to the public street and keep silent

while they are outside, those who respond to the annunciator. Go on [into the

sanctuary], the one who is object of the intercession, [for the sacrifices.] And

those following [come in after him. When] he has offered cakes and other

[usual things] . . .The next line is almost wholly illegible, and whether the

inscription continued further does not appear.

Notes on the Text

The inscription was first published by Ferri (1927), and remarks on the

text were offered by, among others, Wilamowitz (1927), De Sanctis

(1927), Herzog (1928), Latte (1928), and Vogliano (1928) (together with

P. Maas). It was published again by Oliverio (1933) with a full descrip-

tion and a commentary sometimes fanciful and, above all, with four

splendid photographs, pls. I IV, each upward of 24 � 33 cm., i.e. well

over half the actual size of the block (height 1.33 m., breadth and depth

c. 40 m.). Dobias-Lalou (2000) has now produced ‘‘a critical edition’’ that

draws on repeated inspection of the stone and more particularly on her

study, in September 1971, of squeezes made by F. Chamoux in 1947. She
warns us that the stone itself in its present state will not repay further study

without special equipment and ideal conditions. Unfortunately, she says
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very little about the basis of her readings, either in brief critical notes

(mostly an impartial report of past readings and supplements) or in a

brief, selective commentary or again in remarks on various words that are

scattered throughout her book. Her text seems to show that the squeezes did

not offer more, and often offered less, than Oliverio’s photographs, not to

speak of the deteriorated stone.

In the following notes I discuss the reading of doubtful letters and the

space occupied by lost letters wherever it matters. The size of the letters can

vary somewhat from line to line throughout the inscription; this must be

borne in mind in calculating the loss in a given line from the letters just

above or below. In neither column are the lines preserved to the last letter

over any long stretch, so we cannot see how regular the right margin was. But

necessary restorations do suggest that the inscriber took care to insert the last

possible letter. I do not use the sublinear dot when the traces, however

incomplete, leave no doubt of a given letter.

Column A

1. ½����ººø� �åæÅ½��� The two words are inscribed in letters larger and

more widely spaced so as to fill up the line.

2–3. ½��-=½	����ØÆØ� Ferri ½��-=½Æ����ØÆØ�Wilamowitz ½ƒ�=-½Œ����ØÆØ� Herzog

½Ł��-=½æÆ���ØÆØ� Oliverio ½���-=½ŒÆ���ØÆØ� Defradas. Lines 2 3 are inscribed in

letters slightly larger than all the rest, just the size of the lettering in the famine

inscription. If line 2 was of the same length as line 3, only one letter is missing.

But if it extended as far as all the rest, two letters are missing. So the last of

three coordinate terms may be completed in several ways. I have chosen

ƒŒ���ØÆØ� ‘‘supplications’’ as the general term best matching the first two,

‘‘purifications’’ and ‘‘abstinences,’’ and also as looking forward to the suppli-

cation expressly prescribed by the very last rule, lines 132 41. But other terms

might equally look forward to some particular rule. �	���ØÆØ� ‘‘processions’’

might look to the sacrifice at the city gates mentioned next, �Æ���ØÆØ� ‘‘or-

acles’’ to the repeated consultations of a local oracle in lines 122 31, ��ŒÆ��ØÆØ�
‘‘tithings’’ to the professed ‘‘tithing’’ rules of lines 32 82. This last term,

adopted now by Dobias-Lalou, might seem an attractive supplement because

the tithing section is the longest and most carefully composed, being divided

into five subsections of ten lines each so as to echo the tithing; indeed, it has

probably determined the overall arrangement, as we shall see in chapter 20.
Nonetheless, ‘‘tithings’’ are more of a threat than a recourse, and so perhaps

less suited to these words of reassurance.

4–5. º	Ø�-=½�e��: Ferri �~ıæ ‘‘fever’’ Wilamowitz ÆP�-=½	�a� Latte Oº�-=½	a�
Herzog ºØ�-=½�e��: Oliverio. Again the supplement remains in doubt. Space

perhaps favors ºØ�-=½�e��: rather than º	Ø�-=½�e��: , but any trace of �: is very

slight. Wilamowitz envisaged also ‘‘an adjective for ���	� in the sense of

º	Ø� �Å�.’’ Latte proposed ‘‘drought’’ on the grounds that (1) ‘‘plague’’ and
‘‘fever’’ are much like ‘‘sickness,’’ and (2) a red animal is sacrificed at Rome to

save the grain from heat and drought. But (1) adverse conditions may
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variously cause famine or plague as well as individual sickness and death, and

2) the Roman instance belongs to a calendar concerned with seasonal hazards.

5–6. �: ½æ�Æ�-=½Œ	��: vel 	: ½NåŁ�Ø-=½�~Æ��: Ferri Ł: ½ı��-=½
Æ�� Wilamowitz

½ŒÆŁÆæ�-=½�e��: De Sanctis ½K�Æ���-=½
	��: Vogliano ½Z�Ø�-=½�Ł�� Herzog

½ŒÆŁÆ�-=½æ��Æ: Oliverio ½ŒÆŁÆæ�~øØ –��Æ: vel ����a: �~øðØÞ I�	�æ	�Æ
øðØÞ Sokolowski
½I���-=½
	��: R. All the supplements hitherto proposed are very dubious, with

respect to space or syntax or both. In line 5, after �ıº~Æ�, only three letters are

wanted. Is there a trace of the first of these? Ferri saw a rounded shape, i.e.

( orˇ or¨, which is not borne out by the photograph (there is indeed such an

evanescent shape,ˇ, at the end of line 4). Is there a letter trace at the beginning
of line 6? Here a descending stroke seems unmistakable; hence Oliverio’s `. A

vertical stroke above it is slighter and not properly positioned for ˝. And the

angle of the descending stroke points to * rather than `. Whence ½I���-=½
	��: .
In line 6 �~ø I�	�æ	�Æ
ø has often been taken as a neuter substantive,

meaning either ‘‘the evil to be averted’’ or ‘‘the averter shrine / monument /

altar.’’ Latte (1928, 41) observes, as if it were a fact, ‘‘before the gates of

Cyrene there stood an I�	�æ��ÆØ	�.’’ Is it then a standard term or a standard

object? It is not. An averter thing is otherwise unheard of; there are only

averter rites. A dog is offered to Hecate as an instance of I�	�æ	�Æ
ø� ŒÆd

ŒÆŁÆæ�
ø� ½Łı�Ø~ø�� (Plut. Quaest. Rom. 111, 290d). A priestess at Soli, called

hypekkaustria after certain burnt offerings, �	Ø�~Ø�Æ
 �Ø�Æ� Łı�
Æ� ŒÆd ƒ�æ	ıæª
Æ�
I�	�æ	�Æ
	ı� (Plut. Quaest. Gr. 3, 292a). Vengeful deities are placated

I�	�æ	�Æ
	Ø� �Ø�d ŒÆd K�ÆŒ���Åæ
	Ø� Łı�
ÆØ� (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 5.54.3).
It is surely a masculine, ‘‘the Averter,’’ i.e. a statue of Apollo so called.

Now Apollo apotropaios was undoubtedly a familiar figure at Cyrene;

he only lends himself once more to this occasion. He reappears, and

with the same animal victim (but not a red one), at the head of a later lex

sacra listing a number of civic deities (chapter 18, pp. 281 83). He is a vivid

presence whose statue the worshippers will be ‘‘facing’’ (predicate adjective)

as they sacrifice.

6–7. Space does not suffice for I�	�æ: ½	�Æ
�-=øØ, and I�	�æ: ½���-=øØ is

unexceptionable as a variant adopted just because the other form regularly

serves to denote the statue. According to Dobias-Lalou, the shorter form is ‘‘a

hypocoristic.’’

9. Dobias-Lalou somewhat doubts the reading ½K�æ: �~Ø���, but it gives just
the right sense: ‘‘put up’’ the price that is asked.

11–12. ‹½Œ�-=½Æ ŒÆ� Maas ‹½�Ø ŒÆ� vel ‹½�ı-�=½Ø� Ferri. The meaning ‘‘when-

ever,’’ i.e. ‘‘as soon as,’’ seems best. Either ‘‘whatever’’ or ‘‘wherever’’ would

refer to any deity at any shrine, and such broad permission is unlikely. As in

the previous rule and in the extensive tithing rules and probably in the last rule

of all, the unnamed sanctuary will be Apollo’s.

12. The first three letters of �:�:º:Å�ÆØ depend on the merest traces.

13. ½ŒÆ�ÆŒ��ÆºÆ Œ���Ø�Ø Ferri ½Łı��~Ø ���� Oº
ª�	� �ØOliverio Œ��Ø�Ø K� ƒÆæ���
�Ø Sokolowski ½ŒÆ�ÆŒ��ÆºÆ ��~N:�Ø R. Beneath this is the break across the stone;

only the upper part of the letters survive. Before �Ø the same broken edge

continues for the space of two or three letters, but the seeming traces cannot
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for the most part be interpreted as letter strokes; they are only cracks.

Oliverio’s reading is mistaken. (Dobias-Lalou [2000, 162] remarks that such

a phrase is not wanted anyway before Z�ıØ ŒÆ and that the preposition to be

restored is ���.) Instead, Ø: alone should be distinguished as the last preserved

letter.

Ferri’s restoration is too long by about three letters. And as Wilamowitz

observes, a special destinationwouldbe requiredby the compound Sokolowski

should not have made it indefinite. The simple verb �~N�Ø will do nicely, together

with the adverb Ferri supplies. To wash ‘‘thoroughly’’ is required elsewhere:

º	ı�Æ���	ı� . . . ŒÆ�ÆŒ��ÆºÆ (IG 2.5.593 ¼ LSCG 97 line 30, Ceos, s. V ante,

funerary regulations), º	ı�Æ���	ı� . . . ŒÆ�ÆŒ��ÆºÆ; º	ı�Æ���Å� ŒÆ�ÆŒ��ÆºÆ (IG

22 1386 ¼ LSCG 55 lines 4, 5 6, Athens, s. I post, cult of Men), cf. º	ı����	Ø

ŒÆ�ÆŒ��ÆºÆ (IG 22 1385 lines 24 25).
13–14. K� �½e� = ½�æ�Æ�
�Ø	� j K� @æ�Æ�Ø� �a� "¯Œ��: Æ:�Oliverio K� ½ƒÆæMaas

K� ½�e��=½�Æ�� R. Oliverio’s reading is careless and his restoration fanciful. The

letter � is not preserved: the photograph does not show it, and it is not

reported in Oliverio’s transcript of letters as distinct from his text. After K�

there is space at the end of the line for three letters. As to the sense, ‘‘the shrine

of Artemis’’ etc. is an unlikely concern amid rules for men in the first

instance rules for women who visit the shrine of Artemis at due times are

set out at length further on. On the other hand, Maas’s ‘‘shrines’’ seems too

broad. The context points to some restricted place, which might be ‘‘the

temple’’ of Apollo.

14–15. The break in the stone has mostly swallowed up the last two lines

of this five-line section. The previous three lines give little indication of how

they should be restored. (Herzog as well as Oliverio offers supplements in

vacuo.) It is also a question whether a paragraphos should be restored before

line 16, which embarks on a similar topic. There is no good reason to restore it

before line 15, as Herzog did.

16–17. �: ½b� �� æ	�	� �ØÆ��~Ø� �e��=½�� K�� æ	�	� Oliverio, with near

certainty.

21. �ŒÆ�Æ��
ø� is the undoubted reading; the right-hand stroke of `

survives at the beginning of the line. Oliverio rightly transcribed but wrongly

articulated –: ŒÆ �Æ��
ø�. Even before this, Maas recognized the name in the

light of the context. Dobias-Lalou’s transcription ½��ŒÆ�Æ��
ø� so too in her

separate treatment of 1996 is unwarranted. In the past, even the space has

sometimes been miscalculated.

22. Dobias-Lalou (1996, 74 75) reads and interprets ´��ø �ø �~ø
IæåÆª��Æ ‘‘some Battus, descendant of the founder,’’ i.e. �ø ¼ �Ø�	�; so too

in the republication, though less explicitly. On the usual view, adopted here,

�~ø f�øg is a dittography.

31. ���½	� Ferri ���h	�i Wilamowitz �	�h
Ç��ÆØi Fraenkel. If the photo-

graph shows the final �, it is very faint indeed. There is no room for any

further letters, but the sense indicated by Wilamowitz and Fraenkel follows

naturally from what precedes. According to other restorations, the word is

completed in the next line.
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32. O:Œ åØ�	� Maas O�æ: Œ åØ�	� Wilamowitz �	�-=ø: Œ åØ�	� Oliverio �	�-=
	:Œ åØ�	� Buck ŒÆ�-=	:Œ åØ�	� Sokolowski, forgetful of reality. In fact

the photograph leaves no doubt about the reading: 	Œ åØ�	�. Earlier

editors and now Dobias-Lalou are wrong to bring the first letter into

question; Wilamowitz’s suggestion is doubly impossible. Above and below

the line are two identical paragraphoi: so Oliverio in his transcript, and so

Dobias-Lalou.

Either OŒ åØ�	� or �	�	Œ åØ�	� will be a hapax. According to Dobias-

Lalou, either ‘‘is an acceptable neologism.’’ She prefers �	�	Œ åØ�	�, however,

and translates this word and the rest of line 32 ‘‘inasmuch as one is bound by

the custom up to brothers’ children,’’ attaching it to the sacrifice just men-

tioned. She also includes �	�	Œ åØ�	� in her discussion of unusual words

(273 74). The first paragraphos she brands as ‘‘an error of the lapicide’’; so

did Oliverio. It seems to me that the net result is to darken understanding of

the previous rule about sacrifice and to suppress an important clue to the

tithing rules that follow.

The paragraphosbefore line 32 should not be doubted, nor should the line be
taken as a fragment of some rule that otherwise eluded the inscriber. The sense of

the preceding section, about respecting a sacrificial custom, is complete with the

final word nom<os> (lines 26 31). The sense of the following sections about

persons and property ‘‘tithed’’ as a hereditary obligation (lines 33 82) agrees
with the sense of line 32, which, if taken by itself, defines the extent of a person’s

hereditary obligation. Such a heading is both appropriate and consistent with

the general format. The tithing rules that follow are the longest section of all,

with five subsections of ten lines each. Another long section comprises three

subsections dealing with three different forms of a so-called ƒŒ��Ø	� ritual (lines

111 43). Again there is a manifest heading, the single word ƒŒ��
ø� in large

letters (line 110), but this time it does not need to be set off by a second

paragraphos. And ƒŒ��Ø	� like OŒ åØ�	� is an adjective with a noun understood.

39. ½�æ�	: 
ŒØ	� vel ½K��	
ŒØ	� Ferri [..]	ØŒØ	� Wilamowitz �Œ:	
ŒØ:	: �: Vogliano

½K��	
ŒØ	� Oliverio K:�� 	NŒ
	� Sokolowski ½�Œ�	
ŒØ:	: �: Dobias-Lalou. Sokolow-

ski’s variation is untenable, but he supported it with an ingenious parallel,

�����
�	ı . . . �~ø� ƒ�æ~ø� �N� 	~NŒ	�, OGI 339.73. This is the operative word in the

last clause of the first tithing rule; we must make sure of it. Though the reading

has been diversely reported and confused with restoration, the photograph is

unmistakable. Vogliano was right. -	Ø- is plain; -ŒØ	� must be puzzled out but

emerges as a certainty. �Œ- too is certain: the bottom stroke of * and the right

ascending stroke of ˚ can be nothing else.

We expect a utensil, as Wilamowitz remarks. The word skoikion is used

three times in Hellenistic papyri of some kind of household ‘‘vessel or recep-

tacle’’ (LSJ s.v.): ‘‘bronze skoikion’’ (PTebt 45 line 41), ‘‘in a skoikion’’

(PGissUniv 10 col. 1 line 9), skoikia in a list (UPZ 89 line 17). It has often
been adopted here with the meaning ‘‘vessel’’ (so now Dobias-Lalou 275 76,
305). But Fraenkel, who gave it general currency in IGDS, later pointed out

that the word is a variant of koı̈x or koı̈s in the sense of ‘‘woven basket’’;
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Pollux glosses koı̈x as ‘‘container for barley meal.’’ The diminutive koı̈kion has

since appeared in other papyri, though of a later date (LSJ Suppl. s.v.),

confirming his analysis and dictating the like pronunciation for �Œ	)ŒØ	� in

the papyri and at Cyrene. It is a palm-leaf basket for transporting the meat

obtained from sacrifice.

40. ½���Å�	� Ferri ½¼��: Å�	�Wilamowitz ½���: Å�	�Maas ���:Å�	�Oliverio. The

photograph shows both the bar and the right leg of —; it is not ˝. Oliverio’s

reading has been wrongly ignored.

Above — the end of a paragraphos appears. It departs from the perfect

symmetry of ten-line sections that are thus marked at lines 33, 43, 53, and
probably 63 and 73.

53. Before this line the end of the expected paragraphos can just be

made out.

72.Oliverio’s transcript and text wrongly give the form �Å��~Ø�ÆØ instead of

�Å��~Ø, and it is reproduced in SEG 9.72 and elsewhere.

73–82. Though the stone is broken away after line 79, this last section of

column A probably extended likewise to ten lines. Much can still be read in

lines 73 77, where the surviving text gradually narrows. Surprisingly, no one

has tried to make sense of it except Oliverio and Sokolowski, and their

restorations are fanciful. I record Oliverio’s supplements line by line, together

with my own, because they are based on the stone; Sokolowski’s have not

this value.

We hear as before, throughout the tithing rules of lines 33 72, of sacri-
ficing (73, 74), of purifying (75, 76), of a victim offered ‘‘in front of the altar’’

(77), of carrying away, though to a different destination (77). This cannot be a
new subject. Yet Oliverio restores lines 73 78 as a rule pertaining rather to the

rites of Artemis that come next in column B. The language there is somewhat

similar, about sacrificing and about purifying, but not about any victim

‘‘before the altar’’ or about carrying away, two matters that recur constantly

in the tithing rules.

73. IæŒ�����Ø:� Oliverio ½K�Å�����Ø:� Sokolowski ½&�Æ�a� Kg�� R. Ø: does not
exist; there is space for about eight letters before �. Oliverio restores the

infinitive ‘‘to be a Bear,’’ the title at Athens of girls serving Artemis at a

young age, but at Cyrene of her priestess (so line 98). Sokolowski follows
suit with a different infinitive, ‘‘to be an adolescent’’ (but the very word is

based on a false reading in line 40). The spelling is wrong; a present

infinitive has -��. Editors and commentators at large, though refusing res-

toration and professing uncertainty, often punctuate line 73 so as to present

the same syntax: the missing word at the beginning is a complementary

infinitive with ¼æ���ÆØ, and Ł��� is a prescriptive infinitive, and we have a

sentence that ends with ŒÆ�a ���	�: ‘‘to be or do X when he begins, (he is) to

sacrifice according to custom.’’ Yet the inscription has no example of this

emphatic order of words, and both the tithing rules and the rules for the

ritual of Artemis uniformly employ the prescriptive future tense, not the

prescriptive infinitive.
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Instead, the main verb is the prescriptive future Łı��~Ø in line 74, following
two temporal clauses: the first begins with K��
 and ends with ŒÆ�a ���	�, and

the second ends with the subjunctive ]Ł~ÅØ in line 74. There is yet another

temporal clause at the last. What we miss at the beginning can only be a

qualifying adjective with K �� (such adjectives appear in the nominative, with

or without K �, at lines 33, 40, 53, 58, 63). The necessary meaning follows from

the previous section (see chapter 20, pp. 306 7).
73–74. ½ÆN ��ª� = ½ŒÆ ¼æŒ	� ���Ł~ÅØ Oliverio ½ÆY ŒÆ� = ½K� ª�	� ���Ł~ÅØ Soko-

lowski ½K��
� = ½ŒÆ KŒ�Ø�Æ�Ł~ÅØ R. In line 74 there is again space for about eight

letters before ]Ł~ÅØ; the supplements of both Oliverio and Sokolowski are

probably too long.

74–77. For the rest of the section, reading and restoration must be

expounded here in terms of syntax only; I come to the substance in chapter

20. Lines 75, 76, and 77 each display a main verb near the middle of the line,

and the general sense of each main clause is unmistakable. We have only to

restore peripheral details. Oliverio’s supplements are somewhat in the sense of

Athens’ Bears, a unique institution (see chapter 21), but they do not support the
venture plausibly. Sokolowski, whose supplements I do not reproduce, only

repeats or varies Oliverio so that a lad not yet of age, he of line 40, is bound to

certain rules of purity in respect of interfering with a maiden, at least until he

marries, as line 74 is restored to say. He offers no comment whatever on this

seraphic regime.

74–75. ��ºÅ: ½�ÆØ� ÆN� = ½�� ŒÆ �c ���Ł~ÅØ Oliverio ��ºÅ: ½�ÆØ� ‰�� = ½�� ŒÆ ŒÆŁæ�ÅØ
R. In line 74 the first sentence ends with the clause ‘‘whenever he wishes,’’

which is not in doubt. The next sentence begins with another temporal clause:

in line 75 there is space for about nine letters before ]ÅØ, and Ł does not exist.

75–76. ›�½ı~Ø� �Ø� �½a� ��Œ���-=½Ø� åÆº�ÅØ� Oliverio. ›�: ½�ŒÆ� �Ø� �: ½e ƒÆæe�-=½�
ŒÆ���ŁÅØ� R. The � read by Oliverio as the last surviving letter of line 75 is no

more than the left tip of the cross bar but is likely to be right. The gap before

�Ø� is reckoned at 2 letters by Oliverio, at 4 letters by Dobias-Lalou: it might in

fact be either 2 or 3 letters. At the end, after �: , there is space for 4 or 5 letters.

Oliverio’s supplement is too long. The space at the beginning of line 76 suffices
for about 9 letters.

76–77. ��ºÅ½�ÆØ; ÆN �� ŒÆ ��-=½�; ŒŁÆæ��Æ: Oliverio ��ºÅ½�ÆØ; Ł��Æ� ���-=½�	�
��º�ı��R. In line 76, about 12 letters are lost at the end. Dobias-Lalou’s report

is far astray: she reads ��ºÅ�ÆØ entire and reckons a loss of 4 5 letters after it.

In line 77, ]Æ: seems illusory. Before �æ	� �Ø	�, Oliverio reckons 8 letters,

Dobias-Lalou 11. I put it at about 9.
77–78. ‹�ıØ �½Ø� �a� ��Œ��Ø� å�-=½Æº�ÅØ� ÆN ¼��Ł:æø�:	� �� K:åºÆ�� �: ½a� �ÆæŁ��	�

Oliverio ‹�½ıØ ŒÆ ��ºÅ�ÆØ� R.

78. [ c. 11 litt.] �: .æø [ c. 6 litt.] åÆ:º�� [ c. 11 litt.] Dobias-Lalou [ c. 13 litt.]

�ø [ c. 6 litt.] åÆ [ c. 14 litt.] R.

79. [ c. 17 litt.] �: ��� K�½ØŁı��~Ø? Oliverio ]�[ Dobias-Lalou ]���[ R.

80–82. Just a trace remains of line 80; the rest of the block is broken away

entirely. It is feasible to suppose that column A ended at line 82, making

another ten-line section. So too Oliverio and Dobias-Lalou.
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Column B

83–84. �: ½b� ÆY ŒÆ ��ŁÅØ K� �e Œ	Ø�Æ���æØ	�; Ç½Æ�
Æ�� =½��~Ø� K� @æ�: ½Æ�Ø� Ł����Oliverio

�: ½b� �æd� K�Łb� K� Œ	Ø�Æ���æØ	� Ç½Æ�
Æ�� =½��~Ø� K� @æ�: ½Æ�Ø� ��æ��� Sokolowski �: ½b�
�æd� Y��� �e Œ	Ø�Æ���æØ	� Ç[ . . . .]= ½��~Ø� K� @æ�: ½Æ�Ø� ŒÆ���Łb�� Dobias-Lalou �: ½b�
YÆ��Æ� �e Œ	Ø�Æ���æØ	� Ç½ �Æ�� =½��~Ø� K� @æ�: ½Æ�Ø� º~ı�ÆØ� R. Ç[ is certain, consist-

ing of the vertical and the right side of both upper and lower crossbars; after it,

just five letters. At the beginning of line 84, just three letters.
A bride goes at once to �e Œ	Ø�Æ���æØ	� and K� @æ�: ½Æ�Ø�, necessary restor-

ations both. It is a single destination that is indicated by one term only in line

86 and in lines 88 89. The missing injunction, whether it is to ‘‘go’’ or to do

something else at the same time, may be expressed by ��~Ø þ infinitive, like the

coordinate injunction of lines 91 92. The business involves Ç[, an oblique case

of a noun, with just six letters if ��~Ø is restored at the beginning of line 84,
according to the likely word order.

Ç½Æ�
Æ�� ‘‘penalty’’ has been the choice hitherto. It is indeed a favorite

word in this inscription. The bride ‘‘sacrifices as zamia an animal full grown’’

at lines 87 88, for failing to go to the bedchamber, and again at line 96, for
failing to go the bride-place, and yet again at lines 104 5, for failing to keep

pure. The same phrase, ‘‘sacrifice as zamia an animal full grown,’’ occurs often

in the tithing rules of lines 33 72, as part of the usual obligation, and once

elsewhere, at line 31, in the matter of cleansing an altar. Yet the word is not

used apart from this phrase, which cannot be restored in lines 83 84 unless in

the abbreviated form ÇÆ�
Æ� . . . Ł���. To require this all at once of a bride, and

to employ an abbreviated form, is not plausible, especially when the full

phrase immediately follows, in the case of a bride who has been remiss. Nor

is it plausible to exempt a bride from a penalty, were we to entertain such a

phrase as Ç½Æ�
Æ�� = ½¼��ı�. ‘‘One might think of a kind of sacrifice of expiation

owed to the virgin goddess,’’ says Sokolowski. But this view of Artemis, as an

uncompromising virgin, belongs to literature rather than cult.

Sokolowski also proposes Ç½ �Æ�� ‘‘belt’’ without suggesting any syntax,

citing epigrams in the Anthology in which a woman’s belt is dedicated to

Artemis, Leto, or Eileithyia after childbirth (LSCG p. 193 n. 5). Childbirth,
however, is not in prospect here; it is first envisaged at line 97. And the ritual

will not consist merely of a dedication. Now a bride undoes her belt to lie with

the husband, and in lines 84 86 the rule forbids this, lying with the husband,

until she goes to Artemis. It is here, at ‘‘the bedchamber,’’ that she first undoes

her belt. A ritual disrobing is to be inferred from the mythical disrobing of

Artemis’ ‘‘nymphs,’’ such as Callisto. And a ritual disrobing is implicit in the

prenuptial custom of bedding a bride with a boy or with the image of a boy.

The term ‘‘bedchamber’’ evokes that custom, whether or not it was still

enacted with a boy or with an image in fourth-century Cyrene.

The space remaining after necessary restorations just suffices for the

infinitive º~ı�ÆØ ‘‘undo.’’ According to the Suda, the very term ºı�
Çø�	�

‘‘belt-undoing’’ is used of women just before they lie with their husbands for

the first time. The entry also says that ‘‘they dedicated their own maiden belts
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to Artemis’’; this might well be done at the time of the prenuptial rite or else

afterward. The syntax needs to be completed by the participle YÆ��Æ� ‘‘going’’:

she undoes her belt in going to the bedchamber. Whereas the bride ‘‘comes

down’’ or ‘‘goes down’’ to the bride-place, she ‘‘comes’’ or ‘‘goes’’ to the

bedchamber. The great sanctuary is at a lower level than the rest of the city, so

that one ‘‘comes down’’ to it, and to the area called the ‘‘bride-place,’’ by the

processional way. But one simply ‘‘comes’’ to the bedchamber as a room in a

building.

91. �����Æ� Ferri �����Æ� Oliviero, Dobias-Lalou. It is not important, but

the photograph shows no trace of ı.

92. ½‹ ��� Ferri [‰�] Wilamowitz [‹�Ø] De Sanctis [u� ŒÆ] Oliverio. As to

�æ�Æ�Ø�
	Ø�: , the last letter cannot be seen in the photograph. After it there is

space for two or three letters, but not four, despite Dobias-Lalou, who prefers

u� ŒÆ, unwarrantably: ‘‘although the hypothetical particle is not frequent

beside ‰� before superlative, it is justifiable in a contingent circumstance

and fills the lacuna better than the simple ‰� proposed by Wilamowitz.’’

93–94. ½K�ØŁ�-=½ı���~ØWilamowitz I½�	Ł�-=½ı���~Ø Oliverio, Dobias-Lalou ½	P
Ł�-=½ı���~Ø Calhoun. The last is too short. ` is not apparent in the photograph;

the surface seems to be destroyed. But this compound, not the other, fits the

context. As used by Xenophon and inscriptions, I�	Ł�ø ‘‘insists on the

effective realization of a promised sacrifice’’: Casabona (1966, 95 96). Though
the woman omitted to attend a festival of Artemis, ‘‘she shall discharge the

sacrifice’’ etc. at just such a festival.

94–98. These lines suffer greatly from the break in the stone.

94–95. – Œ: ½Æ ��ºÅ��Æ: Ø �	~Ø�½�æ�Æ�Ø�
�-=½	Ø�� Ferri – Œ: ½Æ åæ~ÅØ Œ�Æ: d �	~Ø� ½&�Æ�Æ}��
= ½‰�� Oliverio – Œ: ½Æ �	�
ÇÅ��Æ: Ø �	~Ø� ½�æ�Æ�Ø�
�-=½	Ø�� Buck – Œ: ½Æ ��ºÅ��Æ:Ø� �	}�
½�� �æ�Æ�Ø�
�-=½	Ø�� Dobias-Lalou. In the first lacuna Buck’s supplement is too

long (Wilamowitz proposed ½�	�
Ç���ÆØ before Œ: ½Æ was read). In the second it is

harder to judge, but Oliverio’s supplement is probably too short, and Dobias-

Lalou’s possibly too long. As if to illustrate the difficulty, the text of Rhodes

and Osborne is an unintelligible conflux of different suggestions and at

variance with their translation. As was said, the sense appears to be that the

woman shall fulfill her obligation at a festival of Artemis; Ferri’s supplements

are to be preferred.

95–96. �c ŒÆ��ºÅº�ı½Łı~ØÆ �b ŒÆŁÆæ�~Ø �e ƒÆæ�-=½e�� Ferri �c ŒÆ��ºÅº�ı½Łı~ØÆ�
ŒÆd ��ŒÆ �c ŒÆŁÆæ�~Ø �e ƒÆæ�-=½e�� Oliverio �c ŒÆ��ºÅº�ı½Łı~ØÆ; ŒÆŁÆæ�~Ø �e
�æ�Æ�
�Ø�-=½	�� Dobias-Lalou. These supplements for the last half of line 95
differ much in length: 18 letters Ferri, 25 letters Oliverio, 21 letters Dobias-

Lalou. Dobias-Lalou’s supplement would be longer with a connective, �� or

ŒÆ
, which she omits only in virtue of her supplement in line 95. Now the last

surviving letter of ŒÆ��ºÅº�ı[ is directly under – in line 94, which is followed by

18 letters, and directly under ± in line 93, which is followed by 21 letters.

Ferri’s supplement, which gives good sense, has the only chance of being right.

97. ½����Æ Œ�Æ��Æ �æd� ��Œb� Œ���Ø�Ø Ferri [�: Œı	~Ø�Æ �: �: Œ:] Latte ����Æ
K��
 ŒÆ �ØÆŒ	æ�ŁÅØ Œ���Ø�Ø Oliverio ½ªı�a Œ�	Ø�Æ �æd� ��Œb� Œ���Ø�Ø Dobias-

Lalou. The sense is evident from the context. It is another rule for a bride, this
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time after she conceives. It is not when she is deflowered (Oliverio), nor is it for

a married woman whenever she conceives (Dobias-Lalou).

98. K� @æ: �: Æ�Ø�: ½ÆP�a� Œ: ½Æd� �:~Æ: ØOliverio K� @æ�: Æ�Ø½� . . . .]�:~Æ: ØDobias-Lalou K:�:
@: æ: �: Æ:�: Ø: �: � ½ÆP�a �b ��~Æ:Ø: R. Nothing can be discerned in the photograph between

@:æ: �: Æ:�: Ø: �: [ and ]~Æ: Ø:, these letters being represented only by the slightest traces,

which could hardly be interpreted but for the context. Oliverio reckons 8
letters between them, too many; Dobias-Lalou reckons 5, too few. I supply 7,
admittedly a tight fit.

108. ÆP�a vel Æo�Æ Ferri. A question of interpretation: is it ‘‘the house

itself’’ or ‘‘this house’’? The latter was afterwards preferred by Ferri and has

been generally adopted, as now by Dobias-Lalou. Opinions differ as to which

agrees better with lines 16 20, where the pollution of childbirth affects the

actual house, as well as persons in it. But Calhoun (1934, 346) maintains that

the passages do not agree and that in line 108 ÆP�a points to the household as

distinct from the house.

110. ƒŒ��
ø� is inscribed in letters larger and very widely spaced so as to fill

up the line.

111–31. It is fortunate that the text of these lines, the first two forms of

hikesios ritual, is almost entirely free from difficulty, since the meaning is often

curious.

114. The perfect tenses refer to the condition of the dead man, to whether

he lies in a grave or is unburied as a result of drowning or other misadventure.

The usual interpretation wrongly treats them as aorists.

122. How we punctuate this line and the next has large consequences for

the meaning. The noun phrase (the noun being understood) ƒŒ��Ø	� –��æ	�;
����º�����	� j I��º�� is coordinate with that of line 111, ƒŒ��Ø	�; K�ÆŒ���, and
that of line 132, ƒŒ��Ø	� �æ
�	�; ÆP�	���	�. Those phrases stand alone; each is

directly followed by the first sentence of the rule. This phrase is directly

followed by a nominative participle, ƒ�����	� Œ�º. It is possible to attach

the participle to the noun phrase, which accordingly refers to a person, to one

‘‘sitting down’’, etc. The other phrases would then refer to other persons. But

it is equally possible to attach the participle to the following sentence, an

injunction ending with a prescriptive infinitive (nominative þ prescriptive

infinitive is a common enough construction). So the analogy of lines 111 and

132 would dispose us; so Wilamowitz takes it without ado; so do I. But the

great majority of commentators, as now Dobias-Lalou, take it the other way.

126. K½Œ� Ferri K½ª� Wilamowitz K½�� Maas. The undoubted meaning of the

prepositional phrase is ‘‘anew,’’ and KŒ or Kªþ genitive seems an obvious

choice; the latter is indicated by the same phonetic spelling in the next line

(so Wilamowitz). Maas argues for K�þ an accusative form that is probably

nonexistent (cf. Gow on Theocr. Id. 15.143): ‘‘an excess of erudition,’’ as

Dobias-Lalou rightly says (2000, 309, cf. 52n106). Apart from the supplement,

the preceding word �Ææ~ÅØ can be interpreted in two ways, as the compound of

�~N�Ø, i.e. ‘‘he omits it’’ (so nearly everyone) or, with differing punctuation, of

�N�
, i.e. ‘‘he presents himself anew’’ (so Buck). Dobias-Lalou (2000, 306) gives
the former rendering, but her comment on the word (153) does not show that
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she has considered Buck’s point about the spelling. With the latter rendering,

however, diligence is punished, which seems unlikely. Otherwise, it is not an

important question.

127. K�½Æå�-=Ł����	� Ferri Kªº: ½Æ�-=Ł����	� Wilamowitz K�Ø:½ºÆ�-=Ł����	�
Oliverio. The last preserved letter may be either ˆ or — lacking the right leg.

Nothing can be seen of the � read byOliverio and now byDobias-Lalou. There

is hardly space for this and twomore letters. The word supplied byWilamowitz

is to be preferred; his placement of the dot and the bracket are mistaken.

130–31. ½��
�-=�Æ�ŁÆØ Ferri ½Ł��-=�Æ�ŁÆØ Wilamowitz ½ƒº�-=�Æ�ŁÆØ De

Sanctis ½åæ��-=�Æ�ŁÆØ Maas. The loss is probably of three letters. Maas’s

supplement, to ‘‘ask the oracle,’’ suits this context of repeated consultations;

it has been generally adopted. To ‘‘sacrifice for himself ’’ rather than to a

deified ancestor is the meaning intended byWilamowitz; these alternatives are

very dubious; and the meaning does not agree with the ordinary use of the

middle form, to sacrifice with a certain end in view (Casabona [1966, 86 87]).
To ‘‘supplicate’’ is too indefinite. Likewise to ‘‘make amends,’’ Ferri’s mean-

ing but it is not attested (see LSJ s. �
�ø II 6).
132–41.Whereas the first form of hikesios ritual occupies 12 lines and the

second form occupies 11 lines, the third form occupies 10 lines before the

stone breaks off entirely. Less remains of each successive line as the stone

narrows on either side, but as far as line 136, the first letter of each line can still

be made out. A connected sense is evident down to line 140. Whether the

section ended after another line and a half or continued a little further is

impossible to say.

After that, there was still room for another 15 20 lines (so Oliverio, with

the actual stone before him). But the overall arrangement could be regarded as

complete with these three forms of hikesios ritual.

132–33. ½�æØ�-=�	º
Æ� Ferri ½K�Ø�-=�	º
Æ�De Sanctis ½Iæå��-=�	º
Æ�Oliverio

½�ØŒÆ��-=�	º
Æ� Sokolowski ½ŁıÅ�-=�	º
Æ� Masson ½Iºº	�-=�	º
Æ� Burkert

½ƒÆæ	�-=�	º
Æ� R. The loss is of 3 or 4 letters, but not of 3 letters including �,

as in the supplements of Ferri and De Sanctis. It is a cruel loss. Both

morphology and meaning need to be discussed (chapter 22, pp. 366 67).
133–34. ŒÆ�Æªª�º�: ½Ø ƒŒ��-=�ŁÆØ Ferri ŒÆ�Æªª�º�: ½Ø ��Œ��-=�ŁÆØ R. After [�, to

be supplied with certainty, there follows the same space for three or four

letters as in the previous line. Ferri’s supplement, ‘‘that he has come,’’ refers to

the person being purified; it has always been taken as self-evident. But the

intercessor whose role is now clarified by an inscription of Lindus is the

subject of the two main verbs in lines 132 34 and probably of the infinitive

as well. If so, he announces ‘‘that he is receiving.’’

134–35. º�ıŒ~ø½Ø ¥ �-=Ç�� Ferri º�ıŒ~ø½Ø �
�-=Ç�� Maas º�ıŒ~ø½Ø Œº��-=Ç�� De

Sanctis º�ıŒØ:�: ½	�
�-=Ç�� Oliverio. After Œ, the loop of - is of the faintest, if it

exists, but there is nothing to dispose us to Oliverio’s reading and the hapax he

restores (it does not consort with º�ıå�
�ø� and º�ıå�Ø�	��ø, words he cites).

Dobias-Lalou offers no comment on the reading but helpfully includes the

hapax in a list of ‘‘discarded words’’ (309). Œº�Ç�� rather than �
Ç�� would fill

the space.
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135. �Æ�	�
:½Æ� Ferri. There is room for at least one more letter, but the

inscriber chose to begin a new line with a new word. Was he then approaching

the end of his text?

136–37. �ø��: ½Ø �e�-=½��Wilamowitz �ø��: ½Ø –�� � Latte (this ignores the space
at the beginning of the next line).

137–38. �æ	Æªª�º�: �: ½�Æ� K� ƒÆ�-=½æe�� Wilamowitz �æ	Æªª�º�~Å: ½æÆ Maas

�æ	Æªª�º��: ½ØæÆ� K�d ƒÆ�-=½æ~ø�� Oliverio. Either �æ	Æªª�º�Å: ½ or �æ	Æªª�º��: ½
might be read from the photograph, but space admits no more than six letters

thereafter.

138–41. Dobias-Lalou’s report of these lines is quite mistaken; likewise

her indication of line 142. So too in her separate study (2001, 620).
138–39. ºı�Åæ
�-=½ø� Ł��~ø� Latte I�ØŒ���ı½�����	½� �~ø� �Æ�	�-=½��º��:ø: �

Oliverio K�d �~ø�� = ½Łı��Ø:~ø� R. In line 138 Oliverio’s supplement exceeds the

space. As the first preserved letter of line 139 I see the tall outline of �, hence

½Łı��Ø:~ø�. If this outline were illusory, a crack at the left might be the top stroke

of *, to give the reading ½::��:ø�.
139–40. ½I�Æ����� K�	~Ø� ›� = ½�b Ł����ØWilamowitz ½����Æ�øŁ���Æ�� ›� Latte

½�	ÅŁb� �a �
ŒÆØÆ� ›� Oliverio ½K�����Ł��: ‰� ��� = ½ŒÆ Ł����Ø R. In line 139 the

last surviving letter ��	���	*: [ is directly beneath these indicated letters,

I�ØŒ��¯ı½�����	½� in line 138 and �æˇÆªª�º�~Å: ½æÆ in line 137, which are respect-

ively followed by 12 and 13 letters as restored. In line 139 the length of

competing restorations is as follows: 13 letters Wilamowitz, 14 letters Latte,

15 letters Oliverio, 13 letters R. In respect of length, as well as of sense, the

only choice is between ‘‘remain outside’’ and ‘‘come in after him.’’

140–41. ¼ººÆ ½�øæ	��º���~Ø �~øØ IæåÆª���-=½ÆØ Ł�~øØ; ÆN� �b �c½Oliverio ¼ººÆ ½�a
�	�ØÇ����Æ Casabona.

141. ��:�Å: ½ Only these letters can be read. The space before them, of about

nine letters, was correctly judged by Oliverio. Though any supplement is

guesswork, �a ����: ��: ½æØÆ suits the context.
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18

Some General Rules

Synopsis

The whole inscription can be summarized as follows.

. Apollo’s oracle (lines 1 3)

. miscellaneous general rules (lines 4 20)

. Akamantes and Tritopateres (lines 21 31)

. tithed persons and properties (lines 32 82)

. a bride’s devotions, with another general rule (lines 83 109)

. three different forms of purifying ritual (lines 110 42)

The present chapter explains the arrangement, then deals with the oracle and

miscellaneous general rules.

The Setting and the Contents

The marble block stood somewhere in the great sanctuary of Apollo in the

northwest part of the city, below the acropolis at the southwest it was reused

in the Roman Baths east of the sanctuary (the same abundant springs supply

them both). Much of the ritual takes place at this sanctuary, and Apollo is

concerned in still other items.

All the rules are ascribed to theDelphic oracle (lines 1 3). The very first calls
for sacrifice to Apollo outside a city gate, which is probably the north gate next

to the sanctuary (lines 4 7). As a practical matter, wood is made available from

sacred land belonging to Apollo, somewhere outside the city (lines 8 10). In
the longest section a ‘‘tithed’’ class of citizens offer sacrifice inApollo’s sanctuary



on a very large scale (lines 32 82). Artemis shares the sanctuary, and the next

longest section requires young women to visit her shrine at due times (lines 83
105). A certain form of purification consists of inquiry at Apollo’s oracle,

perhaps on the south side of the sanctuary (lines 122 31). Another form, the

most public and demonstrative, leads up to a sacrifice in the sanctuary that is

attended by a body of witnesses (lines 132 41).
The only definite worship outside Apollo’s sanctuary is that ofAkamantes

and Tritopateres, at a number of shrines belonging to priestly families; this

worship is now put on a new footing (lines 21 31). Miscellaneous items

include scruples about keeping pure (lines 11 20, 106 9) and, as another

form of purification, the exorcism of a house (lines 111 21).
The contents are divided on the stone into sections or subsections by some

twenty paragraphoi (a few must be restored). It is not really helpful to number

all the sections as a single series, the usual practice of editors and commenta-

tors. Only the larger divisions just indicated are significant. Furthermore, the

numbering cannot serve for easy reference because it has often varied through

some slight disagreement or even inadvertency.1

The Delphic Oracle

Apollo ordained: dwell in Libya forever using purifications and

abstinences and [supplications].

The rules are announced as a Delphic oracle, and the announcement poses a

question of meaning. Was the oracle issued long ago, as at the founding of

Cyrene, or just now, in response to a consultation by the city? At the time of

the inscription, every reader knew the circumstances, but we do not. The two-

word heading ‘‘Apollo ordained’’ necessarily evokes the famous and much-

embroidered story of Cyrene’s founding at the insistence of Delphi. It might

introduce a contemporary dispensation as well. But then we expect the for-

mula by which any new imprimatur of the Delphic oracle is always cited, most

often for ritual measures like these rules: ‘‘it is better and more good to’’ do

such and so.2 The omission would be unique in the epigraphic record.

This is not a decisive consideration. It remains possible that Delphi newly

authorized the rules. They originate at Cyrene in any case, amid conditions

that can sometimes be deduced from the language.

1. For example, the two latest treatments, by Dobias-Lalou (2000) and by Rhodes and Osborne, GHI 97,

number 1 20 and 1 21 respectively, because for Rhodes and Osborne line 32 is a separate section even though

they take it as ‘‘background’’ to the tithing rules that follow (line 110 also looks forward to the three forms of

purification that follow). Sokolowski, LS Suppl. 115, divides and numbers differently from everyone else, 1 8

according to the sense, somewhat as I do, but not quite.

2. In every surviving inscription on stone that cites the Delphic oracle for particular measures, from c. 450

b.c. to the first century a.d., the formula appears if the relevant part is preserved. See Fontenrose (1978, 14) and,

in his catalogue of ‘‘historical responses’’ (244 67), H 2, 19, 21, 25, 27, 32, 33, 36, 38, 39, 45, 47, 54, 61, 74. On

this criterion ours should be evicted from its place as H 26. Parker (1983, 333), cf. Parker (2004, 63), suggests

that in the present case Delphi’s response ‘‘was confined to the general instruction to ‘live in Libya observing

purifications,’ ’’ but such a general response is unparalleled.
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Sacrifice at the City Gates

If sickness or [famine] or death come against the land or against the

city, sacrifice in front of the city gates, [facing] the Averter, to Apollo

the averter a red he-goat.

In time of need, a red he-goat will be sacrificed at the gate. The magic force of

the color red is discussed below. For the rest, this first rule makes use of a

solemn public rite that is already known to everyone. The gate in question is

likely to be the north gate that adjoins Apollo’s sanctuary.3 A main street

leads west from the city at large to both the sanctuary and the gate; the gate

opens on the road to the port of Apollonia, the first road that was ever marked

out at Cyrene.

Just the same offering with just the same prominence appears at the head

of a lex sacra of the second century b.c. that sets forth a long list of regular

offerings to civic deities. It throws some light on this earlier rule. After a single

line that is lost it begins, ‘‘to the Winds, a goat; to Apollo apotropaios a goat,

in fact a he-goat’’ (SECir 158 ¼ LS Suppl. 116 A 2 5). The designation of the

victim is curiously emphatic: ÆY�; �ºÆ å
�Ææ	�.4 Other victims specified

hereafter are merely the animal species, ÆY� ‘‘goat,’’ y� ‘‘pig,’’ 	~N� ‘‘sheep.’’
So the he-goat of Apollo apotropaios is a proud tradition. For the rest, the

exact scope or purport of the later document escapes us.5 But the cults named,

mostly of Apollo, Zeus, and Athena with distinctive epithets, are likely to be

civic cults distributed throughout the city. We may review them briefly.

‘‘The Winds’’ are not unsuited to a location outside the north gate, beside

Apollo. At Athens we find Boreas on the Ilissus bank outside the south city

wall and the Tritopatreis in their principal instance just outside the north city

wall, at the Dipylon. Next after the Winds and Apollo apotropaios come Zeus

hyperphoreus and the Telessai, who may well be theMoirai (A 6 12).6 Perhaps
they belong on the acropolis. Next again come two joint cults of Zeus and

Athena, sharing the epithets pantheios and hypellaios respectively, which

would likewise suit the acropolis (A 13 17).7 Then come cults of Iatros, of

3. SoDobias-Lalou (2000, 307 andPlan 3). But the avertermonument or statue that is K�Æ��
	� ‘‘facing’’ the

gate (her chosen supplement) she thinks of as somewhere within Apollo’s sanctuary. This does not seem possible.

4. Pugliese-Carratelli makes it �~ÆºÆ ‘‘apples. Sokolowski and Laronde (1987, 425) interpret �ºÆ rightly

but å
�Ææ	� wrongly, as ‘‘a young goat.’’ Despite its etymological sense, the word is nearly always a general term

for a he-goat of any age. When a young he-goat is meant, it is otherwise expressed (note 9); so it would be here,

especially.

5. The offerings are surely not in calendar order, as Pugliese-Carratelli suggests, and there is nothing of

any mystical, syncretistic, or moralizing tendency such as Sokolowski imagines. Laronde (1987, 425 27) sees no

guiding thread at all, though he rightly speaks of ‘‘old civic cults.’’

6. Sokolowski very aptly adduces Zeus hypatos on the Acropolis of Athens (both cults demand bloodless

offerings) and teleiai as a title of the Moirai at Delphi.

7. The epithet ���ººÆ~Ø	� is peculiar, apparently a compound of ���æ and ºÆ��. So regarded, it is compared

by Pugliese-Carratelli with �ıºº�Ø	� at Sparta, likewise applied to Zeus and Athena jointly, and by Sokolowski

with ���æ���Ø	�, sometimes so applied. Neither analogy is convincing. Is it an altered form of I��ººÆ~Ø	�,

referring to a civic body or a civic unit called I��ººÆ?
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Zeus without an epithet, of Ammon, and of ‘‘those round the temple’’ (A 18
21). Iatros and a partner Iasô are otherwise represented by substantial dedi-

cations; Ammon of course is well known at Cyrene.8 If ‘‘the temple’’ is the

focus here, and if it belongs to Zeus, it is likely to be the great temple on the

eastern hill, an eminence that matches the acropolis on the west. The second

column so far as it survives continues with deities defined by location, ‘‘those

in the shrine of Athena,’’ ‘‘those in the agora and those in the prytaneion’’

(B 5 9).9 At the last we meet cults of Paian and ‘‘the parhedroi,’’ of Nymphs,

and again of Apollo and the Nymphs (B 10 16).
The designation of offerings is everywhere of the simplest only the

animal species, except in the case of Zeus hyperphoreus, who receives bloodless

offerings carefully prescribed, just like Zeus hypatos on Athens’ Acropolis.

The entire list is a statutory round of old cults honored at a certain time or by

a certain official group. The only order that seems feasible is topographic and

will include the following: Apollo apotropaios at the north gate, shrines of the

acropolis, temple of Zeus, shrines of the agora. Thus the great sanctuary of

Apollo is represented by Apollo apotropaios and by him alone. Our body of

rules, in beginning with a sacrifice to this deity, follows some official practice.

A he-goat is a traditional offering to Apollo generally, not only at this

emblematic shrine beside the city gate. As a pastoral deity, a function that was

undoubtedly to the fore at Cyrene, Apollo prefers the ungelded males of both

sheep and goat, krios and chimaros / tragos.10 On Naxos he has the epithet

tragios ‘‘of the he-goat’’ (Steph. Byz. s. Tragia). Cleonae, in time of plague (a

case envisaged at Cyrene, if we restore º	Ø=���� instead of ºØ=����), was

instructed by the Delphic oracle to sacrifice a he-goat, albeit ‘‘to the rising

sun’’ (Paus. 10.11.5). Also in the Argolid, a large quantity of goat horns are

reported from the temple of Apollo at Halieis.11 At Lindus, at some uniden-

tified shrine of Apollo, a chimaros ‘‘he-goat’’ is sacrificed by ‘‘the eldest of the

phyletai,’’ a civic unit (SEG 38.786 ¼ Lupu [2005, no. 16], c. 250 b.c.). Crete
too provides ample evidence of he-goats offered to Apollo.12

Apart from Naxos, all these instances belong to Dorian areas of Greece

that are somehow linked with Cyrene. Lindus was founded by settlers from

8. Iatros and Iasô: Dobias-Lalou (2000, 225 26). Ammon: Dobias-Lalou (2000, 214 15).

9. The prytaneion may be singled out as an element of the agora; it is conjecturally identified with a

peristyle building on the south side (chapter 22, n. 52).

10. The word chimaros is a general term for a he-goat of any age, like tragos. Etymologically, however, it

signifies a yearling he-goat that has lived through its first ‘‘winter’’; the animals were spared this long as tractable

and toothsome. The general use arose just because it was natural to specify a young animal as aminimum, not an

exclusive, requirement for sacrifice. If none but a yearling animal will serve, as in the worship of Dionysus, it is

labeled unmistakably tragos pratênios (LS Suppl. 104 lines 4 5, Cos, first century b.c.). Dionysus is another deity

with a penchant for goat sacrifice, but in a different style. A yearling is sacrificed at an early stage of the grape

and wine cycle; the god himself as a virtual kid has the expressive epithet eiraphiôtês< eriphos (the spelling with a

is due to folk etymology, as if he had been sewn into Zeus’ thigh, rhaptô). At the end of the cycle a vigorous,

unruly buck is sacrificed to themature god, himself prepotent in figurative union with some local beauty. It too is

labeled unmistakably chimaros kallisteuôn (LSCG 96 line 27, Myconos, c. 220 200 b.c.).

11. Mazarakis Ainian (1997, 163 64).

12. AtDrerus thehorns of young goats are reported for the temple ofApollo in theagora:MazarakisAinian

(1997, 217), Sporn (2002, 82 83). Coins of Tylissus feature Apollo’s head and goat horns: Sporn (2002, 145).
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the Argolid (Il. 2.656, etc.), and Lindus helped to found or to reinforce Cyrene

(Lindos 2 no. 1 B 17, the Register of Athena’s temple). So did Crete, and the

city of Oaxus in particular. Now Lindus and Oaxus offer further parallels, far

more striking ones, to our inscription. The tithing rules call for sacrifice to

Apollo on a large scale so as to produce a quantity of meat; sacrifice of such

a kind is attested by a whole class of Lindian inscriptions and this custom

too appears to derive from the Argolid (chapter 20, pp. 308 11). A similar

sacrifice is documented at Oaxus (chapter 20, p. 316). The final rule for

purifying oneself by an elaborate sacrificial procedure calls for an ‘‘interces-

sor,’’ a word and an office occurring also at Lindus (chapter 22, pp. 365 66).
An old custom then, probably a distinctive Dorian custom. It is now the

remedy appointed for a time of sudden need ‘‘if sickness or [famine] or death

come against the land or against the city.’’ Similar language, a sending rather

than a coming, is used later, near the end, for the first of three forms of

hikesios ritual: ‘‘if something be sent against the house’’ (lines 111 12). The
later rule is a magical defense against a magical attack: one fashions figurines

and entertains them with a meal so as to fend off ghosts that have been

conjured against a house. To sacrifice a red he-goat is another magical

defense, now adapted from an old custom. Why must it be red? A victim’s

color is not often specified it is not specified hereafter in any of the many

rules for sacrifice.13 Red hair goes with magic.14 Either this is a worthless

creature to be rid of, or else it is the very embodiment of harm or is it the

very embodiment of vitality, a substitute offering? There is no system to such

things; they are ambiguous by nature. Magic was in the air at Cyrene. The

authorities took note, even though they themselves and many like them were

not accustomed to conjuring with figurines and red hair. They carefully

imported magic into the formulation of the very first rule and again of another

rule near the end, rules for purifying the city and for purifying a house.

Magic famously appears in a somewhat earlier inscription of Cyrene, of

the first half of the fourth century (Meiggs and Lewis, GHI 5).15 The city

grants equal rights to persons from Thera now residing at Cyrene and subjoins

a document recalling the foundation by Thera. The founders, both those who

went forth to Cyrene and those who stayed at home, reputedly swore an oath

and reinforced it by melting wax figurines, so as to signify the fate of trans-

gressors (lines 40 51). The inscription was published a year or two before

ours, and the melting of figurines was remarked at the time as a unique

instance of virtual black magic in a public document.16 Yet it suits the

13. At Nacone in western Sicily ‘‘a white she-goat’’ is sacrificed after factions are reconciled, and each

year henceforth a victim that is presumably the same will be offered to the ancestors and to Homonoia: SEG

30.1119 ¼ Lupu (2005, no. 26 lines 27 33), late fourth or mid-third century. This is the embodiment of candor,

so to speak.

14. So Latte (1928, 41 42), citing parallels, to which add Fiedler (1931, 80 81, 95) on weather magic. See

too Parker (1983, 275, 334 35).

15. Such is the date assigned by Chamoux (1953, 105).

16. So Nock (1926). The word kolossoi ‘‘figurines’’ is the same as at lines 117, 121 below. It is a special use

of a word that seems to denote an ancient and typical statue shape, columnar or trunklike. Despite Dickie

(1996), this meaning remains feasible, though with some modification of the thesis originally argued by
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imaginary circumstances of the oath. The oath takers are all the people of

Thera, men and women, boys and girls: all may be involved, now or in the

future, in the colonizing enterprise. Accordingly, they all submit themselves to

individual retribution by this binding act of private magic. In fourth-century

Cyrene, the fiction has the effect of enforcing the new decree, of forestalling

objections by jealous Cyrenaeans.

In the present rule the authorities are to perform the magic. They go out

to the city gate with a red he-goat, and the animal is consecrated by a priest of

Apollo, probably the senior figure who is the year’s eponym. The promised

ritual is by way of example and encouragement. All the rules hereafter, a

curious assortment, are for individual persons and individual needs or obli-

gations. The persons may be of greater or lesser means, the needs or obliga-

tions may be more or less serious, the procedures may be elaborate or simple.

The rules associate everyone, and the authorities first of all, in due observance

of old custom.

In Search of Wood

Wood growing on sacred land. If you put up the price for the god,

you can use the wood equally for sacred and for ordinary and for

tainted use.

It is helpful to be informed straightway of the scope of the rule: ‘‘wood

growing on sacred land.’’ Whereas �e ƒÆæ��; �a ƒÆæ refer hereafter to certain

shrines, of Apollo or Artemis or the Akamantes or Tritopateres, K� ƒÆæ~øØ refers
to a sacred area belonging to Apollo, ‘‘the god’’: it must be woodland outside

the city. Only this rule and the three last are introduced by a phrase indicating

the content. The three last are forms of hikesios ritual that need to be

distinguished from each other. This rule differs, as a practical concern, from

all the other rules of piety. The phrase advertises the availability of wood.

To pay the price is Kæ�~Ø���, a colloquial expression. In Theocritus’ fifth

Idyll, a singing match in southern Italy, the goatherd pledges a kid and calls on

the shepherd to do likewise: I��e� �æ�Ø�� ‘‘put up a lamb’’ (Id. 5.24).17 The

wood may then used for any purpose, fully indicated as either ƒÆæ ‘‘sacred’’ or

��ÆºÆ ‘‘ordinary’’ or �ØÆæ ‘‘tainted.’’ It is customary language, though we

find it only here.18 The uses of wood are in fact as timber for handicrafts and

as firewood for cooking, sacrifice, and cremation. These are readily aligned

G. Roux. Dickie (1996, 240 41) holds that the kolossoi of the oath-taking ceremony are necessarily ‘‘either life-

size or greater’’ since a large body of citizens on Thera watch them melt. This hardly follows even for an actual

ceremony. It does not follow at all if the ceremony was only imagined in fourth-century Cyrene.

17. So Gow ad loc., observing that ‘‘the required sense is �
Ł�Ø, or ŒÆ�Æ�
Ł�Ø.’’ Dover ad loc. less feasibly

thinks of a verb of motion, ‘‘make . . . go,’’ as if the lamb were to be pushed forward (Macmillan [1971]).

18. The usual comment is too vague, or in the case of Dobias-Lalou (2000, 205) too abstract. ‘‘The

essential opposition is that of the pair hiaros / babalos, while miaros represents an extreme case of the category

babalos and an especially antinomic case of hiaros, all the more since these antinomic concepts have rhyming

designations’’ [i.e. -iaros].
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with the categories of the inscription sacrifice is a ‘‘sacred’’ use, cooking is

‘‘ordinary,’’ cremation is ‘‘tainted.’’ All handicrafts may be ‘‘ordinary,’’ or

else articles made for worship are ‘‘sacred’’ and those for funerals, notably the

bier, are ‘‘tainted.’’

Why this provision is so useful we can only guess. Wood is always needed,

and warnings are often given against cutting or gathering wood in a sacred

grove.19 Here the wood is to be sold and at a usual price. It would seem that

the purchase of wood from Apollo’s sacred land was normally restricted but is

now conceded to everyone. The restriction must have been to wealthy and

privileged persons; the concession must be to the ordinary man.

The Pollution of Intercourse and Childbirth

A man coming from a woman with whom he has lain at night shall

sacrifice [whenever] he wishes. If he has lain with her by day, after

washing himself [thoroughly], he shall go wherever he wishes except

into [the temple. - - -].

Sexual intercourse is polluting, like other bodily functions. To respect this

‘‘not to go unwashed from women into shrines’’ is distinctive of Egyptians

and Greeks, says Herodotus with his usual chauvinism (2.64.1).20 Obviously,

the compunction will be seldom noticed in literature, unless in comedy and the

like, and we shall not find regulations posted at a given shrine until a later

period when individual piety is more important. This rule at Cyrene is the

earliest of instances that grow ever more common and that are commonest

and strictest in cults of foreign deities, refuting Greek chauvinism (Herodotus

refutes himself in speaking of Babylon).21

At Cyrene the native Libyans were accorded more respect, of necessity,

than native peoples living next to Greek colonies elsewhere (cf. chapter 20,
p. 317). They may have influenced this rule (as they were much influenced

themselves, during long ages, by the puritanical Egyptians). It is striking in any

case that the matter is regulated by the authorities. All other such inscriptions,

and they are many, pertain to a particular shrine, and represent the custom

there preferred.22 Just as the wood offered for sale belongs to Apollo’s sacred

land, the restrictions here announced refer only to the sanctuary of Apollo;

many other deities worshipped at Cyrene would expect much more than this.

19. Wood, like any staple, is most needed in time of difficulty, such as the first rule envisages. A familiar

story plays on this predicament. When Athens was beset by Dorian invaders, Codrus the king went forth to

meet his death disguised as a woodcutter gathering wood. As a variant of Œ��æ	� ‘‘juniper,’’ commonest of trees

or shrubs, ˚��æ	� exemplifies the need of wood, and the story was told for its own sake long before Codrus was

enrolled in the odd assortment of figures that constitutes Athens’ royal line: Robertson (1988, 224 30).

20. See Fehrle (1910, 25 42), Parker (1983, 74 79).

21. Cf. Ziehen, LSG 2 no. 117, Eresus, s. II ante (¼ LSCG 124), exacting rules of purity for some deity

unknown but surely not Greek; Lupu (2005, 205 13), the same for Isis and Sarapis at Megalopolis.

22. In LSAM 12, Pergamum, s. II p. post., rules for the cult of Athena nikêphoros, the matter of

purification from intercourse, funerals, and childbirth is followed by two civic decrees concerning revenues

from the cult, but only because the priest chose to so present them. Cf. Parker (2004, 63).
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One is permitted to sacrifice straightway (according to the likeliest sup-

plement) after normal nighttime intercourse.23 After daytime intercourse one

may go to the sanctuary only if one washes thoroughly and even then not to or

into a particular place, which might be the temple, here restored exempli

gratia. (Some later rules expressly concern entry to a temple, but only because

it represents the worship in general.)

A woman in childbed shall pollute the house. She shall pollute

anyone inside. She shall not pollute anyone outside if he does not go

in. Any person who is inside shall himself be polluted for three days.

This person shall not pollute anyone else no matter where he goes in.

Childbirth, like intercourse, is polluting.24 It is more polluting as it is

more drastic. Presumably the mother and the house are polluted for the three

days that apply to anyone else inside.25 Miscarriage is polluting too, but we do

not hear of it until lines 106 9. That pollution lasts as long as after childbirth if

the fetus is not fully formed; if it is indeed fully formed, pollution lasts as long

as after death in the house.26 Now miscarriage is appended to the rules for a

bride and a pregnant woman, of quite a different character. They consist of

careful directions for sacrificing to Artemis, not unlike the directions for

sacrificing in the sanctuary of Apollo, i.e. the tithing rules, which are very

long and very costly. Miscarriage is mentioned there when it might equally,

or better, follow childbirth. The pollution of death, though referred to

off-handedly, is not covered anywhere.

All these instances of bodily pollution are treated summarily, even care-

lessly. The language and the arrangement are careless; it is careless to omit

death while including the other things. There is nothing to be done anyway,

except in one case to wash thoroughly. They only give a sanctimonious

appearance. Much more substantial matters immediately follow, the use of

certain rites and shrines and the tithing obligation.

23. Sokolowski regards the sacrifice as a penalty, which would be extraordinary; cf. Parker (1983,

74n4, 335).

24. See Wachter (1910, 25 28), Parker (1983, 48 53, 352 53).

25. There is no particular remedy. It is a curiosity that at Athens a new mother is fed cabbage ‘‘as an

antidote’’ (Ath. 9.10, 370c, cited by Wachter.)

26. The rules for childbirth and miscarriage are parallel if 	NŒ
Æ in line 108 signifies the same as the ‘‘roof’’

and the house otherwise intimated in lines 16 20. The Superstitious Man avoids the house, as it must be, in case

of either birth or death (Theophr. Char. 16.9, cited by Parker [1983, 51n73]). In line 108 Calhoun (1934, 346)

insists on the meaning ‘‘the family, the membership of the household, not the house’’ (my emphasis); Stukey

(1937, 34) agrees; Parker (1983, 50, 346) leaves the question open. But the altered meaning could not possibly be

grasped unless it were plainly stated (whether we understand ÆP�a ± 	NŒ
Æ or Æo�Æ is immaterial).
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19

Akamantes and Tritopateres

Synopsis

It has not been grasped that the next two sections belong together. The first of

them has seemed uniquely difficult, yielding almost no sense. There are two

main reasons.Akamantes and Tritopateres go unrecognized as agrarian deities

of a certain kind, each with several cults belonging to several priestly clans.

And the language is indeed strained, being derogatory of priestly clans. The

rule in fact announces that these cults are now thrown open to everyman,

without assistance by the clans. The premier cult ofAkamantes, that of Battus’

clan, is excepted. We cannot be sure, and a Cyrenaean reader could hardly be

sure, whether the premier cult of Tritopateres, that of Onymastus’ clan, is

excepted or included. A circular altar recently discovered in the agora of

Cyrene, well suited to wind gods, may be that of the premier cult of

Akamantes.

The following section provides a simple remedy if a sacrifice is botched by

a lay person: a thorough cleansing of the altar.

The Problem

Next come two sections of five and six lines, 21 25 and 26 31, which belong

together, though this has notbeen recognized.The latter section is straightforward

and can be dealt with briefly at the end. But the five lines awarding or denying ›�
Æ

‘‘(lawful) use,’’ of things in the genitive to persons in the dative, are a notorious

conundrum. They have never been translated or interpreted in any satisfactory

way. Parker in 1983 described the difficulties and the desperate attempts



to grapple them.1 Dobias-Lalou in 1996 offered a new interpretation (though of

course it builds on earlier ones), and with this we should begin, since it shows that

all the difficulties still remain. The Greek needs to be reproduced once more

nearly every word is problematical.

�ŒÆ�Æ��
ø� ›�
Æ �Æ��d ŒÆd ±ª�~øØ ŒÆd �Æ�ºø½Ø��
�ºa� I�� I�Łæ �ø ´��ø �~ø f�øg IæåÆª��Æ ŒÆd
�æØ�	�Æ��æø� ŒÆd I�e �ˇ�ı���ø �~ø ˜�º�~øfØg,
I�� ¼ººø ‹�Å ¼�Łæø�	� �ŒÆ��; 	PŒ ›�
Æ ±ª�~ø< Ø> �
�~ø� �b ƒÆæ~ø� ›�
Æ �Æ��
.

The literal meaning that Dobias-Lalou makes out is as follows.2 ‘‘To

shrines / rites of Akamantes there is access for everyone both pure and

profane.3 Except from the man Battus the founder and (from) Tritopateres

and from Onymastus the Delphian, from any other (place) where a man lies

dead, there is not access for someone pure.4 To the shrines / rites (of the gods)

there is access for everyone.’’

‘‘Pure’’ and ‘‘profane,’’ hagnos and babalos, are priest and lay person.

This we may accept it is commonly agreed though it is striking that they

are placed on the same footing in a religious matter. It is a question, says

Dobias-Lalou, of access to shrines / rites expressed by objective genitives, and

this too we may accept, though it remains to determine what hosia ‘‘access’’

implies. The rest of her interpretation seems awkward and improbable.

She finds just two objective genitives, ‘‘of Akamantia’’ in the first line and

‘‘of the hiara’’ in the last line. Akamantia are of course shrines / rites of powers

called Akamantes and these, we are told, are heroes as a class, inasmuch as

�Œ�Æ���� means ‘‘Immortals’’ and makes a contrast with �ŒÆ�� ‘‘lies dead’’

four lines further on. The hiara are shrines / rites at large and therefore those

of the gods, by contrast with those of the heroes. The phrases with I�� ‘‘from’’

designate a person coming from he has been in contact with some uncanny

place. These are three particular hero shrines, of Battus and Tritopateres and

Onymastus, and then any grave at all ‘‘where a man lies dead.’’5 Access to

shrines / rites of heroes as a class is denied to a priest if he comes into contact

with any grave at all except that such access is not denied him if he comes into

contact with any of the three hero shrines. Otherwise, access to shrines / rites

of heroes as a class is unlimited. Access to shrines / rites of the gods is

unlimited, period.

1. Parker (1983, 336 39). More recently, Brunel (1984), Pugliese Carratelli (1987), Dobias-Lalou (1996).

2. My purpose is to convey her meaning with respect to the difficulties. So I do not exactly reproduce

either of her own translations (1996, 77, which is more a paraphrase, and 2000, 304). The translation of Rhodes

and Osborne, GHI 97, avowedly, but not entirely, follows Brunel (1984).

3. The reading �ŒÆ�Æ��
ø� is assured (chapter 17, p. 269). Maas, in suggesting the name, pointed to the

calendar of Marathon, adduced below.

4. �~ø f�øg seems to be a dittography. Or rather, ð´Æ�Þ�ø �ø �ø makes it a trittography.

5. It is usual to take these three names as coordinate. In comment on Selinus’ tablet, JJK (110 11) and

Rausch (2000b, 114 15) say that Tritopateres as ancestral spirits are like Battus and Onymastus as founding

heroes. But at Cyrene the Tritopateres differ from ancestral spirits (or from Battus and Onymastus) both as a

group of undoubted deities, like Akamantes, and by way of syntax, since the genitive is not governed by I��.
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The syntax here alleged is much too convoluted. �º� is made to introduce

all the phrases of the following two lines, an improbable construction, so as to

give a series of exceptions to a rule that is only stated afterward. The ellipse

postulated for the I�e phrases, ‘‘(coming) from (the grave of),’’ is very

awkward, especially when the phrase must also convey the notion of polluting

contact.6 There is not the same ellipse with the last I�� phrase, if ¼ººø means

‘‘another (place).’’ But the meaning is not indicated by the context, since no

place at all has been overtly mentioned; moreover, �ŒÆ�� means ‘‘died,’’ not

‘‘lies dead’’ as in a grave.7 Other meanings too are implausible. Akamas is

commonly used as a personal name; how can Akamantes mean ‘‘Immortals’’?

If the rule turns on the difference between shrines / rites of the heroes and

those of the gods, the respective terms should not be so particular as Aka-

mantia nor so broad as ‘‘the hiara.’’8

Cults of Akamantes and Tritopateres

The passage has not been placed in its proper context, which is the worship of

the agrarian deities Akamantes and Tritopateres. Let us recall a few details

mentioned in chapters 10 and 11.
Akamantes and Tritopateres are found side by side in the sacrificial

calendar of the Tetrapolis of Marathon, devoted almost exclusively to agrar-

ian deities (SEG 50.168 A II 32 33).9 Together with Hyttênios and Kurotro-

phos they are entreated ‘‘before the Skira,’’ Demeter’s harvest festival, in the

month Skirophoriôn ¼ June. Akamantes are wind gods like Tritopateres, with

a name that means ‘‘Untiring ones.’’Hyttênios, it was suggested, is named for

‘‘rain,’’ which is also of concern.

The deities at Marathon are all of them local ones, known to everyone in

the area; Tritopatreis (such is the form) and Akamantes need not be further

specified. Elsewhere, too, as in the Cerameicus at Athens, Tritopatreis are not

further specified. But just as often such a cult is known by the name of a

priestly family, added as a genitive. Boundary markers at Athens are inscribed

�æØ�	�Æ�æ�ø� ˘ÆŒıÆ�~ø� and �æØ�	�Æ�æ�ø� ¯P�æªØ�~ø�, an altar on Delos

�æØ�	��øæ —ıææÆŒØ�~ø�. The tablet at Selinus, even while instructing ordinary

persons on how to sacrifice, reaffirms the prerogative of a priestly family, as it

must be, in the case of the foul Tritopatreis. As to Akamantes, Athens and

6. This notion is, however, common to most interpretations: see Parker (1983, 338).

7. Others who think of a tomb speak rather of ‘‘a brachylogy’’ (Parker 1983, 338). It is a brachylogy

several times compounded: ‘‘(coming) from another (place) where the man (was buried after he) died.’’

8. The various explanations of Akamantia vs. hiara surveyed by Parker (1983, 337 38) are not more

convincing.

9. The observance belongs to the annual cycle of the deme of Marathon. ‘‘Since the offerings are

presented in chronological order, the juxtaposition of Tritopatreis and Akamantes is no proof of a connection,’’

says Latte (1928, 43), seconded by Parker (1983, 337). What connection can be closer than between deities

worshipped on the same day in a small agricultural community?
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Attica supply no further evidence. But wind gods in general are assigned to

specialists such as theHeudanemoi of Athens and the Anemokoitai of Corinth.

This is the understanding of Akamantes and Tritopateres that we bring

now to Cyrene. Wind gods are well suited to the climate of the Libyan plateau;

literal ‘‘Winds’’ appear as the first surviving entry in the list of civic cults

mentioned before (SECir 158¼LS Suppl. 116 A 2). I shall repeat my transla-

tion of the passage, then explain:

Of the rites of Akamantes, the use belongs to everyone both pure and

profane, except (of those rites descending) from the man Battus, the

founder. And of Tritopateres (the use so belongs except) also (of

those rites descending) from Onymastus the Delphian. (Of those rites

descending) from an ancestor who is different, the use does not

belong to the pure. But of the shrines, the use belongs to everyone.

It will clear the way for intelligible exposition if we simply allow that the

two neuter plurals occurring in the first and last lines, �ŒÆ�Æ��
ø� and

�~ø� �b ƒÆæ~ø�, might conceivably refer to either ‘‘shrines’’ or ‘‘rites.’’ There is

in fact good reason to think that Akamantia and further instances are ‘‘rites’’

and that the hiara by contrast are ‘‘shrines.’’ Let us for the moment assume as

much; it will not affect the argument.

Consider the two phrases�ŒÆ�Æ��
ø� ›�
Æ (line 1), ŒÆd �æØ�	�Æ��æø� (lines
2 3). They are naturally taken as coordinate, referring to two groups of deities

(indeed of wind gods), both objective genitives, so that ›�
Æ is readily

understood with the latter. The meaning is ‘‘the use of the rites of Akamantes,’’

‘‘and (the use) of Tritopateres’’ the latter have no proprietary adjective

corresponding to ‘‘Akamantia.’’ Only ›�
Æ will serve to govern �æØ�	�Æ��æø�:

how could I�� intervene? The personal names before and after, Battus

and Onomastus, are both governed by I�� twice expressed, and they too

are naturally taken as coordinate and as depending on the two groups

of deities. There is still an ellipse, but it is readily supplied as ‘‘(those rites

descending) from,’’ because of the idiom just cited: cults of Tritopateres are

labeled with a patronymic in the genitive. �ŒÆ�Æ��
ø� I�� I�Łæ �ø ´��ø �~ø
IæåÆª��Æ ¼ �ŒÆ�Æ��
ø� �´Æ��Ø�~ø� ¼ the rites of Akamantes of the line of

Battus. �æØ�	�Æ��æø� I�e �ˇ�ı���ø �~ø ˜�º�~ø ¼ �æØ�	�Æ��æø� � �ˇ�ı�Æ��Ø�~ø�
¼ Tritopateres of the line of Onymastus.

The hypothetical names *Battidai and *Onymastidai will be adopted for

convenience (possibly the kinship groups were named for some intermediate

ancestor, while being recognized as the lineage of Battus and of Onymastus).

The rule begins by saying that the rites of Akamantes are open to everyone

�º� ‘‘except’’ the rites belonging to the Battidai. There are several cults of

Akamantes the divine name was in common use (see below); the foremost of

these belongs to a family named for Battus and deserves to be excepted. The

rule continues by saying that ‘‘(the rites) of Tritopateres (are likewise open to

everyone), ŒÆ
 and / even (those) of the Onymastidai’’. There are several cults

of Tritopateres so there were at Athens. This time, it appears that the

foremost cult is included, not excepted. Or is the meaning the same as before?
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Another exception is intended if we supply an ellipse: h�ºa�i ŒÆ
 ‘‘(except)
also’’ those of the Onymastidai. Such is the translation I have adopted for

general purposes, assimilating the second case to the first, as it seems possible

to do. But each reader must choose for himself the words would be ambigu-

ous to readers at Cyrene.

The rites in question are open to everyone, priest or lay person, for the

most part. In the next line rites of some kind are not open to a priest, which is

surprising until we grasp the point. The rites are identified by another I��

phrase, a strange one. By analogy with the other two phrases, the object of I��

must be a person, not a place. It is another phrase expressing descent,

I�e �	~ı ��~Ø�	�. The object of I�� is the ‘‘man’’ we hear of next. According to

a common idiom the antecedent noun is transposed to the relative clause:

‘‘from another (man), where {a man} died.’’ The relative clause serves to

describe him as a man of long ago. The meaning of �ŒÆ�� is in effect ‘‘died long

ago’’: ŒÆ������ and Œ�Œ�ÅŒ���� are proverbial words for the immense host of

all the dead. A man who died long ago is an ancestor; the rites are those

descending I�� ¼ººø ‘‘from another,’’ a different ancestor. That is to say, it is a

different priestly family from the one to which the priest belongs.

The language is awkward because it is perverse it expresses a perverse

opinion, a derogatory view of heroic ancestors. So it was at the outset, when

Battus was likewise called a ‘‘man,’’ emphatically, as ancestor of the family

who have in charge the leading cult of Akamantes. Toward the end, the

ancestor of another priestly family, indeed of any priestly family, is called a

‘‘man’’ long dead. The Greeks often said, and modern scholars have always

been led to believe, that the ancestor or eponym of a priestly family, or of a

very ancient and noble family, is a hero. At Cyrene some thought differently.

On the east side of the agora a tomb dating from the early days of the city was

a place of cult down to the fifth century, when it was destroyed and ransacked.

It was replaced in the fourth century, before the time of our inscription, by a

monument of a different kind, without any cult observance. Very likely this

was the tomb of Battus.10

So this I�� phrase, like the others, defines certain rites, the rites of any

priestly family other than the one to which a given priest belongs. He is denied

the use of such rites. It is only reasonable. The language at the start was too

effusive. Of the rites of Akamantes of (say) families X, Y, and Z the use now

belongs to everyone, priest or lay person. Priest and lay person are put on

exactly the same footing. But they need not have been. Obviously, the re-

spective priests have always used the rites; the only innovation is for lay

persons to do so; priests did not require mention. And now the mention

needs to be qualified. The priest of (say) family X, and he alone, may not

use the rites of families Y and Z.

After these distinctions, the last clause says simply, ‘‘But of the hiara the

use belongs to everyone.’’ In the general context, either ‘‘rites’’ or ‘‘shrines’’

10. See note 13.
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might be meant by hiara. And either might be meant by Akamantia and as the

corresponding element of the cult of Tritopateres. But ‘‘rites’’ normally con-

ducted by priests are a more restricted notion than ‘‘shrines’’ open to others as

well. The hiara now first mentioned are the less restricted notion; they are

accordingly the shrines, and the Akamantia and the like of Tritopateres are the

rites. The opposite would be absurd. The rule would not first prescribe in

detail who might enter the shrines and then allow everyone to conduct the

rites.

The Lineage of Battus and of Onymastus

As to the kinship groups whom we have dubbed *Battidai and *Onymastidai,

nothing is known of the latter. Yet ‘‘Onymastus the Delphian’’ was surely

a real person, like Battus. ‘‘Onymastus’’ and other ‘‘Onym-’’ and ‘‘Onom-’’

names are strongly represented in Phocis, Boeotia, and south Thessaly (LGPN

IIIB). He may well have been, without our knowing it, a considerable figure in

Cyrene’s memory of its founding under Delphic auspices. If so, the family

Onymastidai is almost as proud as the Battidai. Yet the cult of Tritopateres

which they have charge of cannot be an early one. Tritopatreis are mostly

confined to Athens and Attica, with offshoots only at Troezen, Selinus, and

Cyrene; at Athens city, in the Kerameikos, they do not appear until the sixth

century and may be a little later in Attica, later still elsewhere. Probably then

the Onymastidai had a larger and earlier mandate than Tritopateres only;

these were additional.

For the Battidai there is other evidence, though it has been overlooked.

They are not of course the royal family.11 Nor will they be associated with the

monument of Battus in the agora. For this monument two candidates have

been proposed, a circular structure at the west that was built over earlier

remains in the fourth century and, what seems more likely, a precinct at the

east with a checkered history.12 In its original form, an actual grave mound

that doubtless belonged to the actual Battus, it was destroyed in the mid-fifth

century, when the kingship was abolished. A different sort of monument, a

11. No doubt the royal family once had ritual duties. Demonax, while transferring power to the people,

‘‘set aside domains and priesthoods’’ for the king (Hdt. 4.161.3). Domains, temenê, were always a royal

attribute, as in the Mycenaean tablets and in Homer, and perhaps they were now to meet the expense of the

king’s ritual duties, as suggested by Carlier (1984, 475n696). Chamoux (1988, 148) holds that the king served as

priest of Apollo until the eponymous priesthood was created at the abolition of the kingship and that Apollo’s

domains those in question, he believes were then separated from the priesthood to be administered by the

board of damiergoi. However this may be, the royal family assuredly did not keep its honors down to the late

fourth century. And on general grounds, it is likely that the priestly families of Cyrene existed from an early

date, beside the kingship.

12. The circular monument was for long the favorite and bulks large in comment on our inscription. It is

upheld again by Laronde (1987, 171 75), but his arguments do not seem sufficient. The precinct on the east was

published and so identified by Stucchi (1965, 58 65, 110 14, 139 42); cf. Bacchielli (1990, 1996), Cirene 61 64

(S. Ensoli). Malkin (1987, 206 10, 216) thinks of the precinct as ‘‘an oracle of Battus’’ for no reason but that he

adopts the discredited reading Æ< Y > ŒÆ �Æ��
ø� in line 21.
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chamber with gable roof, was constructed sometime in the fourth century. If

Battus had any cult thereafter, a very doubtful proposition, it was surely not

entrusted to a kinship group.13 Our Battidai are also to be distinguished from

‘‘Battiadai,’’ a form coined for hexameter verse each and every Cyrenaean in

sentimental mood is descended from the founder.14 Battus lent his name to

different purposes, as did Erechtheus at Athens, whose progeny are now the

priestly clan who serve his cult and Athena’s, now the tribe named after him,

now the whole community of Athens. Battidai proper are a priestly clan, and

their principal mandate, as it happens, is the cult of Demeter.

In an excerpt from Aelian (fr. 44Hercher), Battus the city founder yearns

indecently to know the mysteries of Thesmophoros and pays for it severely.

This moral tale is at the same time a mocking aition of the office of hiero-

phant.15 Since a hierophant consorts with women (even wearing gorgeous

robes like women’s finery) and makes a great show of proclaiming Demeter’s

worship, it can be imagined that the original hierophant acquired a knowledge

of merely exoteric rites and was effeminated in the process. Prurient Battus,

the story says, forced his way in among the women, with two consequences:

priestesses revealed to him certain preliminary stages of the worship, but other

women gelded him with their knives. At Gela in Sicily another priestly family

(who also trace their origin to a city founder) are ‘‘hierophants of the earth

deities,’’ i.e. the Eumenides as worshipped chiefly by women, and they bear the

same imputation of effeminacy (Hdt. 7.153.4).16 Even the hierophants of

Eleusis are suspect, though none but Hippolytus dares to say so (Ref. omn.

haer. 5.8.40).17

The Altar of Akamantes Revealed?

Thus the *Battidai serve both Demeter and Akamantes.18 Demeter was as

important to Cyrene as the staple crop she bestows. Her extensive sanctuary in

the Wadi Bel Gadir south of the city is linked by a processional way with her

sanctuary in the agora. It is a route that matches the procession of

13. Under the heading ‘‘the traces of cult’’ Gasperini (1997, 2 10) canvasses mentions of Battus in

literature and inscriptions, including ours, but in fact none of them points to cult.

14. Callim. H. Apoll. 96, Epigr. 35.1, whence other instances in Latin verse, also SECir 80.2. This

fragmentary epigram, second century b.c. according to the letter forms, mentions ´Æ��ØÆ[, perhaps dative

plural. Apollo is invoked, and the stone is thought to come from his shrine in the agora, but there is hardly room

or occasion for the story of how he guided Battus, as proposed by Gasperini (1997, 9 10).

15. It is usually thought that the gelding of Battus as condign punishment is the sole point of the story: so

e.g. Parker (1983, 179). But it is just as significant that the authoritative priestesses first impart certain elements

of the ritual.

16. ‘‘[The archetypal hierophant Têlinês] is said by the inhabitants of Sicily to have been the opposite [of

a brave man], a womanish and rather soft person.’’ Cf. chapter 6, p. 92.

17. The high voice with which they address initiates is acquired by drinking hemlock, with sterilizing

effect.

18. At Athens the Phytalidai serve both Demeter and Zeusmilichios (chapter 13), and for the very reason

that will apply at Cyrene: both deities exert their power at the same time, in late Skirophoriôn ¼ June and early

Hekatombaiôn ¼ July.
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Callimachus’ Hymn to Demeter; Callimachus was a loyal native son.

Demeter’s priesthood is fittingly entrusted to this premier descent group.

Akamantes as wind gods exert their power at the same time as Demeter; at

Marathon they are entreated just before Demeter’s harvest festival Skira.

They too were probably brought from Athens to Cyrene and added to the

original mandate of the Battidai.

At Cyrene the term�ŒÆ���ØÆ used in our inscription produces the further

term �ŒÆ�Æ��Ø��� ðI��æÆØÞ ‘‘Akamantias (days),’’ two days in early to mid

summer, 1 Hêraios ¼ July and 21 Karnêios ¼ August (SECir 114b lines

34 38).19 The Akamantia that give their name to calendar days, let us note by

the way, are surely rites, not shrines, indicating the same for the Akamantia of

our inscription. At the earlier date, winds might be entreated on behalf of

ripening figs; at the later, on behalf of grapes.20 The two dates do not corres-

pond to any particular observances in Attic calendars; grapes are not a usual

Attic crop; if Akamantes originate at Athens, they are now adapted to Cyrene.

A recent discovery may give us the shrine of Akamantes served by the clan

*Battidai. Demeter’s sanctuary in the agora consists of an early temenos on the

west side and perhaps the circular structure otherwise assigned to Battus.

Between them another circular monument has now come to light it had

been shaved off and concealed by the Roman pavement.21 First constructed

at the end of the sixth century, as the temenos entered its second phase, and still

in use when Demeter’s circular structure was built nearby, it is a massive

hollow circular altar enclosed and hidden by a circular peribolos wall. Being

so close, the altar is somehow allied with the cult of Demeter.22 Two votive

skyphoi in the altar debris give a clue, it is only that, to the deity or deities

concerned. The one is inscribed @�ÆŒ�	� ‘‘of my Lord,’’ the other ‘‘Euremon

dedicated [this] to his Lord,’’ �~	Ø @�ÆŒ�Ø:. This need not be the sole name or

title.23 It is equally appropriate to a single member of the collectiveAkamantes.

The construction of the altar suits Akamantes as wind gods. The hollow

interior is plainly meant to catch the offerings. Wind gods are quite generally

19. �ŒÆ�Æ��Ø��� = ½" �̇æ
:
Æ
ø = ½�æ��Æ �Ł
�	��	� = ½˚Ææ��Å)ø = �:�Œ�, the improved reading of Dobias-

Lalou (1996, 75); cf. Brunel (1984), Pugliese Carratelli (1987). Hêraios and Karneios are successive summer

months at Byzantium, the only place where the calendar in question is preserved entire. They will be so in the

calendar of the mother city Megara and probably in that of Corinth as well: Trumpy (1997, 147 64). The

evidence at Cyrene is better now than appears from Trumpy (186 87). Dorian Karneios ¼ Athenian Meta-

geitniôn, says Plutarch, as a general rule. Trumpy is wrong to prefer Boêdromiôn: chapter 13, n. 14.

20. Both are important crops in the accounts of the damiergoi.

21. It is published and reconstructed by Santucci (1998), from whom I take the following details, except

for the identification. She summarizes at Cirene 82 83.

22. Santucci further notes that the altar and Demeter’s sanctuary were both, repeatedly and at just the

same time, kept in trim with the rising ground level.

23. Santucci (1998, 530 35) argues that Aristaeus is meant, as a divine counterpart of the hero Battus on

the opposite side of the agora. It is true that the debris includes characteristic figurines of local nymphs, and that

nymphs go with Aristaeus but nymphs go equally with other minor agrarian deities, including Tritopatôr on

Delos. (Santucci also, while discounting it, speaks of anax or anakes as a supposed title of Tritopatreus or

Tritopatreis at Athens, but this was only a false inference from Cic.De nat. deor. 3.21, 53 by Hemberg [1955, 15,

24, 35 36].) According to Dobias-Lalou (1999), ‘‘some unpublished documents show that Castor alone is later

the object of a cult in the region under the name of @�Æ�,’’ but the significance of this remains to be seen.
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worshipped at bothroi.24 The altar at Cyrene has an extra feature that seems to

be unique. The curving blocks of the altar wall are not flush together: they are

set a few centimeters apart.25 Solid matter would be caught within, but any

puddle of liquid would drain off or evaporate. At Selinus, we recall, the burnt

offerings that went into the chamber or pit of the Tritopatreis were consoli-

dated by sprinkling and smearing (chapter 10, pp. 162 64).

Hosia ‘‘Lawful Use’’

This rule is brief, just five lines, but has a large effect, granting to everyone the

hosia ‘‘lawful use’’ of rites and shrines of Akamantes and Tritopateres, agrar-

ian deities of wide renown at Cyrene. There is at least one exception, the cult

of Akamantes, belonging to the priestly family Battidai; the cult of Tritopa-

teres, belonging to the priestly family Onymastidai, is an exception too, unless

it is singled out instead as subject to the rule. Yet the two exceptions, or the

exception and the inclusion, only emphasize how important all these cults are,

how much is granted otherwise. ‘‘Everyone’’ is glossed effusively as ‘‘both

pure and profane,’’ i.e. both priest and lay person. But of course the innov-

ation consists in granting use to lay persons. As an amusing consequence of

the effusive language, it must be expressly said that each priestly family is still

restricted to the cult that is their own.

It is often assumed that hosia is mere ‘‘access.’’ Why should mere access

ever be denied to any adult citizen (unless a debtor or a felon), and why should

it now be asserted equally for priests and lay persons? It has been assumed as

well that the rule is stated only for the sake of exceptions that arise from

polluting contact with certain places. The sequence of thought is all but

impossible. Such a rule would be stated as a prohibition: ‘‘of certain rites,

hosia does not belong to’’ whomever it may be. And the syntax has been

misunderstood: the I�� phrases do not denote polluting contact, and there is

not a continuous series of such phrases. And the deities and the persons

named have all been misconceived; they do not belong to graves and hero

cults that somehow pollute.

24. See chapter 11 apropos of the sunken chamber referred to in Selinus’ tablet. The altar at Cyrene is on

a larger scale. A circular monument at Athens, right next to the Eleusinion on the Acropolis shoulder, is larger

still, a full 8 m. in diameter: Miles (1998a, 13 15, 81 83). Perhaps it is the altar of the Heudanemoi, or else

evokes it. Arrian, in a passage generally misunderstood (Anab. 3.16.8), distorted also by misunderstanding of

Pausanias (1.8.5), situates the altar of the Heudanemoi just here, beside the Acropolis ascent and in an open

area, yet among the secrets as it were of Eleusinian initiates. The same area has yielded five sculpted rectangular

altars, on average half a meter on a side, apparently either a decorative or a votive motif. The circular

monument is thought of as a roofed building, but there is little trace of any superstructure above a seeming

socle, and none whatever of a roof, only the remnant of a base in the middle. Instead, we might think of another

decorative motif, with a stele or other fixture on the base. This area adjoining the Eleusinion, like the Eleusinion

itself, extends beyond the Agora concession into unexcavated ground at the east.

25. Santucci (1998, 526 27). Though only the lowest course is preserved, incised guidelines show that the

feature continued above: the contents of the altar would continually rise. Santucci thinks of ‘‘a partial,

progressive emptying of the ashes,’’ but this would not occur after they solidified, and of course the ashes are

meant to stay.
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The emphasis is plain. Everyman is now his own priest; everyman now

conducts a sacrifice for himself. It is the same leveling dispensation as at

Selinus, where everyman was encouraged to sacrifice privately to Tritopatreis

and to Zeusmilichios. There the purpose was benevolent, and full instructions

were given on how to manage the sacrifice correctly and economically. But the

language was the same where it was needed. Sacrifice to the foul Tritopatreis,

or at least the disposition of the burnt portion that belongs to these uncanny

powers, is still reserved for the priestly family 	~ƒ� ›�
Æ ‘‘those who have the

right’’ or ‘‘the use.’’

At Cyrene the rule is peremptory, and no instructions are given. The

following six-line section deals with the inevitable result.

A Bungled Sacrifice

It will again be useful to repeat the translation.

If one sacrifices on the altar a victim that it is not the custom to

sacrifice, take away the thickened residue from the altar and wash it

off, and remove the other soilure from the shrine and the ash from the

altar, and take away the fire to a pure place. And then after washing

oneself, after purifying the shrine and sacrificing as a penalty a full-

grown animal, then one shall sacrifice as the custom is.

The last line ends with the words ‰� �	�; there is room for nothing more.

Dobias-Lalou and some before her suppose that this line runs into the next,

	Œ åØ�	� ����Æ K� I��º��ø� ��Œ�Æ. A word is thus divided between the lines; it

is a hapax, and its meaning must be guessed at; likewise the meaning of the

whole clause, about something devolving ‘‘as far as brothers’ children.’’ With

whatever guesses, the clause so constituted still has no discernible connection

with the gritty details of the preceding lines.

There are further objections. This next line is signaled by a paragraphos,

and after it another paragraphos signals the first section of the tithing rules.

The single line is readily understood as a heading for the tithing rules, where

responsibility may indeed devolve from one generation to the next.26 On the

other hand, to sacrifice ‰� ���h	�i is just the right conclusion to a remedy for

sacrificing contrary to ���	�.

In any case whether we make it six lines or seven the section is always

regarded as a separate entry, unconnected with what precedes, ‘‘the lawful

use’’ by everyman of certain rites and shrines, or with what follows, the tithing

rules. These are both substantial matters, though one is very brief and the

other is the longest section of all. The cleansing of just any altar is not a rule to

be inserted between them. Instead, the cleansing of an altar seems a fitting

26. So rightly Parker (1983, 339) and Rhodes and Osborne, GHI 97. Rhodes and Osborne in their text

show three successive paragraphoi, at lines 31, 32, and 33, without explanation.
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supplement to the section before, ‘‘the lawful use’’ by everyman of certain rites

and shrines. What if everyman sacrifices the wrong animal?

Sacrificial ash accumulates at any altar and is meant to do so (chapter 10,
p. 163). But not if it is the wrong animal. Every trace must be obliterated. The

first step is to ‘‘take away the thickened residue from the altar and wash [the

altar] off.’’ It is not loose ash and charred bone to be swept up but a pasty or

clotted mass called �	�Ø-�
Æ�-�Æ ‘‘additional-thicken-ing’’ or ‘‘thickened resi-

due.’’27 The altar also needs to be scrubbed. It seems that the ash has both

solidified and adhered to the surface. Is it not the result of the operation

described at Selinus for the chamber of Tritopatreis, and implied at Cyrene by

the construction of the altar in the agora, which is arguably the leading

instance of the cult of Akamantes? At Selinus, ‘‘they shall sprinkle round

and smear over.’’ At Cyrene, any puddle of liquid is meant to drain off,

leaving only the solid matter. Afterwards, such an altar is difficult to clean,

though it must now be done.

The next steps involve ‘‘the rest of the soilure’’ and ‘‘the ash from the

altar’’ and ‘‘the (altar) fire.’’ ‘‘The rest of the soilure’’ might be other remnants

of the wrong victim, such as blood or bones produced by the butchering (they

would be disposed of anyway, but perhaps not so completely as now re-

quired). ‘‘The ash from the altar’’ can only be the aforesaid residue.28 So

these two elements should be taken together as objects of ‘‘remove from the

shrine.’’ ‘‘Take away the fire to a pure place’’ stands by itself; to do the same

with the ash would be perverse. The fire needs to be set aside while one washes

oneself and purifies the shrine.29 To ‘‘purify the shrine’’ is somehow a self-

evident procedure, often mentioned in the tithing rules; it might be to slaugh-

ter a piglet and sprinkle its blood. A full-grown animal is sacrificed as a

penalty. Finally, the original sacrifice is performed with the proper victim.

The rule for making amends is punctilious. It is the consequence of an

important change, granting everyman the use of the rites and shrines of

Akamantes and Tritopateres.

27. It is the nomen acti of *�æ	��ØÆ
�ø. The usual interpretation is ‘‘the residue of fat’’ that adheres to the

altar (so Wilamowitz [1927, 160], and now Dobias-Lalou [2000, 207, 305]), otherwise ‘‘the coating of fat’’ that

makes the god’s portion more flammable (so Latte [1928, 44]). The first renders �æ	�- correctly, but in neither

case does the ‘‘fat’’ of the animal remain after the offering is burnt.

28. YŒ�ı�: cf. Hsch. YŒ�ı	�� Œ	�
Æ�; ��~Å�Æ, Hippocr. Nat. mul. 88, ‘‘after dissolving Yª�ı� in wine’’ (so

Wilamowitz).

29. Nothing is said of renewing the fire, as from an external source, which would require a special

ceremony.
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20

The Tithing Rules

Synopsis

The tithing rules are the longest section of the inscription and themost carefully

constructed. All the members of a so-called tithed class, together with the

property in question, are identified in due order, down to the third generation,

and in each case they are required (1) to undertake a thorough purification of

person and property and Apollo’s shrine, (2) to calculate a literal tenth of the

property, (3) to pay the value in sacrificial animals, (4) to slaughter the animals

in Apollo’s sanctuary and collect the meat. The very language is as strict and

repetitive as the procedure, and the different kinds of person and property are

neatly dealt with in five symmetrical subsections of ten lines each. It is a feat of

composition, with details slightly abridged from time to time. Furthermore, the

rest of the inscription is intended to complement the tithing rules. The long

section that follows is related. These two sections in the middle are framed by a

variety of rules before and after, which are of equal length on either side.

The tithed class is not invented for thepresent purpose; anold customhasbeen

revived. Customary phrases can be recognized. One of them is used for the

culminating act, the slaughter of animals for the sake of the meat. It is echoed in

a large number of rock-cut inscriptions at Lindus. The site here is not a sanctuary

but an extensive plateau beside the sea that served, without altars or other im-

provement, for slaughtering animals according to the rites of several deities who

otherwisepresideover communitygatherings.Chief among them,nevernamedbut

unmistakably revealed by one of the ritual terms, is Apollo. Apollo’s ritual is often

adorned with aetiological stories about Heracles and other figures who are virtual



outcasts, denied a share at a community feast. Outcasts are also featured in

stories of the Delphic oracle, and groups of them may be described as a tithe, i.e.

a tithed class. In such stories the Delphic oracle stands for the general practice of

local cults.

The outcasts are lacking in legitimate descent; they are typically bastards.

At a later date they become citizens of a lesser kind, with the distinction

persisting often to the third generation. Such are the tithed class at Cyrene.

Now treated with archaic severity, they provide a large quantity of meat for

general consumption. They will resent it, but many other people will be

pleased.

Tithing as the Centerpiece of the Inscription

The next section is the longest, comprising five subsections of equal length, ten

lines each, about a certain class of persons and property known as the

‘‘tithed,’’ i.e. ‘‘tenthed,’’ ��ŒÆ�	
 and ��ŒÆ� (lines 33 82). The ten-line format

has been suited to the name, not without some difficulty. Tithed persons in

different cases are required to undergo a costly procedure of purification and

sacrifice in Apollo’s sanctuary. The tithing section is set off by its own heading

(line 32). And it is followed by a section, less evenly divided into four

subsections, about women who must undergo a procedure of purification

and sacrifice at the shrine of Artemis, which happens to be part of Apollo’s

sanctuary (lines 83 109).
The content of these two long sections is more uniform than the rest of the

inscription. The material that precedes, i.e. lines 1 31, is diverse, and so is the

material that follows, i.e. lines 110 41. What precedes is the general rules and

those for Akamantes and Tritopateres. What follows is three forms of purify-

ing ritual that are quite unlike each other, even though they ostensibly belong

to the same hikesios category. Yet these two bodies of disparate material,

preceding and following, are nicely balanced at 31 and 32 lines apiece, as if

they were assembled for the purpose of flanking the two sections at the center.

The sections at the center also display a striking uniformity of language, in

contrast to the variable language elsewhere. The oft-repeated rules for puri-

fying and sacrificing, with a standard vocabulary and syntax, have a legalistic

precision.

Now the tithing section imposes a costly procedure that has great prac-

tical importance. The section on women does not. And its uniformity is

flawed, since the last of four subsections is not about the ritual of Artemis

but about miscarriage, which belongs rather with the general rules. So this

section too is only accessory to the tithing section. The conclusion is inescap-

able. For the authorities at Cyrene the tithing obligation was a principal

concern. All the other rules were made to serve as a framing device.

Almost the whole procedure takes place at the ‘‘shrine,’’ hiaron which

by good fortune is further specified as ‘‘Apollo’s shrine,’’ Apollônion (lines 51,
59, 66). The proper namemay, in a given context, denote any shrine of Apollo,
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including Cyrene’s foremost sanctuary, where the inscription stands. It is true

that Apollo has another shrine of general importance, at the southwest corner

of the agora. And it is true again that a tithed person is assessed for his worth

‘‘by being sold in the agora’’ the phrase denotes some former practice that

has become a pretense (lines 34 35, 69). Yet the agora is not a likely setting for

the rest of the procedure. It calls for the sacrifice of several animals or even

many animals and then for the removal of something, which must be the meat,

‘‘to a pure place.’’ Only the great sanctuary at the northwest offers the

necessary space and facilities. It may be added that the rites of Artemis in

the following section are undoubtedly performed in the great sanctuary, and

the part of it reserved for Artemis is likewise purified before a sacrifice and

likewise referred to as either the hiaron or the Artamition.

Who and what are the ‘‘tithed,’’ to be thus treated in Apollo’s sanctuary?

Like other deities, Apollo often receives a thank-offering of a ��Œ�Æ ‘‘tithe’’ in

a figurative sense, at Cyrene as elsewhere, but there is nothing in this practice

that seems relevant to a tithed class of persons and property.1 A more

promising analogy is offered by certain traditional stories about groups of

persons in early days who are regarded as a ‘‘tithe’’ and are sent forth by the

Delphic oracle.2 Sometimes they are sent abroad. The Delphic oracle is

famous for directing settlers to new lands, to Cyrene as to other colonial

cities, though not as a ‘‘tithe.’’ However these matters consort, the tithing of

our inscription may go back to old custom.

It is now rigorously enforced. If it applies to newcomers, these can only be

new citizens in process of assimilation. The tithing rules are headed by the

phrase ‘‘(one) bound as far as brothers’ children,’’ which means that the

tithing obligation is inherited for two generations. It would not be surprising

if newcomers were under obligation for just so long.

Despite the insistent repetitious language, the tithing section has been

found as difficult as any part of the inscription. A careful reading is required,

without presuppositions but also without forgetting circumstances in Cyrene.

The five subsections are separate occasions when the costly procedure, or

most of it, is required. We shall take the procedure first, then the occasions.

And first of all, we must consider the matter of purification with which the

procedure begins.

Purification

In each case a tithed person purifies himself ‘‘with blood,’’ then purifies the

shrine (lines 33 34, 40 41, 41 42, 68 71). The tithed property is also purified,

and then the shrine, but ‘‘separately’’ the property of course lies elsewhere,

1. The word is often employed in Cyrenaean inscriptions, chiefly dedications: Dobias-Lalou (2000,

110 11, 208).

2. The tithing so mysteriously mentioned in the stories has often, ever sinceWilamowitz (1927, 164), been

compared with the tithing of our inscription, but to little purpose. We come back to it at the end.
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consisting we may suppose of land, crops, and animals (lines 43 44, 50 51,
58 59, 65 66). To judge from the expression ‘‘with blood,’’ the purifying

action is to slaughter a piglet and sprinkle its blood.3 Unlike the sacrifice of

animals, the purifying action has no practical value; so it is not more closely

regulated. But the insistence on all the same actions each time is remarkable.

We can hardly suppose that purification is a mere formality, as it is on some

occasions.4 It must be essential to the tithing obligation. Person, property, and

shrine are polluted or at least potentially polluted, since pollution is unseen

and incalculable.

We ask therefore whether the tithing obligation has just arisen from some

pollution, or whether pollution is inherent in the tithing obligation.5 A pollut-

ing act is indeed expressly mentioned, that of an adolescent who may pollute

himself either involuntarily or voluntarily (lines 40 42). As we shall see, it is

the prurient mischief that an adolescent will get into in the company of lusty

men, as at the sanctuary of Apollo. It is mentioned by the way, in the manner

of the minor rules about intercourse and other bodily pollutions; indeed the

same language about polluting oneself involuntarily or voluntarily is used

hereafter of a bride just before marriage. The mischief is accordingly irrele-

vant to the tithed class as such. Since no other source of pollution is envisaged,

the general pollution is inherent: to be tithed is also to be polluted.6

Pollution threatens in many forms, to be countered by various deities.

Apollo is chiefly concerned with sickness and plague.7 Sickness and plague are

often brought by newcomers, especially those from far off or from a different

way of life. Greeks of Cyrene intermarried with Libyans. Though Libyans

were reputedly the healthiest people in the world (Hdt. 2.77.3, 4.187.3),
precautions were in order. It was said of the great plague in the later fifth

century that it began in Ethiopia and spread first to Egypt and Libya (Thuc.

2.48.1).

The Sacrificial Procedure

It is the sacrificial procedure that occupies most of each section. Everyone

sacrifices ‘‘as a penalty an animal full grown,’’ even lesser offenders like a mere

lad or one who has drawn on property illicitly so as to make funerary offerings

3. The instrumental dative Æ¥�Æ�Ø is used only twice, at lines 33 and 69, doubtless to save space. There is

no reason to think that the mode of purifying varies.

4. ‘‘Purification of the sacred area, usually by pig’s blood, before an important festival or on a regular

calendar basis was no doubt a general practice’’: Parker (1983, 30n66). It is a solemnity like washing one’s hands

at a lustral basin, but in a higher degree. (Parker does not so interpret the purification of the tithing rules: see ns.

5 6 below.)

5. So Parker (1983, 341 43), Rhodes and Osborne on GHI 97, pp. 503 4.

6. Parker (1983, 342) suggests that tithed persons are guilty of or afflicted by ‘‘sacrilegious pollutions,

which could embrace almost any breach of religious rules.’’ But the uniform severity of the tithing rules cannot

be meant for very miscellaneous offenders.

7. See Parker (1983, 209, 275 76). As we saw, Apollo’s mandate does not extend to homicide pollution

(chapter 15, pp. 243 44).
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(lines 36 37, 42, 44 45, 51 52, 59 61, 66 67, 69 70). This is only a preliminary

sacrifice, ‘‘before the tithe.’’ To ‘‘sacrifice the tithe’’ obviously means to

sacrifice animals valued at this sum (lines 37 38, 46, 61, 67 68, 70 71). And

that full-grown animal does not even count. In each case, the value of the tithe

is carefully established whereas a person is ‘‘sold in the agora,’’ one ‘‘as-

sesses’’ either property or a deceased person (lines 43 44, 57 58, 64 65).
Whatever was done, it is a means of determining the tithe, the literal tenth,

exactly. Before this, we may suppose, the tithe was something less than a tenth

or was a mere token, and perhaps it was only voluntary.

We should compare the property rating in the draft constitution, dia-

gramma, which Ptolemy issued for Cyrene probably in 321 b.c. (SEG 9.1 lines
7 11). The select body of citizens called the Ten Thousand will possess twenty

minas ¼ 2,000 drachmas. The tithe on this, 200 drachmas, would purchase

from sixteen to twenty ewes at the Athenian price of 12 or 10 drachmas, but at

Cyrene the price of grazing animals would be much lower, and the number of

ewes much higher. The general body of citizens will possess less than 2,000
drachmas. Yet all who are tithed must furnish a full-grown animal as a

penalty, even before the tithe. A great many animals are in question.

The two sacrifices, the penalty and the tithe, are followed each time by the

clause I�	Ø��~Ø K� ŒÆŁÆæ�� ‘‘he shall carry away to a pure place.’’ Following on

both sacrifices, the clause probably applies to both.8 The unexpressed object is

the meat thus obtained; ‘‘the pure place’’ is some area where the meat can be

collected in the interim, just as the altar fire is kept apart in the interim (line

29). The injunction is a notable departure from the usual requirement of

Greek sacrifice, namely that the whole animal be consumed straightway in

the sanctuary.9 We sometimes find the requirement expressed, if it seems

necessary, as an injunction with �Æ
�ı�ŁÆØ; Ł	Ø�~Æ�ŁÆØ; I�Æº
�Œ�Ø�; ŒÆ�Æåæ~Å�ŁÆØ
or again with ŒÆ�ÆŒ����Ø�; �ŒÅ��~Ø� as an attendant act. But it occurs much

more commonly as the simplest of prohibitions: 	P �	æ = 	PŒ I�	�	æ = 	PŒ
KŒ�	æ ‘‘there is no carrying (away).’’10 This is an age-old customary rule,

which goes to show that the act of sacrifice consecrates the animal to the god:

disposing of the meat in any other way than to please him is a secondary

practice. Very rarely the prohibition is reversed as a special permission for

someone to carry away something, e.g. I�	�	æ for a priest of a leg.11 Now the

oft-repeated clause of our inscription reverses the prohibition in the same

direct way, with the verb I�	Ø��~Ø. It too may well represent an old custom.

8. Perhaps we should render ‘‘carry them away.’’ The translation we often meet with, ‘‘carry it away,’’

implies that only the latter sacrifice is meant.

9. For the usual requirement the many instances and their interpretation see Goldstein (1978, 51 54,

322 55) and Scullion (1994, 99 112). Earlier discussions by Ziehen (LGS 239, 340) and Thomsen (1909) are still

of value. Scullion argues, as against everyone before him, that the requirement is distinctive of ‘‘chthonian’’

ritual, which is improbable. It is in any case, significantly for the present purpose, well attested in cults of

Apollo.

10. In the calendar of the deme Erchia (SEG 21.541), where the prohibition is attached to twenty-two out

of fifty-six sacrifices, it is often abbreviated further: 	P �	æ; 	P �	; 	P �; 	 �	æ.

11. The four instances all appear in two calendars of Cos,LSCG 151 and 154: seeGoldstein (1978, 342 44).
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After the first instance of carrying away by a grown man who is tithed, it

is further said, ‘‘everyone who sacrifices shall bring a �Œ	)ŒØ	�’’ (line 39). This
and the similar words Œ	)ŒØ	�; Œ	œŒ~Æ�, and the words Œ�œ�; Œ�œ� otherwise

denoting a kind of Egyptian palm, are all used in the papyri of a basket that

sometimes serves to contain loaves of bread.12 And Œ�œ� is similarly used by

Epicharmus (fr. 112 K-A), and Œ�œ� by Pherecrates (fr. 83 K-A) and Anti-

phanes (fr. 64K-A). And both Pollux, who cites them, and Hesychius describe

the basket as a woven one. ‘‘Basket’’ then is another meaning of the very word

for the palm; as often, the apparent diminutives �Œ	)ŒØ	�; Œ	)ŒØ	� are only

colloquial forms without any diminutive meaning. Since Epicharmus and our

inscription provide much the earliest instances of the words so used, we infer

that the Egyptian article became familiar in Sicily and at Cyrene much earlier

than elsewhere. The etymology of the word, presumably Egyptian, is un-

known.13 Very likely the form �Œ	)ŒØ	� occurring only at Cyrene and in

three Hellenistic papyri, earlier than the rest is original, with initial � dis-

appearing thereafter, as often in Greek.14

A basket woven of palm leaves will be strong and capacious.15 ‘‘Everyone

who sacrifices’’ needs it to carry something. This can only be the meat

produced by the sacrifice, which is always carried away to a pure place.

Though mentioned only on the first occasion, the basket is obviously needed

for each occasion thereafter. Unlike the sacrifice and unlike the carrying away,

which is all important, this practical detail is too obvious to be repeated.

Given the ten-line format, space is at a premium.

Another detail that is appropriate throughout is not mentioned until a

subsequent occasion but faithfully thereafter. This unequal pattern is plainly

due to the constraint of ten-line sections. Each sacrifice, first of a full-grown

animal and then of the tithe, is to be conducted �æ	� �Ø	� ‘‘in front of the

altar’’ (61 bis, 67, 68, 77). The predicate adjective is attached to the sacrificial

animal or else to the ‘‘penalty’’ or the ‘‘tithe,’’ both consisting of sacrificial

animals. ‘‘In front of the altar’’ sounds almost like a decency suited to the

present context. If one is intent on the butchering, on simply producing the

requisite meat, one might otherwise resort to any convenient place away from

the altar. But a decency would not be so expressed; �æ	� �Ø	� is a customary

word for a customary practice. The practice has always existed of slaughtering

animals on a large scale for the sake of the meat and of professing that it is a

sacrifice truly meant, ‘‘in front of the altar.’’ Both �æ	� �Ø	� and the synonym

�æ	�åæÆØ	� ‘‘in front of the eschara’’ occur in other inscriptions at other sites

where animals seem to have been slaughtered in large numbers. This import-

ant clue will be pursued below.

12. LSJ s. Œ�œ�; �Œ	
ŒØ	�, LSJ Suppl. s. Œ	œŒ~Æ�; Œ	)ŒØ	�. For the meaning ‘‘basket,’’ see chapter 17,

pp.270 71.

13. So Frisk, GEW and Chantraine, DÉLG s. Œ�œ�.

14. The wider and later currency of forms in Œ- tells against Fraenkel’s suggestion that initial �was added

by analogy with either �Œ�~ı	� or ��ıæ
�.

15. Such a basket goes with leather sacks (Epicharmus, Pherecrates) and is used for barley meal, a staple

food kept in quantity (Antiphanes, Pollux).
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The Several Occasions

The first section deals with a tithed person, the second with tithed property,

the third and fourth with the death of a tithed person and the consequence for

his property. It is only natural to infer that a tithed person is assessed for what

he owns, as by the old custom of bidding in the agora, so that a tithed property

always belongs to a tithed person. It is clear in any case from the fourth

section that a tithed person is the hereditary owner of certain property, now

transmitted to an heir. But the second section about tithed property alone has

led to the curious belief that such property exists as a class apart from tithed

persons.16 The belief is unwarranted. We need only assume that the property

in question is here conveyed for the first time to a person who will be tithed or

is already.

Let us take the sections in order to see if it is not so. In the first section ‘‘a

grown man,’’ hêbatas, must undertake the procedure, but we are not told

when. It might be at a customary time, say the harvest, or it might be at any

time in the year. Only a grown man is so obliged, a property owner it must be.

Whereas the following sections each occupy ten lines as a tithing rule should,

this one runs to seven lines only. The balance is made up by a short rule about

an adolescent, epêbos (a Doric form of ephêbos), obviously one who belongs to

a tithed family.17 ‘‘If he pollutes himself involuntarily’’ or again ‘‘voluntarily,’’

a penalty is imposed, and in the latter case it rises to the sacrifice of a full-

grown animal. The authorities have found a way to extend the levy even to a

minor, but what is it?

A bride is similarly dealt with in the first section prescribing rites of

Artemis. She must not pollute herself by lying with her husband prematurely,

but if she does, the penalty depends on whether she pollutes herself voluntarily

or involuntarily (lines 83 90). It is impossible to avoid the conclusion that the

lad has yielded to a man of the usual Dorian inclination.18 He is no doubt

exposed to improper advances when lads and men both gather at Apollo’s

sanctuary.

For this the penalty of sacrificing a full-grown animal seems harsh. The

same penalty in the same language is part of the obligation of the tithed class,

repeated in each section, including the first about ‘‘a grown man.’’ But now it

falls on any lad who misbehaves. It may be that the class is disliked, though

this is not a necessary inference.

16. So Parker (1983, 343), Rhodes and Osborne ad loc. (503 4).

17. The debate over ¼��: Å�	� and ���: Å�	� is superseded by the undoubted reading ���:Å�	�. Schol. Theocr.
8.3 distinguishes anêbos and enêbos as boy and adolescent, under and over age fifteen. The former was the usual

choice in line 40, wrongly in any case. The pollution consists of submitting to a man’s solicitation, as of an

adolescent. A boy may be vulnerable too, but less commonly, and an adolescent could not go unmentioned.

18. Comment on this passage has been notably anachronistic. Maas thinks of masturbation as the secret

vice, and Parker (1983, 76n9, 342) does not quite rule it out. Sokolowski thinks of the seduction of a maiden, for

he restores lines 75 78 to this effect as a virtual supplement to lines 40 42 (cf. chapter 17, p. 272). Rhodes and

Osborne discount any ‘‘sexual act’’ but suggest nothing else.
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The next section is the one about tithed property. Who it is that under-

takes the procedure is not stated; it is somehow self-evident. He must do it

before he makes any funerary offering whatever; if he makes such an offering,

there is a further penalty of a full-grown animal. Why is he so tempted to

make a funeral offering? Surely he has inherited the property from the

deceased. But if this is also the moment when the property first becomes

tithed, it has passed from an ordinary citizen to the tithed kind. How such a

thing might happen depends on the laws of property at Cyrene, which are

unknown to us. Perhaps the deceased bequeathed his property or a part of it

to a nephew who is tithed. Perhaps he bequeathed it to a son born of an

irregular union, if such offspring also belong to the tithed class.19

Next we hear of a tithed person who dies and receives a funerary offering

at burial but may receive nothing more until the tithe is paid on the prop-

erty. The person who makes the permitted offering can only be the heir.20 He

is assessed for the worth of the property and carries out the procedure. The

tithed kind of citizen continues from one generation to the next.

And next again we hear of a tithed person who dies, but now with young

children, of whom some may be deceased and some living. It is evident that

none is of an age to inherit the property straightway. An interim procedure is

imposed, which is evenmore costly. Those who are deceased and the death of

children was a common occurrence are assessed for the most they are worth,

and the procedure is carried out on their behalf. Then ‘‘the living (one),’’ i.e.

the child who will in fact inherit, is assessed likewise and carries out the

procedure on his own behalf. Why this twofold procedure? The deceased

children must be sons who each of them were designated, or even begotten,

one after the other, as sole heir. So the case first envisaged is of a designated heir

who died before the living one succeeded him, or of more than one such heir.

The procedure ensues as if the property had been transmitted after death.

If more than one such heir has died, is the procedure required for each? That

would be logical, and the language is conformable. The language could have

been more explicit, but perhaps not within the prescribed ten lines.

We come to the last section, at the bottom of the column. The bottom is

damaged, and only the first five lines can be substantially made out. The

remnants here, consisting of two or more recognizable clauses in each line,

were examined in detail in chapter 17. The syntax is evident throughout. There
are four sentences in all, with just a few operative words to be supplied. This

we shall now do in the light of the preceding sections.

At the outset, at the beginning of line 73, there is a qualifying adjective

that describes the person in question, just like &�Æ�� ‘‘grown (man)’’ and

½���Å�	� ‘‘adolescent’’ in lines 33 and 40 of the first s2ection. The separate

19. A citizen in any city may wish to bequeath his property or part of it to a son born of an irregular

union the union may be formed for the very purpose. The law will generally recognize this heir as a citizen,

but of a lesser kind. At Cyrene, Libyan women in particular would not always be taken in legal marriage.

See p. 317 below.

20. Such is the usual understanding of this section; cf. Parker (1983, 343 44).
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phrase with K �� indicates that the person continues with us from the previous

section, where the deceased left his property to a son not yet of age. That

occasion called for an interim procedure, a costly one. When the son comes of

age, when he is ‘‘grown,’’ what then? It is a question also posed by the first

section, which dealt with the case of any tithed person as we find him today, a

‘‘grown’’ man who may likewise have a son, an ‘‘adolescent’’ son. If nothing

more were said, we would assume that a ‘‘grown’’ son must undergo the full

procedure as soon as he inherits the property. But the language of this section,

unlike the rest, is mild and forbearing: the person in question will be spared to

a degree. And this is understandable in the case of an heir who has just come

of age, in virtue of the procedures already imposed either on the living father

or at the death of one without a grown son. The context prompts us to restore

½&�Æ�a� K �� ‘‘being a grown man.’’

Since the procedure always begins with the assessment, it is only natural

to restore ½K��
 = ŒÆ KŒ�Ø�Æ�Ł~ÅØ ‘‘after he is assessed’’ (lines 73 74). It is said
next, ‘‘he shall sacrifice whenever he wishes,’’ quite plainly a relaxation of the

punctual observance thus far required. He may do so at any time of year. And

whereas one always purifies Apollo’s shrine before sacrificing, there is a

further relaxation, probably to be completed as ½‰� = �� ŒÆ ŒÆŁæ�ÅØ;
ŒÆŁÆæ�e� I�	åæ�~Ø ›�: ½�ŒÆ� �Ø� ½Ł��ÅØ� ‘‘when he has (once) purified, the purifi-

cation suffices whenever one sacrifices’’ (lines 74 75). And yet another relax-

ation, probably ½ŒÆd ÆP�e�� ŒÆŁ~ÆæÆØ 	P ��~Ø ‘‘and oneself it is not necessary to

purify’’ (line 76). Hitherto, after one purifies oneself, and the property, and the

shrine, the next step is to sacrifice a full-grown animal as a penalty and of

course to carry away the meat to a pure place, for the use of others. Now there

is a quite substantial improvement. ÆN �� ŒÆ ��ºÅ�ÆØ; ½Ł��Æ� = ���	� ��º�ı��
�æ	� �Ø	�; 	N��~Ø ‹�½ıØ ŒÆ ��ºÅ�ÆØ� ‘‘if he wishes, after sacrificing a full-grown

animal in front of the altar, he shall carry it away wherever he wishes’’ (lines

76 77). It is not clear whether the sacrifice itself is optional. But if he does

sacrifice, he keeps the meat for himself.

The rest is lost, another five lines (78 82). The final step in the procedure

five times repeated is always to ‘‘sacrifice the tithe.’’ This, the real burden,

must have been lightened too, but not so as to occupy five lines. There was

more, and we can guess what it was. The previous sections have dealt with a

tithed person as we find him today and with property newly tithed and with

transmission to an heir. The last section deals first with the heir, the second

generation, and we find that the liability is relaxed. What comes next? The

tithing rules have a general heading, ‘‘(one) bound as far as brothers’ chil-

dren’’ (line 32). That is, a tithed person is liable thus far the liability passes to

sons and nephews but no further. In the next generation, a grandson or great-

nephew becomes an ordinary citizen who is not tithed. This was doubtless

indicated in the last line or two.

The tithing rules take much for granted, the traditional status of the tithed

and the customary procedure. Comparative material is needed, and it does

exist. First the procedure.
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‘‘Sacrifice in Front of the Altar’’

Each animal, whether named as such or as ‘‘tithe’’ or ‘‘penalty,’’ is to be

sacrificed �æ	� �Ø	� ‘‘in front of the altar.’’ Since any sacrifice is so conducted,

the expression affirms that this slaughter of animals is indeed a sacrifice. Much

earlier, the word occurs in Euripides and perhaps in Pindar. Of course they do

not use it with the same intent. In Heraclidae, line 79, the unaccustomed

neuter plural �æ	� �ØÆ is a concise and vivid way to designate the area

where suppliants huddle. In Ion, lines 376 77, the expression �æ	�ø�
	Ø�

��ÆªÆ~Ø� ��ºø� locates the slaughter of animals ‘‘in front of the altar’’ because

it is just here that organs and other parts are extracted and used for divin-

ation.21 This too is a secondary use; the procedure at Cyrene leaves no room

for divination. But Ion as the speaker is servant of the Delphic Apollo. In

Pindar, Paean 7 line 15, the word is perhaps to be restored in a context of

sacrificing bulls to the oracular Apollo at Thebes or the Ptoion ( ]� �æ	�ø�[ ).

We begin to suspect that Apollo is especially concerned with ‘‘sacrifice in front

of the altar.’’

Elsewhere at Cyrene, at the rural site of Ain Hofra east of the city, the term

�æ	� �Ø	� occurs in another rock-cut inscription. This extensive rural area was

described in chapter 6, together with the many rock-cut inscriptions, s. V IV,

attesting the worship of Eumenides and other deities of under-earth (above

pp. 93 95). The longest inscription of all, running to seven lines, is quite different
(SEG 9.345, s. IV). The first line is a heading, –�� �æ	� �Ø	� [- - -]. An obvious

supplement, though it has not been proposed, is Łı�
Æ. A synonymous phrase,

�æ	�åæÆØ	� Łı�
Æ or Łı�
Æ �æ	�åæÆØ	�, is used often in the rock-cut inscriptions

of Lindus discussed below; Łı��~Ø . . . �æ	� �Ø	� is the formula of our inscription.

Very little is legible thereafter. The second line, [- -] �Ø	� [- -], might contain

another nominative phrase or a name in the genitive, in either case perhaps part

of the heading.22The third line says simply �e ¼��æ	� ‘‘the cave,’’ and the fourth is

illegible. Lines 5 7 each begin with ŒÆ
 and might consist of a series of divine

names, with ‘‘Apollo’’ as a possible restoration.23 These very tenuous sugges-

tions would assimilate the inscription of Ain Hofra to our next instance. As a

large open area, Ain Hofra quite plainly resembles our next instance.

The corresponding term �æ	�åæÆØ	� is peculiar to rock-cut inscriptions of

Lindus.24 Some forty inscriptions are scattered over a rocky plateau that rises

from the sea northeast of the soaring acropolis. About half of them, the longer

ones, contain the nominative phrase �æ	�åæÆØ	� Łı�
Æ. The two elements of

21. We implicate the gods in our own base designs, Ion sadly remarks, ‘‘either by slayings of animals in

front of the altar or by birds’ wings,’’ i.e. by resorting to divination in its two principal forms.

22. ½Łı�
Æ� = ½Ł�	�Æ
��Ø	� is not far-fetched in the light of a whole series of inscriptions at Lindus.

23. The beginning of line 7 is reported as ŒÆd `ˆ; perhaps ��: ½	ºº	�-.
24. Blinkenberg (1941, nos. 581 86, [s. V fin.], 590, 592, 595 97, 599 600 [s. IV init.], 601 2, 604 5 [s. IV

med.], 606 8, 610 14 [s. IV p. post.], 617 [s. III II]). Kostomitsopoulos (1988) ¼ SEG 38.788 (s. IV med.).

Blinkenberg (p. 908) cites the analogy of �æ	� �Ø	� at Cyrene.
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the compound are �æ	 þ K�åæÆ, with hypheresis of �.25 This phrase is like the

one at Ain Hofra and like the repeated clause of the tithing rules. At Lindus

the noun phrase may be further qualified and in different ways: either 1)
�	ıŒ��Ø	� ‘‘ox-cleaving’’ or �	ıŒ	�
	Ø� ‘‘for ox-cleaving [rites]’’ or �	ıŒ	�
	ı

‘‘?of the ox-cleaver,’’ scil. the deity, or 2) Ł�	�ÆØ�
Æ ‘‘[rites of ] dividing-for-the-
god’’ or Ł�	�ÆØ�
	Ø� ‘‘[for rites of] dividing-for-the-god’’ or �e Ł�	�Æ
�Ø	� ��	�

‘‘the year of dividing-for-the god,’’ or 3) of ‘‘Athana phratria,’’ just once, or 4)
	P �	ıŒ��Ø	� ‘‘not ox-cleaving,’’ just once. The rites of ‘‘ox-cleaving’’ and

‘‘dividing-for-the-god’’ remind us of the quantities of meat carried away to a

pure place in the sanctuary of Apollo.

All the inscriptions, with or without the phrase, serve to mark the spot

that belongs to a certain party named in the genitive (except for the inscrip-

tion at the naiskos as described below). It may be an individual person or

persons, or the children or offspring or brothers, �Æ
�ø� or Kªª��ø� or

I��º�~ø�, of some person. In another case it is a thiasos; in yet another a

patra, a civic unit.26 The various inscriptions are thinly scattered over a very

large area, mostly at the periphery. The area is quite irregular, at its fullest

extent some 130 m. north-south and 160 m. east-west. Much of it was used by

many others besides the named proprietors. And it was used for a very long

time. The inscriptions, dating from the sixth century to middle or late Hel-

lenistic, belong to the latter days of a custom that must have begun with the

first settlers of historical times. The earliest evidence consists of pottery and

built remains at a point near the upper edge of the plateau. Here a small, two-

room naiskos was very roughly constructed perhaps in the tenth century and

used until perhaps the mid-sixth century, but was not replaced by any

later building.27 The term naiskos conferred by the excavators is no doubt

warranted by the two chambers and the eastward orientation but there is

no altar in front. Instead, the simple phrase �	ıŒ	�
	Ø� Łı�
Æ ‘‘sacrifice for

ox-cleaving [rites]’’ is here cut into the rock in deep regular letters of the

beginning of the fourth century.

The terms probômios and proscharaios are fully equivalent. The word

eschara ‘‘fireplace’’ may be used either of a hearth altar or of the metal fire

pan set in the masonry of a regular altar.28 In early days, so far as our evidence

25. So Hiller von Gaertringen (after Dittenberger) on SIG3 1035, Blinkenberg (1941, 908), Schwyzer, Gr.

Gram. 1.398, 436, 2.508. The word has escaped the etymological dictionaries of Frisk and Chantraine s. K�åæÆ.

It cannot in any fashion be derived from åÆ
æø, as proposed by Kostomitsopoulos (1988, 125 26), who

compares the glosses �æ	�åÆØæÅ��æØÆ and �æ	åÆæØ���æØÆ used of rites for Athena or Korê at Athens. Ekroth

(2002, 33 34) objects as well but on the grounds that the Athenian rites are far away and apparently unrelated,

which is a circular argument.

26. A ‘‘thiasos’’ appears in no. 580, s. VI, the earliest inscription. The Grennadai of no. 616, s. III or later,

worshippers of Athena phratria, are an avowed patra, not phratry (cf. Sherwin-White [1978, 168]).

27. The associated pottery and figurines range from Protogeometric to the mid-sixth century. Though the

latest material is much the commonest, as we expect, the earliest suffices to show the beginning of activity and

probably of a built shrine. Ekroth (2002, 31), citing Sørensen and Pentz on the pottery, is unduly skeptical.

28. LSJ Rev. Suppl. s. K�åæÆ is an entry thoroughly rewritten that shows the range and development of

meaning.
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shows, the word is applied much more often, pars pro toto, to a regular altar

than to a hearth altar, doubtless because the former was normative.29

These inscriptions of Lindus seem to argue much activity at many altars.

Yet the rocky ground has no cuttings anywhere for a regular altar and no

trace of burning at an open hearth.30 And the naiskos has no place of sacrifice

inside or outside, only the general phrase corresponding to all the sites

individually marked. Furthermore, the large irregular area is not enclosed as

a sacred precinct, nor is any part of it. The only business to which the area is

obviously suited is slaying and butchering animals on a large scale. The open

ground slopes to the shore; it would be easy to restrict the animals, and easy to

clean up.

The inscriptions do point to several unrelated deities, as if the business

here conducted were common to them all. This has never been admitted.

Scholars pursuing the notion of a precinct replete with altars assign the site

to a single deity. They have seized on three different candidates.

Heracles was first, in virtue of an aetiological story referring to a cult at

Lindus.31 The story turns on the custom of feasting in honor of the hero, who

has the epithet buthoinas ‘‘ox-feaster.’’32 Heracles in the course of his adven-

tures comes to Thermydrae, the eastern port of Lindus. He is hungry and

encounters a man with a pair of oxen and claims one of them for his meal. The

man curses Heracles from a safe distance, but he only eats with greater relish.

So it is that the worshippers curse merrily as they eat. We recognize a typical

shrine of Heracles. It is not the extensive plateau, where other deities are in

evidence and Heracles is not.

Dionysus was suggested next and with good reason.33 The rites called

theodaisia ‘‘dividing-for-the-god’’ are distinctive of Dionysus; the ‘‘year’’

called theodaision can only be a Dionysiac trietêris.34 On the likeliest inter-

pretation ‘‘the thiasos of Cochlis’’ in the earliest inscription of all is a Dionys-

iac thiasos headed by a woman.35 The cult of Dionysus is well attested at

29. See the full discussion of Ekroth (2002, 25 37).

30. The most that Blinkenberg could say on behalf of altars is as follows (1941, 907 8): ‘‘Here and there

the rock presents quite close to the inscription a flat surface which would appear well suited to the immolation

of the victim; in other cases there is not a suitable place in the immediate neighborhood.’’ As we saw, the

inscriptions are thinly scattered over a very large area. It was harder to find a smooth face for an inscription

than a flat expanse for slaying animals.

31. So Dittenberger in SIG2 and Hiller von Gaertringen at an early stage, as cited by Pfeiffer (1922, 88),

who is about the last adherent. Pfeiffer here (78 102) reconstructs Callimachus’ version of the story otherwise

than he did later, in the light of more papyri: Aetia I frs. 22 23 ¼ 24 25Massimilla. The inscriptions of Lindus

are no longer cited in illustration of Callimachus.

32. For the testimonia, see Pfeiffer (1922, 89 101), Morelli (1959, 54 56, 147 49); for the interpretation,

Nilsson (1906, 450 51).

33. So Nilsson (1906, 279 80), Hiller von Gaertringen on SIG3 1035 and RE Suppl. 5 (1931) 770 s.

Rhodos.

34. It is sometimes evident and always arguable that Dionysus is the god of the festival Theodaisia,

imprinted also in the month name Theodaisios, widely attested in the Dorian and Aeolian domains. See further

Robertson (2003b, 229 32). The festival is not attested on Rhodes, however, and in our inscriptions the term

theodaisia is used descriptively, like bokopia; it is only a rite, not a festival.

35. So Hiller von Gaertringen, SIG3 1035 n. 1. Blinkenberg (1941, 910 11) argues that Cochlis is a man

and that the thiasos is a private cult association. Man or woman, the name does not appear in LGPN I.
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Lindus, as also at Rhodes city.36 The general feasting implicit in the festival

name Theodaisia is never directly attested but would be very suitable for the

many instances on Crete, where the festival served for the rehearsal of treaties

and perhaps for the enrolment of ephebes.37

Athena phratria is the one deity indicated by name; so she came to be the

choice of the principal excavator and is now generally preferred.38 Yet she

cannot possibly be intended in most of the inscriptions, as the deity of the rites

of theodaisia or of bukopia. And it is merely fanciful to suppose that the area

once served as the principal place of sacrifice for the acropolis cult of

Athena.39 Athena phratria belongs solely to one of the many groups who

make use of the area, a certain civic unit.

If two deities as different as Dionysus and Athena are both present with

their respective rites, the large open area does not belong to either as a

sanctuary. And other deities as well must be represented on the plateau;

Dionysus and Athena together do not account for all the sites variously

inscribed. The commonest label is the unusual term bukopia ‘‘ox-cleaving

(rites).’’ It also gives general notice at the place where the naiskos once

stood. Like theodaisia, it will be distinctive of a particular deity. But now it

is Apollo.

Sacrifice and Social Standing in the Cult of Apollo

The term �	Œ��ØÆ at Lindus is matched by two other terms in the Dorian

domain, �	��ØÆ and Œ	�
�. Thucydides refers to �	��ØÆ ‘‘ox-cutting (rites)’’

in the cult of Apollo pythaeus at Asine (5.53). Antiquarian notices inform us

of Œ	�
� ‘‘cleaver’’ as the name of the great feast or feast-day of Apollo’s

festivalHyakinthia at Amyclae.40 The cult of Apollo pythaeus and the festival

Hyakinthia are both widespread, both occurring also on Rhodes.41 Indeed the

oracle of Delphi, alias Pythô, is only another cult of Apollo pythaeus that was

first planted there in the dawning light of history. Much of the ritual will be

constant. Now the cult at Asine and the festival at Amyclae are also illumina-

ted by certain stories, and the stories are all of the same kind, about bastards

or other inferior persons who are rebuffed. They are sometimes about butch-

ering or feasting as well. And one of the stories of Asine leads on to Lindus.

36. Morelli (1959, 37 42, 122 26).

37. For Dionysus on Crete see Sporn (2002, 388) (a table) and passim. Sporn (334) suggests the

enrollment of ephebes. The sacrificial calendar of Eleutherna in a broken passage contains the phrase ‘‘of the

third year’’ perhaps referring to Dionysus, perhaps to the Theodaisia and after it the rule ouk apophora (SEG

41.744 ¼ Lupu [2005, no. 23 B 7 8]).

38. So Blinkenberg (1941, 903 6), Morelli (1959, 86 88).

39. According to Blinkenberg, the Dorian colonizers brought a custom of sacrificing oxen to Athena but

did not at first venture to disturb a custom of ¼�ıæÆ ƒ�æ addressed to an indigenous deity of the acropolis. The

cult site on the plateau is thought of as illustrating a long process of assimilation.

40. For the sources and their meaning see Nilsson (1906, 131 34, 188 89) and Bolte (1929, 134 37).

41. Apollo pythios or pythaeus at Cameirus, Lindus, and Rhodes city: Morelli (1959, 25 27, 102, 108 10)

(the cult is in fact most prominent at Lindus). Month Hyakinthios at Rhodes city: Trumpy (1997, 167 68).
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Let us take Amyclae first; there is only a little to be said, but it is quite

definite. We remember how the group of bastards called Partheniai ‘‘Maidens’

sons,’’ born of Spartan mothers and Helot fathers, were sent forth from

Sparta to colonize Tarentum at the behest of the Delphic oracle.42 Before

this, the fifth-century historian Antiochus imagines a dramatic incident during

the festival celebration at Amyclae, always a famous spectacle (FGrH 555 F

13).43 The Partheniai have secretly agreed to revolt; as a signal, their leader

Phalanthus will put on a military cap, pilos but the herald forbids him to do

so, and the revolt comes to nothing.44 The imaginary scene reproduces a

familiar piece of ritual. The herald always gives a command for Spartan

youths to put on their military caps: they have just come of age and are

enrolled as citizens at Apollo’s festival, and this is the very moment of

graduation, a proud moment indeed. Any who are denied citizenship, bas-

tards for example, do not share the proud moment.45 In the usual way of

aetiology, Antiochus feigns that it all began when a revolt of bastards was

foiled by forbidding the leader to put on his cap.46

Perhaps the moment came just before the feast called kopis, inasmuch as

graduating youths would join the feast for their first, delightful enjoyment of

citizenship. At an earlier stage, still acting as ephebes, they may have hoisted

the animals up to the altar for the slaying.

Asine deserves fuller treatment. In 419 b.c. Epidaurus was accused by

Argos of disrespecting the common shrine of Apollo pythaeus, which Argos

had in charge: she omitted to send the offering that was due ��bæ �	�Æ�
ø�

‘‘for the sake of ox-cutting rites’’ (Thuc. 5.53).47 The shrine, which has been

excavated, goes back to the Dryopian inhabitants whom Argos conquered

and expelled in c. 700 b.c.48 Dryopians lived on elsewhere in the Argolid, and

despite the avowed expulsion it is likely that remnants were incorporated both

42. As often, we suspect that Delphi is credited with a decision made locally. On this topic see Londey

(1990). He summarizes all the reasons for discounting the role of Delphi in foundation stories but still

maintains, unnecessarily it seems to me, that just a few cities did consult Delphi, including Sparta.

43. Antiochus mentioned another distinguishing mark of Spartan bastards, which is only half reported

by Strabo as our intermediate source: ‘‘the citizens were known by their long hair.’’ By contrast, the bastard

chief (ºÆ�Ł	� is named for his lack of hair.

44. Scholars in general take the scene or something like it as the literal record of a ‘‘failed coup.’’ They are

more confident of ancient conspiracies than we could ever be of modern ones.

45. Accordingly, the festival of Amyclae once served to demonstrate the exclusion of the Partheniai from

citizenship. It had the same practical effect as the alleged oracle directing them to Tarentum; it is the hard reality

behind the pious story.

46. Athens’ festival Synoikia has a similar custom and a similar story, with Solon donning the pilos in

exemplary fashion: Robertson (1998a, 301). This summer reunion of citizens, invoking the phratry deities Zeus

and Athena in a perfunctory fashion, was created at the time when the enrollment of citizens, now drawn from

the whole of Attica, was transferred from a summer festival of Apollo, theHekatombaia, to the phratry festival

of autumn, the Apaturia. Both the old way and the new are faithfully reflected in successive stages of the

biography of Theseus.

47. Commentators often find difficulty with the reading (see Andrewes ad loc.), but there is none.

48. Strid (1999) assembles all the evidence for Dryopians real and fictitious. On p. 87 he suggests very

briefly that Dryopians were made the subject of fanciful stories only after Asine was destroyed by Argos, in the

sole light of the surviving shrine of Apollo. But stories so manifold cannot originate so late, and Dryopians

became less interesting when they were subdued.
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at Argos and at Epidaurus, to be attested by the story of Deiphontes examined

further on. These facts are background first of all to a famous old story of

Heracles, of how he encountered Dryopians near Delphi and seized and

butchered an ox the story of Heracles at Lindus is only a variation. The

very ritual of ‘‘ox-cutting’’ becomes the hero’s geste of butchering. Another

old story is of Heracles’ son Tlepolemus, of how he fled from the Argolid to

Rhodes and sailed from Asine, though this has not been recognized. A later

story about Deiphontes, son-in-law of Temenus, straightforwardly depicts the

fraught relations of Argos, Epidaurus, and Asine. NowHeracles, Tlepolemus,

and Deiphontes all have this in common, that they are outcasts or inferiors, by

reason of parentage or marriage or both. At a later day they would not have

qualified as citizens, or not as full citizens.

Heracles and wife Deianeira and son Hyllus trudge forlornly through

central Greece. They encounter a Dryopian who typifies a settled and secure

existence and also evokes the cult of Apollo. It may be an ox-driver named

Theiomenês ‘‘With-the-god’s-strength,’’ or it may be a king, with or without

an ox, named Phylas ‘‘Of-the-tribe’’ or Laogoras ‘‘Assembling-the-people.’’49

Laogoras is killed by Heracles ‘‘while feasting with his children in the precinct

of Apollo’’: a rather literal version, full of transparent envy and resentment.

Or the ox-driver is unhelpful, and Heracles seizes and slays one of the animals

and feeds his famished little child: the most endearing version, preferred by

Callimachus.

In real life, Dryopians are a maritime people occupying some of the best

harbors in southern Euboea and offshore islands and the Argolid, also settling

as far away as Cyprus.50 Asine alone was obnoxious to the Argives as they

expanded.51 Dryopians are imagined in the neighborhood of Delphi or else-

where in Heracles’ road only in virtue of the cult at Asine. The final twist is to

make the encounter in central Greece an express aition of the cult and to say

that the whole Dryopian race was transplanted from Parnassus or Oeta to

Asine. Bacchylides tells the story in a Paian that includes two details relevant

to the relationships described by Thucydides (fr. 4 Snell-Maehler). Heracles

marks the boundary between Asine and Epidaurus with a ‘‘twisted olive,’’ and

Melampus comes from Argos to embellish the cult even more.

The story of Heracles’ son Tlepolemus is to similar effect (Il. 2.653 70).
He flees his homeland in epic style, having slain his uncle Licymnius.52 ‘‘All

the other sons and grandsons of Heracles’’ go after him. But they would not

49. Theodamas: Callim. Aetia fr. 24 Pfeiffer ¼ 26Massimilla line 6, etc. Phylas: note 55. Laogoras: Apld.

Bibl. 2.7.7.3 (2.155).

50. The distribution shows them to be Ionian, though somehow distinct from the Ionian traditions of

Troezen and of other parts of the Peloponnesus. On their role as a reputed ethnos, beside Ionians and others, see

Robertson (2002, 23 25).

51. Like Nauplia, the harbor of Asine was later left unused by the lubberly Argives.

52. There is a curious detail. Licymnius is struck a fatal blow with a club of olive wood (Pind. Ol. 7.27

30). Perhaps the club is more correctly used to stun an ox at the hands of a young man during sacrifice at

Apollo’s shrine. Such a practice might also give rise to the ‘‘twisted olive’’ at the boundary, mentioned before,

and the olive grove of Hyrnetho, mentioned below.
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tolerate him anyway, for he is an alien, born of a captive woman taken from a

distant city. The uncle was slain at Midea on the east side of the Argive plain;

Asine is the closest port, and a port is needed because Tlepolemus departs,

again in epic style, with both ships and followers. He sails to Rhodes, to its

three cities (Lindus is named first).53 It is said thereafter, without reference to

the three cities, that his followers ‘‘settled in three groups according to tribe.’’

Such a grouping is displayed at any festival of Apollo where the whole body of

citizens assemble for some customary business. It is as if Tlepolemus has

brought Apollo’s ritual from Asine to Rhodes.

The origin of the captive woman is somehow important to the story.

Heracles took her, Astyoche by name (‘‘Having-a-town’’), after sacking

‘‘Ephyra beside the river Selleeis’’ (lines 658 60). This fabled city is not

known otherwise as a conquest of Heracles; the conquest has been invented

for the purpose at hand. Where exactly is ‘‘Ephyra beside the river Selleeis’’?

(There was another authentic ‘‘Ephyra’’ or maybe two in early days.) It was

once ruled by Sisyphus, whose son Almus succeeded to the kingship of

Orchomenus in west Boeotia (Il. 6.152, Paus. 9.34.10, 36.1). Heracles, when

he sacked it, was helping the Aetolians (so Eustathius ad loc.). Odysseus sailed

there from Ithaca, and Telemachus might have too, or else to Sparta (Od.

1.259, 2.328). Corinth, jealous of epic fame, fancied itself as Ephyra, a trans-

formation we can safely credit to Eumelus. Ephyra is neighbor then to west

Boeotia and to Aetolia; it is on a sea route east of Ithaca that leads also to

Corinth. It can only be the Mycenaean citadel of Ayios Georghios, near

Delphi and above the river Pleistus, the most imposing Mycenaean ruin that

up to now has lacked a legendary name.54

Commentators afterward explained that Astyoche was wife of the king

of Ephyra slain by Heracles, Phylas by name (so Eustathius again). Now

Phylas is the usual name of the Dryopian king who is slain by Heracles.55 We

see that Homer has simply recast the old story in epic style: the Dryopians as

neighbors of Delphi have become the great city of Ephyra. Heracles sacks the

city, carries off a Dryopian princess, and begets a Dryopian son, all in epic

style. Tlepolemus and his band of followers, with their ships at the ready, are

derivative Dryopians of Asine. It was in this exciting fashion that the cult of

Apollo pythaeus, those bokopia rites, were carried from the Argolid to

Rhodes, especially Lindus.

One other story points to the cult at Asine and to citizens of lesser

standing. Temenus and his sons are of the proud line of Heracles who mostly

inherit the Argolid; �����	� as a late addition to the lore of Heraclids may well

be named, with metrical lengthening, for Apollo’s �����	� as the place of

53. Homer is far from implying that Tlepolemus and his followers are the first Greek settlers: see Hope

Simpson and Lazenby (1970, 118).

54. Hope Simpson (1981, 77) describes the ruins, near the village of Chryso. ‘‘Crisa,’’ however, is only

another form of ‘‘Cirrha,’’ the harbor site at the mouth of the Pleistus: Robertson (1978b, 40 48).

55. Phylas the Dryopian king: Diod. 4.37.1 2, Paus. 4.34.9, Tabula Albana, IG 14.1293 ¼ FGrH 40, lines

68 76.
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citizen assemblies. In a story that embroils Argos and Epidaurus, Temenus

gives his daughter Hyrnetho to a lesser Heraclid named Deiphontes, a ruler of

Epidaurus, who thus becomes heir to Argos as well.56 The resentful sons of

Temenus murder their father, then attempt to carry off Hyrnetho from

Epidaurus. Hyrnetho, having pitiably lost her life, becomes a heroine wor-

shipped in an olive grove; a ‘‘twisted olive’’ that is somehow related marks the

boundary between Epidaurus and Asine; Hyrnetho is also eponym of a fourth

tribe at Argos, beside the three Dorian ones. The ethnic element personified by

Hyrnetho can only be Dryopian. Euripides brought some part of the story to

the stage round the time that Argos and Epidaurus went to war, but presum-

ably he favored Argos.57

To sum up, the ‘‘ox-cutting’’ rites of Apollo pythaeus at Asine are the

subject of old stories that show lesser kinds of citizen, bastards and the like,

being treated with harsh discrimination. Such persons are present at the

shrine, they have joined the assembly of citizens, but they have no part in

the opulent feasting. If they are nonetheless required to supply animals for

sacrifice, they are like the tithed class at Cyrene.

The plateau at Lindus was used from the earliest days for ‘‘ox-cleaving’’

rites that consist of nothing more than the slaughtering of animals, without

further ceremony. These are rites of Apollo, but afterwards the plateau

accommodated also the rites of at least two other deities, Dionysus’ rites of

‘‘dividing-for-the-god’’ and rites of Athena as deity of a patra, both likewise

without further ceremony. The levy of animals imposed on lesser kinds of

citizen was on such a scale that it required a place apart. And it was extended

from the cult of Apollo to those others. Perhaps Ain Hofra near Cyrene also

served for such general use.

The Tithed Class

The tithed persons of our inscription are required to sacrifice animals in large

numbers and to deposit the meat at some convenient place. They fit the profile

of lesser citizens that we discern elsewhere. How then did such a class originate

at Cyrene, and how did it continue until now?

Cyrene was first colonized and later reinforced by contingents from

Thera, Crete, Rhodes, and the Peloponnesus, Dorian areas where the cult of

Apollo pythaeus flourished, together with this way of treating lesser citizens.

The treatment of bastards at Apollo’s festival forms an incident prior to

Sparta’s colonizing of Tarentum. Otherwise, colonizing stories suppress any

mention of local custom for the greater glory of Delphi. There is however that

56. For full details see Robert (1921, 665 68). More recently, papyrus remains have appeared of

arguments to one or both of Euripides’ plays on the subject (Kannicht nos. 68 69, pp. 719 24).

57. On metrical grounds Temenidae is assigned to Euripides’ last period, 422 406 b.c. (Kannicht p. 726).

So it may have been produced during the conflict, otherwise just before or sometime after. Athens gave effective

aid to Argos against Epidaurus and Sparta (Thuc. 5.55.4 56.1, 75.5 6, 77.2, 80.3).
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recurring story type in which some group of people in some way distressed

they may be captives or exiles are referred to without explanation as either

dekatê ‘‘tithe’’ or aparchê ‘‘firstlings,’’ while being dispatched by Delphi to the

destination where we find alleged descendants.58 Though most of the stories

are quite fanciful, the first Chalcidian settlers of Rhegium are so described.59

In such stories, we may substitute for ‘‘Delphi’’ a local practice of directing a

group of lesser citizens to a new home.

In Herodotus’ account of the founding of Cyrene, the first settlers are

depicted in a cursory fashion as fully representative of families on Thera

brothers draw lots (4.153). Yet their leader Battus is a bastard, his mother a

foreign concubine purchased from a merchant with the stigma of unchastity

(4.154 55.1).60 Her place of origin is Oaxus on Crete, where the cult of Apollo

pythios is not only attested epigraphically, as on Thera, but is also illustrated

by a remarkable document setting forth the ritual obligations and permissions

of xenoi and astoi, a class of ‘‘resident aliens’’ and a class of ‘‘townsmen’’

(SEG 23.566, 37.743).61 Oaxus was an important place in early days and not

unknown to legend. Remarkably, the legends are of the same tenor as Herod-

otus’ tale of Battus. The city founder ‘‘Oaxus’’ is a bastard fathered by Apollo

on a daughter of Minos, suitably named �ŒÆŒÆºº
� ‘‘Not base, the little one’’;

in a secondary story she bears another bastard and city founder to Hermes

(Xenon FGrH 273 F 30, Alexander Polyhistor FGrH 460 F 10).62 In these

stories the mother is at fault. In Cretan inscriptions we sometimes find

metronymics, the mother’s name used instead of the father’s; perhaps these

are bastards by reason of a lesser father.63

The first settlers of Cyrene therefore included bastards or even consisted

of them only. Later contingents came from far and wide, and we may suppose

that the means of recruitment varied. In the new land bastards became full

citizens but did not forget their origin; they harped on it in stories of Battus.

And everyone was faithful to the ritual of Apollo, with its differing treatment

of full and lesser citizens.

58. The instances are extremely diverse, though including as we expect Dryopians bound for Asine. Mari

(1999) offers a thorough treatment. Her purpose is to analyze each separate tradition and to refute all the

general explanations that have been proposed. Yet she rightly concludes that any underlying customs belong

not to Delphi but to the wider Greek world.

59. Chalcidian colonists as ƒ�æ	d �	~ı Ł�	~ı or ��ŒÆ��ıŁ�����: Diod. 8.32.2, Str. 6.1.6, p. 260, after Ephorus;

cf. Mari (1999, 264, 266 67, 275 76, 281 83). At Chalcis we happen to hear of a splendid temple of Apollo

delphinios (Plut. Tit. 16.5).

60. It is in consequence of bastardy that Battus is described as an unprepossessing person and is given a

mocking name. To be ill favored and oddly named is characteristic of city founders; they may all be bastards

without the record showing it.

61. Apollo pythios on Thera: Braun (1932, 23). Inscription of Oaxus: Manganaro (1966, 11 18) / SEG

23.566 ¼ Sokolowski, LSCG 145 / SEG 25.1024 ¼ van Effenterre (1985) / SEG 37.743, cf. BE 1988.877 ¼ Bile

(1988, no. 34) / SEG 38.889. The middle part of Manganaro’s text is markedly improved by van Effenterre, but

more could be done before a full interpretation is attempted. The inscription is desperately hard to read not only

because of wear but also because the surface was unsuitable to begin with, and the language is barely intelligible

as a disjointed report of clauses enacted by decree.

62. The womenfolk of Minos always misbehave. Battus’ mother, though sold on Thera to be a concu-

bine, is the daughter of a later basileus of Oaxus, falsely accused of fornication by a stepmother.

63. So Chaniotis (2002).
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Apart from immigration, Cyrene prospered and grew and admitted new

citizens. As in other Greek cities, these would often be the offspring of a

citizen father and a mother who was either a secondary wife or a foreigner.64

Such unions were very likely common in the form of intermarriage with

Libyan women. According to Ptolemy’s diagramma, which follows our in-

scription at no great interval, the mixed offspring of all Libyan women native

to the Cyrenaica belong to the general body of citizens and are not excluded

from the active body of the Ten Thousand. Among them we might find

persons both high and low. Landowners whose land was farther off might

resort to intermarriage for the sake of good relations. Those with livelihoods

that took them away from the city might resort to intermarriage for conve-

nience and security.

So the old custom applies also to subsequent conditions. When new

citizens of this kind join in worship at Apollo’s sanctuary, they are known

as the ‘‘tithed.’’ We might expect them however to be so called rather than so

treated; old customs are more often for show than for practical effect. We

might expect the tithe to be relaxed to be either forgiven altogether or

perpetuated only in token form, like the tithe announced by dedications.

The very words ��Œ�Å and ‘‘tithe’’ are a prime example of figurative speech.

But the inscription insists on many things that might be neglected other-

wise, on bodily pollutions and on certain rites of Artemis and on certain forms

of so-called suppliant purification. Above all, it holds the tithed class to a

strict accounting. Such is the purpose of the inscription, abetted by all the

other things. The tithed class will not be pleased. Yet many more will be

gratified by the meat so amply provided. It is a downright populist measure.

64. It is the subject of Ogden (1996). The useful term mêtroxenoi is in fact of rare occurrence.
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21

Rites of Artemis

Synopsis

Another long section deals with rites of Artemis, the pollution of miscarriage

being added as makeweight. It too is carefully devised so as to balance the

tithing rules, which are rites of Apollo. Compared with the tithing rules, the

section on Artemis has little practical importance, but sets forth a customary

preparation for young women as they enter marriage. Such ritual is reassuring

to newcomers and to the community at large. For us it is uniquely informa-

tive; it is a systematic exposition of practices and beliefs that inspire many of

the myths of Artemis.

A young woman goes to the sanctuary of Artemis on three occasions, as

bride-to-be, as new bride, and when about to be delivered of her first child. (1)
Shortly before the wedding, the bride-to-be sleeps in the so-called bedchamber

overnight, partnered by a magic instance or a magic image of the strapping

boy she hopes to bear. (2) After the wedding, the new bride attends a public

festival of Artemis without undue delay. She sacrifices a goat she has chosen

specially and leaves behind, as a magic token of herself, the animal’s hide and

head and feet. (3) The expectant mother returns to the sanctuary as her term

approaches, on a holy day of Artemis, the sixth or sixteenth of the month, and

presents the magic token to the priestess called the Bear. The bear species

beyond all others is strong and sure in producing and fostering its young; so

this is yet another case of magical analogy.

Each stage can be recognized in famous old stories and in lesser aetiolo-

gies that refer to cults throughout the Greek world; Artemis was the most

popular deity of all. The best-known sanctuaries are as usual Athenian, at

Munichia and Brauron. They offer parallels throughout, and especially for



the Bear priestess. We need to distinguish the priestess from the little Bears of

age five to ten, a democratic institution of the later fifth century that puts old

custom to new use.

Old Customs for Young Women

The tithing rules were a long section evenly divided into five subsections of ten

lines each (lines 33 82). We come next to a section not quite so long, rites of

Artemis, divided less evenly into three subsections of eight, six, and nine lines

each (lines 83 105). The tithing rules were about sacrificing in the sanctuary of

Apollo, and the sacrificial procedure was repeated in much the same language

in each section. Rites of Artemis, including sacrifice, are conducted in the

sanctuary Artemis shares with Apollo, and there is some repetition in the

language, though necessarily less than before. The tithing rules were for men

and also boys as owners or inheritors of tithed property. Rites of Artemis are

for young women. Thus far the correspondence is plain. It is extended by

another subsection about the impurity of miscarriage, a subject related to rites

of Artemis (lines 106 9). We must take it as so related, or miscarriage intrudes

inexplicably before another long section, the three forms of suppliant ritual

(lines 110 41). The inscription is far from offering a general assortment of

rules of purification; this was apparent from the outset. Had it been the

purpose to offer a general assortment, miscarriage would find its place beside

intercourse and childbirth (lines 11 20). In short, rites of Artemis, together

with the impurity of miscarriage, have been compiled and inserted here so as

to balance the tithing rules.

The tithed class of citizens were required to sacrifice copiously according

to their worth and to surrender the meat for general distribution. The obliga-

tion would be resented by those on whom it bore; others would welcome it.

Rites of Artemis have no such consequence. The only sacrifice that is pre-

scribed, apart from penalties, is not onerous. If others share the meat, nothing

is said about it, and in any case the rules are the same for all citizen women. So

what immediate relevance can they possess? It was suggested above that the

tithed class may be especially the offspring of mixed marriages with Libyan

women, conspicuous as these offspring are in Ptolemy’s diagramma. Pursuant

to this view, the tithing rules find a corollary in the rites of Artemis, addressed

to young women now growing up as citizens of Cyrene. They need to be told

what to do, for their Libyan mothers cannot teach them. The lesson is strict

and enforced by penalties. It is the penalty clauses that repeat exactly the

language of the tithing rules: purifying the shrine, sacrificing a full-grown

animal as a penalty. So the same explanation seems to fit the peculiarities of

the two principal sections of our inscription, the tithing rules and the rites of

Artemis. Each is a means of assimilating new citizens.

With such a purpose, the tithing rules were more explicit than

usual about some customary practices of the cult of Apollo. The section on

Artemis is even more explicit; it is uniquely revealing. None of these rites is
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described for us elsewhere in any definite way, either in literature or in

documents. And yet they all prove to be familiar. We shall recognize each

of them in the reflection of myth and legend and in the glimpses of women’s

life afforded by vase painting, sanctuary dedications, and New Comedy.

The huntress Artemis and her nymphs were first imagined in the distant

past as the counterpart of the ritual here prescribed, and they always

continued to evoke it.

The Bedchamber and the Bride-Place

At the sanctuary of Artemis two destinations are involved, the koitatêrion

‘‘bedchamber’’ and the nymphêion ‘‘bride-place.’’ What sort of places are

they? One simply ‘‘goes’’ to the koitatêrion or ‘‘comes’’ to Artemis for the

purpose (lines 86, 88 89, cf. 83 as restored). But one ‘‘comes down’’ or ‘‘goes

down’’ to the nymphêion and to Artemis (lines 91 92, 93, 95, 99 100 bis, 101,
102, cf. 97 as restored). These habitual expressions are undoubtedly signifi-

cant. The term koitatêrion < koitê means ‘‘bedchamber’’; it is therefore a

room within a building. If nymphêion < nymphê ‘‘bride’’ were also a room, it

would be one at a lower level of a building, distinguished by the compound

verbs ‘‘come down’’ and ‘‘go down.’’ This is unlikely in itself, and such a

room, the ‘‘bride-chamber,’’ would only duplicate the ‘‘bedchamber,’’ for the

context shows that the bed in question is a marriage bed.

It follows that the nymphêion is not a room but an area some part of the

great sanctuary reserved for the corresponding ritual. The whole sanctuary is

at a lower level, below 580 m. of elevation, than the rest of the city at the east,

mostly above 600 m. It is reached from the east by a road descending through

a valley. Everyone ‘‘comes down’’ or ‘‘goes down’’ to the sanctuary or to any

lesser area within it. There is a matching epithet for Artemis herself, katagôgis

‘‘bringing down’’ (SEG 9.13 line 12) she brings down worshippers to her

sanctuary.1 But this general perspective is not so apt for a room within a

building, to which one simply ‘‘comes’’ or ‘‘goes’’ while visiting the sanctuary

at large.

The koitatêrion then is a particular room, and the nymphêion is a certain

area. Let us scan the great sanctuary for a particular room and a certain area.

As to the room, only the temple of Artemis presents itself.2 Artemis and

Apollo are side by side in the sanctuary, Artemis at the north with a much

smaller temple and a somewhat smaller altar. The temple consists of two

1. Artemis katagôgis figures in a recurring entry of the accounts of the damiergoi. Dobias-Lalou (1993,

27 28; 2000, 218) understands katagôgis as I do. So too Gentile (1999, 335 40), who refutes at length certain

other meanings that have been, or might be, proposed. The epithet is unrelated to katagôgis as a dress or curtain

that one ‘‘draws down’’ and to katagôgia as rites of the wine god who ‘‘returns’’ or ‘‘comes to land.’’

2. On the temple of Artemis see Pernier (1931, 1936), Stucchi (1975, 48 50), Cirene 119 (S. Ensoli and

C. Parisi Presicce), 122 (Parisi Presicce).
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rooms and a porch without a colonnade. It is noteworthy that the rear

chamber is about twice as large as the cella.

Temples of Artemis often have a separate rear chamber, albeit smaller

such are the excavated temples at Brauron and Halae Araphenides and Aulis,

sites famous in story.3 The term adyton is commonly applied to it, on the

analogy of the inner chamber so called in Apollo’s temple at Delphi.4 There is

warrant also in a story about Artemis’ cult atMunichia, turning on the ruse by

which a young woman is hidden ‘‘in the adyton’’ while a goat is sacrificed in

her place (Paus. Att. s. ���Ææ�� �N�Ø, etc.).5 At Brauron, where the temple is

small and the rear chamber very cramped, there is another small building close

by at the southeast, facing the temple but nestled in a cleft of the rocky hill.6

Of somewhat later date, it consists of a substantial square room and an

anteroom: perhaps this was an improvement upon the rear chamber of the

temple. Inscriptions of Brauron, both an inventory of 416/15 b.c. and a law of

the nomothetai, c. 300 250 b.c., employ the phrase › �� �; ‹ �� IæåÆ~Ø	� ŒÆd ›
�ÆæŁ�� � ‘‘the temple, both the old building and the maiden’s chamber’’ to

refer to a building or buildings on the site (SEG 52.51, SEG 52.104 lines 3 4).7

Perhaps the phrase refers to the temple and to the other small building

respectively; it seems not to fit any other extant remains.

Now the koitatêrion of our inscription might just as well be called a

�ÆæŁ�� � ‘‘maiden’s chamber’’ since it accommodates a bride-to-be before

ever she lies with her husband. Surely it is the rear chamber of the temple,

capacious as it is.

The nymphêion is an area visited at festivals of Artemis. It is visited first by

a new bride when she attends a festival shortly after the wedding; she returns

to it as an expectant mother for a private rite that follows from the previous

use. The great sanctuary incorporates a natural feature obviously suited to the

worship of Artemis. All along the south side, at the foot of the acropolis, there

are abundant springs that were improved through the centuries for both

practical and ritual use.8 Artemis and Apollo are not often found side by

side as they are at Cyrene. Since Apollo is the premier deity of the city, the cult

of Artemis was probably attracted to the same place by the springs.9 At

3. Hollinshead (1985) gives a full and exact account of these temples, none of them formally published.

4. The adyton so understood is discussed by e.g. Kahil (1977, 95 97) and Perlman (1989, 124 27, 129 30).

Hollinshead (1985, 430 39) argues, but without convincing, that the rear chamber is merely for storage and that

adyton as a ritual term is not attached to any definite part of a building. Ekroth (2003, 93 94) agrees to some

extent with Hollinshead but only for the purpose of denying that the adyton at Brauron served for a cult of

Iphigeneia which is most unlikely in any case.

5. This story, about the Bear priestess at Munı́chia, is examined below, as is a parallel story about the

little Bears at Brauron. We shall see that the Bear priestess probably remained at the temple, at Cyrene or

Munı́chia or Brauron, during the time she was available for the purpose described in our inscription.

6. Themelis (2002, 108), Ekroth (2003, 84 85). This building and the rooms within the cleft and the

‘‘sacred house’’ at the east are fully discussed, or to the full extent possible while the evidence is unpublished, by

Ekroth (2003, 74 79, 84 87, 102 4, 108).

7. ¼ Themelis (2002, 112 13); cf. IG 13 403 4 inedita.

8. Cf. Ensoli Vittozzi (1996).

9. Bathing facilities are often found in or near a sanctuary of Artemis: Ginouvès (1962, 383 85), Cole

(1988, 164). The ritual use is reflected by the many stories about Artemis and her nymphs as surprised at the

bath: Ginouvès (290 96).
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different times two installations have been proposed as the nymphêion. ‘‘The

fountain of Kyra’’ is a decorative element of the ‘‘terrace of fountains’’ at the

west end.10 East of the sanctuary, just south of the road but shielded from it by

a high wall, a series of individual rooms and basins are cut into the cliff face.11

Either identification seems possible, but no more. The springs, with or without

some improvement, might be the nymphêion.

Alternatively, it might be just a large open space occupied by the festival

celebrants, if they are typically nymphai ‘‘brides.’’ It would still be distinct

from the Artamition entire, including temple and altar.

The Bride-to-Be

A nympha ‘‘bride’’ goes to the shrine of Artemis on three occasions. The

first occasion, the visit to the bedchamber, is prior even to the wedding

(lines 83 90). After the wedding the bride first joins her husband in the same

house and lies with him; the visit must take place before this. If she omits

the visit of her own will, she must purify the shrine of Artemis and sacrifice a

full-grown animal as a penalty, and then she must still visit the bedchamber.

But if she omits it against her will, she has only to purify the shrine. The two

cases and the two penalties are just the same as with a lad of the tithed class

he is after all subject to the same importunity (chapter 20, p. 305). The full

penalty, both purifying and sacrificing, is also imposed on the two following

occasions if the new bride is remiss. It is the penalty so often repeated in the

tithing rules as part of the obligation of the tithed class. The young woman,

like the lad, seems to be thought of as belonging to this class.

What exactly is it that the bride-to-be does at the bedchamber? ‘‘A bride

on the one hand must go to the bedchamber to Artemis and undo her belt’’

(lines 83 84). So I have restored these lines at the top of column B, where the

stone is damaged (chapter 17, pp. 273 74). Restoration operates within very

narrow limits. The term koitatêrion ‘‘bedchamber’’ and the duty of going there

are repeated afterward (lines 88 89). The phrase Ç½ �Æ� =. . .º~ı�ÆØ� ‘‘undo her

belt’’ is virtually dictated by the initial letter Ç[, by the space available, and by

the place koitatêrion where it occurs. This bedchamber in the shrine of

Artemis is named for koitê in the special sense of ‘‘marriage bed.’’ The ritual

takes precedence of the marital union at home; before the bride comes to the

real marriage bed, she disrobes and lies in one at the shrine of Artemis. The

Suda s. ºı�
Çø�	� ªı�� ‘‘belt-undoing woman’’ offers this definition: ‘‘one who

has lain with a man, inasmuch as maidens about to engage in intercourse

dedicated their maiden belts to Artemis.’’ To say that a maiden ‘‘undoes her

10. So Stucchi (1975, 580 93), Gentile (1999, 340 41); cf. Cirene 118 (S. Ensoli).

11. So Chamoux (1953, 314 19), Ginouvès (1962, 384 85), Parker (1983, 345), Gentile (1999, 341 42),

Dobias-Lalou (2000, 308 and Plan 3). Others regard this as a secular construction, late Hellenistic or early

Roman: Cirene 113 14 (Ensoli and Parisi Presicce).
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belt’’ to present it as a dedication does not describe the custom properly.12 She

has a better reason: to go to bed in the koitatêrion.

By so doing, the bride-to-be hopes to enhance her fertility, to make sure of

bearing a strong son. She shares the bed with a young boy chosen for the

purpose, an ideal son with two ideal parents living. The rite is magical: the

prospective mother is magically fortified by contact with, and by anticipation

of, the desired result.13 This is one version of the custom; in another she lies

with the image of an ideal son. The custom is attested by stories both early and

late. Hellenistic poets with their fondness for local aetiologies refer unmistak-

ably to the custom as practiced on Naxos, at Phaestus, and at Patrae. Earlier

stories are less explicit: Hera and Zeus as child lovers, a boy bedded with

Theseus and Ariadne. And we shall find a trace of it at Athens in the scattered

evidence for the several Athenian cults of Artemis.

1. Callimachus in Aetia Book 3 says the following of Cydippe, a girl of

Naxos, as betrothed to Acontius, a lad of Ceos (fr. 75 lines 1 3).

X�Å ŒÆd Œ	�æøØ �ÆæŁ��	� �P��Æ�	,

��Ł�Ø	� ‰� KŒ�º�ı� �æ	����Ø	� o��	� NÆ~ı�ÆØ
¼æ���Ø �a� �~ÆºØ� �ÆØ�d �f� I��ØŁÆº~�Ø.

‘‘The maiden had already gone to bed with a boy, since custom required

the bride-to-be (talis) to sleep a prenuptial sleep with a male child

amphithalês,’’ i.e. one whose parents are both living. Here is a capsule account

with every detail mentioned. As we might expect, the bride remains for a

whole night in the bedchamber, sleeping beside the boy. Callimachus does not

need to tell us that the custom belongs to the cult of Artemis; Cydippe’s many

trials began with a vow to this goddess. It is a custom of Naxos, where she lives

and will be married and where it reappears in the famous story of Theseus

mentioned below. Cydippe conducts herself just as our inscription requires a

girl to do, visiting the bedchamber before she is married to Acontius.

2. Antoninus Liberalis, in summarizing Nicander of Colophon, says of a

rite at Phaestus, ���Ø�	� �� K��d� K� �	~Ø� ª�	Ø� �æ���æ	� �ÆæÆŒº
�Æ�ŁÆØ �Ææa �e
¼ªÆº�Æ �	~ı ¸�ıŒ
��	ı ‘‘it is customary [for a woman] at marriage to lie down

first beside the statue of that Leukippos’’ (Met. 17.6 ¼ Nic. fr. 45 Schneider).

Nicander’s story is about a girl who on growing up turned into a young man,

Leto’s answer to a mother’s prayer.14 The stern father wanted only a boy, and

she had been reared as one in disguise, with the name Leukippos. When the

12. Brulé (1987, 234, 277) adduces this definition with much else, including the Brauron inventories as

evidence of what he conceives to be a prenuptial custom of dedicating undergarments.

13. It is a very natural piece of magic. Pfeiffer on Callim. fr. 75 lines 1 3 (quoted below) cites Kagarow,

Frazer, and Herter for ethnographic parallels; Pestalozza (1933, 199 200) adds a little more.

14. Nicander’s tale has a woeful history of misunderstanding. Long ago, it was said to exemplify one of

Religionswissenschaft’s ‘‘obscurest problems,’’ ‘‘bisexual deities and the exchange of clothing between the sexes

that pertains to their cult’’ (Nilsson [1906, 370 71], after F. Dummler). Since then it has been claimed for the

transvestite ‘‘initiation rites’’ that Greek cities are sometimes thought to share with tribal societies described by

anthropologists. A sober recent discussion, dismissing initiation rites though accepting a change of clothes, is

Forbes Irving (1990, 152 55). It is not the very latest, but there we need not go.
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disguise was about to become impossible, the mother fled to the shrine of Leto

and prayed for a genuine sex change. The statue is therefore of a boy; it is what

the girl formerly looked like. At Phaestus the custom is to lie beside the image

of an ideal boy, not beside an actual boy who is ideal.

It might be asked whether the original custom always involved an actual

boy, so that an image was only a later substitute. Probably not; many magic

rites make use of an image, always more tractable than the original. At

Phaestus the image has a name, Leukippos ‘‘White-horse,’’ which must be

antecedent to Nicander’s story. It is a fine name for an ideal male, a name to

be fondly used in the cult. The next story will introduce us to Melanippos

‘‘Black-horse’’ as another apparent name for the image.

Phaestus’ custom belongs to Leto rather than Artemis. So far as the

record shows, Leto is worshipped at eight Cretan cities.15 At four of them,

she joins Artemis and Apollo to make up la sacra famiglia, as it has been called

(Hierapytna, Olous, Drerus, Cydonia). At another three, Artemis as well as

Leto is attested by herself (Lato, Gortyn, Oaxus). But at Phaestus alone,

which we know fairly well, Artemis has not appeared at all. Here, perhaps,

Leto simply took the place of Artemis. The island of Lêtôa, known only for

the name, lies off the coast west of Phaestus, likewise attesting her

prominence.16

In any case, Nicander’s story is straightforwardly deduced from Leto’s

cult.17 Both the title of the goddess and the name of her festival, or rather of

the rite, are taken to refer to the sex change. Leto is called �ı�
Æ, we are told,

because she made the girl sprout male genitals. But the true meaning is

‘‘procreative’’ of offspring, a usual function of either Leto or Artemis.

‘‘They call her festival KŒ���ØÆ ‘disrobing [rites]’ because �e� ���º	� & �Æ~Ø�
K���ı the child had taken off female dress.’’ But ‘‘disrobing’’ is tantamount to

going to bed, just like undoing one’s belt. It is of course a rite performed at

need, not a festival. A ‘‘festival’’ however is much the commonest form of

commemoration in such tales, and it is easy to suppose that Nicander, or more

likely Antoninus in his summary, has used the word indiscriminately.

3. At Patrae the cult of Artemis triklaria gives rise to a story of unhappy

love, recounted by Pausanias with deep sympathy and sad reflections

(7.19.1 20.2).18 It is unmistakably the ritual of the bedchamber. Pausanias

draws on some ingenious Hellenistic writer who remains to be identified.

15. See Sporn (2002, 383 85 [table of cults of Artemis], 386 [table of cults of Leto]).

16. Sporn (2002, 217).

17. When Ovid retells the story in his own way (Met. 9.666 797), he substitutes Isis as an up-to-date

variation: see further Robertson (2003a, 252). It is not that the real-life cult of Leto was overtaken by a cult of

Isis (pace Sporn [2002, 200 1]). And Phaestus’ cult of Leto must not be confounded with its well-documented

cult of the Mother (on which see Sporn [2002, 201 2]). The epigram inscribed on a temple wall at the Mêtrôon

has been claimed as Orphic (fr. 568 Bernabé / 32 b iv Kern) and now as suitable for Isis. But the phrase ‘‘she

mixes for the holy’’ advertises the Mother’s characteristic rite (cf. chapter 5, note 53).

18. This story too has often been elaborately misunderstood, as by Brelich (1969, 366 77) and by many

who follow him in exalting ‘‘initiation rites.’’ They fail to appreciate either the historical background or the

literary context that we are about to see.
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Artemis triklaria owes her epithet to the synoecism of three earlier communi-

ties into the city of Patrae, which took place no later than the early fifth

century. The precinct and the temple were on the bank of the river Meilichos

north of the city; at the festival each year processioners went out from the

acropolis of Patrae to the shrine by the river, among them children garlanded

with ears of grain. It is rather like the Skirophoria procession at Athens, from

the Acropolis to the river Cephisus, except that the Athenian observance

marks the harvest and this one marks an earlier stage, when the grain has

come into ear.19 Pausanias begins his tour of Patrae, then a Roman colony, on

the city’s lofty acropolis, then adorned with a cult of Artemis laphria that

Augustus had transplanted from Aetolia.20 Within the new shrine is a remnant

of earlier days, the tomb of the hero Eurypylus. It provides the occasion for

Pausanias to tell the story of unhappy love.

Artemis has a beautiful maiden priestess, serving only until she marries.

A lad named Melanippos falls in love with her but is not acceptable to the

father. Forbidden to marry, the young lovers anticipate the conjugal act

within the very shrine of Artemis. Indeed they do so many times they

regularly ‘‘use the shrine as a bride chamber’’ (���ºº	� �~øØ ƒ�æ~øØ . . .Y�Æ ŒÆd
ŁÆº�øØ åæ����ŁÆØ). When a plague falls on the community, the remedy

disclosed by an oracle is to sacrifice them both to Artemis and to continue

the practice as the annual sacrifice of ‘‘a maiden and a boy,’’ �ÆæŁ��	� ŒÆd

�Æ~Ø�Æ.21 For many years ‘‘a boy and a maiden’’ are pitiably offered up; the

child processioners garlanded with grain are a relic of this practice. The

horrific penalty is abolished only when the hero Eurypylus happens to put

in at Patrae during his return from Troy this is Eurypylus of Thessaly, but he

has made a detour to the Delphic oracle, being burdened with a chest contain-

ing a mask of Dionysus, spoils of war like the Palladion of Troy. It is another

story altogether, an aition of the spring festival of Dionysus, with the god

himself, i.e. the mask, arriving as usual from overseas.22 But the ingenious

19. The festival of Artemis coincides with the spring festival of Dionysus, as we shall see below. As to the

Skirophoria, see chapter 13, pp. 209 10.

20. Osanna (1993, 1996) reviews the history of the city as reflected in the acropolis cults, including that of

Artemis laphria, who is not at issue here. The synoecism indicated by the epithet triklaria has been variously

dated (Moggi [1976, 89 95]); Osanna argues for the early fifth century; Mylonopoulos (2003, 41) objects.

21. Callimachus spoke of Cydippe and the boy as �ÆæŁ��	� and �Æ~Ø�. Pausanias uses the pair of terms

insistently of his two lovers or of their counterparts as sacrificial victims (19.4 4, 8); only at the last does he

speak of the child processioners of his own day as �~ø� K�Øåøæ
ø� �Æ~Ø��� (20.1) But it is hardly natural to speak of

a mere girl as �ÆæŁ��	� or of a lad as �Æ~Ø�. In Brelich’s title Paides e parthenoi presumably refer to different age

groups; otherwise it should be Kuroi e korai.

22. The name Eurypylos belongs to the Dionysiac ritual of conveying the mask, or it may be a statue, at

the new-wine festival. When stories were told at Patrae, people preferred to hear of Eurypylus of Thessaly, the

best-known bearer of the name, but there was also a Eurypylus son of Dexamenus, king of neighboring Olenus

(Paus. 19.9 10). This is a local aetiology of the new-wine festival. King Dexamenus ‘‘receives’’ Dionysus, as

does king Oeneus at Calydon, or king Amphictyon at Athens, or indeed the later basileus and his wife. At

Olenus we also hear of a centaur named Eurytion, doubtless maddened by the wine (Paus. 18.1). The best-

known story of the new-wine festival is set on Lemnos, source of wine and vinous habits in Homer, and here it is

queen Hypsipylê who receives a ship from overseas and also launches her father in a casket, as if to explain the

reception of Dionysus elsewhere (this father bears the Dionysiac name Thoas). The ‘‘wide gate’’ or the ‘‘high

gate’’ is at the city center to which the mask or statue is conveyed.
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Hellenistic writer found it economical to say that an oracle predicting this

event also made it the condition for ending the sacrifice of children. Artemis

and Dionysus are both worshipped at about the same time in spring, and our

author plays upon it, as does the story of Theseus to be mentioned below.

The story of Eurypylus’ advent at Patrae, alias Dionysus’ advent, is

perhaps taken in the main from some local history of Achaea.23 But not the

moment of his landing, of his observing the sacrifice of a boy and a maiden in

progress. This comes from the ingenious Hellenistic writer. And after describ-

ing the moment Pausanias records a variant notion of Eurypylus: ‘‘some have

written’’ that he was a son of Dexamenus, king of neighboring Olenus, who

accompanied Heracles to Troy. The identity of that Hellenistic writer is

suddenly revealed. The love elegies of Hermesianax of Colophon were often

in the hands of his countryman Pausanias; Pausanias’ citations constitute

four out of twelve fragments; two of them refer to neighboring Dyme and

Olenus.24 As to Olenus Hermesianax wrote an elegy on the Centaur Eurytion

(Paus. 7.18.1 ¼ fr. 9 Powell). He therefore spoke of Heracles’ visit to king

Dexamenus, mentioned likewise by Pausanias. The sad reflections will echo

Hermesianax.25 Our story of unhappy love can be added to the meager tally of

his fragments.

What Eurypylus observed was children garlanded with grain going from

the acropolis to the river Meilichos, the appointed victims of human sacrifice.

The procession still continues, says Pausanias, and the children also return,

garlanded now with ivy, from the river to the acropolis shrine of Dionysus

aisymnêtês. All this he tells us apropos of Eurypylus and Dionysus on the

acropolis. Afterwards, passing the river Meilichios, he only points to ‘‘the

shrine of triklaria, ¼ªÆº�Æ 	P�b� ��Ø �å	� no longer containing an image’’

(7.22.11). It is evident that the cult had lapsed, apart from the procession.

At an earlier day there was a bedchamber where a bride often lay for a night

with a boy or with the image of a boy, whence the story ofMelanippos and the

maiden priestess. Was Melanippos, like Leukippos, the name for a boy’s

image? Did Hermesianax, like Nicander, point to the image as attesting the

story? It would be a good reason for Pausanias to say that an image was no

longer to be seen.

4. Some stories are much older than these Hellenistic romances. We

would not have known they were aetiological, had we not been told. Apropos

23. Eurypylus conformably with his epic background arrives at Patrae while it is Ionian, not Achaean.

To judge from Pausanias, the early history of Achaea was recounted mainly in these terms, as a kind of

ethnography. See Jacoby on FGrH III B §I ‘‘Achaia.’’

24. See Paus. 1.9.7 (a testimonium of some value), 7.17.9 ¼ Hermesianax fr. 8 Powell, 7.18.1 ¼ fr. 9,

8.12.1 ¼ fr. 10, 9.35.5 ¼ fr. 11.

25. ‘‘But somehow it is characteristic of old age to thwart the young, and especially to be deaf to the

sighs of young lovers . . . Their sad story proves, what has been proved in many and many a case besides, that

love will break the laws of men and trample on the worship of the gods . . . For to man, and to man alone, better

is it than life itself to love and to be loved’’ (transl. Frazer). The last remark, says Habicht (1985, 161 62), is

revealing of Pausanias’ own nature. Yet it goes with his fondness for Hermesianax’ love elegies, which

is revealing too.
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of Cydippe, Callimachus evokes by praetermissio the story that Zeus and Hera

slept together as children who eluded their parents (fr. 75 lines 4 9, cf. Il.
14.295 96). Callimachus implies, and Homer’s scholiast expressly says, that

this is an aition of the prenuptial custom.26

5. On a red-figure lekythos, c. 460 b.c., Athena summons Theseus from

the bed where Ariadne lies sleeping and where a boy lies the other way

round (Tarentum, Mus. Naz. 4545). As others have said, the scene alludes to

our custom.27 The boy’s position vis-à-vis Ariadne is that of a newborn

child. This pictorial rendering is explicit in a way that no literary source

could be; it was the painter of the lekythos who first added the boy to

the mythical scene. The net result is to show us that Theseus himself is

only a double of the boy. Ariadne consorts with him, as with the boy, on a

night preliminary to her wedding with Dionysus. So the ritual background

was familiar to the painter and his customers. It must have been generally

familiar. When the story is varied on behalf of other ritual (Plut. Thes.

20.3 7, citing Paeon of Amathus FGrH 757 F 2), the Naxian ritual is

taken as known.

A little more should be said about these coinciding customs of Artemis

and Dionysus. Artemis is typically honored in the spring with two successive

festivals, attested at Athens, for example, by the month names Elaphêboliôn ¼
March and Munichiôn ¼ April.28 Dionysus too has a festival in spring, the

one that celebrates the opening of the new wine. Although at Athens it is as

early as the eponymous Anthestêriôn ¼ February, in other Ionian cities it

typically falls as late as March, like the Dionysia instituted at Athens for the

sake of playgoing.29 At the new-wine festival the god himself, now mature and

bearded, arrives among his worshippers from overseas. To invigorate him

further, just before the jars are opened, he is mated with a reigning beauty like

Athens’ basilinna (Arist. Ath. 3.5, etc.).30 The basilinna enjoys this distinction

because the basileus has charge of the civic stores of wine, a detail reflected in

some aetiologies.31 So it is that the stories both of Theseus and of young love

at Patrae find their commemoration at two spring festivals occurring close

together, a festival of Artemis and another of Dionysus. After Ariadne’s

26. Pfeiffer ad loc. quotes the scholiast and Poll. 3.40. To serve as aition Zeus and Hera are simply the

archetypal wedded pair. But on reflection we see that their prenuptial affair must have occurred in the time of

Cronus and Rhea, and everything lasted longer then, three hundred years or ten human generations in this case

(schol. Il. 1.609 ¼ Callim. fr. 48 Pfeiffer / 56 Massimilla).

27. So Pfeiffer on Callim. fr. 75.3 4, after Beazley. The point is not mentioned, so far as I can see, in other

comment on either the Theseus story or the vase.

28. The two common month names formed from Artemis’ spring festivals, which can be approximately

placed in various calendars in different parts of Greece, are �æ���Ø�Ø � vel sim. and �¯º�ðæÞØ	� vel sim. See

Trumpy (1997 index 1 s.vv.).

29. See Trumpy (1997 index 1 s.vv. ��Ł���ÅæØ �; ˜Ø	���Ø	�).

30. See Robertson (1993, 208 18) and Eliade’s Enc. Rel.2 s. Anthesteria.

31. So the stories of Amphictyon at Athens and of Oeneus at Calydon (note 22); Oeneus also makes free

of his wife. See Robertson (1993, 217 18). Conversely, the roaming hero who brings the mask of Dionysus to

Patrae is oddly designated as a basileus at the beginning and the end of his story (Paus. 7.19.6, 8); the only

conceivable reason is that he prefigures a civic magistrate so called.
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prenuptial experience with Theseus or else with the literal boy, she becomes

the destined bride of Dionysus as he arrives in triumph from overseas. At

Patrae the guilty liaison is finally expiated when Dionysus’ image is likewise

brought from overseas.

6. At Athens, miniature vessels of a distinctive shape and decoration are

commonly dedicated in several cults of Artemis at Munichia and Brauron

and elsewhere. The label generally applied to them is kratêriskos < kratêr

‘‘mixing bowl’’ for wine.32 It is not suggested, it could not be, that Artemis

and her worshippers have any use for such an article; this has come to be a

generic designation of a miniature vessel. The effect, however, is to stifle any

thought of what they actually are.33 The shape is quite distinctive: a wide

bowl with opposed loop handles and a high flaring foot.34 It is a lebês

gamikos, a water basin for a bridal bath.35 On one of them a full-size vessel

is shown being tipped over so as to pour out the water it has served its

purpose (Brauron A 56 / 564).36 The full-size vessel is in fact represented by

fragments found at both Munichia and Brauron.37 Since the little girls called

Bears are often represented on the miniature copies, it may be that copies

were dedicated at this stage in token of a later use (the little Bears occur only

at Athens as a democratic innovation). The later use, a bridal bath, can only

belong to the ritual of the bedchamber, itself a magic prelude to the actual

wedding.

7. A painted scene on a red-figure kalyx krater, c. 440 430 b.c., is also
suggestive (Basel, Cahn Coll. 501 6). On one side we see the family group of

Leto, Artemis, and Apollo, and on the other side, on two separate fragments,

two figures wearing bear masks: a woman dressed in robe and mantle, with

hands upraised as in worship, and a much shorter naked male, a boy it must

be, beside a laurel tree, perhaps leaning on a rock. The two figures are

undoubtedly officiants at a shrine of Artemis, but whereas the woman must

be a Bear priestess, the boy has not been explained.38 A ready explanation is

that he partners the bride in the bedchamber. We shall come back to the vase

apropos of the Bear priestess.

32. The name is adopted in the publication of material by Kahil (1963, 1965, 1977, 1979, 1981, 1983,

1988) and by Palaiokrassa (1989, 1991), as by everyone else; no other name has been suggested.

33. Kahil thought of incense burning, citing traces of ash and pointing to thymiatêria of similar shape,

otherwise of divers purposes, including purification and libation (1965, 24 25). But the discussion since is

untrammeled by any practical concern.

34. Travlos (1988, 77) shows a number of miniature vessels restored entire.

35. See Richter (1959, 310 12 with fig. 428), Ginouvès (1962, 57 59). The lebês gamikos is mentioned by

Kahil, together with other shapes, by way of comparison (1977, 97 98; 1981, 253; 1983, 243).

36. ¼ Kahil (1963, pl. 14.3) / Hamilton (1989, pl. 86a) / ThesCRA 2 (2004) 3c ‘‘Initiation’’ 253d (an

excellent photograph). Kahil suggests that a liquid is poured on the ground with fertilizing effect (1965, 24;

1983, 237), but why would Artemis want this?

37. Palaiokrassa (1989, 11; 1991, 67 73, 94, 134 37).

38. Kahil speaks of him as a ‘‘young priest’’ (1979, 81; 1983, 238) or an ‘‘acolyte’’ (1988, 809) or simply a

‘‘priest’’ (LIMC 2 [1984] Artemis 1034); yet the woman is so much taller that he must be a boy of tender years.

According to a mythical interpretation of the scene, discussed and rejected below, they are Callisto and, as a

mere boy, Arcas.
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The New Bride

Such is the ritual of the bedchamber for the bride-to-be. The second occasion

is for the new bride after marriage (lines 91 96). She comes down to the bride-

place to make a special offering. She does so ›��ŒÆ ŒÆ ��ºÅ�ÆØ �æ�Æ�Ø�
	Ø�

‘‘whenever she wishes at a festival of Artemis but the sooner the better.’’ If

remiss, she still does so �	~Ø�½�æ�Æ�Ø�
�-=½	Ø�� ‘‘at that festival of Artemis.’’ For

the second mention of the festival, the article is used as a weak demonstrative.

At this festival of her choosing, she sacrifices – Œ: ½Æ �ÅºÅ��Æ:Ø ‘‘whatever she

wishes,’’ a victim of her choosing. The sacrifice is only indicated as the duty

owing if she should be remiss: ‘‘if she does not come down, she shall discharge

the sacrifice to Artemis anyway, of whatever victim she wishes at that festival

of Artemis.’’ If the new bride is remiss, the penalty is as usual to purify the

shrine and sacrifice a full-grown animal.

As to the festival, we need to settle a question of meaning. Artemis has

more than one festival each year; three festivals were probably the rule. There

are the two in spring mentioned above, and another in summer, such as the

Braurônia of Athens.39 Now one of these festivals sometimes has the name

Artamitia or Artemisia, whence the month name Artamitios or Artemisiôn.

But Artamitia or Artemisia may also refer to any festival of Artemis, what-

ever its individual name. Apollônia, Aphrodisia, and the like have the same

two senses. If the Artamitia here mentioned were a particular festival, the

time allowed ‘‘the sooner the better’’ would be a number of years. This is

quite unlikely, especially as a further occasion arises with the conception of a

child. Since a woman may be joined in marriage at any time of year, there is

reason to give her a choice of festivals within the year, while saying also

‘‘the sooner the better.’’ The festival of Artemis is therefore any festival

within the year.

As to the sacrificial victim, what latitude is actually given? It cannot be

other than a customary animal, probably a she-goat, the usual choice for

Artemis. At Munı́chia and Brauron, as we shall see, a she-goat is sacrificed in

the ritual associated with the Bear priestess. The neuter plural pronoun need

not mean that she must or may sacrifice more than one victim; it is used rather

of different possibilities. Most likely, the new bride is called upon to seek out

an animal of robust health and fine appearance as her own tribute to the

goddess.

It is a custom then for a new bride, nympha, to attend a festival that she

chooses and to sacrifice an animal that she chooses. A custom of the simplest.

Yet it gives a festival of Artemis, any festival of hers, an extraordinary charac-

ter. The festival attendance will be composed of many new brides. Even if other

women are present in strength, the new brides will stand out by reason of the

39. A common name for the summer festival was probablyPanama ‘‘All-day [rites]’’ (cf. chapter 6, note 17).
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sacrifice each of them offers as a personal matter. They are a band of nymphai

honoring their goddess: the very scene that typifies so many myths of Artemis.

The myths, it is true, portray the nymphai as fierce determined virgins

and likewise their goddess. This portrayal of both is belied by everything

we know otherwise: by the cult of Artemis in toto, and by the very word

nymphê meaning ‘‘bride,’’ by every local Nymphê whom young mothers

adore, by many a storied nymphê who consorts with Hermes or Pan or

any amorous male.40 Somehow, festivals of Artemis impose a peculiar

view of nymphai as companions of the goddess, the nymphai of her

myths. Our inscription, having shown that festivals of Artemis are indeed

gatherings of literal nymphai ‘‘brides,’’ gives no further help. We must look

elsewhere.

1. Thessaly and the Thessalian enclave at Lete in Macedonia have pro-

duced a number of dedications by or in favor of young women in which they

are registered as ������Æ�Æ = ������Æ��Æ, also IæåØ����Æ�Æ; K�Ø����Æ�Æ.41 Those
of Thessaly are always addressed to Artemis, most often with the epithet

throsia; those of Lete perhaps derive from a joint sanctuary of Demeter and

other women’s goddesses, but one is suitably addressed to kala thea, recalling

Artemis’ epithet kallistê. The verbs ���ø and �����ø can only be formed from

��	� and ��=	�; = being demonstrated by Linear B and Cypriot.42 The young

women somehow performed as ��ÆØ, ‘‘new’’ ones or ‘‘young’’ ones in the cult

of Artemis.

They are likely to be new brides, not a female age-class undergoing

initiation.43 At Larisa, a woman’s husband makes the dedication, naming

also her father both are scions of leading families.44 The dedication is

offered as lytra ‘‘ransom.’’ At Atrax, a dedication to Artemis throsia is offered

40. Larson (1997; 2001, 107 10) sets forth the contrast between Artemis’ Nymphai and all the others. She

observes that Artemis is almost never joined in cult with Nymphai proper and that the many Nymphai of cult,

while often invoked with other deities, are seldom invoked with Artemis and never with her alone.

41. Hatzopoulos (1994, 25 34, 41 47, 121) publishes or reedits the inscriptions. Since then ������Æ�Æ =

������Æ��Æ = ������Æ��Æ has appeared in three more inscriptions of Atrax (SEG 46.633, 636, 49.602) and one of

Phayttus (SEG 51.732). Those of Lete are earlier, fourth century, than those of Thessaly, third and second

century. The inscriptions of Lete and the tombs nearby belong to Thessalians, including some eminent families;

Philip II perhaps installed them at this strategic point. Cf. Kouremenos, Parássoglou, and Tsantsanoglou (2006,

3). Hatzopoulos (1994, 45) and Brulé (1997, 323 24) are too optimistic in supposing that the coincidence

between Lete and Thessaly ‘‘indicates very probably a common heritage going back to the prehistory of the

Greek-speaking peoples.’’

42. So Hatzopoulos (1994, 27, 31 32), Brulé (1997, 322), L. Dubois, DÉLG Suppl. s. ��	�. To ‘‘play the

fawn’’ (���æ��), as if to prefigure Iphigeneia, is a pardonable error of the past. (The redactor of SEG 44.1748

turns faulty French into bogus Greek and gives us ���æ�� ‘‘peacock.’’)

43. A female age-class undergoing initiation is taken as axiomatic by Hatzopoulos (1994, 41 53) and by

Brulé (1997, 324 25) and is entertained by Parker (2005c, 243). At this stage, says Brulé (1997, 325 28), Artemis

is propitiated for a loss of virginity that is yet to occur. Are we not informed that girls ripe for marriage serve

Artemis as kanêphoroi so as to deprecate her impending anger? So scholl. Theocr. 2.66, quoted before this by

Brulé (1987, 307 8) and before that by Brelich (1969, 286). Theocritus’ scholia describe anAthenian custom that

is never intimated by any Athenian writer or any Athenian inscription: a Byzantine fantasy. The scholia are

rightly treated with reserve by Petrovic (2007, 66 68). On the citation of Men. fr. 38 K-A see p. 338 below.

44. �æ���Ø�Ø Łæ	�
ÆØ "����º	å	� ��bæ = ¯P�Ø	��
Æ� �º��Ø���
Æ� ����ı���Æ� = º��æÆ (Hatzopoulos [1994, 26

28] ¼ SEG 44.453).
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as teleüma ‘‘fulfillment,’’ and at Phalanna, a dedication to Demeter and Korê

as teleiuma ‘‘fulfillment’’ (these women however are not labeled with the ���ø=
�����ø participles).45 Both ransom and fulfillment suit a new bride better than

a maiden.46

2. Herodotus tells how ‘‘the women of Athens’’ were celebrating a festival

of Artemis at Brauron when the Pelasgians carried off a number of them to be

concubines, and how these women afterwards bore sons who even as little

boys were so sturdy and bold that the Pelasgians out of fear killed every

mother and child (6. 138 139.1). This shocking tale turns on the nature of the

festival: the women were new brides ready to bear sons. It follows on another

Pelasgian story almost as shocking, which likewise matches an Athenian

custom. The Pelasgians were expelled from Attica for lewd and violent be-

havior they not only assaulted maidens drawing water at the Ilissus spring

but even plotted to kill Athenians (6.137). It is an aetiology of the Palladion

shrine of Athena and the Palladion court that tried cases of nefarious plotting.

Both offenses are depicted on the temple frieze we see Pelasgians assaulting

maidens right beside the shrine and Pelasgians condemned to exile as the

penalty for plotting (they stand beside their baggage).47

Stories of this kind, heaping reproach on the native inhabitants of Lem-

nos, probably began with Athens’ conquest of the island in c. 510 b.c.48 By
Herodotus’ time they were gospel and linked with proud Athenian institu-

tions, the Palladion shrine and the summer festival of Brauron. At the festival,

women pray for splendid sons; the story shows that their prayers are always

answered. Long after, Philochorus gives a variant account of the raid

on Brauron, with maidens as a more conventional target (FGrH 328
F 100 1).49 This should not lead us to suppose that maidens alternated with

brides in the fifth-century story.50

45. �æ���Ø�Ø Łæ	�
ÆØ ¯P��æÆ —Æ�Ø���	���
Æ ��º�	ı�Æ (Hatzopoulos [1994, 30] ¼ SEG 35.615). ˜Æ����æØ

ŒÆd ˚�æÆØ = ��ºØ��Æ �¯�Øª���
Æ ��º�
	ı�Æ (Hatzopoulos [1994, 40] ¼ SEG 44.457).

46. �he cult epithet ��º�ØÆ belongs to Hera as bride of Zeus, female partner in the cosmic union of the

winter solstice. For the epithet as referring to ¨�	ªÆ�
Æ = "��æe� ª�	�, if not for the interpretation of the festival,

see Salviat (1964, 650 54).

47. I explain the matter fully elsewhere: Robertson (1996b, 395 98; 2001, 48 50). The Palladion temple is

now seen to be a congener not only of the temple of Athena nikê on the Acropolis but of another, no doubt also

of Athena, on the Areopagus (chapter 7, n. 39).

48. Round this time, Hecataeus gave a much more pragmatic and much less flattering reason for the

expulsion of Pelasgians from Attica (Hdt. 6.137.1 2 ¼ FGrH 1 F 127).

49. Philochorus’ variant account is itself reported in two versions, which Parker (2005c, 248 49) treats

with impartial skepticism. Yet schol. Luc. Catapl. 25 ¼ F 100, speaking circumstantially of �ÆæŁ��	ı�

IæŒ��ı	���Æ� Œ�º ‘‘maidens doing Bear service for the goddess at the Braurônia,’’ is likely to be accurate in

this respect. Lucian’s scholia draw at intervals upon a special source for Attic cults: Robertson (1996d, 365 72).

50. Parker (2005c, 248) thinks of Bears abducted by Pelasgians as ‘‘a tradition very likely found also in

Aristophanes’ Lemniai and Euripides’ Hypsipyle’’ (my emphasis). Now Harpocration s. IæŒ��~ı�ÆØ cites those

two plays, fr. 386 K-A and fr. 767 Kannicht, as well as Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, line 645, for mention of the

Bears. We know that in Lysistrata it is but a passing mention; we do not know this of Lemniai and Hypsipyle;

omne ignotum pro magnifico. Kannicht ad loc. suggests, after Bond, that Hypsipyle narrated a story like

Herodotus’. Since that would be anachronistic, Parker suggests a prophecy by Dionysus ex machina. If only

Lysistrata were a lost play, we might conjecture how defiant women lamented the fate of abducted Bears.
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3. A gloss of Hesychius introduces another form of ritual, a foot-race of

young women. ��ÆØ� Iªø�Ø����ÆØ ªı�Æ~ØŒ�� �e� ƒ�æe� �æ��	�.51 Being defined as

‘‘women,’’ these ‘‘new’’ ones must be new brides, like those of Thessaly. The

gloss no doubt pertains to a particular city or region that we cannot identify

(unless it is Attica, to be mentioned next). Sparta is renowned for the foot-

races, as for other exercises, of its maidens, not its women, and at Olympia

maidens, not women, race in a fourth-yearly festival of Hera.52 Since the

Spartan custom is often exalted as the ideal preparation for marriage and

childbearing, it cannot be that new brides competed as well without our

knowing it. Hesychius refers to quite a different custom signaled by the

express term ªı�Æ~ØŒ��.
4. The miniature vessels of Athenian cult, little basins rather than kratêr-

iskoi, show girls of different ages variously active but especially running.

Though we never suspected it, races are shown to be a usual activity of girls

who resort to a sanctuary of Artemis. The girls so depicted may be quite small,

or older but prepubescent, or distinctly pubescent, and there are a few who

might be fully developed young women rather than girls.53 It is hard to be

sure how old they are unless they are naked, and nakedness instead of chiton

dress seems reserved for those of intermediate age.

The little girls, the most numerous, are surely the Bears of age five to ten.

The eldest of these are shown naked, and so are others older still, around

puberty. Those above ten need not be the Bears, who are a well-attested age

group, as we shall see; they may be worshippers without title. It is clear in any

case that many different races were run by girls of different ages it would not

be a race at all unless restricted to a narrow age group (much narrower, say,

than age five to ten). Now the bridal basin evoked by all the votive copies has

no proper use but for a bride; girls can only imagine a bridal bath or play at it.

A race is likewise proper to brides, witness Hesychius. We may suppose that

girls only play at it, full of happy expectation.

5. The nymphêion ‘‘bride place’’ as the festival location is not heard of

otherwise with reference to the cult of Artemis. It merely reminds us of all

51. The gloss was brought to notice by Arvanitopoulos (1929) in publishing the dedication of Larisa

(note 44), whence Clement (1934, 404), Hatzopoulos (1994, 27, 31 32), Brulé (1997, 323). Either it escaped

earlier proponents of initiation rites, even Brelich, or the term gynaikes rendered it uninteresting. But now it is

trimmed to fit willy-nilly. According to Brulé, gynaikes is here used ‘‘not in a sense connoting a certain age of life

(adult or married women), but in that of the feminine gender.’’ Does a definition of ��ÆØ need to emphasize the

feminine gender? If it does, why not Ł�º�ØÆØ?

52. See Scanlon (1988) on the girl runners of Sparta and Olympia, Serwint (1993) on the statuettes that

depict them.

53. Sourvinou-Inwood (1988, 33 67, 82 105) devotes most of her book to a close examination of all the

iconographic details that can indicate a girl’s age; she puts it beyond doubt, if doubt there was, that the vessels

depict girls ranging widely in age. The following vases show girls running who are tall and naked, with slim

adult proportions and budding breasts and mostly with shoulder-length or even longer hair: Brauron 546 ¼
Kahil (1965, pl. 7.5 / 1983, 236 fig. 7); Brauron 548 ¼ Kahil (1965, pl. 7.3); Cahn Coll. ¼ Kahil (1977, 91 fig. 3,

pl. 19.1 3, fig. C). Only by special pleading, as it seems to me, does Sourvinou-Inwood make out her case that

these are all Bears. Parker (2005c, 234 35) surveys various opinions, including the opposite extreme, that Bears

are not represented at all. His only definite conclusion, that the girls ‘‘fall into two groups, one at either end of

the age band,’’ I would also question.
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those mythical scenes in which the ‘‘nymphs’’ of Artemis gather round the

goddess so as to rest and bathe when they have enough of hunting. The

hunting, however, is mostly described as running through the wild, and this

is the activity we have just ascribed to new brides. Bathing too is evident from

the miniature basins. Now Brauron is known not only for running and

bathing but also, as it curiously happens, for �e ƒ�æe� Œı�Åª��Ø	� ‘‘the sacred

hunting place.’’ The defendant Hierocles, when accused of stealing votive

garments, said that he was only bringing them on the orders of the priestess

to the place so called (hyp. [Dem.] 25 Aristog. 1). A ‘‘sacred kynêgesion’’ is not

likely to be a room or any interior element of a building. It may be the

counterpart at Brauron of the nymphêion at Cyrene, i.e. the sanctuary area

where new brides conduct themselves so as to inspire the mythical scenes.

The new bride sacrifices at the nymphêion on the second occasion and, as

we are about to see, returns to the nymphêion on the third occasion so as to

retrieve the animal hide and present it to the Bear priestess. The ritual is

analogous not only to the myths of Artemis depicting her band of nymphs but

also to the myths of Artemis that involve a fated bride or nymph and the

slaying of a wild animal, most notably the myths of Iphigeneia and Callisto.

The Expectant Mother

‘‘[A bride, when pregnant, before giving birth] shall go down to the bride place

to Artemis.’’ And again, ‘‘if she does not come down before giving birth,’’

there is a penalty. The exact purport of �æd� ��Œ�� ‘‘before giving birth’’ was

self-evident to those who framed the rule, but we must hesitate. Is it while

pregnant, any time during her term, or before delivery, when her term is nearly

complete? If the former, the woman may perhaps comply when she grows

anxious, or at the soonest, before all the dangers of pregnancy. If the latter,

she must judge when her term is nearly complete, but she will be intent upon it

anyway. The latter is meant beyond a doubt. The rule goes on to say that the

woman shall keep pure during certain days round the time of the visit to the

bride place. Furthermore, the woman who does not visit the bride place shall

keep pure on the same days keeping pure is even more important than the

visit. But this woman who does not visit the bride place would not know which

days are meant unless they were determined by the impending birth. Nor

could she be referred to as one who does not visit the bride place, unless a

definite time had passed.

Even so, even though the third occasion is for a woman close to giving

birth, it will sometimes follow soon after the second occasion, a sacrifice by

the new bride. Indeed it will often follow sooner rather than later; man and

wife often hope for a child without delay. A new bride may conceive in short

order and become aware of it, even at the time of that festival of Artemis. The

very next festival after she marries will take place within about half a year at

most, but for one reason or another she may not choose the very next festival;

it is only said, ‘‘the sooner the better.’’
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‘‘[She herself] shall give to the Bear feet and the head and the skin.’’ The

pronoun ÆP� ‘‘she herself ’’ must be supplied within a small lacuna; it is not

quite certain and hardly matters. This is the woman’s tribute to the Bear

priestess. The pronoun makes it obvious that she takes up the parts in her

hands and presents them but she will do so in any case. Now feet and head

and skin are the very outline of the animal’s form; they reconstitute the victim.

Probably the animal was flayed so that feet and head remained attached.

However assembled, feet, head, and skin are not like the perquisites normally

awarded to a priest or priestess. Such perquisites are edible or serviceable

parts of the animal, each of which has its own value; the staple, indeed

proverbial, perquisites are skin and thigh together, useful and nourishing

respectively.54 Head or feet or both may be awarded, likewise the skin, but

any of these with other parts as well.55 The combination of feet, head, and skin

can only be the reconstituted animal, a magical notion.

‘‘If she does not come down before giving birth, she shall go down with an

animal full grown.’’ Is this what she should have done anyway, sacrifice a full-

grown animal so as to present those parts to the Bear? It would be odd if the

rule mentioned first only the presenting, and then only the sacrificing. To

sacrifice a full-grown animal is the almost invariable penalty and is likely to be

so here. A woman who has given birth does not perform the same rite as one

before delivery, because the need for it has passed; she only pays a penalty.

Nor should we assume that an animal is sacrificed just before the parts are

presented to the Bear. No sort of victim is prescribed, and none can be

inferred from the context. But the victim sacrificed by a new bride at that

festival of Artemis was remarkable; it was an animal she chose for herself. The

chosen animal deserves this treatment of being reconstituted in outline and

presented to the Bear. After the festival, feet, head, and hide are preserved in

the sanctuary until needed for the following occasion. It is hoped that the time

between will not be long.

The Bear priestess is known from other inscriptions of Cyrene. Each year

the accounts of the damiergoi record an expenditure ¼æŒøØ �æ	�~Æ� �æ��Ø�Ø
ŒÆ�Æªøª
�Ø K� �a ƒÆæ ‘‘for maintenance of the Bear, for the sake of the rites of

Artemis katagôgis.’’56 The Bear is lodged at the sanctuary at certain times

throughout the year. Her schedule can be inferred from the rule of purity we

are about to see.

Four lines are devoted to this visit to the sanctuary; another four and a

half are devoted to the woman’s purity. ‘‘She who goes down shall keep pure

(±ª��ı��~Ø) on the seventh and the eighth and the ninth.’’ Equally so ‘‘she who

54. A. Hermary and M. Leguilloux, ThesCRA 1 (2004), pp. 120 22 nos. 507 19 s. Sacrifices, offer a

representative catalogue of perquisites.

55. Only the Lycian slave Xanthus lays it down as a rule for his cult of Mên tyrannos ‘‘to furnish for the

god what is due, right leg and skin and head and feet and breast-bit (stêthynion) and oil upon the altar(-table),

and lamp and faggots and libation’’ (IG 22 1366.9 10, cf. 1365). That is, all these things are consecrated to the

god and thereby made available to be consumed or appropriated by the worshippers: see Stengel (1910, 170 71),

Nilsson (1961, 374). We must reach thus far for a comparandum.

56. Cf. Chamoux (1988, 152), Dobias-Lalou (1993, 26 28).
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does not come down.’’ The present participle ŒÆ�
Æ��Æ and the perfect �c

ŒÆ��ºÅº�ıŁı~ØÆ refer to the same definite occasion, a visit shortly before deliv-

ery. It was said likewise of the bride-to-be just before the wedding, ‘‘she shall

not pollute herself ’’ (	P�b �ØÆ��~Ø). In both cases the meaning is to abstain from

sexual intercourse. In both the penalty is the same (or rather, in the first case,

only if she pollutes herself voluntarily), to purify the shrine and sacrifice an

animal full grown.

What days are these, ‘‘the seventh and the eighth and the ninth’’? Days so

numbered are naturally taken as days of the month.57 Now it is the day before,

the sixth day of the month, that is the holy day of Artemis.58 Among all the

days of a monthly decad, from the first to the ninth, that belong by repute to

one deity or another, this sixth day of Artemis is arguably the most ancient

and meaningful. It is true that the sixth and the seventh days belong to her and

to Apollo respectively. Both days are renowned in virtue of their twinship it

is said that Leto bore them a day apart, and Artemis precociously helped to

deliver her brother. But despite the story of the twin birth, these two deities are

not in fact closely related either in cult or in myth. And there is good reason to

regard Apollo as a latecomer to the pantheon and his festival series of spring

and summer as a deliberate creation, each festival a community reunion for

some practical purpose.59 Throughout the season he was assigned a general

function, fostering young men, that matched the role of Artemis as goddess of

women and he was also assigned a holy day next to hers in the newly

propagated calendars.

The sixteenth of the month is another sixth, another day for remembering

Artemis; Athens’ festival Munichia falls on the sixteenth of the like-named

month. The Greeks divide the month into three decads of days, the third

decad being of variable length, and the first two decads follow the same

forward count, and most festivals of old custom fall on just these days.60

Now the moon displays its utmost power between the sixth and the sixteenth

days. The sixth is the earliest possible day when a distinct half moon may be

seen (recognition of the sliver that is a new moon is often delayed), and the

sixteenth is the last possible day when the moon may be seen at its fullest.

Since Artemis is goddess of women, and women’s life is governed by the

moon, the two days are chosen for her festivals.

If a woman is told to keep pure on the seventh and the eighth and the

ninth, it is very likely taken for granted that she will do so on the sixth all

57. This obvious inference does not appear among opinions surveyed by Parker (1983, 346); he rightly

finds them unsatisfactory.

58. See Schmidt (1908, 94 98), Robertson (2002, 30 35). Schmidt should not have ventured even then to

maintain that the worship of Artemis on the sixth is secondary to that of Apollo on the seventh.

59. Ever since Greek religion began to be studied in a historical way, it has been generally agreed that

Apollo is a latecomer, and the question is put where he comes from. Answers include Thrace, Scythia, India,

Babylon, Boghazkoı́, Lycia, Cyprus, and Crete. But he more likely originates in the Greek peninsula in the early

Dark Age: Robertson (2002).

60. Trumpy (1998), while surveying Attic calendars of sacrifice, remarks that the first decad of the month

has fewer festivals than the second and third. On the contrary, the first decad probably has the most, the third

certainly the fewest, and her sampling shows it.
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these days may belong to either the first or the second decad. And it is very

likely taken for granted that any visit to the bride-place will be made on the

sixth or the sixteenth. Not to say so may seem surprising in a set of rules

otherwise explicit. But the authorities who framed the rules were often enun-

ciating old custom that was second nature to every true Cyrenaean; this is

obvious in the tithing rules and suggests that the tithing rules and the rites of

Artemis are now extended to others. The authorities might well forget to

mention such a basic matter. Furthermore, the new bride has already offered

sacrifice on either the sixth or the sixteenth of the month, though the day is left

unspoken it is the day for any festival of Artemis, just when she offers

sacrifice. The present occasion, offering the hide to the Bear priestess, is

coordinate with that sacrifice. On reflection, another point needs to be

added. Perhaps the prenuptial rite of sleeping with a boy was also for the

sixth or the sixteenth, as one chose.

The upshot is that a woman must keep pure during four days, either

the sixth through the ninth or the sixteenth through the nineteenth, before the

time she expects to be delivered.61 On the first of them, either the sixth or the

sixteenth, she goes down to the sanctuary so as to take up the feet, head, and

skin of the animal previously sacrificed and to present them to the Bear

priestess.

After this third occasion, the inscription says no more about rites of

Artemis, neither in the ensuing lines about miscarriage nor in the lines

about childbirth near the beginning. There seems to be no rite of comparable

importance after the delivery of the child. In general, we hear of dedications

and not of ritual. At Brauron, by far the best-known sanctuary of Artemis, the

form of dedication most amply attested is of clothing that was evidently

woven by a woman during pregnancy and dedicated after childbirth. Some

items are described as ‘‘half-woven.’’62 Perhaps the woman had got no further

at the time she was delivered and was bound to offer the item as it stood then.

The clothing she weaves while pregnant attests her procreative power and

makes a fitting tribute.

A votive relief from Echinus in Malis, c. 300 b.c., probably depicts a

thank-offering for a safe delivery.63 A very small baby is presented to Artemis

in her sanctuary, where some dedicated clothes happen to be displayed. The

proud mother stands in an attitude of prayer, while servants bring cakes and

fruit and prepare to sacrifice a goat, as it must be. At Brauron some of the

61. These are probably days in the calendar, as the festivals of Artemis certainly are. That they are days

of a lunation is possible only if Cyrenaeans at large keep count of them, for they determine when the Bear

priestess is available.

62. For details, see Linders (1972, 17 19); also Cole (2004, 219 20). Cole favors a view often expressed,

that such items were left unfinished by women who died in childbirth (cf. Eur. Iph. Taur. 1464 67, an alleged

commemoration of Iphigeneia).

63. Dakoronia and Gounaropoulou (1992), Cole (1998, 34 35), Dillon (2002, 231 33), ThesCRA 1

(2004) 2d ‘‘Dedications’’ no. 118. Each provides an excellent photograph. The sacrificial victim is always

described as a small bull (it would be a very small one, indeed a miniature species); surely it is a goat imperfectly

rendered.
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votive statues representing children, unpublished, may be in token of a safe

delivery the children are sometimes very young.

What then have we learned about the ritual prior to childbirth? Why does

a woman sacrifice an animal of her choice on the second occasion and present

the hide to the Bear priestess on the third occasion? And why the final rule of

purity? Since the sacrifice is made at a festival, it draws the goddess’s attention

when she is undoubtedly present but directs it to this woman alone. Perhaps,

besides being her choice, the animal is somehow marked as hers. The Athen-

ian evidence we are about to survey includes an aition of the cult at Munichia

in which a sacrificial goat is dressed in a woman’s clothing to give the

appearance that the woman is being sacrificed. Behind the surreptitious

trick there may be an actual practice of adorning a victim with some propri-

etary article. Afterward, the feet, head, and skin are left at the sanctuary.

When the woman has conceived and carried the child almost to term, she

returns to the sanctuary and gives the animal remnant to the Bear priestess,

showing that the time has come for delivery.

This third occasion is evoked in a story about the Bear priestess at

Munichia, to be examined below. The story turns on a declaration that a

woman is pregnant, using the term ���Ææ	�. It is a term used by Menander,

who often spoke of pregnancy. Now according to a scholiast on Theocritus,

Menander showed how ‘‘women becoming pregnant (Œı)�Œ	ı�ÆØ) call upon

Artemis to beg forgiveness for having been deflowered’’ (Id. 2.66 68b ¼ fr. 38
K-A). More likely, he showed women, or a particular woman, calling upon

Artemis for help in childbirth.64 In Terence’s playWoman of Andros a woman

in her birth pangs calls on the Roman equivalent of Artemis (line 473), and we

are told that in Menander it was in fact Artemis. Editors assign the notice of

the scholiast to Menander’sWoman of Andros. But if ‘‘becoming pregnant’’ is

accurate it may not be Menander spoke of an earlier stage, such as the

encounter with the Bear priestess, which is elsewhere implied by his term

���Ææ	�.

The evidence for the Bear priestess needs to be compiled apart from the

occasion. She embodies a magical belief occurring all round the world, that

the bear is an uncanny being of enormous power, to be solicited as an ally. It is

an ally especially for women. Beyond all other animals it is strong and sure in

motherhood. At the same time it is impatient of the male, now useless or

worse. A woman about to be delivered associates herself with the bear and

keeps pure in doing so.

The Bear Priestess

For other evidence of the Bear priestess we must resort to Athens and Attica,

as so often. This figure was however to be found in many cults of Artemis. The

64. Theocritus’ scholiast imagines other customs as palliating the loss of virginity (note 43).
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entry ¼æŒ	� in Hesychius gives the meaning ŒÆd ƒ�æ�ØÆ �~Å� �æ���Ø�	� after

several others. It is likely enough that the original version mentioned certain

places where this was true; it is not so likely that Cyrene alone has dropped

out. The old story of Callisto deserves a mention at this point.65 Though not

recognizably a priestess, she is a favorite of Artemis, a ‘‘nymph’’ preferred

above all the others who is transformed into a bear. Zeus takes her so as to

beget Arkas eponym of the Arkades, the bear ancestor of the bear people. It is

necessary that Callisto be transformed into a bear before she gives birth to the

bear ancestor. This may be effected by Artemis in a burst of anger after

Callisto disrobes to bathe and reveals her condition. Or Zeus may be respon-

sible in furtherance of his purpose; Euripides alludes to a happy mating in

bear form, which surely belongs to them both (Hel. 375 80).66 With any such

details, we have a just-so story of the Bear priestess and another of the bear

people, neatly combined. It is a strong indication that the office of Bear

priestess was widespread. Otherwise, a whole race of bear people could not

be thus explained.67

1. We are drawn to Attica by another old story, by a variation thereof. An

ideal young woman, Iphigeneia, is about to be married to an ideal young man,

Achilles, but is chosen instead to be sacrificed to Artemis, the expiation she

requires for a deer shot in the hunt. Just in time, it is often said, an animal was

substituted at the altar through Artemis’ intervention, and it is usually said as

well that Iphigeneia was installed somewhere as priestess of Artemis. The

story is plainly an aetiology of ritual, of a certain sacrifice and a certain kind of

priestess. The sacrificial animal was no doubt a goat; it was not a deer, even if

the story gives us yet another member of the species. Phanodemus, the Attic

chronicler, made it a bear (FGrH 325 F 14a). According to a parallel report, he

spoke likewise of Iphigeneia turning into a bear (F 14b). He undoubtedly

refers to the famous cult of Artemis at Brauron, with the festival Braurônia,

and he means respectively a goat sacrifice and a Bear priestess.68 Phanodemus

is a good witness to Attic ritual, for he was active beside Lycurgus in reviving

65. An outline of her story can be given only by selecting each detail out of many variants. It does not

appear in any connected form before late mythographers or, more exactly, catasterismographers. They are

indeed the necessary starting point, as Henrichs (1987, 254 67) observes, calling such reconstruction ‘‘applied

mythography.’’ But I do not agree with Henrichs (1981, 198 208) that the story of Callisto is ‘‘regional’’ (in the

same sense as the late stories aboutMunichia and Brauron we come to below), whereas the story of Iphigeneia is

‘‘epic and panhellenic.’’

66. The exact meaning is hard to make out, and this need not be the result of some corruption that has

not been located. Despite Kannicht ad loc. (Heidelberg 1959, 2.118 19), to change K���Æ� to I���Æ� (Hartung)

only makes matters worse.

67. In Arcadia, Artemis as a goddess of cult ‘‘is everywhere,’’ says Jost (1985, 395), with a general

account on pages 393 425. Now if the cult of Artemis is behind the story, any cult of a heroine Callisto will be

an artificial creation, just as that of Tricoloni near Megalopolis appears to be (Paus. 8.35.8, cf. 8.3.7). It is

probably depicted on coins of the Arcadian League at different cities (LIMC Kallisto 9 10, cf. 12 13). Jost

(1985, 405 10, cf. 1998, 233 34) rightly regards the cult as secondary, though she associates it rather with

‘‘Artemis’ character as potnia thêrôn.’’ Similarly Henrichs (1987, 265 66).

68. In Euripides, Iphigeneia is translated to Brauron to serve simply as priestess, ŒºÅØ�	ıå�~Ø�, and also to

be commemorated with certain offerings of textiles (Iph. Taur. 1462 67). It is quite misguided to regard her as a

heroine of cult; Ekroth (2003) supplies an exhaustive refutation.
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traditional forms during the 330s and 320s.69 He tells us only a little more than

what we know anyway, since a literal goat sacrifice is attested for the Braur-

ônia (Hsch. s. ´æÆıæø�
	Ø�), and since the little Bears as an Athenian institu-

tion belong to this festival the little Bears take their name from some more

customary Bear, who can only be the Bear priestess. It has been plausibly

inferred that Phanodemus situated the muster of the Greek fleet at Brauron

rather than at Aulis.70 Conversely, we infer that the most famous of all Greek

myths has to do with a goat sacrifice and a Bear priestess at Aulis. There are

faint traces of other efforts to attach the story to still other local cults.71

The setting at Brauron is comparable to the setting at Cyrene. Iphigeneia

in Euripides is translated to the site so as to ‘‘serve as priestess round the holy

stairs,’’ I��d ����a� . . .Œº
�ÆŒÆ� . . .ŒºÅØ�	ıå�~Ø� (Iph. Taur. 1462 63).72 They

can now be recognized in the steps along the north side of the temple platform,

the highest part of the sanctuary.73 At the northwest corner, platform and

stairs overlook the sacred spring, best known for its trove of offerings but a

ready source, like Cyrene’s springs, for any ritual use of water, including a

bridal bath. At Cyrene the Bear priestess is perhaps lodged in the temple

adyton. At Brauron Iphigeneia is located by Euripides close to the temple with

its adyton and close as well to the small building fitted into the cleft, perhaps a

separate adyton.

2. The Bear priestess may be depicted in the red-figure scene already

mentioned, c. 440 430 b.c. (Basel, Cahn Coll. 501 6). A woman standing

frontally wears necklace, robe, and mantle and, covering just her head or

face, a bear mask with furry outline and pointed ear.74 On another fragment a

smaller naked male wears a furrier mask over both his head and neck, as seen

in profile.75 The different masks will represent the male and the female of the

species. Perhaps (it was suggested above) we see the boy who goes to bed with

69. On Phanodemus’ services to Athenian cult see Mikalson (1998, 33 34, 36, 44).

70. So Jacoby on Phanodemus F 14, after Wilamowitz.

71. Iphigeneia turns into a bull in token of Artemis tauropolos (Nicander fr. 58 Schneider, etc.), doubtless

at Halae Araphenides. The peculiar commemoration that Euripides contrives for Halae is no doubt intended to

supplant one more familiar.

72. Œº
�ÆŒÆ� mss. º�
�ÆŒÆ� Pierson. ‘‘On Pierson’s º�
�ÆŒÆ� (a word which the tragedians, except at

Pseudo-Eur. IA 1544, use only in lyrics) Hermann’s comment is: temerarium est descriptiones tentare locorum

quos quis ipse non viderit’’: Platnauer ad loc. (Oxford 1938). Scullion (2001, 226 29), in a useful study of the

aetiology at Halae Araphenides and Brauron, should not have tacitly adopted this unlikely emendation.

73. See Travlos (1988, 62 63 figs. 59 62), Themelis (2002, 231 fig. 8). The steps in their full extent are

coeval with the Doric temple, datable to the beginning of the fifth century, but in some form they will be as old

as the use of this high ground.

74. The figure is thus interpreted by Kahil (1977, 92 93; 1979, 81; 1983, 237 38; 1988, 808 9); LIMC 2

(1984) Artemis 1034. On a rival view, this is Callisto turning into a bear: Simon (1983, 87 88), I. McPhee, LIMC

5 (1990) Kallisto 18. But Callisto is not otherwise known on Athenian vases (LIMC Kallisto 17 is an

acknowledged Niobe), and on Apulian vases we see her transformation just beginning in a realistic way, as

pointed ears and furry hands (LIMCKallisto 5 7), and a red-figure Actaeon cited by Simon for comparison (¼
LIMC Aktaion 81) likewise has no more than pointed ears and horns. Simon boldly attributes to Aeschylus’

Callisto ‘‘the device of a mask to show the heroine’s transformation on the stage.’’

75. Simon (1983, 88) says by way of explanation, ‘‘Arkas, the young sitting bear, is not threatened by the

goddess,’’ being the destined ancestor of the Arcadians. But what needs to be explained is why mother and son

are both assuming bear shape at the same time.
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the bride-to-be; he might don a mask before or after this. Whatever role he

played, and it was obviously magical, there can be little doubt that both are

officiants wearing masks, not Callisto and Arcas turning into bears together.

The woman at least can only be the Bear priestess. The palm tree evokes

Brauron rather than any other Attic shrine of Artemis.

3. The Bear priestess is the subject of a story already mentioned about

Artemis’ cult at Munichia, even though she is not expressly named.76 Both this

story and another story about the cult at Brauron begin with a bear shot dead

and an ensuing plague. At Brauron the remedy is to institute the service of the

little Bears, expressly named and the Bear service is said to be instituted by

an Athenian decree, which happens to be the fact of the matter. This is hardly

a story at all; it is no more than a perfunctory variation upon the earlier story

of the cult at Munichia. We come to the little Bears below.

Even the Munichia story does not appear in any ancient source except

the lexicon of Pausanias the Atticist, of the early second century a.d.77 It is a
clever story of its kind. It explains the cult at Munichia as originating in a

trick perpetrated by one Embaros, the subject of the entry in Pausanias’

lexicon. More exactly, it explains the hierosynê ‘‘priesthood,’’ i.e. the office

of Bear priestess, as so originating. That it is a Bear priestess is plainly

indicated by the derivative story at Brauron. Here the bear shot dead is

commemorated by the Little Bears; the like commemoration at Munichia

will be a Bear priestess. (The bear shot dead at Munichia is itself a variant of

the deer shot dead by Agamemnon, likewise commemorated by a priest-

hood, that of Iphigeneia.)

The sanctuary of Artemis on the hill Munichia was a principal civic cult

even in early days, since the priesthood is said to be a hereditary one belonging

to a genos we cannot identify.78 The story shows us how ancient the cult is.

Munichia was once an island, Peiraeus being named for the ‘‘crossing’’ by sea

(cf. Str. 1.3.18, p. 58, Plin. HN 2.87, 201).79Munichos, the first to reach the

projecting summit, founded the sanctuary, ‘‘and when a bear came to it,’’ scil.

by swimming as bears do, ‘‘and was killed by the Athenians, a plague

occurred, for which Apollo foretold an end if someone should sacrifice his

daughter to Artemis.’’ Erechtheus, we recall, gave Athens a proud example

76. The story of the cult at Munichia has not been neglected, it has been ransacked, in discussion of

Artemis at Athens: Brelich (1969, 247 63), Sale (1975), Montepaone (1979), Osborne (1985, 162 63), Brulé

(1987, 182 88, 200 10, 214 22), Perlman (1989, 125 27), Dowden (1989, 20 23, 32 35, 43 47), Parker (2005c,

238 41). In some of this, under the banner of initiation rites, Munichia and Brauron are totally confused.

77. H. Erbse, Pausanias � 35 ���Ææ�� �N�Ø, reconstructs the entry as well as possible, with full citation of

comparative material (Berlin 1950).

78. On the physical evidence for the shrine see Garland (1987, 162, 229 30). That the location is the very

hill Munichia, not any rival site, is shown straightway by our story.

79. Peiraeus or any part of it has not been an island since geological times. It is the ‘‘crossing’’ from

Athens to the island of Salamis. E. Meyer, KlP 4 (1972) 583 s. Peiraieus denies it, as some others do. But note

the like-named Porthmos, known from the calendar of the Salaminian genos as the site of their cult of Heracles.

It may not be far distant from their principal cult of Athena skiras, at the port of Phalerum. Cf. Lohmann and

Schaefer (2000), rejecting Punta Zeza at Sunium, the usual candidate for Porthmos. It is likely that Peiraieus,

Porthmos, and indeed the Salaminioi themselves are all named for the same heavy traffic.
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of sacrificing one’s daughter. The present case is more like comedy than

tragedy, for a certain Embaros is a sly and artful man who contracts to

sacrifice his daughter in return for the hereditary priesthood, but only pre-

tends to do so while devising a curious form of ritual. The daughter is dressed

in finery and is hidden in the adyton, and a goat is dressed in finery so as to

resemble her and is sacrificed in her place.80

It is noteworthy that the story speaks only of ‘‘the daughter,’’ repeating

the word several times. Pathos would be better served if we heard of ‘‘the

child,’’ ‘‘the girl,’’ ‘‘the maiden,’’ any of the words for an unmarried daughter.

But they are all avoided. Now the Bear priestess will be a daughter of the genos

member whose entitlement this is but probably not a maiden daughter. In this

respect the story gives us a faithful rendering of a Bear priestess recruited from

a genos. And it shows her ‘‘hidden’’ in an adyton, the lodging we conjectured

for the priestess at Cyrene and at Brauron.

Most strikingly of all, she is equated with the sacrificial goat both are

dressed in a woman’s finery, as if this were a clever ruse. At Cyrene a new bride

sacrifices an animal of her own choosing, presumably a goat; it may even be

that the animal was marked as hers with some article of woman’s clothing. In

any case, the feet, head and skin of the animal are put by at the sanctuary until

the woman is delivered of her first child; then she presents them to the Bear

priestess. At Brauron ‘‘a festival is conducted for Artemis Braurônia and a

goat is sacrificed’’ (Hesychius s. ´æÆıæø�
	Ø�); a sacrificial goat is also depicted

in a votive relief found at the site (Brauron 1153).81 So a goat is sacrificed at

both Munichia and Brauron, and at Brauron it is during a festival, and at

Cyrene a festival is the occasion for a new bride to offer sacrifice to Artemis.

The clever ruse of the story conveys the same sense as the ritual, equating

the sacrificial animal with the Bear priestess. In the story, a woman’s finery is

so to speak another term in the equation. And so it is in the ritual of Artemis.

A woman before giving birth offers up the animal parts to the Bear priestess

and after giving birth offers up the clothing she has woven to the goddess.82

Woman, goat, bear, priestess, goddess they are all one in magic thinking.

A Woman’s First Pregnancy

The ritual is concerned with childbirth, and so is the story of ‘‘Embaros’’

at Munichia. The story makes this a name and alleges that it is used as a

proverb. There is no such name and no such proverb. The word ���Ææ	�

means ‘‘pregnant’’ and was used in the ritual, doubtless as a second-person

80. The doctrine of initiation rites offers a short way of interpreting the story: the oracle requiring human

sacrifice is fulfilled by two concurrent rites, the goat sacrifice and the Bear service, for the latter brings

‘‘seclusion’’ as a virtual death, a ‘‘ritual killing.’’ So Brelich (1969, 259 60, 263); similarly Henrichs (1981,

201n2). A large part of that doctrine is mere old-fashioned allegory. Anyway, the Munichia story is about the

Bear priestess, not the Bear service of little girls.

81. ¼ Travlos (1988, figs. 79, 81) / LIMC Artemis 673 / ThesCRA 1 (2004), 1.53.

82. Most of the inventory of dedications to Artemis Braurônia consists of fine clothing: Linders (1972).
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question, perhaps also as a first-person affirmation. The meaning and the use

give rise to the original story. They are however completely obscured in

Pausanias’ lexicon, at least as reconstructed from scattered remnants, as

also in Photius’ lexicon and in all derivative lexica and scholia. Instead,

���Ææ	� is said to mean ‘‘clever’’ and to be proverbially used as a first- or

second-person affirmation, ‘‘I am / you are embaros,’’ because of the person

Embaros and his clever ruse. The consequences are that ���Ææ	� ‘‘of weighty

sense’’ and � ‚��Ææ	� ‘‘a proverbially cunning hero’’ have entered our authori-

tative Greek dictionary (respectively LSJ, LSJ Rev. Suppl. s.v.) and that

Baridae or Embaridae is conjectured to be the name of the Athenian genos

who have charge of the cult of Artemis at Munichia (so H. Diels).83 This

tralatician lore must now yield to a few simple facts.

The word ���Ææ	� is a compound of K�þ �Ææ��, perhaps formed by

analogy with �ªŒı	� and KªŒ��ø�.84 The expected meaning, ‘‘pregnant,’’ is

attested by a Latin glossary (���Ææ	Ø gravidae ¼ LSJ s. ���Ææ	� II). Pausanias

gives ‘‘Baros’’ as a variant of the name, without any further detail; most likely,

�æ	� served as a reduced form with the same meaning. Pausanias and Photius

both cite literary instances of the word; they both cite Menander. Menander,

of the genre New Comedy, often speaks of pregnancy, the unintended preg-

nancy of lovely young women.

In Menander’s Rhapizomenê, as quoted by Photius (s. ���Ææ	� ¼ Men. fr.

330K-A), someone says first 	PŒ ���Ææ	� �~N.85 Editors take this as a name and

as a statement addressed to a man: ‘‘you are not Embaros.’’ It is more likely a

question addressed to a woman: ‘‘are you not enceinte?’’ Someone else replies

���Ææ	�; Iæåœ��e� 	~��	� ÞÅ��ø�. ‘‘Enceinte? Here’s a quaint old-fashioned

way of speaking.’’ The reply seems evasive, and pert and wily.

Pausanias offers no quotation, only the reference ‘‘Menander in

Phasma.’’ The reference can now be recognized in the Oxyrhynchus papyrus

containing four partial columns of Phasma (POxy 2825 ¼ Phasma 57 107
Sandbach / 57 107, 193 207 Arnott).86 Again we have the phrase 	PŒ ���Ææ��

K�½�Ø, and again it may be a question (line 80).87 ‘‘Is she not enceinte? I myself

suspected as much right away.’’ It probably refers to a woman, since there is

mention just before of �e �ÆØ�
	� ‘‘the girl’’ (line 79), and we hear next and at

length of the distracted speech and behavior of a young lover (lines 80 88).
The story line will also serve to guide us. Though Phasma is summarized

by Donatus as the love and marriage of a boy and girl whom the boy first took

83. The conjectured genos duly appears in Parker (1996, 319 20).

84. Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.543 mentions KªŒ��ø� and ���Ææ	� together, though not so as to illustrate the

formation. There is no record of ���Ææ	� in either Frisk, GEW, or Chantraine, DÉLG, either by itself or under

�Ææ��.

85. Before the quotation, the entry has the sole word �P�ŁÅ�, an abbreviated form of the same gloss as

Hes. s. ���Ææ	�� Mº
ŁØ	� Œ�º, citing ‘‘Menander in Phasma.’’

86. 57 92 Sandbach (Oxford 1972) ¼ 57 92 Arnott (Loeb 2000), 93 107 Sandbach ¼ 193 207 Arnott;

93 107 Arnott consists of scraps without connected sense.

87. With the supplements of Turner and Handley, lines 79 81 run as follows: ð`Þ 	Yå	�ÆØ: ð´Þ �e �ÆØ�
	�
½- - - - - = ÆP���� 	PŒ ���Ææ�� K�½�Ø� 	~���	�� �����	ı� ½Kªg = �e �ÆæÆåæ~Å�� OæŁ~ø� Œ�º. With a slightly different

supplement and punctuation, line 80 has more point: 	PŒ ���Ææ�� K�½�Ø�; ÆP��e� �����	ı� ½Kªg Œ�º.
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for a phasma (ad Ter. Eun. prolog. 9.3), it is clear that there was much more to

it. In a later column someone asks ‘‘who dishonors [’’?, and a woman admon-

ishes a man or boy about a ‘‘poor girl’’ who was ‘‘at Brauron, at the Braur-

ônia,’’ ‘‘during a pannychis and dances,’’ who was on the ‘‘road,’’ who was

‘‘wandering’’ (lines 93 107 Sandbach / 193 207 Arnott). These are usual

antecedents of unintended pregnancy.

The question then takes two forms, 	PŒ ���Ææ	� �~N ‘‘are you not enceinte?’’

or 	PŒ ���Ææ	� K��
 ‘‘is she not enceinte?’’ and the word is mocked as old-

fashioned. We infer from Pausanias’ story that the ritual of Artemis accounts

for it. It is not hard to guess how. Perhaps, when a woman came to the Bear

priestess to render up feet, head, and skin, the priestess thus addressed her,

‘‘art thou not teeming?’’ or thus exclaimed, ‘‘is she not teeming!’’ Perhaps the

woman also gave a due reply, ���Ææ�� �N�Ø ‘‘I am teeming.’’ But the first-person

form may be doubted. Pausanias employs the second-person form to round

off the story as a supposed proverb. The words so used might be either an

admiring affirmation or, with a negative, an admiring question to be answered

in the affirmative. Hence the preposterous meaning ‘‘clever.’’ Pausanias be-

gins with the first-person form, but it is hardly suitable for a proverb as a

grammarian, he may be only conjugating. Nor is it very likely that a first-

person form would be echoed in literature and excerpted by a commentator.

We can be sure that a question was asked of or about the woman, or else a

statement was made about her, but not that she spoke for herself.

In sum, the story of Embaros is a late compendious aetiology of the cult at

Munichia that starts from the phrase ‘‘you are embaros’’ (or the like), as

excerpted from Menander by commentators. (It is quite possible that there

were no other instances of the word in literature save the two we have, in

Rhapizomenê and Phasma.) In the ritual of Artemis, the phrase was addressed

to a pregnant woman; so it was in the dramatic action, but with wry humor,

conformably with the circumstances. Though the phrase properly means ‘‘you

are pregnant,’’ the story of Embaros explains it jokingly, as meaning ‘‘you are

clever.’’ Note, however, that the phrase would lend itself to the joke anyway, if

one woman ever bantered another. And then the story would explain a

customary joke, as well as the ritual.

However this may be, the proper meaning was certainly known to the

author of the story, for he knows all the details of Artemis’ ritual, and his

whole story is a joke it is a parody of the story of Erechtheus and even more

of the story of Iphigeneia, which begins with the killing of a deer and ends with

a priestess installed at some shrine of Artemis. The ritual details incorporated

in the joke are that a goat is sacrificed by a new bride, that a Bear priestess is

lodged in the adyton, that the remnants of the goat sacrifice are presented to

this priestess, that the phrase ‘‘you are embaros’’ is pronounced at the culmin-

ating moment, and that a woman dedicates the clothing she has woven during

pregnancy.

Most myths are aetiological in origin; it is in the nature of storytelling to

explain. But only a myth concocted by a grammarian could provide such an

exhaustive explanation.
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The Little Bears

We have reviewed the limited evidence, mostly Athenian, for the Bear priest-

ess. Athens also has the novel institution of the little Bears, which is much

more fully reported. In recent work the whole range of evidence is obscured by

presuppositions about initiation rites. The priestess may be forgotten, or

priestess and little ones may be merged as an adolescent figure. We cannot

omit to consider the little Bears and to settle the question of their origin and

nature.

The little Bears are between ages five and ten and are drawn from all

Athenian families. The late commentators who say so, chiefly the scholia to

Aristophanes’ Lysistrata line 645, reproduce in bare outline the expert com-

ment of earlier days. These numerous little girls can now be recognized on the

miniature basins dedicated in several sanctuaries of Artemis. Aristophanes

mentions them, and so did Lysias in a lost speech. Much later, they figure in

Philochorus’ version of the Pelasgian raid on Brauron. Very much later, the

late commentators give us an aetiological story about the little Bears at

Brauron that only varies the story about the Bear priestess at Munichia; yet

this story, like the other, is based on the facts. It tells us that the little Bears,

being drawn from all Athenian families, were instituted by an Athenian

decree. A decree to this effect is cited by Harpocration, apropos of Lysias’

speech, from Craterus’ Collection of Athenian Decrees. To be registered

by Craterus, the decree was preserved on stone and can be no earlier than

c. 450 b.c. The little Bears are a democratic innovation of the later fifth

century. They probably did not outlast the age of the orators; Philochorus

is unrealistic.

It is a clear, consistent picture. But it is not the picture presented by

the proliferating discussion of the last forty years, since Brelich. The age

of the Bears is much disputed; the lower limit might be ten, and the upper

limit might be round puberty or even the time for marriage. To serve as

a Bear will be old custom, perhaps perpetuated as a privilege of wealthy

families. In a word, it is a fine example of the fashionable category of

initiation rites.

The evidence is misinterpreted, at least when it is not disregarded. Aris-

tophanes especially is misinterpreted. The chorus of women in Lysistrata

come forward to give advice for the city, speaking as a woman qualified to

do so, ‘‘since (the city) reared me in comfort and splendor. At the age of seven,

I served as arrhêphoros straightway; then as a ten-year-old I was aletris for the

Archêgetis; and then with my krokôtos I was a Bear at the Braurônia; and I was

a kanêphoros once, being a pretty child, with a necklace of dried figs’’ (lines

640 47). The woman recalls her public service, well accustomed as she is to

public speaking (she would have us think so). Many modern readers naturally

suppose that she recalls a graduated series of initiation rites preparing a girl

for womanhood. The passage becomes an ethnological document of the first

order; each step in the series is extensively debated; emendation is proposed to
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give a clearer sequence.88 This is to forget that Aristophanes cared more for

amusing his audience than instructing posterity. Professing a background of

comfort and splendor, the woman first announces two of the rarest distinc-

tions, being an arrhêphoros at age seven and an aletris at age ten.89 And having

suddenly exhausted her store of plausible fiction, she continues with two of the

commonest things at Athens, playing at marriage as a little Bear and going in

some procession or other with trumpery adornment. A resumé that begins

with arrhêphoros and aletris ends with a necklace of dried figs: it is the humor

of incongruity. With the latter items, as she wordily prevaricates, the age does

not matter, or if it is inconsequent, this is even richer.

It has not been noticed that the language and the rhythm change abruptly

to mark the change of content. Lines 641 44, about being arrhêphoros and

aletris, are paeonic-cretic tetrameters; lines 645 47, about being a Bear and a

kanêphoros, are respectively a catalectic trochaic tetrameter and a trochaic

trimeter þ a cretic dimeter. Being arrhêphoros and aletris is recalled in words

brief and pointed, ‘‘at the age of seven . . . straightway,’’ ‘‘�~N�Æ then . . . as a

ten-year-old.’’ Being a Bear and a kanêphoros is recalled in words vague and

rambling, Œ~fi I�� ‘‘and then’’ without further mention of age, �	�� ‘‘once,’’ ‘‘being

a pretty child.’’ The effect is of bathetic decrescendo.

Rightly understood, Aristophanes supports the plain statement of the

commentators that the institution of the little Bears is open to all Athenian

families. He mentions an unfamiliar detail by the way. A Bear is imagined

with a krokôtos, �å	ı�Æ �e� Œæ	Œø���.90 The scholia add nothing but the

obvious, Œæ	Œø�e� M��Ø�����ÆØ = M��Ø���ı��	 ‘‘they dressed in a krokôtos’’;

yet this goes to show that å�	ı�Æ ‘‘shedding’’ the krokôtos, a fanciful emend-

ation, was never in the text of Aristophanes. The krokôtos is otherwise known,

not least fromAristophanes, as a full-length yellow gown that makes a woman

irresistibly alluring.91Krokôtoi appear with details of workmanship in the

Brauron inventories.92 Very likely a bride wore it at her wedding.93 If a little

Bear wears it, it is by anticipation, like using a bridal basin. Whether it is

88. Brelich (1969, 229 311) is still the fullest account of the whole series. Parker (2005c, 218 27, 234) is

the latest, with record of the progress intervening.

89. Both IææÅ��æ	� ‘‘basket bearer’’ (< *IææÆ ‘‘basket’’; cf. ¼ææØå	�) and Iº��æ
� ‘‘miller’’ are officiants of

Athena on the Acropolis at the season of the festival Skirophoria, whence her title archêgetis as ‘‘leader’’ of the

community in the militant endeavor of the harvest. An arrhêphoros is sometimes commemorated with a statue

on the Acropolis; it was a father’s liturgy. An aletris mills the new grain for sacrificial cakes, perhaps especially

the selênai. Far from being initiation rites, the offices were created at the same time as this programmatic festival

(cf. Robertson [2005, 61 68]). For some different views, see Parker (2005c, 218 24).

90. The textus receptus of line 645 has long been Œ~fi I�� �å	ı�Æ �e� Œæ	Œø�e� ¼æŒ�	� ~M ´æÆıæø�
	Ø�: Œ~fi I��

�å	ı�Æ is a correction, independently made by both Ellebodius and Bentley, of the manuscript readings

ŒÆ��å	ı�Æ ˆ B C ŒÆ�Æå�	ı�Æ R. Better to illustrate initiation rites, the reading ŒÆ�Æå�	ı�Æ is upheld by

Sourvinou-Inwood, and the emendation ŒÆd å�	ı�Æ is offered by T. C. W. Stinton; the latter appears in the

new Oxford text of the play (J. Henderson, Oxford 1987). But others have considered and rejected these

proposals, most recently and most thoroughly Grebe (1999) and Perusino (2002). I only add the point that, on

the showing of the scholia, Aristophanes was never understood to say anything but �å	ı�Æ.

91. Despite Kahil (1965, 26), the krokôtos could hardly double as an imaginary bear’s coat.

92. IG 22 1514.58, 62 ¼ 1518.79; 1516.34 (?), 36 (?), 52; 1522.9, 12, 25, 28.

93. ‘‘Saffron-colored fabrics are still frequently used in traditional Greek bridal costumes,’’ says Perlman

(1983, 26), citing two examples in the Benaki Museum.
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rendered on the miniature basins in any painted scene is hard to say.94 But at

Brauron little girls portrayed by votive statues, unpublished, wear a full-

length gown that may once have been colored yellow.95

Lysias in his speech On the Daughter of Phrynichus spoke of the Bear

service as a ‘‘tithing,’’ ��ŒÆ��~ı�ÆØ (Harp. s. vv. IæŒ��~ı�ÆØ; ��ŒÆ����Ø� ¼ frs. 49
50 Sauppe).96 A dutiful father will both ‘‘tithe’’ and ‘‘initiate’’ his daughter, as

appears from an observation of [Demosthenes] Against Medon, 	P ��ŒÆ��~ı�ÆØ
�Æ��Å� 	P�b �ı~Å�ÆØ ‘‘he neither tithed nor initiated her’’ (Harp. s. ��ŒÆ����Ø� ¼
fr. 7 Sauppe). It was open to anyone to be initiated, scil. in the Eleusinian

Mysteries, at the cost of a few drachmas. We see that Bear service was just as

commonplace. We do not see exactly why it was a tithing, but to ‘‘tithe’’ is

simply to ‘‘consecrate’’ (as Didymus explains apud Harpocration); there is no

suggestion of privilege.

Such is the firsthand evidence of literary sources. We turn to the epi-

graphic evidence, if Craterus’ Collection of Athenian Decrees may be so

described. ‘‘Craterus in His Decrees’’ is cited by Harpocration for particulars

of the Bear service (s. IæŒ��~ı�ÆØ ¼ FGrH 342 F 9). Harpocration is a principal

source of Craterus’ fragments, including the verbatim quotation of two sub-

stantial clauses of a fifth-century decree (s. �Æı�	�
ŒÆØ ¼ F 4). The Bear service
was therefore the subject of a decree which, like other material, Craterus

copied from a stêlê. The stêlê probably stood on the Acropolis, where Cra-

terus also drew heavily on the tribute lists and on decrees of condemnation.97

As we well know, Artemis of Brauron was made at home on the Acropolis at

just this time. A precinct with a stoa was either created or refurbished next to

the magnificent Propylaea, with which it is carefully aligned; the Brauron

inventories were copied out in full for display.98 Meanwhile, Brauron itself

was adorned with a large courtyard and stoa and dining rooms.99

All at once, Artemis and her ancient customs come to the front of

patriotic display at Athens.100 The building initiatives are accompanied by a

social program, the little Bears. The unusual, indeed unparalleled, age group

of five to ten is intended to make it possible for all girls of citizen families to

visit Brauron and join the ritual. General participation can be ensured only by

94. The few full-length dresses that are shown have no consistent detail, nor is there any yellow color. As

a subject for illustration, dressing up does not compare with racing. Of course, exponents of ‘‘shedding’’ the

krokôtos can point to the many naked girls: so Henderson on Lys. 645.

95. Travlos (1988, 71, 76).

96. These entries of Harpocration are often pressed very hard, as by Brelich (1969, 247, 265 67) and

Parker (2005c, 233 34), but to little purpose. A summary reference to Aristophanes and Euripides beguiles us

into reconstructing lost plays (note 50), but the all-important mention of a fifth-century decree is hardly noticed

(Brelich [1969, 264], Parker [2005c, 242]).

97. Tribute lists: Craterus F 1 3, 6 8, 18 20. Decrees of condemnation: F 5, 11 12, 14, 16 17.

98. See Hurwit (1999, 197 98, 315).

99. As to Brauron, see Travlos (1988, 55 56), Goette (2001, 221 24).

100. ‘‘We infer from [Craterus’] quotation a civic regulation of the cult analogous to that for Eleusis

in the fifth century.’’ So Jacoby on F 9, after Wernicke, RE 2.1 (1895) 1171 s. IæŒ��
Æ; ¼æŒ�	Ø. Similarly Erdas

(2002, 132 34), but assigning the regulation to ‘‘the moment of the rise to prominence of the Philaid Cimon,’’

which seems too early for the improvements on the Acropolis and perhaps for Craterus’ collection.
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making it a game for little girls and not some anxious competition for

adolescents, in which ordinary families will be eclipsed at once by wealthy

ones. The scenes on the miniature basins show that older girls also came to

Brauron but that the little girls were typical, and so was their activity. The

races are most often of little girls in chitons. But one scene shows ten-year-

olds, as they appear to be i.e. the oldest of the Bears proper running naked,

while the last of them looks back to a literal bear, standing beside one of

Brauron’s palm trees.101

As was said, the decree instituting the little Bears is featured also in the

late story about Brauron that varies the late story about Munichia.102 A

decree that is part of a silly story seems not to deserve the respect otherwise

accorded to Athenian documents.103 But decrees are not invented as a narra-

tive motif. Instead, the story merely embroiders the historical decree.104 A

bear comes to Brauron to forage, as bears will. It grows tame or at least

tractable, as bears will, until ‘‘a certain maiden’’ teases it in play and is

scratched. Whence the killing of the bear and the ensuing plague. Now the

killing of the bear at Munichia was entirely conventional; it might as well have

been a deer; but the killing at Brauron is a clever, realistic variation.105 The

remedy prescribed by an oracle is to create an institution that is somehow self-

evident: the Athenians ‘‘shall compel their own maidens to do Bear service

(IæŒ����Ø�).’’ The Athenians in response ‘‘voted in assembly (KłÅ�
�Æ��	) that

a maiden shall not cohabit with a man until she does Bear service for the

goddess.’’ The word parthenos ‘‘maiden,’’ used insistently, should not deceive

us; it is the standard word occurring in innumerable stories. The playing, the

teasing are suited only to a little girl.

Since the institution was meant for a broad democracy, it was unlikely to

survive in changed conditions. The sanctuary at Brauron was abandoned,

unless for local use, as a result of flooding sometime in the third century, but

the Bears had disappeared earlier. To make them the target of the Pelasgian

raid, as Philochorus does, is unrealistic, doubly so. The Pelasgians as coarse

101. Cahn Coll. 502 ¼ Kahil (1977, pl. 19).

102. The Brauron story is itself told in somewhat different language but with no substantive difference by

both the Suda s. ¼æŒ�	� ~M ´æÆıæø�
	Ø� and scholl. Ar. Lys. 645.

103. To identify the decree of the story with that of Craterus is only natural: so Krech (1888, 99 100). As

always, Jacoby disagrees with Krech. He postulates two unrelated decrees, a mythical one occurring in the Attic

chroniclers and a historical one in Craterus; so too Erdas (2002, 132). And so again Parker (2005c, 242n102):

Craterus’ mention of the Bears ‘‘suggests that a decree spoke of the institution; it does not prove the decree

wildly postulated by the lexicographers genuine.’’ The lexicographers?

104. It may well be asked whether the story appeared in Craterus, who included some curious peripheral

matter with his text of the decrees (F 10, 12). We know nothing of Craterus’ date or circumstances Jacoby and

now Erdas dismiss any speculation arising from [T 3 4] unless the ethnic › �ÆŒ�� � gives a clue (Plut. Arist.

26.2 ¼ T 2). Though ‘‘Craterus’’ is a Macedonian name, we do not expect a learned writer to be known for his

country rather than his native city. Perhaps it is reproachful, because he worked at Athens during the years of

Macedonian domination, 322 307 b.c. Erdas (2002, 38 46) associates Craterus with the efforts of Aristotle’s

school to assemble laws and constitutions, which implies a similar date. If so, he is too early for the story.

105. Or is it something much deeper, and in tune with initiation rites? Does the girl finally provoke the

acculturated bear by a licentious exhibition such as culture alone permits by exposing herself? For she is said

to ‘‘grow impudent,’’ I��ºªÆØ�	��Å�. The possibility is explored at length by Parker (2005c, 239 40; cf. 243 48).
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lascivious scoundrels will abduct young women, not little girls. And when they

strike at the moment of Brauron’s festival, young women will be there in

plenty.

Callimachus with rare learning gives us a rare view of the little Bears in

his Hymn to Artemis. He makes us aware of the paradox that Artemis’ main

function in cult is to help women in childbirth (lines 20 22), whereas her

myths are all about coursing game in the mountains. He contrives to mention

many cults, including those of Cyrene and Athens (lines 206 8, 259), by
interweaving them with myths. For the rest, he tells how Artemis managed

to equip herself with bow, hounds, and companion nymphs (e.g. the Cyclo-

pes manufactured a special bow, not a heavy military type but a much lighter

one). The companion nymphs are of two kinds, and one kind is perfectly

familiar twenty skilful attendants who assist her in the hunt (lines 15 17,
44 45, 162 67). The other kind we hear of nowhere else, and we may wonder

what they are supposed to do. They are sixty ‘‘nine-year-old children, with-

out belts’’ (lines 13 14, 42 43: ��Æ� �N�Æ��Æ�; ��Æ� ��Ø �Æ
�Æ� I�
�æ	ı�).106

The Bears we see on the miniature basins mostly wear short chitons, without

belts. The upper limit for the Bears is ‘‘nine’’ years, not ten, by inclusive

reckoning. The total ‘‘sixty’’ is not a customary number; it is a large one

compared with the twenty regular nymphs; it suggests the scope of Athens’

democratic institution.107 Callimachus has invented a mythical persona for

the little Bears.

No element of the worship of Artemis, least of all the Bear service of ages

five to ten, is to be explained historically as a rite of initiation.108 The Bear

service is a creation of democratic Athens on the analogy of other ritual. In

106. Artemis as a child upon her father’s knee, still so little that she cannot touch his beard in reaching

up, asks for the gift of perpetual virginity, and of bow and arrows, and of these two groups of companions,

and of mountains rather than cities, which she will visit only rarely as birth goddess. Zeus caresses her and,

with a smile and a nod, grants all she wishes. Artemis is immediately grown up and goes off to claim the gifts

and try them out. The regular nymphs are labeled as I��Ø��º	ı� and I�	æ�	�� (lines 15, 45), both meaning

‘‘attendants,’’ and their equerry duties are fully described (lines 16 17, 162 67). This does not sound like a

virtual initiation; it needs some glossing. Jeanmaire (1939, 319 20) thinks of the younger group as playmates

for the child and of the older group as their ‘‘nurses,’’ his rendering of I��Ø��º	ı�, and also thinks of both the

child upon her father’s knee and the nine-year-olds as being ‘‘on the threshold of puberty,’’ his rendering

of �Æ~Ø� ��Ø Œ	ıæ
Ç	ı�Æ (line 5). Language, context, nature, custom are all sacrificed recklessly to the cause of

initiation rites.

107. The twenty regular nymphs are daughters of several named rivers in Crete; the sixty little girls are all

of them daughters of the great river Oceanus Hesiod gave him a full three thousand daughters. The unwonted

number ‘‘sixty’’ recurs in Theocritus’ picture of a band of girls sporting beside the Eurotas as age-mates of

Helen ‘‘four times sixty korai, the female youth’’ (Id. 18.22 24). They anoint themselves and run races, the

same activity attested for the little Bears. Perhaps then Theocritus rings the changes on Callimachus. ‘‘Four

times’’ is not explained, if it needs to be, but the hypothesis seems better than a Lycurgan institution of just

these dimensions (so Calame [1977, 1.381]), which for Theocritus would be a most uncommon antiquarian

exactitude.

108. It may be that protest is already belated and superfluous. A volume of conference papers published

in 2003 is in the nature of a slow requiem for initiation rites: it hardly offers criticism, only recognition that this

once glorious heuristic paradigm must now be replaced by some other one. A contribution that classicists will

read with profit is Lincoln (2003), describing the principles and methods of one who for long guided their

research and enriched their vocabulary, V. W. Turner.
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virtue of the Bear service every little girl enjoys a happy time of make-believe.

She is a bear, running wildly with other bears, and she is a bride, bathing

carefully at a bridal basin, dressing carefully in a yellow gown. As play, it is

also magic with the promise of fulfillment. Children take to magic ritual even

when it is otherwise given up.

Magic Purposes

The rites of Artemis prescribed at Cyrene agree with many indications else-

where.109 And these rules for three successive stages in the life of a bride

explain much that is otherwise puzzling. The myths of Artemis only dramatize

the ritual; the ritual is remarkably simple and uniform throughout the Greek

world.

A bride-to-be spends a night apart, bedded with a boy, in magical antici-

pation of childbirth. Healthy himself, with two healthy living parents, the boy

represents the hoped-for outcome. It is the magic of contact and simulation,

contact with the boy and simulation of childbed. There are many stories, most

famously the story of Ariadne and Theseus and Dionysus, to show that it

always happened so.

The new bride attends a festival when she is ready, joining other brides so

inclined. There is racing until they tire, and bathing afterward. Each makes

her own offering of a goat that she has chosen. The animal hide, flayed with

head and feet still attached, is left at the sanctuary to represent her. Stories to

like effect are those of Iphigeneia and Callisto; many scenes of Artemis and

her nymphs are to like effect.

The pregnant woman returns to the sanctuary shortly before delivery and

presents the animal hide to the Bear priestess. At the same time she avoids her

husband. By these means the sacrificial goat, the Bear priestess, the avoid-

ance of the male the ritual of Artemis enforces the magic likeness of bear and

woman.110 The bear is uniquely strong and fertile and protective of its

offspring.

This image of the bear is documented by prehistoric archaeology and by

ethnography in every land where the bear is native, including Greece.111 The

Greeks were aware at the same time that the bear is a ferocious predator and

enemy of man; other societies are aware of this at the same time; we are too;

109. There is also Plato’s mention of marriage rites as occurring at three stages, before, during and after

marriage (Leg. 6, 774e 75a), which roughly correspond to the three stages of Artemis’ ritual.

110. The magic likeness is illustrated by Bevan (1987, 19 20) and more fully by Perlman (1989, 111 27)

but ‘‘magic’’ is my term, not theirs. Perlman cites passages of Aristotle in which the bear’s manner of mating and

of bearing and fostering its young are described as akin to man’s.

111. Among bear vestiges at Greek cult sites, Perlman (1989, 116) points to the cave Arkoudhospilia and

its chapel of Panayia Arkoudhiotissa on the north coast of eastern Crete; see further Sporn (2002, 275 77). It

was a place of worship in Late Minoan and again in Classical and Hellenistic times, when a graffito mentions

‘‘Nymphs’’ and pinakes depict Apollo and Artemis.
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but the image remains.112 And it sways persons more sophisticated than a

young mother or a little girl. On page 70 of The Economist of March 22 28,
2008, we see a startling composite photograph of an enormous bear cradling

an infant. The law firm whose advertisement this is promises to ‘‘balance

aggression with delicate handling.’’

112. Apropos of the myths and rites of Artemis, Forbes Irving (1990, 46 47, 67 68, 73 75) and Parker

(2005c, 246 48) insist on ‘‘the almost wholly negative ancient view of the bear’’ (Parker 247n126). The myth of

Callisto is cautionary or ‘‘anti-erotic’’ (Forbes Irving); the Bear service is a ‘‘paradox,’’ an ‘‘exorcism’’ of the

fears attending childbirth (Parker).
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22

Suppliant Purifications

Synopsis

The last section, as it appears to be, is again arranged very neatly, with both a

general heading and related subheadings for three subsections of nearly equal

length. The rules in question are said to be three kinds of ‘‘suppliant purifica-

tion.’’ They are in fact as widely different as any three rituals could be.

The first purification, one that is ‘‘conjured,’’ is about exorcising a house

when you know that ghosts have been conjured against it by an enemy. You

conjure them in turn with prescribed words, and you stage an agreeable repast

using figurines made of either wood or clay, and you carefully dismiss them. It

is rudimentary magic for a silly, fearful person.

The second purification, ‘‘paid or not paid,’’ is about consulting the local

oracle of Apollo. Why one does so is not stated; perhaps one feels polluted

in some way familiar at Cyrene, or perhaps in any way at all. The oracle may

ordain a sacrifice of a certain value. But if not, one still makes a simple

vegetable offering and a libation. Such are the two forms indicated by the

subheading. It is a continuing and hereditary obligation, recurring each year

and lasting until the third generation. Both language and substance are rather

like the tithing rules. But the present obligation is not onerous at all, and it will

be imposed only to satisfy the conscience of a pious person.

The third purification, ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand,’’ is an elaborate

public procedure broadly familiar from literature but with many further

details, also echoed by an inscription of Lindus. A so-called intercessor

takes charge, assisted by a herald, a priest, and a group of witnesses who are

all recruited at certain public offices. The intercessor seats the person on a



fleece at the entrance to Apollo’s sanctuary and washes and anoints him.

The witnesses form up and look on in silence, obedient to the herald.

The person now goes into the sanctuary, followed by the witnesses, and

makes a preliminary offering of cakes, and but here the inscription breaks

off. The subheading shows that he himself slays the sacrificial victim as the

culminating act.

The three rules are alternative remedies for three very different persons,

on a rising scale. The very language is suited to each case: crude and naı̈ve,

minute and repetitive, concise and fluent. With another line or two, which

would have completed the third rule, the last section closely balances the items

that come before the tithing rules and the rites of Artemis. It is likely that the

inscription was thus complete.

The Curious Headings

The two long sections on the tithed class and the rites of Artemis are followed

by another long section which is probably the last of the inscription (lines 110
41). It is signaled as a separate entity, even more plainly than the other two

sections, by a general heading and three subheadings. The general heading is

the single word ƒŒ��
ø� in large letters, spanning a whole line; the subheadings

are each a phrase consisting of the word ƒŒ��Ø	� and defining adjectives. The

defining adjectives are respectively K�ÆŒ��� (line 111), –��æ	�; ����º�����	� j
I��º�� (line 122), �æ
�	�; ÆP�	���	� (line 132). Apart from ‘‘second’’ and

‘‘third,’’ the adjectives all have some special meaning that refers to the ritual

prescribed. This is awkward, since ƒŒ��Ø	� is itself an adjective meaning

‘‘suppliant’’ the corresponding noun forms are ƒŒ��Æ� ‘‘a suppliant’’ and

ƒŒ���ØÆ ‘‘a supplication.’’ And the three rites successively prescribed could

hardly be more diverse. Only the last is recognizably a supplication; it is in fact

a standard procedure for purifying a suppliant of his pollution, conducted by

one who ‘‘intercedes for a suppliant’’ (I�ØŒ����ø). The first rite is about

exorcising ghosts from a house, and the second is about consulting an oracle

to determine one’s obligations. Each of them has its difficulties; indeed the

formulations just given are far from being agreed. But the greatest difficulty is

the notion ƒŒ��Ø	� that embraces everything.

If the difficulties of the text are daunting, the solutions proposed by

scholars are confounding. Originally, the adjective ƒŒ��Ø	� was treated as if it

were the noun ƒŒ��Å�. It was supposed that the general heading means ‘‘of

suppliants’’ and that the three subsections concern three kinds of ‘‘suppliant’’

defined by the respective phrases, dubiously rendered as ‘‘sent from abroad,’’

‘‘initiated or not initiated,’’ ‘‘homicide.’’1 This was very difficult; it was

impossible to say how the respective rites answered the description. An

alternative view was advanced in 1937, that ƒŒ��Ø	� denotes not a ‘‘suppliant’’

1. Parker (1983, 347 51) sums up opinion to the time of writing.
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but a ‘‘visitant,’’ the etymological meaning of ¥ Œø ‘‘come.’’2 A dangerous

ghostly revenant is described by phrases meaning ‘‘conjured up,’’ ‘‘effective or

not effective,’’ ‘‘avenger of the slain.’’ This too was very difficult; agreement

receded even further and understanding languished even more. When the lead

tablet of Selinus was published in 1993, the revenant interpretation was

galvanized again, and it now looms overpoweringly.3 For the tablet seems

to address the fear of homicide pollution, and column B seems to echo ƒŒ��Ø	�

and ÆP�	���	� with Kº���æ	� and ÆP�	æ�Œ�Æ�. The two documents, at Selinus

and Cyrene, seem interlocking; in both we seem to hear of avenging spirits

with strange names and of elaborate rules for the purification of the guilty or

the anxious.

We really must think again about ƒŒ��Ø	� (as we did about Kº���æ	� in

chapter 15). As we know it otherwise, ƒŒ��Ø	� is an adjective meaning ‘‘sup-

pliant’’ and nothing else (LSJ s. v. I 1 3). The corresponding noun, likewise

meaning ‘‘a suppliant’’ and nothing else, is ƒŒ��Å�. Usage does not vary

according to period or dialect; both adjective and noun are employed side

by side in Doric as in Attic and Ionic. Both serve as personal names, "�Œ��Ø	�

and "�Œ��Æ� or "�Œ��Å�.4 These facts leave no room for any of the current views of

our inscription.

In 1927, when the inscription was published, the language of Cyrene was

little known. It could be suggested that the form ƒŒ��Ø	� was here equivalent to

ƒŒ��Å�.5 Even then, the suggestion was surprising. The noun ƒŒ��Å� is frequent

from Homer onward and in poetry is even used attributively instead of the

adjective; it is the natural word for either suppliant persons or their condition.

The adjective ƒŒ��Ø	� is not so frequent, though it is a standard epithet of Zeus.

Apart from Cyrene, the noun ƒŒ��Æ� occurs often in Doric inscriptions.6

Among Doric names, "�Œ��Æ�; "�Œ��Æ; "�Œ��Ø�; "�Œ��~Ø�	�; "�Œ��Æ�œ�Æ� are variants of
the noun form; only "�Œ��Ø	� and "�Œ��
Æ are adjective forms.7 It cannot be that

at Cyrene ƒŒ��Ø	� takes the place of ƒŒ��Æ�. If three kinds of suppliant person

2. Stukey (1937). Parker (1983, 348 49) so regards the first kind of hikesios but not the second or third,

and Lupu (2005, 279, 283 84) agrees. Is this a possible use of language? How did Cyrenaean readers know that

the same word bears different meanings in three coordinate expressions? Which meaning does it bear in the

common heading?

3. Burkert (1992, 192n31, 193n40; 2000, 209, 215n10, 216nn12 13); JJK 54 55, 76, 119; Dubois (1995a,

560 62; 1995b, 139 43); Kotansky (1995, 247 48); Clinton (1996, 175 76, 179); Cordano (1996, 140); B. Jordan

(1996, 327 28); North (1996, 295, 297 98); Manganaro (1997, 563); Dobias-Lalou (1997); Giuliani (1998, 68

70, 73 74, 76 78, 82, 85 87); Johnston (1999, 58 61); Lupu (2005, 280 81, 380 81, 383).

4. They have not appeared at Cyrene, but LGPN IIIA shows them well represented in Dorian Sicily. The

noun was already used as a name in Mycenaean (KN B 799, i-ke-ta).

5. So Wilamowitz (1927, 167). Servais (1960, 121) further holds that the substantive use is uniquely

attested by Hsch. ƒŒ��Ø	�: ƒŒ��Å�; �æ���ıª	�; ‰� ƒ�æe� ŒÆ�Æ���ªø� �	~ıº	�. But this is only to gloss the less familiar

adjective by the more familiar noun, not to say that the adjective functions as a noun.

6. E.g. SEG 26.449, ‘‘ca. 475 450 b.c.,’’ and SEG 40.334, ‘‘ca. 500 480 b.c.?,’’ suppliants at Epidaurus

and Mycenae; IG 4.12 121.23, 72, 90, the record of cures at Epidaurus; SEG 39.729 ¼ Kontorini (1989, 17 29

no. 1), an early Hellenistic decree of Lindus expressly dealing with the treatment of suppliants.

7. The genitive form ˜Ø	hØŒ��Æ at Sparta, IG 5.1.700, is naturally taken as ‘‘suppliant Zeus,’’ especially

since it is followed by ˜Ø	º�ıŁ�æ
½	 ‘‘Zeus of the free.’’ A rival view makes it a personal name. In any case, it is

another instance of ƒŒ��Æ� in the Dorian domain.
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were in view, the noun form would appear in the headings, first as ƒŒ��~ø� and
then, three times, as ƒŒ��Æ�.

A different meaning was tried. The words are formed undoubtedly from

¥ Œø ‘‘come.’’ Perhaps then ƒŒ��Ø	� refers not to a suppliant who comes to

entreat but to a supernatural being who comes to punish, a visitant.8 But

whatever the meaning, it is the same word, and both noun and adjective forms

are current. The suggestion requires that both forms, ƒŒ��Ø	� and ƒŒ��Å�, mean

‘‘visitant,’’ as adjective and as noun. But if they did, we would still find ƒŒ��~ø�
as the general heading and ƒŒ��Æ� in each subheading. It is a further objection

that personal names (apart from jesting nicknames) will have a favorable or a

neutral meaning. No one would be called "�Œ��Ø	� or "�Œ��Å� if the name evoked

a dangerous spirit.

It is time to ask the obvious question, whether ƒŒ��Ø	� is not used sub-

stantively with a noun understood. In the only other heading of our inscrip-

tion, that of the tithing rules, OŒ åØ�	� is used substantively with the tithed

person understood: ‘‘(one) bound or liable’’ etc. (line 32). With ƒŒ��Ø	�we shall

not understand a person, the noun ƒŒ��Å� being available. Instead, we shall

understand some familiar noun that comes straight to mind, as in the phrases

ŒÆd K� ƒÆæa ŒÆd K� ��ÆºÆ ŒÆd K� �ØÆæ (scil. åæ��Æ�Æ, lines 9 10), K� ŒÆŁÆæ�� (scil.
���	�, line 29 etc.), K�d �e� �Æ�æ~øØ	� (scil. ���	�, line 130).9 With ƒŒ��Ø	�

‘‘suppliant’’ the noun that comes straight to mind is ŒÆŁÆæ��� ‘‘purification.’’

In Greek literature, forms of these two words go together like a horse and

carriage, or like the two boxes of Advanced Search in TLG. Whenever a

suppliant appears, he is likely to be purified. Whenever someone is purified,

he is likely to be a suppliant. At Athens, a work otherwise unknown called The

Traditions of the Eupatridae is quoted for a part of the ritual ��æd �~Å� �~ø�
ƒŒ��~ø� ŒÆŁæ��ø� ‘‘concerning the purification of suppliants’’ (FGrH 356 F 1).
The title agrees remarkably with the sense we must postulate for the general

heading, and the ensuing quotation agrees remarkably with the third rite here

prescribed.

The third rite is moreover a very fitting conclusion to the whole body of

rules. As was said, it is the standard procedure for purifying a suppliant of his

pollution, with such means as a woolly fleece and a washing. The first and

second rites are, in a manner of speaking, the purification of a house by

exorcism and the purification of a person by such means as an oracle pre-

scribes. Purification has been a constant theme throughout the inscription, as

in purifying several sanctuaries (of the wind gods, of Apollo, of Artemis)

whenever this is needed. The tithed person, on reaching the end of his tithing

obligation, is assured that ŒÆŁÆæ�e� I�	åæ�~Ø ‘‘the purification suffices’’ (line

75). Most strikingly, all the rules are introduced in two lines of larger letters as

8. Most fully, Parker (1983, 349), Burkert (1992, 70), Lupu (2005, 383). Stukey (1937, 42 43) thinks

rather of ‘‘gods of suppliants’’ who are ‘‘evil divinities.’’ Johnston (1999, 59) discerns both a ghost and ‘‘a ghost

deputizing some sort of agent . . . to work on his behalf.’’

9. Cf. K����Ø	�; K����ØÆ (lines 48, 50).
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ŒÆŁÆæ�	~Ø� ŒÆd ±ª��ØÆØ� ŒÆ½d ƒŒ����ØÆØ� ‘‘purifications and abstinences and [sup-

plications]’’ (lines 2 3: no weight can be given to the last term, which is only

one of several possibilities). The inscription has often been referred to as lex

cathartica or the like.10 This is not quite accurate, but it conveys the impres-

sion that the authorities sought to produce. They sought to do so especially in

the last section.

The general heading is simple, ƒŒ��
ø� ðŒÆŁÆæ�~ø�Þ ‘‘of suppliant (purifi-
cations),’’ but the simplicity is contrived, so as to introduce three unequal

items. The three subheadings take a regular form, ƒŒ��Ø	� ðŒÆŁÆæ���Þ Œ�º,
but this too is contrived, giving little indication of the content. We hear of

‘‘suppliant (purification), conjured by magic’’; ‘‘suppliant (purification)

the second, paid or not paid’’; ‘‘suppliant (purification) the third, slaying

with one’s own hand.’’ The first rite is a mere conjuring with figurines,

foolish and grotesque. The second is an inquiry, or repeated inquiry, at a

local oracle, punctilious but of no great consequence. The third, however,

is the customary treatment of a suppliant as a rather elaborate public ritual.

The three unequal items are meant to appeal to different kinds of people.

How can they be brought together? Only the third is truly ‘‘a suppliant

purification,’’ but if they all are so called, they all acquire the same impartial

dignity.

Purification by Magic

Suppliant (purification), conjured by magic. If something be sent

against the house, if he knows from whom it came against him, he

shall name him while giving notice for three days. If he is dead

beneath the earth or is done for in some other way, if he knows the

name, he shall give notice by name, but if he does not know it, the

words are ‘‘O creature, whether you be man or woman.’’ After

making figurines male and female of either wood or clay, after

receiving them for entertainment, set out the share of everything.

When you have done the customary things, bring the figurines and

the shares to an uncultivated wood and set them up properly.

With each subsection the translation needs to be repeated first, so

strange the content is. The verbal adjective K�ÆŒ��� of the subheading is

here rendered ‘‘conjured by magic’’; I discuss this meaning below, after the

content.

The word has the general meaning ‘‘brought on,’’ and the subheading was

at first rendered ‘‘a suppliant brought on,’’ afterward ‘‘a visitant brought on.’’

The ensuing rule lent itself in several ways to the notion that homicide is at

10. The term is used by Ferri (1927) (the first publication), Luzzatto (1936), and many since (sometimes

in French or English forms); it is only less common than lex sacra.
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issue.11 Given the meaning ‘‘suppliant,’’ the first clause was rendered and

glossed ‘‘if he be sent to the house,’’ scil. in Cyrene, scil. from somewhere

else, as if he were a homicide in exile, a predicament often met with in

literature. But then it is baffling that the rule concerns not the newly arrived

suppliant but a sender whose role we do not hear of otherwise and whose

name and sex and whereabouts may be quite unknown.12 Given the meaning

‘‘visitant,’’ the clause is rendered ‘‘if he be sent against the house,’’ scil. by

means of magic.13 The words do in fact describe a magical attack, and to this

extent subserve the new misunderstanding. After the magical attack, the

purification itself is all about magic. And the magic is of the most wishful

and childish kind, astonishing to hear of in a public document.

In either case it is wrong to treat ÆY ŒÆ K�Ø����Ł~ÅØ as a personal verb ‘‘if he

be sent.’’ Both K�Ø����Ł~ÅØ and 	ƒ K�~Å�Ł� in the next line are impersonal passives,

a style often adopted in ritual language.14 A superstitious person fears an

attack upon his house: ‘‘if something be sent against the house’’ or ‘‘if there

be a sending against the house,’’ ‘‘if he knows from whom it came’’ or ‘‘from

whom the coming may be.’’ It is remarkable how the attendant circumstances

are set out at length, as five ‘‘if’’ clauses if this or that has happened, if

‘‘he knows’’ this or that. To be sure, many other rules follow from some

circumstance briefly indicated: each tithing rule begins ‘‘if a grown man is

tithed’’ vel sim. But this rule depends upon quite subjective, indeed imaginary,

circumstances. The rule indulges someone who is prey to irrational fears; it

indulges paranoia. Someone fears that his house is being assailed by black

magic. To be assailed at home, within one’s own four walls, is the utmost

horror.

What does the paranoiac person ‘‘know’’ about the attack? ‘‘If he knows

from whom it came against him,’’ he voices the name for three days. It is said

next that ‘‘if he is dead beneath the earth or is done for in some other way,’’ he

either voices the name or, being ignorant of the name, substitutes ‘‘O crea-

ture.’’15 This cannot be the same enemy, the ill-wisher as if ill wishes were

11. Only Cassella (1997) departs from any kind of purification. She holds that K�ÆŒ��� is commonly used

with the special sense of a ‘‘foreign’’ or ‘‘extraneous’’ element in some acknowledged entity, which in this case

must be understood as a kinship group, genos, with its admission procedure here outlined.

12. Attempts to get round this are strained. Wilamowitz (1927, 168 69) speaks of ‘‘very ancient condi-

tions’’ in which almost everyone was the dependent of a lord or of a lady (such as Penelope or Pheretima) and

could not start anew without being released from his former dependence (as if the custom or sentence of exile

had not released him). De Sanctis (1927, 201 203) distinguishes between the sender, a patron of the suppliant,

and the person being invoked and placated, an injured victim of the suppliant.

13. For Stukey (1937, 35), Parker (1983, 347 48), Clinton (1996, 175), Dobias-Lalou (1997, 268), and

Johnston (1999, 58 59), K�ÆŒ���means precisely ‘‘sent by spells,’’ but for Burkert (1992, 69 70; 2000, 209) ‘‘sent

from elsewhere.’’

14. E.g. �æ���ÆØ; �������ÆØ; �ÆØÆ�
Ç��ÆØ ‘‘there is a sacrificing,’’ ‘‘a pouring of libation,’’ ‘‘a chanting of

‘paean’ ’’ (cf. Schwyzer, Gr. Gram 2.239 40).

15. The words ÆN �b ŒÆ ��Ł�ŒÅØ �ªªÆØ	� j ¼ººÅØ �Å I�	º ºÅØ are generally taken to mean ‘‘if he has died in

the land (or in his land) or has perished somewhere else,’’ i.e. as referring to the place of death. For such a

meaning one expects the aorist rather than the perfect and a different locution: although �ªªÆØ	� can mean

within the land as applied to a native or local person or thing (LSJ s.v. I 1 2), it would be very odd as a predicate

adjective defining the place of death. The only meaning that fits is ‘‘in or below the earth, ¼ åŁ��Ø	�’’ (LSJ s.v.

IV); it refers to the condition of a dead man, one buried in a grave.
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always uttered on a deathbed. Instead, it is a corpse or a ghost whom the ill-

wisher has recruited for his purpose. He may have resorted to a fresh grave: ‘‘if

he is dead beneath the earth.’’ Or he may have called on someone dead but

unburied, a victim of misadventure, e.g. drowning, that precluded burial: ‘‘if

he is done for in some other way.’’ Anyone whose death was premature found

no rest, buried or not, before his appointed time and was therefore an effective

agent in black magic; when a curse tablet was deposited in a grave, the graves

of the young were often preferred.16 How the paranoiac person arrives at

his knowledge only he can say, but Plato refers to suspicions aroused by

the sight of wax dolls placed at house doors or crossroads or tombs (Leg.

11, 933a-b).17

Thus the ritual begins with three days of incantation, calling upon the ill-

wisher and the agent(s) whom he has recruited (lines 109 17). Thereafter, on
the fourth day we may suppose, it proceeds to a manipulation of figurines

(lines 117 21).18 These will be either wood or clay, representing the agents

closely enough that the sex is distinguished. They are entertained at home with

a proper meal, ‘‘the share of everything.’’ It is like a dolls’ tea party, but more

somber. At Selinus, we recall, the elasteros was likewise entertained with a full

meal exactly prescribed, but as a dangerous power of nature he was unseen

and was approached at some site where his attack was feared. The effigies of

these dangerous spirits are received at home, the place they threaten. At

Selinus, at the site where the meal was laid out, there was a leave-taking

with special words and gestures. This is not a possible conclusion for the

ritual at home; instead, the figurines and the meal are carried far away to some

lonely place. What is done with them is Kæ�~Ø�ÆØ, an unexpected word.19 It can

hardly mean either that the items are simply deposited or that they are made

away with, as by burying. Since the basic meaning of Kæ�
�ø is ‘‘prop’’, i.e. fix

in some position, it must be that the figurines and the meal are stationed as

before. The imaginary scene is meant to continue forever, like the banquets of

Elysium.20

16. In curse tablets found in graves, the intention is often for the victim to be rendered dumb and inert

like the corpse. In just a few instances of the late fourth and the third centuries, the dead man is expressly

recruited by the promise of offerings to seize and afflict the victim, just like a nekydaimôn of the papyri (see

Bravo [1987] for a full treatment). Only with an agent so recruited is it desirable that death be premature or,

even better, sudden and violent. And then a curse tablet must often have been left not in a grave but in places

where it did not survive or cannot be recovered.

17. Plato is not remote from the Dorian belief of this subsection (we shall see that it is Dorian). He visited

Cyrene as a young man, if we may trust the report, and came to know Syracuse from visiting three times. In his

eighth letter like the seventh, generally taken as authentic he describes Spartan institutions in an extended

metaphor taken fromDorian magic: (Lycurgus) �æ�ÆŒ	� K����ªŒ�� �c� �~ø� ª�æ���ø� Iæåc� ŒÆd �c� (Wilamowitz

[1919, 2.410]: �e� codd.) �~ø� K��æø�; ����e� �~Å� �Æ�ØºØŒ~Å� Iæå~Å� �ø��æØ	� (Ep. 8, 354 b 6). Lycurgus, that is to say,

anointed and tied his saving devices (cf. notes 29 30 on the language of some Dorian tablets).

18. As to the term kolossoi see chapter 18, note 16.

19. In line 9 Kæ�~Ø��� means ‘‘put up’’ the money for a supply of wood, and elsewhere it means ‘‘put up’’ a

wager, an idiomatic and unrelated use.

20. Graf (1997, 209) unwarrantably holds that the figurines ‘‘are made of unburnt clay so that they will

not last very long, as the rite expects.’’ Either wood or clay is as durable as any material that we might expect to

hear of.
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Our inscription caters to this fearful person by acknowledging all his

fears. He is a definite type, like the Superstitious Man of Theophrastus

(Char. 16).21 The Superstitious Man purifies his house "¯Œ�Å� ��Œø�

K�Æªøªc� ª�ª	���ÆØ ‘‘because he says that Hecate has been conjured against

it’’ (16.7).22 This too is a magical attack, the operative word being K�ªø

rather than K�Ø����ø. At Athens the magical defense is to ŒÆŁ~ÆæÆØ ‘‘purify’’ the
house by some means that is not described perhaps it is the same means as at

Cyrene. Athenians propitiate Hecate anyway, on the first of each month, by

setting out ��~Ø��Æ ‘‘meals’’ at a crossroads.23 If Hecate nonetheless attacks a

given house, she may well be entertained there with a meal. So she is at

Syracuse, on the showing of Sophron’s mime Women Who Say They’ll Drive

Out the Goddess, i.e. Hecate (frs. 3 9 K-A). Why Hecate is approaching the

house we do not know, but in the principal fragment the women set up a table

and prepare to sacrifice a puppy; the door is thrown open, and Hecate is

greeted with the words ‘‘Lady, you will find a meal and blameless hospitality’’

(fr. 4). It is an actual meal, but the guest of honor is seen only with the mind’s

eye. It is probable that she did not come alone. Hecate is feared above all for

the swarm of monsters and ghosts that she leads out of the underworld.24 If

the text is rightly constituted, her underworld companion Mormolyce is

named a little further on.25 And she is addressed as �æ��Æ�Ø� ��æ��æø� ‘‘chief

of the dead’’ (fr. 7).26 If conjuring Hecate against a house involves ghosts as

well, the occasion is all the more like ours at Cyrene.27

Why is the term K�ÆŒ��� chosen for the subheading? There are two stages

to the ritual, three days of calling out names or else ‘‘O creature, whether

you be man or woman’’ and then the physical action of entertaining the

figurines. The calling out is emphasized; it is loud and prolonged; it works

upon the spirits; it constrains them to attend at the subsequent procedure. It is

an ‘‘incantation’’ or ‘‘conjuration,’’ K�øØ�� or K�Æªøª�. These two terms are

used globally for powerful, aggressive magic.28 The only adjective form in

common use is K�ÆŒ���. When Phaedra in Euripides says that she feels

21. Stukey (1937, 33 38), while supposing that the house is assailed by a hikesios, rightly says that ‘‘the

householder [at Cyrene] is in fundamentally the same position as the Superstitious Man’’ vis-à-vis Hecate.

22. Both LSJ K�Æªøª� 4 b and Rev. Suppl. K�Æªøª� 3 b err in making "¯Œ�Å� a genitive of the subject

rather than the object.

23. It is an Athenian custom referred to by Aristophanes and Demosthenes but very insufficiently

explained by later commentators (Apollodorus FGrH 244 F 109 assigns it to the first of the month). For a

recent discussion see Johnston (1991, 219 21).

24. See Rohde (1925, 297 99, 590 95).

25. Sophron fr. 4 K-A consists of frs. a d of PSI 1214. The undoubted (or nearly so) remnant of Women

WhoSayThey’ll Drive Out the Goddess is fr. a, ending with line 24; the nameMormolyka appears in fr. b at line 27.

26. Latte (1933, 262) adduces fr. 115K-A, unassigned, about burning incense: perhaps it was burnt when

the swarm had gone.

27. Plato in the Laws calls for the purification of a house in what seems a remote contingency: when a

newly purchased slave proves to be a murderer, and this was not disclosed, the seller must purify the house of

the buyer (11, 916c). Is it by way of correcting the usual superstition?

28. The only physical action so employed is ŒÆ����Ø� ‘‘tying down.’’ For global references see Pl.Resp. 2,

364 c (K�Æªøª�; ŒÆ�����	�), Leg. 11, 933 d (ŒÆ����Ø�; K�Æªøª�; K�øØ��), Luc. 36 De merc. cond. 40 Macleod

(K�Æªøª�). To call dogs on the quarry is a similar use of K�ªø; K�ÆŒ��æ; magic and hunting are both furious

endeavors. It may be worth complaining that LSJ s. K�ªø; K�ÆŒ��� does not register the magical sense at all.
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somehow polluted, the vulgar nurse inquires, K� K�ÆŒ�	~ı �Å�	�~Å� ‘‘from harm

conjured against you?’’ (Hipp. 318). A curse tablet from the sanctuary of

Demeter at Cnidus speaks of the different kinds of pharmakon that an

enemy may have resorted to, and the last and most insidious is K�ÆŒ���.29

A protective charm that has been found in much the same form at Phalasarna,

Locri, Himera, and Selinus ends with an assurance that it works against

several enemy devices like those at Cnidus the last seems to be K�Æªøª�.30

The tablets are all Dorian, occurring throughout the Dorian domain from east

to west.31 Cyrene too was probably acquainted with the formula. It may be

the very reason why our inscription uses this vox propria of magic to commend

the first form of suppliant purification.

After the conjuration comes the business of the figurines. They are enter-

tained with table hospitality, just like the elasteros at Selinus. This does not

mean that the elasteros is a ghost. Either occasion is understandable by itself

as a magical use of table hospitality. The magic is more dignified at Selinus

than at Cyrene. It is most dignified of all when it is addressed to say Heracles

or the Dioscuri in the standard rite of theoxenia.

Purification by Asking the Oracle

Suppliant (purification) the second, paid or not paid. After sitting

down at the public shrine, if it is ordained by the oracle, however

much is ordained, pay accordingly. But if nothing is ordained, offer

fruit of the earth and libation every year in perpetuity. But if he omits

it, twice as much again. If a child neglects it in ignorance and it is

ordained for him, whatever he is bidden on inquiring of the oracle,

this he shall pay to the god and shall sacrifice, if he knows where it is,

at the ancestral tomb. If not, ask the oracle.

The second rule is not about magic but about consulting an oracle and

worshipping as directed. So much is agreed, for the language is unmistakable.

But efforts to apply this to a hikesios, to a suppliant or a visitant, have led to

no acceptable result. The label ����º�����	� j I��º�� is baffling. At least six

different meanings have been proposed, whether for suppliant or visitant.32

29. IvKnidos 154.14 16 �Y �Ø j K�	d ���	
Œ�Ø �æ�½ÆŒ	�� j �	�e� j ŒÆ�ÆåæØ��e� j K�ÆŒ�e� ½X �Ø�Ø� &�~ø� ‘‘if he
has contrived against me any pharmakon either to be drunk or to be anointed or to be conjured, or against any

of us.’’

30. Phalasarna: ICret 2 xix 7 / D. R. Jordan (1992) / Furley (1993, 96 99) / Brixhe and Panayotou (1995) /

Orph. fr. 830c Bernabé, line 11 	 �� ŒÆ�ÆåæØ�:½. . .�ÅºÅ���	Ø 	h�� K�Å�ØŒ�ø½:� 	h�� �Æ�øØ 	½::�� �Æ�ø ªÅØ �½::��	æÆ
���ø� Æ½. After Maas (1944) and Jordan (2000, 99), this may be in part restored, in part interpreted, as two

hexameter lines: 	h �� ŒÆ�ÆåæØ��½~øØ ��Åº����<Æ>Ø 	h�� K�<�>�ØŒ�~ø½Ø� = 	h�� �	�~øØ 	h�� K�Æªøª~ÅØ; �½~Ø���	æ ±���ø�.
Locri: Jordan (2000, 96 101) ¼ Orph. fr. 830e Bernabé. Himera: Orph. fr. 830f Bernabé. Selinus: cf. Jordan

(2000, 96n10).

31. Dickie (2001, 48) thinks of ‘‘specialists’’ of some kind, ‘‘some of whom moved from place to place.’’

32. Yet another proposal, barely inchoate, can be confined to this note. The term ��º���	æ
Æ happens to

be variously used of ritual in three Cyrenaean cults, of Demeter, Apollo, and Artemis. It seems variously suited
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It must suffice to acknowledge them briefly; each has many difficulties that

could only be conveyed by extended discussion.

As to a suppliant, perhaps he is ‘‘initiated or not initiated,’’ i.e. admitted

to a secret cult.33 Or perhaps he is ‘‘attached or not attached,’’ i.e. to some

regular public cult.34 Or perhaps he is ‘‘consecrated or not consecrated,’’ i.e.

accorded refuge in a sanctuary.35 Or perhaps he is ‘‘discharged or not dis-

charged,’’ i.e. from compensation for killing someone.36 As to a visitant,

perhaps he is ‘‘successful or unsuccessful,’’ i.e. in wreaking vengeance.37 Or

perhaps he is ‘‘established or not established,’’ i.e. as the object of cult.38

Let us try the same approach as before. If these words describe neither a

suppliant nor a visitant but another purifying ritual, ŒÆŁÆæ���, we expect the

label to agree with what is done: K�ÆŒ��� ‘‘conjured’’ agrees with the conjuring

that follows. In the present case, an oracular inquiry determines ›����ø ‘‘how

much’’ is needed; 	o�ø� ��º
�Œ��ŁÆØ ‘‘pay accordingly.’’39 After another in-

quiry, �	~ı�	 I�	��Ø�~�Ø ‘‘this he shall pay.’’ Here are two words meaning ‘‘pay.’’

Another one, the standard word for ‘‘pay’’ in both literature and documents,

is ��º�ø, as in the label (LSJ s. v. II).40 When the purifying ritual is thus

conducted, by paying the amount prescribed, it is ����º�����	� ‘‘paid.’’ But the

oracle may not, after all, prescribe a payment, and instead of paying, one will

‘‘offer fruit of the earth,’’ etc. An alternative word is needed for the alternative

form of ritual. After ����º�����	�, it is hard to think of a better word than

I��º��. As a derivative of ��º	� it means ‘‘not taxed’’ rather than ‘‘not paid’’

(LSJ, Rev. Suppl. s. v. III 1 a b). Yet this meaning too is perfectly appropriate

since the payment imposed by the oracle may just as well be called a tax. As a

translation ‘‘paid or not taxed’’ would be accurate, but ‘‘paid or not paid’’ is

better because it reproduces the assonance.

We turn to the details, which are reminiscent of the tithing rules: the

setting is again Apollo’s sanctuary, and certain obligations are set forth. An

oracle is consulted repeatedly, first by ‘‘sitting’’ at the place just as one sits in

the temple at Delphi, and twice more as indicated by �Æ���ı	���øØ and

åæ��Æ�ŁÆØ. The responses are �æ	��æÅ�ÆØ, used three times, and I�ÆØæ�Ł~ÅØ, all
of them impersonal passives. It is a local oracle and a familiar procedure. The

to deities who ‘‘bring fulfillment’’ at the harvest and at the maturity of young men and young women. But some

‘‘suspect a connection’’ (Parker) with our rule: Servais (1960, 137n1), Parker (1983, 349), Dobias-Lalou (1997,

265; 2000, 209 11).

33. First proposed byWilamowitz, often adopted since, as by Parker (1983, 349 50) he does not in fact

mention any other view.

34. First proposed by Luzzatto, adopted with extreme hesitation by Servais (1960, 130 39).

35. Sokolowski (1954, 176 77), as part of a dubious account of ‘‘sacral manumission.’’

36. Sokolowski on LS Suppl. 115 B 40 49 (Paris 1962, p. 195).

37. Stukey (1937, 41 42).

38. Burkert (1992, 70 71, 193).

39. The form ��º
�Œ��ŁÆØ is sometimes rendered as a passive, ‘‘is initiated,’’ sometimes as a middle,

‘‘pays.’’ For the latter meaning, not included in LSJ, see Wilamowitz (1927, 170), Sokolowski ad loc., Dobias-

Lalou (1997, 265 66), Rigsby (2000, 102).

40. The meaning ‘‘pay’’ is common in documents and in the orators but is implicit also in some early

instances: Waanders (1983, 227 28).
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participial phrase ƒ�����	� K�d �~øØ �Æ�	�
øØ ƒÆæ~øØ evokes the procedure

straightway; it is natural to begin with a nominative rather than an accusative

phrase, even though the main verb is infinitive rather than future indicative

(the rule uses three infinitives and two future indicatives in just eight lines).41

An inquirer at Delphi, after all the preliminaries, enters the megaron and sits

down, to be addressed by the Pythia (Hdt. 7.40.1, ¥ Ç	��	, cf. 1.47.2, 5.92 � 2).42

The site at Cyrene has been identified with a grotto on the south side of the

great sanctuary, reached by a staircase descending from the west end of

Apollo’s temple, but we cannot be sure of this.43

The inquirer may be told to pay a certain amount, but if no amount is set,

he sacrifices fruit of the earth and a libation an offering in kind, of cakes and

wine. Surely then the payment is a more costly offering an animal or animals

of the value indicated. These are all sacrifices to Apollo, either animals or

cakes and wine. So it is with ‘‘the child’’ who inquires again, having neglected

to maintain the yearly offerings that were required of a forebear. He pays the

amount to the god, i.e. to Apollo it must be that he sacrifices to Apollo in

accordance with the amount, since ancient worshippers did not contribute

money to the church. The child has the further duty of sacrificing at the tomb

of his forebear, if he knows where it is.44 This sacrifice of course implies that

his payment to Apollo is a sacrifice as well. Or else it is a lesser offering in kind,

for the sacrifice at the tomb will be a mere offering in kind. If the tomb cannot

be found, the child inquires yet again at the oracle and no doubt the oracle

will prescribe a compensatory offering to Apollo.

In all this we are reminded strongly of the tithing rules: a tithed person

sacrifices animals of the value for which he is assessed. Tithed persons are a

lesser class of citizen whose tithing obligation is to Apollo; it was suggested

that they are, or include, the bastard sons of a Cyrenaean father and an alien

mother, especially a Libyan mother. Here anxious persons consult the oracle

of Apollo, and it places them under obligation to Apollo. The tithing obliga-

tion is forgiven in the third generation, if the last section of the tithing rules

was rightly understood. After a grandson once fulfills the obligation, he

becomes a regular citizen. Here the obligation imposed by the oracle of Apollo

is likewise inherited, so that a child may neglect it. This too is likely to occur in

the third generation, not the second, since the child may not know the grave of

41. Ritual texts not infrequently use a dangling nominative participle beside infinitives: Scullion (1998,

117 18). With a different punctuation the phrase further describes ‘‘hikesios the second’’ as ‘‘sitting’’ etc.

(chapter 17, p. 275).

42. A suppliant, to be sure, also sits at his place of refuge, and the detail is so interpreted by Wilamowitz

(1927, 169 70) and Servais (1960, 131 32).

43. See Stucchi (1975, 56 57; 1981), Ensoli Vittozzi (1996, 87), Cirene 124 (S. Ensoli and C. Parisi

Presicce).

44. The injunction Łı��~Ø . . .K�d �e� �Æ�æ~øØ	� is similar to the injunctions of the tithing rules, K�ØŁÅ��~Ø . . .

K�d �e �~Æ�Æ (line 55), 	P�b Łı��~Ø 	P�� K�d �e �~Æ�Æ �~N�Ø (lines 56 57), also K����Ø	� 	PŒ K�Ł���Ø Œ�º (lines 48 49, cf. 50).

That this is a tomb is generally agreed, though why it figures is not. For various opinions see Wilamowitz (1927,

169 70), Stukey (1937, 41), Sokolowski (1954, 177), Servais (1960, 138), Parker (1983, 349), Burkert (1992,

70 71), Dobias-Lalou (1997, 266).
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the forbear where an offering is now required as amends it must be a

grandfather, not a father. A further inference should be drawn. This occasion

will arise the possible neglect and the means of redressing it just because

the obligation imposed by the oracle is also to be forgiven in the third

generation, after it is once acknowledged.

These are two ancient customs of Cyrene, a hereditary obligation to

Apollo on the part of lesser citizens and a hereditary obligation to Apollo to

be imposed on anyone the god deems liable. The second custom relies on

superstitious fear, or perhaps on the constraint of neighborly opinion.

Purification by the Customary Means of Supplicating and Sacrificing

Suppliant (purification) the third, slaying with one’s own hand.

Intercede at the office of [chief priest] and the body of three tribes.

When he has announced that he [receives], after seating him on the

threshold on a white fleece, wash and anoint him. And all go out to

the public street and keep silent while they are outside, those who

respond to the annunciator. Go on [into the sanctuary], the one who

is object of the intercession, [for the sacrifices.] And those following

[come in after him. When] he has offered cakes and other [usual

things] . . .

The defining word of the heading is ÆP�	���	� ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand.’’

On the usual view that all three rules are for ‘‘a suppliant,’’ this is a homicide;

it may be thought as well that the case is aggravated, that it was indeed by his

own hand, or that it was his own kin.45 The third rule is for once consistent. It

is, with some extra features, the traditional mode of purification known from

literature, from antiquarian comment, from inscriptions elsewhere. Someone

else receives the guilty man as suppliant and purifies him with expressive

purifying actions. At the end the person thus redeemed offers sacrifice. It

would be surprising only that a homicide, the worst offender, is singled out for

a remedy that applies to any grievous pollution. On the other view, that all

three rules are for ‘‘a visitant,’’ this is either a homicide victim or a suicide.46

What seems so obviously a mode of purification must be interpreted as a

means of averting a dangerous spirit.

The heading, however, will describe the ritual, not a suppliant or a

visitant. This is the final and foremost ŒÆŁÆæ���. It is labeled as ‘‘slaying

with one’s own hand’’ because it leads up to a demonstrative sacrifice in

which one slays the animal with one’s own hand. The term ÆP�	���	� is

synonymous with ÆP�	æ�Œ�Æ� at Selinus, where an anxious person entreats

an elasteros with table hospitality, laying out the meal by himself, even slaying

45. A killer by his own hand: Servais (1960, 140). Any homicide: Parker (1983, 350 51).

46. Homicide victim: Stukey (1937, 38 40). Suicide: Burkert (1992, 72, 193nn42 43) (he understands the

rule to say that his corpse is first seated and then buried).
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the animal by himself, whether it is a piglet as first indicated or a more costly

victim as provided afterward (chapter 14). That ritual was compared with

public festivals named for a demonstrative slaying of animals, such as the

famous ´	ı���ØÆ of Athens. It is unusual for a worshipper who sacrifices to

take charge of slaying the animal. A person entertaining an elasteros does so

in order to make the hospitality more genuine. At certain public festivals a

body of officiants do so in order to represent the whole citizen body more

effectively. A person newly purified does so in order to display his fitness to

worship.

We should examine the ritual step by step. This is the fullest description

anywhere of the standard form of purification. By happy coincidence a decree

of Lindus came to light not long ago to confirm an important point, the office

of intercessor.47

The first step is to I�ØŒ�����Ø� at the two entities mysteriously named. The

verb has been taken in two ways, as referring to the suppliant or to an

intercessor.48 If it is the suppliant, it will mean ‘‘proceed to supplication’’ or

the like; if it is an intercessor, it will mean ‘‘intercede (for a suppliant).’’

Further on, where the context is fragmentary, �e� I�ØŒ���ı����	� will be

interpreted as either middle or passive, as ‘‘the one proceeding to supplica-

tion’’ or as ‘‘the one who is object of the intercession.’’ Now the second

interpretation is preferable anyway, since we hear at once of someone who

seats the suppliant and attends to him with purifying actions, i.e. an interces-

sor. In the decree of Lindus, s. iii, the final lines, which alone survive, set forth

the penalty for anyone, any citizen it appears, who contravenes the decree

while I�ØŒ����ø� j ��Œ��½��	� �	f� ƒŒ��Æ�� ‘‘interceding for or receiving the

suppliants’’ (SEG 39.729 lines 4 5). These words correspond to I�ØŒ�����Ø� at

Cyrene and also to the announcement the intercessor makes at the two

entities, that he ½��Œ���ŁÆØ ‘‘receives’’ a suppliant.49 Although the rule is for a

suppliant, it begins with an intercessor.

The intercessor first declares his purpose at the two entities, then sets to

work. Yet the procedure involves others besides the intercessor and the

suppliant. A group of persons are on hand, referred to first as ‘‘those who

respond to the annunciator’’ and then as ‘‘those following.’’ The agent noun

�æ	Æªª�º��æ ‘‘annunciator’’ denotes someone other than the intercessor,

someone who calls out, ‘‘Come forth and keep silent!’’ It is a herald.50 Next,

the suppliant is to ‘‘go on [into the sanctuary]’’ the threshold where he was

47. Kontorini (1989, 17 29 no. 1) ¼ SEG 39.729; cf. Kontorini (1987).

48. Referring to the suppliant: Schlesinger (1933, 51 52), Servais (1960, 140 41). Referring to an

intercessor: Wilamowitz (1927, 171 72), Latte (1928, 48), Stukey (1937, 39), Parker (1983, 350), Kontorini

(1989, 22 24), Dobias-Lalou (1997, 266 67; 2000, 211 12, 306 7; 2001, 619 23).

49. At Lindus the terms I�ØŒ����ø� and ��Œ����	� are coordinate. The supplement ƒŒ��-=�ŁÆØ has been
standard; see as the latest Dobias-Lalou (1997, 263, 267; 2000, 302; 2001, 263). It would mean either ‘‘when (the

intercessor) announces that (a suppliant) has come’’ or ‘‘when (the suppliant) announces that he has come.’’ In

the first case, the infinitive is too cryptic. In the second, the subject changes abruptedly from I�ØŒ������ and will

change again with ¥ ��Æ��Æ.

50. So Kontorini (1989, 24 25), followed by Dobias-Lalou (1997, 267). And so, too, as Kontorini

observes, Latte (1928, 49 50) and Servais (1960, 146), without using the word ‘‘herald.’’
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first seated evidently belongs to the sanctuary and begins to sacrifice. The

sanctuary is the great sanctuary of Apollo, where the inscription is posted and

to which the rules repeatedly direct us. A priest will be needed at the sanctuary

even though he is not mentioned. At Lindus, the procedure likewise involves

both a herald and a priest, mentioned in the penalty clauses.51 At Athens, the

excerpt quoted below from The Traditions of the Eupatridae likewise refers to

persons who may well be witnesses.

We have then a group of witnesses, a herald, and a priest. They must all

have been recruited when the intercessor declared his purpose to the two

entities, which are doubtless quartered in the agora.52 The witnesses will

represent the community at large. The place to look for them is at the second

entity, called �æØ�ıº
Æ ‘‘body of three tribes.’’ These will be the three Dorian

tribes or possibly the three tribes of Demonax’ reform (Hdt. 4.161.3) either

will be old custom, since Aristotle says that the number of tribes at Cyrene was

afterwards increased (Pol. 6.4, 1319b 23 24). We may suppose that the tribes

of old come forward in symbolic fashion on certain public occasions. The four

Ionian tribes do so at Athens, and the four basileis ‘‘kings’’ who head the

tribes have their own joint quarters, called the basileion ‘‘place of the kings’’

it might be either a room or a building (Poll. 8.11).53 At Cyrene the triphylia

seems to correspond as joint quarters of the three phylai. Here one will find the

truest representatives of the community.

The herald and the priest are probably to be sought at the first entity,

which only half survives, [ . . . (.)]�	º
Æ�. At least six restorations are on offer,

but none has gained acceptance.54 Half of them are a purported compound of

��ºØ�, for the usual assumption is that the first entity, like the second, will be a

civic body, collective or presiding. The assumption is unfounded. And the

second element of such a compound is normally -�	ºØ�.55 Though we cannot

safely say that a compound of ��ºØ� with the ending -�	º
Æ is impossible, there

is no reason to invent such a word.56 On any view, the first entity is naturally

taken as the abstract form of a compound of -�	º	�, a large class of concrete

51. �	d �b N�æ�~Ø� j �	d Œæ½ıŒ�� ‘‘the priests or the heralds’’ (SEG 39.729 lines 7 11). Cf. Kontorini (1989,

25 26).

52. It would be fanciful, however, to suggest any definite location in the agora, the more so since the use

of several buildings is quite unknown. The south side of the square is taken up by two large buildings of similar

form, a peristyle court and rooms, one of them perhaps the attested prytaneion. It is in the other, at the east, that

Stucchi (1975, 66 67) locates the [arche]polia (so Oliverio) and the triphylia. Laronde (1987, 178) quite

reasonably objects.

53. On the Ionian tribes in Athenian ceremony, see Robertson (1992, 36 38, 58 61, 63 64, 71 81; 1998b,

111 12); on the basileion, Robertson (1992, 80 81; 1998b, 113 14).

54. ½�æØ��	º
Æ�; ½K�Ø��	º
Æ�; ½Iæå���	º
Æ�; ½�ØŒÆ���	º
Æ�; ½ŁıÅ��	º
Æ�; ½Iºº	��	º
Æ�. The last we owe to

Burkert (1992, 193n43); it is commended as one of three possibilities by Rhodes and Osborne, GHI no. 97

p. 500, but I do not know what meaning he or they intend. Whereas Iºº	�	º
Æ means ‘‘alien residency’’ in

Cretan inscriptions, Burkert offers his conjecture in a note attached to the phrase ‘‘a marginal region where

‘three tribes meet’ (triphylia)’’ occurring on p. 72.

55. So Masson (1970, 233), Laronde (1987, 178), Dobias-Lalou (2000, 237).

56. A compound of this kind does not otherwise exist. Linguists are inadvertent in treating Iºº	�	º
Æ as a

compound of ��ºØ�: so Schwyzer, Gr. Gram. 1.439 n. 5, Chantraine, DÉLG s. ��ºØ�, Dobias-Lalou (2000, 237).

The sense can only be ‘‘elsewhere-dwelling,’’ < ��º	�ÆØ, as that of I��ı�	º
Æ is ‘‘town-dwelling’’ (Hierocl. Elem.
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nouns denoting a person engaged in some standard activity. The scope for

conjecture would be large as well, except that we are focused on the herald and

the priest. The entity is likely to be ƒÆæÆ�	º
Æ ‘‘office of chief priest.’’

The full procedure has two stages, purification and sacrifice. In the first

stage, the intercessor seats the suppliant on the threshold of the sanctuary, on

a fleece, and washes and anoints him. The witnesses go out to the public street

and keep silent. The great sanctuary can be reached by one street only, a

processional way descending from the city farther east. The witnesses station

themselves here, at the threshold, to observe the purification. The injunction

‘‘go out to the public street’’ may summon them either from the city or from

the interior of the sanctuary if they have already rendezvoused.

At Lindus, the part of the decree that is lost may or may not have

mentioned briefly the means of purifying a suppliant; the decree only regulates

once more a traditional matter that was perhaps the subject of a ���	� ‘‘law’’

referred to in the second penalty clause.57 At Athens, the excerpt from The

Traditions of the Eupatridae mentions the washing but not the fleece or the

anointing (FGrH 356 F 1).58 ‘‘Then, after you [sing.] and the others partaking

of the organs have washed yourselves, get water and purify [sing.]. Wash off

[sing.] the blood from the person being purified.’’59 We see that a piglet has

been slaughtered so as to sprinkle the suppliant with blood; at Cyrene this

powerful detergent is omitted while the fleece and the oil are added. The

injunctions just quoted are addressed to a person who corresponds to the

intercessor at Cyrene and Lindus, presumably a member of the ‘‘Eupatridae.’’

The first injunction also mentions a group of persons who may correspond to

the witnesses at Cyrene. And they are to dine on the spitted and roasted

organs, the delectable beginning of every banquet sacrifice.60 After the puri-

fication comes a sacrifice.

The suppliant is bidden to ‘‘go on [into the sanctuary] . . . [for the

sacrifices],’’ the second stage. The verb �Ææ
��� denotes an advance, as into a

Mor. p. 62 von Arnim ¼ Stob. Anth. 4.28.21, where the context bears out the meaning very plainly).

Understandably, the secondary term Iºº	�	ºØ�Æ� agrees with �	ºØ�Æ�; �Iºº	��º	�would have sounded quaint,

evoking poetic words in -��º	�. The compound �	ºØÆ�	��ø follows some other analogy.

57. See Kontorini (1989, 25 27).

58. The title �a �~ø� ¯P�Æ�æØ�~ø� ��æØÆ occurs only at Ath. 9.78, 410a, a citation by the grammarian

Dorotheus. In fact, the name is corrupted to ŁıªÆ�æØ�~ø� : ¯P�Æ�æØ�~ø� K. O. Muller, ¨ıæªø�Ø�~ø� Adam,

(ı�ÆºØ�~ø� Lobeck. Muller’s correction can be accepted as coming closest and as suiting the prominence of

Eupatridae in the Roman period, when these traditions were very likely published: cf. Jacoby (1949, 27 28). In

early days various genê conducted purifications, as we see chiefly from aetiological stories, in which homicide, of

course, is to the fore. The story and iconography of Heracles’ purification at the Lesser Mysteries give us a

procedure close to this one, but ¯P�	º�Ø�~ø� cannot be entertained in Athenaeus.

59. Parker (1983, 371n9; cf. 134n119) errs in saying that the purifying ritual is ‘‘associated with blood,’’

i.e. with homicide. Athenaeus cites both Cleidemus’ Exêgêtikon and The Traditions of the Eupatridae to

illustrate washing as purification (9.78, 409f 10b ¼ FGrH 323 F 14, 356 F 1). The former speaks of the cult

of the dead, and the latter of the treatment of suppliants, ��æd �~Å� �~ø� ƒŒ��~ø� ŒÆŁæ��ø�, unrestricted.

60. These organs do not come from the piglet slaughtered for the bloody sprinkling; the animal is much

too small. That they come from the piglet or another victim so used is wrongly maintained by Tresp (1914, 41

42), Rudhardt (1958, 271), Burkert (1992, 211), JJK 74 75. Burkert says further of the words quoted, ‘‘it shows

that sacrifice is going on.’’ It shows rather that a banquet sacrifice occurs at some point.
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building (LSJ s.v. III 1); here the advance is into the sanctuary where sacrifice

will be offered.61 The phrase at the end of this clause, if rightly restored, looks

forward to ‘‘sacrifices’’ in the plural, but other words may have stood here.

‘‘Those following’’ can only be the same group as before, the witnesses. While

in the street, they obey the herald; now they appear to move on and to

accompany the suppliant into the sanctuary.62 It is the suppliant who Łı��Ø

Ł�Å, since there is not room for a different subject, such as a priest. The verb

form might be either future indicative as an injunction or aorist subjunctive

in a temporal clause, but since he sacrifices ‘‘cakes,’’ a preliminary offering,

I have chosen the latter.63 The sacrifice of some animal victim was prescribed

next and no doubt last. The third rule was probably no longer, or not much,

than the first and second, respectively 11 lines and 10 lines. The following line,
almost illegible, makes 10 lines.

At Lindus, a sacrifice is implied by ‘‘the priests,’’ who are named beside

‘‘the heralds.’’ At Athens, the excerpt from The Traditions of the Eupatridae

ends with the words ‘‘And after the washing off, stir and blend together

[sing.].’’ The directive is for a libation, perhaps the standard melikraton

(milk, honey, and water). Libation is preliminary to sacrifice. As we saw,

sacrifice is presupposed by the mention of dining on organs.

Purification and sacrifice are also conjoined in literary references. An

exiled homicide on returning to Athens is obliged to Ł~ı�ÆØ ŒÆd ŒÆŁÆæŁ~Å�ÆØ
‘‘sacrifice and be purified’’ (Dem. 23 Aristocr. 72); the order of words need

not be the order in time. Plato in his legislation for a Cretan city forbids a

homicide, until he is purified, to �N� �a ƒ�æa . . . �	æ����ŁÆØ ŒÆd Ł��Ø� ‘‘make his

way to the shrines and sacrifice’’ (Leg. 9, 866 a). The purification of Achilles as

an episode of the Aethiopis is thus summarized by Proclus: ‘‘on sacrificing

(Ł��Æ�) to Apollo and Artemis and Leto he is purified (ŒÆŁÆ
æ��ÆØ) of murder

by Odysseus’’ (Chrest. 172 Severyns). I translate so as to show that the

participle may express the leading circumstance of the purification.64

It is a pity that the last lines of the rule, whether one or two or three lines,

are lost. They might have elaborated on the subheading, ‘‘slaying with one’s

own hand.’’ Or they might not have, if the manner of doing so was self-

evident. At Selinus the term ‘‘slaying with one’s own hand’’ is used of pro-

pitiating an elasteros because true hospitality requires it, slaying the animal

oneself; the manner of doing so is self-evident. At the very end, however, an

extra detail is contrived. One sacrifices as if to a god on high, an Olympian,

but one also soaks the earth with blood, as if the elasteros were here as well; it

61. The supplement ½æÆ� K� ƒÆ=æ��� is nearly certain.

62. Wilamowitz (1927, 170 71) supplies the opposite sense, I�Æ����� K�	~Ø ‘‘wait outside,’’ but this they

would do unless directed otherwise.

63. As to the verb form, Wilamowitz and others supply and translate as if it were future indicative; the

accent should then be Łı��~Ø. Wilamowitz renders Ł�Å as ‘‘incense,’’ but the usual meaning is ‘‘cakes,’’ as

demonstrated by Casabona (1966, 112 13). In adducing our inscription, Casabona offers the suitable supple-

ment ¼ººÆ ½�a �	�ØÇ����Æ. Cakes are often a preliminary offering: Stengel (1920, 101).

64. But Stengel (1920, 157) tenaciously infers from the aorist participle that Achilles, even while tainted

by homicide, ‘‘could take part in acts of worship and approach the gods like anyone else.’’
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is an expressive way of honoring a power of lightning. At Cyrene, one slays the

animal with one’s own hand to demonstrate one’s entire worthiness to sacri-

fice; the manner of doing so is again self-evident. But there is still room to

elaborate. A group of persons are on hand to witness the sacrifice, just as they

witnessed the purification. It would be pertinent to say that the meat must be

properly distributed. Perhaps the last surviving line referred to this with the

words �a ���: ��: ½æØÆ.
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Cyrene, c. 335 324 b.c.

The Inscription

The same marble block in Apollo’s sanctuary was shared by our inscription

and by the list of shipments of grain during the famine years, c. 330 325 b.c.1

The list was inscribed at the end of this period, compiled as it seems from the

records of several years, ‘‘when the famine occurred in Greece’’ (lines 3 4).2

The shipments went to forty-one Greek cities and also Epeirus, then the

domain of Olympias and Cleopatra.3 They are registered in descending

order of size, and for several cities amounts are entered twice where

they belong in the scale, doubtless representing different years. This refine-

ment is surprising when large round numbers predominate.4 Athens has a

single entry for the largest amount, but famine is documented here in both

1. The list is published from the stone by Ferri (1925, 24 26), Oliverio (1933, 29 35), and Laronde (1987,

30 33) (‘‘revision in April 1973, squeeze’’).

2. It is sometimes thought that Macedon directed a relief effort or was courted by Cyrene; against this,

see Rhodes and Osborne, GHI 96.

3. The ethnic names to be read at lines 15 and 16 are very much in doubt, and the sense of those at lines 54

and 58 has been so too, but all of them are likely to be Greek cities rather than any larger entity, except for Ceos

in line 53, the several cities being indicated elsewhere. Tenos cannot take the form partially read in line 15;

Lesbos with several important cities cannot be the subject of a compendious reference in line 16; � �ºıæ
	Ø� in line

54 is not the nation Illyria but Elyrus in Crete, joining other Cretan cities; .]Œ��ıæ
	Ø� in line 58 remains

enigmatic. See Brun (1993, 186 89).

4. Were the available records sufficient for the implied arrangement? Two different amounts

are registered for seven cities and for Olympias, as if referring to different years; three different

amounts are registered for Epeirus if Olympias and Cleopatra are interchangeable. The smaller of

two amounts for Ambracia and Cnossus are much the smallest in the list, 1,500 and 900 medimnoi,

except for 1,000 medimnoi sent to .]ketyrioi. Athens, at the top of the list, receives 100,000 medimnoi, the

cargo of many ships, all at once. Surely this and other large amounts, as of 60,000 and 50,000

medimnoi, are not the record of a single year; surely the larger figures should not all of them be quite

so round. Furthermore, an instance of 60,000 medimnoi for Olympias contrasts with one of 2,600;



330/29 and 328/7; at other places other years would be acute, depending on

local weather and supply; price inflation was more continuous and created

need as well. It seems likely that shipments took place every year for several

years over similar routes. The arrangement is artificial, as if to show that

Cyrene provided universal relief according to need.

The grain was produced and sold by the owners of Cyrene’s rich agricul-

tural land. Perhaps they were allied with merchants of Rhodes whose custom-

ary routes ran through the Cretan cities and Aegean islands named as

receiving shipments; these places make up a disproportionate number.5 The

Cyrenaean landowners were a ruling oligarchy, and the list is a proud adver-

tisement of their wealth and power and goodness.

The list as a single column and columns A and B of our sacred rules

occupy three faces of the marble block proceeding from right to left. The

fourth face was left unfinished and perhaps abutted on a wall. The lettering of

the two inscriptions is very similar, that of the list being somewhat larger and

more deeply and finely cut.

Opinion is not agreed as to which was first inscribed, the list or the

rules.6 If the block stood out from a wall, perhaps the rules were inscribed

first on the front and on one side, to be followed by the list on the other side.

But if it was expected anyway that the three faces would be filled up by

inscriptions, it was natural to inscribe the right side first, with the list. It also

seems quite possible that the list and the rules are contemporary that they

were entrusted to different hands, and the list was done more carefully just

because it is much briefer. However this may be, both the list and the rules

are documents of the same oligarchy, displayed together for similar pur-

poses. For the inscribing of the rules, either before or after the list, the

outside limits are c. 335 324 b.c. We shall see next why the lower limit is

precise.

The Background

Of government and society at Cyrene at this time and for long before, only a

little is definitely known. In 401 b.c. we find the city torn by civil strife (Diod.

14.34.3 6; cf. Paus. 4.26.2). Many of the wealthy were killed, and the others

driven out, and a certain Ariston and others held power until the exiles were

strengthened by a band of roving Messenians, and a battle was fought in

which many died on both sides, including most of the Messenians. The upshot

there is also one of 50,000 for Cleopatra. The distinction between the two dynasts has not been

explained. Perhaps the names or the order of names differed on different bills of lading and led to an

arbitrary rendering.

5. So Brun (1993, 190 95).

6. The documents are always treated separately, giving no occasion to discuss the matter. Wilamowitz

(1927, 155, 174) was wrong to assign the rules, by contrast with the list, to the time of ‘‘the first Ptolemies.’’

Laronde (1987, 30) regards the list of shipments as ‘‘the latest, slightly,’’ of the three inscribed faces, but does

not explain.
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was that the two sides reconciled and agreed to live together. They must have

agreed upon a moderate democracy, a less exclusive regime than when the

wealthy became so hated. Thereafter, sometime in the first half of the fourth

century, Therans residing at Cyrene were granted equal rights by a decree of

the dêmos, a democratic assembly (Meiggs and Lewis, GHI 5 lines 3 4, 11).
But Ptolemy’s diagramma of 321 b.c. shows that an oligarchy of ‘‘the

Thousand’’ was previously in power, now to be replaced by a broader oli-

garchy of ‘‘the Ten Thousand’’ (SEG 9.1, 18.726). How and when the change

occurred frommoderate democracy to oligarchy is hard to say.7 The oligarchy

was firmly in control during the famine years and for a year or two after.

Ptolemy intervened during a sudden convulsion of war and civil strife that was

caused entirely by Thibron of Sparta, a military leader seeking a kingdom of

his own.

It is true that Thibron was incited by Cyrenaean exiles who sought him

out, probably in Crete, after he murdered Harpalus and seized what remained

of his treasure.8 Thibron arrived in Libya in 324/3 and attacked Cyrene. But

the sequel shows that the exiles did not represent any considerable group

within the city, whether oligarchs or democrats. Cyrene resisted stoutly in

a long-drawn struggle remarkable for sudden reversals on either side (so

Diodorus, following Hieronymus, it is thought).9

Thibron at once defeated the Cyrenaeans in the field, inflicting heavy

losses, and seized the port of Apollonia, but he could not take the city by

assault. Instead, one of his lieutenants defected, the port was recovered, and

the offensive passed briefly to the Cyrenaeans. Thibron was reinforced by

mercenaries from Taenarum, and the war grew even fiercer until the Cyre-

naeans lost a hard-fought battle in which all their generals were killed. It was

only now, when the city, like the port, was invested by the enemy, and food

ran short, that �Å�	�ØŒ	
 and Œ�Å�Æ�ØŒ	
, democrats and oligarchs, turned

against each other. The democrats won out, and some oligarchs fled to

Thibron, others to Ptolemy. Ptolemy dispatched his general Ophellas, who

quickly decided the matter. Cyrene and its large territory passed into the

hands of Ptolemy, and he issued the diagramma outlining the form of govern-

ment to be adopted.10

Ptolemy’s control was light enough at first for Cyrene to revolt briefly in

313 b.c. But our inscription cannot be assigned to the period 321 313. It refers

7. Laronde (1987, 249 52) argues for c. 370 360 b.c.

8. The identity of the exiles is discussed by Laronde (1987, 41 42, 69 70, 76, 252 53). He regards them

as ‘‘moderates,’’ i.e. moderate oligarchs or aristocrats somehow representing the earlier moderate regime, and

also thinks that they were readmitted to the city after Thibron’s initial victory in the field. Both points are

conjectural.

9. The war with Thibron is known from Diod. 18.19 21, Arr. Succ. FGrH 156 F 9 ¼ Phot. Bibl. 92

§§16 17, Just. 13.6.20,Marm. Par. 239 B 10 11. That Hieronymus is a principal source of Diodorus and Arrian

is agreed; another source is evident but contributes little, as shown by Hornblower (1981, 51 53, 122) and again

by Laronde (1987, 43 44).

10. The diagramma is undated, but it was needed at once, and it makes special provision for ‘‘the exiles

who have fled to Egypt.’’ Most now agree on 321 b.c; Laronde (1987, 85 128) discusses the careers and

connections of the Cyrenaeans named as magistrates.
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only in the broadest terms to the threat of ‘‘sickness or [famine] or death’’ and

envisages only normal conditions and customary undertakings. The upheaval

and suffering and destruction of the war with Thibron are not just behind.

So the inscription belongs to the oligarchy and the years between c. 335
and 324, a time when the city was peaceful and secure. The oligarchy made it

so; the rules are devised to this end.
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used for household offerings, 41 45, 50 51

Kurêtes at Olympia, 79
Kyklôpes at Isthmus, 250
Moirai near Sicyon, 96
monthly circuit at Olympia, 78 79

Mother at Olympia, 71 72, 78, 80, 82
Nymphs at Athens, 206
Pluto, 163n23
‘‘public altar’’ in tablet, 36 37, 50 51,

213 14, 216, 218, 222 24, 245, 249
Semnai Theai, 92, 111 12, 114, 147 48

Twelve Gods at Olympia, 75, 78, 81n50
Zeus agoraios, 37 38, 224n40
Zeus elasteros on Paros, 235 37

Zeus kataibatês at Athens, 246
Zeus milichios at Athens, 131, 210
at Selinus, 186, 189 91, 193

Zeus polieus at Athens, 227
Altis, 69 71, 73, 75 76, 78 79, 82
Amyclae

Eumenides depicted, 94n38, 97
Hyakinthia, 208, 311 312

ancestors, 5 6, 110, 130, 131n11, 156, 159,
168, 172n18, 175 76, 283n13

See also kinship group in charge of cult
animal sacrifice

goat, 49n27, 139, 189n8, 204, 244n77,
281 84, 319, 322, 330, 337 40, 342,
344, 350

ox (cow, bull etc.), 33, 38n39, 48n26,
96n46, 153, 161, 162n29, 173,
195nn39, 44, 207 8, 212, 227 28,
309 13, 315

pig, 160, 186, 193 95, 211, 213 14,
217 18, 223 24, 227 28, 245, 281,
297, 302, 365, 367

sheep (ewe, ram etc.), 74, 81, 86, 96,
112, 115 16, 134, 135n26, 148n18,
160, 170 71, 173, 185, 188 89,
191, 193, 195, 203 4, 211, 281 82,
303

Anthestêria, 111
Apaturia, 229, 236 37, 312n46
Aphrodite

on Acropolis north slope, 197
altar mislocated, 146n11
festival, 197
at ‘‘Horse unbridling’’, 131n10, 206n23
at Naucratis, 133
at Nike bastion, 163n33

at Selinus, 61 62, 64
Apollo
at Amyclae, 311 312

at Asine, 311 15

at Athens, 48n26, 137n36, 139 40

at Corinth, 32
at Cyrene, 7 11, 279 86, 292n11,

293n14, 299 305, 307 9, 315 17,
319 22, 353 54, 356, 362 64, 366,
368, 371

at Delphi, 43n3, 104, 243 44

festivals, 38n39, 48n26, 49n27, 104,
140n48 (see also Boêdromia,
Hyakinthia, Karneia)

identified with Helios, 175 76

latecomer to Greek pantheon, 336
at Lindus, 282, 311, 314 15

at Marathon, 49n27
month Apollônios, 66n65
at Oaxus, 38n39, 283, 316
at Olympia, 78n39
in Orphic poetry, 101 4, 85 86, 91n21,

125

on rattling cup, 133
at Selinus, 94
at Thoricus, 121n66
Xenophon’s sacrifice, 193

Apollonia port of Cyrene, 281, 373
Arcadia, 75, 77, 100, 241, 250, 339
Areopagus, 92, 106 7, 109, 112 15

Ariadne, 324, 328 29, 350
Artemis
in Agra, 109n14, 116n39, 129, 135 36,

138 41

in Attic demes, 121n66
at Corinth, 11
at Cyrene, 7 9, 280, 284, 286, 300 301,

305, 317, 319 51, 354, 356
Dorian cults, 58
at Eleusis, 202
festivals, 11, 140 41 (see also

Boêdromia, Braurônia, Munichia,
Panêma)

‘‘fire festivals’’, 245
in Melite, 206, 224
at Olympia, 73, 78n39
ritual baths, 59
at Sicyon, 151
spring and summer festivals, 90n17
on Thasos, 236 37
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Athena
in Aeschylus’ Eumenides, 106, 109 14,

116 17

at Athens, 136, 145, 147 49, 151, 170,
172, 200, 233n20, 240, 293, 309n25,
332, 345 46

birth of, 244
contest with Poseidon, 246
at Corinth, 60n34
at Cyrene, 281 83

at Erchia, 174
in Euripides’ Erechtheus, 207 11

at Lindus, 254n4, 283, 309n26,
311, 315

at Olympia, 78n39
at Pergamum, 285n22
at Phalerum, 341n79
rouses Theseus, 328
at Sparta, 133n19, 146 47, 149 50

on Thasos, 236 38

tritogeneia, 180
See also Plyntêria

Athens
correspondences with Selinus

festival of Semnai Theai ¼ Eumenides,
105 27

festival of Zeus milichios, 48, 138,
143 49

Tritopatreis, 167 80, 184
Zeus kataibatês compared with

elasteros, 241, 245 47

Zeus milichios at harvest time,
199 200, 205, 210 12

correspondences with Cyrene
Bear priestess, 338 42

purification of suppliants by
Eupatridae, 356 57, 366 68

Attica, 10, 106 7, 120, 122, 141, 148 49,
169, 173, 246, 332

unification, 184, 205, 312n46
See also Brauron, Eleusis, Erchia,

Marathon, Munichia, Peiraeus,
Thoricus

autophonos, 6, 214 15, 226, 364 65,
368 69

autorektas, 4 6, 27 28, 214 15, 225 27

axôn, 33, 36
Axus. See Oaxus
Ayios Georghios, 314

Baal, 251n104
Baal Hammon, 191 92

Battus, 7, 287 88, 290 94, 316
See also agora, kinship group in charge of

cult
Bear priestess, 319 20, 322n5, 330, 334 35,

337 42, 344, 350
bear (animal), 319, 338, 350 51

bear boy, 340 41

little Bears, 320, 329, 332nn49 50, 333,
340 41, 345 50

Boêdromia, 139 40

booths, 229, 242 45, 247
Boreas at Athens, 180 84

boys
in prenuptial custom, 273, 319, 324 29,

337, 340 41, 350
ritual officiants, 59, 244n77

Brauron, 121 n66, 319, 322, 329 30,
332 34, 337, 339 42, 344 49

Braurônia, 330, 332, 339 40, 342, 344, 349
Briareôs, 177 78, 180 81, 183
brides, bridal customs, 280, 286, 302, 305,

319 34

bridal belt, 323 25

bronze as writing material, 32 33, 82
Bryas of Argos, 143, 151
Byzantium, 150n22
calendar, 55n7, 203, 294n19

calendars of sacrifice, 3 4, 10, 38, 86 87

Athens (compendious, c. 400 b.c.),
109 10, 170 71, 174, 208 9,
237n53, 248

Acropolis, 135, 138
genos Butadae?, 169 70, 172, 173
genos Salaminii, 173, 341n79

Attic demes
Eleusis, 121n64
Erchia, 121n66, 135, 137, 157n2, 160,

171, 173, 303n10
Marathon, 49n27
Marathon (Tetrapolis), 49n27, 56n14,

120, 160, 171, 172 74, 235, 289
Paeania, 121
Thoricus, 121n66, 137, 173, 218n14,

246

Corinth, 32 33

Cos, 303n11
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Eleutherna, 311n37
Myconos, 121n64

Callatis, 60, 222
Camarina, 60, 253, 254n5
Carbina, 242 43

carrying away meat, 9, 171, 173,
185, 188 89, 283, 299 301, 303 4,
307, 309, 315, 317, 320

Carthage, Carthaginians, 6, 192, 254 55

See also Punic
Charondas, 47 48, 182n70
Chersonesus (Black Sea city), 55n7, 60
childbirth, 7 8, 285 86, 320, 337 38, 342,

349 50

Choes, 110
Chusor, 192
Cleidemus

on Agra, 136 37

on battle with Amazons, 139 40

on Nine Gates, 115
Cleisthenes, 146, 173, 195
Cnidus, 36n31, 140, 361
Colonus, 98, 106 9, 112, 115, 117, 125
Corinth, 11, 90n17, 111n20, 134, 250, 290,
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inscriptions, 32 33, 34n20
Kotytô, 57 58, 60, 64

Cos, 4, 36, 223n34, 282n10, 303n11
cost saving measures

admission to Eleusinian Mysteries,
11

piglet as victim, 37, 160, 193 94, 214,
218, 227 28, 245, 365

priest dispensed with, 156, 160, 162,
291 92

reduced hospitality, 37, 50, 214, 217 18,
224, 228, 229, 361, 364 65

ritual conducted at home, 43, 49, 160,
185 89, 196 97, 217

sop ’n’ salt as offering, 43 51,
54 55

trivial magic, 357 61

vegetable offerings, 353, 363
Craterus collector of Athenian decrees

on Bear service, 345, 347 48

Croton, 151 52

Cylon, story of, 92, 110 12, 114 n32, 115,
135, 137, 143 53

Cyrene, 259 374

Dactyls, 35, 68, 79
Daimones, 95, 98n59
death
in the family, 286
premature or violent, 359
of tithed person, 305 7

Delos, 103 4, 156 59, 164, 167, 169,
171 72, 174, 177, 179, 289,
294n23

Delphi
cults and festivals, 104, 219n21, 243 45,

247 49, 281n6
oracle, 11, 97, 101n69, 104, 108, 111,

133 34, 137, 145, 147, 151, 227 28,
279 80, 282, 292, 300 301, 308,
311 13, 315 16, 322, 326, 362 63

See also Ephyra
Demeter, 11, 36, 38, 49
in Agra, 129, 135, 138 39

at Argos, 117
in Attic demes, 49n28, 172, 209, 228n53,

235n34, 289, 294
at Cnidus, 361
at Colonus, 109
on Cos, 223n34
at Cyrene, 293 94

etymology of name, 120n57
festivals, 121 22, 172 (see also

Malophoria, Proêrosia, Skira,
Thalysia)

at Gela, 64n43, 91
as ‘‘golden’’ grain, 204
gravid victims, 96n46
at Hermione, 98n57
and Iasion, 242n72
at Lete, 331
malophoros, 36, 49n28, 50, 64, 103n77,

163n35, 185, 190 91, 199 205, 249
on Myconos, 121n64
at Nike bastion, 109, 114
in Orphic poetry, 101 2, 104
at Phalanna, 332
at Phlya, 106, 109
and Rhea, 123 24

at Scirum, 209 10

at Syracuse, 91
on Thasos, 236
at Thelpusa, 89n8
See also Eleusis, Eleusinian Mysteries
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Dêmia (rites at Athens), 200 201, 205 6,
209, 211 12

democrats, 11
at Athens, 320, 329, 345, 348 49

at Cyrene, 373
at Selinus, 254

Demon
on Tritopatreis, 175 76

Diasia (Dia), 82, 86 88, 111, 138, 143 53

Dionysus
in Acropolis calendar, 138n42
biennial cycle, 196
at Callatis, 222
at Delphi, 247
en limnais, 189n8
festivals, 189n8, 196, 222n32, 328 29

goat sacrifice, 282n10
with Hermes and Nymphs, 206, 208
at Lindus, 310 11, 315
on Naxos, 328
no newcomer to Greece, 64n54
at Olympia, 78n39
in Orphic rites and poetry, 91, 104, 123,

127, 139, 234
at Patrae, 326 27, 329
ritual baths, 59
served by Euneidai, 240
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cults of Apollo, 140, 282 83, 311, 315
cults of Eumenides, 85, 87 88, 95, 98 99

homosexuality, 305
Kotytia, 53, 57 58, 64, 82
magic formulas, 359n17, 361

Dryopians, 312 16

economical alternatives. See cost saving
measures

Eileithyia at Olympia, 71n7, 75 78

elasteros, 4 6, 42, 50, 164, 213 27, 229 39,
245, 359, 361, 364 65, 368 69

festival alleged, 224
Elea, 230, 235
Elis, 55, 66, 70, 73, 75
Eleusis, Eleusinian Mysteries
buildings and monuments, 90n14,

163n33, 202, 295n24
priesthoods, 61n36, 62n43, 121 22, 293
ritual, 4, 65, 91n24, 119 22, 135n28, 139,

160n21, 177, 224n40, 347 (see also
cost saving measures)

story of Demeter and Korê, 81, 89n10,
102, 202

story of Erechtheus and Eumolpus, 170,
200, 207 9, 228n53

Empedocles, 143, 152 53, 173, 200, 253n2,
254

Entella, 86, 90 92, 95, 129, 165n41
Enyalios, 140
ephebes enrolled as citizens, 311 312

Ephyra equated with Delphi, 314
Epicharmus, 61n35, 195n44, 304
Epidaurus, 312 13, 315
Epimenides, 47 48, 92, 107n4, 110, 112,

134n23, 145 46

Erchia, 110n16, 121n66, 135, 137 38,
148n18, 156 57, 160, 167, 169, 171,
173 74, 228n53, 303n10

Êrigonê, 111
Erôs, 197
Eumenês. See heroes
Eumenides, 4 6, 38, 85 104, 106 8, 125,

127, 293
festival, 36, 38, 49, 85 87, 90 91,

92, 94, 96, 100 101, 104, 129, 187
Euphorion
on parentage of Eumenides, 125 27

Eupolis, 57 62

Eupatridae, 116n38, 356 57, 366 68

Euryleon, 37, 223
Euthydamos, 86, 129 33, 159, 185 88, 190,

197, 199 201, 205, 212

famine, 124, 150, 281, 283, 374
famine years (330 325 b.c.), 7, 259, 371,

373

festivals
See Adônia, Anthestêria, Apaturia,

Boêdromia, Braurônia, Diasia,
Eleusinian Mysteries, Galaxia,
Halôa, Hellôtia, Hyakinthia,
Karneia, Kotytia, Kronia,
Malophoria,Munichia, Panêma,
Plyntêria, Proêrosia, Saturnalia,
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Synoikia, Taurea, Terminalia,
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See also Apollo, Artemis, Athena,
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fig, 173, 210n43, 294, 345 46

footraces
of Dactyls at Olympia, 79
of girls at Brauron, 333 34, 348 50

of girls at Olympia, 333
of new brides, 333

Gaggera hill, 23, 36, 50, 62, 90, 93 94, 130,
158, 163n35, 165n41, 185, 187 93,
199, 202, 204

Galaxia, 69, 77 78, 80 81, 137 38, 140
Galepsus, 237
gardens, 134 35, 161, 197n52
Gela, 64n53, 91 92, 95, 99, 108, 132 33,
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genos. See kinship group in charge of cult
grain (wheat, barley etc.), 4, 7, 38, 44 50,

82n54, 91, 96n46, 102, 120, 122, 199,
202 5, 207n33, 209 10, 246, 248, 259,
326 27, 346n89, 371 72

grain bins, 44, 46 49

grape, vine, new wine, 110 11, 189n8, 196,
208n36, 222n32, 282n10, 294, 321n1,
326n22, 328

Hades. See Pluto
Halôa, 45n13, 121n64
Hecate, 90, 105, 118 27, 195, 202, 217, 360
Helios, 119, 175 76, 211, 250
Hellôtia, 60
Hephaestus, 192
Hera

at Argos (Heraeum), 98n57
and Daira, 122n68
festivals, 332n46, 333
‘‘fire festivals’’, 245
milichia, 192
at Olympia, 70 72, 76, 78n39, 81 82, 333
prenuptial affair, 324, 328
ritual baths, 59
ritual begging, 197n52
at Selinus, 163n35, 200n2, 201n4
teleia, 332n46

Heracleidae, 37, 60, 314 15

Heracles
in Athens’ civic calendar, 170, 209
deified hero, 165
‘‘fire festivals’’, 245
at Lesser Mysteries, 367n58
at Lindus, 310

at Olympia, 75, 78 79

as outcast, 299 300, 313 14

at Porthmos, 161n26, 341n79
at Selinus, 165n41, 200n2, 225
at Sicyon, 162, 165, 194n34
on Thasos, 161
and Tlepolemus, 101

Hermes
at Athens, 145 46

begets bastard, 316
divides meat, 161
at Olympia, 78n39
Orphic Hymn?, 91n20

heroes, 94 95, 130 31, 155 56, 159 60,
164 65, 171, 173, 225, 288 89, 291, 295

Epôpeus, 110n16
Epops, 110n16
Eumenês, 87n4, 88 99

Eurypylus, 326 27, 328n31
Eurysakês, 173
‘‘Hero’’, ‘‘Heroes’’, 170, 172 73

Hêrôes, 209
Hêsychos, 115 16

Hyttênios, 172
Leukaspis, 173
Orestes, 100
Pelops, 74 75, 78, 81
Skiros, 172n16, 173
See also Heracles, Theseus

Hêsychidai. See kinship group in charge of
cult

hierophant, 91 92, 98, 240, 293
hikesios, 5, 8, 215, 354 57, 363n41
Hill of the Nymphs. See Hyakinthos
Himera, 254n4, 255, 361
Hipponium, 96n48
homicide, 5 6, 36, 42, 46, 156n1, 200n1,

215 28, 230, 243 44, 302n7, 354 55,
357 58, 364, 367 nn58 59, 368

See also purification
Homonoia, 283n13
homosêpyoi, homosipyoi, 42, 47 49

honey mix. See libation
hospitality. See table hospitality
household, 5, 41 51, 141, 146, 158, 197,

218, 286, 357 61

household gods, 150, 229, 237 38,
241 42, 244 46, 249

Hundred handers, 168, 174, 177 78,
180 81, 183, 235, 250
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Hyakinthia, 208, 311 12, 315
Hyakinthos (Hill of the Nymphs), 199 200,

206 11

Hyakinthides. See Nymphs
Hyrnetho, 315

Iasion, 242
Ilissus, 79, 116n39, 134 38, 141, 149n19,

152, 171, 181, 205, 281, 332
initiation rites, 59n29, 324n14, 325n18, 331,

333n51, 341n76, 342n80, 345 46,
348n105, 349

cult of Korybantes at Erythrae, 59
cult of Mêtêr, 82

Ixion, 178, 230 31, 238, 242n72, 251
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Karneia, 134n22, 139n43
kinship group in charge of cult, 5 6, 9, 42 43,

46 47, 62n42, 130 31, 156, 160, 162,
167, 169 72, 173, 177, 179 80, 210,
227 28, 341 43

*Battidai and *Onymastidai, 280, 287,
289 96

Hêsychidai, 92, 97, 114 16, 195n43
Phytalidai, 87, 131, 210, 293n18

Kombothekra, 73
Konnaros or Konnidas, 61 62

Korê. See Persephone
Kotytia, 53 64, 82
Kronia, Kronion, Kronos, 53, 56, 59, 62n43,

63 64, 67, 69 71, 75 83, 126, 136 37,
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Kubaba, 73
Kurotrophos, 172, 289
kurotrophos (Eleusinian officiant),

121 22

kyrbis, 33, 36

lads (as offenders among tithed class),
302 3, 305, 323

lead as writing material, 4, 31 35, 253
Leto, 324 25, 329, 336
Leukaspis. See heroes
libation, 108, 117, 133, 155, 157 61, 171,

173 174, 207, 236, 353, 361,
363, 368

melikraton (honey mix), 96, 155, 157,
159, 160, 207, 236, 368

Libya, 8 10, 255, 280, 285, 290, 302,
306n19, 317, 320, 363, 373

lightning, 37n34, 39, 72, 98n61, 178,
220 21, 225, 229 30, 232 36, 238 51,
369

Lindus, 9, 217, 254n4, 282 83, 300,
308 11, 313 15, 353, 355n6, 365 68

Locri, 96n48, 103, 119, 143, 146, 150 51,
361

Locris, West, 140

magic, 8 9, 226, 245, 329, 350
animal ally (bear), 338, 341 42, 350 51

contact, 111 12, 324
figurines, images, 283 84, 319, 324 25,

335, 342
left and right, 35
ninefold, 161
private acts, 5, 34 35

public ritual, 10, 34, 114n32, 117 18,
127, 133, 163, 172n16, 239 40

red hair, 7, 281, 283 84

sympathy, 186, 197, 202
weather, 173, 183, 233n23, 240,

242n72
Malophoria, 49n28, 199 200, 206, 209
Marathon, 37n37, 48 49, 56n14, 120,

138n42, 139 40, 145n10, 156 57,
159 60, 167, 169, 171 72, 174 75,
235, 288n3, 289, 294

marriage. See brides
Megacles, 112, 145 46

Megalopolis
cult of Callisto, 339n67
cult of Isis and Sarapis, 285n21
precinct of Boreas, 182
shrine of Eumenides, 95, 97, 100, 134n23

Megara, 34n20, 38, 44, 49n28, 55, 60,
131n7, 190, 199, 203 5, 210, 222,
294n19

Megara Hyblaea, 190, 205
melikraton. See libation
men and women worshipping together.

See women and men worshipping
together

Metapontum, 151 52

milichios stones. See Zeus
miscarriage, 7, 286, 300, 320, 337
Moirai, 88

at Cyrene, 281
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at Delphi, 281n6
at Selinus, 90
near Sicyon, 96 97, 108

Mother, Mêtêr
beside and beyond Ilissus, 135 38

in Euripides’ Helen, 105, 120, 124 25

no latecomer to Greece, 59, 63 64

at Olympia, 64, 67 68, 69 83, 248
at Phaestus, 325n17
ritual begging, 197n52
See also Galaxia, Kronia

Munichia, 211, 319, 322, 329 30, 338,
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Munichia (festival), 90n17, 336
Munichos (hero), 342 43
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Myskos, 86, 94, 129 34, 141, 143, 152, 159,

187, 190, 199 200

Nacone, 90n17, 283n13
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ninth portion, 155 56, 161 62, 189
Nisaia, 190
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Artemis’ companions, 273, 321, 322n9,
334, 349 50

at Athens (Hyakinthides), 170, 174,
199 200, 205 9, 211 12

at Cyrene, 282, 294n23
on Delos, 159, 164, 171 72

on Thasos, 236 37

Oaxus, Axus, 38n39, 196, 283, 316, 325
Oenomaus, 72, 79, 238
oligarchs, 11, 151

Cyrene, 372 73

Selinus, 254
olive growing, 246 48

Olympia, 69 82, 163, 238, 248 49, 333
Onymastus, 287 88, 290, 292

See also kinship group in charge
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Orestes. See heroes
Orphic texts

rites, 91, 95, 105, 118n46
stories, 85 86, 88, 101 4, 115n35, 120,

122 27, 167 68, 177, 229, 232, 234

Panêma, 90n17
Paros, 103, 223n39, 229 30, 232n17, 235,

237 39

Pasikrateia, 86, 103 4

Pausanias of Sparta, 133, 146n12, 149 51

Peiraeus, 210 11, 341
pelanos, 45, 202
Pelasgians, 115, 136n31, 332, 345,

348 49

Pelops. See heroes
Pericles, 146 47, 149
Persephone
in Agra, 129, 139
at Argos, 117 18

in Euripides’ Helen, 120
festivals, 96, 103 4, 139
in Hymn to Demeter, 102 3, 120, 122
at Locri, 119
in Orphic texts, 85 86, 91, 101 2, 104,

123, 125 27

at Selinus, 86, 90, 103
Phaestus, 82n53, 324 25

hero, 165n43
Phalasarna, 361
Phanodemus
on Erechtheus’ daughters, 207
on Iphigeneia, 339 40

on Tritopatreis, 175 76, 180
Phaÿllus of Croton, 151
Philochorus
on abducted Bears, 332, 345, 348
on Kronia, 82 83, 137
on Tritopatreis, 175 76, 179

Phlya, 106, 109, 112
Phoenicia, Phoenicians, 90n17, 192
Phytalidai. See kinship group in charge of

cult
piglet as victim. See cost saving measures
Plataea, 243n74, 244n81
Plato
on Agra, 135
on Aphrodite and Erôs, 197
on executioner’s cast offs, 207n29
on homicide pollution, 368
on magic and superstition, 359, 360n27
on marriage rites, 351n109
on Orphic genealogy, 125 26

Pluto, 101 2, 104, 163n33
Plutos, 94, 122
Plyntêria, 170
pollution. See purification
pompê. See processions
popanon, 45
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Poseidon
at Argos, 117, 119
at Athens (Acropolis), 110n16, 200,

206 9, 246
in Agra, 135 40

father in law of Briareôs, 178, 183
festivals, 49n27, 138 40

at Marathon, 49n27
at Olympia, 78n39
ritual baths, 59
solstice festival, 63 64

Zeus’ rival, 233
See also Halôa, Taurea

Poseidonia (Paestum), 158
pregnancy, 286, 334 38, 342 44

priests, 9, 59, 92, 98 99, 104, 121, 151, 207,
211, 227, 243, 284, 288, 291 92, 296,
303, 354, 364, 366 68

priestess, 77, 82n53, 98, 110, 114n32,
122, 268, 293, 335

priestly perquisite, 109 10, 121, 160,
170, 172, 209

See also Bear priestess, hierophant,
kinship group in charge of cult

processions
from Acropolis to Scirum, 49n28, 170,

209 11, 228, 235n34, 326
for Artemis agrotera, 139
for Artemis at Patrae, 326 27

for Athena on Acropolis, 109
carrying eiresiônê, 63n46
for Demeter at Bel Gadir, 293 94

for Demeter at Eleusis, 62n43, 65n59,
119n50, 122

for Demeter on Gaggera, 199, 202 5

for Eumenides at Gela, 92, 108
for Nymphs at Athens, 200, 205, 212
for Semnai Theai at Athens, 92, 108 10,

112 17

wearing necklace of dried figs, 345 46

for Zeus at Delphi, 243 44, 247
Proêrosia, 46n15
Ptolemy (Soter)
diagramma, 303, 317, 320, 373

Punic, 36n30, 62, 90, 159, 190 92, 202
purification, 4 9, 34, 209, 213 27, 232, 283,

296 97, 299 302, 307, 320, 353 69

with blood, 218, 224n40, 297, 301 2, 367
of bloodshed, 5 6, 112, 130, 145, 151,

156, 215, 217, 220 21, 224, 226,

231, 243 44, 355, 357 58, 362, 364,
368

after bodily functions, 7 8, 285 86, 320
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